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"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO JT UIF QSPEVDU PG TBDSJ୮ୢDFT UPP HSFBU UP GVMMZ BDLOPXMFEHF
"U )BSWBSE * CFOF୮ୢUFE GSPN UIF XJTF DPVOTFM VOGBJMJOH HFOFSPTJUZ BOE SFHVMBS FODPVSBHFNFOU
PG NZ EJTTFSUBUJPO DPNNJUUFF #PC #BUFT 4UFWF -FWJUTLZ BOE +BNFT 3PCJOTPO 5IFJS OVNFSPVT
DPOUSJCVUJPOT EFGZ EFTDSJQUJPO * IPQF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO NFFUT UIF TUBOEBSET UIFJS TDIPMBSTIJQ FNCPE
JFT
5IF GFX TUVEFOUT PG $POHP BSF NPEFMT PG DPVSBHF BOE NPSBM DIBSBDUFS * BN GPSUVOBUF UP DBMM
UIFN GSJFOET 1BUSJDF :FOHP SFTQPOEFE UP BO FNBJM GSPN B ZPVOH HSBEVBUF TUVEFOU XIP IBE OFWFS
WJTJUFE UIF 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP 1BUSJDFؠT XJMMJOHOFTT UP USVTU NF NBEF UIJT QSPKFDU QPTTJCMF +PIO
$MBSL BT BMM BOHMPQIPOFT XIP TUVEZ $POHP LOPX JT B SBSF DPNCJOBUJPO PG JODJTJWFOFTT BOE HFOFSPT
JUZ )F FODPVSBHFE UIF QSPKFDU GSPN JUT ୮ୢSTU EJ୭୮ୢDVMU TUFQT ؛ XIFO * FNBJMFE IJN GSPN B +PIBOOFT
CVSH IPUFM SPPN IBWJOH KVTU CFFO EFQPSUFE ؛ UP UIF ୮ୢOBM TUBHFT .Z EFCUT UP UIFN CPUI BSF USFNFO
EPVT
5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO XPVME OPU IBWF CFFO QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU HFOFSPVT ୮ୢOBODJBM TVQQPSU 5IF 4PDJBM
4DJFODF 3FTFBSDI $PVODJM BOE .FMMPO 'PVOEBUJPO IBE GBJUI JO UIF QSPKFDU GSPN JUT FBSMJFTU JODBSOB
UJPOT 5IF /BUJPOBM 4DJFODF 'PVOEBUJPO 6OJUFE 4UBUFT *OTUJUVUF PG 1FBDF BOE 4NJUI 3JDIBSETPO
'PVOEBUJPO GVOEFE OVNFSPVT USJQT UP $POHP "U )BSWBSE UIF 8FBUIFSIFBE $FOUFS GPS *OUFSOB
UJPOBM "୭GBJST )BSWBSE "DBEFNZ GPS *OUFSOBUJPOBM BOE "SFB 4UVEJFT *OTUJUVUF GPS ތVBOUJUBUJWF
4PDJBM 4DJFODF BOE (SBEVBUF 4PDJFUZ QSPWJEFE DSJUJDBM ୮ୢOBODJBM TVQQPSU BOE XPOEFSGVM BDBEFNJD
IPNFT
4BEMZ NZ HSFBUFTU EFCUT NVTU HP VOBDLOPXMFEHFE %VSJOH OFXMZ UXP ZFBST JO $POHP * NFU
DPVOUMFTT JOEJWJEVBMT XIPTF TBDSJ୮ୢDFT GPS UIFJS DPVOUSZ BSF FYUSBPSEJOBSZ 5IFZ JOTQJSFE UIF EJT
TFSUBUJPO * IPQF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO NFFUT UIFJS FYQFDUBUJPOT GPS JU
-BUF JO UIF XSJUJOH QSPDFTT ؛ BT * UPZFE XJUI EFDBNQJOH GPS :BMF BOE TIF UP 8BTIJOHUPO ؛ * NFU
&SJO )FS TUFBEZ CFMJFG JO UIF QSPKFDU CSPVHIU JU UP GSVJUJPO * WBMVFE IFS TVQQPSU NPSF UIBO * DBO
FYQSFTT
YJJ
*U JT FBTJFS HJWFO IJT OBUVSF GPS B IVNBO CFJOH UP SVMF BMM UIF PUIFS LJOET PG BOJNBMT
UIBO UP SVMF IVNBO CFJOHT #VU XIFO XF SF୯୳FDUFE UIBU UIFSF XBT $ZSVT B 1FSTJBO
XIP BDRVJSFE WFSZ NBOZ QFPQMF WFSZ NBOZ DJUJFT BOE WFSZ NBOZ OBUJPOT BMM PCFEJFOU
UP IJNTFMG XF XFSF UIVT DPNQFMMFE UP DIBOHF PVS NJOE UP UIF WJFX UIBU SVMJOH IVNBO
CFJOHT EPFT OPU CFMPOH BNPOH UIPTF UBTLT UIBU BSF JNQPTTJCMF PS FWFO BNPOH UIPTF
UIBU BSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU JG POF EPFT JU XJUI LOPXMFEHF
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
*G XF FBU DBWJBS BOE XF ESJOL DIBNQBHOF XIBU JT <UIF 8FTUFSO NFEJBؠT> QSPCMFN 
)PX EP PVS IBCJUT DPODFSO UIFN )PX BSF UIFJS SFQSPBDIFT FWFO MFHJUJNBUF "U
NPTU POMZ $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT IBWF B SJHIU UP SFNBSL PO PVS DPOTVNQUJPO IBCJUT #VU
UIFZ DIPPTF OPU UP ت* EPOؠU IBWF UP BQPMPHJ[F GPS TUBZJOH BU UIF $SJMMPO .FVSJDF
#SJTUPM 1MB[B "UIFO©F PS (FPSHFT 7 XIFO * USBWFM UP 1BSJT 5IBU XPVME CF B USBWFTUZ
؛ %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
*UؠT QBSU PG B QTZDIPMPHJDBM HBNF BCPVU UIF BUUJUVEFT PG QPMJUJDJBOT BOE BCPWF BMM NJM
JUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST 1BSUJDVMBSMZ XJUI UIF <*OUFSOBUJPOBM $SJNJOBM $PVSU> UIFZؠSF BXBSF UIBU
QFPQMF BSF XBUDIJOH UIFN 1FPQMF BSF SFBEZ UP MFBWF "U UIF TMJHIUFTU TJHO PG USPVCMF




#MBJTF "EPVB "QQPJOUFE DIJFG PG UIF(BSEF 3©QVCMJDBJOF BG୴FS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDMBJNFE QPXFS
JO  *NQMJDBUFE JO UIF #FBDI NBTTBDSFT IF XBT MBUFS BQQPJOUFE DIJFG PG UIF #SB[[BWJMMF .JMJUBSZ
;POF
1JFSSF "OHB $PNQMJDJU JO UIF BTTBTTJOBUJPO PG .BSJFO /HPVBCJ "O 0XBOEP OBUJWF IF XBT JODBS
DFSBUFE JO UIF T GPS QMPUUJOH B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU BOE VMUJNBUFMZ LJMMFE JO 
NJMF #JBZFOEB 5IF POMZ DBSEJOBM JO UIF IJTUPSZ PG $POHPؠT $BUIPMJD DIVSDI /HPVBCJؠT DPO୮ୢEBOU
IF XBT BTTBTTJOBUFE PO .BSDI  
+FBO.JDIFM #PLBNCB:BOHPVNB 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM PG UIF $POG©E©SBUJPO 4ZOEJDBMF $POHPMBॷF UIF
TUBUF MBCPS VOJPO CFUXFFO  BOE UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF JO  "G୴FS IJT EBVHIUFS EJFE BCPBSE
65" ୯୳JHIU  IF MFG୴ UIF 1$5 BOE SFCSBOEFE IJNTFMG B EFNPDSBU )F ୯୳FE JOUP FYJMF JO 0DUPCFS
 POMZ UP SFUVSO JO  BOE JO  GVMTPNFMZ FOEPSTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFFMFDUJPO DBNQBJHO
&EJUI -VDJF #POHP 0OEJNCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMEFTU EBVHIUFS BOE CFUXFFO  BOE IFS EFBUI JO
 'JSTU -BEZ PG (BCPO " EPDUPS &EJUI -VDJF ୮ୢOBODFE 4FSHF #MBODIBSE 0CBؠT.PVWFNFOU QPVS
MB TPMJEBSJU© FU MF E©WFMPQQFNFOU 	.4%
 QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ

0NBS #POHP 0OEJNCB 1SFTJEFOU PG (BCPO CFUXFFO  BOE IJT EFBUI JO  5IPVHI FJHIU
ZFBST 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMEFS #POHP XBT BMTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TPOJOMBX IBWJOH NBSSJFE EBVHIUFS
&EJUI JO  -POH 'SBODFؠT DMPTFTU "GSJDBO BMMZ #POHPؠT 4PDJ©U© /BUJPOBMF 1©USPMJ¨SF (BCPOBॷF
	4/1(
 XBT UIF NPEFM GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 4PDJ©U© /BUJPOBMF Eॶ 1©USPMॶ EV $POHP 	4/1$

.BUIJBT %[PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .JOJTUFS PG 'JOBODF CFUXFFO  BOE  BOE NFNCFS PG IJT
"WFOVF .POUBJHOF آFNCBTTZأ JO 1BSJT EVSJOH UIF  DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU "G୴FS CFJOH UFSNJOBUFE BOE
TVCTFRVFOUMZ MPTJOH IJT  /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ DBNQBJHO JO (BNCPNB 1MBUFBVY %[PO FNFSHFE
BT BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG DSJUJDT )F JT QSFTJEFOU PG UIF6OJPO 1BUSJPUJRVF QPVS MF 3FOPVWFBV
/BUJPOBM 	613/

+PF 8BTIJOHUPO &CJOB 4DJPO PG POF PG $POHPؠT GFX JOEFQFOEFOUMZ XFBMUIZ GBNJMZ IF GPVOEFE BO
/(0 UP MPCCZ PO CFIBMG PG UIF WJDUJNT PG UIF .BSDI   FYQMPTJPOT UIBU EFTUSPZFE MBSHF TXBUIFT
PG #SB[[BWJMMF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 'POEBUJPO &CJOB B DIBSJUBCMF HSPVQ IF XBT EFUBJOFE CSJF୯୳Z JO 
BG୴FS DSJUJDJ[JOH UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT SFDPWFSZ F୭GPSUT
#MBJTF &MFOHB -POHUJNF MFHBM DPVOTFM PG $POHPMBॷF EF 5SBEJOH 	$PUSBEF
 UIF 4/1$ؠT NBSLFU
JOH BSN CFGPSF JUT EJTTPMVUJPO JO  )F BMTP PXOFE TFWFSBM PG UIF TIFMM DPNQBOJFT UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP VTFE UP FWBEF $POHPؠT QSJWBUF DSFEJUPST
(FSNBJO $©QIBT &XBOHVJ 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF '©E©SBUJPO $POHPMBॷF Eॶ %SPJUT EF Mԙ)PNNF 	'&
$0%)0
 UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT QTFVEP IVNBO SJHIUT /(0 GPVOEFE UP EJTDSFEJU UIF0CTFSWBUPJSF
$POHPMBॷ Eॶ %SPJUT EF Mԙ)PNNF 	0$%)

%FOJT (PLBOB 4FDPOE $&0 PG UIF 4PDJ©U© /BUJPOBMF Eॶ 1©USPMॶ EV $POHP BOE DFOUFS PG UIF TZTUFN
PG TIFMM DPNQBOJFT EFTJHOFE UP FWBEF $POHPؠT QSJWBUF DSFEJUPST "MUIPVHI SFNPWFE JO  IF PWFS
TFFT UIF 4/1$ؠT DPOTFJM EԙBENJOॷUSBUJPO )F XBT FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN #PVOEKJ
$VWFUUF JO 

#SVOP *UPVB 'PVOEJOH $&0 PG UIF 4PDJ©U© /BUJPOBMF Eॶ 1©USPMॶ EV $POHP "G୴FS IJT SFNPWBM JO
 IF XBT BQQPJOUFE .JOJTUFS PG &OFSHZ BOE MBUFS .JOJTUFS PG 4DJFOUJ୮ୢD 3FTFBSDI "O IPOPSBSZ
OFQIFX IF XBT FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN 0MMPNCP 1MBUFBVY JO  BOE BHBJO JO

.BVSJDF .PSFM ,JIPV[PV -PZBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EVSJOH UIF  DJWJM XBS EFTQJUF CFJOH BO FUIOJD
-BSJ "G୴FS DPMMBCPSBUJOH XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSB NJMJUJB EVSJOH UIFJS QPTUXBS QJMMBHF IF XBT
BQQPJOUFE NBZPS PG .BL©M©L©M© 'BNPVTMZ VOSFTQPOTJWF UP UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO IJT XJEPXؠT QFBL
IBJSDVU BQQSPYJNBUFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
#FSOBSE ,PM©MBT 1SFTJEFOU PG UI .PVWFNFOU $POHPMBॷ QPVS MB %©NPDSBUJF FU MF %©WFMPQQFNFOU *O
U©HSBM 	.$%%*
 BO FUIOJD -BSJ GSPN UIF 1PPM SFHJPO .BZPS PG #SB[[BWJMMF CFUXFFO  BOE 
BOE 1SJNF .JOJTUFS JO 4FQUFNCFS  )JT /JOKB NJMJUJB GPVHIU CSJF୯୳Z BMPOHTJEF -JTTPVCBؠT $PDPZF
NJMJUJB EVSJOH UIF  DJWJM XBS *O FYJMF CFUXFFO 0DUPCFS  BOE 0DUPCFS  IF EFDMBSFE IJT
آTPMFNO TVQQPSUأ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VQPO IJT SFUVSO
(VZ #SJDF 1BSGBJU ,PM©MBT 4PO PG #FSOBSE ,PM©MBT BOE DIJFG TVQQPSUFS PG UIF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF XJUI
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO  "G୴FS DPEJSFDUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFTJEFOUJBM DBNQBJHO JO  IF XBT
BQQPJOUFE .JOJTUFS PG 'JTIFSJFT JO  )F XBT FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN ,JOLBMB
1PPM JO  BOE 
+VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV $PNQMJDU JO UIF BTTBTTJOBUJPO PG .BSJFO /HPVBCJ BOE B HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFS
UISPVHIPVU UIF T " TFOJPS 1$5 P୭୮ୢDJBM EVSJOH UIF T -FLPVOE[PV XBT BQQPJOUFE .JOJTUFS
GPS 3FDPOTUSVDUJPO VQPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  SFUVSO "G୴FS TFSWJOH BT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS CFUXFFO
 BOE  -FLPVOE[PV XBT B DFOUSBM UBSHFU PG UIF 1$5 SFGPOEBUJPO F୭GPSU XIJDI CFHBO JO 
BOE DVMNJOBUFE XJUI 0DUPCFS  QBSUZ DPOHSFTT )F XBT FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN

#PVOEKJ JO  *O  -FLPVOE[PV GPVOEFE UIF"TTPDJBUJPO .BSJFO /HPVBCJ FU UIJRVF BT B
SBMMZJOH QPJOU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PQQPOFOUT
1BTDBM -JTTPVCB $POHPؠT ୮ୢSTU ؛ BOE BU UIJT XSJUJOH POMZ ؛ EFNPDSBUJDBMMZ FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU *O
P୭୮ୢDF CFUXFFO  BOE  IF BMTP GPVOEFE UIF6OJPO 1BO"GSJDBJOF EF MB %©NPDSBUJF 4PDJBMF
	61"%4
 XIJDI IBT QSPWFO WJSUVBMMZ JOF୭GFDUVBM BT BO PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
SFUVSO
)FOSJ -PQ©T %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPOHUJNF BNCBTTBEPS UP 'SBODF PG୴FO SFHBSEFE BT UIF EFBO
PG UIF "GSJDBO EJQMPNBUJD DPSQT JO 1BSJT )F JT BMTP B QSPNJOFOU NFNCFS PG UIF FEJUPSJBM CPBSE GPS
(©PQPMJUJRVF "GSJDBJOF
.JDIFM .BNQPVZB $MBJNFE UIF QSFTJEFODZ PG .$%%* JO %FDFNCFS  BG୴FS ,PM©MBT ୯୳FE BOE
BDDFQUFE UIF .JOJTUSZ PG .JOFT JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT /PWFNCFS  HPWFSONFOU .BNQPVZB XBT
EJTNJTTFE JO  BOE BQQPJOUFE 7JDF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF $POTFJM &DPOPNJRVF FU 4PDJBMF
.BSUJO .CFSJ $MBJNFE UIF QSFTJEFODZ PG 61"%4 JO 0DUPCFS  BG୴FS -JTTPVCB ୯୳FE BOE BD
DFQUFE UIF .JOJTUSZ PG $POTUSVDUJPO JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT /PWFNCFS  HPWFSONFOU .CFSJ XBT
EJTNJTTFE JO  WJSUVBMMZ NBSLJOH UIF FOE PG IJT QPMJUJDBM DBSFFS
"MQIPOTF .BTTBNCB%©CBU 1SFTJEFOU PG $POHP CFUXFFO  BOE  XIFO IF XBT EFQPTFE CZ
UIF DMJRVF PG OPSUIFSO NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST MFE CZ /HPVBCJ )F XBT BTTBTTJOBUFE PO .BSDI  
1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV " TFOJPS P୭୮ୢDFS JO UIF -JTTPVCB NJMJUBSZ BOE DIJFG JOTUSVDUPS PG UIF
$PDPZF NJMJUJB )F PSHBOJ[FE UIF.PVWFNFOU /BUJPOBM QPVS MB -JC©SBUJPO EV $POHP JO FBSMZ 
BOE BG୴FS BHSFFJOH UP UIF -JCSFWJMMF "DDPSET JO %FDFNCFS  XBT QSPNJTFE UIF QSFNJFSTIJQ *O
TUFBE IF XBT BQQPJOUFE UP UIF )JHI $PNNJTTJPO GPS &Y$PNCBUUBOUT

"OES© .JMPOHP &MFDUFE 1SJNF .JOJTUFS CZ UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF JO  BOE B ZFBS MBUFS GPVOEFE
UIF6OJPO QPVS MB %©NPDSBUJF FU MB 3©QVCMJRVF  .XJOEB 	6%3ୖ.XJOEB
 "NPOH $POHPؠT GFX
VOJNQFBDIBCMF QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST .JMPOHP SFGVTFE UP HP JOUP FYJMF JO 0DUPCFS  BOE FNFSHFE BT B
DIJFG DSJUJD PG UIF OFX HPWFSONFOU )F EJFE JO  BOE TIPSUMZ UIFSFBG୴FS IJT XJGF .BSJF5IFS¨TF
XBT BQQPJOUFE NBZPS PG #PLP 1PPM
)JMBJSF .PLP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX BOE DIJFG PG UIF%JSFDUJPO (©O©SBMF EF MB 4FDVSJU© 1SযJ
EFOUJFMMF CFUXFFO  BOE  )F XBT EJTQBUDIFE UP 1BSJT UIFSFBG୴FS XIFSF IF TFSWFE BT NJMJUBSZ
BUUBDI©
+FBO.BSJF .JDIFM .PLPLP "QQPJOUFE NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G JO  &TUSBOHFE GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
IF FOTVSFE UIBU UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG  SFNBJOFE TPWFSFJHO *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQ
QPJOUFE IJN $PVOTFMPS GPS 1FBDF BOE 4FDVSJUZ JO "GSJDB
:WFT .PUBOEP "O BSNZ DBQUBJO BU UIF UJNF PG /HPVBCJؠT BTTBTTJOBUJPO "G୴FS PWFSTFFJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT DJWJM XBS BQQBSBUVT IF XBT BQQPJOUFE NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G JO 0DUPCFS 
"EFMB¯EF .PVHBOZ .JOJTUFS PG $PNNFSDF CFUXFFO  BOE  XIFO TIF XBT BQQPJOUFE .JO
JTUFS PG 4NBMM &OUFSQSJTFT 4IF XBT NBSSJFE UP "OHF %JBXBSB XIP XBT CSVUBMMZ NVSEFSFE CZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JO 
+FBO 'SBODPJT /EFOHVFU $IJFG PG QPMJDF TJODF  BOE B $PCSB DPNNBOEFS CFGPSF UIBU )F XBT
JNQMJDBUFE JO UIF #FBDI NBTTBDSF PG 
.BSJFO /HPVBCJ 4FJ[FE QPXFS GSPN "MQIPOTF .BTTBNCB%©CBU JO  BOE UIFO GPVOEFE UIF
1BSUJ $POHPMBॷ EV 5SBWBJM "TTBTTJOBUFE CZ B HSPVQ PG OPSUIFSO NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP TVTQFDUFE
&NNBOVFM /HPV©MPOE©M© $IJFG PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFMMJHFODF BQQBSBUVT JO UIF T BOE TJODF

SPVHIMZ  BNPOH UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU BDFSCJD DSJUJDT )JT TPO )VHVFT JT NBSSJFE UP /JOFMMF 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT EBVHIUFS IJT EBVHIUFS .JDIFMMF JT NBSSJFE UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX &EHBSE
)VHVFT /HPV©MPOE©M© .BSSJFE UP EBVHIUFS /JOFMMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP )F XBT BQQPJOUFE .BZPS PG
#SB[[BWJMMF JO  BOE FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF JO  BOE  BOE
GSPN (BNCPNB JO 
.BVSJDF /HVFTTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PMEFS CSPUIFS BOE UIF QBUSJBSDI PG UIF /HVFTTP GBNJMZ )F
PXOT -JLPVBMB 4" UP XIJDI 5PUBM USBOTGFSSFE JUT TIBSF PG UIF -JLPVBMB PJM ୮ୢFME JO  *U XBT XPSUI
SPVHIMZ $ NJMMJPO JO 
$ěFBS 8JMGSJFE /HVFTTP %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX QSFTJEFOU PG UIF $MVC  163 QPMJUJDBM
QBSUZ BOE UIF IFBE PG 40$053".
1BTUPS /UPVNJ &MFDUFE QSFTJEFOU PG UIF $POTFJM /BUJPOBM EF MB 3যॷUBODF JO  BOE DIJFG QSPUBH
POJTU PG UIF 1PPM DPO୯୳JDU UIFSFBG୴FS .BOZ $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF IF GPVOEFE IJT /TJMPVPV SFCFM
HSPVQ BU UIF SFHJNFؠT CFIFTU
1JFSSF 0CB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX BOE .JOJTUFS PG *OUFSJPS CFUXFFO  BOE  XIFO IF XBT
BQQPJOUFE .JOJTUFS PG .JOFT
+FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM PG UIF $POTFJM /BUJPOBMF EF
4FDVSJU© BOE IFBE PG UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP 0G୴FO SFHBSEFE BT UIF SFHJNFؠT EF GBDUP WJDF QSFTJ
EFOU IF BMTP QSFTJEFT PWFS #('* $POHP
+FBO 1BVM 1JHBTTF .BOBHFT -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG QSPQBHBOEB
PVUMFU BOE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT POMZ EBJMZ OFXTQBQFS BT XFMM BT(©PQPMJUJRVF "GSJDBJOF )F JT DMPTF XJUI
TFWFSBM IJHI SBOLJOH 'SFODI DPOTFSWBUJWFT JODMVEJOH "MBJO +VQQ© BOE +FBO'SBO§PJT 1SPCTU

"OES© 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB " $PCSB DPNNBOEFS EVSJOH UIF  DJWJM XBS BOE NJOJTUFS JO FWFSZ HPW
FSONFOU VOUJM  )F QSPWPLFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JSF BG୴FS SFGVTJOH UP EJTTPMWF IJT $PNJU© Eԙ"DUJPO
QPVS MB %©GFOTF EF MB %©NPDSBUJF  .PVWFNFOU +FVOॶTF 	$"%%ୖ.+

"OUPJOFUUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT XJGF BOE $POHPؠT 'JSTU -BEZ " OBUJWF PG 1PJOUF
/PJSF TIF IFMQFE CSPLFS TFWFSBM QPMJUJDBM BMMJBODFT CFUXFFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE UIF SFHJPOؠT QPMJUJDBM
MFBEFST
%FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 1SFTJEFOU PG $POHP GPS BMM CVU ୮ୢWF ZFBST TJODF 
%FOJT $ISJTUFM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMEFTU SFDPHOJ[FE TPO BOE UIF DIJFG NFSDIBOU PG
$POHPؠT PJM )JT TIPQQJOH TQSFFT JO 1BSJT %VCBJ BOE .BSCFMMB BUUSBDUFE UIF BUUFOUJPO PG 8FTUFSO
KPVSOBMJTUT
$MBVEJB -FNCPVNCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EBVHIUFS BOE DPNNVOJDBUJPOT DPVOTFMPS
4IF JT BMTP %FOJT $ISJTUFMؠT POMZ GVMM TJTUFS
+FBO.BSJF 5BTTPVB $FOUSBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU BOE .JOJTUFS PG &OFSHZ VOUJM
 &MFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GSPN %POHPV -JLPVBMB JO  IF IBT IFME B TFSJFT PG
MFBEFSTIJQ QPTJUJPOT PO UIF &DPOPNJD BOE 4PDJBM $PVODJM TJODF 
+FBO1JFSSF 5IZTU©SF5DIJDBZB " TFOJPS 1$5 NFNCFS JO UIF T BOE FBSMZ T XIFO IF XBT
JODBSDFSBUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 1PJOUF/PJSFؠT GBWPSJUF TPO IF GPVOEFE UIF 3ॵTFNCMFNFOU QPVS
MB %©NPDSBUJF FU MF 1SPHSয 4PDJBM JO  "G୴FS BDDFQUJOH BO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
TIPSUMZ BG୴FS IF SFDMBJNFE QPXFS JO  5IZTU©SF5DIJDBZB MPTU NVDI PG UIF QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ IF
IBE BDRVJSFE &MFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  BOE  IF EJFE JO 
+BDRVFT +PBDIJN :IPNCJ0QBOHP 1SFTJEFOU PG $POHP CFUXFFO  BOE  XIFO IF XBT SF
NPWFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP "O 0XBOEP OBUJWF IF GPVOEFE UIF 3ॵTFNCMFNFOU QPVS MB %©NPDSBUJF

FU MF %©WFMPQQFNFOU 	3%%
 JO  *O FYJMF CFUXFFO 0DUPCFS  BOE "VHVTU  IF BDDFQUFE






"VUPDSBUT *OTUJUVUJPOT BOE UIF 5IJSE 8BWF
PG %FNPDSBDZ
.BO JT CPSO GSFF BOE FWFSZXIFSF IF JT JO DIBJOT 0OF NBO UIJOLT IJNTFMG UIF NBTUFS
PG PUIFST CVU TUJMM SFNBJOT B HSFBUFS TMBWF UIBO UIFZ
؛ +FBO+BDRVFT 3PVTTFBV 5IF 4PDJBM $POUSBDU

5IF 5IJSE 8BWF PG EFNPDSBDZ SFBDIFE "GSJDB JO +BOVBSZ  XIFO UISPOHT PG #FOJO TUVEFOUT
QSPUFTUFE UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT GBJMVSF UP EJTCVSTF TDIPMBSTIJQT 'JWF ZFBST MBUFS XJUI UIF $PME 8BS PWFS
BOE GPPE QSJDFT TPBSJOH OFBSMZ BMM PG "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT CPXFE UP QPQVMBS EFNBOET GPS SFGPSN
4PNF GFMM PUIFST TVSWJWFE #VU WJSUVBMMZ BMM XFSF TVCKFDUFE UP OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD QPMJUJDBM JOTUJ
UVUJPOT FYFDVUJWF UFSN MJNJUT JOEFQFOEFOU MFHJTMBUVSFT BOE SFHVMBS FMFDUJPOT DPOUFTUFE CZ B SBOHF PG
QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT
"GSJDBO QPMJUJDT TJODF IBT CFFO B DPOUFTU CFUXFFO BTQJSJOH BVUPDSBUT BOE UIFTF EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUV
UJPOT *O TPNF DPVOUSJFT ؛ (IBOB ,FOZB 4FOFHBM BOE 4PVUI "GSJDB NPTU OPUBCMZ ؛ UIF EFNPDSBUJD
JOTUJUVUJPOT XPO &MFDUJPOT HSFX NPSF DPNQFUJUJWF MPTFST XFSF GPSDFE UP SFTQFDU UIF XJMM PG WPU
FST BOE FRVJUBCMF FDPOPNJD HSPXUI QSPEVDFE B NJEEMF DMBTT #VU FMTFXIFSF ؛ QMBDFT MJLF "OHPMB
$BNFSPPO $IBE 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP &RVBUPSJBM (VJOFB BOE (BCPO ؛ FMFDUJPOT SFNBJO B TIBN
BOE SVMJOH GBNJMJFT HSPX XFBMUIZ XIJMF UIFJS DJUJ[FOT SFNBJO UIF XPSMEؠT QPPSFTU 5IFSF BSF JODSFBT
JOHMZ UXP "GSJDBT POF EFNPDSBUJD UIF PUIFS BVUPDSBUJD 4DIPMBST LOPX NVDI MFTT BCPVU UIF MBUUFS
7JSUVBMMZ BMM "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT OPX HPWFSO XJUI QBSMJBNFOUT BOE PSHBOJ[F SFHVMBS NVMUJQBSUZ
FMFDUJPOT 5IFZ IBWF MJUUMF DIPJDF 4JODF UIF FOE PG UIF $PME 8BS 8FTUFSO HPWFSONFOUT IBWF SF
RVJSFE OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT JO FYDIBOHF GPS FDPOPNJD BJE JOWFTUNFOU BOE EFCU SFMJFG
*O BO FSB PG :PV5VCF BOE TNBSUQIPOFT NPSFPWFS WJPMFOU SFQSFTTJPO JT JNQPTTJCMF UP DPODFBM GSPN
UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ -JGF BT BO BVUPDSBU IBT UIVT HSPXO NPSF QFSJMPVT -JLF UIFJS $PME 8BS
FSB QSFEFDFTTPST "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT NVTU QSPUFDU UIFNTFMWFT GSPN FMJUF DPOTQJSBDJFT 5IF DPVQ Eԙ©UBU
BG୴FS BMM JT EFDFQUJWFMZ TJNQMF UP FYFDVUF DPOTQJSBUPST OFFE POMZ UP TFJ[F UIF NFEJB BQQBSBUVT BJS
QPSU BOE B IBOEGVM PG HPWFSOJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT JO UIF DBQJUBM < > #VU "GSJDBؠT BTQJSJOH BVUPDSBUT
NVTU BMTP FOTVSF UIBU MBUFOU QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO EPFT OPU DPBMFTDF JOUP NBTT SFWPMU 'PS UIF JOUFSOB
UJPOBM DPNNVOJUZؠT JOTJTUFODF PO SFHVMBS FMFDUJPOT ؛ IPXFWFS GSBVEVMFOU ؛ DSFBUFT آGPDBM NPNFOUTأ
"DDPSEJOH UP #SBUUPO BOE WBO EF 8BMMF <>  PG "GSJDBؠT  BVUPDSBDJFT IBE MJCFSBMJ[FE UIFJS QPMJUJDBM
TZTUFNT

XIFO DJUJ[FOT NPTU FBTJMZ BDU DPMMFDUJWFMZ GPS DIBOHF %VSJOH FMFDUJPO TFBTPOT DJUJ[FOT BSF NPSF FO
HBHFE JO UIF QPMJUJDBM QSPDFTT BOE NPSF BXBSF PG UIFJS OFJHICPSTؠ EJTDPOUFOU 0QQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
XIP XBHFS UIBU JOUFSOBUJPOBM BUUFOUJPO XJMM TIJFME UIFN GSPN EPNFTUJD SFQSFTTJPO TUBOE SFBEZ UP
NPCJMJ[F GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT 5IFTF GPDBM NPNFOUT BSF TP QPXFSGVM UIBU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF OPX
NPSF PG୴FO SFNPWFE CZ FMFDUJPO SFMBUFE FWFOUT UIBO DPVQT Eԙ©UBU BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JHVSF 
5BCMF  JMMVTUSBUFT UIF QFSJMT PG OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT GPS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT *U QSFTFOUT
UIF SFTVMUT PG B $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSE NPEFM XIJDI FTUJNBUFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU BOE BVUP
DSBU GBMMT JO B HJWFO ZFBS BT B GVODUJPO PG QSFWBJMJOH QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT FYFDVUJWF BOE MFHJTMBUJWF
FMFDUJPOT BOE B SBOHF PG DPOUSPM WBSJBCMFT %VSJOH UIF $PME 8BS .PEFM  TVHHFTUT BVUPDSBUT XIP
HPWFSOFE XJUI TJOHMF QBSUJFT XFSF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS JO B HJWFO ZFBS UIBO BVUPDSBUT XIP
PVUMBXFE QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO /PNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛ JOEFFE FMFDUJPOT UIFNTFMWFT
؛ IBE WJSUVBMMZ OP F୭GFDU PO BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM #VU TJODF UIF FOE PG UIF $PME 8BS ؛ XIFO "GSJDBؠT
TVSWJWJOH BVUPDSBUT XFSF GPSDFE UP BCJEF OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT CZ 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST ؛
UIFTF JOTUJUVUJPOT IBWF DPOTJTUFOUMZ UPQQMFE "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT *O FYFDVUJWF FMFDUJPO ZFBST "GSJDBؠT
BVUPDSBUT BSF OFBSMZ %NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS UIBO VTVBM 8IFO "GSJDBO DJUJ[FOT BSF QFSNJU
UFE UP WPUF GPS OBUJPOBM QBSMJBNFOUT "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF OFBSMZ %NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS
"DDPSEJOHMZ CFUXFFO  BOE  UIF OVNCFS PG BVUPDSBDJFT JO "GSJDB GFMM GSPN  UP 
#VU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF MFBSOJOH UP TVSWJWF EFTQJUF EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT 5IF QBDF PG EFNPD
SBUJ[BUJPO IBT TMPXFE UP B USJDLMF BT 'JHVSFT  UISPVHI  SF୯୳FDU 8JUI JU "GSJDBؠT TVSWJWJOH BVUP
DSBUT IBWF TFDVSFE UIFJS QMBDF BNPOH UIF HMPCBM TVQFS SJDI FBSOJOH UIF BUUFOUJPO PG 'SFODI DPVSUT JO
UIF QSPDFTT "T QBSU PG UIFJS POHPJOH DPSSVQUJPO JOWFTUJHBUJPO ؛ LOPXO BT UIF CJFOT NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS
؛ 'SFODI JOWFTUJHBUPST SFDFOUMZ TFJ[FE B IBOEGVM PG 1BSJT NBOTJPOT CFMPOHJOH UP UIF SVMJOH GBNJMJFT PG
&RVBUPSJBM (VJOFB BOE UIF 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP XJUI (BCPOؠT UP CF UBSHFUFE OFYU 0OF CFMPOHJOH
UP UIF &RVBUP(VJOFBO QSFTJEFOUؠT TPO XBT WBMVFE BU $ NJMMJPO JU JODMVEFT  SPPNT B 5VSLJTI
CBUI B IBJS TBMPO UXP HZN DMVCT B OJHIUDMVC BOE B NPWJF UIFBUFS *O  "MJ #POHP 0OEJNCB

7DEOH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI $XWRFUDWLF 6XUYLYDO
.PEFM  .PEFM  .PEFM  .PEFM  .PEFM 
"GSJDB "GSJDB (MPCBM (MPCBM (MPCBM
    

















































/     
4JHOJ୮ୢDBODF MFWFMT ††  ॎ †  ॎ ∗  ॎ ∗∗  ॎ
$IBOHF JO QSPCBCJMJUZ PG MPTJOH QPXFS JO ZFBS U
#BTFMJOF "VUPDSBUT XIP QSPTDSJCF QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO
4JOHMF 1BSUZ 3FHJNF   
/PNJOBMMZ %FNPDSBUJD *OTUJUVUJPOT  
-FHJTMBUJWF &MFDUJPOT   









)LJXUH  $IULFDèV DXWRFUDFLHV LQ  SULRU WR WKH 7KLUG:DYH RI 'HPRFUDF\ $XWRFUDWV UXOHG YLUWXDOO\ WKH HQWLUH
FRQWLQHQW PRVWO\ E\ RXWODZLQJ SROLWLFDO FRPSHWLWLRQ RU PDLQWDLQLQJ VLQJOH SDUW\ UHJLPHV $IULFDèV VROH GHPRFUDF\
%RWVZDQD DSSHDUV LQ ZKLWH
QSFTJEFOU PG (BCPO BOE TPO PG UIF MBUF 0NBS #POHP 0OEJNCB QVSDIBTFE B  TRVBSF GPPU









)LJXUH  $IULFDèV DXWRFUDFLHV LQ  LPPHGLDWHO\ DIWHU WKH 7KLUG:DYH RI 'HPRFUDF\ 9LUWXDOO\ DOO VXUYLYLQJ DXWR
FUDWV UXOHG ZLWK QRPLQDOO\ GHPRFUDWLF LQVWLWXWLRQV 'HPRFUDFLHV DSSHDU LQ ZKLWH
OFBSMZ  QSPQFSUJFT UIF GBNJMZ PXOT JO 'SBODF UIF NBOTJPO JODMVEFT B IFBUFE TXJNNJOH QPPM









)LJXUH  $IULFDèV DXWRFUDFLHV LQ  QHDUO\ WZR GHFDGHV DIWHU WKH 7KLUG:DYH 7KH SDFH RI GHPRFUDWL]DWLRQ VORZHG
WR D WULFNOH DV $IULFDèV DXWRFUDWV OHDUQHG WR VXUYLYH GHVSLWH QRPLQDOO\ GHPRFUDWLF LQVWLWXWLRQV 'HPRFUDFLHV DSSHDU LQ
ZKLWH
UP BTDFSUBJO #VU SFDFOU FTUJNBUFT TVHHFTU UIFJS QFSTPOBM GPSUVOFT SFBDI JOUP UIF CJMMJPOT PG EPMMBST
"GSJDBؠT SJDIFTU XPNBO JT OPX *TBCFM EPT 4BOUPT EBVHIUFS PG +PT© &EVBSEP EPT 4BOUPT "OHPMBؠT QSFT




















Revolts, Elections, Term Limits, and Resignations
)LJXUH  +RZ$IULFDèV DXWRFUDWV ORVH SRZHU E\ \HDU 7KH EODFN OLQH DW  UHFRUGV WKH HQG RI WKH &ROG:DU DQG WKH
RQVHW RI WKH 7KLUG:DYH RI 'HPRFUDF\
JEFOU TJODF  *TBCFM BNBTTFE B $ CJMMJPO GPSUVOF CFUXFFO  BOE  NBLJOH IFS "GSJDBؠT
POMZ GFNBMF CJMMJPOBJSF BOE JUT ZPVOHFTU 8SPUF 'PSCFT
&WFSZ NBKPS "OHPMBO JOWFTUNFOU IFME CZ %PT 4BOUPT TUFNT FJUIFS GSPN UBLJOH B DIVOL
PG B DPNQBOZ UIBU XBOUT UP EP CVTJOFTT JO UIF DPVOUSZ PS GSPN B TUSPLF PG UIF QSFTJ
EFOUؠT QFO UIBU DVU IFS JOUP UIF BDUJPO <>

5IFTF EZOBNJDT PDDVSSFE BSPVOE UIF XPSME BT 'JHVSFT  UISPVHI  JMMVTUSBUF 5IF TJOHMF CFTU
QSFEJDUPS PG XIFUIFS BO BVUPDSBU HPWFSOT XJUI OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT JT OPU UIF LJOE PG
EJDUBUPSTIJQ IF PQFSBUFT PS IJT DPVOUSZؠT HSPTT EPNFTUJD QSPEVDU 3BUIFS UIF CFTU QSFEJDUPS JT TJNQMZ
XIFUIFS IF SVMFE BG୴FS UIF #FSMJO 8BMM GFMM "T JO "GSJDB BVUPDSBUT FMTFXIFSF IBWF GPVHIU OPNJOBMMZ
EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT UFOBDJPVTMZ 'PS XIJMF NPTU FMFDUJPOT DBO CF XPO XJUI GSBVE OPNJOBMMZ
EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT TUJMM SFOEFS MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU NPSF QFSJMPVT %VSJOH UIF $PME 8BS XIFO
UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE 6OJUFE 4UBUFT TUSVHHMFE PWFS UIF XPSMEؠT QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT 5BCMF  SFWFBMT
UIBU BVUPDSBUT XIP HPWFSOFE XJUI TJOHMF QBSUJFT XFSF TPNF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP GBMM JO B HJWFO ZFBS UIBO
BVUPDSBUT XIP PVUMBXFE QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO BMUPHFUIFS .PSFPWFS SF୯୳FDUJOH "NFSJDBO TVQQPSU
BVUPDSBUT XIP HPWFSOFE XJUI OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT XFSF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP GBMM JO B HJWFO
ZFBS :FU TJODF UIF $PME 8BS FOEFE BVUPDSBUT XJUI TJOHMF QBSUJFT IBWF CFFO OFBSMZ %NPSF MJLFMZ
UP GBMM JO B HJWFO ZFBS BOE BVUPDSBUT XJUI OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT OFBSMZ %
5IJT QFSTQFDUJWF DIBMMFOHFT UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM XJTEPN BNPOH TPDJBM TDJFOUJTUT 4DIPMBST JODSFBT
JOHMZ MPDBUF UIF PSJHJOT PG BVUPDSBUJD EVSBCJMJUZ JO OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT <   
   > PS TJOHMF QBSUJFT <  > 5IFTF JOTUJUVUJPOT UIF BSHVNFOUT HFOFSBMMZ HP GPTUFS
DSFEJCMF DPNNJUNFOUT CFUXFFO BVUPDSBUT BOE SFHJNF JOTJEFST QMBDBUF EPNFTUJD PQQPTJUJPO PS BMMP
DBUF QBUSPOBHF JO B XBZ UIBU BMMJFT SFHBSE BT GBJS #VU BT UIF SFTVMUT BCPWF NBLF DMFBS UIFTF DPOUSJCV
UJPOT BSF MFTT VTFGVM GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH BVUPDSBDZ JO UIF TU DFOUVSZ 5IF XPSMEؠT BVUPDSBUT IBWF MFTT
DPOUSPM PWFS UIFJS EPNFTUJD QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UIBO FWFS CFGPSF 4JODF UIF 5IJSE 8BWF ؛ XIFO UIF
JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ CFHBO JOTJTUJOH PO EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT JO FYDIBOHF GPS BJE ؛ BVUPDSBUT
IBWF OFJUIFS IBE BDDFTT UP TJOHMF QBSUJFT OPS XFMDPNFE NVMUJQBSUZ MFHJTMBUVSFT
)PX UIFO EP DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT TVSWJWF EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT 




"VUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU DPNNPO DIBMMFOHFT 5IFZ NVTU SFDSVJU GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT
؛ MFBEJOH NJOJTUFST TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST BOE QBSBTUBUBM EJSFDUPST ؛ LOPXJOH UIBU UIFTF BQQPJOU
NFOUT EFUFSNJOF XIJDI FMJUFT UISFBUFO UIFN GSPN XJUIJO BOE NPCJMJ[F QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO GSPN
XJUIPVU 0ODF UIFTF QPTJUJPOT BSF ୮ୢMMFE BVUPDSBUT NVTU NPOJUPS UIFJS PDDVQBOUT 'PS XIFO QBSBT
UBUBM EJSFDUPST TJQIPO SFWFOVF BVUPDSBUT QPTTFTT MFTT XFBMUI GPS QBUSPOBHF BOE QFSTPOBM DPOTVNQ
UJPO 4FOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP IBWF BDDFTT UP BSNT BOE UIFJS TVCPSEJOBUFTؠ MPZBMUJFT NBZ TJNQMZ
EFDJEF UP TFJ[F QPXFS GPS UIFNTFMWFT PS XIFO VOQSFQBSFE QSPWF VOBCMF UP TVQQSFTT QPQVMBS VQ
SJTJOHT -BUFS BVUPDSBUT NVTU EFDJEF XIFUIFS BQQPJOUFFT XJMM CF BSCJUSBSJMZ QVSHFE PS XIFUIFS UP
DPOTJTUFOUMZ SFXBSE DPNQFUFODF XJUI UFOVSF TFDVSJUZ 0VUTJEF UIF HPWFSOJOH DPBMJUJPO BVUPDSBUT
NVTU FOTVSF UIBU UIPTF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF EP OPU SFWPMU BHBJOTU JU
5IF UI DFOUVSZؠT NPTU JDPOJD BVUPDSBUT JOEVDFE MPZBMUZ XJUI GFBS <> BOE SFMJFE PO TJOHMF QBS
UJFT UP آCJOE UPHFUIFS PUIFSXJTF GSBDUJPVT DPBMJUJPOTأ <> #VUUSFTTFE CZ UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO UIFZ
XFSF GBS NPSF EVSBCMF UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT #VU TU DFOUVSZ BVUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU OFX DPOTUSBJOUT
5IFZ NVTU BCJEF OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT XIJDI SFOEFS TJOHMF QBSUZ SFHJNFT JOBDDFTTJCMF
GPS BMM CVU UIF NPTU ୮ୢOBODJBMMZ TFDVSF 8JUI UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ MFTT UPMFSBOU PG WJPMFODF
BVUPDSBUT NVTU JODSFBTJOHMZ GPSHP NPSUBM GFBS BT B QPMJUJDBM JOTUSVNFOU "OE XJUI JOGPSNBUJPO NPSF
BDDFTTJCMF UIBO FWFS CFGPSF JNQPWFSJTIFE "GSJDBOT BSF NPSF BXBSF PG UIFJS MFBEFSTؠ WFOBMJUZ
5P TFDVSF UIF MPZBMUJFT PG UIFJS FMJUF "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT JODSFBTJOHMZ XJFME TPDJBM UPPMT 8IFSFBT
TJOHMF QBSUZ NFNCFSTIJQ SPTUFST PODF EF୮ୢOFE UIF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF
QPTJUJPOT "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT JODSFBTJOHMZ SFTUSJDU UIFJS DBOEJEBUF QPPMT CBTFE PO TPDJBM DIBSBDUFSJT
UJDT 5IJT DSFBUFT B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ XIJDI JOEVDFT DPNQMJBODF FWFO XIFO FMJUFT BSF FYDMVEFE GSPN
UIF SFHJNF 5P NPOJUPS BQQPJOUFFT "GSJDBؠT DPOUFNQPSBSZ BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT JO
$IJOB .BMBZTJB BOE 4JOHBQPSF BSF UIF DMFBSFTU FYBNQMFT

XIJDI OFX SFDSVJUT JOUFSBDU XJUI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPTU USVTUFE BJEFT "VUPDSBUT TVQQMFNFOU UIFTF XJUI
QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT XIJDI HFOFSBUF DPNQFUJUJPO GPS UIFJS GBWPS "LJO UP UPVSOBNFOUT UIFTF QBS
BMMFM HPWFSONFOUT HFOFSBUF DPNQFUJUJPO POMZ XIFO QBJSFE FMJUFT BSF VOBCMF UP DPMMVEF IFODF "GSJDBؠT
BVUPDSBUT QBJS FMJUFT XIP BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ FUIOJD DMFBWBHFT PS GBNJMZ SJWBMSJFT 8IFO "GSJDBؠT BVUP
DSBUT EFQMPZ UIFTF NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT F୭GFDUJWFMZ UIFZ GPSHP BSCJUSBSZ QVSHFT JO GBWPS PG QSFEJDUBCMF
UFOVSF QPMJDJFT XIJDI SFXBSE DPNQFUFODF XJUI SFBQQPJOUNFOU /PUXJUITUBOEJOH UIF NPSUBM TUBLFT
PG QPMJUJDT "GSJDBؠT NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT SFTFNCMF OPUIJOH TP NVDI BT UIF $&0T PG 'PSUVOF  DPNQB
OJFT 1FSTPOBM SVMF UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO BSHVFT JT SBUJPOBM SBUIFS UIBO JEJPTZODSBUJD
*G NPEFSO "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT BSF BT DPODFSOFE BCPVU FMJUF DPOTQJSBDJFT BT UIFJS QSFEFDFTTPST UIFZ
BSF GBS NPSF DPODFSOFE BCPVU QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT 5IF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZؠT JOTJTUFODF PO SFH
VMBS FMFDUJPOT ؛ IPXFWFS GSBVEVMFOU ؛ DSFBUFT آGPDBM NPNFOUTأ XIFO DJUJ[FOT BSF NPSF FOHBHFE JO
UIF QPMJUJDBM QSPDFTT BOE NPSF BXBSF PG UIFJS TIBSFE EJTDPOUFOU 0QQPTJUJPO MFBEFST JODSFBTJOHMZ XB
HFS UIBU JOUFSOBUJPOBM BUUFOUJPO ؛ DPNQPVOEFE CZ UIF QSFWBMFODF PG :PV5VCF BOE TNBSUQIPOFT ؛
XJMM TIJFME UIFN GSPN EPNFTUJD SFQSFTTJPO "OE CFDBVTF UIFZ TUBOE UP HBJO NPTU JG BO BVUPDSBU JT
SFNPWFE ؛ BOE TUBOE BU UIF DFOUFS PG CSPBE TPDJBM OFUXPSLT ؛ UIFZ BSF VOJRVFMZ DBQBCMF PG NPCJ
MJ[JOH GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT *O DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDB UIFSF JT B WFSZ SFBM TFOTF UIBU PODF DJUJ[FOT ୯୳PPE
UIF TUSFFUT BVUPDSBUT IBWF BMSFBEZ MPTU 5IJT OFX JOTUJUVUJPOBM MBOETDBQF JNQPTFT OFX DIBMMFOHFT
"VUPDSBUT NVTU EFDJEF XIFUIFS UP DSFBUF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT 5IFZ NVTU BMTP
EFDJEF IPX UP PSHBOJ[F FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH SFHJNF MJFVUFOBOUT "OE XJUI WJPMFOU SFQSFT
TJPO MFTT DSFEJCMF UIBO FWFS BVUPDSBUT NVTU BMTP DPOTUSVDU UIFJS JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVTFT JO XBZT
UIBU SFOEFS WJPMFODF BU MFBTU TPNFXIBU DSFEJCMF XIJMF OPU QSPWPLJOH MPDBM QPQVMBUJPOT
5IFTF BSF UIF UFDIOJRVFT PG BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM JO DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDB EFTJHOFE UP PWFSDPNF
OFX DIBMMFOHFT BOE TBUJTGZ OFX DPOTUSBJOUT 5IFTF UFDIOJRVFT BSF PQFSBUJPOBMJ[FE EJ୭GFSFOUMZ BDSPTT
UIF DPOUJOFOU 'PS BVUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU EJ୭GFSFOU TUSBUFHJD FOWJSPONFOUT BOE UIFZ SFTQPOE BDDPSE
%PCTPO <> ୮ୢOET UIJT TFOUJNFOU JO DPOUFNQPSBSZ $IJOB BT XFMM

JOHMZ 5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO BSHVFT UIBU UIF XBZT UIFTF UFDIOJRVFT BSF PQFSBUJPOBMJ[FE JT DPSSFMBUFE
#VJMEJOH PO <> UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO TVHHFTUT UXP FRVJMJCSJB PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT *O UIF آDPOUFTUFEأ
FRVJMJCSJVN UIF SBUJP PG BO BVUPDSBUؠT SFTPVSDFT UP IJT FMJUF JT SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM 5IF BVUPDSBU SFDSVJUT
BO FYUSFNFMZ OBSSPX FMJUF BOE TIV୭୯୳FT UIFN GSFRVFOUMZ IJT IPME PO QPXFS JT XFBL BOE IF PWFSTFFT B
MFTT F୭୮ୢDJFOU TUBUF BQQBSBUVT 1BSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT BSF CMBUBOUMZ GSBVEVMFOU BOE PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT
EFTQJUF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BUUFNQUT BU TVQQSFTTJPO BDUJWFMZ DPOTQJSF XJUI UIF TVQQPSU PG GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ
[FOT *O UIF آFTUBCMJTIFEأ FRVJMJCSJVN BO BVUPDSBU JT SJDI SFMBUJWF UP IJT FMJUF FOBCMJOH IJN UP TQFOE
NPSF GSFFMZ )F DBO DSFBUF DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF BNPOH FMJUFT BCPVU UIFJS QSJWJMFHFE FDPOPNJD XFM
GBSF SFOEFSJOH DPOTQJSBDJFT VOMJLFMZ )F DBO QSPWJEF B XBHF QSFNJVN UP BQQPJOUFFT XIJDI JOEVDFT
MPZBMUZ GSPN UIPTF PVUTJEF UIF SFHJNF CZ DSFBUJOH B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ )F DBO B୭GPSE UP EVQMJDBUF
HPWFSONFOU QPSUGPMJPT GPTUFSJOH FMJUF DPNQFUJUJPO BOE DPNQMJBODF 5IFTF UXP BDDPVOUBCJMJUZ EF
WJDFT FOBCMF UIF BVUPDSBU UP GPSHP FMJUF TIV୭୯୳JOH GPS NPSF QSFEJDUBCMF UFOVSF QPMJDJFT UIVT SFXBSEJOH
DPNQFUFODF XJUI SFBQQPJOUNFOU .PSF TFDVSF UIF BVUPDSBU DBO GPSDF BMMJBODFT XJUI UIF PQQPTJUJPO
؛ XIJDI VOEFSNJOFT UIFJS DSFEJCJMJUZ ؛ BOE GPSDF MPDBM CBSPOT UP NPCJMJ[F UIFJS DPOTUJUVFOUT PO IJT
CFIBMG 8JUI MJUUMF DIBODF PG VOTFBUJOH IJN ZPVOH NFO GSPN PODF IPTUJMF BSFBT IBWF MJUUMF DIPJDF CVU
UP KPJO UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT QPMJDJOH UIFJS OFJHICPST BOE SFQPSUJOH PO UIFJS BOUJSFHJNF
BDUJWJUJFT
8JUI QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT ୮ୢYFE BOE SFDPVSTF UP WJPMFODF DJSDVNTDSJCFE UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT CSPBE
FTU BSHVNFOU JT UIBU TU DFOUVSZ BVUPDSBUT BSF QPXFSGVM XIFO UIFJS DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF TP "VUPDSBUJD
TVSWJWBM SFRVJSFT NBOJQVMBUJOH UIF CFMJFGT PG POFؠT PQQPOFOUT 'JOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT BSF DSJUJDBM 5IFZ
FOBCMF BVUPDSBUT UP SFXBSE MPZBMUZ BTTJHO NVMUJQMF FMJUFT TJNJMBS SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BOE MVSF PQQPTJUJPO
MFBEFST JOUP BMMJBODFT UIBU EJNJOJTI UIFJS QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ #VU TFDVSJUZ CFHFUT TFDVSJUZ 8IFO PQQP
TJUJPO MFBEFST CFMJFWF UIFJS POMZ QBUI UP QPXFS JT QBSUOFSJOH XJUI UIF BVUPDSBU UIFJS TVQQPSU CFDPNFT
DIFBQFS UP QVSDIBTF 8IFO QSPNJOFOU SFHJPOBM QPMJUJDJBOT CFMJFWF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT CMFTTJOH JT NPSF
VTFGVM GPS DBSFFS BEWBODFNFOU UIBO QPQVMBS TVQQPSU BVUPDSBUT DPNNJTTJPO FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO

UP DSFBUF B WFOFFS PG QPQVMBS TVQQPSU 8IFO ZPVOH NFO XIP XPVME PUIFSXJTF UBLF VQ BSNT BHBJOTU
UIF SFHJNF CFMJFWF EPJOH TP JT GVUJMF UIFZ QPMJDF UIFJS IPTUJMF OBUJWF SFHJPO PO UIF SFHJNFؠT CFIBMG
8IFO DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT UISFBUT PG WJPMFODF BSF DSFEJCMF UIFZ BDRVJFTDF *O JEFOUJGZJOH
UIFTF DPOOFDUJPOT UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO DIBSBDUFSJ[FT UIF آDPOUFTUFEأ BOE آFTUBCMJTIFEأ FRVJMJCSJB PG BV
UPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT JO UIF QSFTFODF PG OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT *U FYQMBJOT XIFO UIFZ FNFSHF
BOE IPX USBOTJUJPOT CFUXFFO UIFN PDDVS
 5঑঎ 3঎জ঎ঊছঌ঑ %঎জ঒ঐগ
"MUIPVHI UIF NPTU DPNNPO GPSN PG HPWFSONFOU JO IVNBO IJTUPSZ BVUPDSBUJD SVMF IBT QSPWFO EJG
୮ୢDVMU UP EPDVNFOU BOE UIFPSJ[F 'PS ୮ୢFMEXPSL JO BVUPDSBDJFT JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU BU CFTU BOE QPUFOUJBMMZ WFSZ
EBOHFSPVT 4DIPMBST IBWF UIVT TPVHIU UP VOEFSTUBOE BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT CZ GPDVTJOH PO UIPTF GFBUVSFT
PCTFSWBCMF GSPN BGBS UIF SBSF DPVQ Eԙ©UBU UIF FWFO SBSFS QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH UIF PDDBTJPOBM QVSHFT
BOE TIV୭୯୳FT UIF QSFTFODF PS BCTFODF PG QBSMJBNFOUT BOE TJOHMF QBSUJFT BOE UIF SFQPSUT PG WJPMFODF
UIBU QFSJPEJDBMMZ BQQFBS JO JOUFSOBUJPOBM OFXT SFQPSUT 5IFTF FWFOUT DBO CF آDPEFEأ BT POF WBSJBCMF
BNPOH NBOZ JO DSPTTDPVOUSZ EBUBTFUT .PSFPWFS UIF GPDVT PO JOTUJUVUJPOT BT TPVSDFT PG آDSFEJ
CMF DPNNJUNFOUأ ୮ୢUT OFBUMZ JOUP UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT EFWFMPQFE CZ TUVEFOUT PG EFNPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT
<  >
6OEFSTUBOEJOH NPEFSO BVUPDSBDZ SFRVJSFT B EJ୭GFSFOU BQQSPBDI 8JUI QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT ୮ୢYFE
BOE UIF JOTUSVNFOUT PG TVSWJWBM JODSFBTJOHMZ TPDJBM TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT NVTU LOPX NPSF
BCPVU UIFJS TVCKFDUT UIBO FWFS CFGPSF 5P VOEFSTUBOE UIF DSJUFSJB BDDPSEJOH UP XIJDI BVUPDSBUT DPO
TUSVDU UIFJS DPBMJUJPOT XF NVTU LOPX UIF FMJUFT XIP XFOU VOBQQPJOUFE 5P VOEFSTUBOE IPX BV
UPDSBUT GPNFOU JOUSBFMJUF DPNQFUJUJPO XF NVTU VOEFSTUBOE UIF DMFBWBHFT UIBU TFQBSBUF QBJSFE BQ
QPJOUFFT 5P VOEFSTUBOE DPNQVMTPSZ FMJUF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT XF NVTU LOPX XIJDI FMJUFT BSF NFN
CFST IPX UIFZ XFSF TFMFDUFE BOE IPX UIFJS CFIBWJPS EJWFSHFT GSPN OPONFNCFST 5P VOEFSTUBOE

XIFUIFS FMJUFT BSF QVSHFE BSCJUSBSJMZ PS SFNPWFE GPS DBVTF XF NVTU LOPX XIJDI FMJUFT FOHBHFE JO
BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS 5P VOEFSTUBOE IPX BOE XIZ BVUPDSBUT GPSHF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQP
TJUJPO QBSUJFT XF NVTU LOPX UIF CBDLHSPVOET PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BOE UIFJS TVCTFRVFOU QPMJUJ
DBM GBUFT *O TIPSU UP CVJME HFOFSBM NPEFMT PG DPOUFNQPSBSZ BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT XF NVTU LOPX UIF
OBNॶ PG PVS TVCKFDUT VOEFSTUBOE UIFJS CJPHSBQIJFT BOE SFDPSE UIFJS CFIBWJPS "VUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT
JT QFSTPOBM JU PDDVST BNPOH JOEJWJEVBMT 5IF VOJU PG BOBMZTJT NVTU CF UIF QFPQMF XIP DPNQSJTF UIF
SFHJNF UIF FYDMVEFE FMJUFT XIP IPQF UP KPJO PS EFQPTF JU BOE UIF GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT XIP TUSVHHMF
BHBJOTU JU
5IFTF DPOTJEFSBUJPOT GBWPS B NJDSPFNQJSJDBM SFTFBSDI EFTJHO 5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO GPDVTFT PO B TJO
HMF DPVOUSZ UIF 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP SVMFE CZ 1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP "G୴FS PSDIFTUSBUJOH
1SFTJEFOU .BSJFO /HPVBCJؠT BTTBTTJOBUJPO JO  ؛ BT /HPVBCJؠT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
DMBJNFE QPXFS JO B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU JO  'PS UIF OFYU  ZFBST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QSFTJEFE PWFS BO PT
UFOTJCMZ .BSYJTU SFHJNF UIBU QSPTDSJCFE BMM QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT TBWF UIF SVMJOH 1BSUJ $POHPMBॷ EV 5SB
WBJM 	1$5
 UIF $POHPMFTF -BCPS 1BSUZ )F EJE TP JOEFFE XIJMF SFDFJWJOH SPVHIMZ $. PG FBDI
CBSSFM PG $POHPMFTF DSVEF PJM TPME UP 'SBODF JO FYDIBOHF GPS TFUUJOH $POHPؠT SPZBMUJFT QFS CBSSFM BU
% SBUIFS UIBO UIF VTVBM % <  > &WFO UIPVHI JU XBT QVNQJOH $ NJMMJPO PG DSVEF PJM
FBDI EBZ CZ  UIF HPWFSONFOU XBT VOBCMF UP QBZ JUT DJWJM TFSWBOUT -JLF TP NBOZ BVUPDSBUT 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP HPU TXFQU VQ JO UIF 5IJSE 8BWF PG %FNPDSBDZ "G୴FS EFDMBSJOH JUTFMG TPWFSFJHO UIF
/BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG  PSHBOJ[FE UIF DPVOUSZؠT ୮ୢSTU EFNPDSBUJD QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT JO 
XIJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MPTU XJUI % PG UIF WPUF FBSOJOH IJN UIF TPCSJRVFU.POTJFVS ߣ )F EF
DBNQFE UP 1BSJT TIPSUMZ UIFSFBG୴FS 8JUI UIF UBDJU BQQSPWBM PG 'SFODI 1SFTJEFOU +BDRVFT $IJSBD BOE
"OHPMBO NJMJUBSZ TVQQPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QSPWPLFE BOE XPO UIF  DJWJM XBS <  > )F
IBT SVMFE TJODF

 5঑঎ 3঎ঙঞঋক঒ঌ ঘএ $ঘগঐঘ
"MUIPVHI PG୴FO OFHMFDUFE JO GBWPS PG JUT NVDI MBSHFS FBTUFSO OFJHICPS ؛ UIF %FNPDSBUJD 3FQVCMJD
PG $POHP DPMPOJ[FE CZ #FMHJVN BOE HPWFSOFE GSPN ,JOTIBTB ؛ $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ JT OP MFTT USBHJD
$POHP JT OFBSMZ BT QPPS OPX BT JU XBT JO  XIFO JU DMBJNFE JOEFQFOEFODF GSPN 'SBODF 4PNF
XIFSF CFUXFFO % BOE % PG $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT TVCTJTU PO MFTT UIBO $ FBDI EBZ *O  UIF
HPWFSONFOUؠT QFS DBQJUB EFCU XBT UIF IJHIFTU JO UIF XPSME UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM .POFUBSZ 'VOE 	*.'

QVU JU BU $. CJMMJPO PWFS UXJDF UIF DPVOUSZؠT BOOVBM (%1 <> *O  B HMPCBM TVSWFZ SBUFE #SB[
[BWJMMF UIF XPSMEؠT XPSTU DJUZ JO XIJDI UP MJWF CFMPX FWFO #BHIEBE <> 5IF $POHPMFTF DJWJM XBST
PG UIF MBUF T XFSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ HSVFTPNF 'PVHIU PWFS #SB[[BWJMMF JUTFMG UIF XBS EJTQMBDFE TPNF
,  DJUJ[FOT BOE LJMMFE BOPUIFS ,  < > 5IJT OVNCFS NBZ QBMF JO DPNQBSJTPO UP UIF
DJWJM XBS JO OFJHICPSJOH %FNPDSBUJD 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP #VU BT B QFSDFOUBHF PG $POHPؠT QPQVMBUJPO
JU XBT TUBHHFSJOH 8JUI POMZ  NJMMJPO JOIBCJUBOUT $POHP MPTU % PG JUT QPQVMBUJPO 5IF DPVOUSZ IBT
ZFU UP GVMMZ SFDPWFS GSPN UIF JOGSBTUSVDUVSBM EBNBHF
$POHP JT BMTP TUSJLJOHMZ SJDI BT 'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS "MUIPVHI UIF HPWFSONFOU UJHIUMZ HVBSET
PJM SFWFOVF UIF DPVOUSZ JT OPX BNPOH "GSJDBؠT MFBEJOH PJM QSPEVDFST <> $POHPؠT PVUQVU IBT FY
QBOEFE TUFBEJMZ TJODF  XJUI EBJMZ PJM QSPEVDUJPO OPX XPSUI OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO PS TPNF $
CJMMJPO BOOVBMMZ +VTU IPX NVDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNCF[[MFT JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP BTDFSUBJO #VU FYUBOU FTUJ
NBUFT TVHHFTU UIF ୮ୢHVSF JT BU MFBTU $ NJMMJPO BOOVBMMZ <> 5IF TDBMF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT XFBMUI
JO 1BSJT BMPOF JT TUBHHFSJOH *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ PXOFE  IPNFT JO 1BSJT BOE FOWJ
SPOT JU SFOUFE BU MFBTU UISFF PUIFST BOE UIF GBNJMZ TPME BU MFBTU UXP PUIFS IPNFT QSJPS UP  5IJT
OVNCFS FYDMVEFT UIF QSPQFSUJFT PXOFE CZ &EJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UXP DIJMESFO XJUI 0NBS #POHP
UIF MBUF (BCPOFTF QSFTJEFOU #PUI CPSO JO UIF FBSMZ T UIFTF UXP DIJMESFO PXO ୮ୢWF IPNFT CF
UXFFO UIFN 0G UIFTF  UPUBM SFTJEFODFT XF IBWF ୮ୢOBODJBM EBUB GPS TJY 5IF DSPXO KFXFM JT  3VF































































)LJXUH  2LO SURGXFWLRQ SHU FDSLWD LQ &RQJR DQG WKH23(& FRXQWULHV
JEFODF BOE UIF GBNFE $IBNQT MZT©FT JO  JU XBT WBMVFE BU $ NJMMJPO 5IF NPTU SFDFOU BD
RVJTJUJPO BQQFBST UP CF &EHBSE /HVFTTPؠT B OFQIFX )F SFOUT B MVYVSZ TVJUF BU -B 3যFSWF 1BSॷ GPS
PWFS $,  QFS OJHIU MPDBUFE JO UIF B୭୯୳VFOU UI BSSPOEॷTFNFOU UIF BQBSUNFOU GFBUVSFT TQFDUBD
VMBS WJFXT PG UIF &J୭GFM 5PXFS BO JOIPVTF DIFG WBMFU TFSWJDF EBZ HPWFSOFTT BOE DVTUPN MJCSBSZ *O
 &EHBSE PXOFE UXP PUIFS IPNFT JO 1BSJT 5IF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ BMTP SFHJTUFSFE BU MFBTU 
MVYVSZ WFIJDMFT JO 'SBODF UXP #.8T UISFF .FSDFEFT POF 1PSTDIF POF "TUPO .BSUJO POF "VEJ
BOE UXP TQPSU VUJMJUZ WFIJDMFT 8F IBWF ୮ୢOBODJBM EBUB GPS FJHIU PG UIFN UIFJS UPUBM WBMVF JO  XBT

OFBSMZ $. NJMMJPO 5IF GBNJMZ IBT BU MFBTU  BDDPVOUT JO 1BSJTJBO CBOLT
)LJXUH  6DVVRX1JXHVVRèV UHDO HVWDWH KROGLQJV LQ FHQWUDO 3DULV
8FBMUI CFHFUT XFBMUI 4P BT PJM SFWFOVF FYQBOEFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJWFSTJ୮ୢFE IJT JOWFTUNFOU
QPSUGPMJP 5IF $POHPMFTF BWJBUJPO JOEVTUSZ JT OPX EPNJOBUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ BOE BMMJFT
0G UIF  SFHJTUFSFE BWJBUJPO DPNQBOJFT UIF GPVS NPTU JNQPSUBOU BSF DPOUSPMMFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
&WJEFODF GPS UIFTF QVSDIBTFT XBT QSPWJEFE UP NF CZ B DPO୮ୢEFOUJBM TPVSDF JO 1BSJT 'SBODF JO +BOVBSZ 
* JOUFOE UP SFMFBTF UIF EPDVNFOUT PO NZ QFSTPOBM XFCTJUF PODF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO JT QVCMJTIFE

TVSSPHBUFT 6OTVSQSJTJOHMZ UIJT WJSUVBM NPOPQPMZ PO UIF DPVOUSZؠT BWJBUJPO TFDUPS IBT IPSSJCMF FG
GFDUT GPS DPOTVNFST 5JDLFUT SFNBJO QSPIJCJUJWFMZ FYQFOTJWF BOE TFDVSJUZ SFDPSET BSF TP QPPS UIBU
OPOF PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT PQFSBUPST BSF QFSNJUUFE UP ୯୳Z JO &VSPQFBO 6OJPO BJSTQBDF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
FRVBMMZ EPNJOBUFT UIF DPVOUSZؠT TIJQQJOH JOEVTUSJFT 4PDJ©U© $POHPMBॷF EF 5SBOTQPSUT .BSJUJNॶ
	40$053".
 XBT GPVOEFE JO  BT B OBUJPOBM TIJQQJOH DPNQBOZ XIJDI DPMMFDUFE % PG
UIF DPVOUSZؠT TIJQQJOH UBYFT PO JNQPSUT BOE FYQPSUT 0XOFSTIJQ XBT EJWJEFE 5IF $POHPMFTF TUBUF
PXOFE B % TUBLF XIJMF B 'SFODI CVTJOFTTNBO ؛ BOE DMPTF GSJFOE PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ PXOFE %
6QPO IJT  SFUVSO UP QPXFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP B୭୮ୢSNFE UIF DPNQBOZؠT SJHIU UP % PG آTIJQQJOH
UBYFTأ PO BMM HPPET TIJQQFE JO $POHPMFTF XBUFST 40$053". BMTP CFOF୮ୢUFE GSPN B OFX NBKPSJUZ
TIBSFIPMEFS 4IJQQJOH BOE 5SBEJOH B -JFDIUFOTUFJO CBTFE ୮ୢSN PXOFE CZ OFQIFX $©TBS 8JMGSJFE
/HVFTTP
5IJT DPOTQJDVPVT XFBMUI BUUSBDUFE UIF XPSMEؠT BUUFOUJPO 5IF 4VOEBZ 5JNॶ B #SJUJTI CSPBE
TIFFU PXOFE CZ 3VQFSU .VSEPDI SFQPSUFE PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢWFEBZ WJTJU UP UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT
(FOFSBM "TTFNCMZ JO 4FQUFNCFS  )JT SPPN BMPOF PSEFSFE OFBSMZ $,  PG SPPN TFSWJDF BU
UIF 8BMEPSG "TUPSJB IJT GVMM FOUPVSBHF PDDVQJFE  SPPNT BOE NBOBHFE B CJMM PG $,  آDPN
GPSUBCMZ NPSF UIBO UIF <$, > UIBU #SJUBJO HBWF UIF 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP JO IVNBOJUBSJBO BJE JO
أ8JUI 0NBS #POHP SVMFS PG (BCPO GSPN  VOUJM IJT EFBUI JO  BOE 5FPEPSP 0CJBOH
/HVFNB QSFTJEFOU PG &RVBUPSJBM (VJOFB TJODF IF QVCMJDMZ NVSEFSFE UIF GPSNFS QSFTJEFOU ؛ BMTP
IJT VODMF ؛ JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT VOEFS JOWFTUJHBUJPO CZ 'SFODI BVUIPSJUJFT GPS FNCF[[MFNFOU
4PO %FOJT $ISJTUFMؠT TIPQQJOH TQSFFT BSF MFHFOEBSZ *O  (MPCBM 8JUOFTT B #SJUJTI /(0 SF
WFBMFE UIBU JO  BMPOF %FOJT $ISJTUFM TQFOU NPSF UIBO $,  BU EFTJHOFS CPVUJRVFT JO 1BSJT
BOE %VCBJ<> %FOJT $ISJTUFM PDDVQJFT UISFF 1BSJT BQBSUNFOUT 5IF TDBMF PG UIJT XFBMUI JT UZQJDBM
4PDJ©U© /PVWFMMF "JS $POHP JT PXOFE CZ B NFNCFS PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ 5SBOT "JS $POHP JT
PXOFE CZ *TJEPSF .WPVCB &RVBKFU JT PXOFE CZ &EHBSE /HVFTTP BOE +FBO +BDRVFT #PVZB "JS $POHP &YQSFTT
JT PXOFE CZ .BVSJDF /HVFTTP
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU 
ތVPUFE GSPN %11-ǥȇȇ"+ǣ4&(&-"!&ǣ,/$ȇ4&(&ȇ"+&0Ǹ00,2 $2"00, PO  %FDFNCFS 

JO BVUPDSBDJFT %VSJOH IJT  ZFBST JO QPXFS GPS JOTUBODF #POHP BDDVNVMBUFE TPNF  QSPQFSUJFT JO
'SBODF NPTUMZ JO 1BTTZ UIF NPTU FYDMVTJWF 1BSJT OFJHICPSIPPE
$POHPؠT JOGSBTUSVDUVSF ؛ JUT USBOTQPSUBUJPO TZTUFN FMFDUSJDJUZ HSJE FEVDBUJPOBM TFDUPS BOE IFBMUI
DBSF ؛ SFNBJO BNPOH UIF XPSMEؠT XPSTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU IBT OFWFS DPOTUSVDUFE B QSJ
NBSZ TDIPPM MJGF FYQFDUBODZ JT KVTU PWFS  ZFBST BOE POMZ % PG UIF SVSBM QPQVMBUJPO IBT BDDFTT UP
DMFBO ESJOLJOH XBUFS <> 5IF DPOTUSVDUJPO QSPKFDUT MBVODIFE SFDFOUMZ CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPW
FSONFOU BSF UIVT TUSJLJOHMZ TVQFS୯୳VPVT 5IF DPVOUSZ CFOF୮ୢUT GSPN B OFX JOUFSOBUJPOBM BJSQPSU JUT
UIJSE BOE CZ GBS IJHIFTU RVBMJUZ 5IF BJSQPSU JT MPDBUFE JO 0MMPNCP TPNF ୮ୢWF NJMFT TPVUI PG 0ZP
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPNF WJMMBHF JO UIF OPSUIFSO $VWFUUF SFHJPO 0ZPؠT QPQVMBUJPO JT CVU , 
$POHPؠT QPQVMBUJPO JT DPODFOUSBUFE JO UIF TPVUI 0ZP CFOF୮ୢUT UPP GSPN B OFX VMUSBNPEFSO IPT
QJUBM 5IF IPTQJUBMؠT TQFDJBMJUJFT QSPTUBUF DBODFS BOE FQJMFQTZ CPUI PG XIJDI BSF TBJE UP B୭୯୳JDU NFN
CFST PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ 5IF IPTQJUBM JT SFQPSUFE UP DPTU OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO 0ZP BMTP
CPBTUT B OFX IPUFM UIF "MJNB 1BMBDF *U GFBUVSFT ୮ୢWF ୯୳PPST  SPPNT  MVYVSZ TVJUFT TJY QSFTJ
EFOUJBM TVJUFT B HSBOE QJBOP JO UIF MPCCZ IJHI EF୮ୢOJUJPO 57T JO FBDI SPPN BO PWBM TIBQFE QPPM
UXP UFOOJT DPVSUT BOE TPPO BO  IPMF HPMG DPVSTF 5IF IPUFMؠT TUBOEBSE SPPNT XJMM DPTU  QFS
OJHIU (VFTUT XJMM BQQBSFOUMZ CF SFTUSJDUFE UP QSFTJEFOUJBM EFMFHBUJPOT GPS UIF BSFB CPBTUT OP UPVSJTU
BUUSBDUJPOT *OEFFE $POHPؠT GFX GPSFJHO WJTJUPST BSF EJTDPVSBHFE GSPN FWFO USBWFMJOH UP 0ZP BOE
PDDBTJPOBMMZ FWFO JODBSDFSBUFE GPS EPJOH TP <>
 5঑঎ 5ঠঘ "এছ঒ঌঊজ
"GSJDBؠT آSJTFأ JT TP XJEFMZ BDDFQUFE UIBU CPUI 5JNF .BHB[JOF BOE 5IF &DPOPNॷU IBWF QSPDMBJNFE
JU *O SFBMJUZ IPXFWFS UIFSF BSF UXP "GSJDBT POF BVUPDSBUJD UIF PUIFS EFNPDSBUJD 'JHVSF  EJT
QMBZT UIF OVNCFS PG OFXMZ FMFDUFE "GSJDBO QSFTJEFOUT QFS DPVOUSZ TJODF UIF 5IJSE 8BWF CFHBO JO
*OBVHVSBUFE JO  TUBSUFE JO  BU B DPTU PG  NJMMJBSET DGB
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDL &SJD .BNQPVZB   
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $IJOFTF XPSLFST  "QSJM 

 "T "GSJDBO PQUJNJTUT PCTFSWF CSPBE TXBUIFT PG UIF DPOUJOFOU BSF HFOVJOFMZ EFNPDSBUJD 4PNF
 "GSJDBO آTVDDFTT TUPSJFTأ IBWF FMFDUFE UXP PS NPSF OFX QSFTJEFOUT TJODF  *ODVNCFOU QSFTJ
EFOUT BDDFQUFE DPOTUJUVUJPOBM UFSN MJNJUT BOE MPTJOH DBOEJEBUFT SFTQFDUFE UIF XJMM PG WPUFST #VU JO
 PUIFS "GSJDBO DPVOUSJFT SVMFST IBWF NBJOUBJOFE TVDI B ୮ୢSN HSJQ PO QPXFS UIBU UIFJS DPNQBUSJPUT
IBWF ZFU UP FMFDU B OFX QSFTJEFOU TJODF  *O TFWFSBM PG UIFTF DPVOUSJFT ؛ "OHPMB $BNFSPPO &RVB
UPSJBM (VJOFB BOE &SJUSFB NPTU OPUBCMZ ؛ DJUJ[FOT IBWF OFWFS QBSUJDJQBUFE JO HFOVJOFMZ EFNPDSBUJD
QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT *O  NPSF DPVOUSJFT ؛ $POHP BNPOH UIFN؛ WPUFST IBWF FMFDUFE CVU POF OFX
QSFTJEFOU PG୴FO XJUI EJTBTUSPVT SFTVMUT
0 1 2 3 4



















)LJXUH  7KH QXPEHU RI QHZO\ HOHFWHG SUHVLGHQWV E\ FRXQWU\ VLQFH 

5BCMF  JMMVTUSBUFT UIF EJWJEF CFUXFFO UIF UXP "GSJDBT $PMVNO  SFQPSUT $POHPؠT QFSGPSNBODF
PO B SBOHF PG FDPOPNJD BOE QPMJUJDBM JOEJDBUPST DPMVNO  SFQPSUT UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG BVUPDSBUJD
"GSJDB GPS UIF TBNF JOEJDBUPST BOE DPMVNO  EPFT TP GPS EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB *O BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB
DJUJ[FOT MBTU FMFDUFE B OFX QSFTJEFOU OFBSMZ  ZFBST BHP JO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB SPVHIMZ ୮ୢWF ZFBST BHP
$JUJ[FOT PG BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB IBWF TV୭GFSFE NPSF DJWJM XBST BOE FOKPZ GFXFS DJWJM MJCFSUJFT BOE UIFJS
HPWFSONFOUT BTTFNCMF NVDI MBSHFS NJMJUBSJFT UP TFDVSF QPXFS (PWFSONFOUT JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB BSF
GBS NPSF DPSSVQU BOE PWFSTFF FDPOPNJFT UIBU BSF GBS MFTT GSJFOEMZ UP GPSFJHO BOE EPNFTUJD JOWFTUPST
5IFZ BMTP BUUSBDU ؛ BOE UIFJS DJUJ[FOT CFOF୮ୢU GSPN ؛ GBS MFTT GPSFJHO BJE UIBO JO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB
"VUPDSBUJD "GSJDB JT NPSF B୭୯୳VFOU UIBO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB :FU UIJT JT BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ ESJWFO CZ JUT
HSFBUFS OBUVSBM SFTPVSDF XFBMUI *OEFFE XIJMF GPSFJHO EJSFDU JOWFTUNFOU JO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB DPOUJO
VFT UP SJTF FDPOPNJD HSPXUI JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB JT ESJWFO MBSHFMZ CZ P୭GTIPSF PJM QSPEVDUJPO $PO
TFRVFOUMZ XIBUFWFS XFBMUI BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB FOKPZT JT EJTUSJCVUFE GBS MFTT FRVBMMZ UIBO JO EFNPDSBUJD
"GSJDB *O BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB UIF UPQ % PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO DPOUSPMT OFBSMZ % PG UIFJS DPVOUSJFTؠ
XFBMUI JO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB UIF UPQ % DPOUSPMT DMPTFS UP % PG XFBMUI
3VMFST JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB BSF GBS MFTT BDDPVOUBCMF UP UIFJS DJUJ[FOT GBS NPSF MJLFMZ UP SFTPSU UP
WJPMFODF UP SFUBJO QPXFS BOE DPOUSPM NVDI MBSHFS TIBSFT PG UIFJS DPVOUSJFTؠ XFBMUI 6OTVSQSJTJOHMZ
UIFZ BMTP QSPWJEF ESBTUJDBMMZ GFXFS QVCMJD HPPET "MUIPVHI DJUJFT BDSPTT "GSJDB OPX IBWF BDDFTT UP
DMFBO ESJOLJOH XBUFS SFTJEFOUT PG SVSBM BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB SFNBJO UFSSJCMZ VOEFSTFSWFE BOE FTQFDJBMMZ
JO $POHP XIFSF POMZ % PG SVSBM DJUJ[FOT FOKPZ DMFBO ESJOLJOH XBUFS %FNPDSBUJD "GSJDB FOKPZT
୮ୢWF UJNFT UIF OVNCFS PG DPNNVOJUZ IFBMUI XPSLFST QFS DJUJ[FO UIBO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB BOE UIFJS
HPWFSONFOUT TQFOE OFBSMZ %NPSF PG UIFJS (%1 PO QVCMJD IFBMUI 3PBET BSF DSJUJDBM GPS TVCTJTUFODF
GBSNFST UP NBSLFU UIFJS QSPEVDF BOE EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB BDDPSEJOHMZ IBT JOWFTUFE JO B SPBE OFUXPSL
UISFF UJNFT MBSHFS UIBO JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB $JUJ[FOT JO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB DPOTVNF UXJDF BT NVDI
FMFDUSJDJUZ BT JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB BOE SFDFJWF BMNPTU UXJDF BT NVDI DSFEJU GSPN UIF EPNFTUJD CBOLJOH
TFDUPS 5IFJS HPWFSONFOUT TQFOE NPSF PO QVCMJD FEVDBUJPO QFS TUVEFOU BDSPTT UIF CPBSE BU UIF

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1VCMJD )FBMUI &YQFOEJUVSF 	QFSDFOU (%1
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QSJNBSZ MFWFM TFDPOEBSZ MFWFM BOE FTQFDJBMMZ BU UIF UFSUJBSZ MFWFM 5IBU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT TQFOE TP
MJUUMF PO QVCMJD FEVDBUJPO ؛ FTQFDJBMMZ BU UIF IJHIFTU MFWFMT ؛ JT VOTVSQSJTJOH 'PS MJUUMF HPPE DPNFT
GSPN B MJUFSBUF JOGPSNFE QPQVMBUJPO
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $POHP JT FNCMFNBUJD PG BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB *U IBT CFFO TPNF  ZFBST TJODF $PO
HPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XFSF HJWFO UIF SJHIU UP FMFDU B QSFTJEFOU BOE JO UIF NFBOUJNF UIFJS MJWFT IBWF CFFO
XSBDLFE CZ DJWJM XBS %FTQJUF UIFJS DPVOUSZؠT PJM XFBMUI $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT MJWF JO OFBSMZ VOSJWBMFE
QPWFSUZ BOE UIFJS HPWFSONFOU EPFT MJUUMF UP BMMFWJBUF JU
 %ঊঝঊ $ঘকক঎ঌঝ঒ঘগ
5P VOEFSTUBOE QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB * TQFOU OFBSMZ UXP ZFBST JO $POHP * ୮ୢSTU BS
SJWFE PO 5VFTEBZ +VMZ   $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XFOU UP UIF QPMMT ୮ୢWF EBZT MBUFS PO +VMZ  UP FMFDU
UIFJS QSFTJEFOU GPS POMZ UIF GPVSUI UJNF JO UIF DPVOUSZؠT  ZFBST PG JOEFQFOEFODF /P POF FYQFDUFE
B GBJS FMFDUJPO BT UVSOPVU VMUJNBUFMZ SF୯୳FDUFE "MUIPVHI UIF HPWFSONFOU BOOPVODFE B QBSUJDJQBUJPO
SBUF PG .% PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BOE UIF EJQMPNBUJD DPNNVOJUZ FTUJNBUFE JU BU MFTT UIBO %
* XBT UP DPWFS UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT XJUI SFQPSUFST GSPN -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF UIF DPVOUSZؠT
MPOHFTU TUBOEJOH JOEFQFOEFOU OFXTQBQFS 5IFTF QMBOT XFSF RVJDLMZ EFSBJMFE 4VTQFDUFE PG CFJOH B
$*" BHFOU ؛ 8IP BG୴FS BMM WJTJUT $POHP WPMVOUBSJMZ ؛ * XBT EFUBJOFE GPS  IPVST BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT
.BZB .BZB BJSQPSU B DSVNCMJOH DPMPOJBM FSB GBDJMJUZ UIBU XBT SBWBHFE EVSJOH UIF DJWJM XBST 5IJT 
IPVST JO GBDU SFQSFTFOUFE B QFSTPOBM WJDUPSZ 'PS $PMPOFM /EJOHB SFTQPOTJCMF GPS BJSQPSU TFDVSJUZ
JOJUJBMMZ PSEFSFE B UISFF EBZ EFUFOUJPO * BSSJWFE PO &UIJPQJBO "JSMJOFT BOE PO &UIJPQJBO "JSMJOFT
* XPVME MFBWF OFWFS NJOE UIBU UIF OFYU EFQBSUVSF XBT UISFF EBZT IFODF &JHIU PG NZ  IPVST PG
EFUFOUJPO PG DPVSTF XFSF BU OJHIU XIFO UIF NJMJUBSZ QSFTFODF CPUI JODSFBTFE BOE SFMBYFE * CF
GSJFOEFE UIF TPMEJFST BMM TVCPSEJOBUFT PG $PMPOFM /EJOHB XIP XFSF EFUBJOJOH NF 8F TIBSFE TFWFSBM
SPVOET PG CFFS UIFZ HBWF NF B NBUUSFTT PO XIJDI UP TMFFQ BOE B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFFMFDUJPO TIJSU
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $ISJT .D)POF  "VHVTU 

BOE QSPNJTFE UP TIVUUMF NF UISPVHI JNNJHSBUJPO XIFO * SFUVSOFE UP #SB[[BWJMMF BG୴FS UIF FMFDUJPOT
5IFZ BMTP FYQFEJUFE NZ EFQBSUVSF * HBWF ,FWJO B ZPVOH $POHPMFTF NBO $,  UP QVSDIBTF B
SPVOEUSJQ BJSGBSF UP 4PVUI "GSJDB ,FWJO SFUVSOFE B GFX IPVST MBUFS XJUI UIF UJDLFU BOE BCPVU $
DIBOHF 8IJMF * XBJUFE JO 4PVUI "GSJDB NZ OFXGPVOE GSJFOET QFSTVBEFE $PMPOFM /EJOHB * XBTOؠU
B TQZ 4FWFSBM XFFLT MBUFS KVTU CFGPSF NZ 4FQUFNCFS EFQBSUVSF POF PG NZ NJMJUBSZ GSJFOET HBWF NF
$PMPOFM /EJOHBؠT QSJWBUF DFMM QIPOF OVNCFS * DBMMFE IJN XF DIBUUFE GPS  NJOVUFT BOE IF JOWJUFE
NF GPS TVQQFS BU IJT IPNF
* SFUVSOFE UP $POHP BT PG୴FO BT QPTTJCMF EVSJOH UIF TVCTFRVFOU ୮ୢWF ZFBST * CFGSJFOEFE $POHPMFTF
DJUJ[FOT GSPN BDSPTT UIF QPMJUJDBM TQFDUSVN HFOFSBMT DPMPOFMT NJOJTUFST UIFJS DPVOTFMPST SFHJPOBM
BENJOJTUSBUPST PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST KPVSOBMJTUT DIVSDI P୭୮ୢDJBMT IVNBO SJHIUT BDUJWJTUT SFHVMBS DJU
J[FOT NFNCFST PG UIF GPSFJHO EJQMPNBUJD DPSQT BOE FWFO NFNCFST PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ
.BOZ DBNF UP USVTU NF 0UIFST OFWFS EJE GPS BNPOH UIF MFHBDJFT PG .BSYJTN BOE QPMJUJDBM WJP
MFODF JT QFSWBTJWF EJTUSVTU FTQFDJBMMZ GPS UIPTF XIP XJTI UP EJTDVTT QPMJUJDT $JUJ[FOT TQPLF UP NF
GPS B SBOHF PG SFBTPOT .BOZ EJE TP UP FOTVSF UIFJS TV୭GFSJOH XPVME OPU CF MPTU UP IJTUPSZ 0UIFST EJE
TP CFDBVTF UIFZ WJFXFE JU BT UIF POMZ XBZ UP B୭GFDU QPMJUJDBM DIBOHF *G 8FTUFSO HPWFSONFOUT LOFX PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DSJNFT UIFZ SFBTPOFE QFSIBQT UIPTF HPWFSONFOUT XPVME EP TPNFUIJOH BCPVU JU
4UJMM PUIFST IPQFE * DPVME IFMQ UIFN FOHJOFFS BO "SBC 4QSJOH JO $FOUSBM "GSJDB (PWFSONFOU P୭୮ୢ
DJBMT VTVBMMZ TPVHIU UP BCTPMWF UIF SFHJNF PG JUT DSJNFT PS UP WJOEJDBUF UIFJS QBSUJDJQBUJPO #F୮ୢUUJOH
UIF QPMJUJDBM FOWJSPONFOU NBOZ JODVSSFE TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU QFSTPOBM SJTL XIJDI UIF BOPOZNJUZ * PCWJ
PVTMZ HSBOUFE EJE MJUUMF UP NPEFSBUF 4PNF XPVME TQFBL DBOEJEMZ POMZ JO 1BSJT GBS GSPN UIF SFHJNFؠT
TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT * USBWFMFE UIFSF PO TFWFSBM PDDBTJPOT
5P TVQQMFNFOU UIFTF JOUFSWJFXT * TQFOU DPVOUMFTT IPVST BU UIF BSDIJWFT PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT UISFF QSJ
NBSZ OFXTQBQFST -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF SFNBJOT $FOUSBM "GSJDBؠT PMEFTU OFXTQBQFS ୮ୢSTU QVCMJTIFE
BT B $BUIPMJD NBHB[JOF JO UIF T *U TVSWJWFE UIF .BSYJTU QFSJPE UIF DJWJM XBST PG UIF T BOE
UIF SFDFOU NPWF UPXBSET TFMGDFOTPSTIJQ *UT FYDFQUJPOBM BSDIJWFT BSF JOEJTQFOTBCMF GPS TUVEFOUT

PG $POHP 'PVOEFE JO UIF FBSMZ T 5BMॵTB JT $POHPؠT MFBEJOH PQQPTJUJPO OFXTQBQFS 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT FVQIFNJTUJDBMMZ OBNFE $POTFJM 4VQ©SJFVS EF MB -JCFSU© EF $PNNVOJDBUJPO 	$4-$
 ؛ UIF
)JHI $PVODJM GPS 'SFFEPN PG $PNNVOJDBUJPO ؛ SPVUJOFMZ JODBSDFSBUFT JUT QVCMJTIFS BOE DIJFG SF
QPSUFS (IZT 'PSUVO© %PNCF #FNCB BOE TVTQFOET QVCMJDBUJPO -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF JT UIF
HPWFSONFOUؠT NPVUIQJFDF *U JT BMTP UIF DPVOUSZؠT POMZ EBJMZ OFXTQBQFS BOE EFTQJUF JUT DPMPS QSJOU
JOH BOE IJHI RVBMJUZ QBQFS CZ GBS UIF DIFBQFTU *U JT PWFSTFFO CZ +FBO1BVM 1JHBTTF B 'SFODINBO
XIP NBJOUBJOT IPNFT JO CPUI #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1BSJT BOE JT QBJE SPVHIMZ $,  QFS NPOUI GPS
IJT USPVCMFT *O BEEJUJPO UP UIFTF OFXTQBQFST * HBJOFE BDDFTT UP UIF BSDIJWFT PG UIF (PWFSONFOUؠT
+PVSOBM 0׻DJFM XIJDI SFDPSET BQQPJOUNFOUT UISPVHIPVU UIF CVSFBVDSBDZ BOE JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQ
QBSBUVT
'SPN UIFTF TPVSDFT * DPOTUSVDUFE B TFSJFT PG PSJHJOBM EBUBTFUT 5IF ୮ୢSTU SFDPSET CJPHSBQIJD TPDJBM
BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM EBUB GPS ,  QBSUZ MFBEFST QPMJUJDBM BQQPJOUFFT DPMPOFMT HFOFSBMT BOE MFHJTMBUPST
TJODF  5IF TFDPOE SFDPSET CJPHSBQIJD BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM EBUB GPS ,  NFNCFST PG UIF TFDVSJUZ
BQQBSBUVT ؛ UIF BSNFE GPSDFT QPMJDF HFOEBSNFSJF BOE EPNFTUJD TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT BNPOH
PUIFST ؛ TJODF  5IF UIJSE SFDPSET FMFDUPSBM BOE NFNCFSTIJQ EBUB GPS  QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT "OE
UIF GPVSUI SFDPSET UIF QBSUJDJQBOUT JO ؛ BOE PVUDPNFT PG ؛ FBDI PG $POHPؠT MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT TJODF

 .঎ঝ঑ঘ঍ঘকঘঐ঒ঌঊক "ঙঙছঘঊঌ঑
5IF EJTTFSUBUJPO VTFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $POHP UP QSPWJEF OFX JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF NFDIBOJDT PG BVUP
DSBUJD TVSWJWBM JO DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDB #VU TJOHMF DPVOUSZ SFTFBSDI EFTJHOT OFDFTTBSJMZ USBEF B NFB
TVSF PG FYUFSOBM WBMJEJUZ GPS BOBMZUJDBM QSFDJTJPO < > &NCMFNBUJD PG BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB UIPVHI
$POHP NBZ CF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT TVTUBJOFE GPDVT PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBZ MJNJU UIF DPO୮ୢEFODF XJUI
XIJDI XF DBO BQQMZ JUT DPODMVTJPOT FMTFXIFSF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO.BSJF .POBOHF  'FCSVBSZ 

5IF EJTTFSUBUJPO CBMBODFT QSFDJTJPO BOE HFOFSBMJUZ JO UXP XBZT "OBMZUJDBMMZ JU FNQMPZT GPSNBM
NPEFMT UIBU EJTUJMM UIF HBNF PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT UP JUT FTTFOUJBMT 5IFTF GPSNBM NPEFMT BSF BODIPSFE
JO ؛ JOEFFE JOTQJSFE CZ ؛ UIF IPVST * TQFOU JO DPOWFSTBUJPO XJUI $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT 5IF GPSNBM
NPEFMT BJN UP DBQUVSF UIFJS WBMVFT BOE NBLF TFOTF PG UIFJS DIPJDFT 5IF NPEFMT JNQMJDJUMZ BTTVNF
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MJLF IJT QPMJUJDBM SJWBMT BOE GSVTUSBUFE DPNQBUSJPUT BSF JOUFSDIBOHFBCMF XJUI
UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT FMTFXIFSF JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB UIBU UIFZ QPTTFTT UIF TBNF PCKFDUJWFT BOE UIF TBNF
TFU PG UPPMT XJUI XIJDI UP BDIJFWF UIFN 8IBU EJTUJOHVJTIFT BVUPDSBUT BNCJUJPVT FMJUFT BOE BOHSZ
DJUJ[FOT JT OPU UIF DPOUPVST PG UIFJS TUSBUFHJD FOWJSPONFOUT CVU UIF EFUBJMT "MM BVUPDSBUT NVTU SFDSVJU
GPS UIFJS SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF BQQPJOUNFOUT NPOJUPS UIFJS PDDVQBOUT BOE DPOEVDU FMFDUJPOT
UIFJS BQQPJOUFFT NVTU EFDJEF XIFUIFS UP SFNBJO MPZBM BOE UIFJS DJUJ[FOT XIFUIFS UP QSPUFTU
5IF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT GPSNBM NPEFMT UIVT FYQMBJO OPU POMZ IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PSHBOJ[FT QPMJUJDT
JO $POHP IPX IF SFDSVJUT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT IPX IF NPOJUPST BOE QVSHFT
UIFTF BQQPJOUFFT BOE IPX IF FOHJOFFST PQQPTJUJPO BMMJBODFT BOE QBSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT 5IFZ BMTP
FYQMBJO IPX BVUPDSBUT FMTFXIFSF ؛ XIP DPOGSPOU TJNJMBS DIBMMFOHFT JG TMJHIUMZ EJ୭GFSFOU TUSBUFHJD FO
WJSPONFOUT ؛ EP TP EJ୭GFSFOUMZ &NQJSJDBMMZ UIFO UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO ESBXT PO B SBOHF PG TFDPOEBSZ
TPVSDF NBUFSJBMT UP JMMVTUSBUF UIF HFOFSBMJUZ PG JUT UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT .PTU PG UIFTF TFDPOEBSZ TPVSDFT
BSF GSPN BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB *O TPNF DBTFT UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO ESBXT GSPN UIF 4PWJFU TVDDFTTPS TUBUFT
XIPTF SVMFST DPOGSPOUFE NVMUJFUIOJD TPDJFUJFT BOE OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT VQPO JOEF
QFOEFODF JO UIF FBSMZ T
5P NPEFM BVUPDSBUT BT JOUFSDIBOHFBCMF UIFZ NVTU BMTP CF آSBUJPOBMأ 5IFZ NVTU IBWF QSFGFSFODFT
PWFS PVUDPNFT XIJDI UIFZ QVSTVF BT CFTU UIFZ DBO HJWFO UIF JOGPSNBUJPO UIFZ QPTTFTT BOE UIF DPO
TUSBJOUT UIFZ DPOGSPOU 5IJT SBUJPOBMJUZ BTTVNQUJPO BOJNBUFT WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG NPEFSO FDPOPNJDT BOE
JODSFBTJOHMZ NPTU FNQJSJDBM TPDJBM TDJFODFT :FU JU JT MFTT PCWJPVTMZ BQQSPQSJBUF GPS UIF XPSMEؠT BVUP
DSBUT XIPTF WFOBMJUZ BOE FBTZ SFDPVSTF UP WJPMFODF PG୴FO TFFN EJTUJODUMZ JSSBUJPOBM < > *OEEFE
"GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT IBWF QSPWFO FBTJFS UP DBSJDBUVSF UIBO NPTU *EJ "NJO GBNPVTMZ TUZMFE IJNTFMG آ)JT

&YDFMMFODZ 1SFTJEFOU GPS -JGF 'JFME .BSTIBM "M )BEKJ %PDUPS *EJ "NJO %BEB 7$ %40 .$ -PSE
PG "MM UIF #FBTUT PG UIF &BSUI BOE 'JTIFT PG UIF 4FBT BOE $PORVFSPS PG UIF #SJUJTI &NQJSF JO "GSJDB JO
(FOFSBM BOE 6HBOEB JO 1BSUJDVMBSأ XIJMF +FBO #FE©M #PLBTTB BOE 'SBODJTDP .BDJBT /HVFNB SFQPSU
FEMZ BUF UIF SFNBJOT PG UIFJS QPMJUJDBM PQQPOFOUT < >
:FU UIFSF BSF FRVBMMZ HPPE SFBTPOT UP WJFX UIF XPSMEؠT BVUPDSBUT BT NPSF SBUJPOBM ؛ JOEFFE NPSF
DBMDVMBUJOH ؛ UIBO FJUIFS WPUFST PS QPMJUJDJBOT JO BEWBODFE EFNPDSBDJFT 'PS BT "SJTUPUMF <> BOE
9FOPQIPO <> PCTFSWFE DFOUVSJFT BHP BTDFOEJOH UP QPXFS BNJETU JOUFOTF QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO
SFRVJSFT FYUSBPSEJOBSZ DVOOJOH BOE GPSFTJHIU 8JUI UIF TUBLFT TP HSFBU NBJOUBJOJOH QPXFS SFRVJSFT
OP MFTT DVOOJOH <> 6MUJNBUFMZ IPXFWFS UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO WJFXT UIFTF RVFTUJPOT BT FNQJSJDBM 5IF
GPSNBM NPEFMT BSF VTFGVM JG UIFZ JMMVNJOBUF UIF JOTUSVNFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM <>
 "ঙঙছঘঊঌ঑঎জ ঝঘ "ঞঝঘঌছঊঝ঒ঌ 4ঞছট঒টঊক
*O UBLJOH UIF JOTUJUVUJPOBM MBOETDBQF BT FYPHFOPVT ؛ B MFHBDZ PG UIF 5IJSE 8BWF BOE UIF TUSFOHUI
PG 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST ؛ UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO USFBUT QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT BT BO BVUPDSBUؠT JOIFSJUFE DPO
TUSBJOUT SBUIFS UIBO IJT JOTUSVNFOUT PG TVSWJWBM *O TP EPJOH UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO EFQBSUT GSPN UIF DPO
WFOUJPOBM XJTEPN BNPOH QPMJUJDBM TDJFOUJTUT 'PS BVUPDSBUT BSF GBS MFTT QPXFSGVM UIBO NPTU PCTFSWFST
CFMJFWF 5IFZ BSF CFIPMEFO UP UIF EFNBOET PG DSFEJUPST DPOTUSBJOFE CZ UIF VODFSUBJO MPZBMUJFT PG
UIFJS DMPTFTU BJEFT BOE WVMOFSBCMF UP UIF NJMMJPOT PG BOHSZ DJUJ[FOT XIPTF OFJHICPSIPPET TVSSPVOE
UIFJS QBMBDFT "VUPDSBUT BSF QPXFSGVM XIFO UIFJS DPNQBUSJPUT CFMJFWF TP XIFO UIFJS DJUJ[FOT CFOE
UP UIFJS XJMM +FBO+BDRVFT 3PVTTFBVؠT EFTDSJQUJPO PG UIF DIBJOT UIBU FWFSZXIFSF TVSSPVOE NFO JT
QFSIBQT OPXIFSF NPSF BQQSPQSJBUF UIBO GPS NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT
*O P୭GFSJOH BO BMUFSOBUJWF BQQSPBDI UP BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM JO UIF NPEFSO XPSME IPXFWFS UIJT
EJTTFSUBUJPO ESBXT GSPN B SBOHF PG PUIFS TDIPMBSTIJQ

 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌঊক 4ঞছট঒টঊক ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ 0঒ক $ঞছজ঎
*G 5BCMF  JMMVTUSBUFT UIF EJWJEF CFUXFFO UIF UXP "GSJDBT JU BMTP P୭GFST B TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE BDDPVOU PG
BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM PJM XFBMUI "VUPDSBUJD "GSJDB QSPEVDFT PO BWFSBHF . CBSSFMT PG DSVEF PJM QFS
EBZ QFS DJUJ[FO BU  QSJDFT JG "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT TJNQMZ EJTUSJCVUFE UIFTF QSPDFFET UP UIFJS DJUJ[FOT
FBDI XPVME SFDFJWF TPNF $,  MFTT QSPEVDUJPO GFFT $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XPVME SFDFJWF SPVHIMZ
$,  NPSF UIBO EPVCMF UIFJS BOOVBM JODPNF
4DIPMBST IBWF MJOLFE DSVEF PJM EFQPTJUT ؛ BOE OBUVSBM SFTPVSDFT NPSF HFOFSBMMZ ؛ UP MFTT EFNPDSBDZ
< > NPSF DPSSVQUJPO <> XPSTF FDPOPNJD QFSGPSNBODF <   > NPSF DJWJM XBS BOE
GFXFS GSFFEPNT GPS XPNFO < > #Z SFQMBDJOH UBYFT BT UIF NBJO TPVSDF PG HPWFSONFOU GVOEJOH
UIF BSHVNFOUT HFOFSBMMZ HP PJM XFBMUI TFWFST UIF TPDJBM DPOUSBDU CFUXFFO HPWFSONFOU BOE HPWFSOFE
-FTT EFQFOEFOU PO UBY SFWFOVF GPS JODPNF HPWFSONFOUT IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT UP SFTQPOE UP QPQVMBS
EFNBOET KVTU BT DJUJ[FOT GFFM MFTT FOUJUMFE UP QVCMJD HPPET 5IJT SFWFOVF JO୯୳VY BMTP FOBCMFT SVMFST
UP QVSDIBTF UIF TVQQPSU PG FMJUF SJWBMT BOE ୮ୢOBODF B NPSF SPCVTU TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT < > *O UIJT
SFBEJOH "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT IBWF SFTJTUFE UIF GPSDF PG OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT CFDBVTF PG
HPPE GPSUVOF SBUIFS UIBO DVOOJOH
&WJEFODF GPS UIF PJM DVSTF JT NJYFE IPXFWFS BT BSF JUT UIFPSFUJDBM GPVOEBUJPOT 5IF F୭GFDUT PG
PJM XFBMUI NBZ CF DPOEJUJPOBM &WFO JG PJM XFBMUI EPFT OPU DBॸF BVUPDSBDZ JU NBZ GPTUFS JU JO DPVO
USJFT CFTFU CZ JODPNF JOFRVBMJUZ <> PS QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UIBU DPODFOUSBUF QPXFS JO UIF IBOET
PG B OBSSPX FMJUF < > :FU FWFO UIFTF F୭GFDUT NBZ CF IJHIMZ MPDBM &NQMPZJOH B WBSJFUZ PG EBUBTFUT
BOE FTUJNBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT )BCFS BOE .FOBMEP <> ୮ୢOE OP FWJEFODF UIBU PJM XFBMUI DBVTFT BVUPD
SBDZ 4UJMM PJM NBZ DPOUSJCVUF UP BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM CZ SFEVDJOH UIF SJTL PG PVTUFS CZ SJWBM BVUPDSBUT
UIPVHI QSFDJTFMZ XIZ SFNBJOT VODMFBS <>
'PS UXP SFBTPOT UIF BDDPVOU PG QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM UIBU GPMMPXT NBLFT GFX SFGFSFODFT UP $POHPؠT PJM
'PS BO FYDFMMFOU TVNNBSZ TFF %JBNPOE BOE .PTCBDIFS <>

XFBMUI 'JSTU UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO TFFLT UIF JOTUSVNFOUT PG QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM UIF NZSJBE XBZT UIBU BVUP
DSBUT TFDVSF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF BOE TVQQSFTT QPQVMBS VOSFTU XJUIPVU SFDPVSTF UP WJPMFODF 4FDPOE JO
TP EPJOH UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO USFBUT PJM XFBMUI BT B QBSBNFUFS BO FYPHFOPVT TPVSDF PG TUBUF SFWFOVF %J
WPSDFE GSPN UIF MBCPS EFDJTJPOT PG DJUJ[FOT PJM XFBMUI JT NPSF BLJO UP JNQPSU MJDFOTFT BOE NPOPQPMZ
QSPEVDUJPO UIBO JODPNF UBY SFWFOVF 5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO SFHBSET "GSJDBؠT PJM QSPEVDFST BT GVOEBNFO
UBMMZ OP EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 4PNF BVUPDSBUT TJNQMZ IBWF BDDFTT UP HSFBUFS ୮ୢOBODJBM
SFTPVSDFT
#Z USFBUJOH TUBUF SFWFOVF BT B QBSBNFUFS UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT FYQMBJO IPX UIF
JOTUSVNFOUT PG QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM DIBOHF BT TUBUF SFWFOVF SJTFT BOE GBMMT 4UBUF SFWFOVF HFOFSBMMZ IBT
UXP F୭GFDUT 'JSTU QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST BSF SFTJEVBM DMBJNBOUT PO TUBUF SFWFOVF 0JM XFBMUI NPOPQPMZ
QSPEVDUJPO BOE PUIFS TPVSDFT PG SFOUT SFOEFS QPMJUJDBM QPXFS NPSF EFBS BOE UIVT QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJ
UJPO NPSF JOUFOTF *ODVNCFOU BVUPDSBUT IBWF TUSPOHFS JODFOUJWFT UP SFUBJO QPXFS 5IFJS SJWBMT IBWF
TUSPOHFS JODFOUJWFT UP TUFBM JU %FNPDSBUT IBWF TUSPOHFS JODFOUJWFT UP NPCJMJ[F GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT
JO UIF IPQFT PG TFJ[JOH JU "OE GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT IBWF TUSPOHFS JODFOUJWFT UP SFTIBQF UIFJS QPMJUJDBM
TZTUFN JO UIF IPQFT PG CFOF୮ୢUJOH GSPN JU 4FDPOE CZ EJNJOJTIJOH UIFJS SFMJBODF PO GPSFJHO BJE PJM
XFBMUI QBSUMZ JOPDVMBUFT JODVNCFOU BVUPDSBUT GSPN 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST *O UVSO UIJT SFOEFST UIF DPO
TUSBJOUT JNQPTFE CZ OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT NPSF OPNJOBM TUJMM 5IFTF UXP F୭GFDUT IBWF B
SBOHF PG JNQMJDBUJPOT GPS IPX BVUPDSBUT FYFSDॷF UIFJS JOTUSVNFOUT PG QPXFS IPX UIFZ SFDSVJU BOE
NPOJUPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF BQQPJOUNFOUT SFXBSE PS QVSHF UIFN UBSHFU PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT
GPS FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT PSHBOJ[F MPDBM FMFDUJPOT BOE FOHJOFFS UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT 5SFBUJOH PJM
XFBMUI ؛ BOE TUBUF SFWFOVF NPSF HFOFSBMMZ ؛ BT B QBSBNFUFS FOBCMFT DPNQBSBUJWF TUBUJDT 8JUI DMFBS
QSFEJDUJPOT UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT DBO CF GBMTJ୮ୢFE
*O TIPSU UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO JT BHOPTUJD BCPVU XIFUIFS PJM PO CBMBODF JT B CMFTTJOH PS DVSTF *OTUFBE
UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO BTLT IPX BDDFTT UP ؛ BOE UIF QSPNJTF PG ؛ TUBUF SFWFOVF DPOEJUJPOT UIF CFIBWJPS PG
JODVNCFOU BVUPDSBUT UIFJS SJWBMT EFNPDSBUT BOE DJUJ[FOT BMJLF 'PS BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM JT BO PVUDPNF

PG UIF TUSBUFHJD CFIBWJPS UIBU PDDVST BNPOH UIFN
 'ছঊগঌ঎ "ঞঝঘঌছঊঌঢ ঊগ঍ '࠰ࠟࠬ Ǹࠡ ࠟࠤ࠰ࠧ࠯࠳ࠣ
5BCMF  TVHHFTUT B TFDPOE FYQMBOBUJPO GPS UIF EVSBCJMJUZ PG "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT 'SBODF WPO )BZFL
<> ୮ୢSTU BTTFSUFE UIF TVQFSJPSJUZ PG #SJUJTI DPNNPO MBX UP 'SFODI DJWJM MBX آ5IF JEFBM PG JO
EJWJEVBM MJCFSUZأ WPO )BZFL <> XSPUF آTFFNT UP IBWF ୯୳PVSJTIFE DIJF୯୳Z BNPOH QFPQMF XIFSF
تKVEHFNBEF MBX QSFEPNJOBUFEأ *O UIF EFDBEFT TJODF TDIPMBST IBWF BSHVFE UIBU GPSNFS #SJUJTI
DPMPOJFT QSPWJEF NPSF TFDVSF QSPQFSUZ SJHIUT < > EFMJWFS NPSF QVCMJD HPPET <> BSF MFTT DPS
SVQU < > BSF NPSF QSPEVDUJWF QFS XPSLFS <> BOE BSF NPSF EFNPDSBUJD <  > 5IFTF
F୭GFDUT UFOE UP CF XFBL IPXFWFS BOE PUIFS TDIPMBST IBWF GPVOE OP F୭GFDU PG #SJUJTI DPNNPO MBX PO
FDPOPNJD HSPXUI <> *OEFFE 'SBODF NBZ IBWF FWFO CFRVFBUIFE NPSF B୭୯୳VFOU DJUJFT UP JUT GPSNFS
"GSJDBO DPMPOJFT UIBO #SJUBJO <>
5IF F୭GFDUT PG 'SFODI DPMPOJBMJTN NBZ CF MFTT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU UIBO UIF F୭GFDUT PG 'SFODI QPTUDPMPOJBMJTN
'PS BMM JUT DPMPOJBM TJOT 'SBODF MFG୴ $POHP ؛ #SB[[BWJMMF XBT UIF TFBU PG 'SFODI &RVBUPSJBM "GSJDB ؛
BNPOH UIF NPTU MJUFSBUF DPVOUSJFT PO UIF DPOUJOFOU XJUI B MJUFSBDZ SBUF UIBU SFQVUFEMZ BQQSPBDIFE
% < > #VU 'SFODI FOHJOFFST TPPO EJTDPWFSFE PJM JO B IBOEGVM PG UIFJS GPSNFS "GSJDBO DPMPOJFT
BOE JO UIF BG୴FSNBUI PG 8PSME 8BS ** UIF DPVOUSZ XBT EFTQFSBUF GPS DIFBQ FOFSHZ 'SFODI 1SFTJEFOU
$IBSMFT EF (BVMMF FOWJTJPOFE UXP 'SFODI PJM DPNQBOJFT UP DPNQFUF XJUI UIF "OHMP4BYPO آ4FWFO
4JTUFSTأ 8IJMF 5PUBM GPDVTFE PO /PSUI "GSJDB BOE UIF .JEEMF &BTU &MG "RVJUBJOF TFU JUT TJHIUT PO
"GSJDB "T -F 'MPDI1SJHFOU <> &MૄؠT GPSNFS EJSFDUPS DPODFEFE
%F (BVMMF XBOUFE B DPNQBOZ VOEFS GVMM TUBUF DPOUSPM IJT TFDVMBS BSN JO UIF PJM XPSME
UP B୭୮ୢSN IJT "GSJDBO QPMJDJFT ت&MG JT OPU KVTU BO PJM DPNQBOZ CVU B QBSBMMFM EJQMP
NBDZ UP DPOUSPM DFSUBJO "GSJDBO TUBUFT BCPWF BMM BU UIF LFZ NPNFOU PG EFDPMPOJ[BUJPO
"MPOHTJEF FYQMPSBUJPO BOE QSPEVDUJPO PQBRVF PQFSBUJPOT XFSF PSHBOJ[FE UP LFFQ

DFSUBJO DPVOUSJFT TUBCMF
'SBODF DVMUJWBUFE JUT "GSJDBO DMJFOUT JO UISFF XBZT 'JSTU JO FYDIBOHF GPS TFUUJOH SPZBMUJFT QFS CBSSFM
GBS MPXFS UIBO UIF VTVBM % PJM DPNQBOJFT QBJE UP IPTU DPVOUSJFT &MG "RVJUBJOF EJSFDUFE CFUXFFO
$. BOE $. PG FBDI CBSSFM PG DSVEF UP "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT <> 5IFTF BCPOOFNFOUT ؛ PS TVC
TDSJQUJPOT BT UIFZ XFSF FVQIFNJTUJDBMMZ LOPXO ؛ XFSF XPSUI DPOTFSWBUJWFMZ $ NJMMJPO QFS ZFBS JO
UIF T BOE DMPTFS UP $ NJMMJPO EVSJOH UIF T *G UIFZ SFRVJSFE GVSUIFS BTTVSBODF PG &MૄؠT HPPE
XJMM "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BMTP QFSJPEJDBMMZ SFDFJWFE آCPOVTFTأ PG CFUXFFO $ NJMMJPO BOE $ NJMMJPO
5IFTF TVNT XFSF HFOFSBMMZ EFQPTJUFE JOUP UIF 'SFODI *OUFSDPOUJOFOUBM #BOL PG "GSJDB 	'*#"
 BU
XIJDI BMM NBKPS "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT IBE QFSTPOBM BDDPVOUT 'PVOEFE JO  '*#" XBT QSFTJEFE PWFS
CZ &MG TFOJPS FYFDVUJWF +BDL 4JHPMFU VOUJM  <>
4FDPOE UP FOBCMF JUT DMJFOU BVUPDSBUT آUP QBZ DJWJM TFSWBOUTؠ TBMBSJFT BOE BWPJE SFWPMUTأ &MG P୭GFSFE
PJMCBDLFE MPBOT <> 8IFO HMPCBM PJM QSJDFT GFMM BOE NPOFZ GPS DJWJM TFSWJDF TBMBSJFT ESJFE VQ &MG
QFSNJUUFE JUT "GSJDBO DMJFOUT UP SFTDIFEVMF EFCU QBZNFOUT JO FYDIBOHF GPS OFX PJM DPODFTTJPOT BU
FWFO MPXFS QSJDFT "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT TP JOEFCUFE UIFJS DPVOUSJFT UIBU CZ UIF NJE T BMNPTU BMM
XFSF CPSSPXJOH BHBJOTU UIF TUBUFؠT TIBSF PG GVUVSF PJM FBSOJOHT #Z  $POHPؠT EFCU XBT MBSHFS
UIBO JUT OBUJPOBM PVUQVU BOE JUT EFCU QFS DBQJUB XBT "GSJDBؠT IJHIFTU <> *OEFFE UIF $POHPMFTF
TUBUF آHBJOFE WJSUVBMMZ OP QFUSPMFVN SFWFOVFT BG୴FS أ <> BOE CZ  FWFO UIPVHI $POHP XBT
QVNQJOH $ NJMMJPO PG PJM FBDI EBZ UIF HPWFSONFOU XBT TP CSPLF UIBU UIF DJWJM TFSWJDF IBE OPU CFFO
QBJE JO NPOUIT #Z  GVMMZ UXPUIJSET PG UIF CVEHFU XBT BMMPDBUFE UP EFCU TFSWJDF <>
5IJSE 'SBODF QSPWJEFE DSVDJBM NJMJUBSZ TVQQPSU TJHOBMJOH UP UIF "GSJDBO PQQPTJUJPO UIBU BOZ
DPVQT Eԙ©UBU PS QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT XPVME CF TVQQSFTTFE *OEFFE TJODF  UIF 'SFODI NJMJUBSZ JOUFS
WFOFE NPSF UIBO  UJNFT PG୴FO UP TFDVSF JUT NPTU SFMJBCMF USBEJOH QBSUOFST <> 5IF 'SFODI FWFO
CVJMU B HBSSJTPO OFYU UP 0NBS #POHPؠT 1BMBॷ EV CPSE EF NFS DPOOFDUFE CZ B TFSJFT PG TVCUFSSBOFBO
UVOOFMT <> 5IF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO 'SBODF BOE JUT GPSNFS "GSJDBO DPMPOJFT XBT TP DMPTF FOUBO
HMFE UIBU (BCPOFTF 1SFTJEFOU 0NBS #POHP PODF EFTDSJCFE JU UIVT

"GSJDB XJUIPVU 'SBODF JT MJLF B DBS XJUIPVU B ESJWFS #VU 'SBODF XJUIPVU "GSJDB JT MJLF B
DBS XJUIPVU QFUSPM
*G "GSJDBO PJM QPXFSFE 'SBODF "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT ୮ୢOBODFE 'SFODI QPMJUJDBM BNCJUJPOT *O 4FQUFN
CFS  MBXZFS 3PCFSU #PVSHJ BENJUUFE USBOTGFSSJOH TVJUDBTFT PG DBTI JO UIF T BOE T UP
+BDRVFT $IJSBD BOE %PNJOJRVF EF 7JMMFQJO 5IF TVJUDBTFT IF TBJE BMXBZT DPOUBJOFE CFUXFFO $
NJMMJPO BOE $ NJMMJPO VTVBMMZ GSPN .PCVUV #POHP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 0CJBOH $BNQBPS© 8BEF
BOE (CBHCP 0WFS  ZFBST #PVSHJ FTUJNBUFE UIF UPUBM BNPVOU UP CF SPVHIMZ $ NJMMJPO *OEFFE
"GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT QSPWJEFE NPSF UIBO $ NJMMJPO GPS UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM DBNQBJHO BMPOF آ* TBX
$IJSBD BOE 7JMMFQJO DPVOU UIF NPOFZ JO GSPOU PG NFأ IF TBJE %FTQJUF EFOJBMT CZ $IJSBD BOE EF
7JMMFQJO "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT UIFNTFMWFT DPO୮ୢSNFE IJT BDDPVOU 4BJE B GPSNFS BEWJTPS UP (CBHCP
آ3PCFSU #PVSHJ JT QFSGFDUMZ SJHIU ت<5IF TVN XBT> BSPVOE $ NJMMJPO CSPVHIU GSPN "CJEKBO UP
1BSJT JO B TVJUDBTFأ +FBO'SBODPJT 1SPCTU MBUFS DMBJNFE 0NBS #POHP BMPOF QSPWJEFE 4BSLP[Z OFBSMZ
$ NJMMJPO GPS IJT  QSFTJEFOUJBM DBNQBJHO 5IF TZTUFN JT TP DPSSVQU ؛ TP EBNBHJOH UP "GSJDB
؛ UIBU 'SFODI KPVSOBMJTU 'SBO§PJT9BWJFS 7FSTDIBWF EVCCFE JU 'SBO§BGSJRVF B DMFWFS IPNPOZN GPS
'SBODF   GSJD PS آ'SBODF PO UIF UBLFأ <  > 7FSTDIBWF EFTDSJCFE "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT UIJT XBZ
8F IBWF JMMFHJUJNBUF HPWFSONFOUT XIJDI SFQSFTFOU FYUFSOBM JOUFSFTUT " OVNCFS PG
UIFTF QSFTJEFOUT BSF QBJE CZ &MG GPS FYBNQMF 5IFZ TFSWF &MG BOE 'SBODF CVU OPU UIFJS
PXO DPVOUSZ 5IFZ HFU UIFJS NFEJDBM USFBUNFOU JO 'SBODF UIFJS DIJMESFO TUVEZ JO
'SBODF UIFZ UIFSFGPSF EPOؠU DPODFSO UIFNTFMWFT XJUI IFBMUI BOE FEVDBUJPO BU IPNF
<>
4UJMM 'SBODF UPP JT NPTUMZ BCTFOU GSPN UIF TUPSZ UIBU GPMMPXT -JLF PJM SFWFOVF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO
USFBUT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG 'SFODI JOUFSWFOUJPO BT B QBSBNFUFS #Z JODSFBTJOH UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QFSTPOBM
IPME PO QPXFS JU SFOEFST FMJUF DPVQT Eԙ©UBU BOE QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT MFTT MJLFMZ UP TVDDFFE -JLFXJTF
ތVPUFE JO 4IBYTPO <>

'SBODFؠT XJMMJOHOFTT UP P୭GFS JUT DMJFOU BVUPDSBUT VOUPME XFBMUI JO FYDIBOHF GPS IFBWJMZ TVCTJEJ[FE
DSVEF PJM JODSFBTFE UIF WBMVF PG QPXFS BOE UIVT JOUFOTJ୮ୢFT EPNFTUJD QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO *O UIF
UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT UIBU GPMMPX UIFTF BTQFDUT PG 'SFODI JOUFSWFOUJPO DPOTUJUVUF UIF TUSBUFHJD FOWJSPO
NFOU DPOGSPOUJOH "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT 5IFZ DPOEJUJPO IPX WBSJPVT QPMJUJDBM UPPMT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE
BOE QSPCMFNT TPMWFE
5IF EJTTFSUBUJPO BMTP PNJUT 'SBODF CFDBVTF JODSFBTJOHMZ JU UPP SFOEFST MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU NPSF
EJ୭୮ୢDVMU *O .BSDI  UISFF IVNBO SJHIUT PSHBOJ[BUJPOT ؛ 4VSWJF 4IFSQB BOE UIF '©E©SBUJPO Eॶ
$POHPMBॷ EF MB %JॵQPSB ؛ TVCNJUUFE B DSJNJOBM DPNQMBJOU UP UIF 5SJCVOBM EF (SBOEF *OTUBODF PG
1BSJT UIBU DIBSHFE ୮ୢWF "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT ؛ #POHP #MBJTF $BNQBPS© EPT 4BOUPT 0CJBOH BOE 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP ؛ XJUI QVCMJD DPSSVQUJPO 5IF 1BSRVFU EF 1BSॷ PQFOFE B QPMJDF JOWFTUJHBUJPO JO +VOF
 XIJDI JO /PWFNCFS XBT DMPTFE GPS آJOTV୭୮ୢDJFOU FWJEFODFأ 'SFODI EBJMZ -F .POEF SFWFBMFE
UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPOؠT QSFMJNJOBSZ SFTVMUT JO +BOVBSZ  UP QVCMJD VQSPBS UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE
#POHP GBNJMJFT PXOFE BU MFBTU  QSPQFSUJFT JO 'SBODF CFUXFFO UIFN IBSEMZ UIF آJOTV୭୮ୢDJFOU FW
JEFODFأ UIF 5SJCVOBM DMBJNFE *O SFTQPOTF 5SBOTQBSFODZ *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4IFSQB BOE B (BCPOFTF
DJUJ[FO TVCNJUUFE B OFX DPNQMBJOU JO %FDFNCFS  XIJDI UBSHFUFE #POHP 0CJBOH BOE 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP 5XP ZFBST MBUFS BG୴FS B MFOHUIZ BQQFBMT QSPDFTT UIF $PVS EF $ॵTBUJPO BDDFQUFE UIF
DPNQMBJOU BOE BTTJHOFE UXP KVEHFT UP PWFSTFF UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPOT 5IF SFTVMUT PG UIFTF JOWFTUJHBUJPOT
BMPOF  QSPQFSUJFT CFMPOHJOH UP UIF #POHP GBNJMZ POF NBOTJPO GPS UIF 0CJBOH GBNJMZ BOE 
QSPQFSUJFT GPS UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ *O +VMZ  UIF 'SFODI DPVSUT JTTVFE BO JOUFSOBUJPOBM BS
SFTU XBSSBOU GPS 0CJBOHؠT TPO BOE JO  UIFZ QSPDFFEFE UP TFJ[F TFWFSBM PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSPQFS
UJFT 1VCMJDMZ PG DPVSTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE DPMMFBHVFT EJTNJTT UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPOT BT B OFPDPMPOJBMJTU
OVJTBODF
* TJNQMZ EFDJEFE UIBU NZ MBXZFS JO 1BSJT TIPVME <୮ୢMF B MBXTVJU GPS EFGBNBUJPO> BHBJOTU
UIFTF GFMMPXT XIP BSF JO SFBMJUZ KVTU B GFX CPVSHFPJT GSPN <UIF B୭୯୳VFOU 1BSJTJBO TVC
VSCT> XIP IBWF QFSIBQT OFWFS TFU GPPU JO $POHP <>

0O BOPUIFS PDDBTJPO
*G UIJT B୭GBJS EJEOؠU SFFL PG ؛ MFUؠT TBZ ؛ DPMPOJBMJTN OFPDPMPOJBMJTN SBDJTN BOE HSBUV
JUPVT QSPWPDBUJPO XF XPVME IBWF MFU JU EJF PG JUT PXO QPJTPO
1SJWBUFMZ IPXFWFS BMM UISFF BSF UFSSJ୮ୢFE 5IF .BSDI  MBXTVJUT XFSF QBSUMZ JOTQJSFE CZ #SVOP
+BDRVFU 0TT©CJ B SFNBSLBCMZ DPVSBHFPVT ZPVOH KPVSOBMJTU XIP EPDVNFOUFE UIF SFBM FTUBUF IPME
JOHT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE IJT UPQ BJEFT PO B XFCTJUF "G୴FS B TFSJFT PG EFBUI UISFBUT 0TT©CJ XBT
BTTBTTJOBUFE PO 'FCSVBSZ   XIFO IJT #SB[[BWJMMF IPNF XFOU VQ JO ୯୳BNFT 8JUOFTTFT XBUDIFE
BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT(BSEF 3©QVCMJDBJOF ୯୳FE BOE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT ୮ୢSF EFQBSUNFOU TUBUJPOFE TPNF UXP
CMPDLT BXBZ EJE OPUIJOH
%VCCFE UIF CJFOT NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS ؛ PS آJMMHPUUFO HBJOTأ ؛ UIFTF MFHBM QSPDFFEJOHT BSF GVOEBNFO
UBMMZ SFTIBQJOH UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO 'SBODF BOE JUT GPSNFS DPMPOJFT 5IF MFHBM QSPDFFEJOHT BSF
EFFQMZ JSPOJD 'SBODF JT OPX QSPTFDVUJOH "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT GPS UIF SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT JU IFMQFE UIFN
BDRVJSF #VU UIF QSPTQFDU PG UIF BTTFU TFJ[VSFT BOE JOUFSOBUJPOBM BSSFTU XBSSBOUT JO SFUJSFNFOU DPN
QMJDBUFT UIJOHT GPS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT -JLF (BEEB୮ୢ BOE BM#BTIBS UIFTF UISFBUT NBZ GPSDF UIFN UP
SFTPSU UP FWFS NPSF TFWFSF UBDUJDT UP SFUBJO QPXFS #VU UIFTF UISFBUT BMTP HJWF UIFN QBVTF CFGPSF UIFZ
NFFU QPQVMBS QSPUFTUT XJUI VOSFTUSBJOFE WJPMFODF "OE UIFTF UISFBUT SFOEFS UIFJS BMMJFT MFTT MJLFMZ UP
DPNQMZ GPS GFBS UIFZ UPP DPVME CF UBSHFUFE
 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌঊক 4ঞছট঒টঊক 8঎জঝ঎ছগ -঎ট঎ছঊঐ঎ ঊগ঍ "ঞঝঘঌছঊঝ঒ঌ آ0ছঐঊগ঒ণঊঝ঒ঘগأ
5BCMF  JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI B UIJSE FYQMBOBUJPO GPS UIF EVSBCJMJUZ PG "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT #Z TFOEJOH
MFTT GPSFJHO BJE BOE JOWFTUNFOU 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST TJNQMZ MBDL TV୭୮ୢDJFOU MFWFSBHF UP DPNQFM "GSJDBؠT
BVUPDSBUT UP SFTQFDU UFSN MJNJUT BOE PSHBOJ[F GBJS FMFDUJPOT 5IJT ୮ୢUT OFBUMZ JOUP UIF آDPNQFUJUJWF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF   +VMZ 
4FF %11-ǥȇȇ ,+$,Ǹ&"+0*) .2&0ǣ,3"/Ǹ),$ǣ ,*ȇ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OPOZNPVT EBUF XJUIIFME GPS DPO୮ୢEFOUJBMJUZ

BVUIPSJUBSJBOأ GSBNFXPSL EFWFMPQFE CZ -FWJUTLZ BOE 8BZ <  > XIP MPDBUF UIF TPVSDFT
PG BVUPDSBUJD QFSTJTUFODF BG୴FS UIF $PME 8BS JO 8FTUFSO MFWFSBHF BOE UIF BCJMJUZ PG BVUPDSBUT UP SFTJTU
PQQPTJUJPO DIBMMFOHFT آ&୭GFDUJWF TUBUF BOE QBSUZ PSHBOJ[BUJPOT FOIBODF JODVNCFOUTؠ DBQBDJUZ UP
QSFWFOU FMJUF EFGFDUJPO DPPQU PS SFQSFTT PQQPOFOUT EFGVTF PS DSBDL EPXO PO QSPUFTU BOE XJO 	PS
TUFBM
 FMFDUJPOTأ UIFZ DPOUFOE آ8IFSF TUBUFT BOE HPWFSOJOH QBSUJFT BSF TUSPOH BVUPDSBUT BSF PG୴FO
BCMF UP TVSWJWF EFTQJUF WJHPSPVT PQQPTJUJPO DIBMMFOHFT 8IFSF UIFZ BSF XFBL JODVNCFOUT NBZ GBMM JO
UIF GBDF PG SFMBUJWFMZ XFBL PQQPTJUJPOأ
3BUIFS UIBO UBLF آPSHBOJ[BUJPOBM TUSFOHUIأ BT FYPHFOPVT ؛ TPNFUIJOH GSPN XIJDI BVUPDSBUT NBZ
PS NBZ OPU CFOF୮ୢU ؛ TDIPMBST TJODF IBWF USFBUFE JU BT BO PVUDPNF B SFTVMU FJUIFS PG DPOTDJPVT EFDJ
TJPOT CZ UIF BVUPDSBU PS IJTUPSJDBM HPPE GPSUVOF *OTQJSFE CZ UIF SFNBSLBCMF EVSBCJMJUZ PG BVUPDSBUT
JO .BMBZTJB BOE 4JOHBQPSF TDIPMBST JODSFBTJOHMZ GPDVT PO UIF SPMF PG TJOHMF ؛ PS BU MFBTU WFSZ EPN
JOBOU ؛ QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT JO TVTUBJOJOH UIF XPSMEؠT BVUPDSBUT آ3VMJOH QBSUJFT تCSJEMF FMJUF BNCJUJPOT
BOE CJOE UPHFUIFS PUIFSXJTF GSBDUJPVT DPBMJUJPOTأ #SPXOMFF <> ୮ୢOET آ"ODIPSFE JO BO JOTUJUV
UJPOBM TFUUJOH UIBU HFOFSBUFT QPMJUJDBM QPXFS BOE MPOHUFSN TFDVSJUZ SJWBM PQQPSUVOJTUT DPPQFSBUFأ
4JNJMBSMZ 4MBUFS <> BSHVFT UIBU TIBSFE QFSDFQUJPOT PG UISFBU DPNQFM ୮ୢOBODJBM BOE NJMJUBSZ FMJUFT UP
DSFBUF آSPCVTU SVMJOH QBSUJFTأ UIBU GPTUFS DPMMFDUJWF TVSWJWBM 5IFTF QBSUZ JOTUJUVUJPOT JO UVSO آQSP
EVDF ୮ୢYFE SPVUJOFT MPZBMUJFT BOE QBUUFSOT PG JOUFSBDUJPO UIBU USBOTDFOE BOZ QBSUJDVMBS JOEJWJEVBMTؠ
BUUJUVEFT BCPVU UIF QSPQFS GPSN PG QPMJUJDBM PSEFSأ BOE HFOFSBUF BVUPDSBUJD EVSBCJMJUZ JO UIF QSPDFTT
آ3PCVTU SVMJOH QBSUJFT تBSF JEFBM NFDIBOJTNT GPS PSHBOJ[JOH NBTT QBSUJDJQBUJPOأ BOE آQSFWFOUJOH
FMJUF EFGFDUJPOأ XSJUFT 4MBUFS <> 5IFZ DSFBUF B آQPMJUJDBM XJMEFSOFTTأ XIFSF UIFSF BSF OP آBMUFSOB
UJWF SPVUFT UP UIF QPMJUJDBM TVNNJUأ
-JLF #SPXOMFF <> BOE 4MBUFS <> UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO TFFLT UIF PSJHJOT PG آPSHBOJ[BUJPOBM TUSFOHUIأ
*U EFQBSUT GSPN UIFJS BDDPVOUT IPXFWFS JO UISFF XBZT 'JSTU BMUIPVHI TJOHMF QBSUZ SFHJNFT GBDJMJ
UBUFE BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM EVSJOH UIF $PME 8BS 5BCMF  DPO୮ୢSNT JO UIF EFDBEFT TJODF UIFZ BSF NPSF
DPNNPOMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BVUPDSBUJD GBJMVSF 5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF IJTUPSJDBM EVSBCJMJUZ PG TJOHMF

QBSUZ SFHJNFT XBT HFOFSBUFE NPSF CZ $PME 8BS EZOBNJDT UIBO UIF JOTUJUVUJPOT UIFNTFMWFT *OTPGBS
BT SFHJNFT JO .BMBZTJB BOE 4JOHBQPSF TVSWJWF XJUIPVU 4PWJFU TVQQPSU UIFZ NBZ CF IJTUPSJDBM PVUMJFST
4FDPOE FWFO JG TJOHMF QBSUZ JOTUJUVUJPOT HFOFSBUF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF BT -FWJUTLZ BOE 8BZ <> NBLF
DMFBS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT JODSFBTJOHMZ MBDL BDDFTT UP UIPTF JOTUJUVUJPOT 'PS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT ؛ SFMJBOU
PO GPSFJHO BJE JOWFTUNFOU BOE EFCU SFMJFG ؛ IBWF MJUUMF DIPJDF CVU UP BDRVJFTDF UP UIF EFNBOET PG
8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST GPS OPNJOBMMZ DPNQFUJUJWF FMFDUJPOT XBHFE CZ B SBOHF PG QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT
'JOBMMZ JOTPGBS BT EPNJOBOU SVMJOH QBSUJFT FNFSHF BNJETU OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛
BOE BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 1$5 NBLFT DMFBS UIFZ TVSFMZ EP ؛ UIFTF EPNJOBOU QBSUJFT BSF PVUDPNFT PG
UIF TUSBUFHJD JOUFSBDUJPOT UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO EFTDSJCFT UIF SFTVMU PG BVUPDSBUJD EFTJHO BOE FMJUF DIPJDF
*OEFFE JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB * ୮ୢOE MJUUMF FWJEFODF UIBU SVMJOH QBSUJFT BSF NBEF SPCVTU CZ DPO୯୳JDUT
EFDBEFT QBTU .PSF DPODSFUFMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT QSFTJEFE TP SFTPMVUFMZ PWFS $POHP OPU CFDBVTF
PG BOZ DPIFTJPO HFOFSBUFE BNPOH OPSUIFSOFST CZ UIF  DJWJM XBS 5P UIF DPOUSBSZ WFUFSBOT PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU IBWF QSPWFO BT LFFO UP FOHBHF JO DPVQ Eԙ©UBU DPOTQJSBDJFT BT UIFJS
 PQQPOFOUT 3BUIFS BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM JT UIF SFTVMU PG TUSBUFHZ DBSFGVMMZ DSBG୴FE UP JOEVDF FMJUF
MPZBMUZ BOE QPQVMBS BDRVJFTDFODF EFTQJUF JOTUJUVUJPOBM DPOTUSBJOUT 5IJT JT XIZ BT POF NFNCFS PG
UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ QSJWBUFMZ DPO୮ୢSNFE UP NF "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT JOWFTU TP NVDI F୭GPSU JO
BTTFNCMJOH UIFJS DPBMJUJPOT NPOJUPSJOH UIFJS BQQPJOUFFT BOE PSHBOJ[JOH UIF FMFDUPSBM QSPDFTT
1PMJUJDT JO $POHP JT IJHI TUBLFT 5P TVSWJWF JO UIBU LJOE PG FOWJSPONFOU JT JODSFEJCMF
<4BTTPV /HVFTTP> JT B QPMJUJDBM HFOJVT )F XPSLT IBSEFS UIBO BOZPOF *ؠWF FWFS TFFO
%PNJOBOU QBSUJFT FNFSHF OPU GSPN IJTUPSJDBM BDDJEFOU 3BUIFS UIFZ FNFSHF XIFO FMJUFT CFMJFWF
BVUPDSBUT BSF TUSPOH XIFO MPZBMUZ UP UIF BVUPDSBU QSPWJEFT UIF CFTU QBUI UP QPMJUJDBM TVDDFTT BOE ୮ୢ
OBODJBM GPSUVOF 8IFO FMJUFT CFMJFWF UIFJS JOUFSFTUT BSF CFUUFS TFSWFE CZ NPCJMJ[JOH GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT
؛ CZ QMBZJOH JO TIPSU GPS UIFJS QPMJUJDBM GPSUVOFT VOEFS EFNPDSBDZ ؛ UIFJS EFGFDUJPOT SFOEFS UIF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OPOZNPVT    EBUF XJUIIFME GPS DPO୮ୢEFOUJBMJUZ

BVUPDSBUؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ XFBL "VUPDSBUT LOPX UIJT BOE UIFZ PSHBOJ[F QPMJUJDT BDDPSEJOHMZ 5IJT
EJTTFSUBUJPO FYQMPSFT IPX
 5঑঎ 1কঊগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ %঒জজ঎ছঝঊঝ঒ঘগ
5IF EJTTFSUBUJPO QSPCFT UIF TPVSDFT PG QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM JO DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDB CZ DIBSUJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QSPNJOFODF "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF DIBQUFST BSF PSHBOJ[FE DISPOPMPHJDBMMZ #VU FBDI
DIBQUFS BMTP GPDVTFT PO B EJTUJODU QSPCMFN PG BVUPDSBUJD SVMF &BDI EFTDSJCFT B OFX MBOETDBQF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP DPOGSPOUFE BOBMZ[FT IJT BDUJPOT BOE UIPTF PG IJT DPNQBUSJPUT CZ BCTUSBDUJOH UIFJS FTTFO
UJBMT JOUP B TFSJFT PG SFMBUFE HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFMT BOE UIFO FNQMPZT UIF EBUBTFUT EFTDSJCFE BCPWF
UP QSPCF NPSF EFFQMZ TUJMM *O SFDPVOUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BTDFOU CPUI DISPOPMPHJDBMMZ BOE BOBMZUJ
DBMMZ UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO FYQMBJOT IPX UIF JOTUSVNFOUT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPXFS DBVTFE IJT DPNQBUSJ
PUT UP WJFX IJN BT QPXFSGVM BOE IPX IF FYQMPJUFE UIFTF CFMJFGT UP HSPX TUSPOHFS TUJMM *U BMTP FYQMBJOT
IPX UIFTF JOTUSVNFOUT FWPMWFE ؛ PG୴FO UPHFUIFS ؛ BT B SFTVMU PG TUBUF SFWFOVF BOE GPSFJHO QSFTTVSF
$IBQUFS  QSPWJEFT IJTUPSJDBM DPOUFYU GPS UIF TUPSZ UIBU GPMMPXT *U CFHJOT CZ EPDVNFOUJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SJTF JO UIF T BOE T IJT SFMBUJWFMZ EJTBEWBOUBHFE ZPVUI FOUSBODF JOUP UIF HPWFSO
NFOU BOE MFBEJOH SPMFT JO CPUI UIF  BOE  DPVQT Eԙ©UBU UIF MBUUFS PG XIJDI CSPVHIU IJN UP
QPXFS $IBQUFS  UIFO OBSSBUFT IJT DPOTPMJEBUJPO PG QPXFS JO UIF FBSMZ T BOE IJT VMUJNBUF GBMM
JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNFSHFE GSPN UIF  DPVQ Eԙ©UBU BT B آ୮ୢSTU BNPOH FRVBMTأ "OE XIJMF IF
USJFE UP FMJNJOBUF UIPTF FRVBMT IF OFWFS FOUJSFMZ TVDDFFEFE BOE UIJT BT TVCTFRVFOU DIBQUFST TVHHFTU
DJSDVNTDSJCFE CPUI UIF SFDSVJUNFOU BOE NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOJRVFT IF DPVME FNQMPZ 5IF DIBQUFS DPO
DMVEFT XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUSFBU UP 1BSJT GSPN XIFSF XJUI 'SFODI TVQQPSU IF RVJFUMZ QMPUUFE
IJT QPMJUJDBM SFUVSO )BWJOH CFFO IVNJMJBUFE BU UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF JO  BOE UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM
FMFDUJPOT JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE MJUUMF DIBODF UP SFHBJO QPXFS BU UIF CBMMPU CPY )FODF IF QSP
WPLFE UIF  DJWJM XBS IF PXFE IJT WJDUPSZ UP 'SFODI QSFTJEFOU +BDRVFT $IJSBD XIP DPPSEJOBUFE

"OHPMBؠT VMUJNBUFMZ EFDJTJWF JOUFSWFOUJPO
$IBQUFS  CFHJOT PO 0DUPCFS   UIF EBZ PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT USJVNQIBOU SFUVSO UP #SB[[BW
JMMF )F IBE ୮ୢSTU UP BMMPDBUF UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF MVDSBUJWF QPSUGPMJPT UIF TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ
MFBEFSTIJQ JNQPSUBOU NJOJTUSJFT BOE QBSBTUBUBM EJSFDUPSTIJQT $IBQUFS  EFWFMPQT B UIFPSZ PG SFDSVJU
NFOU JO BVUPDSBDJFT UP FYQMBJO XIZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUFE XIP IF EJE BOE IPX IJT BQQPJOU
NFOU DSJUFSJB FWPMWFE PWFS UJNF 6OTVSQSJTJOHMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TDBUUFSFE IJT NPTU USVTUFE TPOT BOE
OFQIFXT UISPVHIPVU UIF HPWFSONFOU IF BMTP EJTQMBZFE B EJTUJODU QSFGFSFODF GPS IJT XBSUJNF DPN
SBEFT :FU OPU BMM MPZBMJTUT EJE FRVBMMZ XFMM $IBQUFS  FYQMBJOT XIJDI EJE XIJDI EJE OPU BOE XIZ
"MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDMBJNFE #SB[[BWJMMF JO 0DUPCFS  IJT IPME PO #SB[[BWJMMF XBT
FYDFQUJPOBMMZ UFOVPVT 'PS IJT $PCSB NJMJUJB XPO JUT NJMJUBSZ WJDUPSZ XJUIPVU BDUVBMMZ EFTUSPZJOH
-JTTPVCBؠT GPSDFT 8IFO GPVS "OHPMBO .*(  XBSQMBOFT EFTUSPZFE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT 1SFTJEFOUJBM 1BMBDF
PO 0DUPCFS  -JTTPVCBؠT $PDPZF NJMJUJB ୯୳FE UP #PVFO[B BOE ,PM©MBTؠ /JOKBT UP 1PPM :FU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO JNQSPWFE ESBNBUJDBMMZ CFUXFFO  BOE  )F DBSFGVMMZ SFDSVJUFE GPS IJT
HPWFSONFOUؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT SFNPWJOH UIF NPTU MJLFMZ EJTMPZBMJTUT IJT NJMJUBSZ QVU EPXO
UIF SFCFMMJPO JO 1PPM BOE MBVODIFE B RVJFU HFOPDJEF BHBJOTU IJT GPSNFS PQQPOFOUT BOE HMPCBM PJM
QSJDFT TQJLFE BT IF SFTUSVDUVSFE UIF TUBUF PJM DPNQBOZ BOE SFOFHPUJBUFE PJM DPOUSBDUT ESBTUJDBMMZ JO
DSFBTJOH IJT GPSFJHO SFTFSWF "MM UIJT XBT QVODUVBUFE CZ UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT XIJDI 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP DMBJNFE XJUI B SFNBSLBCMF ؛ BOE PCWJPVTMZ XJMEMZ JNQMBVTJCMF ؛ % PG UIF WPUF
$IBQUFST  BOE  EPDVNFOU UXP DSJUJDBM NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT UIBU CPUI GBDJMJUBUFE UIFTF BDIJFWF
NFOUT BOE FWPMWFE BDDPSEJOHMZ 6QPO SFUVSOJOH UP QPXFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFHBO EVQMJDBUJOH IJT
HPWFSONFOUؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT UIF NJMJUBSZ MFBEFSTIJQ BOE PJM TFDUPS $IBQUFS  EPDVNFOUT
UIJT TZTUFNؠT FYQBOTJPO JO UIF FBSMZ T BOE QSFTFOUT B UIFPSZ PG QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT JO BVUPD
SBDJFT *U BSHVFT UIBU TJODF BO BVUPDSBUؠT BQQPJOUFFT SPVUJOFMZ IBWF QSJWBUF JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIFJS
QPSUGPMJPT BVUPDSBUؠT NVTU TPNFIPX FMJDJU FMJUF IPOFTUZ "VUPDSBUT EP UIJT CZ DSFBUJOH DPNQFUJUJPO
BNPOH FMJUFT BTTJHOJOH UIF TBNF UBTL UP TFWFSBM FMJUFT XIP UIFO BUUFNQU UP PVUQFSGPSN FBDI PUIFS

$IBQUFS  FYQMBJOT XIJDI SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT BSF UBSHFUFE GPS EVQMJDBUJPO XIJDI FMJUFT BSF BQQPJOUFE
BT EVQMJDBUFT BOE IPX BVUPDSBUT آHVBSE UIF HVBSEJBOTأ *U BMTP FYQMBJOT IPX TZTUFNT UIBU FODPVSBHF
EFOVODJBUJPO EP OPU EFWPMWF JOUP DPOUFTUT PG EFOVODJBUJPO BOE DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPO
$IBQUFS  EPDVNFOUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF UIF(SBOEF -PEHF EV $POHP 	(-$

B TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UIBU GPSDFT GSFRVFOU JOUFSBDUJPO BNPOH NFNCFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE UIF
(-$ EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF XIJMF QMPUUJOH IJT SFUVSO UP #SB[[BWJMMF *UT ୮ୢSTU NFNCFST XFSF IJT GBNJMZ
BOE DMPTFTU QPMJUJDBM BMMJFT *O  IF USBOTGPSNFE UIF (-$ JOUP &MJLJB B آTPSDFSZ NBTPOJD MPEHF
BOE JO  IF FYQBOEFE JUT NFNCFSTIJQ SBQJEMZ VMUJNBUFMZ SFRVJSJOH BMM IJHI MFWFM FMJUFT UP JOJUJBUF
5P NBLF TFOTF PG &MJLJBؠT PSJHJOT BOE JNQMFNFOUBUJPO $IBQUFS  EFWFMPQT B UIFPSZ PG DPNQVMTPSZ
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT JO BVUPDSBDZ *U FYQMBJOT XIJDI FMJUFT BSF UBSHFUFE GPS NFNCFSTIJQ IPX UIF JO
TUJUVUJPO DPOEJUJPOT JUT NFNCFSTؠ CFIBWJPS BOE IPX UIF JOTUJUVUJPO FWPMWFT PWFS UJNF &MJLJB BMM
$POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT BDLOPXMFEHF JT DFOUSBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPME PO QPXFS $IBQUFS  FYQMBJOT
IPX
5P آDFMFCSBUFأ $POHPؠT UI BOOJWFSTBSZ JO "VHVTU  BO BOPOZNPVT HSPVQ PG SFHJNF JOTJEFST
QVCMJTIFE BO PQFO MFUUFS UP UIFJS DPNQBUSJPUT XIJDI XBT EFMJWFSFE CZ DPVSJFS UP #SB[[BWJMMFؠT GPS
FJHO FNCBTTJFT 5IF MFUUFS EFUBJMFE TPNF  BTTFUT PXOFE CZ UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ UIF NPTU
QSPNJOFOU P୭୮ୢDF CVJMEJOHT JO #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF FJHIU DPOTUSVDUJPO DPNQBOJFT UIBU SF
DFJWFE UIF CVML PG TUBUF DPOUSBDUT TFWFO GPPE QSPEVDUJPO DPNQBOJFT BT XFMM BT NBKPS IPMEJOHT JO UIF
UFMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT BOE CBOLJOH TFDUPST 5IF MJTU HBWF UIF JNQSFTTJPO UIBU UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBN
JMZ PXOFE WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG $POHP BOE VMUJNBUFMZ IFMQFE QFSTVBEF 'SFODI DPVSUT UP QVSTVF UIF CJFOT
NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS 5IF MJTU XBT TP EFUBJMFE JOEFFE UIBU JU DPVME IBWF POMZ CFFO UIF XPSL PG SFHJNF
JOTJEFST BOE MFG୴ MFG୴ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ آQBSBOPJEأ *G UIFSF XBT FWFS B NPNFOU GPS B NBTTJWF
FMJUF QVSHF UIJT XBT JU 'PS TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH CFMJFWFE UIBU BVUPDSBUT SFNPWF
FMJUFT GSPN QPXFS BSCJUSBSJMZ UIF CFUUFS UP SFNJOE UIFN PG UIF DFOUSBMJUZ ؛ BOE QPUFOUJBM USBOTJFODF ؛
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  "VHVTU 

PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT GBWPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFTQPOEFE RVJUF EJ୭GFSFOUMZ 4JODF IF DPVME OPU CF TVSF XIP
CFUSBZFE IJN IF QVOJTIFE OP POF *OEFFE IJT TVCTFRVFOU NJOJTUFSJBM TIV୭୯୳F XBT OP EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO
UIPTF UIBU QSFDFEFE JU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT MPOH DVMUJWBUFE B SFQVUBUJPO GPS SFXBSEJOH MPZBM DPNQF
UFOU TFSWJDF XJUI DFSUBJO SFBQQPJOUNFOU $IBQUFS  EPDVNFOUT UIJT BOE QSFTFOUT B UIFPSZ PG TIVG
୯୳JOH JO BVUPDSBDJFT *U DMBSJ୮ୢFT XIFO BVUPDSBUT FOHBHF JO NBTTJWF VOBOOPVODFE QVSHFT XIFO UIFZ
SFGSBJO BOE IPX UIJT DIPJDF WBSJFT BDSPTT SFHJNF QPSUGPMJP .PTU JNQPSUBOUMZ JU BSHVFT UIBU UFOVSF
JOTFDVSJUZ JT B NBSL PG XFBLOFTT PQUJNBM POMZ XIFO BVUPDSBUT MBDL UIF NPSF F୭୮ୢDJFOU NPOJUPSJOH
EFWJDFT EFTDSJCFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE 
"T UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT BQQSPBDIFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TBU BUPQ $POHP WJSUVBMMZ VODIBM
MFOHFE 'MVTI XJUI PJM SFWFOVF UIF TUBUF USFBTVSZ QSPWJEFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XJUI BU MFBTU  IPNFT
JO 1BSJT BOE UIF 'SFODI SJWJFSB BOE MJLFMZ PUIFST CFZPOE "U IPNF UIF $POHPMFTF FMJUF DPNNFNP
SBUFE OBUJPOBM IPMJEBZT ؛ *OEFQFOEFODF %BZ $ISJTUNBT BOE /FX :FBST ؛ CZ QVSDIBTJOH GVMM QBHF
BOOPVODFNFOUT JO -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF XIJDI DPOHSBUVMBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS IJT BDIJFWFNFOUT
JO UIF ZFBS HPOF CZ BOE XJTIFE IJN MVDL JO UIF ZFBS BIFBE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GFMU TP TFDVSF EPNFT
UJDBMMZ UIBU JO  IF DBNQBJHOFE UJSFMFTTMZ ؛ BOE VMUJNBUFMZ TVDDFTTGVMMZ ؛ GPS UIF  "GSJDBO
6OJPO QSFTJEFODZ 4P VODPODFSOFE XBT IF XJUI DPVQT Eԙ©UBU UIBU CFUXFFO IJT GPSFJHO EJQMPNBUJD
USJQT BOE BOOVBM WBDBUJPOT JO .BSCFMMB 4QBJO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TQFOU SPVHIMZ POF PVU PG FWFSZ UISFF
EBZT PVUTJEF $POHP
)F SFTQPOEFE CZ ୮ୢOBODJOH EP[FOT PG OFX QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT BMM PG XIJDI FTQPVTFE UIF TBNF FMFD
UPSBM QMBUGPSNT VODPOEJUJPOBM TVQQPSU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG 5IF QBSUJFT TFSWFE MFTT UP DSPXE
PVU PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT ؛ $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT LOFX UIFTF OFX QBSUJFT XFSF ୮ୢOBODFE CZ UIF BVUPDSBU ؛
BOE NPSF BT QMBUGPSNT GPS SFHJNF MJFVUFOBOUT UP DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS GPS FMFDUJPO UP UIF /B
UJPOBM "TTFNCMZ 5IFTF DPOUFTUT XFSF GFSPDJPVT JOEFFE BOE SFNBSLBCMZ GBJS 0OMZ GPVS ZFBST MBUFS
IPXFWFS XJUI B MPPNJOH DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFWJTJPO UP SFNPWF QSFTJEFOUJBM UFSN MJNJUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
UPPL B EJ୭GFSFOU UBDL #FGPSF EFMFHBUJPOT GSPN $IJOB $VCB BOE /PSUI ,PSFB B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TVS

SPHBUF BOOPVODFE UIBU UIFTF TBUFMMJUF QBSUJFT XPVME CF EJTCBOEFE BOE FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH
MPZBMJTUT TIBSQMZ MJNJUFE $IBQUFS  QSFTFOUT B UIFPSZ PG QBSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT JO BVUPDSBDJFT *U
FYQMBJOT XIZ BVUPDSBUT GPSDF FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH MPZBMJTUT XIFO BOE XIFSF
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EPNJOBODF UIF NPOUIT QSJPS UP UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFD
UJPOT XFSF GSBVHIU XJUI UFOTJPO 4IJFMEFE CZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM BUUFOUJPO $POHPؠT PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
EFOPVODFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NPSF BDFSCJDBMMZ UIBO FWFS *OEFFE UIF CJFOT NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS QSPWJEFE
GSFTI FWJEFODF PG NBTTJWF HSBG୴ -PTJOH MJUFSBMMZ XBT OPU BO PQUJPO " QPMM PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SF
FMFDUJPO XFCTJUF BTLFE WJTJUPST UP QSFEJDU UIF FMFDUJPOؠT PVUDPNF 5IF QPTTJCJMJUJFT QSFTFOUFE CZ UIF
XFCTJUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XJOT JO UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE PG WPUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XJOT JO B TFDPOE SPVOE
SVOP୭G PS UIF SFTQPOEFOU IBT OP PQJOJPO 5IPVHI IJT WJDUPSZ XBT BTTVSFE ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VMUJ
NBUFMZ DMBJNFE TPNF % PG UIF WPUF ؛ IF QSPDFFEFE UP GPSHF B TFSJFT PG BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO
QBSUJFT TBDSJ୮ୢDJOH NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT UP UIFJS MFBEFST UIBU DPVME PUIFSXJTF SFXBSE MPZBMJTUT $IBQ
UFS  QSFTFOUT B UIFPSZ PG FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT *U FYQMBJOT XIZ BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF
DPTUMZ BMMJBODFT XIFO UIFZ DBO HVBSBOUFF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE XIJDI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT UIFZ UBSHFU
BOE XIFO UIFTF BMMJBODFT PDDVS
0O .BSDI   #SB[[BWJMMF XPLF UP B TFSJFT PG FYQMPTJPOT BU JUT .QJMB NVOJUJPOT EFQPU 5IF
EFQPU XBT SFEVDFE UP BTIFT BOE MPDBUFE MFTT UIBO B NJMF GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSJWBUF SFTJEFODF
TP UPP XBT IJT ୮ୢOBM MJOF PG EFGFOTF BHBJOTU EPNFTUJD FOFNJFT 5IF FYQMPTJPOT FSBTFE ,  IPNFT
GSPN UIF DJUZTDBQF BOE LJMMFE BT NBOZ BT ,  DJUJ[FOT /PUXJUITUBOEJOH JUT P୭୮ୢDJBM EFOJBMT UIF
SFHJNF BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ CFMJFWFE UIF FYQMPTJPOT XFSF UIF PQFOJOH TBMWPT JO BO BCPSUFE DPVQ Eԙ©UBU
5IFZ BMTP TFSWFE BT B SFNJOEFS UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPXFS SFTUT BMTP PO UIF DSFEJCMF UISFBU PG SF
QSFTTJPO 'PS BMUIPVHI UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT XFSF BDDPNQBOJFE CZ B IBOEGVM PG TNBMM
QSPUFTUT TPVUIFSOFST SFNBJO EFFQMZ IPTUJMF BOE BDUJWJTUT BSF DPOWJODFE UIBU UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM TQPU
MJHIU XPVME QSFWFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GSPN PQFOJOH ୮ୢSF PO B UIPVTBOE QSPUFTUFST PVUTJEF IJT QBMBDFT
JO #SB[[BWJMMF PS $POHPؠT  SFHJPOBM DBQJUBMT )PX UIFO EPFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFOEFS WJPMFOU TVQ

QSFTTJPO DSFEJCMF ؛ XIFO JODSFBTJOHMZ JU JT OPU ؛ XJUIPVU QSPWPLJOH BHHSJFWFE QPQVMBUJPOT $IBQ
UFS  QSFTFOUT B UIFPSZ PG UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JO BVUPDSBDJFT *U FYQMBJOT XIZ EJ୭GFSFOU
SFHJPOT BSF HPWFSOFE XJUI EJ୭GFSFOU NJYFT PG QVCMJD HPPET BOE SFQSFTTJPO BT XFMM BT WBSJBUJPO XJUIJO
UIF SBOLT PG UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JUTFMG
$IBQUFS  DPODMVEFT UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO *U EPFT TP CZ EFTDSJCJOH IPX * FOWJTJPO USBOTGPSNJOH UIF
EJTTFSUBUJPO JOUP B CPPL *U QSPWJEFT BO PWFSWJFX PG UXP BEEJUJPOBM DIBQUFST XIJDI UPHFUIFS * IPQF
XJMM JMMVTUSBUF UIF HFOFSBMJUZ PG UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT ୮ୢOEJOHT
*O OBSSBUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QPXFS UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO EFUBJMT UIF NPTU VOTBWPSZ QBSUT
PG BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB QPMJUJDBM BTTBTTJOBUJPOT XJEFTQSFBE DFOTPSTIJQ HSPTT FDPOPNJD DPSSVQUJPO BOE
B SBOHF PG PUIFS IVNBO SJHIUT BCVTFT UIBU TFFNJOHMZ CFMPOH UP UIF QBTU 5IFZ EP OPU 'BDFE XJUI
UIFN UIF DSJUJDBM PCKFDUJWJUZ SFRVJSFE GSPN TPDJBM TDJFODF CFDPNFT BMM UIF NPSF JNQPSUBOU 5IJT UPP
JT XIZ UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO QBJST GPSNBM BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF NFUIPET XJUI PSBM BOE BSDIJWBM TPVSDFT 'PS





































































































































































































































































































5IF 3JTF %FDMJOF BOE 3JTF PG %FOJT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP
.Z USBJOJOH BT B TPMEJFS UBVHIU NF UIF JNQPSUBODF PG SFMBUJPOTIJQT PG TUSFOHUI UIBU
POF TIPVME FYQMPJU XFBLOFTT BOE BJN GPS VOFYQFDUFE UBDUJDBM NBOFVWFST

؛ %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 
-JLF TP NBOZ BVUPDSBDJFT $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ JT BO BNCJHVPVT DPOUFTUFE B୭GBJS 'PS JUT IJTUPSZ IBT CFFO
XSJUUFO NPTUMZ CZ UIF WJDUPST CFOF୮ୢDJBSJFT PG TVDDFTTJWF OPSUIFSO EPNJOBUFE HPWFSONFOUT DVMNJ
OBUJOH XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG 5IJT USBEJUJPO CFHBO FBSMZ XJUI 5I©PQIJMF 0CFOHBؠT -B 7JF EF
.BSJFO /HPVBCJ  B  QBFBO UP UIF DPVOUSZؠT ୮ୢSTU OPSUIFSO QSFTJEFOU "QQPJOUFE UP UIF
1$5 $FOUSBM $PNNJUUFF JO  0CFOHB TFSWFE BT 'PSFJHO "୭GBJST NJOJTUFS VOEFS /HPVBCJ BOE IJT
TVDDFTTPS +BDRVFT +PBDIJN :IPNCJ0QBOHP XIP BMTP QFOOFE UIF WPMVNFؠT JOUSPEVDUJPO /HPVBCJ
0CFOHB <> UFMMT VT XBT OPU POMZ B QBUSJPU CVU BMTP BO BDDPNQMJTIFE QIZTJDJTU BOE BUIMFUF .PSF
JNQPSUBOUMZ 0CFOHBؠT BDDPVOU DPOTUJUVUFE UIF ୮ୢSTU TBMWP JO B MBSHFS F୭GPSU UP QJO /HPVBCJؠT BTTBT
TJOBUJPO PO B MPX SBOLJOH TPVUIFSOFS EFTQJUF DPOTJEFSBCMF FWJEFODF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG
EJSFDUFE UIF QMPU
5IJT TUSVHHMF PWFS $POHPMFTF IJTUPSZ POMZ JOUFOTJ୮ୢFE XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO GPMMPXJOH UIF
 DJWJM XBS 5IF SFHJNF OPX IPXFWFS FOKPZT B USVNQ DBSE B SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI UIF -ؠ)BSNBUUBO
QVCMJTIJOH IPVTF CBTFE JO 1BSJT #FUXFFO  BOE  -ؠ)BSNBUUBO QVCMJTIFE B TFSJFT PG CPPLT
BVUIPSFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMMJFT XIJDI FYDVMQBUFE IJN GSPN BMM NBOOFS PG TJOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XBT B EFNPDSBU GPS QFSNJUUJOH UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG  B WJDUJN PG -JTTPVCBؠT BHHSFTTJPO
EVSJOH UIF  XBS JOOPDFOU PG UIF HFOPDJEF BHBJOTU TPVUIFSOFST JO UIF MBUF T BOE FBSMZ T
BOE UIF TVCKFDU PG VOKVTU BDDVTBUJPOT PG DPSSVQUJPO BOE GSBVE TJODF <   > 5IF NPTU
QSPMJ୮ୢD PG UIFTF BMMJFT 1BVM 4POJ#FOHB XBT FWFO ୮ୢOBODFE CZ UIF EJDUBUPS IJNTFMG 4POJ#FOHB
IPQFE UP XJO B MVDSBUJWF HPWFSONFOU QPTU GPS IJT F୭GPSUT *OTUFBE IF SFDFJWFE B SFQPSUJOH QPTJUJPO
4FF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP <>
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDF :FOHP  +BOVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  +BOVBSZ 

GPS %357 UIF #SB[[BWJMMF SBEJP PVU୮ୢU PQFSBUFE CZ (FOFSBM /PSCFSU %BCJSB XIP CFUXFFO 0DUPCFS
 BOE %FDFNCFS  TFSWFE BT *OTQFDUPS (FOFSBM PG UIF $POHPMFTF BSNZ
*O  UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO -ؠ)BSNBUUBO BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU XBT GPSNBM
J[FE -ؠ)BSNBUUBO PQFOFE BO PVU୮ୢU JO #SB[[BWJMMF JUTFMG LOPXO BT -ؠ)BSNBUUBO $POHP EJSFDUFE
CZ "OBUPMF $PMMJOFU .BLPTTP )JT EBZ KPC TJODF  $IJFG PG 4UB୭G UP UIF 'JSTU -BEZ .BEBNF "O
UPJOFUUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE DPVOTFMPS UP UIF 1SFTJEFOU IJNTFMG *OEFFE UIF ୮ୢSTU CPPL QVCMJTIFE
CZ -ؠ)BSNBUUBO $POHP XBT .BLPTTPؠT PXO CPPL PG QPFNT JO NFNPSZ PG &EJUI #POHP 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT EBVHIUFS BOE 0NBS #POHPؠT XJGF XIP EJFE JO .BSDI  &OUJUMFE 'PS &EJUI .BEBNF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMTP XSPUF UIF WPMVNFؠT QPTUDSJQU <> 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BHBJO DBMMFE PO 0CFOHB
QSJPS UP UIF DPVOUSZؠT UI BOOJWFSTBSZ DFMFCSBUJPO 0CFOHBؠT DIBSHF XBT FWFO CSPBEFS UP QSPEVDF
UIF آEF୮ୢOJUJWFأ NVMUJWPMVNF BDDPVOU PG $POHPMFTF IJTUPSZ 0G DPVSTF 0CFOHB FOEPSTFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP EVSJOH IJT  FMFDUJPO DBNQBJHO XJEFMZ SFHBSEFE BT DPNQMFUFMZ GSBVEVMFOU *O SFUVSO
BDDPSEJOH UP #SB[[BWJMMFؠT SBEJP USPUUPJS ؛ UIF DJUZؠT SVNPS NJMM ؛ 0CFOHB XJMM SFDFJWF B NJOJTUFSJBM
QPTJUJPO JO BO VQDPNJOH HPWFSONFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMTP CFOF୮ୢUT GSPN B DPOWFOJFOU NBSSJBHF
BMMJBODF XJUI 'SBODPJT 4PVEBO MPOHUJNF FEJUPS PG +FVOF "GSJRVF B MFBEJOH GSBODPQIPOF "GSJDBO
B୭GBJST NBHB[JOF
5IJT DIBQUFS QSFTFOUT BO BMUFSOBUJWF BDDPVOU PG $POHPؠT SFDFOU IJTUPSZ *U VOEFSTDPSFT UISFF DSJU
JDBM UIFNFT GPS UIF DIBQUFST UIBU GPMMPX 'JSTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOGSPOUFE WFSZ EJ୭GFSFOU TUSBUFHJD
FOWJSPONFOUT VQPO TFJ[JOH QPXFS JO  BOE  *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE B TJOHMF QBSUZ
SFHJNF TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE 'SFODI PJM JOUFSFTUT #Z DPOUSBTU GPMMPXJOH UIF  DJWJM
XBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE B TFU PG OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT BOE NBTTJWF EFCU XIJDI
HBWF IJN MJUUMF DIPJDF CVU UP SFTQFDU UIF EFNBOET PG 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST 4FDPOE BMUIPVHI OPSUI
FSO $POHP JT TDBSDFMZ QPQVMBUFE BOE QPPS JO OBUVSBM SFTPVSDFT ؛ $POHPؠT MVDSBUJWF PJM ୮ୢFMET MJF P୭G
1PJOUF/PJSF UIF DPVOUSZؠT TPVUIFSONPTU DJUZ ؛ OPSUIFSOFST IBWF DPOUSPMMFE UIF OBUJPOBM NJMJUBSZ
4PVEBO TUBSUFE XPSLJOH BU +FVOF "GSJRVF JO 0DUPCFS 

TJODF JOEFQFOEFODF 5IJT EPNJOBODF FOBCMFE B DMJRVF PG OPSUIFSO P୭୮ୢDFST UP TFJ[F QPXFS JO 
XIJDI UIFZ SFMJORVJTIFE GPS POMZ ୮ୢWF ZFBST JO UIF T 5IJSE OPUXJUITUBOEJOH UIJT OPSUIFSO EPNJ
OBODF UIFSF IBT CFFO OP TIPSUBHF PG DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH OPSUIFSOFST GPS DPOUSPM PG UIF TUBUF BQQBSB
UVT CFUXFFO EJ୭GFSFOU CSBODIFT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ BOE XJUIJO UIF OPSUIFSO CMPD JUTFMG
*O QSPWJEJOH IJTUPSJDBM DPOUFYU GPS UIF SFTU PG UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO UIJT DIBQUFS QVSTVFT B TFDPOE
QVSQPTF *U QSFTFOUT B NPSF CBMBODFE OBSSBUJWF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SJTF GBMM BOE SJTF 5IJT DIBQ
UFS CVJMET PO UIF XPSL PG UISFF $POHPMFTF TDIPMBST 3©NZ #B[FOHVJTTB(BOHB 1BUSJDF :FOHP BOE
#FOKBNJO .PVUTJMB 5IFJS BDDPVOUT PG $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT QSJPS UP UIF  /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF UIF
DJWJM XBST PG UIF T BOE UIF ୮ୢSTU ZFBST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QPXFS SFTQFDUJWFMZ BSF NBH
JTUFSJBM <  > 5IFZ BSF BMTP DPOTUSBJOFE CZ 'SFODI MJCFM MBXT BOE BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QFO
DIBOU GPS MJCFM BMMFHBUJPOT BOE QIZTJDBM UISFBUT 5IJT DIBQUFS UBLFT TFSJPVTMZ UIF SPMF PG PSBM IJTUPSZ
MBSHFMZ CFDBVTF NPTU QVCMJTIFE TFDPOEBSZ TPVSDFT BSF JOGPSNFE ؛ PS JOTPGBS BT UIFZ SFMZ PO PUIFS
QVCMJTIFE TPVSDFT DPOTUSBJOFE ؛ CZ UIF P୭୮ୢDJBM IJTUPSJFT QSPQBHBUFE CZ UIF SFHJNF JUTFMG *O DPO
TUSVDUJOH UIF IJTUPSJDBM BDDPVOU CFMPX * SFMZ PO UIPVTBOET PG IPVST PG JOUFSWJFXT XJUI $POHPMFTF
DJUJ[FOT XIP XFSF JNQMJDBUFE JO UIF FWFOUT * EFTDSJCF "MUIPVHI NZ TPVSDFT BSF BOPOZNPVT * IBWF
JOEFQFOEFOUMZ DPSSPCPSBUFE UIF BDDPVOUT PG FBDI 5IF DIBQUFS ESBXT FRVBMMZ PO UIF BSDIJWFT PG -B
4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 5BMॵTB BOE B SBOHF PG QSJNBSZ TPVSDF NBUFSJBM
5IJT DIBQUFS JT PSHBOJ[FE DISPOPMPHJDBMMZ 4FDUJPO  EFUBJMT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT VOMJLFMZ SJTF UP UIF
QSFTJEFODZ 7JFXFE BT VOTFSJPVT CZ IJT T DPMMFBHVFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ PSDIFT
USBUFE /HPVBCJؠT BTTBTTJOBUJPO BOE UIFO :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT GPSDFE SFTJHOBUJPO BOE TVCTFRVFOU 
ZFBS JODBSDFSBUJPO 4FDUJPO  EPDVNFOUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVCTFRVFOU F୭GPSUT UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT
QPTJUJPO BUPQ UIF TUBUF BOE UIFO IJT IVNJMJBUJPO BU UIF  /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF 4FDUJPO  GPMMPXT
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP 1BSJT GSPN IJT DSFBUJPO PG B GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF JO  UP IJT EFMJCFSBUF QSPWPDB
UJPO PG UIF  DJWJM XBS

 &঍ঞঌঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঊ %঒ঌঝঊঝঘছ 
4USJLJOHMZ MJUUMF JT LOPXO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ZPVUI )F XBT CPSO %FOJT 4BTTPV ؛ IF BEEFE /HVFTTP
NVDI MBUFS GPS QPMJUJDBM SFBTPOT ؛ JO  JO UIF WJMMBHF PG &EPV $VWFUUF KVTU PVUTJEF UIF TMJHIUMZ
MBSHFS WJMMBHF PG 0ZP XIJDI IF VMUJNBUFMZ BEPQUFE BT IJT IPNF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT GBNPVTMZ TP
MJDJUPVT UPXBSE IJT NPUIFS .BNB .PV©CBSB -JLF NPTU $POHPMFTF ZPVUI IF FOUFSFE QSJNBSZ
TDIPPM BU BHF TJY JO IJT IPNF WJMMBHF 5P DPOUJOVF IJT FEVDBUJPO BU BHF  IF XBMLFE  LJMPNFUFST UP
0XBOEP JO UIF DPNQBOZ PG TPNF  UP  PUIFS DIJMESFO XIJDI SFRVJSFE SPVHIMZ UXP EBZT "NPOH
UIF ZPVOHFTU PG IFS DIJMESFO ؛ QFSIBQT UIF ZPVOHFTU ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPUIFS OPSNBMMZ BDDPNQB
OJFE IFS TPO BQQBSFOUMZ UIF POMZ QBSFOU UP EP TP 5IFTF MPOH XBMLT BDDPSEJOH UP IJT BVUPCJPHSBQIZ
XFSF UIF GPVOEBUJPO GPS UIFJS JOUFOTF NVUVBM B୭GFDUJPO <> 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTDFOEFE UP UIF QSFTJ
EFODZ JO  KVTU  IJT NPUIFS EJFE UISFF ZFBST MBUFS JO  *O IFS EFBUI TIF IBT CFFO FMFWBUFE UP
آRVBTJSFMJHJPVTأ TUBUVT &BDI .BZ  PDDBTJPOT B TUBUF QJMHSJNBHF UP IFS HSBWF <> BO PQQPSUVOJUZ
GPS FMJUFT UP TJHOBM UIFJS MPZBMUZ PS BU MFBTU OPU IBWF UIFJS MPZBMUZ RVFTUJPOFE
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH UIF DVMU TUBUVT B୭GPSEFE IJT NPUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBUIFS SFNBJOT B NZTUFSZ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BVUPCJPHSBQIZ DMBJNT IJT GBUIFS XBT BNPOH &EPVؠT WJMMBHF DIJFGT XJEFMZ SFDPH
OJ[FE BT B NPSBM BVUIPSJUZ BOE UBMFOUFE IVOUFS 8JUI TJY XJWFT BOE B OVNCFS PG DIJMESFO 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT PTUFOTJCMF QBUFSOBM MJOFBHF XBT UIVT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ OPCMF GPS B GVUVSF QSFTJEFOU :FU BCPVU
IJT GBUIFS XF LOPX OPUIJOH FMTF OPU IJT OBNF EBUF PG CJSUI EBUF PG EFBUI PS BOZUIJOH FMTF *OEFFE
PG IJT GBUIFSؠT PTUFOTJCMZ OVNFSPVT DIJMESFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP P୭୮ୢDJBMMZ SFDPHOJ[FT POMZ UXP CSPUI
FST 7BMFOUJOF "NCFOEFU XIP EJFE JO  BOE .BVSJDF OPX BNPOH UIF EJDUBUPSؠT NPTU USVTUFE
BEWJTPST BOE JO XIPTF OBNF NVDI PG UIF GBNJMZؠT GPSUVOF SFNBJOT "MUIPVHI UIF JEFOUJUZ PG 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT GBUIFS IBT MJLFMZ CFFO MPTU UP IJTUPSZ UIFSF JT TPNF FWJEFODF IF IBJMFE GSPN #FOJO 5IJT
JOEFFE XPVME FYQMBJO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPOTJEFSBCMF SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT JO BO PUIFSXJTF QPPS DPS

OFS PG UIF DPOUJOFOU IJT NBOTJPO BMPOH UIF "UMBOUJD DPBTU BOE B  BDSF PTUSJDI GBSN JO UIF OPSUI
"U BHF  4BTTPV /HVFTTP FBSOFE B DPWFUFE TQPU JO POF PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT GPVS IJHI TDIPPMT )F
XBT BTTJHOFE UP %PMJTJF JO UIF TPVUIFSO /JBSJ SFHJPO XIFSF CFUXFFO  BOE  IF TUVEJFE UP CF
DPNF B IJHI TDIPPM UFBDIFS +VEHFE UPP ZPVOH UP CFDPNF B UFBDIFS ZFU UPP JOUFMMJHFOU UP CF GPSDFE
GSPN FEVDBUJPO BMUPHFUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQMJFE UP UIF #SB[[BWJMMF TDIPPM JO  8JUI POMZ 
TQBDFT ZPVOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT SFKFDUFE "DDPSEJOH UP IJT BVUPCJPHSBQIZ IF MBDLFE UIF HPWFSO
NFOUBM DPOOFDUJPOT SFRVJSFE UP TFDVSF BQQPJOUNFOU )JT SFKFDUJPO QSPWFE GPSUVOBUF GPS IJN BOE
EJTBTUSPVT GPS UIF DPVOUSZ 4IPSUMZ BG୴FSXBSET IF MFBSOFE UIBU UIF 'SFODI NJMJUBSZ XBT PSHBOJ[JOH BO
P୭୮ୢDFS DBOEJEBUF TDIPPM GPMMPXJOH XIJDI UIF CFTU TUVEFOUT XPVME CF DPNNJTTJPOFE BT P୭୮ୢDFST JO UIF
$POHPMFTF NJMJUBSZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FOSPMMFE XBT TFMFDUFE BOE JO +VMZ  XBT QSPNPUFE UP TVC
MJFVUFOBOU JO UIF SFTFSWFT 5XP XFFLT MBUFS .BSJFO /HPVBCJ +BDRVFT +PBDIJN :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE
"MGSFE 3BPVM XFSF OBNFE TVCMJFVUFOBOUT BT XFMM UIPVHI JO BDUJWF EVUZ B NFBTVSF PG NJMJUBSZ EPNJ
OBODF UIJT HSPVQ DPOTUJUVUFT GPVS PG $POHPؠT TFWFO QSFTJEFOUT BOE DPMMFDUJWFMZ IBWF SVMFE $POHP GPS
BMM CVU ୮ୢWF ZFBST TJODF  4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT QSFDPDJPVT 0OMZ  ZFBST PME IJT DPVOUFSQBSUT XFSF
  BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 5঑঎ 3঒জ঎ ঊগ঍ "জজঊজজ঒গঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ .ঊছ঒঎গ /ঐঘঞঊঋ঒
4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJTDPWFSFE &VSPQF JO MBUF  XIFO IF FOSPMMFE JO BO JOGBOUSZ DPVSTF BU 4BJOU
.BJYFOU 'SBODF 8IFUIFS IF QBTTFE JT VODMFBS $MBSL BOE %FDBMP <> .PVUTJMB <> DMBJNT OPU
#VU TIPSUMZ BG୴FS IJT  SFUVSO IF XBT NBEF DPNNBOEFS PG UIF ୮ୢSTU QBSBUSPPQFS DPNQBOZ POF PG
UXP /HPVBCJ PWFSTBX UIF GVMM DPSQT TFDPOEFE CZ :IPNCJ0QBOHP
"MQIPOTF .BTTBNCB%©CBU XBT EFDMBSFE QSFTJEFOU PO %FDFNCFS   TPNF ୮ୢWF NPOUIT BG
UFS B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU SFNPWFE 'VMCFSU :PVMPV UIF DPVOUSZؠT ୮ୢSTU QSFTJEFOU .BTTBNCB%©CBU EFDMBSFE
IJT.PVWFNFOU /BUJPOBM EF MB 3©WPMVUJPO UIF POMZ MFHBM QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ QSPNVMHBUFE BMMJBODFT XJUI
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BSDI  4FF BMTP -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU +VOF 

UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE $IJOB OBUJPOBMJ[FE NJTTJPOBSZ TDIPPMT BOE CSPBE TXBUIFT PG UIF FDPOPNZ
BOE XFMDPNFE HVFSSJMMBT UBSHFUJOH UIF DPMPOJBM SFHJNF JO "OHPMB 5P BTTFU DPOUSPM PWFS UIF NJMJUBSZ
IF BMTP DSFBUFE BO BSNFE آDJWJM EFGFOTFأ GPSDF XJUIJO UIF ./3ؠT ZPVUI XJOH XIJDI JO  IF BU
UFNQUFE UP NFSHF XJUI UIF NJMJUBSZ /HPVBCJ XBT UIF NJMJUBSZ SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PO UIF ./3 DFOUSBM
DPNNJUUFF BOE IF SFTQPOEFE BOHSJMZ "T QVOJTINFOU .BTTBNCB%©CBU TFOU IJN UP 1PJOUF/PJSF
GBS GSPN UIF TFBU PG QPXFS /HPVBCJ DPOUJOVFE UP TQFBL PVU BOE TP .BTTBNCB%©CBU PSEFSFE IJN
TUSJQQFE PG SBOL BOE JODBSDFSBUFE "G୴FS IJT TVQQPSUFST JO UIF NJMJUBSZ NVUJOJFE /HPVBCJ XBT SF
MFBTFE 0OMZ UXP ZFBST MBUFS IF UPPL QPXFS BMUPHFUIFS BOE TIPSUMZ UIFSFBG୴FS NBEF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
IJT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS
"MUIPVHI UIF DPVOUSZ FYQFSJFODFE TPNF HSPXUI EVSJOH UIF NJE T QFS DBQJUB (%1 GFMM QSF
DJQJUPVTMZ JO  BOE  (PWFSOJOH JO TIPSU XBT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU BOE /HPVBCJ UIPVHIU IJNTFMG VO
QSFQBSFE 0O .BSDI   .BTTBNCB%©CBU BEESFTTFE B MFUUFS UP /HPVBCJ 3FTJHO IF BEWJTFE
/HPVBCJ BOE UIF UXP XPVME SVMF KPJOUMZ BOE BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS DPNQBSBUJWF BEWBOUBHFT /HPVBCJ
DPOUSPMMJOH UIF NJMJUBSZ BOE .BTTBNCB%©CBU UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT <> 5IF UXP NFU PO .BSDI
 BU /HPVBCJؠT SFTJEFODF JO UIF QSFTFODF PG UIFJS XJWFT BU XIJDI QPJOU /HPVBCJ SFNBJOFE TLFQUJ
DBM <> )JT WJFXT FWPMWFE PWFS UIF OFYU UXP XFFLT GPS CZ NJE .BSDI IF XBT QSFQBSFE UP DPOTJEFS
.BTTBNCB%©CBUؠT P୭GFS NPSF TFSJPVTMZ #BSUI©MFNZ ,JLBEJEJ B KVOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFS BOE GFMMPX
TPVUIFSOFS BSSBOHFE B NFFUJOH CFUXFFO UIF UXP PVUTJEF NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST JO EPXOUPXO #SB[
[BWJMMF
5IF DJUZ JT TNBMM IPXFWFS BOE UIF DMJRVF PG OPSUIFSO NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST UIBU TVSSPVOEFE /HPVBCJ
؛ BOE UIBU XPVME CF NPTU EBNBHFE CZ UIF DPNQSPNJTF ؛ DBVHIU XJOE PG JU 'PVS OPSUIFSOFST ؛
4BTTPV /HVFTTP 'MPSFOU /UTJCB +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV BOE 1JFSSF "OHB ؛ BHSFFE UP UBLF /HPVBCJ
IPTUBHF GPMMPXJOH XIJDI UIFZ XPVME LFFQ UIF QSFTJEFODZ GPS UIFNTFMWFT 5IFZ FBDI IBE UIFJS SFB
5IFTF FWFOUT XFSF SFDPVOUFE JO B NFNPSBOEVN FOUJUMFE -ॶ FWFOFNFOUT EF  NBST XIJDI DJSDVMBUFE
BNPOH UIF IJHIFTU MFWFMT PG UIF NJMJUBSZ BOE JOUFMMJHFODF BQQBSBUVT $PQJFT UIBU TPNFIPX XFSF EJTUSJCVUFE
CFZPOE UIJT DJSDMF XFSF PG୴FO CVSOFE GPS GFBS PG SFQSJTBM 5IJT BDDPVOU JT QJFDFE UPHFUIFS GSPN B SFQPSU QSP

TPOT "NPOH UIF GPVOEJOH NFNCFST PG UIF 1$5 -FLPVOE[PV TFSWFE BT /HPVBCJؠT .JOJTUFS PG
*OEVTUSZ BOE .JOFT CFUXFFO  BOE  UIFO EFNPUFE UP %JSFDUPS (FOFSBM PG $POHPMBॷF EF 3BG
׹OBHF UIF TUBUF PJM SF୮ୢOFSZ /HPVBCJ JOUFOEFE UP ୮ୢSF IJN GPS NJTNBOBHFNFOU "OHB GSPN 0XBOEP
BT XFMM TFSWFE BT /HPVBCJؠT CPEZHVBSE GSPN  VOUJM  XIFO /HPVBCJ SFMJFWFE IJN "MUIPVHI
'MPSFOU /UTJCB XBT DIJFG PG QSFTJEFOUJBM TFDVSJUZ IF IBE OP QBSUJDVMBS B୭୮ୢOJUZ GPS /HPVBCJ BOE
XPVME CF SFXBSEFE IBOETPNFMZ XIFO JU XBT ୮ୢOJTIFE &MG HBWF JUT UBDJU BHSFFNFOU GPS /HPVBCJ IBE
BMTP UISFBUFOFE UP OBUJPOBMJ[F $POHPؠT PJM JOEVTUSZ JG &MG EJE OPU BDDFQU BEEJUJPOBM UBYBUJPO UP DVSC
UIF DPVOUSZؠT CVEHFU EF୮ୢDJU <>
/HPVBCJ TQFOU UIF NPSOJOH PG .BSDI  BU UIF VOJWFSTJUZ XIFSF IF UBVHIU B BN QIZTJDT
DPVSTF )F SFUVSOFE UP IJT P୭୮ୢDF BU NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST BU BN BOE BU QN NFU $BSEJOBM
NJMF #JBZFOEB "SDICJTIPQ PG #SB[[BWJMMF BOE UIF DPVOUSZؠT ୮ୢSTU DBSEJOBM $MPTF GSJFOET UIFJS NFFU
JOH BEKPVSOFE BCSVQUMZ BU QN XIFO /HPVBCJ SFDFJWFE B DBMM GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIFO BO BSNZ
DPNNBOEBOU BOE %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS 5IFJS DPOWFSTBUJPO XBT CSJFG
4BTTPV /HVFTTP $BQUBJO <:WFT> .PUBOEP IBE QSPCMFNT XJUI IJT TVCPSEJOBUFT BU
UIF ୮ୢSJOH SBOHF <BU %KJSJ KVTU PVUTJEF #SB[[BWJMMF> BOE IBT TPVHIU SFGVHF BU UIF )PUFM
.JTUSBM
/HPVBCJ 0LBZ *ؠMM CF SJHIU UIFSF
"NPOH IJT DMPTFTU GSJFOET /HPVBCJ QSPNQUMZ EFDBNQFE GPS UIF .JTUSBM ESJWFO CZ IJT CSPUIFSJO
MBX JO B XIJUF 1FVHFPU  "DDPSEJOH UP POF BDDPVOU
</HPVBCJ> EJE OPU CFMJFWF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QPTTFTTFE UIF DPVSBHF UP EFQPTF IJN )F
XBT GBS UPP JOUFSFTUFE BOE QSFPDDVQJFE CZ آB୭GBJST PG UIF TLJSUأ UIBO CZ QPMJUJDBM QPXFS
:IPNCJ0QBOHP ZFT CVU OPU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
EVDFE CZ UIF  /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF XIJDI SFTFNCMFE B آ5SVUI BOE 3FDPODJMJBUJPO $PNNJTTJPOأ BOE
JOUFSWJFXT XJUI QFPQMF JOEJSFDUMZ JOWPMWFE 5IF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODFؠT SFQPSU JT OPX WJSUVBMMZ JNQPTTJCMF UP
୮ୢOE JO QSJOU TJODF JU IBT CFFO EFTUSPZFE CZ UIF SFHJNF

4JODF :IPNCJ0QBOHP XBT JOBVHVSBUJOH B OFXMZ QBWFE SPBE JO UIFJS OBUJWF 0XBOEP /HPVBCJ XBT
MFTT DPODFSOFE <>
/HPVBCJ GPVOE UIF .JTUSBM EFTFSUFE VQPO IJT BSSJWBM -FLPVOE[PV BQQFBSFE TVSQSJTJOHMZ BOE
FTDPSUFE /HPVBCJ UP UIF TFDPOE ୯୳PPS SPPN  XIFSF .PUBOEP XBT PTUFOTJCMZ XBJUJOH )F XBT NFU
JOTUFBE CZ "OHB 1BTDBM .PVBTTJQPTTP BOE $BSMPT B $VCBO EPDUPS "MUIPVHI UIFZ XFSF UP UBLF IJN
BMJWF "OHB TUBCCFE IJN SFQFBUFEMZ آ* XBSOFE ZPV *ؠN OPU DSB[Z BOE ZPV XJMM OFWFS TBZ JU BHBJOأ
/HPVBCJ MBZ PO UIF ୯୳PPS NPSUBMMZ XPVOEFE
-FLPVOE[PV DBMMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GSPN UIF IPUFM SFDFQUJPO )F MFG୴ IJT P୭୮ୢDF BU QN BDDPN
QBOJFE CZ 5TJCB /HPVBCJؠT MJGFMFTT CPEZ CFGPSF IJN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPODFJWFT UIF DPWFSVQ 5IFZ
LOFX ,JLBEJEJ XPVME TPPO BSSJWF BU UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM QBMBDF TP UIF BTTBTTJOBUJPO DPVME CF QJOOFE PO
IJN B TPVUIFSO DPOTQJSBDZ UP BWFOHF .BTTBNCB%©CBU BOE SFDMBJN QPXFS GSPN UIF OPSUI "G୴FS
JOTUSVDUJOH $BSMPT BOE .PVBTTJQPTTP UP XBTI /HPVBCJؠT DPSQTF BOE UIFO UIF CMPPEJFE SPPN 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP TFOU -FLPVOE[PV UP ୮ୢOE B DMFBO VOJGPSN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIFO FYQMBJOFE UIF QMBO
" HSPVQ PG NFO XJMM BSSJWF TPPO BU UIF QSFTJEFODZ 5IFZ IBWF B NFFUJOH XJUI /HPVBCJ
5IFTF BSF UIF GBJUIGVM PG .BTTBNCB%©CBU 8FؠMM QVU SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS UIF NVSEFS PO
UIFN 1JFSSF BOE %PDUPS $BSMPT XJMM CSJOH .BSJFOؠT CPEZ CBDL UP UIF QSFTJEFODZ BQ
QSPQSJBUFMZ ESFTTFE 5IPTF XIP DBO TFF UIF DBS NVTU OPU SFBMJ[F UIBU .BSJFO JT EFBE
4P BSSBOHF ZPVSTFMWFT UP TVQQPSU IJN XFMM 0ODF ZPV BSSJWF BU IFBERVBSUFST MFBWF
UIF CPEZ CZ UIF HBSBHF XIJMF .BTTBNCB%©CBUؠT TVQQPSUFST BSF JOTJEF ت.BLF TVSF
ZPVS NFO XIP BSF PO QPTU EPOؠU JOUFSWFOF XIFO UIFZ IFBS NBDIJOF HVO ୮ୢSF BOE PODF
QFPQMF BTL UIFN XIBU IBQQFOFE UIFZ TIPVME TBZ آ$BQUBJO :WFT .PUBOEP TIPU BU
1SFTJEFOU /HPVBCJأ
+VTU CFGPSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MFG୴ "OHB BQQSPBDIFE IJN
"OHB *ؠN TPSSZ NZ $PNNBOEBOU * EPOؠU LOPX XIBU IBQQFOFE UP NF 5IBOL ZPV

GPS BMM ZPVؠSF EPJOH UP TBWF NF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP *UؠT ୮ୢOF .PTU PG BMM QBZ BUUFOUJPO NPWJOH GPSXBSE +VTU DBMM NF BU
UIF IPVTF BG୴FS UIF NBDIJOF HVO ୮ୢSF
5IF IPUFMؠT QSPQSJFUPS .BEBNF 4PMBOHF .BUUFJ XBT GPSDFE UP MFBWF $POHP UIF OFYU EBZ UIPVHI
HJWFO BO VOTQFDJ୮ୢFE TVN GPS IFS USPVCMFT IFS IPUFM XBT TPPO EFTUSPZFE
,JLBEJEJ BSSJWFE BU QN BOE BU QN B CMBDL 1FVHFPU  BSSJWFE BT XFMM /HPVBCJؠT CSPUIFS
JOMBX ESPWF BOE JO UIF SFBS /HPVBCJؠT EFBE CPEZ XBT QFSDIFE CFUXFFO "OHB BOE $BSMPT FBDI XJUI
B 1.", BTTBVMU SJ୯୳F "T UIF DBS BQQSPBDIFE UIF HBSBHF "OHB BOE $BSMPT ୯୳FE MFBWJOH B QJTUPM OFYU
UP /HPVBCJؠT CPEZ ,JLBEJEJ BOE UISFF DPMMFBHVFT BSF UPME UIBU /HPVBCJ JT GFFMJOH VOXFMM BOE UP IFMQ
IJN JO GSPN UIF HBSBHF 0ODF PVUTJEF UIFZ BSF HSFFUFE CZ B XBWF PG NBDIJOF HVO ୮ୢSF 0OMZ ,JLBEJEJ
FTDBQFE BMJWF IF IJE GPS  NPOUIT /HPVBCJ XBT ESJWFO UP UIF NJMJUBSZ IPTQJUBM CZ IJT FMEFTU TPO
.BSJFO
"T QMBOOFE UIF BTTBTTJOBUJPO XBT BUUSJCVUFE UP B TPVUIFSO QPXFS HSBC ,JLBEJEJ UIF TUPSZ XFOU
NVSEFSFE /HPVBCJ BU .BTTBNCB%©CBUؠT CFIFTU /HPVBCJ IBE VOKVTUMZ SFNPWFE TPVUIFSOFST GSPN
QPXFS BOE UIJT DPOTUJUVUFE TPVUIFSO SFWFOHF 0G DPVSTF UIF DPWFSVQ SFRVJSFE SFNPWJOH BOZPOF
OPU EJSFDUMZ JNQMJDBUFE XIP LOFX UIF USVUI "G୴FS CFJOH CFBUFO CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG $BSEJ
OBM #JBZFOEB XBT NVSEFSFE PO .BSDI  TUBOEJOH PWFS IJT HSBWF $BSEJOBM #JBZFOEB XBT TIPU TFWFSBM
UJNFT JO UIF CBDL BOE UIFO CVSJFE BMJWF %BZT MBUFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFOU B UFMFHSBN UP 1PQF +PIO
1BVM ** FYQSFTTJOH IJT DPOEPMFODFT .BTTBNCB%©CBU XBT NVSEFSFE UISFF EBZT MBUFS "MUIPVHI
,JLBEJEJ FTDBQFE UP #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO RVBSUFS ؛ XIFSF IF MJWFE DMBOEFTUJOFMZ ؛ IF XBT VMUJNBUFMZ
FYFDVUFE PO 'FCSVBSZ  
/HPVBCJ XBT VMUJNBUFMZ USFBUFE BT B NBSUZS *OEFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG EFMJWFSFE UIF FVMPHZ
BU UIF "QSJM  GVOFSBM IFME BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT IPUFM EF WJMMF TUFQT BXBZ GSPN UIF NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (BCSJFM  +BOVBSZ  5IJT JOGPSNBOU SFDFJWFE UFTUJNPOZ GSPN B QBJS PG 'SFODI OVOT
XIP UPPL DPOGFTTJPO GSPN UIF HVBSET XIP LJMMFE #JBZFOEB

XIFSF UIF DPOTQJSBDZ FNFSHFE BOE B GFX IVOESFE ZBSET GSPN UIF .JTUSBM JUTFMG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BEESFTTFE /HPVBCJؠT NPUIFS EJSFDUMZ BOE JO MBOHVBHF CF୮ୢUUJOH UIF DVMU PG QFSTPOBMJUZ UIBU XPVME
GPMMPX آ:PV IBWF HJWFO UP $POHP UP "GSJDB BOE UP UIF XPSME B NBO XIP XJMM BMXBZT HVJEF PVS
TUFQTأ <> 0WFS UIF OFYU ZFBS BMMVTJPOT UP /HPVBCJ XFSF MJUUFSFE BDSPTT #SB[[BWJMMF 5IF 6OJWFS
TJUZ PG #SB[[BWJMMF XBT SFOBNFE UIF .BSJFO /HPVBCJ 6OJWFSTJUZ B NVTFVN JO IJT IPOPS XBT PQFOFE
PO +VMZ  BOE UIF EBUF PG IJT BTTBTTJOBUJPO XBT EFDSFFE B OBUJPOBM IPMJEBZ IFODFGPSUI SFGFSSFE UP
BT UIF %BZ PG 4VQSFNF 4BDSJ୮ୢDF )F FWFO SFDFJWFE IJT PXO NBVTPMFVN TUFQT GSPN UIF )PUFM .JT
USBM "DSPTT UIF UPQ JU SFBET(MPJSF *NNPSUFMMF BV 1SযJEFOU .BSJFO /HPVBCJ 'POEBUFVS EV 1$5
آ*NNPSUBM (MPSZ UP 1SFTJEFOU .BSJFO /HPVBCJ 'PVOEFS PG UIF 1$5أ
" TUJMM NPSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU EFDJTJPO GPMMPXFE 8IP XPVME BTTVNF UIF QSFTJEFODZ 'PS BMUIPVHI 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP NBTUFSNJOEFE UIF BTTBTTJOBUJPO OVNFSPVT FMJUFT XFSF DPNQMJDJU BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XBT OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ UIF NPTU QPXFSGVM BNPOH UIFN *U XBT FTTFOUJBM PG DPVSTF UIBU QPXFS SFNBJO
JO NJMJUBSZ IBOET )FODF :IPNCJ0QBOHP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP /UTJCB BOE PUIFST GPSNFE B $PNJU©
.JMJUBJSF EV 1BSUJ XIJDI XPVME EJTQMBDF +FBO1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB B DJWJMJBO BOE UIF TFDPOE
SBOLJOH NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5 BOE SVMF BT B KVOUB 5IF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF BEWFSUJTFE JUTFMG BT UIF OBU
VSBM JOIFSJUPS PG /HPVBCJؠT MFHBDZ آ-FU VT FWFS JNNPSUBMJ[Fأ JUT NPUUP XFOU آPVS HVJEF DPNSBEF
.BSJFO /HPVBCJ JO XPSL SJHPS BOE SFWPMVUJPOBSZ EJTDJQMJOFأ <>
:IPNCJ0QBOHP XBT UIF DPOTFOTVT DIPJDF UP MFBE UIF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF NPTUMZ GPS QSBHNBUJD
SFBTPOT &EVDBUFE BU 4BJOU$ZS :IPNCJ0QBOHP XBT $POHPؠT POMZ HFOFSBM GSPN 0XBOEP /HPVBCJؠT
IPNF WJMMBHF :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT BQQPJOUNFOU NJHIU QMBDBUF /HPVBCJؠT NPTU WPDJGFSPVT QBSUJTBOT
5IF DIPJDF XBT BMTP SFMBUJWFMZ VOUISFBUFOJOH UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG /PUXJUITUBOEJOH :IPNCJ
0QBOHPؠT SBOL 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT SFHBSEFE BT DMPTFTU UP UIF NJMJUBSZ B QSPYJNJUZ IJT QPTJUJPO
BT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS POMZ TPMJEJ୮ୢFE 8JUI UIF DPVOUSZؠT CPSEFST DMPTFE BOE B DVSGFX JO QMBDF UIF
$PNJU© .JMJUBJSF DPOTPMJEBUFE QPXFS *U EJTTPMWFE UIF"TTFNCM©F 1PQVMBJSF /BUJPOBMF BOE BTTPSUFE
MPDBM HPWFSONFOUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NPWFE UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT PXO QPXFS BT XFMM HJWJOH "OHB BOE

.BUPOEP SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS UIF NJMJUBSZ [POFT PG #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF SFTQFDUJWFMZ "OZ
EJTDVTTJPO PG IJHIFS UBYFT PO &MG PS TJNQMZ OBUJPOBMJ[JOH UIF PJM TFDUPS BMUPHFUIFS EJFE XJUI /HPVBCJ
<>
:IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT QPTJUJPO XBT XFBL 'PS UIF 1$5 PME HVBSE ؛ EJTQMBDFE BG୴FS BMM CZ UIF $PNJU©
.JMJUBJSF BOE MFE CZ 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB UIF NPTU TDPSOFE PG BMM ؛ SFNBJOFE ୮ୢSNMZ PQQPTFE UP
:IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT QSFTJEFODZ *O SFMBUJWFMZ TIPSU PSEFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB
GPSNFE BO BOUJ:IPNCJ0QBOHP DPBMJUJPO *OEFFE UIF DPBMJUJPOؠT DPOUSPM PWFS TUBUF PSHBOT XBT TP
TUSPOH UIBU JU SFNPWFE :IPNCJ0QBOHP CZ MFHBM NFBOT B DPVQ EԙFUBU KVSJEJRVF FYFDVUFE XJUI OFJ
UIFS GBUBMJUJFT OPS XFBQPOT 5IF QSFUFOTF XBT SFNBSLBCMZ UIJO %VSJOH B NFFUJOH PG UIF 1$5 $FO
USBM $PNNJUUFF PO 'FCSVBSZ   ؛ TFDVSJUZ GPS XIJDI XBT QSPWJEFE CZ UIF OBUJPOBM BSNZ MPZBM
UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SBUIFS UIBO :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT QFSTPOBM HVBSE ؛ 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB FNQMPZFE
B TFSJFT PG QSPDFEVSBM NPUJPOT UP GPSDF :IPNCJ0QBOHP UP USBOTGFS BENJOJTUSBUJWF BVUIPSJUZ GSPN
UIF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF UP UIF $FOUSBM $PNNJUUFF "OE VOCFLOPXOTU UP :IPNCJ0QBOHP 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP BOE 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB IBE DBSFGVMMZ PSDIFTUSBUFE UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM WPUF UIBU XPVME GPMMPX
%VSJOH UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME TQMJU WPUFT MFBWJOH UIFN JO
TFDPOE BOE UIJSE QPTJUJPO SFTQFDUJWFMZ CFIJOE :IPNCJ0QBOHP JO UIF TFDPOE SPVOE 5IZTU¨SF
5DIJDBZB USBOTGFSSFE IJT WPUFT UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIP BG୴FS BMM DPOUSPMMFE UIF NJMJUBSZ "G୴FS UXP
ZFBST PG DPOTQJSBDJFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPNQMFUFE IJT SJTF UP QPXFS "OE 0XBOEP MPTU JUT TFDPOE DPO
TFDVUJWF QSFTJEFOU
 4ঊজজঘঞ /ঐঞ঎জজঘ * 
4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT JO B WFSZ SFBM TFOTF B ୮ୢSTU BNPOH FRVBMT 'PS OPUXJUITUBOEJOH IJT DPOUSPM PWFS
UIF NJMJUBSZ IJT BTDFOTJPO XBT EVF MBSHFMZ UP UIPTF BSPVOE IJN 1JFSSF "OHB +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV
BOE 'MPSFOU /UTJCB XFSF BMM DFOUSBM UP UIF /HPVBCJ BTTBTTJOBUJPO 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB QSPWJEFE UIF

QVCMJD GBDF GPS UIF DPVQ Eԙ©UBU KVSJEJRVF PG  'FCSVBSZ  "MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNFSHFE BT
QSFTJEFOU IF JOIFSJUFE B QPXFSGVM QPUFOUJBMMZ UISFBUFOJOH TFU PG FMJUFT )FODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO
BVHVSBUFE IJT BTDFOTJPO CZ NPVOUJOH B TVTUBJOFE F୭GPSU UP MPPTFO UIFTF DPOTUSBJOUT )F TPVHIU JO
TIPSU UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT QFSTPOBM BVUIPSJUZ CZ VOEFSNJOJOH UIF NPTU UISFBUFOJOH PG UIF 1$5 PME
HVBSE *OEFFE IBWJOH KVTU TFJ[FE QPXFS UISPVHI B TFSJFT PG DPVQT Eԙ©UBU IJNTFMG IF XBT BDVUFMZ BXBSF
PG UIF SJTLT QPTFE CZ QPXFSGVM FMJUFT
 $ঘগজঘক঒঍ঊঝ঒ঘগ
5IJT F୭GPSU IBE BU MFBTU GPVS DPNQPOFOUT 'JSTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU UP FMJNJOBUF FMJUFT XIP DPVME
QPUFOUJBMMZ DIBMMFOHF IJT BVUIPSJUZ 5IF NFNCFST PG UIF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF EV 1BSUJ FBDI PG XIPN
PDDVQJFE TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT JO UIF BSNZ XFSF UIF ୮ୢSTU UBSHFUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFG୴MZ GPSHFE B TFSJFT
PG BMMJBODFT UIBU FOBCMFE IJN UP JNNFEJBUFMZ EJTNJTT SPVHIMZ IBMG PG JUT  NFNCFST )F TUBSUFE VO
TVSQSJTJOHMZ XJUI :IPNCJ0QBOHP 'PS :IPNCJ0QBOHP FOKPZFE UIF MPZBMUZ PG B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU TIBSF
PG 1$5 NFNCFST BOE SJWBMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JO୯୳VFODF JO UIF NJMJUBSZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIPVHIU
CFUUFS PG NBLJOH :IPNCJ0QBOHP B NBSUZS IF XBT JODBSDFSBUFE JOTUFBE JOEFFE SFNBJOFE TP VOUJM
UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG 
/PX EJSFDUMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF EFNJTF PG UXP 0XBOEP QSFTJEFOUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT MPBUIFE
CZ 0XBOEPؠT TPOT BOE EBVHIUFST 6OGPSUVOBUFMZ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PG UIF OJOF SFNBJOJOH NFN
CFST PG UIF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF EV 1BSUJ UISFF XFSF GSPN 0XBOEP ؛ JODMVEJOH "OHB ؛ NPSF UIBO BOZ
PUIFS MPDBMF 4JODF UIF 0XBOEP OBUJWFT GPSNFE B OBUVSBM BMMJBODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE MJUUMF EJ୭୮ୢDVMUZ
FOMJTUJOH UIF PUIFS TJY NFNCFST UP TVQQPSU UIJT OFX GPVOE PG QVSHFT 8IJMF NPTU XFSF TJNQMZ SF
UJSFE "OHB XBT JODBSDFSBUFE 3FMFBTFE JO  SVNPST DPOUJOVFE UP DJSDVMBUF BSPVOE #SB[[BWJMMF UIBU
"OHB XBT QMBOOJOH B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU )FODF JO +VMZ  4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFOU BO FOUJSF CBUUBMJPO UP IVOU
IJN ؛ TPNF  TPMEJFST ؛ MFE CZ +FBO.BSJF .JDIFM .PLPLP UIF NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G .PLPLP
MPDBUFE "OHB PVUTJEF 0XBOEP XIFSF GPS  NJOVUFT "OHB EFGFOEFE IJNTFMG B NBDIJOF HVO JO FBDI

IBOE
8JUI 0XBOEP OBUJWFT SFNPWFE JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT MFG୴ XJUI GPVS QPXFSGVM NFNCFST PG
UIF NJMJUBSZ FMJUF 3BZNPOE %BNBTF /HPMMP DIJFG PG TUB୭G PG UIF NJMJUBSZ TJODF  -PVJT4ZMWBJO
(PNB QSJNF NJOJTUFS TJODF  BOE DIJFG PG TUB୭G PG UIF NJMJUBSZ CFGPSF UIBU 'SBODPJT 9BWJFS ,BUBMJ
*OUFSJPS NJOJTUFS TJODF  BOE NJMJUBSZ DPNNBOEFS PG 1PJOUF/PJSF CFGPSF UIBU BOE 'MPSFOU
/UTJCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG PG TUB୭G XIJMF %FGFOTF NJOJTUFS BOE JNQMJDBUFE JO /HPVBCJؠT BTTBT
TJOBUJPO :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT GBMM BOE "OHBؠT JODBSDFSBUJPO /HPMMP BOE (PNB PDDVQJFE UIF NPSF
TFOTJUJWF NJMJUBSZ QPTJUJPOT TP UIFZ XFSF TBGF /UTJCB BOE ,BUBMJ XFSF QPXFSGVM CVU NPSF WVMOFSB
CMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUFE UIFN OFYU
/UJTCBؠT FYDFQUJPOBM MPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HBWF IJN B SFQSJFWF "DDVTBUJPOT BHBJOTU IJN
XPVME DPNF POMZ JO  GPS آJEFPMPHJDBM JODPOTJTUFODZأ "OE IJT QSFWJPVT TFSWJDF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BMTP CFOF୮ୢUFE IJN JO BOPUIFS XBZ )JT SFNPWBM GSPN UIF HPWFSONFOU XBT CSJFG MFTT UIBO UXP ZFBST
5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB XBT MFTT GPSUVOBUF )F XBT BDDVTFE PG NBTUFSNJOEJOH B QBJS PG #SB[[BWJMMF CPNC
JOHT JO FBSMZ  XIJDI UPHFUIFS LJMMFE OJOF 5FMFWJTFE PO OBUJPOBM UFMFWJTJPO JO  UIF USJBM KVTU
MJLF UIF 4PWJFU TIPX USJBMT PO XIJDI JU XBT NPEFMFE XBT FOUJSFMZ GBSDJDBM 8JUIPVU FWJEFODF MJOL
JOH 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB UP UIF CPNCJOHT HPWFSONFOU QSPTFDVUPST DPVME DMBJN POMZ UIBU IF XBT JO
TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ XFEEFE UP UIF TPDJBMJTU DBVTF 5IJT XBT MJUUMF NBUUFS PG DPVSTF )F XBT DPOWJDUFE BOE
TFOUFODFE UP ୮ୢWF ZFBST PG GPSDFE MBCPS <> ,BUBMJ XBT MFTT GPSUVOBUF "MUIPVHI IF PDDVQJFE NJE
MFWFM NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT VOUJM IJT EFBUI BOE BTDFOEFE TUFBEJMZ UISPVHI UIF P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT ,BUBMJ XBT
NVSEFSFE JO  *O $POHP UIF TUBOEBSE NPEF PG QPMJUJDBM BTTBTTJOBUJPO JT UIFॵTJFUUF 3PVNBJOF
XIJDI XBT ,BUBMJؠT GBUF BT XFMM " TJNQMF GPSN PG GPPE QPJTPOJOH UIFॵTJFUUF 3PVNBJOF JT MFTT CMPPEZ
BOE PG୴FO MFTT JODSJNJOBUJOH UIBO NVSEFS
(PNB BOE %BNBTF /HPMMP XFSF UIF POMZ NFNCFST PG UIF $PNJU© .JMJUBJSF UP TVSWJWF TVDDFT
TJWF QVSHFT EVF MBSHFMZ UP UIFJS TFOJPSJUZ BUPQ UIF NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT *OEFFE (PNB BOE %BNBTF
/HPMMP XPVME TPPO CFDPNF UIF DPVOUSZؠT UIJSE BOE GPVSUI HFOFSBMT KPJOJOH :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE

4BTTPV /HVFTTP 5IFJS QPTJUJPOT JO GBDU XFSF FWFO NPSF EJTUJODUJWF :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP BG୴FS BMM IBE BQQPJOUFE UIFNTFMWFT HFOFSBMT 4PNF FMJUFT JO TIPSU BSF TJNQMZ UPP QPXFS
GVM UP EJTNJTT )FODF UIF TFDPOE DPNQPOFOU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSU UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT BVUIPSJUZ
BUPQ UIF 1$5 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME EJMVUF UIF QPXFS PG UIF TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT CZ HSBE
VBMMZ FYQBOEJOH JU )F NBEF GPVS JNQPSUBOU BEEJUJPOT 'JSTU TJODF %BNBTF /HPMMP XBT BQQPJOUFE
NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G JO  CZ  IF XBT EVF GPS SFBQQPJOUNFOU "G୴FS B UXPZFBS SFMJFG 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP HBWF %BNBTF /HPMMP B MFTT TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPO JO IJT  HPWFSONFOU .JOJTUFS PG "ENJO
JTUSBUJPO BOE -PDBM (PWFSONFOU )JT SFQMBDFNFOU XBT &NNBOVFM &MFOHB XIP XBT EJTUJODUJWF POMZ
GPS IJT PSJHJOT " $VWFUUF OBUJWF &MFOHB XBT CPSO KVTU PVUTJEF 0ZP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPNF WJMMBHF
UIJT BT $IBQUFS  NBLFT DMFBS XBT UIF CFHJOOJOH PG B SFDVSSFOU UIFNF JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJMJUBSZ
SFDSVJUNFOU &MFOHB UPP XPVME CF SFMJFWFE BG୴FS B TJY ZFBS UFSN BUPQ UIF NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT )JT SF
QMBDFNFOU XBT +FBO.BSJF .JDIFM .PLPLP XIP XBT SFTQPOTJCMF GPS MPDBUJOH "OHB .PLPLP MJLF
&MFOHB CFGPSF IJN XBT CPSO JO .PTTBLB $VWFUUF TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP
5IF OFYU UXP NBKPS NBKPS FYQBOTJPOT UP UIF TFOJPS P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT XFSF OPO$VWFUUF OBUJWFT
UIPVHI TUJMM GSPN UIF /PSUI (JMCFSU .PLPLJ XBT OBNFE EJSFDUFVS DFOUSBM EV SFOTFJHOFNFOU NJMJ
UBJSF DFOUSBM EJSFDUPS PG NJMJUBSZ JOUFMMJHFODF JO  " OBUJWF PG -JLPVBMB IF XPVME IPME B TFSJFT PG
JNQPSUBOU QPTUT VOUJM  &NNBOVFM /HPV©MPOE©M© GSPN (BNCPNB 1MBUFBVY TPNF UXP IPVST
GSPN 0ZP XBT QFSIBQT FWFO NPSF JNQPSUBOU "O BTTJTUBOU UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFUXFFO  BOE
 XIFO IF XBT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS /HPV©MPOE©M© TFSWFE BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EJSFDUFVS H©O©SBM Eॶ
TFSWJDॶ TQÇJBVY IJT EJSFDUPS HFOFSBM PG TQFDJBM TFSWJDFT B QPTJUJPO BT TFOTJUJWF BT JU JT BNCJHVPVT *O
QSBDUJDF /HPV©MPOE©M© F୭GFDUJWFMZ QSFTJEFE PWFS UIF DPVOUSZؠT EPNFTUJD JOUFMMJHFODF HBUIFSJOH TFSWJDF
BOE TFDSFU QPMJDF IF XBT JO TIPSU BNPOH UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU FMJUFT JO UIF HPWFSONFOU )F TPPO
CFDBNF $POHPؠT ୮ୢG୴I HFOFSBM
"MUIPVHI UIF 1MBUFBVY SFHJPO JT HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ OFBS $VWFUUF ؛ BOE TUJMM QBSU PG UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM
7FSJGZ &MFOHBؠT OBUJWF WJMMBHF BOE USBWFM UJNF

/PSUI ؛ JU JT GVSUIFS GSPN 0ZP UIBO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME QSFGFS )FODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU
UP FOTVSF /HPV©MPOE©M©ؠT MPZBMUZ JO BOPUIFS XBZ NBSSJBHF SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF UIJSE DPNQPOFOU PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSUT UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT QFSTPOBM BVUIPSJUZ 5IJT NBSSJBHF TUSBUFHZ JT TPNFXIBU
DPNQMJDBUFE JU PCWJPVTMZ SFRVJSFT BQQSPQSJBUFMZ BHFE DIJMESFO BOE ZPVOH MPWF TPNFUJNFT JOUFS
WFOFT #PSO JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTTVNFE QPXFS BU UIF SFNBSLBCMF BHF PG  IJT FMEFTU DIJME
&EJUI -VDJF XBT CPSO JO  "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF NBSSJBHF TUSBUFHZ EFCVUFE JO  XIFO &EHBS
BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPSJUF OFQIFXT NBSSJFE .JDI¨MF /HPV©MPOE©M©ؠT EBVHIUFS 5XP ZFBST
MBUFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMEFTU EBVHIUFS /JOFMMF XBT FOHBHFE UP )VHVFT /HPV©MPOE©M©ؠT FMEFTU TPO
5IF DIJFG NBSSJBHF QSJ[F IPXFWFS PDDVSSFE PO +BOVBSZ   XIFO &EJUI -VDJF NBSSJFE 0NBS
#POHP 0OEJNCB (BCPOؠT SVMFS TJODF  #POHP IBE SVMFE (BCPO GPS WJSUVBMMZ &EJUIؠT FOUJSF MJGF
5IPVHI FJHIU ZFBST IJT KVOJPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFDBNF GBUIFSJOMBX UP UIF (BCPOFTF QSFTJEFOU B
SFMBUJPO UIBU XPVME QSPWF WJUBM JO  XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BUUFNQUFE UP SFDMBJN #SB[[BWJMMF CZ
GPSDF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FWJEFOUMZ UPPL HSFBU DBSF JO QPQVMBUJOH IJT TFOJPS P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT )JT NJOJTUFSJBM
TUSBUFHZ UIF GPVSUI DPNQPOFOU PG IJT DPOTPMJEBUJPO F୭GPSU XBT NPSF TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE 5IF NJOJT
UFSJBM DPSQT JT TPNFXIBU MFTT UISFBUFOJOH UIBO UIF P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT UIPVHI B୭୯୳VFOU DJWJMJBO NJOJTUFST
HFOFSBMMZ MBDL EJSFDU BDDFTT UP BSNT UIF TUV୭G PG DPVQT Eԙ©UBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QPQVMBUFE IJT ୮ୢSTU HPW
FSONFOU JO  CZ QMBDBUJOH UIF MPOHFS TFSWJOH NFNCFST PG UIF  HPWFSONFOU *OEFFE PG UIF 
NJOJTUFST JO :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT HPWFSONFOU GVMMZ TFWFO SFUVSOFE GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢSTU HPWFSO
NFOU JO  BOE TJY ؛ PS PWFS POFUIJSE PG :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT NJOJTUFSJBM DPSQT ؛ SFNBJOFE VOUJM
 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE B SFMBUJWFMZ TUSPOH TFU PG FMJUFT BOE IF SFRVJSFE UIFJS TVQQPSU
0ODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFMFDUFE IJT ୮ୢSTU HPWFSONFOU IF NBEF B IBCJU PG SPUBUJOH HPWFSONFOU NJO
JTUFST XJUI TUVOOJOH GSFRVFODZ 'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT UIF OVNCFS PG DPOTFDVUJWF HPWFSONFOUT JO XIJDI
:IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT HPWFSONFOU IBE  NJOJTUFST JODMVEJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIP PWFSTBX UIF EFGFOTF
QPSUGPMJP

4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJOJTUFST TFSWFE 0G UIF  NJOJTUFST XIP TFSWFE EVSJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢSTU
SFJHO GVMMZ  TFSWFE JO CVU POF PS UXP HPWFSONFOUT CFGPSF CFJOH SFQMBDFE .PSFPWFS UIF EFUFS
NJOBOUT PG NJOJTUFSJBM UFOVSF BSF TUSJLJOHMZ EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP QSFEJDU /PSUIFSOFST XFSF OPU TUBUJTUJDBMMZ
NPSF MJLFMZ UIBO TPVUIFSOFST UP FOKPZ MPOHFS UFOVSFT $VWFUUF OBUJWFT OP NPSF MJLFMZ UIBO PUIFS SF
HJPOBMT NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST OP NPSF MJLFMZ UIBO DJWJMJBOT BOE /HPVBCJ NJOJTUFST OP NPSF MJLFMZ UIBO
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PSJHJOBM BQQPJOUFFT 'PS UIF BQQBSFOU DBQSJDJPVTOFTT PG NJOJTUFSJBM UFOVSF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP EJTQMBZFE B NBSLFE QSFGFSFODF GPS OPSUIFSOFST XIFO ୮ୢMMJOH UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU DSJUJDBM NJOJT
UFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT BOE JO QBSUJDVMBS GPS OBUJWFT PG 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT
 &ঌঘগঘখ঒ঌ $ঘগঝ঎ডঝ
*O UIF BG୴FSNBUI PG 8PSME 8BS ** 'SBODF XBT EFTQFSBUF GPS MPX DPTU FOFSHZ $IBSMFT EF (BVMMFؠT HPW
FSONFOU UIVT USFBUFE $POHPؠT PJM SFTFSWFT BT B TUBUF TFDSFU *U DPOTUSVDUFE B SF୮ୢOFSZ GPS $POHPMFTF
PJM PVUTJEF 1BSJT BOE UIFO BG୴FS TJHOJOH B ୮ୢSTU DPOUSBDU XJUI "MGSFE 3BPVMؠT HPWFSONFOU JO  SF
DSVJUFE TFWFSBM ZPVOH $POHPMFTF TUVEFOUT BMM PG XIPN TUVEJFE HFPMPHZ JO 1BSJT UP NBOBHF JU 5IF
ZPVOH $POHPMFTF FNQMPZFFT XFSF EFOJFE BDDFTT UP 'SFODI HFPMPHJDBM NBQT XIJDI VOEFSTDPSFE TJ[F
PG $POHPؠT SFTFSWFT
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BTDFOTJPO DPJODJEFE XJUI SJTFT JO CPUI HMPCBM PJM QSJDFT BOE $POHPMFTF PJM QSP
EVDUJPO *OEFFE CFUXFFO KVTU  BOE  $POHPؠT PJM QSPEVDUJPO EPVCMFE GSPN ,  CBSSFMT
QFS EBZ UP ,  <> 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU JNNFEJBUFMZ UP FYQMPJU UIJT *O  IF EFNBOEFE
BO JNNFEJBUF BEWBODF PO GVUVSF QSPEVDUJPO UP GVOE IJT ୮ୢSTU 'JWF :FBS 1MBO BO BNCJUJPVT EFWFMPQ
NFOU QSPKFDU UIBU IF DMBJNFE XPVME آCSFBL UIF EFQFOEFODFأ PO 'SBODF BOE آSFDPORVFS UIF OBUJPOأ
< > 5IF MPBO XBT TP MBSHF UIBU CZ  $POHPؠT EFCU XBT MBSHFS UIBO JUT OBUJPOBM PVUQVU BOE
JUT EFCU QFS DBQJUB XBT "GSJDBؠT IJHIFTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VTFE UIF MPBO UP FYQBOE UIF DPVOUSZؠT BM
SFBEZ CMPBUFE DJWJM TFSWJDF ؛ JU IBE JOIFSJUFE B HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT EFTJHOFE UP HPWFSO BMM PG 'SBODF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOKBNJO .PVUTJMB

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)LJXUH 0LQLVWHULDO 'XUDWLRQ GXULQJ 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV ĆUVW UHLJQ 7KH RYHUZKHOPLQJPDMRULW\ RI PLQLVWHUV VHUYHG EXW
RQH RU WZR FRQVHFXWLYH WHUPV LQ 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV JRYHUQPHQW 1RWH WKDW 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR DQQRXQFHG D QHZ JRYHUQ
PHQW URXJKO\ HYHU\ \HDU
&RVBUPSJBM "GSJDB ؛ BOE ୮ୢOBODF B SBOHF PG FDPOPNJDBMMZ JOF୭୮ୢDJFOU QSPKFDUT <> "G୴FS QFBLJOH JO
 IPXFWFS HMPCBM PJM QSJDFT EFDMJOFE TUFBEJMZ VOUJM  8JUI UPUBM EFCU PG TPNF $. CJMMJPO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT VOBCMF UP CPUI TFSWJDF JU BOE QBZ UIF TUBUF CVSFBVDSBDZ
4JODF UIF $'" 'SBOD XBT CPUI TIBSFE XJUI (BCPO BOE ୮ୢYFE UP UIF 'SFODI 'SBOD 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XBT VOBCMF TPMWF UIF ୮ୢOBODJBM TIPSUGBMM CZ TJNQMZ QSJOUJOH NPOFZ )F UVSOFE ୮ୢSTU UP UIF *OUFS
OBUJPOBM .POFUBSZ 'VOE XIJDI SFRVJSFE CPUI QPMJUJDBM MJCFSBMJ[BUJPO BOE HSFBUFS ୮ୢOBODJBM USBOT
QBSFODZ JO FYDIBOHF GPS MPBOT 6OXJMMJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UVSOFE JOTUFBE UP &MG XIJDI QSPWJEFE B

OFX MPBOT PO GVUVSF PJM QSPEVDUJPO JO FYDIBOHF GPS OFX PJM DPODFTTJPOT BU FWFO MPXFS QSJDFT <>
8IFSFBT NPTU HPWFSONFOUT OFHPUJBUFE SPZBMUZ SBUFT PG SPVHIMZ % 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BDDFQUFE CVU
% #Z  $POHP IBE CFDPNF UIF NPTU IFBWJMZ JOEFCUFE DPVOUSZ QFS DBQJUB JO UIF XPSME CZ 
JUT PJM SFWFOVFT IBE CFFO TQPLFO GPS VOUJM  BOE CZ  JUT UPUBM EFCU IBE SFBDIFE TPNF $ CJMMJPO
< >
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH IJT DPOTJEFSBCMF QPMJUJDBM QSPCMFNT BU IPNF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFMBUJPOTIJQ
XJUI &MG QSPWFE FYUSBPSEJOBSJMZ MVDSBUJWF &MG SPVUJOFMZ TPME $POHPMFTF PJM XJUI BO BWFSBHF NBSLVQ
PG $. QFS CBSSFM BOE UIFO QMBDFE $. QFS CBSSFM JOUP -JFDIUFOTUFJOCBTFE USVTUT JO &MૄؠT OBNF
5IFTF GVOET XFSF UIFO USBOTGFSSFE UP P୭GTIPSF BDDPVOUT IFME CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 5IFTF BCPOOFNFOUT
؛ PS TVCTDSJQUJPOT BT UIFZ XFSF FVQIFNJTUJDBMMZ LOPXO ؛ XFSF XPSUI SPVHIMZ $ NJMMJPO QFS ZFBS
JO UIF T *OEFFE CFUXFFO KVTU  BOE  &MG USBOTGFSSFE TPNF $. NJMMJPO UP $POHPؠT MFBE
FSTIJQ &MG BMTP SPVUJOFMZ QSPWJEFE آCPOVTFTأ BT HFTUVSFT PG HPPEXJMM +BDRVFT 4JHPMFU JO DIBSHF PG
&MૄؠT "GSJDBO TVCTJEJBSJFT CFUXFFO  BOE  BENJUUFE UP آTFWFSBMأ QBZNFOUT EVSJOH UIF QFSJPE
PG CFUXFFO $ BOE $ NJMMJPO &MG JOUFOEFE POF QBZNFOU BT HSBUJUVEF GPS JOUSPEVDJOH UIF DPNQBOZ
UP +PT© &EVBSEP EPT 4BOUPT B SFMBUJPOTIJQ UIBU XPVME QSPWF DSJUJDBM JO  <> 0TUFOTJCMZ B .BSY
JTU EJDUBUPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TP UFUIFSFE UP &MG ؛ JOEFFE IF PXFE UIF DPNQBOZ IJT QFSTPOBM GPS
UVOF KVTU BT $POHP PXFE JU WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG JUT PJM SFWFOVFT GPS UIF OFYU ZFBST ؛ UIBU -F 'MPDI1SJHFOU
BDLOPXMFEHFE JO  UIBU IF WJSUVBMMZ DPOUSPMMFE UIF DPVOUSZؠT QPMJUJDT *OEFFE TP GPOE PG 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP XFSF 'SFODI (BVMMJTUT UIBU 1SJNF .JOJTUFS +BDRVFT $IJSBD TBJE UIJT UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CF
GPSF B IPTU PG "GSJDBO QSFTJEFOUT JO 
'SFODI$POHPMFTF DPPQFSBUJPO JT FYFNQMBSZ ت.Z DPOUBDU XJUI ZPV IBT UBVHIU NF TP
NVDI :PVS LOPXMFEHF PG "GSJDB PG JUT NFO BOE JUT SFBMJUJFT UIF QFSTQJDBDJUZ PG ZPVS
BOBMZTFT ZPVS EJHOJUZ UIF XJTEPN PG ZPVS KVEHNFOUT IBWF DPOWJODFE NF UIBU $POHP
BOE "GSJDB DPVME IBSEMZ CF CFUUFS SFQSFTFOUFE <>

*O +VMZ  UIF 1$5ؠT GPVSUI QBSUZ DPOHSFTT SFOFXFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFSN BUPQ UIF QBSUZ BQ
QBSBUVT BOE XJUI JU UIF TUBUF #VU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TMPXMZ MPTJOH DPOUSPM *O  UIF QVCMJD
DBVHIU XJOE PG B QMBO UP JNQPSU UPYJD XBTUF GPS CVSJBM XIJDI QSPNJTFE UP FOSJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BOE BJEFT TUJMM GVSUIFS <> 3JTJOH GPPE QSJDFT BOE TUBHOBOU JODPNFT SFOEFSFE GPPE TDBSDF JO #SB[
[BWJMMFؠT QPPSFS OFJHICPSIPPET XIJDI UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT JOBCJMJUZ UP QBZ DJWJM TFSWJDFT TBMBSJFT EJE
OPUIJOH UP BMMFWJBUF < > 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT BMTP VOBCMF UP TVNNPO JOUFSOBUJPOBM TVQQPSU *O
/PWFNCFS UIF #FSMJO 8BMM DBNF EPXO BOE UIF GPMMPXJOH +VOF 'SFODI 1SFTJEFOU 'SBODPJT .JUUFSBOE
CFGPSF  "GSJDBO QSFTJEFOUT BU -B #BVMF EFDMBSFE UIBU
%FNPDSBDZ JT B VOJWFSTBM QSJODJQMF ت3FQSFTFOUBUJWF QPMJUJDBM TZTUFNT B GSFF QSFTT
JOEFQFOEFOU KVEJDJBSZ UIF FOE PG DFOTPSTIJQ ت5IBU JT UIF EJSFDUJPO XF NVTU UBLF
ت* TQFBL UP ZPV BT B DJUJ[FO PG UIF XPSME UP PUIFS DJUJ[FOT PG UIF XPSME 5IF QBUI PG
MJCFSUZ PO XIJDI ZPV XJMM BEWBODF JT BMTP UIF QBUI PG EFWFMPQNFOU
'SFODI BJE .JUUFSBOE BOOPVODFE XPVME IFODFGPSUI CF UJFE UP EFNPDSBUJ[BUJPO #Z UIF FOE PG +VOF
UIF 1$5 $FOUSBM $PNNJUUFF BDDFQUFE NPEFTU QPMJUJDBM MJCFSBMJ[BUJPO CVU SFKFDUFE UIF /BUJPOBM $PO
GFSFODF NPEFM UIBU XBT QJPOFFSFE JO #FOJO JO 'FCSVBSZ  BOE TPPO SFNPWFE .BUIJFV ,©S©LPV
 5঑঎ '঒গঊক %ঊঢজ
5IF $POHPMFTF MBCPS VOJPOT DPOTUJUVUFE POF PG UIF SFHJNFؠT QJMMBST #Z DPOUSPMMJOH BDDFTT UP VSCBO
FNQMPZNFOU MBCPS VOJPO TVQQPSU MBSHFMZ FOTVSFE UIBU JO UJNFT PG FDPOPNJD DSJTJT VSCBO XPSL
FST SFNBJOFE JO GBDUPSJFT BOE P୭G UIF TUSFFUT 5IF TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM PG UIF $POG©E©SBUJPO 4ZOEJDBMF
$POHPMBॷF UIF DPVOUSZؠT POMZ MBCPS VOJPO XBT UIVT B DSJUJDBM QPTJUJPO 5IF 1$5 MFBEFSTIJQ BQ
QPJOUFE +FBO.JDIFM #PLBNCB:BOHPVNB UP UIF QPTU JO  SFBQQPJOUFE UISFF UJNFT #PLBNCB
:BOHPVNB OPOFUIFMFTT SFQSFTFOUFE UIF 1$5 PME HVBSE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE VQPO IJT BTDFO
TJPO #PLBNCB:BOHPVNBؠT SFHBSE GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFDMJOFE ESBNBUJDBMMZ GPMMPXJOH IJT 

SFBQQPJOUNFOU 'PS PO  4FQUFNCFS  IJT EBVHIUFS CPBSEFE 65" ୯୳JHIU  GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF
UP 1BSJT BDDPSEJOH UP TVCTFRVFOU 'SFODI KVEJDJBM QSPDFFEJOHT $PMPOFM .VBNNBS BM(BEEB୮ୢؠT HPW
FSONFOU QMBDFE B CPNC QBDLBHFE JO B EBSL HSBZ 4BNTPOJUF TVJUDBTF KVTU QSJPS UP EFQBSUJOH #SB[[BW
JMMF XIJDI XBT UJNFE UP FYQMPEF JO /JHFS BJSTQBDF 5IF BQQBSFOU NPUJWF UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU
SFTJTUFE -JCZBؠT F୭GPSUT UP DMBJN QBSU PG $IBEؠT OPSUIFSO CPSEFS CFUXFFO  BOE  #PLBNCB
:BOHPVNB IPXFWFS CFMJFWFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT BU MFBTU QBSUJBMMZ DPNQMJDJU "MUIPVHI TFWFSBM
PUIFS $POHPMFTF FMJUFT IBE GBNJMZ XIP IBE SFHJTUFSFE GPS UIF ୯୳JHIU UIFZ PQUFE OPU UP USBWFM PO UIF
EBZ PG UIF ୯୳JHIU #PLBNCB:BOHPVNB BTTVNFE UIFZ IBE CFFO JOGPSNFE PG UIF JNQFOEJOH FYQMP
TJPO IF IBE OPU <> *O 4FQUFNCFS  UIFO B ZFBS GPMMPXJOH IJT EBVHIUFSؠT EFBUI BOE BT GSVT
USBUJPO GPS UIF SFHJNF NPVOUFE #PLBNCB:BOHPVNB IFMQFE DPPSEJOBUF B TFSJFT PG MBCPS TUSJLFT ؛
JODMVEJOH UIF DPNNVOJDBUJPOT PJM IFBMUI FEVDBUJPO JOEVTUSJBM BOE USBOTQPSUBUJPO TFDUPST ؛ UIBU
CSPVHIU #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF UP B IBMU
1FSIBQT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVME IBWF TVSWJWFE UIF NBTT QSPUFTUT JG IF SFQSFTTFE UIFN :FU IF TJ
NVMUBOFPVTMZ MPTU NJMJUBSZ TVQQPSU (FOFSBM +FBO.BSJF .JDIFM .PLPLP NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G TJODF
 PSEFSFE IJT TVCPSEJOBUFT UP JHOPSF DPNNBOET GSPN UIF 1$5 QPMJUJDBM BQQBSBUVT JNQMJDJUMZ
SFGFSSJOH UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG .PLPLP UIFO QSPDFFEFE UP EJTBSN UIF QPQVMBS NJMJUJBT UIBU
DPXFE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT SFTJEFOUT JOUP TVCNJTTJPO <> 'PS .PLPLP XBT B UPXFSJOH ୮ୢHVSF JO $POHPMFTF
NJMJUBSZ DJSDMFT " HSBEVBUF PG 4BJOU$ZS UIF QSFNJFS 'SFODI NJMJUBSZ BDBEFNZ IF XBT BMTP B EBSMJOH
BNPOH 'SFODI DPOTFSWBUJWFT JOEFFE UIFJS QSFGFSFODF BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVDDFTTPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
EJTUSVTUFE .PLPLP NPTU $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BUUFNQUFE UP QPJTPO IJN JO
 <>
5IFTF UXP CFUSBZBMT ؛ DPNCJOFE XJUI UIF QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT UIBU XFSF CPUI DBVTF BOE DPOTF
RVFODF ؛ DPOTUJUVUFE B UJQQJOH QPJOU 0ODF PUIFS FMJUFT CFMJFWFE UIF SFHJNF XBT MJLFMZ UP GBMM UIFZ
KVEHFE UIFJS QPMJUJDBM GVUVSFT CFUUFS TFSWFE CZ FNCSBDJOH EFNPDSBDZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBEF UIFN
GPSUVOFT CVU LFFQJOH UIFJS GPSUVOFT SFRVJSFE FNCSBDJOH EFNPDSBDZ 5IF NPTU IJHI QSP୮ୢMF EFGFD

UJPOT DBNF JO MBUF  BOE FBSMZ  *O /PWFNCFS  "OHF &EPVBSE 1PVOHVJ BOE "MQIPOTF
4PVDLMBUZ 1PBUZ SFTJHOFE GSPN UIF 1$5 1PVOHVJ TFSWFE BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSJNF NJOJTUFS GSPN
 VOUJM  BOE XBT NBSSJFE UP POF PG IJT OJFDFT XIJMF 4PVDLMBUZ 1PBUZ XBT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
QSJNF NJOJTUFS TJODF  BOE B NJOJTUFS TJODF  &WFO &NNBOVFM /HPV©MPOE©M© EFGFDUFE UP UIF
PQQPTJUJPO TVQQMZJOH XFBQPOT BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DMVOH UP QPXFS 6QPO -JTTPVCBؠT FMFDUJPO UP UIF
QSFTJEFODZ /HPV©MPOE©M© XBT BQQPJOUFE (FOFSBM PG UIF $POHPMFTF "SNFE 'PSDFT BOE CFDBNF POF
PG -JTTPVCBؠT NPTU USVTUFE BEWJTPST
4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU UP TUFN UIF UJEF CZ JODSFBTJOH UIF DJWJM TFSWJDF GSPN SPVHIMZ ,  UP
,  IF JODSFBTFE UIF QBZ TDBMF GPS QVCMJD FNQMPZFFT JO %FDFNCFS  BOE BHBJO JO +BOVBSZ
 "MUIPVHI IF OFBSMZ EPVCMFE UIF CBOLSVQU HPWFSONFOUؠT XBHF CJMM CZ UIFO JU XBT UPP MBUF <>
"HSFFE UP CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PO 'FCSVBSZ  BOE DPOWFOFE PO 'FCSVBSZ  UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFS
FODF RVJDLMZ EFDMBSFE JUTFMG TPWFSFJHO F୭GFDUJWFMZ FOEJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SVO BT IFBE PG TUBUF "T
QSJNF NJOJTUFS UIF ,  TUSPOH EFMFHBUJPO FMFDUFE "OES© .JMPOHP BO BMVN PG UIF DPMF /BUJPOBMF
Eԙ"ENJOॷUSBUJPO NFNCFS PG UIF CPBSE PG HPWFSOPST PG UIF "GSJDBO %FWFMPQNFOU #BOL FYFDVUJWF
EJSFDUPS BU UIF 8PSME #BOL BOE SFHBSEFE BT UIPSPVHIMZ JODPSSVQUJCMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT QVCMJDMZ
DIBSHFE XJUI B TFSJFT PG QPMJUJDBM BTTBTTJOBUJPOT /HPBVCJ .BTTBNCB%©CBU BOE #JBZFOEB NPTU
OPUBCMZ .PTU EFMFHBUFT GBWPSFE B QVCMJD USJBM BOE DFSUBJO JODBSDFSBUJPO B GBUF IF OBSSPXMZ BWPJEFE
UIBOLT UP UIF NJMJUBSZ MFBEFST ؛ .PLPLP %BNBTF /HPMMP BOE /HPV©MPOE©M© ؛ XIP HVBSBOUFFE UIF
$POGFSFODFؠT TFDVSJUZ 6OTXBZFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QVCMJD SFTQPOTF XBT UP DPO୯୳BUF IJT DSJNFT XJUI
UIPTF PG IJT QSFEFDFTTPST ؛ OFWFS NJOE UIBU IJT XFSF NPSF WPMVNJOPVT BOE NPSF HSPUFTRVF ؛ BOE
UIFO XJUI GFJHOFE TFM୯୳FTTOFTT BOE IVNJMJUZ BDDFQU QFSTPOBM SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS UIF DSJNFT PG BMM )JT
TQFFDI
1SFTJEFOU :PVMPV IBE OP UJNF UP FYQFSJNFOU XJUI UIF TJOHMF QBSUZ TZTUFN 1SFTJEFOU
5IF DPMF /BUJPOBMF Eԙ"ENJOॷUSBUJPO JT DPOTJEFSFE B USBJOJOH HSPVOE GPS UIF TFOJPS SFBDIFT PG UIF
'SFODI DJWJM TFSWJDF

.BTTBNCB%©CBU XIP EJSFDUFE UIF ୮ୢSTU TJOHMF QBSUZ PSHBOJ[BUJPO UIF.PVWFNFOU
/BUJPOBM EF MB 3©WPMVUJPO JT OP NPSF &RVBMMZ $PNNBOEBOU .BSJFO /HPVBCJ XIP
GPVOEFE UIF 1BSUJ $POHPMBॷ EV 5SBWBJM 1SFTJEFOU :IPNCJ0QBOHP XIP QVSTVFE UIF
FYQFSJFODF XJUI UIF QBSUZ DPNNJUUFF JT OP MPOHFS BDUJWF JO QPMJUJDBM NBUUFST * BN UIVT
BMPOF UP BTTVNF UIF TJOT PG QSFDFEJOH HFOFSBUJPOT BOE BTTVNF UIFN * EP JO UIF OBNF
PG PVS DPMMFDUJWF SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ BOE NZ JOEJWJEVBM SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ JO UIF OBNF PG BMM UIF
DPVOUSZؠT EJSFDUPST XIP BSF OP NPSF ت * BTTVNF GPS VT BMM PVS FOUJSF QBTU UIJT FOUJSF
DPNNPO IJTUPSZ JO JUT FSSPST BOE JUT NFSJUT * TBZ UP PVS QFPQMF UIBU JG HSBWF FSSPST
IBWF CFFO DPNNJUUFE UIF XJMM UP EP HPPE IBT BMXBZT HVJEFE VT
آ+ԙॵTVNFأ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFDMBSFE آ* BTTVNF UIFNأ 8JUI UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BUUFNQUFE UP
NBLF UIF CFTU PG IJT IVNJMJBUJPO
"T MBUF BT /PWFNCFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTP IFME PVU IPQF GPS TVSWJWBM &ODPVSBHFE CZ UIF 8PSME
#BOL ؛ XIP DMBJNFE UIBU $POHP SFDFJWFE MFTT GSPN JUT PJM SFWFOVFT UIBO NPTU BOZ PUIFS DPVOUSZ
JO UIF XPSME ؛ "OES© .JMPOHP BOE UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF EFMFHBUFT DIBSHFE "SUIVS "OEFSTFO
XJUI BVEJUJOH &MૄؠT $POHP TVCTJEJBSZ BOE JUT DPOUSBDUT XJUI UIF HPWFSONFOU 5IF BVEJU ؛ BOE UIF
DIPJDF PG BO "NFSJDBO ୮ୢSN UP VOEFSUBLF JU ؛ TP FOSBHFE &MG UIBU JUT EJSFDUPS PG "GSJDBO B୭GBJST "OES©
5BSBMMP TPVHIU UP BSN 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢOBM F୭GPSU UP SFUBJO QPXFS CZ GPSDF 'SPN BO JOUFSOBM &MG
NFNP
"QSJM   4VNNBSZ PG NFFUJOH XJUI .S 5BSBMMP # تKVTU TBX 4BTTPV BOE TVH
HFTUFE UIBU IF FYFDVUF UIF PQQPOFOUT UIBU XJMM CF JOEJDBUFE UP IJN 4BTTPV IBT KVTU
SFDFJWFE UIF BSNPSFE XFBQPOSZ QVSDIBTFE GPS IJN CZ XBZ PG .ؠ#BZF <UIF (BCPOFTF




5IF آ#أ SFGFSSFE UP JT BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ 1BVM #BSSJM XIPTF ୮ୢSN 4&$3&54 EF #BSSJM SFQPSUFEMZ TFOU
GPVS NFSDFOBSJFT UP BTTJTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO .BSDI  'SPN BOPUIFS &MG JOUFSOBM NFNP
.PLPLP SFUVSOFE UP #SB[[B /PWFNCFS  4BTTPV XJMM USZ UP QFSTVBEF IJN UP BDU
#POHP BG୴FS IJT SFUVSO PO UIF  DBMMFE 4BTTPV UP VSHF UIF TBNF UIJOH 5IF /PWFNCFS
 JOUFSWJFX BU "OES© 5BSBMMPؠT SFTJEFODF EJEOؠU BUUBJO JUT PCKFDUJWF .PLPLP SFNBJOT
MFHBM CVU XPOؠU VOEFSUBLF BOZUIJOH تVOMFTT UIF USBOTJUJPOBM HPWFSONFOU EPFTOؠU LFFQ
JUT QSPNJTFT ت" UFBN PG NFSDFOBSJFT JT SFBEZ UP BDU GSPN -JCSFWJMMF <>
5IF "SUIVS "OEFSTFO BVEJU EJE OPU HP XFMM
)F DBNF BOE TBJE IF IBE UP TUPQ UIF BVEJU IF BOE IJT GBNJMZ XFSF CFJOH UISFBUFOFE
)F XBT USFNCMJOH SJHIU JO GSPOU PG NF )F IBE OFWFS CFFO UISFBUFOFE MJLF UIBU JO IJT
MJGF <>
4FWFSBM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MPZBMJTUT BUUFNQUFE B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU PO +BOVBSZ   CVU .PLPLP SFGVTFE UP
CBDL JU
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IVNJMJBUJPO XBT DPNQMFUFE XJUI UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO PG "VHVTU 
UIF ୮ୢSTU ؛ BOE UP EBUF UIF POMZ ؛ HFOVJOFMZ GBJS FMFDUJPO JO $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ 1BTDBM -JTTPVCB XPO
OFBSMZ % PG UIF WPUF EPNJOBUJOH UIF NPSF QPQVMPVT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT ,PVJMPV /JBSJ #PVFO[B
BOE -©LPVNPV #FSOBSE ,PM©MBT SFDFJWFE KVTU PWFS % DMBJNJOH 1PPM BOE QBSUT PG -JTTPVCBؠT
TUSPOHIPME JO UIF TPVUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢOJTIFE B EJTUBOU UIJSE HBSOFSJOH % ESBXO FYDMVTJWFMZ
GSPN $VWFUUF BOE JUT JNNFEJBUF FOWJSPOT 5IJT SFTVMU JO QBSU XBT B NFBTVSF PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT EFNP
HSBQIJDT UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF GBS NPSF QPQVMPVT UIBO UIFJS OPSUIFSO DPVOUFSQBSUT SFOEFSJOH
FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ GPS BOZ OPSUIFSO QPMJUJDJBO WJSUVBMMZ JNQPTTJCMF :FU JU XBT BMTP B SF୯୳FDUJPO PG KVTU
IPX SFWJMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT *O UIF TFDPOE SPVOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBTU IJT MPU XJUI UIF DMFBS
GSPOUSVOOFS BO FOEPSTFNFOU UIBU MJLFMZ EJE NPSF GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIBO GPS -JTTPVCB -JTTPVCBؠT
WJDUPSZ XBT DSVTIJOH IF HBSOFSFE NPSF UIBO % PG UIF WPUF )JT QBSUZ DMBJNFE  PG UIF /BUJPOBM

"TTFNCMZؠT  TFBUT JO UIF +VOF QBSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT XFMM BIFBE PG UIF  TFBUT XPO CZ ,PM©MBTؠ
.$%%* BOE UIF  XPO CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 1$5
 5঑঎ -঒জজঘঞঋঊ *গঝ঎ছকঞ঍঎ 
-JTTPVCB XBT GBS GSPN B OFPQIZUF #PSO JO  IF SFDFJWFE B EPDUPSBUF JO BHSJDVMUVSBM FOHJOFFS
JOH GSPN UIF 4PSCPOOF JO 1BSJT UIF ୮ୢSTU $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FO UP EP TP -JTTPVCB SFDFJWFE IJT ୮ୢSTU NB
KPS HPWFSONFOU QPTU JO .BTTBNCB%©CBUؠT  HPWFSONFOU LOPXO BT آUIF HPWFSONFOU PG UFDI
OPDSBUTأ BOE PDDVQJFE CPUI UIF BHSJDVMUVSF BOE QSJNF NJOJTUFS QPSUGPMJPT VOUJM  )F TFSWFE
CSJF୯୳Z JO /HPVBCJؠT  HPWFSONFOU XBT JODBSDFSBUFE TFWFSBM UJNFT JO UIF T BOE UIFO UPPL
SFGVHF BU 6/&4$0 CFUXFFO  BOE 
 -঒জজঘঞঋঊ &কএ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌজ ঘএ /ঊঝ঒ঘগঊক 6গ঒ঝঢ
-JTTPVCB DPOGSPOUFE IJT ୮ୢSTU DSJTJT BMNPTU JNNFEJBUFMZ 3F୯୳FDUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJOPS SPMF JO
IJT WJDUPSZ -JTTPVCB P୭GFSFE UIF 1$5 UISFF NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT JO IJT ୮ୢSTU HPWFSONFOU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP EFNBOEFE NBOZ NPSF JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF QSFTJEFODZ PG UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ -JTTPVCB
XB୭୯୳FE BOE PO 4FQUFNCFS  ؛ TPNF  EBZT BG୴FS FOEPSTJOH -JTTPVCBؠT CJE GPS QSFTJEFOU ؛ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP QSPNVMHBUFE B OFX BMMJBODF XJUI #FSOBSE ,PM©MBT 5PHFUIFS UIF 1$5 BOE .$%%* DPOTUJ
UVUFE B QBSMJBNFOUBSZ NBKPSJUZ "OE EFTQJUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IVNJMJBUJPO BU UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFS
FODF BOE -JTTPVCBؠT DSVTIJOH WJDUPSZ B 1$5 EFQVUZ XBT FMFDUFE UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZؠT QSFTJEFOU
<> &NCPMEFOFE UIF .$%%*ୖ1$5 TQFOU UIF OFYU NPOUI EFNBOEJOH UIBU -JTTPVCB BQQPJOU B
QSJNF NJOJTUFS GSPN UIF .$%%*ୖ1$5 DPBMJUJPO DVMNJOBUJOH JO B TVDDFTTGVM آOP DPO୮ୢEFODFأ WPUF
BHBJOTU -JTTPVCBؠT ୮ୢSTU HPWFSONFOU PO 0DUPCFS  OFWFS NJOE -JTTPVCB XBT JOBVHVSBUFE PO "V
HVTU  BOE IJT HPWFSONFOU BQQPJOUFE PO 4FQUFNCFS  *O SFTQPOTF -JTTPVCB EJTTPMWFE UIF /BUJPOBM
"TTFNCMZ PO /PWFNCFS  BOE DBMMFE GPS OFX FMFDUJPOT JO +VOF 

$POHPؠT FDPOPNJD QPTJUJPO SFNBJOFE VOUFOBCMF 6OBCMF UP QBZ DJWJM TFSWJDF TBMBSJFT ؛ BOE FRVBMMZ
VOBCMF UP EJTNJTT UIF QVCMJD MBCPS GPSDF ؛ -JTTPVCB UVSOFE UP &MG BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE TP PG୴FO CF
GPSF 8JUI PJM QSPDFFET OPX TQPLFO GPS VOUJM  <> JO 'FCSVBSZ  -JTTPVCB SFRVFTUFE B OFX
PJMCBDLFE MPBO PG TPNF $ NJMMJPO 5IJT UJNF &MG SFGVTFE IPXFWFS PO UIF QFSTPOBM JOTJTUFODF
PG JUT QSFTJEFOU -P¯L -F 'MPDI1SJHFOU 5IF EFDJTJPO XBT XJEFMZ JOUFSQSFUFE ؛ CZ -JTTPVCB BOE 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP BMJLF ؛ BT FWJEFODF PG &MૄؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP <> -F 'MPDI1SJHFOU MBUFS
DPODFEFE BT NVDI
<* EJE TP GPS> SFBTPOT PG QPMJUJDBM TUBCJMJUZ PG $POHP GPS JG JG .S -JTTPVCB XPO BO
BCTPMVUF NBKPSJUZ <JO UIF FMFDUJPOT> UIFSF XPVME CF BO FUIOJD XBS ت%FNPDSBDZ JO
$POHP JT FUIOJD <>
-F 'MPDI1SJHFOU ؛ JOEFFE UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU ؛ QSFGFSSFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BVUPDSBDZ GPS UIFZ
CFMJFWFE JU XBT UIF POMZ XBZ UP IPME UIF DPVOUSZ UPHFUIFS 4QVSOFE CZ &MG -JTTPVCB UVSOFE UP 0D
DJEFOUBM 1FUSPMFVN BO "NFSJDBO DPNQBOZ XJUI B XBSN SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI .VBNNBS BM(BEEB୮ୢ
'PS B $ NJMMJPO ؛ WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG XIJDI XFOU UP QBZ DJWJM TFSWJDF TBMBSJFT ؛ -JTTPVCB BHSFFE UP TFMM
$POHPؠT TIBSF PG PJM QSPEVDUJPO GPS UIF OFYU EFDBEF GPS $ QFS CBSSFM POMZ % PG UIF NBSLFU QSJDF
-F 'MPDI1SJHFOU XBT TP JOGVSJBUFE UIBU BO "NFSJDBO DPNQBOZ PCUBJOFE BO FOUSZ JOUP UIF $POHPMFTF
NBSLFU UIBU IF BEWJTFE UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU ؛ XIJDI DPOUSPMMFE UIF $FOUSBM #BOL ؛ UP IPME VQ
QBZNFOU &MG MBUFS QVSDIBTFE UIF 0YZ MPBO BMUPHFUIFS <> UIPVHI CZ UIFO -JTTPVCB IBE BMTP XFM
DPNFE $IFWSPO BOE &YYPO UPP <>
"MUIPVHI -JTTPVCBؠT DPSF DPOTUJUVFODZ XBT CBTFE BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ JO UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT IJT
QPMJUJDT XFSF TUSJLJOHMZ CBMBODFE 8IFSFBT UIF HFOFSBM DPSQT ؛ CZ GBS UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF HPWFSONFO
UBM QPTJUJPOT ؛ VOEFS UIF QSFWJPVT 1$5 HPWFSONFOUT XBT EPNJOBUFE CZ OPSUIFSOFST -JTTPVCBؠT
BQQPJOUFFT XFSF EJTUSJCVUFE FWFOMZ BDSPTT SFHJPOT "NPOH UIF NPSF OPUBCMF PG IJT HFOFSBM BQQPJOU
NFOUT &NNBOVFM &MFOHB DIJFG PG TUB୭G PG UIF NJMJUBSZ JO UIF T 1BVM .CPU IFBE PG UIF OBUJPOBM

QPMJDF CFUXFFO  BOE  BOE 3BZNPOE %BNBTF /HPMMP BQQPJOUFE HFOFSBM JO UIF T BOE
QSPNPUFE BHBJO JO  /HPV©MPOE©M© BOE +FBO.BSJF .JDIFM .PLPLP RVJDLMZ FNFSHFE BT UXP PG
-JTTPVCBؠT NPTU USVTUFE NJMJUBSZ BEWJTPST -JTTPVCBؠT ୮ୢSTU NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G $MBVEF &NNBOVFM
&UB 0OLB XBT GSPN 1MBUFBVY BEKBDFOU UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OBUJWF $VWFUUF "MUIPVHI -JTTPVCB
PXFE IJT FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ UP TPVUIFSOFST IF QBSUMZ FOUSVTUFE UIF DPVOUSZؠT TFDVSJUZ UP OPSUIFSOFST
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH IJT SFMBUJWFMZ FWFO IBOEFE BQQPJOUNFOUT -JTTPVCB XBT OPU FYBDUMZ XPSUIZ
PG UIF IPOPS BOE USVTU BDDPSEFE IJN 'PS -JTTPVCB IBQQJMZ NBJOUBJOFE UIF BTQFDUT PG UIF &MG TZT
UFN UIBU TFSWFE IJT ୮ୢOBODJBM JOUFSFTUT .PTU OPUBCMZ &MૄؠT IBCJU PG QSPWJEJOH آCPOVT QBZNFOUTأ JO
FYDIBOHF GPS QSJWJMFHFE BDDFTT UP $POHPMFTF DSVEF TVQQMJFT *O  B HSPVQ PG  GPSNFS TFOJPS FY
FDVUJWFT PG &MG XFSF USJFE JO 'SFODI DPVSUT GPS QVCMJD DPSSVQUJPO "OES© 5BSBMMP GPSNFS QSFTJEFOU
PG &MG $POHP BOE LOPXO XJUIJO UIF DPNQBOZ BT آ.JTUFS "GSJDBأ UFTUJ୮ୢFE UIBU -JTTPVCB SFDFJWFE
QBZNFOUT PG $ BOE $ NJMMJPO )F TPPO QVSDIBTFE B IPUFM US¨T QBSUJDVMJFS BO FYDFQUJPOBMMZ SF
TQMFOEFOU NBOTJPO JO 1BSJTؠT UI BSSPOEJTTFNFOU UIF FYDFFEJOHMZ B୭୯୳VFOU OFJHICPSIPPE PG "VUFJM
-JTTPVCB UISFBUFOFE B MBXTVJU GPS EFGBNZ XIFO UIF 'SFODI QSFTT QVCMJDJ[FE JU PG DPVSTF JU OFWFS
DBNF
 4ঊজজঘঞ /ঐঞ঎জজঘ 1কঘঝজ ঒গ 1ঊছ঒জ
&MG DPPSEJOBUFE JUT F୭GPSUT BHBJOTU UIF -JTTPVCB HPWFSONFOU XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 'PS BMUIPVHI
WJSUVBMMZ BMM $POHPMFTF PCTFSWFST UIPVHIU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM DBSFFS PWFS BG୴FS  4BTTPV
/HVFTTP RVJFUMZ TQFOU GBS NPSF UJNF DVMUJWBUJOH TVQQPSU JO 1BSJT BO F୭GPSU NBEF GBS FBTJFS CZ +BDRVFT
$IJSBDؠT WJDUPSZ JO UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSU XBT TVTUBJOFE CZ B QFS
TPOBM آFNCBTTZأ BU  "WFOVF .POUBJHOF MPDBUFE JO UIF FJHIUI BSSPOEJTTFNFOU KVTU UXP CMPDLT
TPVUI PG UIF MZT©F 1BMBDF 5IF P୭୮ୢDF CPBTUFE BO PJM SFQSFTFOUBUJWF B EJQMPNBUJD SFQSFTFOUBUJWF B
NJMJUBSZ BUUBDI© BOE B CFWZ PG BTTJTUBOUT BMM PG XIPN NBEF B WBSJFUZ PG QSPNJTFT UP UIFJS 'SFODI
*OUFSWJFX XJUI )FOSJL -JOEFMM

DPVOUFSQBSUT BCPVU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJDJFT VQPO IJT SFUVSO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EJQMPNBUJD BHFOUT
XPVME BMM PDDVQZ DFOUSBM QPTJUJPOT GPMMPXJOH UIF  DJWJM XBS "NCSPJTF /PVNB[BMBZF .BUIJBT
%[PO 3PEPMQIF "EBEB "OBUPMF ,POEP 1JFSSF .PVTTB 1JFSSF 0CB BOE "MBJO "LPVBMB "UJQBVMU
< >
*O SFUSPTQFDU UIJT XBT UIF ୮ୢSTU TJHO UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT QMPUUJOH IJT QPMJUJDBM SFIBCJMJUBUJPO
5IFSF XFSF BU MFBTU UISFF PUIFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFUBJOFE UIF DPSF PG IJT GPSNFS(BSEF 1SযJEFO
UJFMMF BOE UIF 1BSB5SPPQFS (SPVQ XIJDI CFDBNF IJT QFSTPOBM NJMJUJB %VCCFE $PCSBT ؛ TIPSU GPS
$PNCBUUBOUT EF #SB[[BWJMMF PS #SB[[BWJMMF ୮ୢHIUFST ؛ UIFZ USBJOFE JO UIF 5TBNCJUTP GPSFTUT PVUTJEF
0ZP " DPOUJOHFOU XBT PDDBTJPOBMMZ TFOU UP UIF -JLPVBMB SFHJPO BEKBDFOU UP %FNPDSBUJD 3FQVC
MJD PG $POHP XIFSF UIFZ XFSF USBJOFE CZ UIF TBNF 'SFODI NJMJUBSZ DPOUJOHFOU UIBU USBJOFE +VWFOBM
)BCZBSJNBOBؠT )VUV TPMEJFST GPMMPXJOH UIF  3XBOEBO HFOPDJEF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BSNFE IJT $P
CSB NJMJUJB JO B WBSJFUZ PG XBZT *O  IF FOHJOFFSFE B NBTTJWF BSNT UIFG୴ GSPN UIF DPMF /BUJPOBMF
Eॶ 4Pॸ0׻DJFST OFBS (BNCPNB 1MBUFBVY UIF MBSHFTU XFBQPOT DBDIF OFBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OBUJWF
$VWFUUF SFHJPO 5IJT XBT UIF TFDPOE TVDI UIFG୴ JO GPVS NPOUIT BOE JU XBT GPMMPXFE CZ NBTTJWF EF
GFDUJPOT PG OPSUIFSO TPMEJFST GSPN UIF $POHPMFTF NJMJUBSZ 5IF XFBQPOT XFSF TUPSFE JO CPUI 0ZP
BOE BU +FBO.BSJF 5BTTPVBؠT IPNF JO OPSUIFSO #SB[[BWJMMF 5BTTPVB XPVME MBUFS TFSWF BT $PCSB DIJFG
PG TUB୭G <> 5BTTPVB BMTP DPPSEJOBUFE B TFSJFT PG BSNT QVSDIBTFT UISPVHI +FBO:WFT 0MMJWJFS BO "M
HFSJBO CPSO DPNNPEJUJFT USBEFS XIP TFSWFE BT $IJSBDؠT BEWJTPS PO "GSJDBO B୭GBJST JO UIF T BOE
T 5IFTF DPOUBDUT DVMNJOBUFE XJUI B  UPO TIJQNFOU GSPN #PVSHFU UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CZ XBZ
PG #POHPؠT (BCPO 5IF EBUF PG UIF TIJQNFOU +VOF   UXP EBZT CFGPSF UIF DJWJM XBS *OEFFE
4BTTPV /HVFTTP TP SFMJFE PO 0MMJWJFS UIBU IF MBUFS EFTDSJCFE IJN BT POF PG POMZ UXP آUSVF GSJFOETأ
EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF <>
4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFRVJSFE B QSPQBHBOEB BQQBSBUVT *O UIJT UPP UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU XBT DPN
QMJDJU *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTLFE +FBO 'SBO§PJT 1SPCTU UIFO BEWJTPS GPS "GSJDBO B୭GBJST UP 1SJNF

.JOJTUFS "MBJO +VQQ© GPS B 'SFODINBO XIP DPVME MFBE IJT QSPQBHBOEB BQQBSBUVT PODF JO QPXFS
1SPCTU QSPQPTFE +FBO1BVM 1JHBTTF XIP JO  XPVME GPVOE -ॶ %©QFDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF%ॷ
QBUDIॶ GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF B NPVUIQJFDF GPS UIF HPWFSONFOU $POHPؠT POMZ EBJMZ OFXTQBQFS JU XJFMET
DPOTJEFSBCMF JO୯୳VFODF 1JHBTTF DPOUJOVFT UP FEJU BSUJDMFT GPS DPOUFOU " TBNQMF PG JUT KPVSOBMJTN
KVTU GPMMPXJOH B 1BSJT DPVSUؠT ୮ୢOEJOH JO +VOF  UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSPQFSUJFT JO 'SBODF XFSF
JODPOTJTUFOU XJUI IJT P୭୮ୢDJBM TBMBSZ
5IF OPOHPWFSONFOUBM PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 	/(0T
 UIBU DFBTFMFTTMZ BUUBDL "GSJDBO MFBEFST
BSF CVU UIF EPDJMF TFSWJMF BOE PDDVMU JOTUSVNFOUT PG 8FTUFSO HPWFSONFOUT XIPTF
POMZ HPBM JT UP FOTMBWF "GSJDB PODF BHBJO ت"U UIF DFOUFS PG UIJT ESBNB BSF /(0T ؛
5SBOTQBSFODZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM 4VSWJF 4IFSQB BOE (MPCBM 8JUOFTT ؛ XIP IBWF BJNFE
GPS ZFBST BOE CZ BOZ NFBOT OFDFTTBSZ UP EFTUBCJMJ[F UIF UXP $POHPT (BCPO $BNFSPPO
&RVBUPSJBM (VJOFB 4VEBO UIF $FOUSBM "GSJDBO 3FQVCMJD BOE $IBE
5SBOTQBSFODZ *OUFSOBUJPOBM BOE (MPCBM 8JUOFTT BSF CPUI XJEFMZ LOPXO JOUFSOBUJPOBM /(0T 4VSWJF
JT B 'SFODI /(0 UIBU QVCMJDJ[FT 'SFODI NJTBEWFOUVSFT JO "GSJDB QSFTJEFE PWFS CZ 'SBODPJT 7FS
TDIBWF VOUJM IJT EFBUI GPVOEFE CZ B 'SFODI MBXZFS 4IFSQB JT OPX EJSFDUFE CZ B $BNFSPPOJBO XPNFO
1JHBTTFؠT EJTQBUDI DPOWFOJFOUMZ PNJUUFE UIF SPMF PG UIF '©E©SBUJPO Eॶ $POHPMBॷ EF MB %JॵQPSB B
OFUXPSL PG $POHPMFTF FYQBUSJBUFT JO 1BSJT XIP BDDFQU FOPSNPVT SJTL UP QVCMJDJ[F UIF DSJNFT PG 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU .BOZ PG UIFN IBWF SFDFJWFE EFBUI UISFBUT GPS UIFJS USPVCMF VOBCMF UP
SFUVSO UP $POHP
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 
%11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ ,++" 1&,+&3,&/&"++"ǣ+"1ȇǪ-ʛǓǔǏǏǕǎ -$"ʛǐ
7FSTIBWF XBT UIF TFDPOE QSFTJEFOU PG 4VSWJF IF XBT BMTP POF PG UIF GPVOEFST 0EJMF #JUFEJ 5PCOFS
XJGF PG .POHP #FUJ JT DVSSFOUMZ UIF QSFTJEFOU 4IF JT $BNFSPPOJBO 4IFSQB XBT DSFBUFE CZ B 'SFODI MBXZFS
XBT QSFWJPVTMZ 4( PG '*%) "OE BMTP '$% *O 4FQUFNCFS  UIF MBXTVJU XBT UFSNJOBUFE CZ UIF HPWFSO
NFOU 5IFO 5* UPPL VQ UIF DPNQMBJOU BG୴FS UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU FOEFE UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPO 5IF 'SFODI
HPWFSONFOU USJFE UP CMPDL JU BHBJO BOE UIFO 5* XFOU UP $PVS EF $BTTBUJPO 5IF UXP KVEHFT XFSF OBNFE JO
%FDFNCFS BOE XF BSF TUJMM BXBJUJOH UIF SFTVMUT )PVTFT PG %KPNCP $MBVEF /UTJMPV :PLB

5IF ୮ୢOBM TJHOBM PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFOUJPO UP SFDMBJN QPXFS XBT NPSF GVSUJWF BOE DPOTJEFS
BCMZ NPSF DVSJPVT *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFDJEFE UP GPVOE IJT WFSZ PXO GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF *U XBT
B DVSJPVT EFDJTJPO PG DPVSTF TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT OPU B GSFFNBTPO *OEFFE OFPQIZUF NBTPOT
BSF HFOFSBMMZ OPU MFBEJOH DBOEJEBUFT UP GPVOE OFX MPEHFT 'PSUVOBUFMZ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IF FO
KPZFE B QPMJUJDBM BMMJBODF XJUI GFMMPX BVUPDSBU "CEPV %JPVG XIP SVMFE 4FOFHBM GSPN  VOUJM 
BOE XBT B .BTUFS .BTPO JO %BLBSؠT (-' PVU୮ୢU #POHP IJT TPOJOMBX JO (BCPO XBT B GSFFNBTPO BT
XFMM BOE IJT MPEHF IBE MPOH QSPWJEFE B GPSVN XIFSF (BCPOFTF FMJUFT OFHPUJBUFE MPXFS QSJDFT GPS &MG
UIF 'SFODI PJM DPNQBOZ JO FYDIBOHF GPS ୮ୢOBODJBM QBZNFOUT #Z 0DUPCFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE
BTDFOEFE XJUI SFNBSLBCMZ BMBDSJUZ UP .BTUFS .BTPO 5IF ୮ୢSTU JOJUJBUFT JO IJT OFX(SBOEF -PHF EV
$POHP 	(-$
 XFSF IJT DMPTFTU QPMJUJDBM BMMJFT &BDI XPVME MBUFS PDDVQZ B DFOUSBM SPMF JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT
OFX HPWFSONFOU +FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX BOE DIJFG PG QSFTJEFOUJBM TF
DVSJUZ (FOFSBM +FBO 'SBODPJT /EFOHVFU DIJFG PG UIF OBUJPOBM QPMJDF GPSDF BOE MBUFS BDDVTFE PG XBS
DSJNFT )VHVFT /HPV©MPOE©M© 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TPOJOMBX BOE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT NBZPS TJODF  BOE
(FOFSBM (JMCFSU .PLPLJ DPNNBOEFS PG UIF HSPVOE BSNZ VOUJM  BOE UIFO UIF OBUJPOBM HFO
EBSNFSJF
 5঑঎ 8ঊছ ঘএ  +ঞগ঎ 
5IFSF XFSF CVU UXP XBZT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVME SFUVSO UP QPXFS "MUIPVHI B QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO
XBT TDIFEVMFE GPS +VMZ   $POHPؠT EFNPHSBQIJDT BOE QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT DPNCJOFE UP SFOEFS
B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ OFBSMZ JNQPTTJCMF <> 'PS BMUIPVHI -JTTPVCB BOE ,PM©MBT DPVME
DPODFJWBCMZ TQMJU UIF NBTTJWF TPVUIFSO WPUF JO UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME IBWF UP GBDF
POF PG UIFN JO UIF TFDPOE SPVOE SVOP୭G "OE XJUI UIF PWFSXIFMNJOH NBKPSJUZ PG $POHPؠT QPQV
MBUJPO DPODFOUSBUFE JO UIF TPVUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TUPPE MJUUMF DIBODF PG EFGFBUJOH FJUIFS -JTTPVCB PS
,PM©MBT 0G DPVSTF BT UIF  FMFDUJPO NBEF DMFBS UIF TPVUIFSO QPQVMBUJPO XBT TP MBSHF UIBU -JT

TPVCB BOE ,PM©MBT DPVME TQMJU JU BOE TUJMM HBSOFS B IJHIFS QFSDFOUBHF UIBO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *G 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP TPVHIU UP SFUVSO UP QPXFS IF SFRVJSFE BO BMUFSOBUJWF UP UIF FMFDUPSBM QSPDFTT
4JODF UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG QPXFS JO $POHP SFTU QSJNBSJMZ PO PJM FYQPSUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE UP ୮ୢOE
TPNF QSFUFYU GPS DJWJM XBS UIBU XPVME BWPJE JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPOEFNOBUJPO 5IF QMBO XBT TUSBJHIUGPS
XBSE 0O .BZ   4BTTPV /HVFTTP TUBHFE B DBNQBJHO SBMMZ JO 0XBOEP ؛ TPNF  NJMFT OPSUI
PG 0ZP BOE IPNF UP /HPVBCJ :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE "OHB FBDI PG XIPTF EPXOGBMM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
PSDIFTUSBUFE ZFBST FBSMJFS ؛ EVSJOH XIJDI IF XPVME FOUFS UIF DJUZ JO UIF IPOPSFE GBTIJPO PG USBEJ
UJPOBM DIJFGT TFBUFE PO B SBJTFE UISPOF DBSSJFE CZ B SFUJOVF PG ZPVOH NFO 0XBOEP SFTJEFOUT XPVME
JOFWJUBCMZ PCKFDU QFSIBQT WJPMFOUMZ HJWFO UIFJS BOUJQBUIZ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BU XIJDI QPJOU IJT
HVBSET XPVME PQFO ୮ୢSF *O UIF FWFOU UXP NFNCFST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSB NJMJUJB LJMMFE TPNF 
QFPQMF XJUI ,  PUIFST ୯୳FFJOH 0XBOEP GSPN UIF WJPMFODF <  >
"DDVTFE PG TFWFSBM NVSEFST UIF UXP $PCSB NJMJUBOUT UPPL SFGVHF JO .QJMB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
#SB[[BWJMMF DPNQPVOE "U SPVHIMZ BN PO +VOF   -JTTPVCB FYFDVUFE UIF BSSFTU XBSSBOU
CZ TFOEJOH ୮ୢWF BSNPSFE WFIJDMFT UP .QJMB 'PSFXBSOFE CZ .BSUJO .CFSJ XIP XBT SFNPWFE GSPN
-JTTPVCBؠT HPWFSONFOU JO 4FQUFNCFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSBT SFTQPOEFE CZ PQFOJOH ୮ୢSF
GPSDJOH UIF HPWFSONFOU PVU PG UIF OPSUIFSO QBSUT PG #SB[[BWJMMF %FTQJUF UIF -JTTPVCB HPWFSONFOUؠT
CFTU F୭GPSUT UP BUUBJO B DFBTF୮ୢSF PO +VOF  4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME IBWF OPOF PG JU )F IBE IJT QSF
UFYU BOE UIF FOTVJOH EFTUSVDUJPO PG UIF XBS GPS #SB[[BWJMMF IF XPVME TJNQMZ SFHBSE BT DPMMBUFSBM B
TNBMM TBDSJ୮ୢDF GPS UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG QPXFS 0O +VOF  4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSBT FYQBOEFE UIF XBS UP
#SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO BOE XFTUFSO RVBSUFST #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© CPUI -JTTPVCB TUSPOHIPMET
'SFODI BVUIPSJUJFT XFSF PG DPVSTF BXBSF PG BMM UIJT "OE BMUIPVHI UIF $IJSBD HPWFSONFOU TVQ
QPSUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP &MG SFRVJSFE BO JOTVSBODF QPMJDZ *U UIVT TVQQPSUFE CPUI TJEFT *O FBSMZ 
5BSBMMP BEWJTFE -JTTPVCB آZPV OFFE B XBS DIFTUأ <> "DDPSEJOH UP -JTTPVCBؠT UFTUJNPOZ EVSJOH UIF
 &MG USJBM 5BSBMMP BOE 4JHPMFU JOUSPEVDFE IJN UP +BDRVFT .POTJFVS B #FMHJBO BSNT USB୭୮ୢDLFS BOE
NPOFZ MBVOEFSFS 0SEFST XFSF QMBDFE XJUI .POTJFVS GPS XFBQPOT TVDI BT IFMJDPQUFS HVOTIJQT UP

UBMMJOH $. NJMMJPO BOE UIF QBZNFOUT XFSF SPVUFE UISPVHI UIF 1BSJT CSBODI PG '*#" QBSUMZ PXOFE
CZ &MG 5IF JOEJDUNFOU SFDPSET UIBU UIF BSNT XFSF آQBJE GPS XJUI PJMأ UIBU JT XJUI GVOET TJQIPOFE
P୭G GSPN $POHPؠT PJM SFWFOVFT BOE QBJE JOUP UIF '*#" BDDPVOU PG UIF $POHPMFTF .JOJTUSZ PG 'JOBODF
'SPN .BZ UP 4FQUFNCFS  B UPUBM PG BSPVOE $ NJMMJPO 	'' NJMMJPO
 FOUFSFE UIF BDDPVOU BOE
CFUXFFO $ BOE $ NJMMJPO XBT QBJE PVU GPS BSNT *O BEEJUJPO 4JHPMFU BENJUT UP NBLJOH BSSBOHF
NFOUT GPS B OFX PJMCBDLFE MPBO GPS $ NJMMJPO GPS -JTTPVCB SPVUFE UISPVHI BO P୭GTIPSF DPNQBOZ
DBMMFE %BSSPX
#FSOBSE ,PM©MBT UIFO NBZPS PG #SB[[BWJMMF IBE OP QBSUJDVMBS B୭GFDUJPO GPS -JTTPVCB PS 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP )JT /JOKB NJMJUJB UIVT BCTUBJOFE UISPVHI "VHVTU JOTUFBE FSFDUJOH B TFSJFT PG DIFDLQPJOUT
UIBU DPOUSPMMFE FOUSZ JOUP UIF #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© OFJHICPSIPPET XIFSF UIF PWFSXIFMNJOH
NBKPSJUZ PG IJT TVQQPSUFST MJWFE "T -JTTPVCBؠT GPSUVOFT JNQSPWFE JO "VHVTU ,PM©MBT PQUFE UP DBTU
IJT MPU XJUI IJN *O FBSMZ 4FQUFNCFS ,PM©MBT BDDFQUFE -JTTPVCBؠT JOWJUBUJPO UP CFDPNF QSJNF NJO
JTUFS 5IF /JOKB NJMJUJB KPJOFE -JTTPVCBؠT GPSDFT HJWJOH UIF EFNPDSBUJDBMMZ FMFDUFE HPWFSONFOU GVMM
DPOUSPM PG UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT 'PS IJT QBSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOOPVODFE DPOUSPM PG UIF OPSUIFSO
SFHJPOT PO 4FQUFNCFS   TVQQPSUFE CZ B SBOHF PG NFSDFOBSJFT BOE GPSFJHO TPMEJFST .PCVUVؠT
GPSNFS QSFTJEFOUJBM HVBSE $IBEJBO TPMEJFST UIF GPSNFS 3XBOEBO )VUV NJMJUJB BOE FWFO 'SFODI BJS
TVQQPSU < >
آ5IF 8BS PG  +VOFأ BT $POHPMFTF OPX DBMM JU IBE EJTBTUSPVT DPOTFRVFODFT GPS UIF DJWJMJBO QPQ
VMBUJPO 5IF XBS XBT GPVHIU BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ JO #SB[[BWJMMF UIF QSJNBSZ GSPOU XBT UIF DJUZ DFOUFS
JUTFMG BOE WJSUVBMMZ UIF FOUJSF BSFB XBT EFTUSPZFE SFTUBVSBOUT P୭୮ୢDF CVJMEJOHT IPUFMT #Z UIF DPVO
USZؠT UI BOOJWFSTBSZ PG JOEFQFOEFODF DFMFCSBUFE JO  UIF EBNBHF SFNBJOFE PCWJPVT 0G DPVSTF
UIF MPDBUJPO PG UIF CBUUMF GSPOU EJE MJUUMF UP QSFWFOU UIF XBSSJOH NJMJUJBT GSPN UBSHFUJOH #SB[[BWJMMFؠT
SFTJEFOUJBM BSFBT 5IF DJUZؠT OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPSF DPOTUJUVFODZ IBE CFFO CPNCFE
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV  4FF BMTP :FOHP <>

TP UIPSPVHIMZ UIBU CZ 0DUPCFS   UIFZ XFSF DPNQMFUFMZ FNQUZ 1PJOUF/PJSF XFOU WJSUVBMMZ
VOUPVDIFE GPS #SB[[BWJMMF XBT XPSUI MJUUMF XJUIPVU JU
%FTQJUF UIF TUBMFNBUF UIBU PQFOFE UIF XBS CZ 4FQUFNCFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSBT XFSF BQQBS
FOUMZ PO UIF WFSHF PG EFGFBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GPSUVOFT RVJDLMZ DIBOHFE JO FBSMZ 0DUPCFS 8JUI
#SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO OFJHICPSIPPET ؛ #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© ؛ MBSHFMZ QFBDFGVM BOE QPQV
MBUFE 'SFODI QSFTJEFOU +BDRVFT $IJSBD BTLFE +PT© &EVBSEP EPT 4BOUPT IJT "OHPMBO DPVOUFSQBSU
BOE MPOHUJNF ୮ୢOBODJBM BMMZ UP JOUFSWFOF 5IF "OHPMBO DPOUSJCVUJPO QSPWFE DSJUJDBM 0O 0DUPCFS
 GPVS .*(  XBSQMBOFT BMM GSPN UIF "OHPMBO BSNZ WJSUVBMMZ EFTUSPZFE UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM 1BMBDF
BOE CPNCFE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© OFJHICPSIPPET CPUI -JTTPVCB TUSPOHIPMET JOUP
TVCNJTTJPO 0WFSXIFMNFE -JTTPVCBؠT GPSDFT ୯୳FE #SB[[BWJMMF PO 0DUPCFS  BOE UPPL SFGVHF JO UIF
DPVOUSZؠT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT 1PPM /JBSJ #PVFO[B -FLPVNPV BOE ,PVJMPV <> 1PJOUF/PJSF GFMM
PO 0DUPCFS  XJUI IBSEMZ B TIPU ୮ୢSFE
"OE UIVT UIF SFUVSO PG UIF GPSNFS .BSYJTU EJDUBUPS GBDJMJUBUFE CZ 'SFODI PJM JOUFSFTUT )JT WJDUPSZ
XBT BDDPNQBOJFE CZ ୮ୢWF EBZT PG TBODUJPOFE QJMMBHJOH JO #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© BMM PWFSTFFO CZ
+FBO .BSJF 5BTTPVB <> $PCSB TPMEJFST BG୴FS BMM IBE UP CF QBJE
-4"   0DUPCFS 

1BSU **
4PDJBM 5PPMT PG &MJUF $POUSPM

3
3FDSVJUNFOU BOE UIF 1PMJUJDT PG )PQF

#VU BT GPS JOTUJMMJOH TPMEJFST XJUI FOUIVTJBTN JU TFFNT UP NF UIBU OPUIJOH JT NPSF FG
GFDUJWF UIBO CFJOH BCMF UP ୮ୢMM IVNBO CFJOHT XJUI IPQFT ت*G TPNFPOF EFDFJWFT PG୴FO
JOTUJMMJOH UIF FYQFDUBUJPO PG HPPE UIJOHT TVDI B QFSTPO FOET VQ OPU CFJOH BCMF UP QFS
TVBEF FWFO XIFO IF TQFBLT PG USVF TPVSDFT PG IPQF

؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IFBWJMZ BSNFE NPUPSDBEF EFQBSUFE 0ZP UIF NPSOJOH PG 0DUPCFS   BOE
CZ FBSMZ BG୴FSOPPO FOUFSFE #SB[[BWJMMF JO USJVNQI )JT SFDFQUJPO JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT OPSUIFSO OFJHI
CPSIPPET ؛ .PVOHBMJ 0VFO[© 5BMBOHB¯ BOE .JLBMPV ؛ XBT KVCJMBOU 0OMZ UISFF XFFLT FBSMJFS BMM
GPVS OFJHICPSIPPET IBE CFFO FNQUJFE UIF UBSHFUT PG TVTUBJOFE IFMJDPQUFS BTTBVMUT CZ -JTTPVCBؠT
$PDPZF NJMJUJB BOE ,PM©MBTؠ /JOKB NJMJUJB "G୴FS QSPOPVODJOH IJNTFMG QSFTJEFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
TVTQFOEFE UIF $POTUJUVUJPO PG  ESBG୴FE CZ UIF TPWFSFJHO /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF BOE BQQPJOUFE
B OFX 4VQSFNF $PVSU XIJDI BENJOJTUFSFE UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM PBUI PO 0DUPCFS  #F୮ୢUUJOH JUT SPMF JO
UIF SFTUPSBUJPO UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU RVJDLMZ TJHOBMFE JUT TVQQPSU 1IJMJQQF +B୭GS© &MૄؠT QSFTJEFOU
BUUFOEFE B آXPSLJOH MVODIأ XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PO 0DUPCFS  ؛ IF CSPVHIU  DBTFT PG .P«U 
$IBOEPO BT B HJG୴ ؛ BOE PO 0DUPCFS  +BDRVFT $IJSBD QVCMJDMZ DPOHSBUVMBUFE IJN 8JUI -JTTPVCB
,PM©MBT BOE :IPNCJ0QBOHP JO FYJMF IF DPOGSPOUFE OP SFBM EPNFTUJD PQQPTJUJPO 'PS B GPSNFS
.BSYJTU EJDUBUPS XIP KVTU EFQPTFE UIF POMZ EFNPDSBUJDBMMZ FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU JO $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ JU
XBT B SFNBSLBCMF TIPXJOH
(PWFSOJOH SFRVJSFT B HPWFSONFOU BOE TP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP RVJDLMZ TFU BCPVU QPQVMBUJOH IJT OFX
SFHJNF )F EJE TP LOPXJOH UIBU UIFTF DIPJDFT XPVME EFUFSNJOF XIJDI FMJUFT UISFBUFOFE IJN GSPN
XJUIJO BOE XIJDI GSPN XJUIPVU )JT 1BSJT BDUJWJUJFT B୭GPSEFE IJN B IFBE TUBSU )JT آFNCBTTZأ PO
"WFOVF .POUBJHOF VMUJNBUFMZ QSPWJEFE IJT .JOJTUFST PG $PNNVOJDBUJPOT &DPOPNZ 'JOBODF 'PS
FJHO "୭GBJST BOE .JOFT 5IF $PCSB NJMJUBSZ MFBEFSTIJQ TVQQMJFE UIF DPSF PG UIF SFDPOTUJUVUFE 'PSDॶ
"SN©ॶ $POHPMBॷॶ BOE TFWFSBM NJOJTUFST UP CPPU .PSF HFOFSBMMZ UIF UVNVMU PG UIF T TFSWFE BT B
TDSFFOJOH EFWJDF TFQBSBUJOH UIF PQQPSUVOJTUT ؛ UIFZ EJTQBSBHFE UIF 1$5 BU UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF
4FF -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 

BOE TUZMFE UIFNTFMWFT EFNPDSBUT ؛ GSPN UIF MPZBMJTUT #VU UIFSF XFSF NBOZ PUIFS QPTJUJPOT GPS XIJDI
UP SFDSVJU BOE IF IBE UP EP TP RVJDLMZ
"T 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TVSWFZFE UIF MBOETDBQF CFGPSF IJN IF DPOGSPOUFE EBVOUJOH DIBMMFOHFT 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP CFRVFBUIFE UP -JTTPVCB UIF XPSMEؠT NPTU IFBWJMZ JOEFCUFE DPVOUSZ QFS DBQJUB JUT PJM
SFWFOVFT TQPLFO GPS ZFBST JO BEWBODF -JTTPVCB POMZ FYBDFSCBUFE UIJOHT GPS IJT QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM SF
RVJSFE CPSSPXJOH FWFO NPSF UP GVOE UIF CVSFBVDSBDZ UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ESBNBUJDBMMZ FYQBOEFE JO
 8JUI UIF DPVOUSZؠT FYUFSOBM EFCU OFBSMZ % PG JUT (%1 $POHPؠT ୮ୢOBODJBM QPTJUJPO MFG୴ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP CFIPMEFO UP UIF EFNBOET PG 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST 8IBUFWFS IJT BTQJSBUJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XPVME IBWF UP SFDPOTUSVDU IJT BVUPDSBDZ XIJMF BCJEJOH UIF OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛ UIF
UFSN MJNJUT SFHVMBS FMFDUJPOT BOE OVNFSPVT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT ؛ DSFBUFE CZ UIF  /BUJPOBM $PO
GFSFODF )F XPVME CF GPSDFE UP TFDVSF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF XJUIPVU UIF BJE PG UIF TJOHMF QBSUZ SFHJNFT
UIBU CVUUSFTTFE IJT $PME 8BS FSB DPVOUFSQBSUT )F XPVME CF GPSDFE UP آMFHJUJNBUFأ IJT TFJ[VSF PG
QPXFS CZ PSHBOJ[JOH QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT BOE UIFO SJTL QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT CZ PSHBOJ[JOH QBSMJBNFO
UBSZ FMFDUJPOT 5IFTF UBTLT XFSF SFOEFSFE BMM UIF NPSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU CZ IJT TUBOEJOH BNPOH UIF NBKPSJUZ
TPVUIFSO QPQVMBUJPO "G୴FS  ZFBST PG FDPOPNJD NJTNBOBHFNFOU BOE B CSVUBM DJWJM XBS UIBU XBT
BDDPNQBOJFE CZ VOSFTUSBJOFE QJMMBHF IF XBT MPBUIFE "MUIPVHI IF DPVME MJLFMZ HVBSBOUFF FMFDUPSBM
WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE ؛ BOE UIVT PWFSDPNF IJT EFNPHSBQIJD EJTBEWBOUBHF ؛ QPXFS TP TFDVSFE JT GBS
NPSF UFOVPVT UIBO QPXFS CBTFE PO BDRVJFTDFODF
.PSF JNNFEJBUFMZ IPXFWFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBDFE B SFCFMMJPO "MUIPVHI IF IFME #SB[[BWJMMF IF
XBT TVSSPVOEFE CZ FOFNJFT 'PS BMUIPVHI -JTTPVCBؠT $PDPZF NJMJUJB XBT XFBLFOFE JU XBT OPU EF
TUSPZFE BOE ,PM©MBTؠ /JOKB NJMJUJB IBWJOH FOUFSFE UIF XBS POMZ JO 4FQUFNCFS XBT WJSUVBMMZ JOUBDU
'PS UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU IBE GPSCJEEFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GSPN BEWBODJOH CFZPOE /HBOHB -JOHPMB
B TNBMM UPXO KVTU XFTU PG #SB[[BWJMMF 4VSSPVOEFE CZ IJT FOFNJFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE UP RVJDLMZ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV  "VHVTU 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BUIZT ,PM©MBTؠ GPSNFS DBCJOFU EJSFDUPS BOE 3PHFS B TFOJPS /JOKB ୮ୢHIUFS  'FCSVBSZ


TFDVSF IJT NJMJUBSZ WJDUPSZ XJUIPVU WJPMBUJOH JOUFSOBUJPOBM IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT
5IJT DIBQUFS UFMMT UIF TUPSZ PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SVMF CFUXFFO 0DUPCFS  BOE UIF  QSFTJ
EFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT UISPVHI UIF MFOT PG IJT SFDSVJUNFOU TUSBUFHJFT *UT DFOUSBM BSHVNFOU JT UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP QPQVMBUFE IJT SFHJNF CBTFE MBSHFMZ PO UIF JOUFSFTUT PG UIPTF PVUTJEF MPPLJOH JO "T TDIPM
BST BOE QPMJDZNBLFST XPVME FYQFDU <  > 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUFE IJT DIJMESFO DPVTJOT
OFQIFXT BOE MPOHUJNF MPZBMJTUT UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU DSJUJDBM QPTJUJPOT )F NPOJUPSFE UIFTF DSJUJDBM
BQQPJOUFFT JO B WBSJFUZ PG XBZT ؛ PS NPSF QSFDJTFMZ IF VTFE UIFN UP NPOJUPS FBDI PUIFS ؛ BOE DPN
QFOTBUFE UIFN IBOETPNFMZ GPS UIFJS F୭GPSUT )F JODFOUJWJ[FE MPZBM TFSWJDF XJUI QFSGPSNBODF JODFO
UJWFT 5IFTF UFDIOJRVFT JOEFFE BSF TVCKFDUT PG $IBQUFST   BOE  #VU BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM SFRVJSFT
GBS NPSF UIBO UIF MPZBMUZ PG UIF NPTU TFOJPS SFHJNF P୭୮ୢDJBMT *U SFRVJSFT UIF BDRVJFTDFODF PG B NVDI
CSPBEFS TFHNFOU PG UIF FMJUF QPQVMBUJPO XIP CFMJFWF UIFJS DBSFFST CFTU TFSWFE CZ MPZBMUZ *O TJOHMF
QBSUZ SFHJNFT UIFJS TVQQPSU JT TFDVSFE CZ آPQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS VQXBSE TPDJBM NPCJMJUZأ <  >
*O UIF BCTFODF PG FYDFQUJPOBMMZ TUSPOH TJOHMF QBSUZ JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛ UIPTF GPS JOTUBODF UIBU DIBSBDUFS
J[FE UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO BOE 13* .FYJDP BOE VOEFSHJSE $PNNVOJTU $IJOB 4JOHBQPSF BOE .BMBZTJB
<> ؛ BVUPDSBUT TFBSDI GPS PUIFS XBZT UP DSFEJCMZ EF୮ୢOF UIF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIFJS SFHJNFؠT
TFOJPS QPTJUJPOT "LJO UP DSFBUJOH BO JOHSPVQ FMJHJCMF GPS BQQPJOUNFOU UIJT DSFBUFT B آQPMJUJDT PG
IPQFأ UIBU QPUFOUJBMMZ JOEVDFT MPZBMUZ GSPN UIPTF FMJUFT XIP BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF JOHSPVQ CVU DVS
SFOUMZ FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNFؠT MBSHFTTF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIJT DIBQUFS BSHVFT UVSOFE UP HFPHSBQIZ )F RVJDLMZ HBJOFE B SFQVUBUJPO GPS
SFDSVJUJOH BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ GSPN B  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP IJT IPNF WJMMBHF )JT JNQVMTF UP DSF
BUF B XFMM EF୮ୢOFE JOHSPVQ XBT TP TUSPOH UIBU JU USVNQFE FWFO QSFWJPVT EFNPOTUSBUJPOT PG MPZBMUZ
IPXFWFS DPTUMZ 'PS BMUIPVHI NBOZ WFUFSBOT PG IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU XFSF PWFSSFQSFTFOUFE JO UIF OFX
SFHJNF UIPTF PVUTJEF B  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP XFSF OPU *OEFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FYDMVEFE UIFN
.PTU BDDPVOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD SFDSVJUNFOU TJNQMZ TUSFTT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG CVZJOH FMJUFT P୭G FOTVSJOH UIBU
UIFJS ୮ୢOBODJBM SFUVSOT GSPN MPZBMUZ PVUTUSJQ UIPTF GSPN B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU TFF "DFNPHMV 3PCJOTPO BOE 7FSEJFS
<> #PJY BOE 4WPMJL <> #VFOP EF .FTRVJUB FU BM <> BOE 4WPMJL <>

BU HSFBU SJTL UP IJNTFMG 4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT BO BOBMZUJDBM IJTUPSZ PG UIF ୮ୢSTU ZFBST PG UIF SFDPOTUSVD
UJPO UIBU FMVDJEBUFT UIFTF EZOBNJDT 4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT XIZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT XJMMJOH UP BDDFQU
TVDI SJTL UP DSFBUF B HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ XJUI UIF BJE PG B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM *U TVHHFTUT UIBU
UIF HSFBUFTU F୭GFDU PG BO JOHSPVQ JT PO UIPTF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF 4FDUJPO  UIFO QSFTFOUT B
SBOHF PG TUBUJTUJDBM FWJEFODF UIBU NFNCFST PG UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ FOHBHFE JO MFTT BOUJSFHJNF CF
IBWJPS FWFO XIFO UIFZ XFSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF #Z DPOUSBTU BG୴FS UFSNJOBUJPO ؛ XIFO FMJUFT
IBWF MJUUMF DIBODF PG SFBQQPJOUNFOU ؛ NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF JOHSPVQ IBT IBE OP F୭GFDU PO FMJUF CFIBW
JPS 4FDUJPO  BMTP ୮ୢOET UIBU FMJUFT SFTQPOE UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFDSVJUNFOU TUSBUFHZ JO QSFEJDUBCMF
XBZT .PTU OPUBCMZ UIPTF BMSFBEZ FOTDPODFE GBWPS JOHSPVQ FYQBOTJPOT XIJDI SFEVDFT BHHSFHBUF
BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS BOE SFOEFST UIF SFHJNF NPSF TFDVSF TUJMM
 3঎ঌঘগজঝছঞঌঝ঒গঐ "ঞঝঘঌছঊঌঢ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFDMBSFE UIJT BG୴FS UBLJOH UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM PBUI
.Z UIPVHIUT HP ୮ୢSTU UP UIF JOOVNFSBCMF WJDUJNT BOE NBSUZST GSPN UIF XBS UIBU UZSBOU
1BTDBM -JTTPVCB QSPWPLFE BHBJOTU UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMF ت5IF DPVOUSZؠT FUIOP
SFHJPOBM EJWJTJPOT XFSF QJUUFE BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS BU UIF FYQFOTF PG OBUJPOBM VOJUZ
ت'PS TPNF ୮ୢWF ZFBST B UJOZ NJOPSJUZ MPVOHFE JO PQVMFODF FOHBHFE JO B TZTUFNBUJD
QJMMBHJOH PG UIF TUBUF BOE XJEFTDBMF DPSSVQUJPO ت5IF EFOJBM PG GVOEBNFOUBM MJCFSUJFT
UIF UFSSPS UIF NPTU CBTF USJCBMJTN BOE SFHJPOBMJTN UIF MJFT UIF NBOJQVMBUJPO UIF
QVSDIBTJOH PG DPOTDJFODFT BMM CFDBNF NFUIPET PG HPWFSONFOU ت5IF WJDUPSZ PG <NZ
GPSDFT> BHBJOTU UIF GPSDFT PG -JTTPVCB NVTU OPU CF DPOTJEFSFE UIF WJDUPSZ PG POF QBSU
PG UIF DPVOUSZ PWFS BOPUIFS CVU UIBU PG BMM $POHPMFTF QFPQMF BHBJOTU UIF PME EFNPOT
PG EJWJTJPO BOE CBSCBSJUZ
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  /PWFNCFS 

*U XBT B CSFBUIUBLJOH TQFFDI HJWFO IJT FBSMJFS DSJNFT *U XPVME CFDPNF FWFO NPSF CSFBUIUBLJOH BT IJT
TFDPOE SFJHO XPSF PO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP RVJDLMZ NPWFE UP DVSSZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM TVQQPSU 0OMZ GPVS EBZT BG୴FS IJT SFUVSO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP USBWFMFE UP -VBOEB UP TJHO B SFHJPOBM TFDVSJUZ BHSFFNFOU XJUI #POHP %PT 4BOUPT
BOE ,BCJMB UIFZ BHSFFE UP OPU TIFMUFS آBSNFE SFCFM GBDUJPOT PO UIFJS TPJMأ <> "G୴FS NPSF DPOGFS
FODFT JO (BCPO BOE 7JFUOBN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFUVSOFE UP 1BSJT "DDPNQBOJFE CZ TFWFO NJOJTUFST
BOE B CFWZ PG BJEFT ؛ TP NBOZ UIBU UIF HSPVQ XBT EJTQFSTFE BNPOH UISFF PG UIF DJUZؠT ୮ୢOFTU IPUFMT
؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDFJWFE 1SJNF .JOJTUFS -JPOFM +PTQJO IJT $PPQFSBUJPO .JOJTUFS +B୭GS© BOE B TF
SJFT PG PUIFS 'SFODI JOEVTUSJBMJTUT IF EJOFE XJUI $IJSBD BU UIF MZT©F 1BMBDF <> 5IF UPVS XBT TP
TVDDFTTGVM UIBU IF SFUVSOFE UP $POHP XJUI FOPVHI DBTI UP QBZ DJWJM TFSWJDF TBMBSJFT GPS UIF ୮ୢSTU UJNF
JO NPOUIT 5IF 'SFODI QSFTT XBT DPOTJEFSBCMZ MFTT FOUIVTJBTUJD UIBU UIF DPVOUSZؠT UBYQBZFST IBE
GVOEFE IJT SFUVSO UP QPXFS B DMBJN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TJNQMZ EFOJFE
5IFSF JT OP QSPPG UIBU 'SBODF TVQQPSUFE NF *ؠN XBJUJOH GPS TPNFPOF UP CSJOH NF
QSPPG ت8F EFDJEFE UP DPNQFUF JO UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO <PG > * XPVME IBWF
CFFO FMFDUFE XJUI % PG UIF WPUF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE B NVMUJQBSUZ FMFDUPSBM TZTUFN JNQPTFE PO IJN CZ FYUFSOBM DSFEJUPST
)F UIFO EJTNBOUMFE JU BT UIPSPVHIMZ BT IF DPVME 0O +BOVBSZ   4BTTPV /HVFTTP PQFOFE UIF
'PSVN OBUJPOBM QPVS MB S©DPODJMJBUJPO MԙVOJU© MB E©NPDSBUJF FU MB SFDPOTUSVDUJPO B  EBZ B୭GBJS NPE
FMFE PO UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF UIBU IVNJMJBUFE IJN 5JHIUMZ DIPSFPHSBQIFE "NCSPJTF /PVNB[B
MBZF UIF 1$5 TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM HBWF B SFNBSLBCMF JOUFSWJFX B XFFL QSJPS UP UIF 'PSVNؠT PQFOJOH
8F HP UP UIF 'PSVN XJUIPVU WFOHFBODF UP SFCVJME UIF $POHP UIBU PVS GSJFOET EF
TUSPZFE 5IFSF XJMM CF OP DJWJM DPVQ Eԙ©UBU BU UIF 'PSVN #FDBVTF * DPOTJEFS UIF TPWFSFJHO
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +BOVBSZ  5IF EFMFHBUJPO SFOUFE  WFIJDMFT GSPN &VSPQDBS GPS XIJDI UIF
OFX HPWFSONFOU QBJE DBTI
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +BOVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 

/BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF XBT QSFDJTFMZ B DJWJM DPVQ Eԙ©UBU BHBJOTU 1SFTJEFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
8F BSF OPU HPJOH UP UIF 'PSVN UP IFBS NPSF PG UIF JOBOJUJFT UIBU NBSLFE UIF /BUJPOBM
$POGFSFODF
5IF 'PSVN FTTFOUJBMMZ SFNPWFE UIF MFHJTMBUVSFؠT PWFSTJHIU BVUIPSJUZ PWFS UIF QSFTJEFOU 5IFSF XPVME
CF OP QSJNF NJOJTUFS OP MFHJTMBUJWF SJHIU UP DPO୮ୢSN QSFTJEFOUJBM BQQPJOUNFOUT B TFWFO ZFBS QSFT
JEFOUJBM UFSN BOE BO BQQPJOUFE MFHJTMBUVSF VOUJM FMFDUJPOT DPVME CF PSHBOJ[FE TFWFSBM ZFBST IFODF
< > آ4JODF UIF FOE PG UIF XBSأ -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF SFQPSUFE آUIF DPVOUSZؠT QPMJUJDBM MJGF IBT
CFFO GSP[FO XJUI GFBSأ 'PS $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XFSF WJSUVBMMZ SFRVJSFE UP SFGFS UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XJUI TPCSJRVFUT UIBU JG OPU TP JOTJEJPVT XPVME IBWF CFFO MBVHIBCMF UIF 4BWJPS -JCFSBUPS (PPE
4IFQIFSE 1BQB (PPE 'PSUVOF
 0ছঐঊগ঒ণ঒গঐ ঝ঑঎ $঒ট঒ক঒ঊগ "ঙঙঊছঊঝঞজ
)ZESP$POHP UIF TUBUF PJM DPNQBOZ XBT JO TIBNCMFT 'PVOEFE JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP WJSUV
BMMZ OFHMFDUFE JU EVSJOH UIF T JOTUFBE FOUSVTUJOH UIF DPVOUSZؠT PJM UP &MG *U DPOUSPMMFE FYQMP
SBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO SF୮ୢOFNFOU BOE NBSLFUJOH )ZESP$POHP XBT VOBCMF FWFO UP WFSJGZ $POHPؠT
SFDFJQUT <> "T EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  PJM XBT TPME VOEFS B TJNQMF QSF୮ୢOBODJOH BHSFFNFOU XIJDI
TFSWFE FWFSZPOF TBWF SFHVMBS $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT *O POF UZQJDBM USBOTBDUJPO GSPN 0DUPCFS  #/1
1BSJCBT MPBOFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU $ NJMMJPO TFDVSFE XJUI FJHIU PJM DBSHPFT XPSUI
TPNF $ NJMMJPO #/1 1BSJCBT MJLFMZ XPSLJOH UISPVHI &MG5PUBM UIFO TPME UIF $POHPMFTF PJM PO
UIF PQFO NBSLFU XJUI UIF QSPDFFET VTFE UP SFQBZ UIF MPBO BOE BDDSVFE JOUFSFTU <> 5IF CBMBODF
JO UVSO XPVME CF SFUVSOFE UP $POHP PS TJNQMZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG &VSPQFBO PJM DPNQBOJFT
QSFGFSSFE UIF TZTUFN TJODF JU NJOJNJ[FE SJTL JO BO VOTUBCMF DPSOFS PG UIF XPSME TJODF UIF &VSPQFBO
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 
5BMॵTB  "VHVTU 
$MBSL BOE %FDBMP <> QSPWJEF CBDLHSPVOE PO )ZESP$POHP

DPNQBOJFT FYUSBDUFE UIF PJM P୭GTIPSF BOE MPBEFE JU EJSFDUMZ UP TIJQ UIFZ FOTVSFE SFQBZNFOU "OE
QFSIBQT NPSF JNQPSUBOUMZ UIF QSF୮ୢOBODJOH TDIFNF BWPJEFE $POHPؠT NBOZ DSFEJUPST TJODF UIF PJM
DBSHP XBT BMSFBEZ MPBO TFDVSJUZ #VU UIF TZTUFN BMTP FOBCMFE &VSPQFBO ୮ୢSNT UP QVSDIBTF PJM XFMM
CFMPX NBSLFU WBMVF QBSUJDVMBSMZ TJODF $POHP IBE OP UFDIOJDBM DBQBDJUZ UP NBSLFU PJM JUTFMG
.BTTJWFMZ JOEFCUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU ୮ୢSTU UP FYFSU NPSF DPOUSPM PWFS $POHPؠT DSVEF PJM
QSPEVDUJPO )JT NPEFM JO UIJT XBT TPOJOMBX 0NBS #POHP XIP SVMFE (BCPO CFUXFFO  BOE IJT
 EFBUI BOE NBOBHFE UP TUFBM IVOESFET PG NJMMJPOT PG EPMMBST XPSUI PG (BCPOFTF PJM <> 5IF
DFOUFSQJFDF PG #POHPؠT TUSBUFHZ XBT UIF 4PDJ©U© /BUJPOBMF 1FUSPMJ¨SF (BCPOBॷF 	4/1(
 XIJDI PWFS
TFFT VQTUSFBN BDUJWJUJFT ؛ QSPEVDUJPO BOE FYQMPSBUJPO ؛ BOE NBSLFUT B TIBSF PG JUT PXO PJM $IBQ
UFS  EPDVNFOUT QSFDJTFMZ IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE B OFX TUBUF PJM DPNQBOZ UIF 4PDJ©U© /B
UJPOBMF Eॶ 1©USPMॶ EV $POHP 	4/1$
 UP NBYJNJ[F SFWFOVF VOEFS IJT QFSTPOBM DPOUSPM 5IF QSPDFTT
JMMVTUSBUFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSUT UP TFDVSF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF XIFO UIFZ BSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP NPOJUPS BOE
IBWF EJWFSHFOU JOUFSFTUT #VU IJT QFSTPOOFM DIPJDFT NBLF DMFBS UIBU IF JOUFOEFE UP MJNJU UIF SFHJNFؠT
NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT UP OBUJWFT PG 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT
#SVOP *UPVB XBT HJWFO SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS UIF OFX 4/1$ " OBUJWF PG 0MMPNCP TPNF ୮ୢWF NJMFT
TPVUI PG 0ZP IF XBT SPNBOUJDBMMZ MJOLFE UP EBVHIUFS $MBVEJB .FBOXIJMF "OES© 0CBNJ *UPV EJT
NBOUMFE )ZESP $POHP " 5©L© GSPN (BNCPNB 1MBUFBVY TPNF  NJMFT TPVUI PG 0ZP JO 
0CBNJ *UPV BTTVNFE UIF 4FOBUF QSFTJEFODZ ୮ୢSTU JO UIF MJOF PG TVDDFTTJPO BOE TFWFSBM ZFBST MBUFS IJT
TPO XBT HJWFO B LFZ QPTU JO UIF 3FQVCMJDBO (VBSE 5IF PUIFS LFZ QMBZFST #MBJTF &MFOHB BOE TPO
%FOJT $ISJTUFM GSPN 0ZP QSPQFS %FOJT (PLBOB GSPN #PVOEKJ 	 NJMFT
 #FSOBSE 0LJPSJOB GSPN
-PLBLPVB 	 NJMFT
 BOE 4FSHF /EFLP GSPN .PTTBLB 	 NJMFT
 5IF 4PDJ©U© $POHPMBॷF Eॶ 5SBOT
QPSUT .BSJUJNॶ 	40$053".
 GPVOEFE JO  BT UIF OBUJPOBM TIJQQJOH DPNQBOZ XBT USBOT
GFSSFE UP 4IJQQJOH BOE 5SBEJOH B DPNQBOZ CBTFE JO -JFDIUFOTUFJO BOE PXOFE CZ OFQIFX $©TBS
8JMGSJFE 4PDPUSBN SFDFJWFT SPZBMUJFT PG $ QFS UPO PG PJM <> 4PPO UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ DPO
USPMMFE ؛ FYDMVEJOH EBVHIUFS 4BOESJOFؠT IPUFM SFTUBVSBOU BOE CPUUMFE XBUFS IPMEJOHT EBVHIUFS ,FMMZ

$ISJTUFMMFؠT UJNCFS IPMEJOHT CSPUIFS .BVSJDFؠT DPNNFSDJBM TFDVSJUZ IPMEJOHT BOE &EHBSEؠT .BV
SJDFؠT BOE +VMJFOOFؠT BWJBUJPO IPMEJOHT ؛ TPNF % PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT (%1
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DJWJM XBS MPZBMJTUT ؛ QBSUJDVMBSMZ UIPTF GSPN 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT ؛ EPNJOBUFE UIF LFZ
NJOJTUSJFT "OES© 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB B 5©L© GSPN -FLBOB 1MBUFBVY PWFSTBX IJT PXO آTUBCMFأ PG $PCSB
୮ୢHIUFST XIJDI IF TPPO JSPOJDBMMZ SFCSBOEFE UIF $PNJU© EԙBDUJPO QPVS MB E©GFOTF EF MB E©NPDSBUJF
ԓ .PVWFNFOU KFVOॶTF -FLBOB JT CVU  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP BOE 4BMJTTBؠT GBUIFS MPOH TFSWFE BT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT DIJFG GFUJTIFS .BUIJBT %[PO B (BOHPMV GSPN *OHPV©M© MPDBUFE TPNF  NJMFT GSPN
0ZP IFMQFE GVOE UIF XBS BOE TFSWFE BU  "WFOVF .POUBJHOF IF XBT HJWFO UIF 'JOBODF .JOJTUSZ
5P GVSUIFS JOHSBUJBUF IJNTFMG UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP %[PO OPNJOBUFE "MCFSU /HPOEP BT $POHPؠT USFB
TVSFS B OBUJWF PG 0ZP XIP GPS ZFBST TFDVSFE ZPVOH XPNFO GPS IJT DIJFૄؠT DPODVCJOF 3FHBSEFE BT
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG FDPOPNJTU TJODF UIF FBSMZ T ؛ B EVCJPVT EJTUJODUJPO HJWFO $POHPؠT FDP
OPNJD QFSGPSNBODF ؛ 1JFSSF .PVTTB XBT NBEF .JOJTUFS PG 1MBOOJOH "MPOH XJUI (JMCFSU 0OEPOHP
BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT LFZ FDPOPNJD DPVOTFMPST BOE MBUFS BQQPJOUFE UP UIF 'JOBODF .JOJTUSZ BT
XFMM .PVTTB XBT UIF SFHJNFؠT MFBEJOH ,PVZPV B OBUJWF PG 0XBOEP $VWFUUF TPNF  NJMFT OPSUI
PG 0ZP 5IF 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM PG UIF 1SFTJEFODZ XFOU UP 'JSNJO "ZFTTB B OBUJWF PG .BLPVB TPNF
 NJMFT OPSUI PG 0ZP XIPTF EBVHIUFS #FMJOEB JT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT RVBTJP୭୮ୢDJBM NJTUSFTT #FMJOEB
BMTP TFSWFT BT EJSFDUPS PG UIF 1JFSSF 4BWPSHOBO EF #SB[[B .FNPSJBM UIF POMZ NFNPSJBM UP B &VSPQFBO
DPMPOJ[FS BOZXIFSF JO "GSJDB "ZFTTB XBT MBUFS OBNFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG PG TUB୭G 3PEPMQIF
"EBEB B 5©L© GSPN #PVOEKJ TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP XBT HJWFO SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS 'PSFJHO "୭GBJST
KVTU BT IF IBE BU  "WFOVF .POUBJHOF IJT XJGF %BOJ©MF PQFSBUFT #SB[[BWJMMFؠT -ZD©F 4BJOU &YVQ©SZ
XIJDI FEVDBUFT UIF DIJMESFO PG UIF OPSUIFSO FMJUF 'SBO§PJT *CPWJ B OBUJWF PG "CP TPNF ୮ୢWF NJMFT
PVUTJEF 0ZP TFSWFE BT .JOJTUFS PG $PNNVOJDBUJPOT CFGPSF NPWJOH UP 5FSSJUPSJBM "ENJOJTUSBUJPO
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JO  "OE +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV BMTP GSPN #PVOEKJ XBT NBEF .JOJTUFS GPS 3FDPOTUSVDUJPO OFWFS
NJOE UIBU UIF  /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF GPVOE IJN HVJMUZ PG FNCF[[MJOH $ NJMMJPO GPS XIJDI IF
XBT TFOUFODFE UP  ZFBST GPSDFE MBCPS
5IJT DPSF EJE FYUSFNFMZ XFMM GSPN UIF SFHJNF GBS CFUUFS JOEFFE UIBO XPVME IBWF CFFO OFDFTTBSZ
UP QSFWFOU UIFJS QBSUJDJQBUJPO JO B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB TPPO QVSDIBTFE B CFBVUJGVM BQBSUNFOU
JO 1BTTZ BDSPTT GSPN 3BEJP 'SBODF IFBERVBSUFST BOE CMPDLT GSPN %FOJT $ISJTUFMؠT 3VF EF MB 5PVS
SFTJEFODF .PVTTB SFUSFBUT PG୴FO UP IJT CFBVUJGVM BQBSUNFOU PWFSMPPLJOH UIF 3JWFS 4FJOF  ތVBJ
Eؠ0STBZ CMPDLT GSPN UIF 'SFODI 'PSFJHO .JOJTUSZ BOE UIF .VT©F Eؠ0STBZ UIF XPSMEؠT NPTU QSFTUJ
HJPVT *NQSFTTJPOJTU BSU NVTFVN )FOSJ %KPNCP .JOJTUSZ PG 'PSFTUSZ JO FWFSZ HPWFSONFOU TJODF
 BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GSFRVFOU UFOOJT QBSUOFS PXOT B TQSBXMJOH NBOTJPO JO #VTTZ4BJOU
(FPSHFT B XPPEFE OFJHICPSIPPE PVUTJEF 1BSJT *CPWJ EJWFSUFE NJMMJPOT PG EPMMBST GSPN B NBTTJWF
JOGSBTUSVDUVSF QSPKFDU JO -JLPVBMB UP USBOTGPSN IJT OBUJWF "CP GSPN B WJMMBHF UP SFHJPOBM DFOUFS
"CP OPX GFBUVSFT B GVMMZ TUPDLFE QIBSNBDZ IFBMUI DFOUFS OJHIU DMVC SFTUBVSBOU QVCMJD GPVOUBJO
BUIMFUJD DPNQMFY BOE MVYVSZ IPUFM XJUI TPNF  SPPNT BOE QSFTJEFOUJBM TVJUF "T PG  BDDPSEJOH
UP UIF IPUFMؠT NBOBHFS JU IBE OFWFS IPTUFE HVFTUT OPU QBSU PG B QSFTJEFOUJBM EFMFHBUJPO UP 0ZP 0O
EPOHPؠT XJGF XBT BSSFTUFE UXJDF JO  ؛ ୮ୢSTU JO +PIBOOFTCVSH UIFO 1BSJT ؛ XJUI TVJUDBTFT ୮ୢMMFE XJUI
TPNF $ NJMMJPO 0OEPOHP XBT OFWFS EJTDJQMJOFE "EBEB PXOT IPNFT PO UIF MF EF MB $JU© TUFQT
GSPN /PUSF %BNF $BUIFESBM BOE JO #SFUBHOF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢMMFE TFWFSBM QPSUGPMJPT GSPN PVUTJEF 0ZPؠT JNNFEJBUF FOWJSPOT )F EJE TP WFSZ
TUSBUFHJDBMMZ IPXFWFS 'JSTU OBUJWFT PG ,PVJMPV CFOF୮ୢUFE GSPN B IJHIMZ QMBDFE JOUFSMPDVUPS 'JSTU
-BEZ "OUPJOFUUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIP XBT CPSO JO 1PJOUF/PJSF "OUPJOFUUF GBDJMJUBUFE B EF GBDUP
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  /PWFNCFS 
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  +BOVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  /PWFNCFS  3FBM FTUBUF FWJEFODF XBT QSPWJEFE CZ BOPOZNPVT
TPVSDFT
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB BOE +FBO ,BCB
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BMMJBODF UIBU XBT DPOTVNNBUFE KVTU EBZT BG୴FS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDMBJNFE #SB[[BWJMMF JO 0DUPCFS
 +FBO 1JFSSF 5IZTU©SF5DIJDBZB MPOH 1PJOUF/PJSFؠT EPNJOBOU QPMJUJDJBO BHSFFE UP FTTFOUJBMMZ
GPME IJT QPMJUJDBM NBDIJOF JOUP UIF 1$5 JO FYDIBOHF GPS ,PVJMPV DPOUSPM PG UIF 0JM .JOJTUSZ UIF
.JOJTUSZ ୮ୢSTU XFOU UP +FBO #BQUJTUF 5BUJ-PVUBSE BOE UIFO KVTU CFGPSF IJT EFBUI "OES© 3BQIBFM
-PFNCB ,PVJMPV OBUJWFT IBWF BMTP EPNJOBUFE UIF .FSDIBOU .BSJOF .JOJTUSZ BOE PUIFST CBTFE JO
1PJOUF/PJSF 5IZTU¨SF 5DIJDBZB XBT TFMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU PG UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  IJT UPQ
MJFVUFOBOUT XFSF HJWFO B TFSJFT PG NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT BOE PUIFS BJEFT SFDFJWFE MFTTFS QPTJUJPOT FMTF
XIFSF JO UIF CVSFBVDSBDZ 5IJT FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF ؛ BOE UIF NPUJWFT CFIJOE JU ؛ JT UIF TVCKFDU PG
$IBQUFS 
4FDPOE JOEFCUFE UP OPSUIFSOFST XIP DPPSEJOBUFE IJT EJQMPNBUJD BOE NJMJUBSZ F୭GPSUT EVSJOH
UIF XBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT GPSDFE UP SFXBSE UIFN XJUI OPOUSJWJBM QPSUGPMJPT +FBO .BSJF 5BT
TPVB B OBUJWF PG &OZFMMF -JLPVBMB MPDBUFE JO UIF GBS OPSUIFBTU DPSOFS PG UIF DPVOUSZ XBT UIF EF
GBDUP.JOJTUFS PG 8BS BOE UIVT TFSWFE JO CPUI UIF DJWJMJBO BOE NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST 5BTTPVB BMTP
IFMQFE EJSFDU UIF QJMMBHJOH PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO RVBSUFST BG୴FS UIF XBS %FTQJUF IJT BTQJSBUJPOT
UP UIF %FGFOTF .JOJTUSZ 5BTTPVB XBT HJWFO &OFSHZ XIJDI PWFSTFFT FMFDUSJDJUZ BOE XBUFS QSPWJ
TJPO /FJUIFS XBT XFMM GVOEFE BU UIF UJNF BOE TP B EJTBQQPJOUFE 5BTTPVB IBE GFX PQQPSUVOJUJFT
GPS FOSJDINFOU 1JFSSF /[© BOPUIFS WFUFSBO GSPN UIF T XBT HJWFO UIF +VTUJDF QPSUGPMJP JO 
'SBO§PJT -VNXBNV B OBUJWF PG -PVJOHVJ 1PPM TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP SFNBJOFE MPZBM UP 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP UISPVHIPVU BMM UIF BUSPDJUJFT JO୯୳JDUFE PO UIF SFHJPO IF XBT HJWFO UIF )JHIFS &EVDBUJPO BOE
4DJFOUJ୮ୢD 3FTFBSDI QPSUGPMJPT JO 
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG QPMJUJDBM PQQPOFOUT PG DPVSTF SFNBJOFE JO FYJMF BOE UIFSF IF QSFGFSSFE
UIFN 5P FOTVSF UIFZ SFNBJOFE TP IF MPVEMZ BDDVTFE UIFN PG آHFOPDJEFأ BU WBSJPVT JOUFSOBUJPOBM
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 5BTTPVB XPVME IBWF BDDFQUFE WJSUVBMMZ BOZ TFOJPS NJO
JTUFSJBM QPTJUJPO GPS IF XBT BNPOH UIF MFBTU XFBMUIZ PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPMMBCPSBUPST JOUFSWJFX XJUI $MBVEF
.BMFMB 4PCB  "QSJM 
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DPOGFSFODFT BOE PSDIFTUSBUFE B TFSJFT PG TIPX USJBMT JO #SB[[BWJMMF <> -JTTPVCB BOE :IPNCJ
0QBOHP BMPOH XJUI UXP PUIFS GPSNFS NJOJTUFST XFSF DPOWJDUFE JO BCTFOUJB BG୴FS B UXP EBZ USJBM
JO %FDFNCFS  5IF DIBSHF XBT USFBTPO GPS TFMMJOH $POHPؠT PJM UP 0DDJEFOUBM 1FUSPMFVN JO 
BU MFTT UIBO B RVBSUFS PG UIF NBSLFU QSJDF 4FOUFODFE UP  ZFBSTؠ IBSE MBCPS -JTTPVCB EJTNJTTFE UIF
USJBM BT B KPLF QBSUJDVMBSMZ HJWFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PXO IBCJUT JO UIF T ,PM©MBT XBT TFOUFODFE UP
EFBUI GPS XBS DSJNFT JO .BZ  5IFJS SJWBMT GPS QBSUZ MFBEFSTIJQ FYQMPJUFE UIFJS BCTFODFT .BSUJO
.CFSJ EFDMBSFE IJNTFMG 61"%4 QSFTJEFOU JO 0DUPCFS  KVTU BG୴FS -JTTPVCB ୯୳FE.JDIFM .BN
QPVZB EFDMBSFE IJNTFMG .$%%* QSFTJEFOU JO %FDFNCFS
8JUI "OHPMBO TPMEJFST TUJMM PO $POHPMFTF TPJM BOE UIF NPTU QPQVMBS BMUFSOBUJWFT JO FYJMF UIF GFX
FSTUXIJMF PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST XIP SFNBJOFE IBE OP JODFOUJWFT UP SFNBJO PVUTJEF UIF HPWFSONFOU
"OE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS IJT QBSU XPVME CFOF୮ୢU GSPN UIF BQQFBSBODF PG OBUJPOBM DPOTFOTVT )FODF
IF ୮ୢMMFE B IBOEGVM PG MBSHFMZ JSSFMFWBOU NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT XJUI TPVUIFSOFST *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF
QPTUT SFTFSWFE GPS 5IZTU¨SF 5DIJDBZBؠT BJEFT BMM GSPN ,PVJMPV 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XFMDPNFE .CFSJ
.BNQPVZB 1BVM ,BZB ؛ OBUJWFT PG #PVFO[B 1PPM BOE #PVFO[B SFTQFDUJWFMZ ؛ BOE B IBOEGVM PG
PUIFS TPVUIFSO QPMJUJDJBOT )F EJE TP OPU UP XJO FMFDUJPOT BT $IBQUFS  NBLFT DMFBS CVU SBUIFS UP
SPC GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT PG UIF MFBEFST XIP DPVME NPTU FBTJMZ NPCJMJ[F QSPUFTU NPWFNFOUT
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4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT FRVBMMZ QSFPDDVQJFE XJUI IJT NJMJUBSZ QPTJUJPO *OEFFE UIJT XBT QFSIBQT UIF
NPTU TFOTJUJWF PG UIF UBTLT CFGPSF IJN 'PS #SB[[BWJMMF XBT TUJMM TVSSPVOEFE CZ UIF SFNBJOT PG UIF
$PDPZF BOE /JOKB NJMJUJBT BT XFMM BT DJUJ[FOT XIP MPBUIFE IJN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPNFIPX OFFEFE
UP TFDVSF #SB[[BWJMMF XIJDI SFRVJSFE TFDVSJOH UIF 1PPM SFHJPO
1SPQBHBUFE CZ UIF SFHJNF UIF P୭୮ୢDJBM IJTUPSZ JT UIBU JU GBDFE BO PQFO SFCFMMJPO JO UIF 1PPM SFHJPO
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5IFJS DPNNBOEFST JO FYJMF /JOKB TPMEJFST XFSF SFDSVJUFE CZ 'S©E©SJD #JOUTBNPV JO FBSMZ  "O
VOLOPXO  ZFBS PME JO UIF T #JOUTBNPV NBEF B NPEFTU DBSFFS USFBUJOH #SB[[BWJMMFؠT NFOUBMMZ JMM
XJUI USBEJUJPOBM GFUJTIFT 5IPVHI IF IBE OP QSFWJPVT NJMJUBSZ FYQFSJFODF UIF P୭୮ୢDJBM IJTUPSZ HPFT
#JOUTBNPV XPVME MFBE UIF 1PPMؠT SFTJTUBODF BHBJOTU #SB[[BWJMMF BOE XJUI BOZ MVDL TFJ[F QPXFS BMUP
HFUIFS <   > "G୴FS SFCSBOEJOH IJNTFMG آ1BTUPS /UPVNJأ ؛ OUPVNJNFBOT آNFTTFOHFSأ
JO UIF -JOHBMB MBOHVBHF DPNNPO BNPOH OPSUIFSOFST ؛ IJT OFX /TJMPVMPV SFCFM HSPVQ FOUFSFE #SB[
[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO RVBSUFST JO %FDFNCFS  MJHIUMZ BSNFE TDBSDFMZ USBJOFE BOE IFBWJMZ ESVHHFE
8FMDPNFE CZ UIF QPQVMBUJPO BT MJCFSBUPST UIF /TJMPVMPV XFSF RVJDLMZ SFCV୭GFE CZ UIF SFDPOTUJUVUFE
NJMJUBSZ "OE TP CFHBO B WJSUVBM HFOPDJEF BHBJOTU UIF FUIOJD -BSJ XIP EPNJOBUFE 1PPM BOE #SB[[BW
JMMFؠT #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© OFJHICPSIPPET
(PWFSONFOU GPSDFT ؛ XJUI UIF BJE PG "OHPMBOT BOE $IBEJBOT ؛ FNQUJFE UIF TPVUIFSO RVBSUFST
آ1BSDFM CZ QBSDFMأ +FVOF "GSJRVFNBHB[JOF SFQPSUFE آUIF DMFBOTJOH MBTUFE UXP EBZT XJUIPVU QJUZ
UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIPTF DBQBCMF PG DBSSZJOH BSNT TVNNBSJMZ FYFDVUFEأ <> &WFO UIPTF XIP UPPL
SFGVHF JO #BDPOHP DIVSDIFT XFSF TMBVHIUFSFE 5IF GFX DJWJMJBOT XIP TVSWJWFE XFSF GPSDFE UP GPMMPX
آIVNBOJUBSJBO DPSSJEPSTأ GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF JOUP UIF 1PPM GPSFTUT UIF IVNBOJUBSJBO DPSSJEPST SFBQ
QFBSFE JO .BZ  GPVS NPOUIT MBUFS XIFO #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© SFTJEFOUT SFUVSOFE GSPN UIF
GPSFTUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU VTFE UIFTF IVNBOJUBSJBO DPSSJEPST UP GBDJMJUBUF UIF NBTTBDSF
8F XFOU PVU BOE BG୴FS B GFX NFUFST XF TBX UIF TDBUUFSFE CPEJFT PG OFJHICPSIPPE DIJM
ESFO XIPTF IPVTFT XFSF CVSOJOHت "OE UIFO * TBX TPNFUIJOH * OFWFS FYQFDUFE UP TFF
JO BMM NZ MJGF 5IFZ MJOFE UIF NFO PO POF TJEF BMM OJOF PG UIFN IVTCBOET CSPUIFST
GBUIFST BOE OFQIFXT PG UIF XPNFO * XBT XJUI PVS OFJHICPST "OE UIFZ TIPU UIFN JO
GSPOU PG VT UIFSF JO GSPOU PG VT 1FPQMF XJUI XIPN * IBE TQFOU UISFF EBZT ZPVUIT GVMM
PG IPQF WFSZ DPO୮ୢEFOU ت5IFZ EJFE XIJMF BTLJOH GPSHJWFOFTT XIJMF QSBZJOH XIJMF
DSZJOH UIFZ XFSF OPU /JOKBT <>
#JOUTBNPV IJNTFMG SFQFBUFE UIJT BDDPVOU UP NF PO  %FDFNCFS 

8IJMF UIFJS GBUIFST IVTCBOET BOE TPOT XFSF LJMMFE XPNFO XFSF SBQFE 5IFTF NBTTBDSFT XFSF PS
HBOJ[FE BU UIF IJHIFTU MFWFMT PG UIF HPWFSONFOU 0O .BZ  GPMMPXJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOWJUBUJPO
SFGVHFFT GSPN ,JOTIBTB XFSF SFQBUSJBUFE UP #SB[[BWJMMF XJUI 6/ BTTJTUBODF 6QPO UIFJS BSSJWBM BU UIF
آ#FBDIأ ؛ UIF TBNF MPDBUJPO XIFSF USBWFMFST CFUXFFO UIF UXP DBQJUBMT OPX DPNQMFUF JNNJHSBUJPO
GPSNBMJUJFT ؛ OFBSMZ  NFO XFSF BHBJO TFQBSBUFE GSPN XPNFO UISPXO JOUP USVDLT BOE UBLFO UP
NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST
8F XFSF UIFSF GPS UXP XFFLT EVSJOH XIJDI XF XFSF IBSEMZ GFE 5IFZ UPME VT UIBU ت
/JOKBT PS OPU XF XPVME FWFOUVBMMZ KPJO JG GSFFE BOE UIVT OPOF PG VT XPVME NBLF JU
PVU BMJWF ت#FIJOE UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM 1BMBDF UIFZ PSHBOJ[FE VT JOUP HSPVQT PG UXP GPVS
QFPQMF XFSF LJMMFE BU B UJNF ت0VS UVSO DBNF 8F XFSF QVU BMPOH B QSFDJQJDF BOE * EJE
BMM * DPVME UP TVSWJWF * GBLFE NZ PXO DPMMBQTF ت* DSBXMFE BNPOH UIF EFDPNQPTJOH
CPEJFT 5IF PUIFST EJFE JOTUBOUMZ 5IF HVBSET DPOUJOVFE UP TIPPU NZ EFBE CSPUIFST
QSPUFDUFE NF * BXBJUFE OJHIUGBMM UP CF DFSUBJO UIF HVBSET IBE MFG୴ <>
5IF #FBDI NBTTBDSFT XFSF TP CSB[FO UIBU FWFO 'SBODF UPPL OPUF %VSJOH B .BSDI  USJQ UP 1BSJT
+FBO 'SBO§PJT /EFOHVFU DIJFG PG QPMJDF TJODF  BOE B $PCSB DPNNBOEFS CFGPSF UIBU XBT BS
SFTUFE POF FWFOJOH GPS IJT QBSU JO UIF NBTTBDSFT 5IF SFTQPOTF B QIPOF DBMM GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP
+BDRVFT $IJSBD XIP QSPNQUMZ PSEFSFE /EFOHVFU SFMFBTFE /EFOHVFU XBT SFQBUSJBUFE UIF TBNF OJHIU
PO B QSJWBUF QMBOF GSPN 1BSJT UP #SB[[BWJMMF 0O "VHVTU   4BTTPV/HVFTTP OBNFE /EFOHVFU
B HFOFSBM EF EJWॷJPO UIF IJHIFTU SBOL JO UIF $POHPMFTF BSNFE GPSDFT 8IBUFWFS UIF UISFBU QPTFE CZ
#JOUTBNPVؠT /TJMPVMPV SFCFM HSPVQ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DMFBSMZ VTFE JU BT QSFUFYU GPS POF PG UIF UI
DFOUVSZؠT HSFBU VOSFQPSUFE HFOPDJEFT
5IFSF JT IPXFWFS BO FWFO NPSF JOTJEJPVT BDDPVOU XJEFMZ BDDFQUFE CZ DJWJM TPDJFUZ MFBEFST XIPTF
JOUFHSJUZ JT VOJNQFBDIBCMF *U CFHJOT XJUI B NFFUJOH BU 5BTTPVBؠT #SB[[BWJMMF SFTJEFODF JO MBUF 
5IJT BDDPVOU JT ESBXO GSPN B DPMMFDUJPO PG JOUFSWJFXT XJUI MFBEJOH DJWJM TPDJFUZ ୮ୢHVSFT CFUXFFO 'FCSVBSZ

XJUI B HSPVQ PG "OHPMBO NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST 5IFZ BHSFFE UP آDSFBUFأ B XBSMPSE UP SFDPOTUJUVUF UIF TDBU
UFSFE /JOKB NJMJUJB LJMM UIF SFNBJOJOH BOUJHPWFSONFOU DPNNBOEFST JO B TVDDFTTJPO CBUUMF BOE UIFO
MFBE UIF NJMJUJB UISPVHI B TFSJFT PG SFUSFBUT UIBU XPVME FOBCMF UIF NJMJUBSZ UP DMFBOTF UIF QPQVMBUJPO
5IF 1PPM SFHJPO IBT B MPOH IJTUPSZ PG NZTUJDBM MFBEFST BOE TP UIF OBUVSBM DIPJDF XBT B NZTUJD "G୴FS
CFJOH SFCV୭GFE CZ UIF IFBE PG UIF -PV[PMP TQJSJUVBM HSPVQ UIF HPWFSONFOU BQQSPBDIFE 1BQB *TB¯F
B OFPQFOUFDPTUBM QSPQIFU JO #SB[[BWJMMF *TB¯F QSPQPTFE IJT NFOUFF /UPVNJ )F SFDFJWFE TFWFSBM
XFFLT PG NJMJUBSZ USBJOJOH BU .QJMB GPMMPXJOH XIJDI /UPVNJ XBT EJTQBUDIFE UP 1PPM XJUI B -BOE
$SVJTFS TBUFMMJUF DPNNVOJDBUJPOT FRVJQNFOU BOE BO VOMJNJUFE TVQQMZ PG DBTI
*O .BZ  TPNF ୮ୢWF NPOUIT BG୴FS /UPVNJؠT BSSJWBM JO 1PPM UIF HPWFSONFOU QSPWJEFE B USJHHFS
GPS UIF آSFCFMMJPOأ .POUIT FBSMJFS /EFOHVFU OBNFE $BNBS IJT MPOHUJNF GSJFOE UIF QPMJDF DPNNJT
TBS JO .JOEPVMJ 1PPM $BNBS FYFDVUFE UISFF ZPVOH NFO BMM MBCPSFST PO B OFBSCZ NBSJKVBOB GBSN
$BNBS CVSJFE UIFJS CPEJFT PVUTJEF UIF .JOEPVMJ QPMJDF TUBUJPO MFBWJOH UIFJS IFBET DPOTQJDVPVTMZ
PVUTJEF WJTJCMF UP BMM 5IF NBDBCSF BDU XBT QSPWPDBUJWF JOEFFE JOUFOEFE UP CF /UPVNJ XBT UIFSF UP
MFBE 1PPMؠT آSFUBMJBUJPOأ 0WFS UIF OFYU TFWFSBM NPOUIT /UPVNJ FOHBHFE JO B TZTUFNBUJD DBNQBJHO UP
FMJNJOBUF /JOKB DPNNBOEFST XIP XFSF IPTUJMF UP UIF SFHJNF BOE DPOUFTUFE IJT MFBEFSTIJQ /UPVNJؠT
QSJNBSZ JOTUSVNFOU LJMMJOH P୭G IJT SJWBMT EVSJOH QJUDIFE CBUUMF 5IF NPTU QSPNJOFOU PG UIFTF XBT
:PLPTIJ XIP XBT TIPU JO UIF IFBE ؛ GSPN UIF SFBS CZ /UPVNJ MPZBMJTUT ؛ XIJMF MFBEJOH /JOKB GPSDFT
JOUP CBUUMF
5IF OBUVSF PG ୮ୢHIUJOH DIBOHFE ESBTUJDBMMZ BG୴FS :PLPTIJؠT EFBUI *O  /UPVNJ CFHBO TFJ[
JOH NBKPS QPQVMBUJPO DFOUFST BOE B GFX EBZT MBUFS QSBZ DPOTQJDVPVTMZ CZ B USFF UIF "SDIBOHFM
.JDIBFM /UPVNJ XPVME SFQPSU VQPO SFUVSOJOH JOGPSNFE IJN PG UIF '"$ؠT JNNJOFOU BSSJWBM
BOE IJT /TJMPVMPV SBQJEMZ XJUIESFX 5IF BSFB XPVME UIFO CF CPNCBSEFE CZ GPPU TPMEJFST BOE IF
MJDPQUFST 1PPM SFTJEFOUT TPPO SFBMJ[FE UIBU /UPVNJ XBT DPNNVOJDBUJOH OPU XJUI UIF "SDIBOHFM
BOE "QSJM  BMM PG XIPN NVTU SFNBJO BOPOZNPVT 5IF BDDPVOU BMTP BQQFBST JO .PVUTJMB <> BOE $MBSL
BOE $BSUFS <>

.JDIBFM UIFZ TBZ CVU XJUI '"$ DPNNBOEFST WJB TBUFMMJUF QIPOF FTTFOUJBMMZ DPPSEJOBUJOH BUUBDLT
PO UIF DJWJMJBO QPQVMBUJPO 5ISPVHIPVU  /UPVNJ UPPL BOE MPTU .JOEPVMJ ,JOEBNCB (PNB
5T  5T  BOE ,JOLBMB JO UIF TBNF GBTIJPO MFBWJOH UIPVTBOET PG DJWJMJBO DBTVBMUJFT JO IJT XBLF 5IF
/TJMPVMPV XFSF GSFRVFOUMZ TFFO SFDFJWJOH MBSHF XFBQPOT DBDIFT BOE MPHJTUJDBM TVQQMJFT BJSESPQQFE
CZ '"$ IFMJDPQUFST 5IF /TJMPVMPV UIVT FOKPZFE HFOFSPVT XFBQPOT TVQQMJFT OFX VOJGPSNT UIBU
TUSBOHFMZ SFTFNCMFE UIPTF PG UIF '"$ BOE FYQFOTJWF 467T 5IFTF BDDPSEJOH UP PCTFSWFST XJUI
LOPXMFEHF PG SFHJPOBM TVQQMZ DIBJOT DPVME POMZ IBWF CFFO QSPWJEFE CZ UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPW
FSONFOU +VOJPS BOE NJEMFWFM '"$ P୭୮ୢDFST EJTQBUDIFE UP 1PPM PDDBTJPOBMMZ CFUSBZFE UIF TFDSFU JO
 GPS JOTUBODF B NJEMFWFM P୭୮ୢDFS JO .JOEPVMJ BENJUUFE UP POF XJEFMZ SFTQFDUFE DJWJM TPDJFUZ P୭୮ୢ
DJBM UIBU UIF '"$ XBT TVQQMZJOH /UPVNJ XJUI BVUP QBSUT UP GBDJMJUBUF IJT NPWFNFOU UISPVHIPVU UIF
SFHJPO 5IJT TVQQPSU CFDBNF BO PQFO TFDSFU BOE 1PPM SFTJEFOUT RVJDLMZ HSFX UP MPBUIF /UPVNJ BT
NVDI BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *OEFFE /UPVNJؠT TPMEJFST FYFDVUFE BOE SBQFE BT NBOZ 1PPM SFTJEFOUT BT
UIF '"$
8IBUFWFS /UPVNJؠT PSJHJOT NJMJUBSZ PQFSBUJPOT JO 1PPM XFSF FYUSFNFMZ TFOTJUJWF 5IPTF JO #PVFO[B
XFSF OP MFTT TP 5IF "OHPMBO TPMEJFST BOE 3XBOEBO JOUFSBIBNXF PO XIPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFMJFE
JO  XFSF DPODFOUSBUFE BT PG FBSMZ  JO #PVFO[B BOE /JBSJ 8JUI GPSNFS $PCSB ୮ୢHIUFST UIFZ
BMM TFU BCPVU UFSSPSJ[JOH UIF QPQVMBUJPO XPNFO XFSF SBQFE IPNFT BOE CVTJOFTTFT QJMMBHFE BOE
ZPVOH NFO CSVUBMMZ NVSEFSFE PG୴FO CZ NBDIFUF PS ESBHHFE CFIJOE NJMJUBSZ WFIJDMFT 5IFTF XFSF
UIF ୮ୢSTU QBSUT PG0Q©SBUJPO .PV©CBSB BO PQFSBUJPOBM PSEFS DJSDVMBUFE BNPOH TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDJBMT
؛ VODPWFSFE CZ #PVFO[B TPMEJFST ؛ UIBU DPVOUFOBODFE UIF TZTUFNBUJD EFQPQVMBUJPO PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT
TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT 0O "VHVTU  $PMPOFM 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV B .PVZPOE[J OBUJWF XIP
IBE USBJOFE -JTTPVCBؠT $PDPZF NJMJUJB DPOWFOFE UIF GFX SFNBJOJOH NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDJBMT GSPN UIF -JT
TPVCB HPWFSONFOU BU 1POP 5IFZ EFWJTFE B TFMGEFGFOTF QMBO EVCCFE UIFJS HSPVQ UIF.PVWFNFOU
OBUJPOBM QPVS MB MJC©SBUJPO EV $POHP 	./-$
 BOE CZ %FDFNCFS  IBE DPNNFODFE UIFJS SFTJT
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI WJMMBHF FMEFST JO ,JOLBMB 1PPM JO 'FCSVBSZ 

UBODF
1FSTVBEFE UIF GPVS TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT TIBSFE B DPNNPO FOFNZ .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV TFOU BO
FNJTTBSZ UP /UPVNJ JO .BSDI  'PS BMUIPVHI .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV LOFX OPUIJOH PG IJN JG
UIFJS BUUBDLT XFSF DPPSEJOBUFE IF UIPVHIU UIFZ XFSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP TVDDFFE /UPVNJ SFTQPOEFE BG
୮ୢSNBUJWFMZ CVU XBT DBSFGVM UP LFFQ IJT EJTUBODF *O "VHVTU  UIF GPVS TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BTTFNCMFE
؛ .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV #PVOHPVBOE[B BOE .PVLBOEB BMM BUUFOEFE /UPVNJ TFOU B SFQSFTFO
UBUJWF +PTFQI .CJ[Z ؛ BU ,PNPOP UP DSFBUF UIF $POTFJM OBUJPOBM EF MB SযॷUBODF 	$/3
 %FTQJUF
IBWJOH OP NJMJUBSZ USBJOJOH SFMBUJWFMZ GFX TPMEJFST VOEFS IJT DPNNBOE BOE CFJOH BMNPTU DPN
QMFUFMZ VOLOPXO /UPVNJ XBT FMFDUFE $/3 QSFTJEFOU 5IJT PVUDPNF XBT BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ UIF XPSL
PG .PVLBOEB XIP CMPDLFE .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPVؠT FMFDUJPO BOE QSPQPTFE UIF DPNQSPNJTF ؛
XJUI UIF ./-$ MFBEFSTIJQ EJWJEFE $/3 MFBEFSTIJQ XPVME GBMM UP 1PPM ؛ UIBU HBWF SJTF UP /UPVNJ
.PVLBOEB XBT BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ DPPQUFE CZ UIF SFHJNF )F XBT GPVOE XJUI TBUFMMJUF DPNNVOJDB
UJPOT FRVJQNFOU ؛ VOBUUBJOBCMF XJUIPVU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TVQQPSU ؛ BOE XBT QSPNPUFE UP HFOFSBM JO UIF
'"$ TIPSUMZ BG୴FSXBSET
5IPVHI PSHBOJ[FE CZ DBSFFS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST USBJOFE JO UIF 4PWJFU 6OJPO UIF ./-$ XBT VO
BCMF UP EJTMPEHF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFHJPOBM HPWFSONFOU 5IF ./-$ؠT MFBEFST XFSF BMTP VOJN
QSFTTFE CZ /UPVNJؠT MFBEFSTIJQ *O %FDFNCFS  UIFZ BHSFFE UP B QFBDF DPOGFSFODF JO -JCSFWJMMF
QSFTJEFE PWFS CZ 0NBS #POHP &BDI BT QSPNJTFE B TFSJFT PG IJHISBOLJOH QPTJUJPOT JO UIF HPWFSO
NFOU .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV UIF ./-$ؠT MFBEFS XPVME FWFO CF OBNFE 1SJNF .JOJTUFS 5IF
./-$ EJTBSNFE UISPVHIPVU  DVMNJOBUJOH JO UIF%JBMPHVF /BUJPOBM 4BOT &YDMॸJWF ؛ BO "MM
*ODMVTJWF /BUJPOBM %JBMPHVF ؛ B UJHIUMZ DIPSFPHSBQIFE POF NPOUI B୭GBJS JO .BSDI  UIBU ZJFMEFE
B ESBG୴ DPOTUJUVUJPO 1SFDFEFE CZ B HFOFSBM BNOFTUZ UIF %JBMPHVF FYDMVEFE POMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
DSFEJCMF PQQPOFOUT JO UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO -JTTPVCB ,PM©MBT BOE :IPNCJ0QBOHP "U
UFOEFE CZ UIF QSFTJEFOUT PG (BCPO $IBE BOE $FOUSBM "GSJDBO 3FQVCMJD UIF FWFOU XBT JOUFOEFE
BT UIF ୮ୢOBM QIBTF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFBSMZ GPVS ZFBS BUUFNQU UP DPOTPMJEBUF QPXFS .CPVOHPV

.CPVOHPV TFSWFE BT UIF %JBMPHVFؠT TFDPOE WJDF QSFTJEFOU XBT TVCTFRVFOUMZ OBNFE B QSFTJEFOUJBM
DPVOTFMPS BOE FYQFDUFE UP BTDFOE UP 1SJNF .JOJTUFS
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTTFNCMFE IJT TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT XJUI BMM UIF DBSF XJUI XIJDI IF BQQPJOUFE IJT
DJWJMJBO HPWFSONFOU "HBJO UIF NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT XBT EPNJOBUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ BOE
DJWJM XBS MPZBMJTUT 5IF UISFF NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT ؛ UIF%JSFDUJPO H©O©SBMF EF MB TFDVSJU© QSযJ
EFOUJFMMF $POTFJM OBUJPOBM EF TFDVSJU© BOE(BSEF S©QVCMJDBJOF ؛ XFSF HJWFO UP )JMBJSF .PLP +FBO
%PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB BOE #MBJTF "EPVB SFTQFDUJWFMZ 0LFNCB BOE .PLP BSF OFQIFXT XIJMF "EPVB
JT GSPN 0ZP 5IF(BSEF S©QVCMJDBJOF BOE UIF%JSFDUJPO H©O©SBMF EF MB TFDVSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF BSF
UIF NPTU IFBWJMZ BSNFE EJWJTJPOT PG UIF NJMJUBSZ TUB୭GFE BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ XJUI TPMEJFST GSPN BSPVOE
0ZP +FBO 'SBO§PJT /EFOHVFU BOPUIFS 0ZP OBUJWF PWFSTBX UIF /BUJPOBM 1PMJDF BOE 1JFSSF 0CB
B OBUJWF PG 0MMPNCP KVTU BDSPTT UIF "MJNB 3JWFS GSPN 0ZP XBT OBNFE *OUFSJPS .JOJTUFS 5IF
QBSBDPNNBOEP VOJU SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF BJSQPSU XBT HJWFO UP (JMCFSU #PLFNCB B -JLVCB GSPN
.CBOE[B TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP "OE (VZ #MBODIBSE 0LPZ B 5©L© GSPN #PVOEKJ DPNNBOEFE
NJMJUBSZ [POF  CBTFE JO *NQGPOEP BOE PWFSTFFJOH BMM PG -JLPVBMB
-JLF IJT DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DJWJM XBS WFUFSBOT XFSF BMM SFQSFTFOUFE 'PS VTJOH B
XBSMPSE BT B QSFUFYU GPS FUIOJD DMFBOTJOH ؛ SFHBSEMFTT PG XIFUIFS /UPVNJ XBT DSFBUFE CZ UIF SFHJNF
؛ JT PCWJPVTMZ B TFOTJUJWF UBTL *U BMTP FOUBJMT B QSFNJVN PO UFDIOJDBM DPNQFUFODF BT EJE XBHJOH XBS
JO UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOIFSJUFE B SFMBUJWFMZ QPXFSGVM SFHJPOBMMZ IFUFSPHFOFPVT
NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT 'PS IF PXFE IJT WJDUPSZ UP B HSPVQ PG -JLPVBMB DPNNBOEFST 0G UIF TFWFO LFZ
NFNCFST PG UIF #SB[[BWJMMF $PCSB IFBERVBSUFST GPVS XFSF -JLPVBMB SFHJPOBMT :WFT .PUBOEP /PFM
-©POBSE &TTPOHP (JMCFSU .PLPLJ BOE 5BTTPVB 5IFTF DPNNBOEFST FOKPZFE CPUI UIF MPZBMUZ PG
UIFJS TPMEJFST BOE FBTZ BDDFTT UP XFBQPOT *O TIPSU EFTQJUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FWJEFOU QSFGFSFODF GPS B
5BTTPVB XBT NJOJTUFS PG XBS BOE IFODF TFSWFE PO CPUI UIF DJWJMJBO BOE NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST 5BTTPVB
BMTP XBT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QFSTPOBM SFQSFTFOUBUJWF XIFO IF XBT VOBCMF UP BUUFOE EVF UP TFDVSJUZ DPODFSOT
5IF UISFF $VWFUUF OBUJWFT XFSF 1JFSSF /HPNC© 1IJMJQQF -POHPOEB BOE +BDRVFT .PSMFOEF TFF 5BTTPVBؠT
NBOVTDSJQU

UJHIUMZ DJSDVNTDSJCFE HPWFSOJOH BQQBSBUVT IF XBT GPSDFE UP BDDFQU SFHJPOBM IFUFSPHFOFJUZ
'PS FWFSZ TFOTJUJWF BQQPJOUNFOU HJWFO UP B -JLPVBMB SFHJPOBM IPXFWFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QMBDFE
POF PS UXP $VWFUUF SFHJPOBMT UP NPOJUPS UIFN 5IJT BMPOH XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PSHBOJ[BUJPO
PG UIF PJM TFDUPS JT UIF TVCKFDU PG $IBQUFS  )FODF .PUBOEP BQQPJOUFE DIJFG PG TUB୭G PG UIF NJMJ
UBSZ XBT PWFSTFFO CZ 0LFNCB BOE TFDPOEFE CZ 1SPTQFS ,POUB .PLPOP B OBUJWF PG 1PPM (JMCFSU
.PLPLJ OBNFE DPNNBOEFS PG HSPVOE GPSDFT BOE /PFM -©POBSE &TTPOHP HJWFO DPNNBOE PG UIF
#SB[[BWJMMF NJMJUBSZ EJTUSJDU XFSF CBMBODFE CZ /EFOHVFU IFBE PG UIF OBUJPOBM QPMJDF BOE 7BMFODF
0TTFUF 0OE[JFM IFBE PG UIF HFOEBSNFSJF 5IFTF BQQPJOUNFOUT XFSF PCWJPVTMZ GSVTUSBUJOH UP UIF
,BUBOHB¯T BT -JLPVBMB OBUJWFT BSF PDDBTJPOBMMZ LOPXO .PUBOEP UIVT CFHBO QMPUUJOH B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU JO
 NPOUIT BG୴FS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UPPL QPXFS 5IF ,BUBOHB¯ QMPU DMJNBYFE PO %FDFNCFS  
XIFO .PUBOEP BOE 0CB XFSF UP NFFU B NJMJUBSZ DPOUJOHFOU BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT 'SFODI $VMUVSBM $FOUFS
MFTT UIBO B NJMF GSPN UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM 1BMBDF 5IF NJMJUBSZ DPOUJOHFOU BQQFBSFE OFJUIFS .PUBOEP
OPS 0CB EJE 'PS UIF UXP BU UIF WFSZ MBTU NPNFOU XFSF VOBCMF UP BHSFF PO XIP XPVME BTDFOE UP
UIF QSFTJEFODZ 5IF DPVQ Eԙ©UBU ؛ TBWF GPS 0CBؠT JOWPMWFNFOU JO JU ؛ XBT BNPOH #SB[[BWJMMFؠT XPSTU
LFQU TFDSFUT
 5঑঎  1ছ঎জ঒঍঎গঝ঒ঊক &ক঎ঌঝ঒ঘগজ ঊগ঍ "এঝ঎ছখঊঝ঑
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UVSOFE IJT BUUFOUJPO UP UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO JNNFEJBUFMZ BG୴FS UIF /B
UJPOBM %JBMPHVF 8JUI IJT NPTU WJBCMF PQQPOFOUT DPOWJDUFE JO BCTFOUJB GPS DSJNFT BHBJOTU IVNBOJUZ
POMZ UIF 5©L© FUIOJD WPUJOH CMPD ؛ CBTFE JO OPSUIFSO 1PPM 1MBUFBVY BOE XFTUFSO $VWFUUF0VFTU ؛
SFNBJOFE TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ OVNFSPVT UP DIBMMFOHF IJN )FODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BHBJO BDUJWBUFE IJT NBS
SJBHF BMMJBODF XJUI 0NBS #POHP BMTP UIF SFHJPOؠT EPNJOBOU 5©L© *O 'FCSVBSZ  #POHP DPO
WFOFE UIF SFHJPOؠT NPTU OPUBCMF 5©L© QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST GPS B DPOHSFTT "NPOH UIF BUUFOEFFT +FBO
,BCB .BUIJBT %[PO &NNBOVFM /HPV©MPOE©M© $IBSMFT %BWJE (BOBP BOE 3BZNPOE %BNBTF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  %FDFNCFS 

/HPMMP #POHP QSFWBJMFE VQPO UIFN UP SFGSBJO GSPN DPOUFTUJOH UIF  FMFDUJPO 1PXFS IF TBJE
XPVME CF TIBSFE NPSF FRVJUBCMZ JO UIF GVUVSF /PUXJUITUBOEJOH UIF QSPNJTFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBEF
UP .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV UIF QPTUFMFDUJPO HPWFSONFOU XPVME SFQSFTFOU B WFSJUBCMF BMMJBODF CF
UXFFO 5©L© OPUBCMFT BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 0ZP OFUXPSL &BDI FOEPSTFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CZ FBSMZ
'FCSVBSZ
5IF .BSDI QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO XBT QSFDFEFE CZ B DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFGFSFOEVN PO +BOVBSZ 
 8SJUUFO CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QFSTPOBM MBXZFST UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO DFOUSBMJ[FE QPXFS JO IJT
IBOET *U TUJQVMBUFE B TFWFO ZFBS QSFTJEFOUJBM UFSN XJUI B UXP UFSN MJNJU B CJDBNFSBM MFHJTMBUVSF
XJUI B 4FOBUF FMFDUFE CZ SFHJPOBM DPVODJMT SBUIFS UIBO $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT BQQPJOUFE SFHJPOBM HPWFS
OPST LOPXO BT QSFGFUT XJUI BVUIPSJUZ UP WFUP BMM BDUJPOT CZ UIF FMFDUFE SFHJPOBM MFHJTMBUVSF BOE FWFO
BQQPJOUFE NBZPST "NJE XJEFTQSFBE PQQPTJUJPO DBMMT GPS B CPZDPUU UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO آXPOأ XJUI
OFBSMZ % PG UIF WPUF 5IF QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO JUTFMG XBT TUBHFE PO .BSDI   PO .BSDI 
4BTTPV /HVFTTP P୭୮ୢDJBMMZ DMBJNFE .% PG UIF WPUF 0OF NFBTVSF PG GSBVE UIF SBUJP PG P୭୮ୢDJBM
WPUFS SPMMT UP  DFOTVT QSPKFDUJPOT 5IJT SBUJP DBMDVMBUFE CZ SFHJPO BQQFBST JO 'JHVSF  *O UIF
OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT UIF OVNCFS PG P୭୮ୢDJBM WPUFST FYDFFEFE DFOTVT QSPKFDUJPOT CZ BT NVDI BT % JO UIF
TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT UIF OVNCFS PG P୭୮ୢDJBM WPUFST XBT BT NVDI BT % MFTT UIBO DFOTVT QSPKFDUJPOT 5IF
.BZ MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT SFUVSOFE TJNJMBSMZ DSVTIJOH NBKPSJUJFT 4PNF  ZFBST MBUFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
BMMJFT JO UIF  FMFDUJPOT XFSF SFNBSLBCMZ PQFO BCPVU UIF FYUFOU PG GSBVE آ&MFDUJPOTأ POF QSPNJ
OFOU DBOEJEBUF UPME NF آBSF QSFQBSFE XFMM JO BEWBODF 0OF EPFTOؠU QSFQBSF FMFDUJPOT UP MPTF UIFN
BG୴FS BMMأ
*G UIF SFHJNF JO୯୳BUFE WPUFS SPMMT JO OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT JU TJNQMZ UISFBUFOFE TPVUIFSOFST JOUP TVQ
QPSU 0OF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ DBOEJEBUF DPVSUFE WPUFST JO TPVUIFSO 1PPM UIJT XBZ
* TQFOE FWFSZEBZ XJUI 1SFTJEFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *G ZPV EPOؠU WPUF GPS NF XFؠMM SB[F
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO ,BCB  'FCSVBSZ 
4FF TVDDFTTJWF JTTVFT PG -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF




















)LJXUH  (YLGHQFH RI HOHFWRUDO IUDXG LQ WKH  SUHVLGHQWLDO HOHFWLRQ 7KH VKDGHG UHJLRQV UHSUHVHQW DUHDV ZKHUH
YRWHU UROOV ZHUH V\VWHPDWLFDOO\ LQćDWHG UHODWLYH WR FHQVXV SURMHFWLRQV
ZPVS WJMMBHFT BOE ZPVؠMM ୯୳FF JOUP UIF GPSFTU MJLF BMM UIF PUIFST
*O QSJWBUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TJNJMBSMZ EJSFDU +VTU EBZT CFGPSF UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP XBSOFE .JMPOHP BHBJOTU BMMFHJOH FMFDUPSBM GSBVE 'PS JG UIF QPQVMBUJPO QSPUFTUFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP UISFBUFOFE IF آXPVME OPU IFTJUBUF UP IBWF UIF NJMJUBSZ PQFO ୮ୢSFأ 3BUIFS UIBO SJTL JU
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $MBVEF .BMFMB 4PCB  "QSJM 

.JMPOHP TJNQMZ XJUIESFX 5IF TFU PG FMFDUJPOT 5BMॵTB PCTFSWFE XFSF آUIF NPTU GSBVEVMFOU FWFS
JO $POHPؠT IJTUPSZأ -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF BQQBSFOUMZ BHSFFE *U QSJOUFE B TUSFBN PG FEJUPSJBMT
BOE JOUFSWJFXT UIBU EFTDSJCFE UIF FMFDUPSBM QSPDFTT BT آJMMFHBMأ آDPSSVQUFEأ آB NBTDBSBEFأ
آGSBVEVMFOUأ آB QJMMBHJOHأ آNB୮ୢBFTRVFأ BOE آB USBOTMBUJPO PG NJMJUBSZ WJDUPSZ JOUP QPMJUJDBM
WJDUPSZأ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT WJDUPSZ BOOPVODFNFOU UIFO XBT QBSUJDVMBSMZ JSPOJD آ5IJT WJDUPSZ JT
BCPWF BMM ZPVS PXOأ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFDMBSFE آUIBU PG UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMFأ 5IF $POHPMFTF
QFPQMF TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ GVOEFE +BDRVFT $IJSBDؠT "QSJM  SFFMFDUJPO 'PS JO UIF NPOUIT JNNFEJ
BUFMZ QSFDFEJOH JU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP WJTJUFE %PNJOJRVF EF 7JMMFQJO UIFO $IJSBDؠT QSJNF NJOJTUFS BOE
QSPU©H© XJUI B TVJUDBTF DPOUBJOJOH TPNF $ NJMMJPO
8JUI IJT WJDUPSZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XFOU GSPN B HMPSJ୮ୢFE XBSMPSE UP BO FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU XJUI WJS
UVBMMZ OP EPNFTUJD PQQPTJUJPO (MPCBM 8JUOFTT <> FTUJNBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TUFBMJOH BU MFBTU
$ NJMMJPO QFS ZFBS B ୮ୢHVSF XIJDI NZ DBMDVMBUJPOT XJUI *.' P୭୮ୢDJBMT DPO୮ୢSN (JWFO UIF QSFWB
MFODF PG PJMCBDLFE MPBOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UPUBM UIFG୴T MJLFMZ BNPVOUFE UP IVOESFET PG NJMMJPOT PG
EPMMBST NPSF 'MVTI XJUI DBTI JO  IF CSPLF HSPVOE PO UIF DPVOUSZؠT UIJSE JOUFSOBUJPOBM BJSQPSU
MPDBUFE JO 0MMPNCP TPNF ୮ୢWF NJMFT GSPN 0ZP 5IF BJSQPSUؠT FYQSFTT QVSQPTF XBT UP GBDJMJUBUF BSNT
JNQPSUT CPUI UP IJT 3FQVCMJDBO (VBSE ؛ USBJOFE JO UIF GPSFTUT PG 5TBNCJUTP TPNF  NJMFT UP 0ZPؠT
FBTU XIFSF IJT $PCSB NJMJUJB USBJOFE BT XFMM ؛ BOE JG FWFS IF MPTU DPOUSPM PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT BJSQPSU
5BMॵTB  "VHVTU 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BSDI 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BSDI 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BSDI 
4FF %11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ+"40ǣ ,*ǣ2ȇ4,/)!ȇ %&/ Ǹ+!Ǹ-*Ǹ$,1Ǹ 0%Ǹ#/,*Ǹ#/& 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#+Ǖ0ǘ/ǸǐǑǑǕǐǒǓǒǗǐǔǑǏ BDDFTTFE  .BSDI  "MTP ୮ୢOE 3PCFSU #PVSHJؠT CPPL #SJFGDॵF 3FQVCMJD
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP /PWFNCFS  UISPVHI +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI %BWF #JMM  /PWFNCFS 

"OUJDJQBUJOH UIF JODSFBTFE USBOTQBSFODZ UIBU XPVME BDDPNQBOZ EFCU SFMJFG OFHPUJBUJPOT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP QSFQBSFE GPS B QFSJPE PG FDPOPNJD BVTUFSJUZ 4IPSUMZ BG୴FS IJT SFUVSO UP QPXFS UIF 4/1$
DMBJNFE 5PUBM PXFE UIF HPWFSONFOU TPNF $ NJMMJPO GPS BDDPVOUJOH FSSPST NBEF VOEFS -JTTPVCB
%FOJT (PLBOB UIFO B TQFDJBM DPVOTFMPS UP UIF QSFTJEFOU XBT JOTUSVNFOUBM JO QSPQPTJOH B SFTPMVUJPO
$POHP XPVME SFOPVODF JUT EFNBOET JO FYDIBOHF GPS SFTDIFEVMJOH $ NJMMJPO PG PJMCBDLFE EFCU
BOE 5PUBMؠT TIBSF PG UIF -JLPVBMB PJM ୮ୢFME 8JUI -JLPVBMBؠT P୭୮ୢDJBM SFTFSWFT HSFBUFS UIBO  NJMMJPO
CBSSFMT BOE 5PUBM FOUJUMFE UP % PG QSPEVDUJPO 5PUBMؠT TIBSF XBT XPSUI OFBSMZ BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
$ NJMMJPO BU MBUF  QSJDFT 5IF 4/1$ JO UVSO TPME UIJT TIBSF UP -JLPVBMB 4" GPS B NFSF $
NJMMJPO <> -JLPVBMB 4"ؠT PXOFS .BVSJDF /HVFTTP UIF QSFTJEFOUؠT PMEFS CSPUIFS UP XIPN 5PUBM
BSSBOHFE B MPBO GSPN #/1 1BSJCBT UP GBDJMJUBUF UIF QVSDIBTF "U  QSJDFT -JLPVBMB 4"ؠT TIBSF
JT XPSUI OFBSMZ . CJMMJPO USBOTGFSSJOH $POHPؠT OBUJPOBM XFBMUI EJSFDUMZ UP UIF SVMJOH GBNJMZ BOE
CFZPOE UIF XBUDIGVM FZF PG UIF *.' -JLPVBMB 4"ؠT HFOFSBM BENJOJTUSBUPS XBT "OESF #BIPVNJOB B
$POHPMFTF OBUJPOBM BOE GPSNFS 5PUBM FNQMPZFF 5PUBM DPOUJOVFE UP QBZ #BIPVNJOBؠT TBMBSZ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMTP CVJMU UIF GPVOEBUJPOT PG B QSPQBHBOEB FNQJSF UIBU TPPO DPOUSPMMFE WJSUV
BMMZ BMM UIF JOGPSNBUJPO UP XIJDI IJT DPNQBUSJPUT IBWF BDDFTT +FBO 1BVM 1JHBTTF XIP IBE NBOBHFE
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSPQBHBOEB BQQBSBUVT TJODF  MBVODIFE B NPOUIMZ OFXTQBQFS -ॶ %©QªDIॶ
EF #SB[[BWJMMF JO  -ॶ %©QªDIॶ TUBSUFE QVCMJTIJOH XFFLMZ JO  BOE UIFO EBJMZ JO  JU
SFNBJOT $POHPؠT POMZ EBJMZ OFXTQBQFS " ୮ୢG୴I PG UIF QSJDF PG PUIFS OFXTQBQFST JU JT GVOEFE EJSFDUMZ
CZ UIF 4/1$ *UT FEJUPSJBM DPNNJUUFF JT PWFSTFFO CZ NJMF (BOLBNB B TFOJPS JOUFMMJHFODF P୭୮ୢDFS
JO UIF $POHPMFTF NJMJUBSZ 8JUI )FOSJ -PQTʙ  4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BNCBTTBEPS UP 1BSJT TJODF 
1JHBTTF BMTP PWFSTFFT(©PQPMJUJRVF "GSJDBJOF B UISJDF ZFBSMZ SFWJFX PG JOUFSOBUJPOBM B୭GBJST XJUI BO
BOOVBM CVEHFU PG OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT JUT QSॶJEFOU EԙIPOOFVS BOE UIF 4/1$ GVOET
5IJT JT CBTFE PO %11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ*"#Ǹ $ǣ,/$ȇ-"1/,)"0ȇ-!#ȇ--,/1Ȁ-/, ǐ3/&)ȀǒǏ'2&+Ǐǘǣ-!#
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  .BSDI 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "VHVTUF /HVFNCP  .BZ 

JUT PQFSBUJPOT 5IF GFX SFNBJOJOH JOEFQFOEFOU OFXTQBQFST FJUIFS TFMGDFOTPS PS BEPQU BO PCWJ
PVTMZ QSPHPWFSONFOU FEJUPSJBM MJOF JO FYDIBOHF GPS BEWFSUJTJOH SFWFOVF BOE NJOJTUFSJBM BDDFTT 5IF
 $POTUJUVUJPO DSFBUFE UIF $POTFJM 4VQFSJFVS EF MB -JCFSU© $PNNVOJDBUJPO PTUFOTJCMZ UP QSP
UFDU KPVSOBMJTUJD GSFFEPN " EJTUJODUMZ 0SXFMMJBO OBNF UIF $4-$ؠT QSJNBSZ PDDVQBUJPO JT UP IBSBTT
5BMॵTB BOE UIF PUIFS GFX PQQPTJUJPO OFXTQBQFST 5IF DPVOUSZؠT GPVS UFMFWJTJPO TUBUJPOT BSF FRVBMMZ
DPOUSPMMFE CZ UIF GBNJMZ POF JT PXOFE CZ FMEFS CSPUIFS .BVSJDF POF CZ EBVHIUFS $MBVEJB POF CZ
/PSCFSU %BCJSB *OTQFDUPS (FOFSBM PG UIF "SNFE 'PSDFT BOE GPSNFSMZ B $PCSB DPNNBOEFS BOE POF
CZ UIF TUBUF JUTFMG "OE JO QBSUOFSTIJQ XJUI UIF PCWJPVTMZ OPOEFNPDSBUJD HPWFSONFOUT PG &RVBUP
SJBM (VJOFB $IBE $BNFSPPO BOE (BCPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDFOUMZ MBVODIFE "GSJDB  XIJDI TUZMFT
JUTFMG BT UIF QBO"GSJDBO DPVOUFSQBSU UP $// BOE UIF ##$
4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVME OPU IPXFWFS TJNQMZ BCPMJTI UIF DPVOUSZؠT GFX JOEFQFOEFOU IVNBO SJHIUT
/(0T 'PS UIF PMEFTU PG UIFTF0CTFSWBUPJSF $POHPMBॷ Eॶ %SPJUT EF Mԙ)PNNF 	0$%)
 IBE CFFO
B NFNCFS PG UIF '©E©SBUJPO *OUFSOBUJPOBMF Eॶ %SPJUT EF Mԙ)PNNF 	'*%)
 JO 'SBODF TJODF JUT 
DSFBUJPO BOE JO  XBT FWFO SFDPHOJ[FE CZ UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIVT DIBSHFE
BO 0XBOEP OBUJWF (FSNBJO $©QIBT &XBOHVJ XJUI DSFBUJOH UIF '©E©SBUJPO $POHPMBॷF Eॶ %SPJUT
EF Mԙ)PNNF 	'&$0%)0
 F୭GFDUJWFMZ B HPWFSONFOUPQFSBUFE /(0 UIBU SFMJBCMZ KVTUJ୮ୢFT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QSJWBUF JOUFSFTUT XJUI IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF PCWJPVTMZ DFMF
CSBUFE JUT BSSJWBM
5IF CJSUI PG '&$0%)0 XJMM ୮ୢOBMMZ FOBCMF VT UP F୭GFDUJWFMZ DPVOUFS UIF EJTJOGPSNB
UJPO QSBDUJDFE PO UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM TUBHF CZ UIF0CTFSWBUPJSF $POHPMBॷ Eॶ %SPJUT EF
Mԙ)PNNF BOE UIF '©E©SBUJPO *OUFSOBUJPOBMF Eॶ %SPJUT EF Mԙ)PNNF
&XBOHVJ IBT DPOTJTUFOUMZ BSHVFE UIBU 'SFODI DPVSUT TIPVME OPU JOWFTUJHBUF UIF #FBDI .BTTBDSF PG
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  .BSDI 
-ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF  "VHVTU 

 UIBU $POHPMFTF FMFDUJPOT BSF HFOFSBMMZ GBJS BOE UIBU UIF 'SFODI JOWFTUJHBUJPO JOUP 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT JT CPUI VOKVTUJ୮ୢFE BOE B WJPMBUJPO PG $POHPMFTF TPWFSFJHOUZ *OEFFE
BG୴FS UIF /PWFNCFS  SVMJOH UIBU 'SFODI DPVSUT XPVME JOEFFE IFBS UIF DBTF &XBOHVJ BOOPVODFE
IF XPVME BQQFBM UP UIF &VSPQFBO $PVSU PG +VTUJDF JO -VYFNCPVSH )F TBJE UIJT UP -B 4FNBJOF
"GSJDBJOF
5P CF B IVNBO SJHIUT BDUJWJTU EPFT OPU NFBO EJTQFOTJOH XJUI QBUSJPUJTN PS FWFO 1BO
"GSJDBOJTN XIJDI NVTU CF GPS VT B DPNQMFUF JEFPMPHZ 8F BSF DPOGSPOUJOH B TDBO
EBMPVT WJPMBUJPO PG UIF OPSNT UIBU HPWFSO SFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO TPWFSFJHO TUBUFT BOE JG
XF DFEF JU XJMM CF UPNPSSPX UIF CBTJT GPS UIF EJTJOUFHSBUJPO PG PVS TUBUFT UIBU XFSF
GPSNFSMZ DPMPOJ[FE BOE UPEBZ JOEFQFOEFOU GPS IBMG B DFOUVSZ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO TIPSU XBT RVJDLMZ TFDVSJOH IJNTFMG BOE UIF DMJNBUF JO #SB[[BWJMMF DIBOHFE
QBMQBCMZ 'PS UIF ୮ୢSTU UJNF JO UIF DPVOUSZؠT IJTUPSZ QSJWBUF DJUJ[FOT QPMJUJDBM ୮ୢHVSFT BOE MPDBM CVTJ
OFTTFT CFHBO QVSDIBTJOH DPOTQJDVPVTMZ MBSHF BEWFSUJTFNFOUT JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT MFBEJOH JOEFQFOEFOU
OFXTQBQFST BU /FX :FBST BOE "VHVTU  $POHPؠT JOEFQFOEFODF IPMJEBZ 5IFJS QVSQPTF UP DPO
HSBUVMBUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS IJT NBOZ BDDPNQMJTINFOUT PG UIF QSFWJPVT ZFBS BOE UP FYUFOE آCFTU
XJTIFTأ GPS UIF OFYU " UZQJDBM BEWFSUJTFNFOU UBLFO GSPN +BOVBSZ  BQQFBST JO 'JHVSF  *U JT
VODMFBS JG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BDUVBMMZ SFBET UIFN #VU UIJT * BN UPME JT PG MJUUMF JNQPSU 'PS UIF BEWFS
UJTFNFOUTؠ QVSQPTF JT UP QVCMJDMZ TJHOBM POFؠT TVQQPSU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP CF QVCMJDMZ JEFOUJ୮ୢFE
XJUI IJN
4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFTQPOEFE UP UIJT OFX FOWJSPONFOU CZ BEKVTUJOH IJT SFHJNFؠT QFSTPOOFM /PUXJUI
TUBOEJOH IJT QSPNJTFT UP #POHP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFEPVCMFE IJT F୭GPSUT UP DSFBUF B HFPHSBQIJD JO
HSPVQ ؛ FTQFDJBMMZ GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPSF DSJUJDBM QPSUGPMJPT ؛ DFOUFSFE PO 0ZP 5IJT PG୴FO FOUBJMFE
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS  BMTP %11-ǥȇȇ#/ǣ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#/& 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EJTNJTTJOH DJWJM XBS WFUFSBOT XIPTF CJSUI WJMMBHFT XFSF GBS GSPN 0ZP FWFO UIPVHI UIFJS MPZBMUZ XBT
VORVFTUJPOFE $IJFG PG 4UB୭G .PUBOEP XBT SFQMBDFE CZ +BDRVFT :WPO /EPMPV BOPUIFS $PCSB DPN
NBOEFS BOE B -JLVCB GSPN .PTTBLB IF XBT HJWFO UIF %FGFOTF .JOJTUSZ UXP ZFBST MBUFS TVDDFFEFE
BT NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G CZ $IBSMFT 3JDIBSE .POEKP B ,PVZPV GSPN 0XBOEP 5BTTPVB B OBUJWF
PG &OZFMMF -JLPVBMB MPDBUFE JO UIF GBS OPSUIFBTU DPSOFS PG UIF DPVOUSZ XBT &OFSHZ .JOJTUFS VOUJM
 XIFO IF XBT HJWFO BO FWFO NPSF USJWJBM QPTJUJPO WJDF QSFTJEFOU PG UIF &DPOPNJD BOE 4PDJBM
$PVODJM 0UIFS XBSUJNF MPZBMJTUT XIP QSPWJEFE SFHJPOBM CBMBODF JO  XFSF BMTP RVJDLMZ EJTNJTTFE
1JFSSF /[© B OBUJWF PG 0VFTTP 4BOHIB OFBSMZ  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP XBT SFMFHBUFE UP UIF 4FOBUF
'SBO§PJT -VNXBNV B OBUJWF PG -PVJOHVJ 1PPM TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP SFNBJOFE MPZBM UP 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP UISPVHIPVU BMM UIF BUSPDJUJFT JO୯୳JDUFE PO UIF SFHJPO HJWFO UIF )JHIFS &EVDBUJPO BOE
4DJFOUJ୮ୢD 3FTFBSDI QPSUGPMJPT JO  IF XBT EJTQMBDFE UXP ZFBST MBUFS CZ )FOSJ 0TT¨CJ B .BLPVB
GSPN (BNCPNB BOE 1JFSSF /[JMB B 5©L© GSPN 0LPZP $VWFUUF TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP .CPVO
HPV .CPVOHPVؠT DMBJN PO UIF 1SJNF .JOJTUFSTIJQ XBT TJNQMZ SFKFDUFE UIFSF XPVME CF OP 1SJNF
.JOJTUFS BOE .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV XBT MFG୴ XJUIPVU B CVEHFU BU UIF )JHI $PNNJTTJPO GPS &Y
$PNCBUUBOUT 5IF 5©L© CMPD XFOU BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ VODPNQFOTBUFE /HPV©MPOE©M© BOE %[PO GBDFE
P୭G GPS UIF ୮ୢSTU EFQVUZ TFBU GSPN (BNCPNB 1MBUFBVY BOE MPTU UP BO VOLOPXO UIJSE DBOEJEBUF 1BVM
4UBOJTMBT /HVJF ,BCB B EJTUBOU DPVTJO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPO (BNCPNBؠT TFDPOE TFBU %[PO XBT
SFNPWFE GSPN UIF 'JOBODF .JOJTUSZ .CFSJ BOE .BNQPVZB OPX EJTDSFEJUFE BNPOH 61"%4 BOE
.$%%* QBSUJTBOT XFSF SFNPWFE BT XFSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZBؠT UPQ BJEFT
"QBSU GSPN IJT HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMTP SFDSVJUFE UIF XJWFT BOE NJTUSFTTFT PG
IJT GPSNFS SJWBMT "OHF %JBXBSB B OBUJWF PG 1PPM BUUFNQUFE B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU JO 'FCSVBSZ  BHBJOTU
.BSJFO /HPVBCJ PODF DBQUVSFE BOE LJMMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE IJT IFBE EJTQMBZFE JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT
DFOUSBM TUBEJVN B TQFDUBDVMBSMZ HSVFTPNF B୭GBJS <> "EFMB¯EF .PVHBOZ IJT XJGF FOUFSFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU JO  BOE IBT BQQFBSFE JO FBDI HPWFSONFOU TJODF 4IF XBT KPJOFE CZ &N
4IF JT BMTP LOPXO BT "EFMB¯EF .PVOE©M© /HPMMP GSPN B TVCTFRVFOU NBSSJBHF

JMJFOOF 3BPVM XJGF PG (FOFSBM "MGSFE 3BPVM $POHPؠT ୮ୢSTU HSBEVBUF PG 4BJOU$ZS BOE CSJF୯୳Z QSJNF
NJOJTUFS BOE QSFTJEFOU JO  MJLF .PVHBOZ TIF IBT SFNBJOFE JO UIF HPWFSONFOU TJODF $MBVEJOF
.VOBSJ -JTTPVCBؠT POFUJNF DBCJOFU EJSFDUPS BOE BDDPSEJOH UP NBOZ NJTUSFTT SFUVSOFE GSPN FYJMF
JO  UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO UIF/BUJPOBMF %JBMPHVF 4BOT &YDMॸJWF TIF XBT FMFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "T
TFNCMZ JO  BOE OBNFE UP UIF HPWFSONFOU JO  4IPSUMZ BG୴FS "OES© .JMPOHPؠT  EFBUI
4BTTPV /HVFTTP QSFWBJMFE VQPO IJT XJEPX .BSJF5IFS¨TF UP BDDFQU UIF NBZPSBMUZ PG #PLP UIFJS
OBUJWF UPXO BOE DIJFG DPOTUJUVFODZ $POHP JT BO PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ QBUSJBSDIBM TPDJFUZ BOE UIFTF BQ
QPJOUNFOUT BSF JOUFSQSFUFE BT TVCNJTTJPO UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PXO QBUSJBSDIZ .BSJP 7BSHBT -MPTB
XSPUF PG UIJT JO 'FॵU PG UIF (PBU
 $ছ঎ঊঝ঒গঐ $ঘ&ঝ঑গ঒ঌ঒ঝঢ (঎ঘঐছঊঙ঑঒ঌ 1ছঘড঒খ঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌজ
5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF DPO୮ୢSNT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSUT UP DPOTUSVDU B HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ
'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT B NBQ PG $POHP XJUI JUT  SFHJPOT TIBEFE BDDPSEJOH UP QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUZ
/POF PG UIF OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT DPOUBJO NPSF UIBO ୮ୢWF QFPQMF QFS TRVBSF LJMPNFUFS UIF TPVUIFSO SF
HJPOT DPOUBJO BT NBOZ BT  QFPQMF QFS TRVBSF LJMPNFUFS
5IF EBUBTFU PG $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDBM FMJUFT SFDPSET CJPHSBQIJD BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM EBUB GPS WJSUVBMMZ BMM
PG $POHPؠT NBKPS BOE NJEMFWFM BQQPJOUFFT TJODF  HFOFSBMT TFOJPS DPMPOFMT NJOJTUFST QSFTJEFO
UJBM BEWJTPST MPDBM BOE SFHJPOBM FYFDVUJWFT IFBET PG QBSBTUBUBMT BOE BQQPJOUFFT UP UIF WBSJPVT DPOTUJ
UVUJPOBM DPVSUT BOE BEWJTPSZ CPEJFT $POTUSVDUFE GSPN IVOESFET PG LFZ JOGPSNBOU JOUFSWJFXT UIF
BSDIJWFT PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT UISFF MFBEJOH OFXTQBQFST BOE B SBOHF PG PUIFS TPVSDFT JU DPVOUT NPSF UIBO
 BQQPJOUFFT UP OFBSMZ  EJ୭GFSFOU SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT 6OEFSTUBOEJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQQPJOU
NFOUT SFRVJSFT BMTP VOEFSTUBOEJOH XIP DPVME IBWF CFFO BQQPJOUFE CVU Xॵ OPU 5IBU JT JU SFRVJSFT
B DPVOUFSGBDUVBM TFU PG QPMJUJDBM FMJUFT 5IFSFGPSF * BMTP SFDPSE NPSF UIBO  PUIFS NBKPS ୮ୢHVSFT
BMM NFNCFST PG QBSMJBNFOU BMM TFOBUPST DPMPOFMT XIP PDDVQJFE NJEMFWFM QPTJUJPOT JO UIF NJMJUBSZ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $MBVEF .BMFMB 4PCB  "QSJM 

OBUJPOBM MFWFM P୭୮ୢDJBMT PG BMM QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT QSPNJOFOU DJWJM TPDJFUZ MFBEFST MFBEJOH CVTJOFTT ୮ୢHVSFT
BOE TFOJPS P୭୮ୢDJBMT JO UIF -JTTPVCB SFHJNF PG UIF T "MUPHFUIFS UIF EBUBTFU DPVOUT OFBSMZ , 
NFNCFST PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM BOE FDPOPNJD FMJUF TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO ZJFMEJOH SPVHIMZ
,  FMJUFZFBS PCTFSWBUJPOT %FTDSJQUJWF TUBUJTUJDT GPS BQQPJOUFFT BOE OPOBQQPJOUFFT BQQFBS JO
'JHVSF 
8IJMF WJSUVBMMZ BMM OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT TVQQPSUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT XBS F୭GPSU ؛ BOE FTQFDJBMMZ UIF
-JLPVBMB SFHJPO XIJDI QSPWJEFE CPUI HFOFSBMT BOE GPPU TPMEJFST ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDSVJUT PWFS
XIFMNJOHMZ GSPN BO  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP 5IF NBQT JO 'JHVSFT  BOE  NBLF UIJT BCVO
EBOUMZ DMFBS 5IF GPSNFS PWFSMBZT UIF CJSUI WJMMBHF PG FBDI PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPSF UIBO  BQ
QPJOUFFT UIF MBUUFS PWFSMBZT UIF CJSUI WJMMBHF PG FBDI PG UIF EBUBTFUؠT ,  QPMJUJDBM BOE FDPOPNJD
FMJUFT XJUI UIPTF PG .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT TIBEFE $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM FMJUF 'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT SF୯୳FDUT
UIF DPVOUSZؠT VOEFSMZJOH EFNPHSBQIZ 5IF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF GBS NPSF EFOTF BOE IFODF HJWF
UIF DPVOUSZ UIF NBKPSJUZ PG JUT QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST 4UJMM 'JHVSF  TIPXT KVTU IPX UIPSPVHIMZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP SFDSVJUT GSPN 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT
4DIPMBST DJUF FUIOJDJUZ BT B DFOUSBM EFUFSNJOBOU PG FDPOPNJD HSPXUI <> QVCMJD HPPE QSPWJTJPO
<   > JOUFSQFSTPOBM USVTU <> QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ DPIFTJPO < > BOE DJWJM XBS <> 8IJMF
DPFUIOJDJUZ BOE HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ BSF DPSSFMBUFE ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT BSF DPO
DFOUSBUFE BSPVOE 0ZP BT 'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT ؛ UIF TUBUJTUJDBM FWJEFODF NBLFT DMFBS UIBU HFPHSBQIJD
QSPYJNJUZ JUTFMG ESJWFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFDSVJUNFOU EFDJTJPOT 1VU TJNQMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JO
HSPVQ JT HFPHSBQIJD SBUIFS UIBO FUIOJD
5BCMF  QSFTFOUT UIF SFTVMUT PG B TFSJFT PG TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFMT UIBU FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF
%VF UP B QFDVMJBS GFBUVSF PG $POHPؠT FUIOJD HFPHSBQIZ HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ BOE FUIOJDJUZ BSF OPU GVMMZ
DPMMJOFBS 0ZP TJUT PO UIF CBOLT PG UIF "MJNB 3JWFS TFQBSBUFE GSPN UIF 1MBUFBVY SFHJPO CZ B TIPSU CSJEHF 5IF
"MJNB JT UIF HFPHSBQIJD DFOUFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .CPDIJ FUIOJD HSPVQ XJUI .CPDIJT SFTJEJOH PO FJUIFS PG
JUT CBOLT 5IF FUIOJD CPSEFS UP UIF TPVUI MJFT CVU  NJMFT BXBZ CFZPOE XIJDI UIF 5©L© FUIOJDJUZ EPNJOBUFT
UIF OPSUIFSO FUIOJD CPSEFS JT BOPUIFS  NJMFT BXBZ CFZPOE XIJDI UIF ,PVZPV BOE .BLPVB FUIOJDJUJFT
EPNJOBUF .CPDIJMBOE UIVT DPOTUJUVUFT B OBSSPX CBOE BSPVOE UIF MFOHUI PG UIF "MJNB

J SFDFJWFT B SFHJNF BQQPJOUNFOU JO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG DPFUIOJDJUZ XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE UIF
EJTUBODF JO NJMFT PG IJT CJSUI WJMMBHF GSPN 0ZP 5IF NPEFMT DPOUSPM GPS B SBOHF PG JOEJWJEVBMMFWFM
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT XIFUIFS FMJUF J JT B SFMBUJWF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PS B NFNCFS PG IJT DPODVCJOF OFUXPSL
NJMJUBSZ HFOFSBM OBUJWF PG ,PVJMPV PS -JLPVBMB NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5 DJWJM XBS WFUFSBO GPSNFS -JT
TPVCB NJOJTUFS UIF QPQVMBUJPO PG FMJUF JؠT OBUJWF SFHJPO BOE XIFUIFS FMJUF J IFME BO BQQPJOUNFOU
JO ZFBS U −  *NQPSUBOUMZ UIFTF DPOUSPM WBSJBCMFT DBQUVSF JOEJWJEVBM MFWFM GFBUVSFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI
JOUSJOTJD MPZBMUZ PS EJTMPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP * BMTP JODMVEF ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT UP BDDPNNPEBUF
VOPCTFSWFE GFBUVSFT PG QBSUJDVMBS ZFBST TVDI BT UIF BNPVOU PG PJM UIFG୴ PS UIF TJ[F PG UIF GVMM SFHJNF
4JODF UIF PVUDPNF JT EJDIPUPNPVT ؛ FJUIFS FMJUF J PDDVQJFE BO JOUFSNFEJBUF PS IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPO JO
UIF SFHJNF JO ZFBS U PS EJE OPU ؛ * FNQMPZ MPHJU NPEFMT
5IF SFTVMUT BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  5IF SJHIU DPMVNO SFDPSET UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J SF
DFJWFE B IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPO JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT $IJFG PG 4UB୭G PG UIF "SNFE
'PSDFT %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS $PNNBOEFS PG UIF #SB[[BWJMMF .JMJUBSZ ;POF $IJFG PG 1SFTJEFOUJBM 4F
DVSJUZ $IJFG PG UIF /BUJPOBM 4FDVSJUZ $PVODJM $PNNBOEFS PG (SPVOE 'PSDFT $IJFG PG 5FSSJUPSJBM
4VSWFJMMBODF BOE %JSFDUPS PG UIF /BUJPOBM 1PMJDF BNPOH PUIFST 5IFTF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT JOEFFE
BSF BNPOH UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EFMFHBUFT BOE UIF EBUBTFU DPVOUT SPVHIMZ  PG
UIFN 5IF DFOUFS DPMVNO SFDPSET UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J SFDFJWFE B IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOU UP
UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT JO ZFBS U UIF 'JOBODF 0JM 'PSFJHO "୭GBJST 'PSFTUSZ BOE *OUFSJPS .JOJTUSJFT
1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 4VQSFNF $PVSU "NCBTTBEPST UP 'SBODF BOE $IJOB BOE %JSFDUPS PG UIF 4/1$
BNPOH PUIFST -JLF UIF IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT UP UIF NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT UIFTF BQQPJOUNFOUT BSF
NPTU DSJUJDBM UP SFHJNF TFDVSJUZ 5IF MFG୴ DPMVNO SFDPSET UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J SFDFJWFE B NJE
MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOU UP UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT JO ZFBS U 5IFTF BQQPJOUNFOUT BSF WFSZ QVCMJD ؛ MPX MFWFM
NJOJTUFST GPS JOTUBODF PS NFNCFST PG UIF 4VQSFNF $PVSU ؛ CVU MFTT DSJUJDBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IPME PO QPXFS * DMBTTJ୮ୢFE BMM QPTJUJPOT XJUI B UFBN PG $POHPMFTF SFTFBSDI BTTJTUBOUT NBOZ PG XIPN
PDDVQJFE QPTJUJPOT JO UIF HPWFSONFOU CVSFBVDSBDZ UIFNTFMWFT
'PS BMM DPMVNOT UIF MFG୴ QPJOUT HJWF UIF F୭GFDU PG DPFUIOJDJUZ XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIFO UIF Eॷ
UBODF PG FMJUF JԙT CJSUI WJMMBHF GSPN 0ZP ॷ FYDMVEFE *O BMM NPEFMT DPFUIOJDJUZ XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BQQFBST UP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ JODSFBTF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BQQPJOUNFOU FTQFDJBMMZ GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU
DSJUJDBM QPTJUJPOT *OEFFE DPOEJUJPOBM PO PDDVQZJOH B SFHJNF QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS U −  .CPDIJ DP
FUIOJDJUZ JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J SFDFJWFT B IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPO JO UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT
JODSFBTFT GSPN % UP % .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J SFDFJWFT B IJHI
MFWFM QPTJUJPO JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JODSFBTFT GSPN % UP % :FU XIFO HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJN
JUZ JT DPOUSPMMFE GPS .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ IBT WJSUVBMMZ OP F୭GFDU BT UIF DFOUFS QPJOUT JO BMM DPMVNOT
EFNPOTUSBUF
5IF ୮ୢOBM QPJOUT JO BMM DPMVNOT SFQPSU UIF F୭GFDU PG HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ PO FMJUF JؠT BQQPJOUNFOU
QSPCBCJMJUZ 5IFTF NBLF DMFBS UIBU UIF FYQMBOBUPSZ QPXFS BUUSJCVUFE UP .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ JT BD
UVBMMZ EVF UP HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ 8IJMF .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ IBT OP F୭GFDU FMJUFT XIPTF OBUJWF
WJMMBHFT BSF SPVHIMZ  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP BSF FYUSFNFMZ VOMJLFMZ UP PDDVQZ B IJHI MFWFM DJWJMJBO QPTU ؛
BT UIF DFOUFS DPMVNO NBLFT DMFBS ؛ FWFO JG UIFZ PDDVQJFE B IJHI MFWFM DJWJMJBO QPTU JO ZFBS U −  5IF
SJHIU DPMVNO TVHHFTUT UIBU JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT FMJUF JؠT BQQPJOUNFOU TUBUVT JO ZFBS U −  IBT B
DPOTJEFSBCMF F୭GFDU PO IJT BQQPJOUNFOU QSPTQFDUT JO ZFBS U 4UJMM UIF F୭GFDU PG HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ JT
DPOTJEFSBCMF &MJUFT XIPTF OBUJWF WJMMBHFT BSF CVU  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP BSF UXJDF BT MJLFMZ UP IPME B IJHI
MFWFM QPTJUJPO JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT BU  NJMFT 5IF NPEFMT QFSGPSN
SFNBSLBCMZ XFMM 'PS JOUFSNFEJBUF MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT JO UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT UIF NPEFM DPSSFDUMZ
QSFEJDUT % PG UIF PVUDPNFT GPS IJHI MFWFM DJWJMJBO BQQPJOUNFOUT UIF NPEFM DPSSFDUMZ QSFEJDUT %
(FPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ NBZ TJNQMZ SF୯୳FDU JODMVTJPO JO TPNF DPSF TPDJBM OFUXPSL GSPN XIJDI 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP TFMFDUT IJT FMJUF .Z SFTFBSDI IPXFWFS TVHHFTUT UIBU FMJUF TPDJBM OFUXPSLT BSF FOEPHFOPVT UP BQQPJOU
NFOU JUTFMG *OEFFE FMJUF TPDJBM OFUXPSLT ؛ JO $POHP BT JO NPTU BVUPDSBDJFT ؛ GPSN BT B SFTVMU PG BQQPJOUNFOU
#SB[[BWJMMF JT TNBMM BOE IFODF JUT FMJUF BUUFOE UIF TBNF QBSUJFT EJOF BU UIF TBNF SFTUBVSBOUT BOE TFOE UIFJS
DIJMESFO UP UIF TBNF TDIPPMT

PG PVUDPNFT BOE GPS IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UIF NPEFM DPSSFDUMZ QSFEJDUT
% PG UIF PVUDPNFT
5P DPO୮ୢSN UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTUSVDUT IJT JOHSPVQ CBTFE PO HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ SBUIFS
UIBO .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ * FNQMPZ UXP SPCVTUOFTT DIFDLT 'JSTU TJODF FMJUFT GSPN 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT
BSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT ؛ NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF CJPMPHJDBM SFMBUJWFT UP IBWF
GPVHIU JO UIF  DJWJM XBS BOE NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF 1$5 NFNCFST BNPOH PUIFS EJTUJODUJPOT ؛ UIF
TUBUJTUJDBM SFTVMUT EFTDSJCFE BCPWF DPVME CF ESJWFO CZ PVU PG TBNQMF FYUSBQPMBUJPO #PUI UIF NBQ JO
'JHVSF  BOE UIF QMPU JO 'JHVSF  DPO୮ୢSN UIBU UIF DPSF PG UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ JT MJNJUFE UP
B SPVHIMZ  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP "DDPSEJOHMZ * FNQMPZ B NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS UIBU SFTUSJDUT
BUUFOUJPO UP FMJUFT XIP BSF TJNJMBS JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF XIFUIFS UIFJS OBUJWF WJMMBHF MJॶ XJUIJO UIॷ 
NJMF SBEJॸ BSPVOE 0ZP 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO DPMVNOT TFWFO UISPVHI OJOF PG 5BCMF  BOE UIFZ
BSF WJSUVBMMZ JEFOUJDBM UP UIF PUIFST 5IFZ TVHHFTU UIBU TJNQMZ SFTJEJOH XJUIJO UIF DBUDINFOU BSFB JT
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B % JODSFBTF JO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PDDVQZJOH B NJEMFWFM DJWJMJBO QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS
U BOE B % JODSFBTF JO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PDDVQZJOH B IJHIMFWFM DJWJMJBO QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS U 'PS
TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDJBMT SFTJEJOH JO UIF DBUDINFOU BSFB JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B % JODSFBTF JO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG
PDDVQZJOH B IJHIMFWFM NJMJUBSZ QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS U
4FDPOE * FYQMPJU UIF GBDU UIBU XJUIJO UIF  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP UIF EBUBTFU BMTP JODMVEFT
TPNF  OPO.CPDIJT GSPN  EJ୭GFSFOU WJMMBHFT * UIFO BTL XIFUIFS XJUIJO UIJT  NJMF SBEJVT
.CPDIJT FOKPZ B IJHIFS QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BQQPJOUNFOU UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT UIBO
OPO.CPDIJT 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO UIF ୮ୢOBM DPMVNO PG 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
"HBJO .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT FOKPZ WJSUVBMMZ OP BEWBOUBHF JO UIF NBSLFU GPS IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT
BG୴FS UIF EJTUBODF PG UIFJS IPNF WJMMBHF GSPN 0ZP JT DPOUSPMMFE GPS *OEFFE .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT BSF OP
NPSF BUUSBDUJWF UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT XIPTF CJSUI WJMMBHFT BSF FRVJEJTUBOU GSPN 0ZP BU BOZ QPJOU JO
'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT UIF SFTVMUT PG B OPOQBSBNFUSJD NPEFM UIBU FTUJNBUFT FMJUF JؠT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BQQPJOU
NFOU BT B GVODUJPO PG CJSUI WJMMBHF EJTUBODF UP 0ZP DPOUSPMMJOH GPS .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ

UIF DBUDINFOU BSFB
0CTFSWFST PG $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT PG୴FO EFTDSJCF UIF DPVOUSZ JO FUIOJD UFSNT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
1BSJTCBTFE +FVOF "GSJRVF SFDFOUMZ XSPUF آSFTFSWFT UIF LFZ QPTJUJPOT PG QPXFS GPS IJT PXO FUI
OJD HSPVQ UIF .CPDIJ UP UIF EFUSJNFOU PG PUIFSTأ.Z SFTFBSDI TVHHFTUT IPXFWFS UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SFDSVJUNFOU DIPJDFT UIFNTFMWFT DSFBUF BO FOMBSHFE .CPDIJ FUIOJDJUZ 'PS FUIOJDJUZ JUTFMG
BT #BUFT < > ୮ୢSTU BSHVFE BOE 1PTOFS <> B୭୮ୢSNFE JT FOEPHFOPVT UP QPMJUJDT 5IJT JT FTQFDJBMMZ
USVF XIFO JEFOUJGZJOH ؛ PS NPSF QSFDJTFMZ CFJOH JEFOUJ୮ୢFE ؛ BT B DFSUBJO FUIOJDJUZ IBT TVDI TJHOJG
JDBOU FDPOPNJD BOE QPMJUJDBM JNQMJDBUJPOT 5IF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ LOPXT UIJT * PODF BTLFE B
NFNCFS PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ UIJT آ1FPQMF TPSU PG DMBJN UP CF .CPDIJ BMM UIF UJNF EPOؠU
UIFZ 8IBU EP ZPV UIJOL PG UIJT أ )F SFTQPOEFE
0G DPVSTF UIFZ EP 8F KVTU MBVHI SFBMMZ * NFBO UIFZ EP JU GPS B SFBTPO
5IF SFBTPOT PG DPVSTF BSF UIF BEWBOUBHFT PG CFJOH JEFOUJ୮ୢFE BT B NFNCFS PG UIF JOHSPVQ CZ SFHV
MBS $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT GPSFJHO JOWFTUPST XIP SFRVJSF B MPDBM JOUFSMPDVUPS MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP
BSF MPBUIF UP IBSBTT TPNFPOF XJUI NJOJTUFSJBM DPOOFDUJPOT BOE UIF SFHJNF JUTFMG
 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌঊক $ঘগজ঎હঞ঎গঌ঎জ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFDSVJUNFOU TUSBUFHZ JT PCWJPVT UP FWFO ୮ୢSTU UJNF WJTJUPST #SB[[BWJMMF OFXTQB
QFST XBSOFE CZ UIF $POTFJM 4VQ©SJFVS EF MB -JCFSU© EF $PNNVOJDBUJPO BHBJOTU DSJUJDJ[JOH UIF HPW
FSONFOU BSF MJUUFSFE XJUI GBNJMZ OBNFT PG EJTUJODUMZ OPSUIFSO QSPWFOBODF (PNB *CPWJ *UPVB
.PVOE©M©/HPMMP .PVTTB /HVFTTP 0CB 0OEPOHP BOE B IBOEGVM PG PUIFST #SB[[BWJMMFؠT 'SFODI
TUZMF QBUॷTFSJॶ BSF NPTUMZ QPQVMBUFE CZ OPSUIFSOFST XJUI ୮ୢOFMZ UBJMPSFE TJML TVJUT BOE 467T 8IJMF
4FF %11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ'"2+"#/&.2"ǣ ,*ȇ 12ȇǑǏǐǓǏǑǏǔǐǒǓǗǒǑǑǏǐǓǏǑǏǔǐǒǓǗǐǒȇ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0NBS #POHP 0OEJNCB  "QSJM 
0OF OPUBCMF JODJEFOU *O .BSDI  BG୴FS B #SB[[BWJMMF NVOJUJPOT EFQPU FYQMPEFE EFDJNBUJOH TFW
FSBM OFJHICPSIPPET BOE LJMMJOH BU MFBTU ,  +BDRVFT #BOBOHB[BMB UIF $4-$ QSFTJEFOU XBSOFE 'PSVN 57
BHBJOTU CSPBEDBTUJOH +PF &CJOBؠT DBMMT GPS UIF HPWFSONFOU UP SFTJHO *OUFSWJFX XJUI &CJOB  .BSDI 

UIF SPBE OFUXPSL JO UIF QPQVMBUJPO EFOTF TPVUI JT WJSUVBMMZ JNQBTTBCMF BG୴FS B TFSJFT PG XBST BOE 
ZFBST PG OFHMFDU #SB[[BWJMMF OPX CPBTUT UXP IJHIXBZT UP UIF OPSUI XJUI OVNFSPVT ॶQBDॶ UPVSॷ
UJRVॶ ؛ XFFLFOE SFUSFBUT ؛ GPS #SB[[BWJMMFؠT OPSUIFSOFST BMPOH UIF XBZ "OE 1PJOUF/PJSF $POHPؠT
FDPOPNJD DBQJUBM BOE TPVUIFSONPTU DJUZ JT OPX UIPSPVHIMZ EPNJOBUFE CZ OPSUIFSOFST XJUI UIFJS
CFBDIGSPOU WJMMBT JODSFBTJOHMZ EJTQMBDJOH UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO
:FU UIF TUSBUFHZ FOUBJMT SFBM SJTLT GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP $POHPؠT TPVUIFSOFST JOEFFE BSF BDVUFMZ
BXBSF PG UIFJS TFDPOE DMBTT TUBUVT %FTQJUF GFSUJMF TPJM BOE IJHI QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUZ UIF TPVUIFSO
SFHJPOT IBWF WJSUVBMMZ OP BDDFTT UP QPUBCMF XBUFS BOE FMFDUSJDJUZ 4PVUIFSOFST TQFBL DPNNPOMZ PG
MJCFSBUJPO BOE SFWPMVUJPO BOE UIF VMUJNBUF TBDSJ୮ୢDF آ8F TUJMM IBWF PVS EJHOJUZأ .CPVOHPV .CPVO
HPV UPME NF آBOE XF XJMM DPOUJOVF UP ୮ୢHIUأ " GPSNFS IJHI SBOLJOH TPVUIFSOFS JO UIF PJM TFDUPS
DPO୮ୢEFE آ0VS IJTUPSZ JT XSJUUFO JO CMPPE #VU XF TJNQMZ EPOؠU IBWF UIF XFBQPOT UP UISFBUFO UIF
HPWFSONFOUأ *O TIPSU TPVUIFSOFST XPVME HMBEMZ SFUVSO UP XBS JG UIFZ IBE POMZ B MFBEFS BSPVOE
XIPN UP SBMMZ BOE BDDFTT UP BSNT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QBSUJTBOT SFQFBU B WBSJFUZ PG TVCUMZ UISFBUFOJOH
TMPHBOT UP EJTDPVSBHF SFUSJCVUJPO آ%POؠU UPVDI NZ QSFTJEFOUأ BNPOH PUIFST
*ODSFBTJOHMZ OPSUIFSOFST FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF JOHSPVQ GFFM TJNJMBSMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EFDJTJPO UP
NBSHJOBMJ[F -JLPVBMB OBUJWFT ؛ XIP UIPVHI GBS GSPN 0ZP TFSWFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBJUIGVMMZ EVSJOH
UIF DJWJM XBS ؛ TP BOHFSFE UIFN UIBU UIFJS MFBEFST QSJWBUFMZ DPOTJEFSFE DPVQT Eԙ©UBU PO TFWFSBM PDDB
TJPOT CFUXFFO MBUF  BOE  5IFZ DPOTJEFSFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSPWPDBUJPO CPUI VOOFDFTTBSZ
BOE VOKVTU 'PS UIFZ IBE TBDSJ୮ୢDFE USFNFOEPVTMZ UP IFMQ SFUVSO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP QPXFS UIFJS MPZ
BMUZ CFZPOE SFQSPBDI 5IF DPVOUSZ JT DVSSFOUMZ BU QFBDF CVU GPS IPX MPOH SFNBJOT VODMFBS 5IJT
UFOTJPO JT B EJSFDU DPOTFRVFODF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFDSVJUNFOU TUSBUFHZ
4UVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT HFOFSBMMZ USFBU MPZBMUZ BT B GVODUJPO PG ୮ୢOBODJBM JOUFSFTU 3FHJNF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV  +VOF 
8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX GPSNFS WJDF NBZPS PG #SB[[BWJMMF BOE .JOJTUFSJBM $BCJOFU %JSFDUPS  'FCSVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI $MBVEF .BMFMB 4PCB  "QSJM  BOE (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BZ 

BQQPJOUFFT UIF BSHVNFOUT HFOFSBMMZ HP DPNQMZ XJUI UIF BVUPDSBU CFDBVTF IF DPNQFOTBUFT UIFN GPS
JU IBOETPNFMZ PS PUIFSXJTF <> 5IF TDBMF PG DPSSVQUJPO JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $POHP JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOU
UP TFDVSF UIF MPZBMUZ PG FWFO UIF NPTU IBSEFOFE QPMJUJDBM PQQPOFOUT :FU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BDDFQUT TJH
OJ୮ୢDBOU SJTL UP DPOTUSVDU B HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPVT JOHSPVQ FWFO EJTNJTTJOH QSFWJPVT EFNPO
TUSBUJPOT PG MPZBMUZ 8IZ EJTNJTT PUIFSXJTF MPZBM TFSWBOUT XIFO UIF SFUVSOT GSPN BQQPJOUNFOU BSF TP
IJHI "OE XIZ TFU UIF SFUVSOT GSPN BQQPJOUNFOU TP NVDI IJHIFS UIBO SFRVJSFE UP EFUFS DPOTQJSB
DJFT 
 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ 3঎ঌছঞ঒ঝখ঎গঝ
5P FYQMPSF XIZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT XJMMJOH UP UBLF TVDI HSFBU SJTLT ؛ BOE UP EJTNJTT QSFWJPVT EFNPO
TUSBUJPOT PG MPZBMUZ ؛ UP DPOTUSVDU B HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPVT DPBMJUJPO * FNQMPZ HBNF UIFPSZ
5IF NPEFM CFMPX EJTUJMMT UIF DPNQMJDBUFE SFBMJUJFT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT JOUP B WFSZ TJNQMF GSBNF
XPSL JOTQJSFE CZ NZ ZFBST JO $POHP XIJDI FOBCMFT VT UP BQQSFDJBUF UIF EZOBNJDT UIBU MFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP UP UBLF TVDI SJTLT
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ
$POTJEFS B TPDJFUZ DPNQSJTFE PG BO BVUPDSBU% B DIBMMFOHFS−% BOE BO FMJUF PG TJ[F/ 5IF BVUP
DSBU NVTU ୮ୢMM ɀ SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT GSPN BNPOH UIF TPDJFUZؠT/ FMJUFT 5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT BNPVOU C% PG
TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 UP TIBSF XJUI PDDVQBOUT PG UIF ɀ QPSUGPMJPT 5IF BVUPDSBU QPTTFTTFT TPNF BNPVOU PG
DPBMJUJPO QPXFS Ʌ ∈ (, ) XIJDI JT DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF BNPOH FMJUFT * SFGFS UP Ʌ BT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS *U DBQUVSFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT BCMF UP TVSWJWF BOZ BOUJSFHJNF BD
UJWJUZ JO XIJDI FMJUF J FOHBHFT 5IJT DPVME SF୯୳FDU TVQQPSU GSPN UIF 'SFODI NJMJUBSZ PS UIF DPNQFUFODF
PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QFSTPOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT
8IFO UIF HBNF CFHJOT UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ DIPPTF UP SFTUSJDU UIF QPPM PG QPUFOUJBM BQQPJOUFFT UP

TPNF HSPVQ O ⊂ / *O TP EPJOH UIF BVUPDSBU SFEVDFT UIF OVNCFS PG DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT
ɀ QPSUGPMJPT GSPN/ UP O DSFBUJOH BO F୭GFDUJWF QPPM PG BQQPJOUFFT UIBU JT QPUFOUJBMMZ NVDI TNBMMFS
4JODF PDDVQBOUT PG UIF ɀ QPSUGPMJPT SFDFJWF BNPVOU C% PG TUBUF SFWFOVF FMJUFT JO TFU O FYQFDU VUJMJUZ
VJ (J ∈ O) = C% ɀO Ƀ
CFGPSF UIF HBNF CFHJOT 5IF QBSBNFUFS Ƀ ∈ [, ]NFBTVSFT UIF DSFEJCJMJUZ XJUI XIJDI UIF BVUPDSBU
DPNNJUT UP TFMFDUJOH UIF K QPSUGPMJP PDDVQBOUT GSPN BNPOH FMJUFT JO TFU O "T Ƀ →  UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
DPNNJUNFOU JT MFTT DSFEJCMF QFSIBQT CFDBVTF FMFDUPSBM JOUFSFTUT NBZ DPNQFM IJN UP DSFBUF QPMJUJDBM
BMMJBODFT XJUI FMJUFT GSPN PVUTJEF UIF JOHSPVQ PS CFDBVTF UIF BVUPDSBU BSCJUSBSJMZ SFNPWFT FMJUFT GSPN
UIF JOHSPVQ UP SFNJOE UIFN PG UIF QSJNBDZ PG IJT QFSTPOBM GBWPS .PCVUV 4FTF 4FLP EJE TPNFUIJOH
TJNJMBS JOEFFE UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG Ƀ BSF UIF TVCKFDU PG $IBQUFS  *G IPXFWFS FMJUF J JT BNPOH UIF
O− ɀ FMJUFT XIP DPNQSJTF UIF JOHSPVQ CVU EP OPU SFDFJWF B QPSUGPMJP IF SFDFJWFT VUJMJUZ PG 
*G UIFZ BSF EJTTBUJT୮ୢFE XJUI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSPQPTFE C% FMJUFT JO TFU ONBZ TVQQPSU B SJWBM BVUPDSBU
−% XIP P୭GFST BNPVOU C−% JO BMM TVCTFRVFOU QFSJPET 'PS JOHSPVQ FMJUFT FOKPZ B TQFDJBM BCJMJUZ
UP EFQPTF IJN *O UIF DPOUFYU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $POHP JOHSPVQ FMJUFT ؛ FWFO UIPTF XIP EP OPU
PDDVQZ DSJUJDBM SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT ؛ FOKPZ B QSPYJNJUZ UP QPXFS UIBU B୭GPSET UIFN BDDFTT UP GPSFJHO
JOWFTUPST EJQMPNBUT BOE QPUFOUJBMMZ EJTHSVOUMFE FMJUFT *O TIPSU CZ DSFBUJOH BO JOHSPVQ UIF BVUP
DSBU HJWFT BMM JUT NFNCFST UIF UPPMT XJUI XIJDI UP EFQPTF IJN FWFO JG UIFZ EP OPU DVSSFOUMZ PDDVQZ
B SFHJNF QPSUGPMJP * BTTVNF UIBU FMJUF J CFMJFWFT IJT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJMM ZJFME B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU XJUI
QSPCBCJMJUZ  − Ʌ% 5IJT JT NZ JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG آEJWJEF BOE SVMFأ QPMJUJDT "MUIPVHI NBOZ FMJUFT
NBZ FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ UIFJS F୭GPSUT BSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP DPPSEJOBUF GPS DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT
NBEF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU CZ UIF XJEFTQSFBE TVTQJDJPO UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[FT MJGF JO BVUPDSBDJFT )FODF GSPN FMJUF JؠT
QFSTQFDUJWF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU IJT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT ZJFME B TVDDFTTGVM DPVQ JT TJNQMZ XIBUFWFS
DPBMJUJPO QPXFS UIF BVUPDSBU JT VOBCMF UP DPNNBOE −Ʌ% 'SPN UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QFSTQFDUJWF IPXFWFS

TJODF BMM FMJUFT SFDFJWF UIF TBNF BMMPDBUJPO C% BMM IBWF UIF TBNF QSFGFSFODFT GPS BO BMUFSOBUJWF BVUPDSBU
−% 5IVT JG UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT C% MFTT UIBO IJT FMJUFTؠ VUJMJUZ GSPN TVQQPSUJOH IJT SJWBM−% IF MPTFT
QPXFS XJUI DFSUBJOUZ
4JODF UIF F୭GFDUJWF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT JT DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF ؛ NFNCFST PG UIF TPDJFUZ PCTFSWF
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BQQPJOUFFT BOE UIVT SFDPHOJ[F JG UIFZ BSF EJTRVBMJ୮ୢFE GPS TPNF BTDSJQUJWF SFBTPO ؛ UIJT
BMTP DSFBUFT B TFU PG FMJUFTN ⊂ / XIFSFN+ O = / UIBU IBT WJSUVBMMZ OP DIBODF PG CFJOH BQQPJOUFE
UP UIF SFHJNFؠT IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPOT 4JODF UIFZ EFSJWF OP VUJMJUZ GSPN UIF SFHJNF UIJT HSPVQ JT DPN
NJUUFE UP NPCJMJ[JOH UIF QPQVMBUJPO GPS B SFWPMVUJPO 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B QPQVMBS SFWPMVUJPO MFE CZ
TFUN FMJUFT JT
1S (3FWPMVUJPO) = ɎN/
PS UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG FMJUFT FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF F୭GFDUJWF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT XFJHIUFE CZ Ɏ 5IF QB
SBNFUFS Ɏ HJWFT UIF F୭୮ୢDBDZ XJUI XIJDI FYDMVEFE FMJUFT NPCJMJ[F UIF QPQVMBUJPO CFIJOE UIFN BOE UIF
TVCKFDU PG $IBQUFS  "T Ɏ →  FYDMVEFE FMJUFT BSF BCMF UP NPCJMJ[F GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT CFIJOE UIFN
NPSF FBTJMZ
5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
 3঎জঞকঝজ
5IF NPEFMؠT SFTVMUT BSF TVNNBSJ[FE JO 1SPQPTJUJPO 
1SPQPTJUJPO  	آ$SFBUJOH BO *O(SPVQأ
 "TTVNF UIF DIBMMFOHFS ॷ VOBCMF UP DPNNJU UP C−% FY BOUF
BOE GBDॶ UIF TBNF TUSBUFHJD FOWJSPONFOU ॵ UIF JODVNCFOU BVUPDSBU 5IFO UIF BVUPDSBU DSFBUॶ BO
JOHSPVQ JG
Ƀ+ Ʌ >  	


5IF JOHSPVQ ॷ TJ[F
/ (*O(SPVQ) = ɀɃ− Ʌ 	

5IF BVUPDSBU TIBSॶ BNPVOU
C%∗ = C−%∗ = 3+/ −ȉȉ −ȀǻǾ
	

PG TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B SFWPMU ॷ








1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF BO JOHSPVQ BT B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ 5IF BEWBOUBHFT
PG BO JOHSPVQ BSF DMFBSMZ WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  8IFO UIF BVUPDSBU GPSHPFT DSFBUJOH BO JOHSPVQ
FMJUFT IBWF FTTFOUJBMMZ UIF TBNF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFDFJWJOH B SFHJNF QPSUGPMJP ǻ/  5IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ JT
QPUFOUJBMMZ WFSZ MPX BOE IFODF BMM FMJUFT XIP BSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF IBWF B SFMBUJWFMZ TUSPOH
JOUFSFTU JO SFNPWJOH JU #Z DPOUSBTU XIFO UIF BVUPDSBU DBO DSFEJCMZ DPNNJU UP DPOTJEFSJOH POMZ
O∗ < / FMJUFT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU MVDSBUJWF QPTJUJPOT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU JOHSPVQ FMJUFT BSF BQ
QPJOUFE JO TVCTFRVFOU QFSJPET SJTFT UP ǻO∗  "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF BVUPDSBU DBO SFMZ PO UIF QSPTQFDU PG
GVUVSF BQQPJOUNFOUT UP TFDVSF UIFJS MPZBMUZ *O TIPSU UIF BVUPDSBU DSFBUFT BO JOHSPVQ UP TFDVSF UIF
MPZBMUZ OPU PG IJT ɀ BQQPJOUFFT ؛ UIJT JT BTTVSFE CZ UIFJS ୮ୢOBODJBM JOUFSFTUT BG୴FS BMM ؛ CVU UIF MPZBMUZ
PG UIF O∗ − ɀNFNCFST PG UIF JOHSPVQ XIP HBJO OPUIJOH GSPN UIF SFHJNF 5IJT FYQMBJOT XIZ 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP XBT TP XJMMJOH UP SJTL UIF USFBDIFSZ PG B GFX BOHSZ -JLPVBMB OBUJWFT UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT
HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ BSPVOE 0ZP *O TP EPJOH IF DPVME HBJO UIF MPZBMUZ PG B CSPBE TXBUIF PG FMJUFT
DFOUFSFE  NJMFT BSPVOE 0ZP
5IF NPEFM BMTP FYQMBJOT XIZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MBJE UIF GPVOEBUJPOT GPS IJT JOHSPVQ BSPVOE 

1VU TJNQMZ IF XBT NPSF TFDVSF UIBO FWFS 5IF FMFDUJPOT HBWF IJT QPXFS B WFOFFS PG MFHJUJNBDZ )F
XBT TUFBMJOH TPNF $ NJMMJPO QFS ZFBS GSPN UIF QVCMJD USFBTVSZ #SB[[BWJMMF XBT OP MPOHFS DPN
QMFUFMZ TVSSPVOEFE FOFNJFT *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF NPEFM Ʌ IBE JODSFBTFE GSPN  $POTFRVFOUMZ
PQFOJOH UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG QPXFS UP B CSPBEFS JOHSPVQ ؛ QFSRVJTJUFT UIBU DPVME UISFBUFO 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JG B SJWBM BVUPDSBU FNFSHFE ؛ XBT MFTT UISFBUFOJOH UP IJN
*G UIJT آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ TFDVSFT UIF MPZBMUZ PG UIF O∗ − ɀ FMJUFT XIP EP OPU CFOF୮ୢU EJSFDUMZ GSPN
UIF SFHJNF JU BMTP DPNFT BU B QSJDF 'PS UIF BVUPDSBU JT GPSDFE UP JODSFBTF UIF BMMPDBUJPO C% IF QSP
WJEFT IJT ɀ BQQPJOUFFT UP DPNQFOTBUF UIF OPOBQQPJOUFE NFNCFST PG UIF JOHSPVQ *OEFFE SFHJNF
BQQPJOUFFT SFDFJWF B QSFNJVN BO BEEJUJPOBM TVN CFZPOE XIBU JT SFRVJSFE UP TFDVSF UIFJS MPZBMUZ
XIJDI TFDVSFT UIF MPZBMUZ PG JOHSPVQ OPOBQQPJOUFFT *O UIJT SFTQFDU UIF JOUFSOBM ୮ୢOBODFT PG BVUP
DSBU BSF TJNJMBS UP UIPTF PG B ESVH HBOH <> .BOZ SFHJNF TVQQPSUFST HBJO WJSUVBMMZ OPUIJOH GSPN
UIFJS TVQQPSU TBWF UIF IPQF UIBU POF EBZ UIFZ NJHIU *O UIF NFBOUJNF BQQPJOUFFT EP FYDFFEJOHMZ
XFMM NVDI CFUUFS UIBO TUSJDUMZ OFDFTTBSZ UP TFDVSF UIFJS MPZBMUZ
1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP BQQPJOUJOH GSPN UIF JOHSPVQ HJWFO CZ
Ƀ NVTU CF DSFEJCMF 5IJT VOEFSTDPSFT BOPUIFS XBZ UIBU OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT SFOEFS MJGF
BT BO BVUPDSBU QFSJMPVT "T EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  FMFDUJPOT PDDBTJPOBMMZ JODFOUJWJ[F BMMJBODFT XJUI
PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT FJUIFS UP TFDVSF WJDUPSZ JG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BDDFTT UP GSBVE JT MJNJUFE PS UP SFNPWF
QPUFOUJBM QSPUFTU MFBEFST *OTPGBS BT UIFTF BMMJBODFT SFRVJSF NJOJTUFSJBM PS CVSFBVDSBUJD BQQPJOUNFOUT
UIBU XPVME PUIFSXJTF CF EJSFDUFE UP JOHSPVQ NFNCFST OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT SFEVDF
Ƀ "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP SFDSVJU GSPN UIF JOHSPVQ JT MFTT DSFEJCMF SFRVJSJOH B
IJHIFS C% UP TFDVSF JOHSPVQ MPZBMUZ 5IF TUSBUFHZ JT UIFO NVDI MFTT BUUSBDUJWF GPS UIF BVUPDSBU
'JOBMMZ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT EJTQPTBCMF JODPNF DPOEJUJPOT UIF SFTVMUT JO 1SPQPTJUJPO  JO UXP XBZT 'JSTU
CZ SFOEFSJOH QPXFS NPSF EFBS UIF BVUPDSBU JT XJMMJOH UP TQFOE NPSF UP SFUBJO JU )FODF JODSFBTFT JO
TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 JODSFBTF UIF SFWFOVF TIBSJOH BMMPDBUJPO C%∗ 4FDPOE NPSF B୭୯୳VFOU BVUPDSBUT BSF BMTP
BCMF UP GVOE NPSF SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT NFBTVSFE CZ ɀ "T UIF OVNCFS PG SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT SJTFT TP

UPP EPFT UIF WBMVF PG JOHSPVQ NFNCFSTIJQ UP FMJUFT 5IFSF BSF TJNQMZ NPSF QPSUGPMJPT UP PDDVQZ
JODSFBTJOH UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ BO FMJUF EPFT TP 5IF BVUPDSBU FYQBOET UIF JOHSPVQ BDDPSEJOHMZ
5IF BVUPDSBU UIFO IBT IJT QSFGFSFODFT PWFS JOHSPVQ TJ[F BOE UIFZ BSF NBMMFBCMF *OEFFE UIFSF JT
OP SFBTPO FY BOUF UIBU UIFZ TIPVME DPSSFTQPOE UP FUIOJDJUZ #VU FMJUFT IBWF UIFJS QSFGFSFODFT BT XFMM
BOE UIFZ XJMM PG୴FO DPO୯୳JDU XJUI UIF BVUPDSBUT *OEFFE USVODBUJOH UIF MBCPS NBSLFU JT B EFDJTJWF JTTVF
GPS SFHJNF FMJUFT &YDMVEFE FMJUFT PCWJPVTMZ EJTMJLF JU 4JODF UIFZ BSF TIVU PVU GSPN SFHJNF MBSHFTTF
UIFZ FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJUI WJSUVBM DFSUBJOUZ &MJUFT JODMVEFE JO UIF F୭GFDUJWF QPPM PG
DBOEJEBUFT IPXFWFS IBWF TUSPOH JODFOUJWFT UP BWPJE FYQBOTJPO 'PS TJODF MBCPS NBSLFU FYQBOTJPO
TUSJDUMZ SFEVDFT UIFJS QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFDFJWJOH BO BQQPJOUNFOU UIFZ BSF NBEF TUSJDUMZ XPSTF P୭G BT UIF
F୭GFDUJWF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT JODSFBTFT
 *গ(ছঘঞঙ 'ঘছখঊঝ঒ঘগ ঊগ঍ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
1SPQPTJUJPO  UFBDIFT VT UIBU BVUPDSBUT DPOTUSVDU JOHSPVQT OPU UP TFDVSF UIF MPZBMUJFT PG UIFJS BQ
QPJOUFFT 3BUIFS CZ DSFBUJOH B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ JOHSPVQT TFDVSF UIF MPZBMUJFT PG NFNCFS FMJUFT
XIP BTQJSF UP BQQPJOUNFOU JO UIF GVUVSF #Z EJTDSJNJOBUJOH BHBJOTU TPNF BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF IJHIFS
FY BOUF QSPCBCJMJUJFT PG BQQPJOUNFOU GPS PUIFST ZJFMEJOH TUSPOH JODFOUJWFT UP BCTUBJO GSPN BOUJ
SFHJNF CFIBWJPS SFHBSEMॶT PG XIFUIFS UIFZ CFOF୮ୢU EJSFDUMZ GSPN UIF SFHJNF .PSFPWFS XF MFBSOFE
UIBU OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT SFOEFS JOHSPVQT NPSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP TVTUBJO TJODF UIFZ PG୴FO
SFRVJSF QPMJUJDBM BMMJBODFT UIBU GPSDF BVUPDSBUT UP SFDSVJU FMTFXIFSF
1SPQPTJUJPO  UIVT DPNQFMT VT UP SFUVSO UP $POHP JO TFBSDI PG OFX QBUUFSOT
 5঑঎ &এএ঎ঌঝ ঘএ *গ(ছঘঞঙ .঎খঋ঎ছজ঑঒ঙ ঘগ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
5P QSPCF IPX JOHSPVQ NFNCFSTIJQ DPOEJUJPOT BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS * FTUJNBUF UISFF TUBUJTUJDBM
NPEFMT 'JSTU * DPOTJEFS XIFUIFS JOHSPVQ FMJUFT XIP BSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF FOHBHF JO MFTT

BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS UIBO FMJUFT PVUTJEF UIF JOHSPVQ 5IF TFDPOE BTLT XIFUIFS JOHSPVQ FMJUFT PODF
BQQPJOUFE UP UIF SFHJNF CFIBWJPS EJ୭GFSFOUMZ UIBO NFNCFST PG UIF PVUHSPVQ XIP OPOFUIFMFTT ؛ GPS
XIBUFWFS SFBTPO ؛ SFDFJWFE BQQPJOUNFOUT 'JOBMMZ * DPOTJEFS XIFUIFS JOHSPVQ FMJUFT IBWJOH CFFO
SFNPWFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF BOE XJUI MJUUMF IPQF PG SFBQQPJOUNFOU CFIBWF EJ୭GFSFOUMZ UIBO PVUHSPVQ
FMJUFT BG୴FS UIFJS UFSNJOBUJPO
5P NFBTVSF BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ * SFDPSE BMM JOTUBODFT XIFO FMJUFT DIBMMFOHFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
IPME PO QPXFS * EF୮ୢOF آDIBMMFOHFأ JO UXP XBZT 'JSTU * SFDPSE BMM QBSUJDJQBOUT JO OBTDFOU DPVQ Eԙ©UBU
DPOTQJSBDJFT 5IFSF IBWF CFFO UISFF MFHJUJNBUF DPOTQJSBDJFT TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDMBJNFE QPXFS JO
 DVNVMBUJWFMZ JOWPMWJOH  SFHJNF FMJUFT * XJUIIPME JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIFTF UP QSPUFDU UIFTF
JOEJWJEVBMT BOE UIFJS GBNJMJFT * VODPWFSFE UIFTF DPOTQJSBDJFT CBTFE PO FYUFOTJWF LFZ JOGPSNBOU
JOUFSWJFXT UISPVHIPVU UIF DPVOUSZ BMXBZT XJUI JOEJWJEVBMT XIP LOFX UIF DPOTQJSBUPST XFMM BOE
QPTTFTTFE EJSFDU LOPXMFEHF PG UIF DPOTQJSBDJFT 5ISPVHIPVU NZ ୮ୢFME XPSL * XBT BXBSF UIBU NZ JO
GPSNBOUT DPVME VTF UIF QSPKFDU BT B NFBOT GPS آTDPSF TFUUMJOHأ #Z JNQMJDBUJOH UIFJS QPMJUJDT FOFNJFT
QFSIBQT NZ JOGPSNBOUT DPVME BEWBODF UIFJS QPMJUJDBM DBSFFST PS FYBDU SFWFOHF GPS QBTU NJTEFFET
)FODF FBDI SFDPSEFE DPOTQJSBDZ XBT JOEFQFOEFOUMZ WFSJ୮ୢFE CZ UISFF TPVSDFT 8IJMF JNQFSGFDU UIJT
SFQPSUJOH SFRVJSFNFOU TFUT B IJHI UISFTIPME GPS JODMVTJPO * PNJUUFE TFWFSBM DPOTQJSBDJFT PG XIJDI *
BN OPU BCTPMVUFMZ DFSUBJO
/BTDFOU DPOTQJSBDJFT BSF OPU UIF POMZ XBZT UIBU FMJUFT DIBMMFOHF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPME PO QPXFS
.Z SFTFBSDI TVHHFTUT BU MFBTU UISFF PUIFST 'JSTU HJWFO 'SBODFؠT MPOH JO୯୳VFODF UISPVHIPVU GSBODP
QIPOF "GSJDB BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EFQFOEFODF PO UIF 'SFODI PJM DPNQBOJFT UIBU EPNJOBUF 1PJOUF
/PJSF IF JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ TFOTJUJWF UP IJT TUBOEJOH BNPOH UIF 'SFODI HPWFSONFOU 5IF $POHPMFTF PQ
QPTJUJPO LOPXT UIJT BOE PDDBTJPOBMMZ BTLT UIF 'SFODI QSFTJEFOU UP QVCMJDMZ TBODUJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BEWBODF UIF POHPJOH KVEJDJBM JOWFTUJHBUJPO JOUP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT PO 'SFODI TPJM
JNQMFNFOU FDPOPNJD TBODUJPOT PS FNVMBUF "NFSJDBO SFHJNF DIBOHF JO *SBR 5IF EBUBTFU JODMVEFT
SPVHIMZ  TVDI JOTUBODFT JODMVEJOH UIJT QBSUJDVMBSMZ XFMM LOPXO MFUUFS UP 1SFTJEFOU +BDRVFT $IJSBD

JO +VOF 
0O +VOF   %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPSNFS QSFTJEFOU PG UIF SFQVCMJD EJTBWPXFE
CZ UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMF EVSJOH UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE PG UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO
MBVODIFE UIF NPTU CMPPEZ NPTU EFTUSVDUJWF BOE MPOHFTU DPVQ Eԙ©UBU JO UIF IJTUPSZ
PG PVS DPVOUSZ
4FDPOE TJODF DPVQT Eԙ©UBU SFRVJSF NVMUJQMF DPOTQJSBUPST ؛ UIF OFX SFHJNF PG DPVSTF NVTU BDUV
BMMZ HPWFSO UIF DPVOUSZ ؛ FMJUFT UBDJUMZ TJHOBM UIFJS JOUFSFTU JO SFHJNF DIBOHF CZ EJTQBSBHJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP FJUIFS QSJWBUFMZ PS QVCMJDMZ * HBUIFS UIFTF TUBUFNFOUT GSPN B DPNCJOBUJPO PG LFZ JOGPS
NBOU JOUFSWJFXT BOE UIF BSDIJWFT PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT UXP NPTU QSPNJOFOU OPOHPWFSONFOU OFXTQB
QFST *OEFFE * EFMJCFSBUFMZ FYDMVEFE UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT TQPOTPSFE OFXT TPVSDFT 4JODF BVUPDSBUT IBWF
IJTUPSJDBMMZ TPVHIU UP EJTDSFEJU SFHJNF P୭୮ୢDJBMT CZ BOPOZNPVTMZ EJTQBSBHJOH UIFN JO HPWFSONFOU
OFXTQBQFST < > UIJT FYDMVTJPO IFMQT NF BWPJE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU UIFTF QSJOUFE BDDVTBUJPOT BSF
୮ୢDUJUJPVT 5IFTF TPSUT PG TUBUFNFOUT PG୴FO TPVOE MJLF UIJT POF EFMJWFSFE UP B TNBMM DSPXE PG TVQ
QPSUFST CZ $PMPOFM .BSDFM /UTPVSPV PO .BSDI   EVSJOH IJT UI CJSUIEBZ DFMFCSBUJPO
*O UIF IJTUPSZ PG BOZ DPMMFDUJWF NZ EFBS CSPUIFST FBDI HFOFSBUJPO NVTU BTTVNF JUT
QMBDF JO IJTUPSZ XIBUFWFS UIF QSJDF GPS PUIFSXJTF UIF GBUF PG UIF DPMMFDUJWF JUTFMG XJMM
CF UISFBUFOFE * XJMM BDDPNQMJTI NZ EVUZ UP ZPV BMM ت * SFNJOE ZPV UIBU B QFPQMF
TVSWJWFT BDSPTT IJTUPSZ POMZ CZ JUT PXO XJMM BOE OFWFS CZ UIF XJMM PG PUIFST * SFNJOE
ZPV BMTP UIBU FWFSZUIJOH IBT JUT MJNJU FWFO GFBS JUTFMG NVTU IBWF JUT MJNJUT ت/BUVSF
SFRVJSFT PG NFO B DPOTUBOU P୭GFOTJWF UP HBJO UIFJS JEFBMT FWFO DPOGSPOUFE XJUI UIF
JNQPTTJCMF BOE XJUI EBOHFS POF NVTU BEWBODF 7JDUPSZ CFMPOHT UP UIF BVEBDJPVT
4FF -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 
5IF HPWFSONFOU OFXTQBQFS -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF EPFT OPU HFOFSBMMZ QSJOU TVDI BDUJWJUJFT BOZXBZ
TJODF JU QSFGFST UP NBJOUBJO UIF BQQFBS PG VOJWFSTBM TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF

UIPTF XIP SFGVTF UP SFUSFBU
5IF OFYU EBZ IF MBVODIFE B DPVQ
'JOBMMZ FMJUFT GPNFOU BOE TUPLF QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO XJUI UIF SFHJNF CZ EJTQBSBHJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
EFNPDSBUJD DSFEFOUJBMT PS BDDVTJOH IJN ؛ PS IJT WFSZ UPQ MJFVUFOBOUT ؛ PG HSPTT FDPOPNJD NJTNBOBHF
NFOU &MJUFT NBLFT UIFTF TUBUFNFOUT EVSJOH QPMJUJDBM SBMMJFT UP UIFJS TVQQPSUFST BOE UIFZ BSF BMNPTU
BMXBZT DPWFSFE CZ $POHPؠT MPDBM KPVSOBMJTUT BOE QSJOUFE JO B IBOEGVM PG JOUSFQJE MPDBM OFXTQBQFST
:PV TFF IPX UIF -JCZBOT GPVHIU IPX NBOZ MJWFT XFSF TBDSJ୮ୢDFE UP QVU BO FOE UP
UIF SFJHO PG ,IBEB୮ୢ XIP IBE QSBDUJDBMMZ B DMBOCBTFE NBOBHFNFOU * EPOؠU LOPX JG
IFSF JO $POHP UIF HPWFSONFOU JT DMBOCBTFE 5IBU JT GPS ZPV UP EFDJEF ,IBEB୮ୢ IBE
BMSFBEZ QSFQBSFE IJT DIJMESFO UP UBLF QPXFS "OE VOEFS PUIFS TLJFT QFPQMF EP FYBDUMZ
UIF TBNF UIJOH 1FPQMF DBMM UIJT EFNPDSBDZ #VU JUؠT SFBMMZ EJDUBUPSTIJQ "OE * UIJOL
XF DBO MFBSO GSPN <UIF -JCZBOT> ت*U IBT CFDPNF QSBDUJDBMMZ UIF QSFQBSBUJPO GPS B
NPOBSDIJDBM SFHJNF
5IF BTTFNCMFE DSPXE VOEFSTUPPE UIBU $M©NFOU .JFSBTTB XBT DBMMJOH GPS BO "SBC 4QSJOH TUZMF SFWPMV
UJPO NPEFMFE JOEFFE BG୴FS UIF POF UIBU ESPWF ,IBEB୮ୢ GSPN QPXFS *OEFFE GPMMPXJOH UIF TQFFDI
POF ZPVOH NBO TBJE UIJT
$BMMJOH PO VT UP NBSDI TPVOET HPPE #VU UIF QSPCMFN JT UIBU <UIF SFHJNF> XJMM PQFO
୮ୢSF PO VT
0QQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBOT PS DJWJM TPDJFUZ MFBEFST NBZ PG DPVSTF DSBG୴ UIFJS TUBUFNFOUT UP JODSFBTF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ UIFZ BSF DPPQUFE CZ UIF SFHJNF UIBU UIFJS TJMFODF TIPVME CF QVSDIBTFE GPS TPNF IFBMUIZ
TVN #VU FWFO UIJT JOUFSQSFUBUJPO NBLFT DMFBS UIBU UIF TUBUFNFOUT BSF EFTJHOFE UP TUPLF QPQVMBS
%11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ**-,26ǣ ,*ȇ/1& )"Ǹ*/ ")Ǹ+10,2/,2Ǹ*"*"Ǹ)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
VOSFTU 5IFTF TUBUFNFOUT BSF SFMBUJWFMZ DPNNPO JO $POHP BOE IFODF UIFZ DPOTUJUVUF UIF CVML PG UIF
EBUBTFU 5IFZ PDDVSSFE JO OFBSMZ ,  FMJUFZFBST PS SPVHIMZ % PG UIF EBUBTFU
5IF NPEFMT DPOUSPM GPS B WBSJFUZ PG JOEJWJEVBM MFWFM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIBU NJHIU DPOEJUJPO BOUJ
SFHJNF CFIBWJPS .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDJUZ NFNCFSTIJQ JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ DPODVCJOF OFUXPSL
1$5 QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ PS GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF HFOFSBM SBOL ,PVJMPV PS -JLPVBMB PSJHJOT UIF QPQVMB
UJPO PG FMJUF JؠT OBUJWF SFHJPO BOE XIFUIFS FMJUF J TFSWFE JO UIF  DJWJM XBS 4JODF UIF PVUDPNFT BSF
EJDIPUPNPVT ؛ FJUIFS FMJUF J FOHBHFE JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JO ZFBS U PS EJE OPU ؛ BMM NPEFMT BSF FTUJ
NBUFE XJUI UIF MPHJU GVODUJPO 5P BDDPNNPEBUF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XBT NPSF
DPNNPO JO TPNF ZFBST UIBO PUIFST * BMTP JODMVEF ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT
5IF TUBUJTUJDBM SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  5IFZ BSF TUSJLJOHMZ DPO
TJTUFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  5IF MFG୴ DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ
UIBU FMJUF J FOHBHFT JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ QSJPS UP BQQPJOUNFOU ؛ PS JOEFFE JG OFWFS BQQPJOUFE ؛ BT B
GVODUJPO PG IJT NFNCFSTIJQ JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOHSPVQ *U TVHHFTUT UIBU FMJUFT XIPTF CJSUI WJMMBHFT
BSF GBS GSPN 0ZP FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ . 'PS FMJUFT DPNGPSUBCMZ JOTJEF
UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ UIJT QSPCBCJMJUZ GBMMT CZ OFBSMZ IBMG UP . *O TIPSU DIBMMFOHJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JT SFMBUJWFMZ SBSF "T EJTDVTTFE JO TVCTFRVFOU DIBQUFST IF FOKPZT B SPCVTU TFDVSJUZ BQQBSB
UVT FNQMPZT B TFSJFT PG NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT BHBJOTU BQQPJOUFFT BOE TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ UBSHFUT PQQPTJUJPO
QPMJUJDJBOT GPS FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT #VU DIBMMFOHF IJN FMJUFT PDDBTJPOBMMZ EP 5IFZ BSF NVDI MFTT MJLFMZ
UP EP TP IPXFWFS JG UIFZ TUBOE B SFBTPOBCMZ HPPE DIBODF ؛ EVF UP UIF MPDBUJPO PG UIFJS CJSUI WJMMBHF
؛ PG CFJOH BQQPJOUFE MBUFS 8IZ EJTRVBMJGZ UIFNTFMWFT GSPN TVCTFRVFOU BQQPJOUNFOU XIFO UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFWPMVUJPO JT TP MPX 
5IF DFOUFS DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J FOHBHFT JO BOUJ
SFHJNF BDUJWJUZ EVSJOH BQQPJOUNFOU BT B GVODUJPO PG IJT NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF JOHSPVQ %VSJOH BQ
QPJOUNFOU JU TVHHFTUT NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF JOHSPVQ IBT OP F୭GFDU PO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ .FNCFST
BOE OPONFNCFST BMJLF FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJUI B QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CVU . 5IJT JT JOUV

7DEOH  7KH (IIHFW RI /DERU0DUNHW 7UXQFDWLRQ RQ (OLWH %HKDYLRU
1SF"QQPJOUNFOU %VSJOH "QQPJOUNFOU 1PTU"QQPJOUNFOU
-PHJU -PHJU -PHJU
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
JUJWF 'PS PODF BQQPJOUFE BMM BSF FRVBMMZ WVMOFSBCMF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QVOJTINFOU JNNFEJBUF
UFSNJOBUJPO UIF GPDVT PG $IBQUFS  XJUI BMM UIF BUUFOEBOU ୮ୢOBODJBM DPOTFRVFODFT 1FSIBQT NPSF
JNQPSUBOUMZ UIF SFTVMUT JO UIF MFG୴ BOE DFOUFS DPMVNOT TVHHFTU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOEVDFT JOHSPVQ
FMJUFT XIP HBJO OPUIJOH GSPN UIF SFHJNF UP CFIBWFॵ JG UIFZ EP %JTDSJNJOBUJPO JODFOUJWJ[FT OPO
BQQPJOUFFT UP CFIBWFॵ JG UIFZ XFSF BQQPJOUFFT UIFZ FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJUI WJSUVBMMZ
JEFOUJDBM QSPCBCJMJUJFT 5IJT OVMM ୮ୢOEJOH NPSFPWFS JT OPU BO BSUJGBDU PG HSFBUFS VODFSUBJOUZ GPS UIF
NPEFM DPSSFDUMZ QSFEJDUT OFBSMZ % PG PCTFSWBUJPOT
5IF SJHIU DPMVNO SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J FOHBHFT JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ
BظFS IBWJOH CFFO SFNPWFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF 'PS BT EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTTJEV
PVTMZ SFXBSET MPZBMUZ XJUI SFBQQPJOUNFOU BOE RVJDLMZ EJTDJQMJOFT EJTMPZBMUZ XJUI UFSNJOBUJPO 8JUI
TVDI B SBUJPOBM SFBQQPJOUNFOU QPMJDZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMNPTU OFWFS SFNPWFT FMJUFT GSPN UIF SFHJNF
POMZ UP SFBQQPJOU UIFN TFWFSBM ZFBST IFODF &MJUFT LOPXT UIJT BOE IFODF ؛ JG UIF UIFPSZ JT DPSSFDU ؛
NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ TIPVME IBWF WJSUVBMMZ OP F୭GFDU PO FMJUF CFIBWJPS BG୴FS UFS
NJOBUJPO 5IJT JOEFFE JT FYBDUMZ XIBU 'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT 'PMMPXJOH UFSNJOBUJPO JOHSPVQ BOE
PVUHSPVQ FMJUFT FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ % BOE % SFTQFDUJWFMZ UIPVHI
UIF DPO୮ୢEFODF JOUFSWBMT BSF MBSHFS PXJOH UP UIF GFXFS PCTFSWBUJPOT UIF QPJOU FTUJNBUFT BSF BHBJO
WJSUVBMMZ JEFOUJDBM 8JUI WFSZ MJUUMF DIBODF PG CFJOH SFBQQPJOUFE BG୴FS UFSNJOBUJPO FMJUFT JO UIF HF
PHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ IBWF BT MJUUMF UP HBJO GSPN MPZBMUZ UP UIF SFHJNF BT FMJUFT JO UIF PVUHSPVQ 5IJT
NPEFM BMTP QFSGPSNT SFMBUJWFMZ XFMM DPSSFDUMZ QSFEJDUJOH TPNF % PG PCTFSWBUJPOT
 5঑঎ &টঘকঞঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ *গ(ছঘঞঙ 4঒ণ঎
'JOBMMZ * SFUVSO UP $POHP GPS FWJEFODF PG UIF NPEFMؠT TFDPOE LFZ PCTFSWBCMF JNQMJDBUJPO UIBU 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP B HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ IBT EFDMJOFE EVSJOH NBKPS FMFDUPSBM ZFBST BOE
JODSFBTFE EVSJOH QFSJPET PG B୭୯୳VFODF
5P QSPCF UIJT * SFFTUJNBUF UIF NPEFMT JO 'JHVSF  CVU GPS FBDI ZFBS TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 

SFUVSO 5IJT BDDPNNPEBUFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU JO DPOTUSVDUJOH IJT DPBMJUJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XFJHIUFE JOHSPVQ NFNCFSTIJQ EJ୭GFSFOUMZ JO EJ୭GFSFOU ZFBST "T BCPWF * DPOUSPM GPS B SBOHF PG
JOEJWJEVBMMFWFM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT JO BMM NPEFMT XIFUIFS FMJUF J JT B SFMBUJWF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PS B NFN
CFS PG IJT DPODVCJOF OFUXPSL NJMJUBSZ HFOFSBM OBUJWF PG ,PVJMPV PS -JLPVBMB NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5
DJWJM XBS WFUFSBO GPSNFS -JTTPVCB NJOJTUFS UIF QPQVMBUJPO PG FMJUF JؠT OBUJWF SFHJPO BOE XIFUIFS
FMJUF J IFME BO BQQPJOUNFOU JO ZFBS U−  * BMTP JODMVEF ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT UP BDDPNNPEBUF VOPCTFSWFE
GFBUVSFT PG QBSUJDVMBS ZFBST
5IF QBUUFSOT PG TUBUJTUJDBM TJHOJ୮ୢDBODF GPS CPUI NPEFMT JO BMM ZFBST BSF CSPBEMZ TJNJMBS UP UIPTF JO
5BCMF  5IF HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ PG FMJUF JؠT CJSUI WJMMBHF UP 0ZP ؛ SBUIFS UIBO IJT DPFUIOJDJUZ
XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ JT DSJUJDBM UP IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BQQPJOUNFOU 'JHVSFT  BOE  WJTVBMJ[F
UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUJFT UIBU NFNCFST PG UIF HFPHSBQIJD JO BOE PVUHSPVQT PDDVQZ NJEMFWFM
DJWJMJBO BOE IJHIMFWFM QPTJUJPOT SFTQFDUJWFMZ JO UIF SFHJNF "MUIPVHI OFJUIFS JT DPODMVTJWF ؛ EBUB
MJNJUBUJPOT QSPEVDF SFMBUJWFMZ CSPBE DPO୮ୢEFODF JOUFSWBMT ؛ CPUI BSF TVHHFTUJWF "OE JOEFFE CPUI
UFMM TJNJMBS TUPSJFT
"T 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTUSVDUFE B HPWFSONFOU JNNFEJBUFMZ VQPO TFJ[JOH
QPXFS UIF DPSF PG XIJDI XBT DPO୮ୢOFE UP B OBSSPX TFHNFOU PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO (FPHSBQIJDBMMZ EJT
UBOU FMJUFT POMZ CFHSVEHJOHMZ SFDFJWFE UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF MVDSBUJWF QPTJUJPOT BOE UIFZ GBSFE
POMZ TPNFXIBU CFUUFS JO NJEMFWFM QPTJUJPOT "T  BQQSPBDIFE ؛ B ZFBS UIBU GFBUVSFE B DPOTUJUV
UJPOBM SFGFSFOEVN JO 'FCSVBSZ B QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO JO .BSDI BOE MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT JO +VMZ ؛
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS B HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ DPODFOUSBUFE FMJUF GFMM QSFDJQJUPVTMZ 8IFSFBT JN
NFEJBUFMZ BG୴FS UIF  XBS FMJUFT GSPN 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT FOKPZFE B SPVHIMZ % QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH
TFMFDUFE GPS B NJEMFWFM QPTJUJPO JO UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT JO  UIJT GFMM UP MFTT UIBO % "T BTUVUF
PCTFSWFST PG $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT SFDPHOJ[FE BU UIF UJNF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DIPTF UP EJTUSJCVUF SFHJNF
'PS EBUB QVSQPTFT * ୮ୢSTU SFTUSJDU BUUFOUJPO UP NJEMFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT JO UIF DJWJMJBO BQQBSBUVT 5IF
TFDPOE NPEFM BHHSFHBUFT IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPOT BDSPTT UIF DJWJMJBO BOE TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVTFT
4JODF UIFSF BSF  NPEFMT UIFZ BQQFBS JO BO POMJOF BQQFOEJY

QPSUGPMJPT NPSF CSPBEMZ QBSU PG B CSPBE F୭GPSU UP DPOTUSVDU B DPNQFMMJOH FMFDUPSBM DPBMJUJPO 5IJT FY
QBOTJPO EJE OPU IPXFWFS FYUFOE UP UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT JO UIF SFHJNF BT 'JHVSF  NBLFT
DMFBS &WFO BT FMFDUJPOT BQQSPBDIFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOUJOVFE UP DPOTUSVDU B SFHJNF DPSF UIBU XBT
BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ ESBXO GSPN 0ZP BOE FOWJSPOT JO  FMJUFT GSPN 0ZPؠT TVSSPVOEJOH WJMMBHFT FO
KPZFE B SPVHIMZ % QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH BQQPJOUFE UP B DSJUJDBM SFHJNF QPTU BOE CZ  PO UIF FWF
PG UIF FMFDUJPOT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ IBE SJTFO UP SPVHIMZ %
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS B HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ DPODFOUSBUFE FMJUF SFUVSOFE JNNFEJBUFMZ GPMMPX
JOH UIF  FMFDUJPOT *OEFFE UIF TUFBEZ JODSFBTFT JO UIF NBSHJOBM F୭GFDUT PG HFPHSBQIJD QSPYJNJUZ
PO NJE BOE IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOU TVHHFTU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP B HFPHSBQIJD JO
HSPVQ IBT POMZ TUSFOHUIFOFE "T MBUFS DIBQUFST NBLF DMFBS UIJT DPJODJEFE XJUI B OVNCFS PG PUIFS
USFOET $POHPؠT PJM QSPEVDUJPO SPTF FOBCMJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP TJQIPO NPSF GSPN UIF USFBTVSZ
)JT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT BOE GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF HSFX BDDPSEJOHMZ 0QQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
XJUI MFTT DIBODF PG XJOOJOH FMFDUJPOT XFSF VOBCMF UP SFTJTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF P୭GFST
"OE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP USBWFMFE BCSPBE BU XJMM %JTFOUBOHMJOH UIF QSFDJTF DIBJO PG DBVTBMJUZ JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU
#VU UIFTF JOEJDBUPST TVHHFTU UIBU BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO IBT CFDPNF NPSF TFDVSF IF IBT QSF
GFSSFE B GBS NPSF HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ DPODFOUSBUFE FMJUF
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
8IFO IF SFDMBJNFE QPXFS JO  UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDSVJUFE GPS IJT SFHJNFؠT NPTU
DSJUJDBM NPTU MVDSBUJWF QPTJUJPOT CBTFE MBSHFMZ PO UIF JOUFSFTUT PG UIPTF PVUTJEF MPPLJOH JO #Z EF୮ୢO
JOH UIF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT BDDPSEJOH UP HFPHSBQIZ BOE BXBSEJOH BQQPJOUFFT B TVCTUBOUJBM XBHF QSF
NJVN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ *O TP EPJOH IF JOEVDFE UIF TVQQPSU PG FMJUFT
JODMVEFE JO UIF JOHSPVQ CVU FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF "T 4FDUJPO  NBLFT DMFBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
DPNQFMMFE UIFN UP CFIBWFॵ JG UIFZ XFSF NFNCFST PG UIF SFHJNF TJODF UIFZ CFMJFWFE IF TFSWFE UIFJS

JOUFSFTUT CFUUFS UIBO IJT SJWBMT )BWJOH SFMJFE PO B DJWJMJBO BOE NJMJUBSZ BQQBSBUVT UP TFDVSF WJDUPSZ JO
UIF DJWJM XBS IJT SFDSVJUNFOU JO UIF FBSMZ ZFBST XBT DPOTUSBJOFE #VU BT IJT BDDFTT UP TUBUF SFWFOVF FY
QBOEFE BSPVOE UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO BOE UIF SFMFWBODF PG DSPTTSFHJPOBM BMMJBODFT EFDMJOFE
IF SFEPVCMFE IJT DPNNJUNFOU UP UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ
4ISFXE UIPVHI JU XBT UIJT BDDPVOU SJTLT TJNQMJGZJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BDDPNQMJTINFOUT 'PS
FWFO BG୴FS IF QPQVMBUFE IJT SFHJNF IF IBE TUJMM UP NPOJUPS IJT BQQPJOUFFT XIP HBJOFE GSFTI BDDFTT
UP TUBUF SFWFOVF BOE XFBQPOT .PSF IF MBDLFE UIF JOTUJUVUJPOBM NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT B୭GPSEFE CZ
BO F୭GFDUJWF TUBUF CVSFBVDSBDZ BT XFMM BT UIF SFDPVSTF UP GFBS FOKPZFE CZ BVUPDSBUT XIP DBO FNQMPZ
WJPMFODF GSFFMZ $IBQUFS  FYQMPSFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFTQPOTF
























)LJXUH  6DVVRX1JXHVVRèV PLG DQG KLJK OHYHO SROLWLFDO DSSRLQWHHV E\ WKH ORFDWLRQ RI WKHLU KRPH YLOODJHV 5HJLRQV DUH






















)LJXUH  7KH ELUWK YLOODJHV RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV0ERFKL FRHWKQLFV DSSHDU LQ FRUDO ZKLOH WKH ELUWK YLOODJHV RI HWKQLF




































































Distance of Appointees from Oyo
)LJXUH  7KH ĆUVW SDQHO UHFRUGV GHPRJUDSKLF DQG SROLWLFDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI */& LQLWLDWHV DQG QRQLQLWLDWHV LQ 
7KH ERWWRP WKUHH SDQHOV GLVSOD\ WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ KRPH YLOODJHV WR 2\R 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV KRPH YLOODJH WKHPHDQ GLV


































1 IV: Co−ethnicityCo−ethnicity set at 0
IV: Co−ethnicity
Co−ethnicity set at 1
●
IV: Oyo Distance 
Co−ethnicity set at 0
Oyo Distance set at 50
●
IV: Oyo Distance 
Co−Ethnicity set at 1
Oyo Distance set at 50
IV: Oyo Distance 
Co−ethnicity set at 0
Oyo Distance set at 200
IV: Oyo Distance 
Co−Ethnicity set at 0
Oyo Distance set at 10
)LJXUH  7KH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV WKDW HOLWH J UHFHLYHV DPLG RU KLJK OHYHO DSSRLQWPHQW LQ WKH FLYLOLDQ DSSDUDWXV 
RU UHFHLYHV D KLJK OHYHO DSSRLQWPHQW LQ WKHPLOLWDU\ DSSDUDWXV LQ \HDU U 6LPXODWLRQV IRU PLG OHYHO FLYLOLDQ DSSRLQWPHQWV
DUH FRPSXWHG DVVXPLQJ WKDW HOLWH J GLG QRW KROG D UHJLPH DSSRLQWPHQW LQ \HDU U −  6LQFH LW LV UHODWLYHO\ XQFRPPRQ IRU
DQ HOLWH WR UHFHLYH D KLJK OHYHO DSSRLQWPHQW ZLWKRXW RFFXS\LQJ D ORZ RUPLG OHYHO DSSRLQWPHQW WKH SUHYLRXV \HDU WKH
VLPXODWLRQV IRU KLJK OHYHO DSSRLQWPHQWV DUH FRPSXWHG DVVXPLQJ WKDW HOLWH J KHOG VRPH UHJLPH DSSRLQWPHQW LQ \HDU U− 



































































































)LJXUH  7KH HIIHFW RI JHRJUDSKLF SUR[LPLW\ DQG0ERFKL FRHWKQLFLW\ ZLWKLQ WKH LQJURXS

5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT O BOE
QSPQPTFT C% UP PDDVQBOUT
PG UIF ɀ QPSUGPMJPT
4FU O FMJUFT FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF
BDUJWJUZ XIJDI ZJFMET B DPVQ XJUI
TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ PS SFDFJWF C%
*G UIF BVUPDSBU TVSWJWFT
B SFWPMVUJPO MFE CZ TFUN FMJUFT
PDDVST XJUI TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ
*G OP SFWPMVUJPO
UIF BVUPDSBU SFDFJWFT 3− C%
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH UHFUXLWPHQW JDPH
︷ ︸︸ ︷
*OHSPVQ PG TJ[F O∗
1S (J ∈ ɀ) = ǻO∗ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
0VUHSPVQ PG TJ[FN∗ = /− O∗
1S (J ∈ ɀ) = 
︷ ︸︸ ︷ɀ QPSUGPMJPT
︸ ︷︷ ︸
/ FMJUFT
1S (J ∈ ɀ) = ǻ/
































● Oyo Distance set at 200
● Oyo Distance set at 10
)LJXUH  7KH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV WKDW PHPEHUV RI WKH LQJURXS DQG WKH RXWJURXS å DIWHU WHUPLQDWLRQ DQGZLWK
OLWWOH KRSH IRU UHDSSRLQWPHQW å HQJDJH LQ DQWLUHJLPH DFWLYLW\ LQ \HDU U 7KH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV DUH EDVHG RQ WKH



























































●Oyo Distance set at 200
●Oyo Distance set at 10



























































●Oyo Distance set at 200
●Oyo Distance set at 10






*UؠT B TIBEPX HPWFSONFOU 4PNF DPVOTFMPST BSF FWFO NPSF JNQPSUBOU UIBO NJOJTUFST
؛ 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV
*OUFSWJFX  +VOF  ,JWPVWPV JT B GPSNFS "ENJOJTUSBUPS (FOFSBM PG "GSJDB 0JM BOE (BT $PSQPSBUJPO
XIJDI ୮ୢHVSFT QSPNJOFOUMZ JO UIF TUPSZ UIBU GPMMPXT

+BZ /FXNBO JT B TFOJPS QPSUGPMJP NBOBHFS BU ,FOTJOHUPO *OUFSOBUJPOBM B /FX :PSL JOWFTUNFOU ୮ୢSN
PO UIF UI ୯୳PPS PG B QSPNJOFOU 'JG୴I "WFOVF TLZTDSBQFS /FXNBO JT BMTP BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
DIJFG OFNFTFT #FUXFFO  BOE  IF QVSDIBTFE B TFSJFT PG EFCUT GPS $. PO UIF EPMMBS VMUJ
NBUFMZ DPCCMJOH UPHFUIFS $ NJMMJPO PG EJTUSFTTFE EFCU GPS MFTT UIBO $ NJMMJPO < > *O 
BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP آMFHJUJNJ[FEأ IJT NJMJUBSZ WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVEVMFOU FMFDUJPOT /FXNBO PCUBJOFE B
TFSJFT PG KVEHNFOUT JO -POEPO DPVSUT UIBU WBMJEBUFE IJT DMBJNT <> /FXNBOؠT JOWFTUNFOUT XPVME
QSPWF MVDSBUJWF POMZ JG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVME CF GPSDFE UP QBZ 4P XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DIBMMFOHFE
UIFJS DMBJNT JO /FX :PSL BOE -POEPO DPVSUT /FXNBO EJTQBUDIFE QSJWBUF JOWFTUJHBUPST ؛ NPTUMZ
GPSNFS $*" BHFOUT ؛ BDSPTT UIF HMPCF GPS FWJEFODF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HSBG୴ <>
/FXNBOؠT JOWFTUJHBUJPO DPTU NJMMJPOT PG EPMMBST CVU JUT SFTVMUT XFSF TUBHHFSJOH *O "VHVTU 
BMPOF TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM TQFOUe ,  BU -PVJT 7VJUUPO 3PCFSUP $BWBMMJ BOE PUIFS EFTJHOFS CPV
UJRVFT <> %VSJOH B WJTJU UP /FX :PSL JO 4FQUFNCFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFUUMFE IJT CJMM GPS
 SPPNT BU UIF 1BMBDF )PUFM XJUI $ CBOLOPUFT IF TUBZFE JO UIF آ5SJQMFYأ B UISFF TUPSZ NBS
CMF ୯୳PPSFE TVJUF UIBU BU $,  QFS OJHIU DPTU UIF DPVOUSZ $,  <> 5P VOEFSNJOF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT DBNQBJHO GPS EFCU SFMJFG /FXNBO MFBLFE UIJT JOGPSNBUJPO UP (MPCBM 8JUOFTT B #SJUJTI
/(0 XIJDI QSPNQUMZ JTTVFE B TFSJFT PG TDBUIJOH SFQPSUT < > 5IFZ SFDFJWFE TP NVDI BUUFO
UJPO UIBU 1BVM 8PMGPXJU[ UIFO QSFTJEFOU PG UIF 8PSME #BOL WPDBMMZ PQQPTFE $POHPؠT QFUJUJPO GPS
EFCU SFMJFG /FXNBOؠT ,FOTJOHUPO *OUFSOBUJPOBM JT PG୴FO EFSJEFE BT B آWVMUVSF GVOEأ CVU IF GPVOE
BMMJFT JO $POHP #SJDF .BDLPTTP IFBE PG 1VCMॷI 8IBU :PV 1BZؠT 1PJOUF/PJSF P୭୮ୢDF TBJE UIJT
*G JU XFSF OPU GPS UIFTF WVMUVSF GVOET XF XPVME OPU LOPX BOZ GBDUT BCPVU UIF XBZ PVS
DPVOUSZ T XFBMUI JT CFJOH UBLFO BXBZ 8F EPO U BHSFF XJUI UIFJS VMUJNBUF BJNT CVU
UIFZ BSF UIF POMZ POFT DBQBCMF PG FYQPTJOH UIF USVUI <>
5IF SFWFMBUJPOT XFSF TP FNCBSSBTTJOH ؛ BOE BU TVDI B TFOTJUJWF UJNF ؛ UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VMUJ
* XJMM QPTU UIFTF PO NZ QFSTPOBM XFCTJUF VQPO QVCMJDBUJPO

NBUFMZ TFUUMFE 8IJMF NPTU WVMUVSF GVOET SFDFJWFE TFUUMFNFOUT XPSUI $. PO UIF EPMMBS /FXNBO
TFUUMFE IJT DMBJNT GPS TPNF $ NJMMJPO <>
/FXNBOؠT MBXTVJUT FOBCMFE IJN UP TFJ[F 4/1$ PJM BU XJMM <> 5P DJSDVNWFOU UIF SVMJOHT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP DSFBUFE B TFSJFT PG TIFMM DPNQBOJFT UIBU DPVME CF MJOLFE UP OFJUIFS IJN OPS UIF $POHPMFTF
HPWFSONFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT GPSDFE JO TIPSU UP EFMFHBUF UIF TBMF PG $POHPMFTF PJM UP IJT BHFOUT
5IF PXOFST PG BU MFBTU  TIFMM DPNQBOJFT ؛ &MFOHB *OWFTUNFOU )FNJTQIFSF 7FOUVSFT -POH #FBDI
*OWFTUNFOUT .POUSPX *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4QIZOY #FSNVEB 4QIZOY 6, "GSJDB 0JM BOE (BT $PSQPSB
UJPO 1IFOJDJB 1BO "GSJDB 0SJPO *OWFTUNFOUT BOE -JLPVBMB 4" ؛ XPVME QVSDIBTF 4/1$ PJM BU %
PS % CFMPX NBSLFU QSJDF BOE UIFO TFMM JU PO UIF PQFO NBSLFU PG୴FO UP NBKPS USBEFST MJLF (MFODPSF
#SJUJTI 1FUSPMFVN BOE (VOWPS <      > 5IF QSP୮ୢUT XFOU EJSFDUMZ JOUP CBOL BD
DPVOUT JO #SB[[BWJMMF (FOFWB BOE )POH ,POH BMM DPOUSPMMFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMMJFT BOE SFMBUJWFT
4BTTPV /HVFTTP NVTU EFMFHBUF WJSUVBMMZ FWFSZUIJOH )F DBO OFJUIFS FOTVSF IJT PXO QFSTPOBM TFDV
SJUZ OPS UIBU PG #SB[[BWJMMF )F DBOOPU SVO IJT WBSJPVT NJOJTUSJFT FWFO UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU BNPOH
UIFN )F DBOOPU NBOBHF IJT PXO QSPQBHBOEB BQQBSBUVT .PSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO IBSEMZ NPO
JUPS UIPTF XIP EP (PWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST BQQPJOU UIFJS PXO DIJFGT PG TUB୭G BOE TFOJPS BJEFT UZQ
JDBMMZ PME GSJFOET GSPN UIFJS OBUJWF WJMMBHFT 5IFJS GPSUVOFT JOUFSUXJOFE UIFZ PG୴FO IBWF TUSPOHFS
JODFOUJWFT UP FOSJDI UIFNTFMWFT BU UIF FYQFOTF PG UIF SFHJNF ؛ UP TJQIPO TUBUF SFWFOVF NJOJTUFSJBM
CVEHFUT PS XFBQPOT DBDIFT ؛ UIBO TFSWF JU XJUI DPNQMFUF GBJUI &WFO XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQ
QPJOUFFT NBZ OPU XJTI UP PWFSUISPX UIF SFHJNF UIFJS QFSTPOBM JOUFSFTUT PG୴FO EJWFSHF GSPN JU JO
XBZT UIBU SFOEFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPME PO QPXFS MFTT TFDVSF BOE MFTT MVDSBUJWF آ.JOJTUFST TPNF
UJNFT EP TIBEZ UIJOHTأ POF QSPNJOFOU NFNCFS PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ UPME NF آ5IFZ NVTU
CF NPOJUPSFEأ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP LOPXT UIJT 5IPVHI IJT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT BSF JNQFSGFDU IF EFQMPZT UIFN
OPOFUIFMFTT 7JSUVBMMZ BMM PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJOJTUFST ؛ XIFSFWFS UIFJS NJOJTUSJFT BSF MPDBUFE ؛
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OPOZNPVT  .BSDI 

PDDVQZ P୭୮ୢDFT JO UIF &MG 5PXFS B ୯୳PPS TUSVDUVSF JOBVHVSBUFE JO  BOE EFTJHOFE UP EXBSG UIF
,JOTIBTB TLZMJOF 3FDFOUMZ SFCSBOEFE UIF 5PVS /BCFNCB UIF CVJMEJOH DPTUT OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO QFS
ZFBS KVTU UP BJS DPOEJUJPO <> 5IF CVJMEJOH JT BMTP UIPSPVHIMZ CVHHFE PS TP JUT PDDVQBOUT CFMJFWF
4P DBVUJPVT BSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJOJTUFST UIBU UIFZ SPVUJOFMZ TDIFEVMF TFOTJUJWF NFFUJOHT ؛ FWFO
XJUI 8FTUFSO SFTFBSDIFST ؛ BU UIFJS QFSTPOBM SFTJEFODFT -JLF IJT MBUF TPOJOMBX 0NBS #POHP <>
WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ CFMJFWF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBJOUBJOT FYUFOTJWF JOUFMMJHFODF ୮ୢMFT XIJDI
EPDVNFOU IJT BQQPJOUFFTؠ JMMJDJU BDUJWJUJFT GPS FWFOUVBM CMBDLNBJM <> 5IF 8FTUFSO EJQMPNBUJD DPN
NVOJUZ GPS JUT QBSU CFMJFWFT UIF SFDFOU JO୯୳VY PG FNQMPZFFT BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT $IJOFTF FNCBTTZ TFSWFT
QSJNBSJMZ UP TUSFOHUIFO UIF DPVOUSZؠT FMFDUSPOJD TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT
5IJT DIBQUFS FYQMBJOT IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTUSVDUFE IJT HPWFSONFOU UP DPNQFM BQQPJOUFFT
UP DPNQMZ XJUI IJT JOUFSFTUT FWFO XIFO UIFJS QFSTPOBM JOUFSFTUT EJWFSHFE GSPN IJT BOE IF MBDLFE UIF
BCJMJUZ UP NPOJUPS UIFN F୭GFDUJWFMZ *UT DFOUSBM BSHVNFOU JT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CVJMU B QBSBMMFM HPW
FSONFOU B TFU PG BEWJTPST XIP TIBEPX GPSNBM BQQPJOUFFT EJTDIBSHF UIF TBNF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BOE
VMUJNBUFMZ DPNQFUF GPS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT GBWPS &BSMJFS BVUPDSBUT DPVME TJNQMZ UFSSPSJ[F UIFJS BQQPJOUFFT
JOUP DPNQMJBODF +PTFQI 4UBMJOؠT آ(SFBU 1VSHFأ $PORVFTU <> BOE -TLBWZBO <> UFBDI VT XBT B
SBUJPOBM ؛ JG VOJNBHJOBCMZ WJPMFOU ؛ NFBOT UP DPNQFM BQQPJOUFFT UP EFOPVODF UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUTؠ
NBMGFBTBODF 3BGBFM 5SVKJMMP $SBTTXFMMFS <> XSJUFT FNQMPZFE B GFBSTPNF TFDSFU QPMJDF UP TJNJMBS
F୭GFDU :FU NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT NVTU HFOFSBUF DPNQMJBODF XJUI MJNJUFE SFDPVSTF UP WJPMFODF 'PS UIF
JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZؠT JOTJTUFODF PO IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT JO FYDIBOHF GPS GPSFJHO BJE BOE JO
WFTUNFOU ؛ BOE JOEFFE UIFJS XJMMJOHOFTT UP QSPWJEF BTZMVN UP IJHI QSP୮ୢMF EFGFDUPST ؛ MJNJUT UIF
WJPMFODF UIBU NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT DBO DSFEJCMZ UISFBUFO <> "T B SFTVMU NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT JODFOUJWJ[F
DPNQMJBODF CZ GPTUFSJOH DPNQFUJUJPO
4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT BO BOBMZUJDBM IJTUPSZ PG UISFF TFDUPST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU PJM
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI "EFMB¯EF .PVHBOZ BOE 'SBO§PJT 4JUB  "QSJM 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $ISJTUPQIFS .VSSBZ  /PWFNCFS 

NJMJUBSZ BOE DPNNVOJDBUJPOT *U EPDVNFOUT UIF DPNQFUJUJPOT UIBU BOJNBUF FBDI BOE UIBU IBWF
FOBCMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP DPOTPMJEBUF IJT BVUIPSJUZ 4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT UIF EZOBNJDT PG FMJUF DPN
QFUJUJPO XJUI UIF BJE PG B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM *U TVHHFTUT UXP OFDFTTBSZ DPOEJUJPOT UP SFOEFS UIF
UFDIOJRVF F୭GFDUJWF 'JSTU UIF BVUPDSBU NVTU FOTVSF UIBU DPNQFUJUJPOT EP OPU EFWPMWF JOUP DZDMFT
PG EFOVODJBUJPO BOE DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPO )F NVTU CF BCMF UP EJWJOF USVUI GSPN OPJTF 4FDPOE
QBJSFE FMJUFT NVTU OPU DPMMVEF UP TVSSFQUJUJPVTMZ BHSFF UP DIFBU UIF BVUPDSBU JO UIF TBNF XBZ XIJDI
XPVME SFOEFS NBMGFBTBODF VOEFUFDUBCMF 4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT TUBUJTUJDBM FWJEFODF UIBU FYQMBJOT IPX
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BDDPNQMJTIFT CPUI
 $ঘগজঘক঒঍ঊঝ঒গঐ "ঞঝ঑ঘছ঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ &ক঒ঝ঎ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
 5঑঎ 4঎ঌঞছ঒ঝঢ "ঙঙঊছঊঝঞজ
0PG UIF TFWFO LFZ NFNCFST PG UIF #SB[[BWJMMF $PCSB IFBERVBSUFST GPVS XFSF -JLPVBMB OBUJWFT :WFT
.PUBOEP /P«M -FPOBSE &TTPOHP (JMCFSU .PLPLJ BOE +FBO .BSJF 5BTTPVB 5IFTF DPNNBOEFST
FOKPZFE CPUI UIF MPZBMUZ PG UIFJS TPMEJFST BOE FBTZ BDDFTT UP XFBQPOT "MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT
FBHFS UP EJTNJTT UIFN JO GBWPS PG 0ZP OBUJWFT ؛ UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ QFS $IBQUFS  ؛ IF XBT
DPOTUSBJOFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU XJUIJO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JO SFTQPOTF
UP UIFTF DPOTUSBJOUT
)BWJOH PWFSTFFO UIF DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF.PUBOEP XBT BQQPJOUFE NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG
TUB୭G )F XBT TFDPOEFE IPXFWFS CZ 1SPTQFS ,POUB .PLPOP B OBUJWF PG 1PPM XIPTF XIPTF SFDPSE
PG MPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT MPOH BOE VOJNQFBDIBCMF 8IFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJTQBUDIFE B
CBUUBMJPO JO  UP DBQUVSF 1JFSSF "OHB JO UIF GPSFTUT PVUTJEF 0XBOEP .PLPOP XBT BNPOH UIF
UXP PS UISFF MFBEJOH '"$ P୭୮ୢDFST 5IF NJTTJPO JUTFMG XBT FYUSBPSEJOBSJMZ EBOHFSPVT " OPUPSJPVTMZ
DPVSBHFPVT TPMEJFS "OHB EFGFOEFE IJNTFMG GPS  NJOVUFT B NBDIJOF HVO JO FBDI IBOE .PLPOP
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 

IBE QBUJFOUMZ BXBJUFE IJT UVSO BUPQ UIF NJMJUBSZ IJFSBSDIZ GPS ZFBST BOE IF BTQJSFE UP UIF QPTJUJPO
.PUBOEP OPX IFME
'"$ DIJFG PG TUB୭G .PUBOEP NBZ IBWF CFFO #VU UIF GVMM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT XBT PWFSTFFO CZ +FBO
%PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB XJEFMZ LOPXO TJNQMZ BT +%0 BOE PG୴FO SFHBSEFE BT EF GBDUP WJDF QSFTJEFOU
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFX BOE BO BENJSBM JO UIF $POHPMFTF OBWZ 0LFNCB JT XJEFMZ WJFXFE BT UIF
TFDPOE NPTU QPXFSGVM QFSTPO JO UIF DPVOUSZ " DPOTFJMMFS TQFDJBM GPS TFDVSJUZ TJODF  4BTTPV
/HVFTTP BQQPJOUFE 0LFNCB TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM PG UIF OFXMZ DSFBUFE $POTFJM /BUJPOBM EF 4FDVSJU© JO
 B CPEZ DPODFSOFE GBS NPSF XJUI EPNFTUJD UISFBUT UP UIF QSFTJEFOU UIBO XJUI FYUFSOBM UISFBUT UP
OBUJPOBM TFDVSJUZ )JT NBOEBUF JT CSPBEFS UIBO BOZ PUIFS NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOOFS DJSDMF
)F QSFTJEFT PWFS UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF BOE UIF TVCKFDU PG
$IBQUFS  )F JT DIBJSNBO PG #('* $POHP TVDDFTTPS UP &MૄؠT EJTDSFEJUFE '*#" BOE IPNF UP 4/1$ؠT
CBOL BDDPVOU BOE UIPTF PG JUT TIFMM DPNQBOJFT 5IF QFSDI FOBCMFT IJN UP NPOJUPS WJSUVBMMZ BMM NBKPS
୮ୢOBODJBM USBOTBDUJPOT JO UIF DPVOUSZ "T PG  0LFNCB XBT BMTP UIF POMZ QFSTPO XIP DPVME BD
DFTT UIF QSFTJEFOUؠT QFSTPOBM USFBTVSZ 8IFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP USBOTGFSSFE NJMMJPOT PG FVSPT UP GVOE
+BDRVFT $IJSBDؠT QPMJUJDBM DBNQBJHOT CFUXFFO  BOE  0LFNCB EFMJWFSFE UIF TVJUDBTFT PG DBTI
<> )F JT SFHBSEFE BT UIF MFBEFS PG UIF QBUFSOBM ؛ /HVFTTP ؛ TJEF PG UIF GBNJMZ
-JLF 0LFNCB )JMBJSF .PLP JT CPUI B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP OFQIFX BOE BO BENJSBM JO UIF $POHPMFTF
OBWZ %VSJOH UIF  XBS .PLP EJSFDUFE UIF SFBS IFBERVBSUFST CBTFE JO 0ZP XIJDI DPPSEJOBUFE
XFBQPOT TIJQNFOUT GSPN &VSPQF BOE TFDVSFE UIF #SB[[BWJMMF TVQQMZ MJOF <> 'PMMPXJOH UIF XBS
.PLP XBT OBNFE IFBE PG UIF%JSFDUJPO (FOFSBMF EF MB 4FDVSJU© 1SॶJEFOUJFMMF 	%(41
 "MPOH XJUI
UIF(BSEF 3FQVCMJDBJOF ؛ NPSF BDDVSBUFMZ UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE ؛ UIF %(41 SFQPSUT EJSFDUMZ UP
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT SFDSVJUFE BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ GSPN 0ZP BOE USBJOT JO UIF GPSFTUT PG 5TBNCJUTP :FU
UIF %(41 JT FWFO NPSF JNQPSUBOU UIBO UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE 'PS XIJMF UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OPOZNPVT  .BSDI  4FF BMTP -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  4FQUFNCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +VOF  4FF BMTP .PSJTPO <>
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 

TFDVSFT UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF HPWFSONFOU CVJMEJOHT ؛ UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM 1BMBDF 1BSMJBNFOU $FOUSBM #BOL
BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSJWBUF #SB[[BWJMMF SFTJEFODF ؛ %(41 TPMEJFST GPMMPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIFSFWFS
IJT USBWFMT UBLF IJN .PLP SFQSFTFOUT B EJ୭GFSFOU TJEF PG UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ BOE UIF UXP BSF
XJEFMZ BDLOPXMFEHFE UP DPNQFUF GPS UIFJS VODMFؠT BUUFOUJPO *OEFFE UIFJS DPNQFUJUJPO FWFO TQJMMFE
JOUP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSPQBHBOEB BQQBSBUVT EJTDVTTFE JO 4FDUJPO  8IFO 0LFNCB FNFSHFE BT
UIF QSJODJQBM ୮ୢOBODJFS PG 444ǣ,+$,Ǹ&1"ǣ ,* .PLP GPSHFE B DMPTFS SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI 1JHBTTF
BOE -ॶ %©QªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF )FODF JO  XIFO 0LFNCB EJTDPWFSFE .PLP XBT TJQIPOJOH
IJT TVCPSEJOBUFTؠ TBMBSJFT IF XBT EFMJHIUFE UP SFQPSU IJN UP UIFJS VODMF "T QVOJTINFOU .PLP
XBT EJTQBUDIFE UP 1BSJT EJTHSBDFE XIFSF IF TFSWFE BT UIF FNCBTTZؠT NJMJUBSZ BUUBDI© "OE UIFSF IF
TUBZFE VOUJM  ؛ JO HJMEFE CVU GPSDFE FYJMF ؛ XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDBMMFE IJN UP #SB[[BWJMMF UP
BHBJO TVQFSWJTF IJT QFSTPOBM TFDVSJUZ
.PLP XBT TVDDFFEFE CZ #MBJTF "EPVB XIP DPNNBOEFE UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE GSPN  VOUJM
 BOE UIF #SB[[BWJMMF .JMJUBSZ ;POF UIFSFBG୴FS 5IPVHI BO 0ZP OBUJWF "EPVB JT OPU B SFMBUJWF
BOE IF BOE 0LFNCB TIBSFE OP QBSUJDVMBS B୭୮ୢOJUZ "EPVBؠT MPZBMUZ IPXFWFS XBT CFZPOE SFQSPBDI
)F XBT BNPOH UIF WFSZ ୮ୢSTU P୭୮ୢDFST UP EFTFSU UIF -JTTPVCB SFHJNF ؛ JO  KVTU B ZFBS BG୴FS UIF JO
BVHVSBUJPO ؛ BOE EFDBNQ UP 0ZP "EPVBؠT 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE JT XJEFMZ CFMJFWFE UP IBWF PSDIFT
USBUFE UIF #FBDI .BTTBDSF JO  <> 8IFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP OFFEFE UP DPOEVDU B TIPX USJBM UP
GPSFTUBMM UIF 'SFODI JOWFTUJHBUJPO "EPVB BDRVJFTDFE BOE XBT VMUJNBUFMZ PSEFSFE CZ UIF #SB[[BWJMMF
DPVSU UP QBZ  GBNJMJFT ؛ SFQSFTFOUJOH B GSBDUJPO PG UIF  LJMMFE ؛ TPNFe ,  4PPO BG୴FS IJT
BQQPJOUNFOU "EPVB BOE 0LFNCB FOHBHFE JO UIF TBNF TPSUT PG DPNQFUJUJPOT UIBU NBSLFE )PLPؠT
UFOVSF "EPVB TFDVSFE UIF SFNPWBM PG BO 0LFNCB QSPU©H© +VEJDB«M /EPOHP BT DIJFG PG QFSTPOBM
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  "QSJM 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOKBNJO .PVUTJMB  +BOVBSZ 
)F BMTP TFSWFE BT DPNNBOEFS PG UIF $&."$ NVMUJOBUJPOBM GPSDF JO $"3
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  "QSJM 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  %FDFNCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +VMZ 

TFDVSJUZ 0LFNCB FOTVSFE UIBU "EPVB XBT OPU BCMF UP QJDL /EPOHPؠT SFQMBDFNFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
VMUJNBUFMZ DIPTF "OES© 0CBNJ *UPV آ୮ୢMTأ TPO BOE OBNFTBLF PG UIF 4FOBUF 1SFTJEFOU TJODF JUT DSF
BUJPO JO  " 5©L© GSPN (BNCPNB 0CBNJ *UPV آ୮ୢMTأ XBT B GSJFOE PG %FOJT $ISJTUFM XIFO CPUI
XFSF TUVEFOUT BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT NJMJUBSZ BDBEFNZ
5IF QBUFSOBM TJEF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ JT CBTFE JO 0ZP UIF NBUFSOBM TJEF IBJMT GSPN 0M
MPNCP BDSPTT UIF 3JWFS "MJNB GSPN 0ZP 1JFSSF 0CB B DPVTJO JT BNPOH UIF NBUFSOBM GBNJMZ FM
EFST " HFOFSBM P୭୮ୢDFS 0CB TFSWFE BT EJSFDUPS PG QSFTJEFOUJBM TFDVSJUZ JO UIF T BOE XBT DFOUSBM
UP UIF  XBS F୭GPSU #BTFE JO 1BSJT BU UIF VOP୭୮ୢDJBM FNCBTTZ PO "WFOVF .POUBJHOF 0CB DPPSEJ
OBUFE BSNT TIJQNFOUT CFUXFFO 1BSJT BOE 0ZP 6QPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO 0CB XBT SFXBSEFE
XJUI UIF .JOJTUSZ PG *OUFSJPS BOE 4FDVSJUZ BNPOH UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF NJOJTUFSJBM QPTJUJPOT
)F PWFSTFFT UIF /BUJPOBM 1PMJDF (FOEBSNFSJF $JWJM 4FDVSJUZ BOE 5FSSJUPSJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF 0୭୮ୢDF
	%(45
 *O  0CB BEEFE UIF 4QFDJBM 6OJU $PNNBOE 	$0.64
 UP IJT QPSUGPMJP DSFBUFE UP
DMFBOTF /JOKB SFCFMT GSPN #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO RVBSUFST %JWJEJOH UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT BDSPTT
UIF %FGFOTF BOE *OUFSJPS .JOJTUSJFT LFFQ UIF TFDVSJUZ GPSDFT EJWJEFE *G POF VOJU DPNNJUT BO BDU PG
USFBTPO B TFQBSBUF HSPVQ DBO DIFDL JU EFUFSSJOH UIF QPUFOUJBMMZ USFBTPOPVT HSPVQ JO UIF ୮ୢSTU QMBDF
5IFTF EJWJTJPOT FYUFOE UP UIF WFSZ UPQ PG UIF TFDVSJUZ IJFSBSDIZ BT 0CBؠT BQQPJOUNFOU NBLFT DMFBS
"G୴FS TFSWJOH GPS FJHIU ZFBST 0CB XBT SFMJFWFE BU 0LFNCBؠT CFIFTU JO +BOVBSZ  TIJG୴FE UP UIF
.JOJTUSZ PG .JOFT )JT TVDDFTTPS BUPQ UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT 1BVM .CPU B OBUJWF PG UIF
4BOHIB SFHJPO BOE 0LFNCB QSPU©H©
5IF IJTUPSZ PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT NVTU CF VOEFSTUPPE BT B TUSVHHMF CF
UXFFO UIF QBUFSOBM BOE NBUFSOBM GBNJMJFT XJUI 0LFNCB HFOFSBMMZ QSFWBJMJOH CVU OFWFS DPODMVTJWFMZ
'PS UIF FJHIU ZFBST VOUJM 0CBؠT SFMFBTF IF XBT DPVOUFSFE CZ +FBO 'SBO§PJT /EFOHVFU TJODF  UIF
(FOFSBM %JSFDUPS PG UIF /BUJPOBM 1PMJDF BOE BO 0LFNCB MPZBMJTU /EFOHVFU BMTP PWFSTBX UIF #FBDI
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  %FDFNCFS 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  %FDFNCFS  TFF BMTP 5BTTPVB <> BOE :FOHP <>
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .JMBO .P¯TF  "VHVTU 

NBTTBDSF <> "T 0CB XBT TIJG୴FE +FBO 'SBO§PJT 0LJOHB BOE .JDIFM 0NCFMJ CPUI GSPN UIF NBUFS
OBM TJEF TFDVSFE UIFJS BTDFOTJPOT 0LJOHB XBT JOTUBMMFE BT 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM PG UIF /BUJPOBM 1PMJDF
XIJMF 0NCFMJ SFDFJWFE $0.64 UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF PG UIF QPMJDF VOJUT 5IF $POTFJM /BUJPOBMF EF
4FDVSJU© IBT NVDI UIF TBNF IJTUPSZ 0LFNCBؠT BEKPJOU VOUJM  XBT 1BUSJDF 0OE©M© BMTP GSPN UIF
NBUFSOBM TJEF 0LFNCB VMUJNBUFMZ GPSDFE 0OE©M©ؠT EFQBSUVSF UIPVHI UP MJUUMF BWBJM 'PS 0OE©M©ؠT
TVDDFTTPS XBT .BSDFM /UTPVSPV B 5©L© GSPN 1MBUFBVY XIP IBT MJUUMF HPPEXJMM UPXBSET 0LFNCBؠT
DMBO
 5঑঎ 0঒ক "ঙঙঊছঊঝঞজ
"NPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢSTU QSJPSJUJFT JO  XBT UP FYUFOE DPOUSPM PWFS $POHPؠT DSVEF PJM QSP
EVDUJPO 'PS )ZESP$POHP UIF TUBUF PJM DPNQBOZ GPVOEFE JO  XBT JO TIBNCMFT BOE WJSUVBMMZ
FOUSVTUFE UIF DPVOUSZؠT PJM UP &MG 5IF &VSPQFBO ୮ୢSN DPOUSPMMFE FYQMPSBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO SF୮ୢOF
NFOU BOE NBSLFUJOH 6OEFS UIF VTVBM QSF୮ୢOBODJOH BHSFFNFOUT $IBQUFS  NBEF DMFBS &MG TJN
QMZ BEWBODFE PJMCBDLFE MPBOT FYUSBDUFE DSVEF GSPN $POHPMFTF XBUFST BT DPMMBUFSBM BOE UIFO VTFE
$POHPؠT TIBSF PG UIF QSPDFFET UP QBZ EPXO JUT EFCU <> )ZESP$POHP XBT TP JODPNQFUFOU UIBU JU
MBDLFE UIF DBQBDJUZ UP WFSJGZ $POHPؠT PJM SFDFJQUT <>
4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU UP FNVMBUF #POHPؠT 4/1( <> 3BUIFS UIBO SFMZJOH FYDMVTJWFMZ PO &MG
UIF OFX 4/1$ XPVME PWFSTFF VQTUSFBN BDUJWJUJFT ؛ QSPEVDUJPO BOE FYQMPSBUJPO ؛ BOE NBSLFU B
TIBSF PG JUT PXO PJM :FU JO 0DUPCFS  XJUI POF WFSZ CMPPEZ XBS BOE ୮ୢWF ZFBST PG QPMJUJDBM UVS
CVMFODF KVTU DPODMVEFE $POHP IBE WJSUVBMMZ OP EPNFTUJD FYQFSUJTF JO JOUFSOBUJPOBM ୮ୢOBODF BOE PJM
USBEJOH
#PSO JO  OFBS #PVOEKJ TPNF  NJMFT GSPN 0ZP %FOJT .BSJF (PLBOB XBT BT DPNGPSUBCMF JO
1BSJT BT JO $POHP " OVDMFBS QIZTJDJTU CZ USBJOJOH (PLBOB FBSOFE B EPDUPSBUF GSPN UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +PF 8BTIJOHUPO &CJOB  .BSDI 
'PS CBDLHSPVOE PO )ZESP$POHP TFF <>

1BSJT 9* JO  GPMMPXJOH XIJDI IF XPSLFE BU UIF 'SFODI "UPNJD &OFSHZ $PNNJTTJPO )F USBOTJ
UJPOFE UP &MG JO  XIFSF IF QMBZFE B DFOUSBM SPMF JO UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF /LPTTB PJM ୮ୢFME <>
)F BQQFBST UP IBWF NBEF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BDRVBJOUBODF EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF JO UIF T *O BE
EJUJPO UP IJT آQFSTPOBM FNCBTTZأ PO "WFOVF .POUBJHOF PO #PVMFWBSE .BHFOUB 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
TVQQPSUFE B TUVEZ HSPVQ GPS ZPVOH $POHPMFTF FYQBUSJBUFT ؛ BMNPTU BMM GSPN UIF DPVOUSZؠT OPSUIFSO
SFBDIFT ؛ UIBU TPVHIU UIF آSFTUPSBUJPO PG EFNPDSBDZأ JO #SB[[BWJMMF <> B FVQIFNJTN GPS 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO (PLBOB XBT BO PDDBTJPOBM QBSUJDJQBOU
4FOTJOH BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP DBTI JO PO IJT FYQFSUJTF BOE QPMJUJDBM DPOOFDUJPOT (PLBOB SFUVSOFE UP
#SB[[BWJMMF JO MBUF  )JT CSFBL DBNF JO 'FCSVBSZ  XIFO IF XBT BTLFE CZ (FSBSE #JUTJOEPV
B TFOJPS NJOJTUFS JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ୮ୢSTU HPWFSONFOU BOE BNPOH IJT GFX 1PPM DPMMBCPSBUPST UP
IFMQ SFPSHBOJ[F $POHPؠT PJM JOEVTUSZ 5IJT XBT EPOF CZ DPNNJUUFF 8JUI #SVOP *UPVB BOE 4FSHF
/EFLP (PLBOB QSPQPTFE UIF FOUJUZ UIBU CFDBNF UIF 4/1$ *U XBT JODPSQPSBUFE PO "QSJM  
XJUI *UPVB BT IFBE #MBJTF &MFOHB BT MFHBM DPVOTFM BOE UIF .JOJTUFS PG )ZESPDBSCPOT +FBO #BQUJTUF
5BUJ-PVUBSE PWFSTFFJOH PQFSBUJPOT (PLBOB GPS IJT F୭GPSUT XBT OBNFE DPOTFJMMFS   MB QSॶJEFODF
B QSFTJEFOUJBM DPVOTFMPS 5IF 4/1$ 6, XBT DSFBUFE PO .BZ   BT UIF DPNQBOZؠT NBSLFUJOH
BSN 5IF 4/1$ IFODFGPSUI SFUBJOFE TPNF % PG $POHPؠT QSPEVDUJPO UP TFMM PO UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM
NBSLFU (PLBOB CFDBNF 4/1$ 6,ؠT ୮ୢSTU EJSFDUPS PO "VHVTU   BOE TPPO UIFSFBG୴FS QSFQBSFE
UIF ୮ୢSTU NPEFM DPOUSBDU GPS 4/1$ PJM TBMFT XIJDI QSF୮ୢOBODJOH MFG୴ JOUBDU < > (PLBOB XBT
BTTJTUFE CZ B /JHFSJBO USBEFS %S *LF /XPCPEP BOE MBUFS %FOJT $ISJTUFM
"T JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UIF UXP QSJODJQBMT PG UIF PJM BQQBSBUVT MPBUIFE FBDI
PUIFS 'SPN PQQPTJUF TJEFT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ ؛ *UPVBؠT 0MMPNCP BOE (PLBOBؠT
#PVOEKJ BSF SFMBUJWFMZ EJTUBOU ؛ UIFZ IBE OP DPOUBDU QSJPS UP  &BDI NPSFPWFS TPVHIU UP CF 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT JOEJTQFOTBCMF PJM NBOBHFS آ5IFSF XBTأ BT POF GPSNFS BJEF UP (PLBOB QVU JU آB MFBE
/LPTTB DBNF POMJOF JO 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDL &SJD .BNQPVZB  %FDFNCFS 

FSTIJQ QSPCMFNأ XJUI FBDI GBTIJPOJOH IJNTFMG آNPTU JNQPSUBOUأ BOE آNPTU DPNQFUFOUأ (PLBOB
FWFO EFTDSJCFE *UPVB BT آUZSBOOJDBM BOE UPUBMJUBSJBOأ UP B -POEPO DPVSU <> 5IFJS SFMBUJPOTIJQ XBT
TUSJLJOHMZ TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG .PLP BOE 0LFNCB
*O  IPXFWFS *UPVBؠT TUBOEJOH GFMM GPMMPXJOH B TFSJFT PG BDSJNPOJPVT EJTQVUFT XJUI 5PUBM 5IF
4/1$ DMBJNFE 5PUBM PXFE UIF HPWFSONFOU TPNF $ NJMMJPO GPS BDDPVOUJOH FSSPST NBEF VOEFS
-JTTPVCB *O SFUBMJBUJPO UIF 4/1$ USBOTGFSSFE 5PUBMؠT )BVUF .FS DPODFTTJPO UP BO "NFSJDBO DPN
QBOZ .VSQIZ 0JM <> (PLBOB QSPQPTFE UIF SFTPMVUJPO <> $POHP XPVME SFOPVODF JUT $
NJMMJPO EFNBOE JG 5PUBM SFTDIFEVMFE $ NJMMJPO PG PJMCBDLFE EFCU BOE USBOTGFS JUT TIBSF PG UIF -JL
PVBMB PJM ୮ୢFME KVTU P୭G 1PJOUF/PJSF <> 8JUI UIF -JLPVBMB ୮ୢFMEؠT SFTFSWFT HSFBUFS UIBO  NJMMJPO
CBSSFMT BOE 5PUBM FOUJUMFE UP % PG QSPEVDUJPO <> 5PUBMؠT TIBSF XBT XPSUI OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO
BU MBUF  QSJDFT *O TP EPJOH 5PUBM USBEFE JUT TIBSF PG UIF -JLPVBMB PJM ୮ୢFME GPS SFMJFG GSPN UIF
4/1$ؠT BMMFHBUJPOT PG BDDPVOUJOH FSSPST NPSF UIBO ୮ୢWF ZFBST FBSMJFS 5IF 4/1$ JO UVSO TPME JUT
OFX TIBSF PG UIF -JLPVBMB PJM ୮ୢFME UP -JLPVBMB 4" ؛ TPDJ©U© BOZPOZNF ؛ GPS B NFSF $ NJMMJPO <>
-JLPVBMB 4"ؠT PXOFS XBT .BVSJDF /HVFTTP UIF QSFTJEFOUؠT PMEFS CSPUIFS UP XIPN 5PUBM BSSBOHFE
B MPBO GSPN #/1 1BSJCBT UP GBDJMJUBUF UIF QVSDIBTF <> " TVCTFRVFOU DPVSU DBTF GPVOE UIBU -JL
PVBMB 4" آJT BO BMUFS FHP PG $POHPأ <> *OEFFE UIF $POHPMFTF HPWFSONFOU DPODFEFE BT NVDI JO B
 QSFTT TUBUFNFOU <> "U  QSJDFT -JLPVBMB 4"ؠT TIBSF JT XPSUI OFBSMZ $. CJMMJPO JUT HFOFSBM
BENJOJTUSBUPS BT PG  XBT "OES© #BIPVNJOB B $POHPMFTF OBUJPOBM BOE GPSNFS 5PUBM FNQMPZFF
XIPTF TBMBSZ 5PUBM FWFO QBJE *O FTTFODF (PLBOB IBE NBOBHFE UP USBOTGFS $POHPؠT OBUJPOBM XFBMUI
EJSFDUMZ UP UIF SVMJOH GBNJMZ BOE CFZPOE UIF XBUDIGVM FZFT PG JOUFSOBUJPOBM DSFEJUPST 'PS IJT F୭GPSUT
(PLBOB XBT OBNFE B DPOTFJMMFS TQFDJBM POF PG POMZ UISFF NBSLJOH IJT BTDFOTJPO (PLBOB XBT IF
BDLOPXMFEHFE JO B -POEPO DPVSU JO آB WFSZ GBWPSFE QPTJUJPOأ <>
"U SPVHIMZ UIF TBNF UJNF $POHPؠT DSFEJUPST HPU TFSJPVT BCPVU EFCU DPMMFDUJPO *O  $POHP
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOKBNJO .PVUTJMB  +BOVBSZ 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  .BSDI 

SFNBJOFE UIF UIF NPTU JOEFCUFE DPVOUSZ JO UIF XPSME QFS DBQJUB 8JUI B QPQVMBUJPO PG CVU  NJM
MJPO JUT UPUBM FYUFSOBM EFCU BQQSPBDIFE $ CJMMJPO PS OFBSMZ $,  QFSTPO *UT EFCU XBT OFBSMZ %
PG HSPTT OBUJPOBM JODPNF *U BMTP QSPEVDFE OFBSMZ $. CJMMJPO PG PJM UIBU TBNF ZFBS XIJDI IBT TJODF
SJTFO FWFO IJHIFS .PTU PG $POHPؠT QSJWBUF DSFEJUPST IBE MPOH SFMJORVJTIFE BOZ IPQF UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP XPVME SFQBZ 4P UIFZ NBSLFUFE UIFJS EFCUT ؛ XPSUIMFTT QJFDFT PG QBQFS UIFZ SFBTPOFE ؛
PO UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM CPOE NBSLFU 5IJT BDU PG EFTQFSBUJPO GSPN $POHPؠT QSJWBUF DSFEJUPST GVOEB
NFOUBMMZ DIBOHFE UIF XBZ UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU NBSLFUFE $POHPؠT PJM *U BMTP FOBCMFE
(PLBOBؠT BTDFOTJPO
+BZ /FXNBO CPVHIU VQ UIFTF آXPSUIMFTTأ QJFDFT PG QBQFS GPS $. PO UIF EPMMBS VMUJNBUFMZ
BTTFNCMJOH B QPSUGPMJP XPSUI $ NJMMJPO 8IFO &VSPQFBO BOE "NFSJDBO DPVSUT WBMJEBUFE UIFTF
EFCUT BOE IJT SJHIU UP TFJ[F TUBUF QSPQFSUZ /FXNBO CFDBNF FWFO NPSF BNCJUJPVT *O  BOE 
IF TVFE UP TFJ[F PJM TIJQNFOUT BTTJHOFE UP #/1 1BSJCBT VOEFS QSF୮ୢOBODJOH BSSBOHFNFOUT JO  IF
EJE TP VOEFS UIF 3BDLFUFFS *O୯୳VFODFE BOE $PSSVQU 0SHBOJ[BUJPOT 	3*$0
 BDU XIJDI PSJHJOBMMZ UBS
HFUFE UIF "NFSJDBO .B୮ୢB BOE CZ MBX BXBSEFE USJQMF EBNBHFT <> 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIVT SFRVJSFE
TPNF NFDIBOJTN UP TFMM PJM XIJMF FWBEJOH DSFEJUPST "HBJO (PLBOB QSPWJEFE UIF TPMVUJPO #Z "QSJM
 IJT SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI *UPVB XBT TP TUSBJOFE UIBU IF TJNQMZ SFTJHOFE GSPN 4/1$ 6, MFBWJOH
/XPCPEP BOE %FOJT $ISJTUFM BMPOF JO -POEPO (PLBOB SFUVSOFE UP #SB[[BWJMMF TIPSUMZ UIFSFBG୴FS
BOE JO %FDFNCFS NFU XJUI 3PEPMQIF "EBEB BOE +FBO #BQUJTUF 5BUJ-PVUBSE UIFO UIF 'PSFJHO "G
GBJST BOE 0JM .JOJTUFST SFTQFDUJWFMZ BOE UXP PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPTU USVTUFE BEWJTPST آ5P BWPJE
UIF WVMUVSF GVOETأ BOPUIFS GPSNFS BJEF UP (PLBOB UPME NF (PLBOB QSPQPTFE B TPQIJTUJDBUFE OFU
XPSL PG TIFMM DPNQBOJFT %FWFMPQFE CZ (PLBOBؠT 4XJTT MBXZFS UP SFQMBDF UIF QSF୮ୢOBODJOH TDIFNF
<> JU OFFEFE UP CF BT DPNQMJDBUFE BT QPTTJCMF TJODF آUIF WVMUVSF GVOET IBE TP NVDI NPOFZ BU UIFJS
EJTQPTBMأ
4FF UIF 8PSME #BOLؠT JOEJDBUPST 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 

4BTTPV /HVFTTP BHSFFE 8IJMF QVCMJDMZ EJTNJTTJOH UIF WVMUVSF GVOET BT آUIVH HBOHTUFSTأ BOE
آTOBLFT JO UIF PDFBOأ ؛ آ*G UIJT JT OPU SPCCFSZأ IF BTLFE آXIBU JT أ <> ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO
TUSVDUFE (PLBOB UP PSHBOJ[F B OFX NBSLFUJOH TDIFNF 8JUI UIF 4/1$ 6, EJTNBOUMFE GSPN 
$POHPؠT PJM XBT TPME CZ UIF 4/1$ؠT OFX NBSLFUJOH BSN $POHPMBॷF EF 5SBEJOH 	$PUSBEF
 VTVBMMZ
UP B TFSJFT PG TIFMM DPNQBOJFT SFHJTUFSFE JO #FSNVEB BOE FMTFXIFSF &MFOHB *OWFTUNFOU )FNJTQIFSF
7FOUVSFT -POH #FBDI *OWFTUNFOUT 4QIZOY #FSNVEB 4QIZOY 6, "GSJDB 0JM BOE (BT $PSQPSB
UJPO 	"0($
 1IFOJDJB 1BO "GSJDB 0SJPO *OWFTUNFOUT -JUDI୮ୢFME %FWFMPQNFOU BOE -PDLXPPE
&OUFSQSJTFT 5IFTF TIFMM DPNQBOJFT VTVBMMZ QVSDIBTFE GSPN $PUSBEF BU CFUXFFO % BOE % CFMPX
NBSLFU QSJDF BOE UIFO TPME $POHPؠT PJM PO UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM NBSLFU #FUXFFO +BOVBSZ  BOE 0D
UPCFS  BU MFBTU  PJM DBSHPFT XFSF USBEFE CZ 4QIZOY #FSNVEB BMPOF XPSUI BQQSPYJNBUFMZ $
NJMMJPO *O  B -POEPO DPVSU TJNQMZ EFTDSJCFE UIFTF BT آTIBN DPNQBOJFT BOE USBOTBDUJPOT تUP
BWPJE FOGPSDFNFOU PG FYJTUJOH MJBCJMJUJFT <> (PLBOB XBT QJWPUBM UP BMM UIJT )F XBT IJT GPSNFS BJEF
UPME NF آUIF TZTUFNؠT JOTUJUVUJPOBM NFNPSZأ )F XBT JUT آNBTUFSNJOEأ <>
5P DPNQFOTBUF GPS UIJT FYUSB EFMFHBUJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFRVJSFE TPNF PWFSTJHIU NFDIBOJTN
)F UVSOFE UP UIF TBNF TPSUT PG DPNQFUJUJPOT UIBU TFSWFE IJT JOUFSFTUT TP XFMM JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQB
SBUVT *O QBSUJDVMBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOTJTUFE UIBU PXOFSTIJQ PG UIFTF TIFMM DPNQBOJFT CF EJWJEFE
8IJMF (PLBOB SFQMBDFE *UPVB BUPQ UIF 4/1$ $PUSBEF XBT HJWFO UP %FOJT $ISJTUFM JUT MFHBM DPVOTFM
XBT #MBJTF &MFOHB 5IF UISFF PG UIFN XFSF BMTP UIF QSJODJQBMT PG &MFOHB *OWFTUNFOU )FNJTQIFSF
7FOUVSFT -POH #FBDI *OWFTUNFOUT 4QIZOY #FSNVEB 4QIZOY 6, "GSJDB 0JM BOE (BT $PSQPSB
UJPO 1IFOJDJB -JUDI୮ୢFME %FWFMPQNFOU BOE -PDLXPPE &OUFSQSJTFT 5IF PUIFS NBKPS TIFMM DPNQB
OJFT XFSF TDBUUFSFE BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MPZBMJTUT JODMVEJOH 'SFODINBO +FBO:WFT 0MMJWJFS BO
"MHFSJBOCPSO DPNNPEJUJFT USBEFS XIP GBDJMJUBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BSNT QVSDIBTFT JO  <>
5IF NPTU JNQPSUBOU PG UIF TIFMM DPNQBOJFT IBE CBOL BDDPVOUT BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT #('* #BOL PWFSTFFO
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  4FQUFNCFS  BT XFMM BT (MPCBM 8JUOFTT <>

CZ +FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB <  > 5IJT EJWJTJPO POF $POHPMFTF BDBEFNJD UPME NF آJT IPX
IF LOPXT XIFO QFPQMF BSF MZJOHأ 5IJT DPSF HSPVQ VOEFSUPPL BMM NBKPS EFDJTJPOT UIBU UPVDIFE UIF
PJM TFDUPS آ4PNFUJNFT UIF .JOJTUFS PG 0JMأ (PLBOBؠT GPSNFS BJEF UPME NF آXPVME MFBSO PG UIFJS
EFDJTJPOT PO UFMFWJTJPO OFXTأ
5IF TDIFNF JOTVMBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GSPN DSFEJUPST XIJMF FOTVSJOH UIBU UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF BQ
QPJOUFFT NPOJUPSFE FBDI PUIFS 5IF TDIFNFؠT PQBDJUZ BMTP FOBCMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP BWPJE PWFS
TJHIU GSPN UIF #SFUUPO 8PPET *OTUJUVUJPOT *O UIF FBSMZ T 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFEPVCMFE IJT F୭GPSUT
UP TFDVSF EFCU SFMJFG VOEFS UIF 8PSME #BOLؠT )JHIMZ *OEFCUFE 1PPS $PVOUSZ 	)*1$
 JOJUJBUJWF %F
TQJUF $ CJMMJPO PG PJM SFWFOVF QPVSJOH JOUP UIF USFBTVSZ JO  BMPOF $POHP TV୭GFSFE GSPN UIF
XPSMEؠT IJHIFTU QFS DBQJUB EFCU MFWFM *OUFOEFE UP GSFF QPPS DPVOUSJFT UP GVOE BOUJQPWFSUZ QSPHSBNT
SBUIFS UIBO TFSWJDF EFCU UIF )*1$ QSPHSBN JT PTUFOTJCMZ MJNJUFE UP EFNPDSBUJD HPWFSONFOUT XJUI
QSPQPPS FDPOPNJD QPMJDJFT 6OBXBSF PG IJT DFOUSBM SPMF JO EFWJTJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFUXPSL PG
TIFMM DPNQBOJFT ؛ FRVBMMZ VOBXBSF UIBU IF GPSDFE BJEFT آUP DIBOHF UIF OVNCFST JO UIF UBCMFBV Eॶ ׹
OBODॶ UP NFFU UBSHFUT UXP EBZT CFGPSF UIFJS NFFUJOHTأ ؛ UIF *.' WJFXFE (PLBOB BT FSVEJUF BOE SF
TQPOTJWF *U WJFXFE %FOJT $ISJTUFM NVDI MFTT TP GPS JU CFMJFWFE IJT $PUSBEF XBT UIF MPDVT PG $POHPؠT
PJM NJTNBOBHFNFOU 8IFO (PLBOB QSPQPTFE FMJNJOBUJOH $PUSBEF EVSJOH UIF  EFCU SFMJFG
OFHPUJBUJPOT UIF *.' IBQQJMZ BHSFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TJHOFE PO BOE JO MBUF  $PUSBEF XBT
EJTNBOUMFE BOE $ISJTUFM PVU PG XPSL 5IF *.' JTTVFE PUIFS EFNBOET "DDPVOUJOH HJBOU ,1.(
BVEJUFE UIF 4/1$ؠT CPPLT PO B RVBSUFSMZ CBTJT CFUXFFO  BOE  JUT SFTVMUT QPTUFE PO UIF
4/1$ؠT XFCTJUF "MM UIJT XPSLFE 5IF *.' DPVME BDDPVOU GPS POMZ % PG PJM SFWFOVFT QSJPS UP
 CVU OFBSMZ % UIFSFBG୴FS
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDF :FOHP  +BOVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP  %FDFNCFS 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP  %FDFNCFS 

1FSTVBEFE UIF USBOTQBSFODZ HBJOT IBE CFFO JOTUJUVUJPOBMJ[FE UIF *.' GPSHBWF $POHPؠT EFCU JO
+BOVBSZ  #VU $POHPؠT JOTUJUVUJPOT BSF OPUIJOH JG OPU XFBL $ISJTUFM XBT OBNFE UIF 4/1$ؠT
OVNCFS UXP JO  NVDI UP UIF *.'ؠT DIBHSJO (PLBOB XBT OBNFE QSFTJEFOU PG UIF 4/1$ CPBSE
PG EJSFDUPST *O IJT QMBDF XBT +FS´NF ,PLP GPSNFSMZ WJDF QSFTJEFOU PG "HJQ BOE BO 0ZP OBUJWF 5IF
'JOBODF .JOJTUFS XIP PWFSTBX EFCU GPSHJWFOFTT 1BDJ୮ୢRVF *TTP¯CFLB GPSNFSMZ WJDF HPWFSONFOU PG
UIF $FOUSBM #BOL BOE XFMM SFHBSEFE CZ UIF *.' XBT SFQMBDFE CZ (JMCFSU 0OEPOHP B MPOHUJNF MPZBM
JTU XIPTF XJGF XBT BSSFTUFE UXJDF JO  ؛ ୮ୢSTU JO +PIBOOFTCVSH BOE UIFO JO 1BSJT ؛ XJUI  NJMMJPO
DBTI TUV୭GFE JO TVJUDBTFT < > 5IF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU BMTP TUPQQFE SFMFBTJOH JUT SFW
FOVF ୮ୢHVSFT #VU IBWJOH BMSFBEZ GPSHJWFO $POHPؠT EFCU UIF *.' IBT OP MFWFSBHF UP EFNBOE BDDPVOU
BCJMJUZ %JTQJSJUFE UIF *.' MFG୴ $POHP JO MBUF 
 5঑঎ 1ছঘঙঊঐঊগ঍ঊ "ঙঙঊছঊঝঞজ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BUUFOET UP IJT QVCMJD SFMBUJPOT BQQBSBUVT BT BUUFOUJWFMZ BT TFDVSJUZ BOE PJM 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT $PNNVOJDBUJPO .JOJTUFST TJODF  ؛ ୮ୢSTU "MBJO "LPVBMB "UJQBVMU BOE OPX #JFOW
FOVF 0LJ©NZ ؛ IBWF CFFO TIBEPXFE CZ B EBVHIUFS $MBVEJB -FNCPVNCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PODF
NBSSJFE UP UIF TPO PG 0NBS #POHPؠT MPOHUJNF 'JOBODF .JOJTUFS &EVDBUFE BU UIF -POEPO DBNQVT
PG 8FCTUFS 6OJWFSTJUZ JO 4U -PVJT $MBVEJBؠT DIJFG SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ JT CVSOJTIJOH IFS GBUIFSؠT JOUFS
OBUJPOBM TUBOEJOH *O UIJT $MBVEJB IFSTFMG DPNQFUFT XJUI .BSJB "¯DIB .BZMJO UIF XJGF PG 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT 1BSJT PODPMPHJTU "OE FBDI PG DPVSTF NVTU DPOUFOE XJUI +FBO 1BVM 1JHBTTF XIPTF
"HFODF Eԙ*OGPSNBUJPO Eԙ"GSJRVF $FOUSBMF QVCMJTIFT -ॶ %©ªDIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF BOE(©PQPMJUJRVF
"GSJDBJOF BOE NBJOUBJOT P୭୮ୢDFT JO 1BSJT 3PNF #SVTTFMT #SB[[BWJMMF BOE ,JOTIBTB
5IF SFTVMU PG UIFTF DPNQFUJUJPOT JT B TUVOOJOHMZ BHHSFTTJWF QVCMJD SFMBUJPOT DBNQBJHO *O 4FQUFN
CFS  BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFSN BT "GSJDBO 6OJPO QSFTJEFOU OFBSFE JUT DPODMVTJPO $MBVEJB BQ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP  %FDFNCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 

QSPBDIFE )FSNBO $PIFO "TTJTUBOU 4FDSFUBSZ PG 4UBUF GPS "GSJDBO "୭GBJST GSPN  VOUJM  BOE
UIFO IFBE PG B 8BTIJOHUPO MPCCZJOH ୮ୢSN $PIFO XBT XJEFMZ LOPXO GPS EFGFOEJOH "GSJDBO BVUP
DSBUT XJUI IPSSFOEPVT IVNBO SJHIUT SFDPSET آUIF JO୯୳VFODF QFEEMFS PG DIPJDF GPS "GSJDBO EFTQPUT JO
OFFE PG B QVCMJD SFMBUJPOT CV୭GVQأ <> )F DMBJNFE UIF  "OHPMBO QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT XFSF
آGSFF BOE GBJSأ EFTQJUF QPMMJOH TUBUJPOT UIBU SFQPSUFE JEFOUJDBM WPUF UPUBMT <> 5IF CFOF୮ୢDJBSZ PG
IJT KVEHNFOU +PT© &EVBSEP %PT 4BOUPT MBUFS IJSFE $PIFOؠT MPCCZJOH ୮ୢSN GPS TPNF $,  QFS
ZFBS "MTP JO  IF QSPOPVODFE .PCVUV 4FTF 4FLP آFOUIVTJBTUJD GPS EFNPDSBDZأ BOE SFHJTUFSFE
XJUI UIF +VTUJDF %FQBSUNFOU BT BO BHFOU PG ;JNCBCXFؠT 3PCFSU .VHBCF GSPN XIPN $PIFOؠT ୮ୢSN
SFDFJWFE $ NJMMJPO PWFS ୮ୢWF ZFBST <> 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QBJE $PIFO TPNF $,  UP QFSTVBEF
UIF &MFBOPS 3PPTFWFMU *OTUJUVUF GPS +VTUJDF BOE 1FBDF UP BXBSE IJN TPNF TPSU PG QFBDF QSJ[F 5IF
3PPTFWFMU $FOUFS XBT BQQBSFOUMZ DSFBUFE TPMFMZ UP BXBSE UIJT QBSUJDVMBS QSJ[F *U IBT OP JOUFSOFU QSFT
FODF OP QIZTJDBM IFBERVBSUFST TBWF GPS B $. NJMMJPO %V1POU $JSDMF UPXOIPVTF BOE BDDPSEJOH UP
UIF *34 IBT CFFO EFGVODU TJODF BU MFBTU  *UT FYFDVUJWF EJSFDUPS BU UIF UJNF /JDIPMBT ,JUUSJF
SFGVTFT UP EJTDVTT UIF DJSDVNTUBODFT TVSSPVOEJOH UIF BXBSE
.BZMJO NFBOXIJMF آCPBTUT UIBU TIF JT UIF POMZ POF UP IBWF QVU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO DPOUBDU XJUI
OVNFSPVT JOUFSOBUJPOBM KPVSOBMJTUTأ *O BEEJUJPO UP QFSTVBEJOH B SFQPSUFS GSPN -F 'JHBSP UP WJTJU
0ZP GPS BO JOUFSWJFX.BZMJO DPPSEJOBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 4USBJHIU 4QFBLJOH GPS "GSJDB B TFSJFT
PG DPOWFSTBUJPOT XJUI B 'SFODI SFQPSUFS BCPVU IJT BDDPNQMJTINFOUT TJODF SFUVSOJOH UP QPXFS 5IF
CPPL JT RVJUF MJUFSBMMZ TFMGDPOHSBUVMBUPSZ " SFWJFX PO +FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCBؠT XXX$POHP
4JUFDPN OPUFE UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP آDPOHSBUVMBUFT IJNTFMG GPS UIF MFWFM PG EFWFMPQNFOU BUUBJOFE CZ
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +BOVBSZ 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  4FQUFNCFS 
4FF (VJEF4UBSU /POQSP୮ୢU %JSFDUPSZ BU 444ǣ$2&!"01/ǣ,/$ "DDFTTFE  +VMZ 
4FF UIF XFCTJUF PG "NFSJDBO 6OJWFSTJUZ XIFSF ,JUUSJF UFBDIFT DSJNJOBM MBX BOE TJUT PO UIF "DBEFNJD
$PVODJM PG UIF $FOUFS GPS (MPCBM 1FBDF %11-ǥȇȇ444ǐǣ*"/& +ǣ"!2ȇ $-ȇ,!6Ȁ !"*& ǣ%1*
* DPOUBDUFE ,JUUSJF PO  %FDFNCFS  BOE  +VMZ  )F OFWFS SFTQPOEFE UP SFRVFTUT GPS DPNNFOU
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  'FCSVBSZ 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  /PWFNCFS 

UIF DPVOUSZ UIBOLT UP IJT FDPOPNJD QPMJDJFTأ <> 1VCMJTIFE JO +VOF  UIF CPPLؠT BEWFSUJTFT B
GPSFXPSE CZ /FMTPO .BOEFMB XIPTF QSBJTF GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT DPOTQJDVPVTMZ GVMTPNF
*O 1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP * SFDPHOJ[F B NBO XIP JT OPU POMZ POF PG PVS
HSFBU "GSJDBO MFBEFST تCVU BMTP POF PG UIPTF XIP HBWF UIFJS VODPOEJUJPOBM TVQQPSU
UP PVS ୮ୢHIUFSTؠ EFNBOE GPS GSFFEPN BOE XIP XPSLFE UJSFMFTTMZ UP GSFF PQQSFTTFE
QFPQMFT GSPN UIFJS DIBJOT BOE IFMQ SFTUPSF UIFJS EJHOJUZ BOE IPQF <>
1VCMJTIFE JO CPUI &OHMJTI BOE 'SFODI UIF WPMVNF JNNFEJBUFMZ QSFDFEFE UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFD
UJPOT
*O 0DUPCFS UIF .BOEFMB 'PVOEBUJPO EFDMBSFE UIBU UIF BHJOH QSFTJEFOU آOFJUIFS SFBE UIF CPPL
OPS <XSPUF> B GPSFXPSE GPS JUأ .PSF JU آDPOEFNOFEأ UIF GPSFXPSE BT آB CSB[FO BCVTF PG .S .BO
EFMBؠT OBNFأ CZ B آEJDUBUPSأ < > 5IF XPSET XFSF BQQBSFOUMZ UBLFO GSPN B  TQFFDI JO $BQF
5PXO XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TUJMM QSBJTFE GPS SFMJORVJTIJOH QPXFS ؛ IPXFWFS GPSDFE ؛ JO 
"LPVBMB "UJQBVMU UIFO $PNNVOJDBUJPOT .JOJTUFS BOE TQPLFTNBO TFJ[FE UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP EF
GFOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPOPS XJUI BMM UIF GFSPDJUZ IF DPVME
.BOEFMBؠT OBNF EPFTOؠU CFMPOH UP UIF GPVOEBUJPO CVU UP UIF "GSJDBO DPOUJOFOU ت 8F
EPOؠU OFFE UIFJS BVUIPSJ[BUJPO UP QVCMJTI XIBU .BOEFMB TBJE BG୴FS UIF $POHPMFTF HBWF
UIFJS CMPPE GPS UIF MJCFSBUJPO PG TPVUIFSO "GSJDBO DPVOUSJFT <>
"LPVBMB XFOU PO UP EFOPVODF آUIF DBCBM TFDSFUMZ MFE CZ IVNBO SJHIUT /(0 BDUJWJTUT تCFIJOE UIJT
NFEJB DBNQBJHO XIP BMXBZT BJN UP IBSN "GSJDBO QSFTJEFOUT BOE VMUJNBUFMZ UP EFTUBCJMJ[F "GSJDBأ
"LPVBMBؠT EFGFOTF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO UIF #FBDI .BTTBDSF XBT FRVBMMZ TUSJEFOU "G୴FS 3BEJP 'SBODF
*OUFSOBUJPOBM BJSFE BO JOUFSWJFX XJUI .BSJF/JDPE¨NF /HBOHB B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVOTFMPS XIP




8F XJMM OP MPOHFS BDDFQU 3'*ؠT JNQBSUJBM SFQPSUJOH PO PVS DPVOUSZ BOE PO UIF B׸BJSF
Eॶ EॷQBSॸ 3'* JT UIF XPSME DIBNQJPO JO EJTJOGPSNBUJPO BOE TVCWFSTJPO ت*G XF
EPOؠU SFBDI BO BHSFFNFOU UPNPSSPX XJUI 3'* XF XJMM TUPQ <UIF CSPBEDBTUT> <>
*O %FDFNCFS  "LPVBMB TJNQMZ EJTNJTTFE UIF  WJDUJNT PG UIF #FBDI .BTTBDSFT SFGFSSJOH UP
UIFN BT آQTFVEP EॷQBSॸأ ؛ RVBTJ EJTBQQFBSFE ؛ BOE TVHHFTUFE UIBU UIFZ XFSF MJWJOH RVJFUMZ JO ,JO
TIBTB 5IF EFGFOTF DPTU "LPVBMB BMM DSFEJCJMJUZ EPNFTUJD BOE JOUFSOBUJPOBM *OEFFE 5BMॵTB PODF
BTLFE XIFUIFS IF XBT UIF آ.JOJTUFS PG *OGPSNBUJPO PS %JTJOGPSNBUJPO أ #VU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPO
TJTUFOUMZ SFXBSET "LPVBMBؠT MPZBMUZ *O  IF XBT NBEF .JOJTUFS PG 4QFDJBM &DPOPNJD ;POFT UIF
DFOUFSQJFDF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FDPOPNJD EJWFSTJ୮ୢDBUJPO F୭GPSUT BOE B QPSUGPMJP UIBU FOUBJMT GSFRVFOU
USBWFM UP $IJOB BOE 4JOHBQPSF
 4঒ণ঎ ঊগ঍ &টঘকঞঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ
5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF DPO୮ୢSNT UIF QSFWBMFODF PG UIFTF DPNQFUJUJPOT 6TJOH B SBOHF PG EBUB
TPVSDFT ؛ B UFBN PG $POHPMFTF SFTFBSDI BTTJTUBOUT BSDIJWBM SFTFBSDI BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT UISFF MFBEJOH
OFXTQBQFST BOE OFBSMZ  LFZ JOGPSNBOU JOUFSWJFXT ؛ * SFDPOTUSVDUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QBSBMMFM
HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT 'PS FBDI PG  LFZ HPWFSONFOU QPSUGPMJPT * JEFOUJ୮ୢFE UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFF
؛ UIF NJOJTUFS PS HFOFSBM XIP IBT QSJNBSZ SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS UIF QPSUGPMJP ؛ BOE BOZ FMJUFT XIP TV
QFSWJTF UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFF PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT CFIBMG 5IF SFTVMU JT B QPSUGPMJPZFBS EBUBTFU UIBU
SFDPSET CJPHSBQIJD BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM EBUB GPS OFBSMZ  FMJUFT TJODF 
" TBNQMF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQFBST JO 5BCMF    'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT JUT TJ[F
BOE FWPMVUJPO 5IF MFG୴ HSBQIJD SFDPSET UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT XIP TIBSFE SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS B HJWFO
QPSUGPMJP JO B HJWFO ZFBS 0G UIF  QPSUGPMJPZFBST JO UIF EBUBTFU JO  EJE B QPSUGPMJP HP VO୮ୢMMFE
*O  BOE  QPSUGPMJPZFBST SFTQFDUJWFMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUFE POF PS UXP FMJUFT UP UIF TBNF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 
5BMॵTB  "VHVTU 

0 1 2 3 4 5
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)LJXUH  7KH VL]H DQG HYROXWLRQ RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV SDUDOOHO JRYHUQPHQW 7KH OHIW JUDSK UHFRUGV WKH QXPEHU RI DS
SRLQWHHV SHU SRUWIROLR WR HDFK RI WKH  SRUWIROLRV LQ WKH GDWDVHW ,Q RQO\  SRUWIROLR \HDUV GLG 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR QRW
GXSOLFDWH ZKLOH LQ  GDWDVHW \HDUV D VLQJOH SRUWIROLR KDG DVPDQ\ DV VL[ HOLWHV UHVSRQVLEOH IRU LW 7KH ULJKW JUDSK UHFRUGV
WKHPHDQ QXPEHU RI DSSRLQWHHV E\ SRUWIROLR VHQVLWLYLW\ DQG \HDU
QPSUGPMJP 5PHFUIFS UIFTF  QPSUGPMJPZFBST DPOTUJUVUF % PG UIF EBUBTFU 'JOBMMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
BQQPJOUFE CFUXFFO UISFF BOE ୮ୢWF FMJUFT UP B TJOHMF QPSUGPMJP JO  QPSUGPMJPZFBST PS KVTU MFTT UIBO
% PG UIF EBUBTFU
5IF SJHIU HSBQIJD JO 'JHVSF  SFDPSET UIF FWPMVUJPO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU
BQQBSBUVT PWFS UJNF 6QPO TFJ[JOH QPXFS JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUFE POF FMJUF UP FBDI NJE

MFWFM QPSUGPMJP 5P FBDI PG IJT SFHJNFؠT IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT IF BQQPJOUFE CFUXFFO UXP BOE UISFF
FMJUFT *U XBT POF 1BSJT CBTFE OFXTMFUUFS PCTFSWFE B QBSUJDVMBSMZ آJNQPTJOH QSFTJEFOUJBM DBCJOFUأ
*O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP ESBTUJDBMMZ FYQBOEFE JU 8PSLJOH BMPOHTJEF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT OPX B NVDI
CSPBEFS TFU PG QSFTJEFOUJBM DPVOTFMPST XIP PWFSTFF WJSUVBMMZ FWFSZ NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJP 5IF DPVO
TFMPST SFWJFX NJOJTUFSJBM EFDJTJPOT MBVODI QPMJDZ JOJUJBUJWFT BOE SFQPSU UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJSFDUMZ
4JODF UIFO IF IBT BTTJHOFE CFUXFFO POF BOE UXP FMJUFT UP FBDI NJE MFWFM QPSUGPMJP BOE SPVHIMZ UISFF
FMJUFT UP FBDI IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJP
.PEFSO BVUPDSBUT MBDL BDDFTT UP UIF TPSU PG VOSFTUSBJOFE WJPMFODF UIBU ZJFMET DPNQMJBODF UISPVHI
GFBS 5IFSFGPSF UIFZ DSFBUF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT 8JUI NVMUJQMF FMJUFT EJTDIBSHJOH SPVHIMZ UIF TBNF
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT GPSDF FMJUFT UP DPNQFUF GPS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT HPPEXJMM SFOEFSJOH IJN
TUSPOHFS TUJMM :FU UIF OBSSBUJWFT BCPWF SJTL TJNQMJGZJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BDIJFWFNFOU آ8F VTFE UP
UIJOL UIBU EJDUBUPST تXFSF TP QPXFSGVMآ (FMMBUFMZ <> XSJUFT آUIBU UIFZ NBOJQVMBUFE QFPQMF BM
NPTU BU XJMMأ 5IFZ EP OPU 5IFZ NBZ DSFBUF NVMUJQMF SFQPSUJOH MJOFT CVU XIFO EJ୭GFSFODFT FNFSHF
UIFZ TFMEPN LOPX XIP JT UFMMJOH UIF USVUI <    > "OE UIFTF NVMUJQMF SFQPSUJOH MJOFT
NBZ OPU FWFO ZJFME EJ୭GFSFODFT 'PS PTUFOTJCMZ DPNQFUJOH FMJUFT NBZ DPPQFSBUF JO QVSTVJU PG UIFJS
PXO QFSTPOBM JOUFSFTUT DPVOUFS UP UIPTF PG UIF BVUPDSBU *O TIPSU UIF OBSSBUJWFT BCPWF UFMM VT POMZ
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT UIFTF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT XJEFMZ BOE TVDDFTTGVMMZ 5IF OBSSBUJWFT UFMM
VT MJUUMF BCPVU IPX BT XFMM BT UIF DPOEJUJPOT SFRVJSFE GPS UIFJS TVDDFTT
 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝজ
'PS UIJT * FNQMPZ HBNF UIFPSZ * TUVEZ B TJNQMF JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO BO BVUPDSBU% BOE FMJUF J XIP
PDDVQJFT QPSUGPMJP K JO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT HPWFSOJOH DPBMJUJPO #Z WJSUVF PG IJT BQQPJOUNFOU UP UIF HPW
FSOJOH DPBMJUJPO ؛ BT EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  ؛ FMJUF J TIBSFT TPNF BNPVOU C%∗ PG TUBUF SFWFOVF "M
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 

UIPVHI FMJUF J EPFT OPU FOHBHF JO DPVQT Eԙ©UBU IF NVTU TUJMM EFDJEF IPX UIPSPVHIMZ UP DPNNJU IJN
TFMG UP IJT SFHJNF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
&MJUF QFSGPSNBODF JT DSVDJBM UP UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVDDFTT *U DPOEJUJPOT SFHJNF TFDVSJUZ SFWFOVF QVC
MJD SFMBUJPOT BOE WJSUVBMMZ FWFSZUIJOH FMTF :FU UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ IBWF EJ୭୮ୢDVMUZ FOTVSJOH IJT FMJUFT
EJTDIBSHF UIFJS HPWFSONFOU SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT F୭GFDUJWFMZ 'JSTU TJODF NJOJTUFSJBM BOE NJMJUBSZ QPSUGPMJPT
FOBCMF FMJUFT UP TJQIPO TUBUF SFTPVSDFT UIFJS JODPNF EPFT OPU EFQFOE EJSFDUMZ PO UIFJS QFSGPSNBODF
"T B SFTVMU UIF BVUPDSBU DBOOPU TJNQMZ UJF FMJUF JODPNF UP F୭GPSU 4FDPOE UIF BVUPDSBU JT BMTP VOBCMF
UP NPOJUPS FMJUF CFIBWJPS EJSFDUMZ 'PS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT HPWFSONFOU JT MBSHF BOE JUT CVSFBVDSBUJD JOTUJUV
UJPOT BSF XFBL
* TUVEZ B QBJS PG HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFMT 5IF ୮ୢSTU FYBNJOFT FMJUF F୭GPSU BMMPDBUJPO VOEFS DPOWFO
UJPOBM NPOJUPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT 0୭GFSFE GPS DPNQBSJTPO XJUI QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU NPOJUPSJOH UIF
NPEFM JT CBTFE MPPTFMZ PO -TLBWZBO <>ؠT BDDPVOU PG 4UBMJOؠT 6443 *O UIJT NPEFM UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
BCJMJUZ UP JOEVDF FMJUF F୭GPSU JT MJNJUFE CZ UIF RVBMJUZ PG IJT NPOJUPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT 5IF TFDPOE
NPEFM MFUT UIF BVUPDSBU CVJME B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT JO XIJDI O ≥  FMJUFT QFSGPSN
SPVHIMZ UIF TBNF UBTL FMJUFT XIP QFSGPSN آMFTT XFMMأ UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT BSF UIFO QVOJTIFE *O
TQJSFE CZ FDPOPNJD NPEFMT PG UPVSOBNFOUT <> UIF NPEFM BENJUT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG FMJUF DPMMVTJPO
BOE HJWFT BVUPDSBUT B WBSJFUZ PG JOTUSVNFOUT UP QSFWFOU JU
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ *গ঍ঞঌ঒গঐ $ঘখঙক঒ঊগঌ঎ ঠ঒ঝ঑ '঎ঊছ
"T B CBTFMJOF * ୮ୢSTU DPOTJEFS FMJUF CFIBWJPS XIFO UIF BVUPDSBU IBT SFDPVSTF UP GFBS &MJUF J HBJOT C%∗
GSPN DPBMJUJPO NFNCFSTIJQ CVU JT BMTP TVCKFDU UP QVOJTINFOU E ∈ [, Ɂ] JG UIF BVUPDSBU EFUFDUT IJN
HJWJOH MFTT UIBO GVMM F୭GPSU F UP IJT HPWFSOJOH SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 5IF QBSBNFUFS Ɂ SFQSFTFOUT UIF NBYJ
NBM QVOJTINFOU UP XIJDI BO BVUPDSBU DBO TVCKFDU IJT FMJUF XJUIPVU MPTJOH QPXFS 5IF NPEFM JT BH
OPTUJD BCPVU UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG Ɂ PS IPX UIF BVUPDSBU MPTFT QPXFS JG IF WJPMBUFT JU *OEJTDSJNJOBUF
NBTT WJPMFODF NBZ BUUSBDU UIF BUUFOUJPO PG UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ XIJDI JNQPTFT TBODUJPOT PS

XFMDPNFT EFGFDUPST "MUFSOBUJWFMZ ɁNBZ SFQSFTFOU UIF QPJOU CFZPOE XIJDI UIF FMJUF QSFGFST B SJWBM
&MJUF JؠT VUJMJUZ GSPN UIF HPWFSOJOH DPBMJUJPO JT UIFO
VJ (E, F) = X∗ − Ɏ (F− FJ) E− D (FJ) 	

5IF QBSBNFUFS Ɏ ∈ [, ]NFBTVSFT UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT "T Ɏ → 
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT BSF TUSPOH DBQBCMF PG EFUFDUJOH BOZ EFWJBUJPO GSPN GVMM F୭GPSU
BMMPDBUJPO CZ DPOUSBTU BT Ɏ →  UIF NPOJUPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT BU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT EJTQPTBM BSF XFBL
5IF UFSN D (FJ)NFBTVSFT UIF DPTU UP FMJUF J PG BMMPDBUJOH F୭GPSU FJ UP HPWFSOJOH SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 'PS
MPZBM EJMJHFODF JT DPTUMZ BOE JG FMJUF J DBO SFDFJWF UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG QPXFS XJUIPVU JOWFTUJOH F୭GPSU JO
UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM TP NVDI UIF CFUUFS 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ * MFU D (FJ) = FJ 
4JODF UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM EFQFOET JO QBSU PO FMJUF F୭GPSU UIF BVUPDSBU IBT BO JOUFSFTU JO FOTVSJOH
IJT FMJUFT BDDPNQMJTI UIF UBTLT BTTJHOFE 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ * NPEFM UIF BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ GSPN QPSUGPMJP K
BT
V% (FJ) = ȿKFJ − C%∗ 	

5IF QBSBNFUFS ȿK ∈ (, ]NFBTVSFT UIF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG QPSUGPMJP K UP UIF BVUPDSBUؠT IPME PO QPXFS
BT ȿK →  QPSUGPMJP K JT DSVDJBM UP SFHJNF TFDVSJUZ 5IF BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ GSPN QPSUGPMJP K JT UIVT UIF
EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO IJT HBJOT GSPN FMJUF F୭GPSU BOE UIF XBHF C%∗ IF JT SFRVJSFE UP QBZ *O UIJT TJNQMF
TFUVQ QVOJTINFOU JT DPTUMFTT UP UIF BVUPDSBU
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ *গ঍ঞঌ঒গঐ $ঘখঙক঒ঊগঌ঎ ঠ঒ঝ঑ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
"MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ DSFBUF B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU GPS QPSUGPMJP K JO XIJDI FMJUFT J ∈
{, . . . , OK} QFSGPSN SPVHIMZ JEFOUJDBM UBTLT *O QBSUJDVMBS UIF BVUPDSBU SFTFSWFT QVOJTINFOU E ∈

[, Ɂ] GPS BMM FMJUFT XIP JOWFTU MFTT UIBO UIF NBYJNBM F୭GPSU MFWFM FYFSUFE CZ UIFJS DPMMFBHVFT 5IJT DSF
BUFT B DPNQFUJUJPO CFUXFFO UIF OK FMJUFT BTTJHOFE UP QPSUGPMJP K UP BWPJE UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QVOJTINFOU
&MJUF JؠT FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ GSPN UIF DPNQFUJUJPO JT
& [VJ (FJ, Ⱦ)] = C%∗ − 1S (FJ < NBY{F−J}+ Ⱦ)× E− D (FJ) 	

"T BCPWF C%∗ HJWFT FMJUF JؠT SFUVSOT GSPN NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF DPBMJUJPO BOE D (FJ) HJWFT UIF DPTU PG FG
GPSU 5IF SBOEPN WBSJBCMF Ⱦ !  DBQUVSFT UIF EJ୭୮ୢDVMUZ JO DPNQBSJOH FMJUF QFSGPSNBODF 5IF QSPC
BCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J MPTFT UIF DPNQFUJUJPO JT UIVT B GVODUJPO PG JؠT F୭GPSU UIF F୭GPSU MFWFM PG JؠT DPNQFUJ
UPST BOE UIF SBOEPN OPJTF Ⱦ DBVTFE CZ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT JNQFSGFDU NPOJUPSJOH * BTTVNF UIF SBOEPN









5IF QBSBNFUFSɕ >  SF୯୳FDUT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BCJMJUZ UP EJTDFSO FMJUF F୭GPSU MFWFMT BTɕ HFUT MBSHF UIF
BVUPDSBU EJTDFSOT FMJUF F୭GPSU XJUI DFSUBJOUZ
#FGPSF UIF OK FMJUFT TFU UIFJS F୭GPSU MFWFMT UIFZ NBZ QSPQPTF B DPMMVTJWF BHSFFNFOU JO XIJDI F =
· · · = FOK = F FOBCMJOH UIFN FBDI UP TFU MPXFS F୭GPSU MFWFMT MPXFS UIBO UIFZ XPVME PUIFSXJTF 4JODF
FMJUF F୭GPSU MFWFM JT JEFOUJDBM UIFZ BMTP BWPJE UIF QVOJTINFOU E 'PS UIJT DPMMVTJWF BHSFFNFOU UP SFBDI
GSVJUJPO IPXFWFS FMJUF JNVTU ୮ୢSTU QSPQPTF JU UP FBDI PG IJT DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IJT DSFBUFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ
PG EFOVODJBUJPO FMJUF−JNBZ IBWF BO JODFOUJWF UP EFOPVODF FMJUF JؠT QSPQPTBM UP UIF BVUPDSBU 5IJT
JO UVSO DSFBUFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPO BNPOH UIF HSFBU QSPCMFNT PG BVUPDSBUJD
QPMJUJDT &MJUF J EFOPVODFT IJT EFOPVODFS MFBWJOH UIF BVUPDSBU QPUFOUJBMMZ XPSTF P୭G UIBO XJUIPVU UIF
QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT
* MFU UIF BVUPDSBU TFUUMF UIF TFSJFT PG EFOVODJBUJPOT BOE DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPOT CZ DPOTVMUJOH XJUI

UIF PUIFS FMJUFT BTTJHOFE UP UIF TBNF QPSUGPMJP *O QBSUJDVMBS BT OK HFUT MBSHF UIF BVUPDSBU JT NPSF
MJLFMZ UP CF BCMF UP TFUUMF UIF EFOVODJBUJPO BOE DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPO EJTQVUF CZ DPOTVMUJOH UIF
PUIFS FMJUFT BTTJHOFE UP UIF TBNF QPSUGPMJP 5IJT BTTVNQUJPO JT BLJO UP B آMBX PG MBSHF OVNCFSTأ UIF
NPSF FMJUFT UIF BVUPDSBU DBO BTL UIF NPSF MJLFMZ IF JT UP MPDBUF UIF USVUI *G FMJUF J QSPQPTFT B DPMMVTJWF
BHSFFNFOU JU JT EFUFDUFE XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ
1S (%FUFDUJPO) = − OKUK
5IF WBSJBCMF UK >  NFBTVSFT EJTUSVTU BNPOH QBJSFE FMJUFT *U SF୯୳FDUT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU XIFO JOUFS
SPHBUFE CZ UIF BVUPDSBU PS IJT TFDVSJUZ TFSWJDFT DPMMVEJOH FMJUFT XJMM CFUSBZ FBDI PUIFSؠT DPO୮ୢEFODF
5IF BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ GSPN QPSUGPMJP K JT OPX B GVODUJPO PG UIF NBYJNVN FMJUF F୭GPSU MFWFM UIF PQ
QPSUVOJUZ DPTU PG EVQMJDBUJOH BOE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUFT TVDDFTTGVMMZ DPMMVEF
& [V% (FJ)] = 1S ($PMMVTJPO) ȿKF+ [− 1S ($PMMVTJPO)] ȿKNBY{FJ}− OKC%∗ 	

5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
5IF BVUPDSBU DIPPTFT NPOJUPSJOH
EFWJDF *G B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU
IF TFUT OK
*G UIF BVUPDSBU DSFBUFT B QBSBMMFM
HPWFSONFOU FMJUFT EFDJEF XIFUIFS
UP DPMMVEF
&MJUFT TFU F୭GPSU MFWFM
1BZP୭GT BSF SFBMJ[FE
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH JDPH

 3঎জঞকঝজ
-FNNBT  BOE  FTUBCMJTI UIF CFIBWJPST PG BVUPDSBU BOE FMJUF VOEFS UIF UXP NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT
-FNNB  	آ'FBSأ
 8IFO UIF BVUPDSBU FNQMPZT GFBS IF TFUT UIF NBYJNBM QVOॷINFOU E∗' = Ɂ &MJUF
JԙT PQUJNBM F׸PSU ॷ
F'∗J = ɎɁ
5IF PVUDPNF PG UIF NPOJUPSJOH HBNF VOEFS GFBS JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE 4JODF QVOJTINFOU JT DPTUMFTT
GPS UIF BVUPDSBU IF TFUT JU NBYJNBMMZ &MJUFT SFTQPOE CZ JODSFBTJOH UIFJS F୭GPSU BMMPDBUJPO CVU POMZ JO
SFMBUJPO UP UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDF
-FNNB  	آ1BSBMMFM (PWFSONFOUأ















&MJUॶ J ∈ {, . . . , OK} BMMPDBUF F׸PSU
F1(∗J = ɕE1(∗









BOE TFUT U∗K ॵ IJHI ॵ QPTTJCMF
"T JO -FNNB  -FNNB  NBLFT DMFBS UIBU FMJUFT BMMPDBUF UP UIFJS SFHJNF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT POMZ XIBU
UIF BVUPDSBU DBO GPSDF B DPNCJOBUJPO PG IJT BCJMJUZ UP BTDFSUBJO FMJUF F୭GPSU IFSF HJWFO CZɕ BOE IJT

BCJMJUZ UP QVOJTI #VU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BCJMJUZ UP BTDFSUBJO FMJUF F୭GPSU VOEFS UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU
HJWFO CZɕ JT QPUFOUJBMMZ NVDI IJHIFS #Z QJUUJOH FMJUFT BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFT
B TUBOEBSE CZ XIJDI UP KVEHF FMJUF F୭GPSU 5IJT JO UVSO GPSDFT FMJUFT UP XPSL IBSEFS GPS IJT BQQSPWBM
#VU BMM UIJT DPNFT BU B DPTU 4JODF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT SFRVJSF NVMUJQMF FMJUFT BVUPDSBUT BSF GPSDFE UP
QBZ EPVCMF PS USJQMF UP BDDPNQMJTI B UBTL PUIFSXJTF VOEFSUBLFO CZ B TJOHMF BQQPJOUFF
1BSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT BMTP MJNJU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BCJMJUZ UP FNQMPZ GFBS 5IF BVUPDSBUؠT XPSTU DBTF
PVUDPNF JT FMJUF DPMMVTJPO CFBSJOH UIF XBHF CJMM PG B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU XJUIPVU PCUBJOJOH UIF
CFOF୮ୢUT PG FMJUF F୭GPSU 5P BWPJE UIJT UIF BVUPDSBU JT GPSDFE UP TBUJTGZ B آOP DPMMVTJPO DPOTUSBJOUأ
XIJDI DBQT UIF QVOJTINFOU IF DBO JNQPTF GPS FMJUF TIJSLJOH *O QBSUJDVMBS JG QVOJTINFOU E1(∗ JT
TP HSFBU UIBU ؛ DPNCJOFE XJUI UIF JODSFBTFE F୭GPSU UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU JOEVDFT ؛ FMJUFT XPVME
QSFGFS UP SVO UIF SJTL PG EFUFDUJPO UP BWPJE UIF CVSEFO PG SFHJNF QBSUJDJQBUJPO FMJUFT XJMM BMXBZT
DPMMVEF BOE UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU XJMM QSPWF VTFMFTT
*G UIF BVUPDSBU DSFBUFT B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU GPS QPSUGPMJP K -FNNB  BMTP UFBDIFT VT BCPVU JUT TJ[F
.PTU JNQPSUBOUMZ BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF MBSHFS QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT GPS UIFJS NPTU DSJUJDBM SFHJNF QPSUGP
MJPT 4JODF BQQPJOUFFT UP UIF TFDVSJUZ BOE PJM BQQBSBUVT DPOUSJCVUF NPSF UP SFHJNF TVSWJWBM ؛ JOEFFE
#SB[[BWJMMF JT XPSUI MJUUMF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XJUIPVU 1PJOUF/PJSFؠT PJM SFTFSWFT ؛ BVUPDSBUT BSF XJMM
JOH UP JODVS MBSHFS XBHF CJMMT UP QSFWFOU NBMGFBTBODF $POWFSTFMZ BVUPDSBUT XJUI MBSHFS XBHF CJMMT
୮ୢOE QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT MFTT BUUSBDUJWF 3FDBMM GSPN $IBQUFS  UIBU B DSJUJDBM EFUFSNJOBOU PG C%∗ JT
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TUBOEJOH XJUIJO TPDJFUZ IJT QFSTPOBM IPME PO QPXFS Ʌ IJT BCJMJUZ UP SFOEFS QPQVMBS
SFWPMVUJPOT WJSUVBMMZ JNQPTTJCMF Ɏ BOE UIF TUBUF SFWFOVF ؛ HJWFO CZ 3 BOE ɀ ؛ BU IJT EJTQPTBM 5IFTF
GBDUPST EFDSFBTF UIF ୮ୢOBODJBM BMMPDBUJPO C%∗ SFRVJSFE UP TFDVSF FMJUF MPZBMUZ BOE JO UVSO UIFZ FOBCMF
BVUPDSBUT UP DSFBUF MBSHFS QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT 4USPOHFS BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ UFDIOJRVFT UIBU SFOEFS
UIFN TUSPOHFS TUJMM
'JOBMMZ BVUPDSBUT IBWF BO FTQFDJBMMZ TUSPOH JODFOUJWF UP FODPVSBHF DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH FMJUFT
QSPOF UP EJTUSVTU BOZXBZ 'PS FY BOUF EJTUSVTU SFOEFST DPMMVTJPO MFTT MJLFMZ XIJDI FOBCMFT BVUPDSBUT

UP SFEVDF UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG BQQPJOUFFT QFS QPSUGPMJP O∗K  5IJT QSPWJEFT BOPUIFS FYQMBOBUJPO GPS
XIZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BTTJHOT TP NBOZ EVQMJDBUFT UP UIF PJM BOE TFDVSJUZ QPSUGPMJPT 4JODF UIFJS PDDV
QBOUT IBJM PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ GSPN 0ZPؠT FOWJSPOT UIFJS FY BOUF MFWFM PG USVTU JT MJLFMZ IJHIFS 5P DPN
QFOTBUF GPS UIJT ؛ UP JODSFBTF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG EFUFDUJPO JO DBTF PG NBMGFBTBODF ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
MJLFMZ FYQBOET IJT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU JO UIF PJM TFDUPS
1SPQPTJUJPO  VTFT UIFTF SFTVMUT UP FYQMBJO XIFO BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT
1SPQPTJUJPO  	آ1BSBMMFM (PWFSONFOUT PS 'FBS أ
 5IF BVUPDSBU DSFBUॶ B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU GPS
QPSUGPMJP K XIFO








5IF MFG୴IBOE TJEF PG FRVBUJPO 	
 NFBTVSFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT OFU HBJO GSPN B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU
3FDBMM GSPN BCPWF UIBU E1(∗ ≤ Ɂ )FODF UIF MFG୴IBOE TJEF JT MBSHF BOE QPTJUJWF POMZ BTɕ JODSFBTFT
BOE Ɏ →  BT UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU GBDJMJUBUFT FMJUF F୭GPSU KVEHNFOU SFMBUJWF UP USBEJUJPOBM NPOJ
UPSJOH JOTUJUVUJPOT 5IF SJHIUTJEF NFBTVSFT UIF SFMBUJWF DPTU PG UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU QFS QPSUGP
MJP EFUFSNJOFE DSVDJBMMZ CZ UIF XBHF CJMM C%∗ BOE FY BOUF EJTUSVTU BNPOH NBUDIFE FMJUFT U∗K 
"T -FNNB  JNQMJFE QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT BSF BDDFTTJCMF POMZ UP UIF NPTU TFDVSF BVUPDSBUT UIPTF
XIP DBO TFDVSF FMJUF MPZBMUZ C%∗ BU MFBTU DPTU 0OMZ UIFTF BVUPDSBUT DBO B୭GPSE UIF IJHIFS XBHF CJMM
UIBU QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT FOUBJM #VU 1SPQPTJUJPO  JT NPTU OPUBCMF GPS UIF BUUFOUJPO JU DBMMT UP BO BV
UPDSBUؠT SFDPVSTF UP QVOJTINFOU NFBTVSFE CZ Ɂ "T UIF DPOTUSBJOUT VQPO BVUPDSBUT JODSFBTF GFBS JT B
MFTT F୭GFDUJWF NPUJWBUPS *OUFSOBUJPOBM IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT QSFWFOU BVUPDSBUT GSPN TJNQMZ UISFBUFO
JOH UIFJS FMJUFT JOUP TVCNJTTJPO *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF NPEFM Ɂ → E1(∗ "T UIJT PDDVST UIF BEWBO
UBHF PG GFBS RVJDLMZ EJTBQQFBST BOE UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU CFDPNFT GBS NPSF BUUSBDUJWF

 $ক঎ঊটঊঐ঎ ঊগ঍ 4঒ণ঎ ঒গ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ
-FNNB  BOE 1SPQPTJUJPO  UFBDI VT UIBU QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT JOEVDF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF UISPVHI
DPNQFUJUJPO " TVCTUJUVUF GPS GFBS UIFTF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ BUUSBDUJWF UP NPEFSO
BVUPDSBUT XIP BSF DPOTUSBJOFE CZ UIF OPSNT PG 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST 'PS UIFTF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT
UP QSPWF F୭GFDUJWF IPXFWFS BVUPDSBUT NVTU QSFWFOU NBUDIFE FMJUFT GSPN DPMMVEJOH 5IF UIFPSZ UIVT
DBMMT PVS BUUFOUJPO UP UIF TPVSDFT PG EJTUSVTU BNPOH $POHPMFTF FMJUFT BT XFMM BT UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUT UP FBDI QPSUGPMJP
*O TIPSU UIF UIFPSZ DPNQFMT VT UP SFUVSO UP $POHP
 $ক঎ঊটঊঐ঎জ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ $ঘগজঝছঞঌঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ
5P QSPCF IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBUDIFT FMJUFT * JEFOUJGZ UXP TPVSDFT PG EJTUSVTU CPUI JOTQJSFE CZ UIF
OBSSBUJWFT JO 4FDUJPO  BOE NZ ZFBST JO $POHP
'JSTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFMBUJWFT BSF XJEFMZ SFHBSEFE BT VOGBJMJOHMZ MPZBM 5IF NPTU GBWPSFE BSF
BNPOH UIF HMPCBM TVQFS SJDI UIF MFTT GBWPSFE MJWF JO PQVMFODF BSPVOE UIF XPSME /POF IBT FWFS CFFO
JNQMJDBUFE JO B OBTDFOU DPVQ Eԙ©UBU *O TIPSU JU XPVME CF VOUIJOLBCMF GPS B SFHVMBS BQQPJOUFF UP BQ
QSPBDI B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ NFNCFS XJUI B QMBO UP TJQIPO PJM XFBQPOT PS TPNF PUIFS TUBUF
SFTPVSDF UIF SFHVMBS BQQPJOUFF XPVME BTTVNF UIBU UIF GBNJMZ NFNCFS XPVME SFQPSU IJT NBMGFB
TBODF *G 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ NFNCFST BSF VOGBJMJOHMZ MPZBM UP IJN UIFZ BSF BMTP VOGBJMJOHMZ MPZBM
UP UIFJS JNNFEJBUF DMBO XJUIJO UIF GBNJMZ 'PS UIF GBNJMZ JT TP MBSHF UIBU UIFSF BSF OVNFSPVT TVDI
DMBOT UIF NBUFSOBM TJEF CBTFE JO 0MMPNCP BOE UIF QFSTPOBM TJEF CBTFE JO 0ZP UIF DIJMESFO XIP
BSF MPZBM GPSFNPTU UP UIFJS NPUIFST BOE GVMM TJCMJOHT 5IFTF DMBOT KPDLFZ BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS GPS UIF
NPTU QSJ[FE QPTJUJPOT JO UIF SFHJNF UIF NPTU MVDSBUJWF QPTJUJPOT JO UIF PJM BOE NJMJUBSZ TFDUPS BT
XFMM BT GPS UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP TVDDFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG "DDPSEJOHMZ * DPOTUSVDUFE WBSJBCMF
--,0&+$ 	*&)&"0KU XIJDI BTTVNFT WBMVF  JG B TJOHMF QPSUGPMJP DPOUBJOT FMJUFT GSPN PQQPTJOH

TJEFT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ PS BO FMJUF GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ BOE BO FMJUF GSPN PVUTJEF
)FODF UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM TFDVSJUZ QPSUGPMJP JT DPEFE BT B  GPS FBDI ZFBS UIBU +FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB
BOE )JMBJSF .PLP XFSF QJUUFE BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS UIF PJM QPSUGPMJP JT DPEFE BT B  GPS FBDI ZFBS UIF
4/1$ EJSFDUPS XPSLFE BMPOHTJEF TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM
4FDPOE BMUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDSVJUT PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ GSPN B  NJMF SBEJVT BSPVOE 0ZP
IF PDDBTJPOBMMZ FOUSVTUT TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT UP FMJUFT GSPN CFZPOE 5IJT DSFBUFT B TFDPOE QPUFOUJBM
DMFBWBHF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO FYQMPJU DPNQFUJOH MPZBMUJFT EVSJOH UIF DJWJM XBS (JWFO UIFJS
IJTUPSJDBM BOJNPTJUZ OPSUIFSO BOE TPVUIFSO SFTJEFOUT BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ VOMJLFMZ UP USVTU FBDI PUIFS
)FODF * DSFBUF B TFDPOE WBSJBCMF --,0&+$ "$&,+0KU XIJDI BTTVNFT WBMVF  JG B QBJSFE FMJUFT BSF
EJWJEFE CZ OPSUIFSO BOE TPVUIFSO CJSUI * SFGFS UP UIFTF UXP QPUFOUJBM DMFBWBHFT BT BOUJDPMMVTJPO
EFWJDFT BOE * DPOTUSVDU B UIJSE WBSJBCMF +1& ,))20&,+ "3& "KU XIJDI BTTVNFT WBMVF  JG
--,0&+$ 	*&)&"0KU =  BOE --,0&+$ "$&,+0KU =  WBMVF  JG --,0&+$ 	*&)&"0KU = 
BOE --,0&+$ "$&,+0KU =  BOE  PUIFSXJTF 5IJT USJDIPUPNPVT WBSJBCMF OPU POMZ NFBTVSFT UIF
QSFTFODF PG B DMFBWBHF CVU BMTP JUT FYUFOU
5IFTF DMFBWBHFT 'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS BSF WBMVBCMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT MFTT UIBO  SFDPHOJ[FE
DIJMESFO IF IBT B IBOEGVM PG USVTUFE QPMJUJDBMMZ BDUJWF OJFDFT OFQIFXT BOE DPVTJOT $POTFRVFOUMZ
JO POMZ % PG QPSUGPMJPZFBST EJE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QBJS FMJUFT XIP BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ GBNJMZ TUBUVT
"MUIPVHI UIF DJWJM XBS DMFBWBHF JT NPSF BDDFTTJCMF JU JT MJNJUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP
UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ )FODF JO POMZ % PG QPSUGPMJPZFBST EJE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QBJS FMJUFT XIP
BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ DJWJM XBS MPZBMUJFT 3F୯୳FDUJOH UIF TDBSDJUZ PG UIFTF DMFBWBHFT JO % PG QPSUGPMJP
ZFBST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBUDIFE FMJUFT XIP XFSF TFQBSBUFE CZ OFJUIFS PG UIF DMFBWBHFT EJTDVTTFE BCPWF
#FDBVTF UIFTF DMFBWBHFT BSF WBMVBCMF UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  UFMMT VT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TIPVME
BMMPDBUF UIFN DBSFGVMMZ UP UIF QPSUGPMJPT NPTU DSJUJDBM GPS SFHJNF TVSWJWBM "DDPSEJOHMZ * FTUJNBUF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU BQQPJOUFFT UP QPSUGPMJP K BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ B DMFBWBHF JO B HJWFO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG
XIFUIFS UIF QPSUGPMJP JT IJHI MFWFM TFDVSJUZ PJM KVTUJDF BOE B WBSJFUZ PG PUIFS QPSUGPMJPT JEFOUJ୮ୢFE JO







Both    
Cleavages
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Proportion of Portfolio−Years
)LJXUH  7KH WKH SUHYDOHQFH RI FOHDYDJHV LQ 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV SDUDOOHO JRYHUQPHQW
$IBQUFS  * DPOUSPM GPS B WBSJFUZ PG PUIFS QPSUGPMJP MFWFM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT BTTJHOFE
UP QPSUGPMJP K JO ZFBS U XIFUIFS UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFF JT B NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5 PS B WFUFSBO PG UIF DJWJM
XBS F୭GPSU BOE UIF EJTUBODF PG UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFFؠT CJSUI WJMMBHF UP 0ZP * BMTP JODMVEF ZFBS ୮ୢYFE
F୭GFDUT UP BDDPNNPEBUF BOZ VOPCTFSWFE GFBUVSFT
5IF TUBUJTUJDBM SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  5IFZ BSF TUSJLJOHMZ
DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  5IF MFG୴ DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPC
BCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUFT BQQPJOUFE UP QPSUGPMJP K BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ GBNJMZ TUBUVT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ
NFNCFST BSF WBMVBCMF BT XFMM BT UIF DMFBWBHFT UIBU TFQBSBUF UIFN 'FX UIFO BSF BMMPDBUFE UP UIF

SFHJNFؠT MPX BOE NJE MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT BOE TP UIF FMJUFT XIP PDDVQZ UIFTF QPSUGPMJPT BSF VOMJLFMZ UP CF
TIBEPXFE CZ UIFN *G IPXFWFS FMJUF J JT TIJG୴FE UP B IJHI MFWFM QPTJUJPO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ IF JT TIBE
PXFE CZ B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ NFNCFS ؛ PS JG B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ NFNCFS TPNFPOF GSPN B
DPNQFUJOH DMBO ؛ SJTFT GSPN SPVHIMZ . UP .
5IF DFOUFS DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUFT BQQPJOUFE UP QPSU
GPMJP K BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ DJWJM XBS MPZBMUJFT *U TVHHFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBOBHFT IJT MPX BOE NJE
MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT GVOEBNFOUBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOUMZ UIBO IF NBOBHFT IJT IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT &MJUFT BQQPJOUFE
UP IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ B SFHJPOBM DMFBWBHF XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ . (JWFO 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS IJT HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ UIJT QSPCBCJMJUZ JT SFMBUJWFMZ IJHI #VU JG FMJUF J JT
TIJG୴FE UP B MPX PS NJE MFWFM QPSUGPMJP UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ IF JT TIBEPXFE CZ BO BQQPJOUFF GSPN BO IJT
UPSJDBMMZ BOUBHPOJTUJD SFHJPO SJTFT UP OFBSMZ . 5IFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDSVJUT
GSPN PVUTJEF UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ BU MFBTU JO QBSU UP DPNQFM JOHSPVQ BQQPJOUFFT UP DPNNJU GVMM
F୭GPSU UP UIFJS SFHJNF SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
5IF SJHIU DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUFT BQQPJOUFE UP QPSUGP
MJP K BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ CPUI QPUFOUJBM DMFBWBHFT "HBJO TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFTFSWFT IJT GBNJMZ NFN
CFST GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT MPX BOE NJE MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT BSF FYDFFEJOHMZ VOMJLFMZ UP
CF QPQVMBUFE CZ FMJUFT TFQBSBUFE CZ CPUI DMFBWBHFT #VU UIFSF JT TPNF FWJEFODF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
FNQMPZT SFHJPOBM DMFBWBHFT BMPOHTJEF GBNJMZ DMFBWBHFT *OEFFE UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CPUI
DMFBWBHFT SJTFT UP SPVHIMZ % GPS IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT
0G DPVSTF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFFT UP IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT NBZ CF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS
MPX MFWFM DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IFZ BSF BG୴FS BMM TFMFDUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG 5IFZ BSF NPSF MJLFMZ
ESBXO GSPN IJT GBNJMZ UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ DJWJM XBS WFUFSBOT BOE NFNCFST PG IJT GSFFNBTPOSZ
MPEHF *G UIFTF EJ୭GFSFODFT SFOEFS UIFN NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF TVCKFDU UP BOUJDPMMVTJPO EFWJDFT UIF SFTVMUT
GSPN .PEFMT  UISPVHI  DPVME CF NJTMFBEJOH "T B SPCVTUOFTT DIFDL * FNQMPZ B NBUDIJOH FTUJNB








































● Mid Level Portfolio
● High Level Portfolio
)LJXUH  7KH HIIHFW RI SRUWIROLR VHQVLWLYLW\ RQ WKH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLW\ RI FOHDYDJH 7KH UHVXOWV FRUUHVSRQGV WR0RG
HOV  WKURXJK  LQ 7DEOH 
TJNJMBS JO BMM SFTQFDUT "T 5BCMF  NBLFT DMFBS UIF QSVOFE EBUBTFU BMTP SFTUSJDUT BUUFOUJPO UP IJHI
BOE NJE MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT UIBU BMTP GFBUVSF SPVHIMZ UIF TBNF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT BQQPJOUFE UP UIFN 5IF
SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO UIF MBTU UISFF DPMVNOT PG 5BCMF  BOE UIFZ BSF WJSUVBMMZ JEFOUJDBM UP UIPTF JO UIF
୮ୢSTU UISFF DPMVNOT
*O TIPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT SFMBUJWFMZ GFX BOUJDPMMVTJPO EFWJDFT UP BMMPDBUF 5IFSF BSF POMZ
TP NBOZ DMFBWBHFT XJUIJO IJT GBNJMZ IF DBO FYQMPJU POMZ TP NBOZ SFMBUJWFT IF DBO QJU BHBJOTU OPO

7DEOH  %DODQFH ,PSURYHPHQW IRU0DWFKHG'DWD
.FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM .FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM
"MM %BUB "MM %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB
%JTUBODF    
/VNCFS PG %VQMJDBUFT    
'PSNBM 'BNJMZ    
'PSNBM (-$    
'PSNBM $JWJM 8BS 1PTU    
'PSNBM 1$5 PS "MMJFE 1BSUZ    
'PSNBM 0ZP %JTUBODF    
SFMBUJWFT BOE POMZ TP NBOZ TPVUIFSOFST IF JT XJMMJOH UP BQQPJOU UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NJE BOE IJHI MFWFM
QPSUGPMJPT "T B SFTVMU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMMPDBUFT UIFN TUSBUFHJDBMMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TDBUUFST IJT
GBNJMZ NFNCFST BNPOH UIF NPTU DSJUJDBM QPSUGPMJPT UIFZ TIBEPX JOEFFE BSF TIBEPXFE CZ GBNJMZ
NFNCFST GSPN EJ୭GFSFOU DMBOT PS PUIFS NFNCFST PG UIF HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ .JE MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT BSF
NPSF DPNNPOMZ TFQBSBUFE CZ SFHJPOBM DMFBWBHFT
 4঒ণ঎ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ
'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU FYIJCJUT USFNFOEPVT WBSJBUJPO JO
TJ[F 8IJMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZFE B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU JO UIF WBTU NBKPSJUZ PG QPSUGPMJPZFBST
IJT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU DPVOUFE UISFF PS NPSF FMJUFT JO OFBSMZ % PG QPSUGPMJPZFBST 5IF UIFPSZ JO
4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU IF EPFT TP UP DSFBUF B آMBX PG MBSHF OVNCFSTأ F୭GFDU XIJDI FOBCMFT IJN UP
QSFWFOU DZDMFT PG EFOVODJBUJPO BOE DPVOUFSEFOVODJBUJPO
5P QSPCF UIF F୭GFDU PG QPSUGPMJP TFOTJUJWJUZ PO QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU TJ[F * FNQMPZ B OFHBUJWF CJOP
NJBM NPEFM "HBJO * DPOUSPM GPS B WBSJFUZ PG QPSUGPMJP BOE BOOVBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIBU NJHIU DPOEJ
UJPO IPX NBOZ FMJUFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUT UP FBDI QPSUGPMJP XIFUIFS UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFF JO
ZFBS UXBT B NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ JOJUJBUFE JOUP UIF (-$ GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF TFSWFE






































































































































































































































































































































































UIF EJTUBODF PG UIF GPSNBM BQQPJOUFFؠT CJSUI WJMMBHF UP 0ZP BOE VOPCTFSWFE BOOVBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
* JODMVEF B TFDPOE FYQMBOBUPSZ WBSJBCMF PG JOUFSFTU 8PSLJOH XJUI B UFBN PG *.' DPVOUSZ FYQFSUT
* DPNQVUFE UIF WBMVF PG $POHPؠT PJM SFWFOVF CZ ZFBS UIF DPVOUSZؠT UPUBM QSPEVDUJPO NVMUJQMJFE
CZ UIF HMPCBM NBSLFU QSJDF "MUIPVHI UIF NFBTVSF EPFT OPU SF୯୳FDU UIF UPUBM BNPVOU PG SFWFOVF UP
XIJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT BDDFTT ؛ UIBU TVN JT SPVHIMZ % PG UIF UPUBM WBMVF ؛ JU EPFT QSPWJEF B
SFMBUJWF JOEJDBUPS PG BOOVBM XFBMUI *OEFFE UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF TJ[F PG 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU TIPVME SJTF XJUI IJT BDDFTT UP TUBUF SFWFOVF
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  "HBJO UIFZ BSF TUSJLJOHMZ DPOTJT
UFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  5IF MFG୴ DPMVNO PG 'JHVSF  SFQPSUT UIF QSFEJDUFE OVNCFS PG
BQQPJOUFFT BMMPDBUFE UP QPSUGPMJP K BT B GVODUJPO PG QPSUGPMJP TFOTJUJWJUZ *U TVHHFTUT UIBU JG FMJUF J JT
TIJG୴FE GSPN B NJE MFWFM UP B IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJP IF TIPVME FYQFDU UP IBWF POF BEEJUJPOBM FMJUF TIBE
PXJOH IJN 5IJT F୭GFDU IPMET FWFO DPOUSPMMJOH GPS UIF NZSJBE PUIFS XBZT FMJUF J DPVME CF QFSDFJWFE BT
NPSF MPZBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QBSUJDJQBUJPO JO UIF DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF (-$ GSFFNB
TPOSZ MPEHF BOE FWFO GBNJMZ MJOLT XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG -JLFXJTF BT UIF WPMVNF PG NJTTJOH
PJM SFWFOVF JODSFBTFE GSPN JUT NJOJNVN UP JUT NBYJNVN WBMVF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BEEFE KVTU MFTT UIBO
POF EVQMJDBUF UP FBDI HPWFSONFOU QPSUGPMJP
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
-BDLJOH UIF JOTUJUVUJPOBM NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT B୭GPSEFE CZ BO F୭GFDUJWF CVSFBVDSBDZ BOE UIF SFDPVSTF
UP GFBS FOKPZFE CZ BVUPDSBUT XIP DBO FNQMPZ WJPMFODF GSFFMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DIPTF UP GPTUFS DPN
QFUJUJPO BNPOH BQQPJOUFFT UP TFDVSF UIFJS DPNQMJBODF %PJOH TP NVMUJQMJFE UIF SFHJNFؠT XBHF CJMM
#VU TJODF NVMUJQMF FMJUFT EJTDIBSHFE FTTFOUJBMMZ UIF TBNF UBTL 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE B TUBOEBSE CZ
XIJDI UIFJS F୭GPSUT DPVME CF FWBMVBUFE 5IF UFDIOJRVF 4FDUJPO  NBLFT DMFBS DSFBUFE UIF QPTTJ
CJMJUZ PG DZDMFT PG EFOVODJBUJPO BOE DPVOUFS EFOVODJBUJPO BT XFMM BT DPMMVTJPO BNPOH BQQPJOUFFT

7DEOH  6WDWLVWLFDO 5HVXOWV
1BSBMMFM (PWFSONFOU 4J[F
/FHBUJWF #JOPNJBM






'PSNBM "QQPJOUFF 'BNJMZ ∗
	

'PSNBM "QQPJOUFF $JWJM 8BS 1PTU 
	

'PSNBM "QQPJOUFF 0ZP %JTUBODF ∗∗
	

'PSNBM "QQPJOUFF 1$5 
	

'PSNBM "QQPJOUFF (-$ 
	

:FBS 'JYFE &୭GFDUT :FT
/ 








































3 ● Mid Level Portfolio/Minimum Oil Revenue
● High Level Portfolio/Maximum Oil Revenue
)LJXUH  7KH HIIHFW RI SRUWIROLR VHQVLWLYLW\ DQG RLO UHYHQXH RQ WKH SUHGLFWHG QXPEHU RI HOLWHV DSSRLQWHG WR SRUWIROLR K
7KH UHVXOWV FRUUHVSRQG 7DEOH 
"OUJDJQBUJOH UIJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFTQPOEFE 'JSTU IF JODSFBTFE UIF OVNCFS PG BQQPJOUFFT BTTJHOFE
UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU DSJUJDBM QPSUGPMJPT DSFBUJOH B آMBX PG MBSHF OVNCFSTأ F୭GFDU UIBU FOBCMFT IJN UP
EJWJOF USVUI GSPN OPJTF 4FDPOE IF QBJSFE FMJUFT BDDPSEJOH UP GBNJMZ SJWBMSJFT BOE DJWJM XBS MPZBMUJFT
QSFWFOUJOH UIF USVTU SFRVJSFE GPS DPMMVTJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZFE IJT ୮ୢOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT UP NB
OJQVMBUF UIF CFMJFGT PG IJT FMJUFT .BMGFBTBODF UIFZ SFBTPOFE XPVME CF EFUFDUFE BOE SFQPSUFE BOE
UIFZ XPVME MPTF UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG QPXFS

&MJUF NPOJUPSJOH JT TP DSJUJDBM UP BVUPDSBUJD TVSWJWBM UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZFE B TFDPOE UFDI
OJRVF UIF TVCKFDU PG $IBQUFS 

5
5IF 4PSDFSZ .BTPOJD -PEHF BOE 4PDJBM
*OTUJUVUJPOT 
(PCSZBT JG ZPV TIPX UIBU ZPVS UIJOLJOH DPSSFTQPOET UP XIBU ZPV IBWF TBJE UP VT *
CPUI BDDFQU ZPV BT B TVQQMJBOU BOE QSPNJTF XJUI UIF HPET UP BWFOHF UIF NVSEFS PG
ZPVS TPO 5FMM NF JG XF EP UIJT GPS ZPV BOE BMMPX ZPV UP IBWF UIF GPSUJ୮ୢDBUJPOT MBOE
XFBQPOT BOE QPXFS UIBU ZPV IBE CFGPSF XIBU TFSWJDF XJMM ZPV EP GPS VT JO SFUVSO 

(PCSZBT TBJE .Z GPSUJ୮ୢDBUJPOT * XJMM QSPWJEF ZPV BT B IPVTF XIFOFWFS ZPV DPNF UIF
USJCVUF GSPN UIF MBOE XIJDI * VTFE UP QBZ IJN * XJMM CSJOH UP ZPV BOE XIFSFWFS ZPV
HP PO DBNQBJHO * XJMM HP BMPOH XJUI UIF QPXFS UIBU DPNFT GSPN NZ MBOE 5IFSF JT
BMTP NZ EBVHIUFS XIPN * DIFSJTI B NBJEFO BMSFBEZ SJQF GPS NBSSJBHF XIPN QSFWJ
PVTMZ * UIPVHIU * XBT SFBSJOH BT B XJGF GPS UIF QSFTFOU LJOH /PX NZ EBVHIUFS IBT
IFSTFMG MBNFOUJOH PG୴FO CFHHFE NF OPU UP HJWF IFS UP IFS CSPUIFSؠT NVSEFSFS BOE *
BN TJNJMBSMZ SFTPMWFE * OPX HSBOU ZPV UP EFMJCFSBUF BMTP BCPVU IFS JO XIBUFWFS XBZ *
TIPX UIBU * EFMJCFSBUF BCPVU ZPV
$ZSVT TQPLF * HJWF ZPV NZ SJHIU IBOE BOE UBLF ZPVST PO UIF DPOEJUJPO UIBU UIFTF
UIJOHT BSF USVF -FU UIF HPET CF PVS XJUOFTTFT
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
)BWJOH BSSBOHFE IJT QFSTPOBM QSPUFDUJPO BOE TIBSF PG PJM SFWFOVF CZ  4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQFBSFE
NPSF TFDVSF UIBO FWFS 5IF QPMJUJDBM PQQPTJUJPO XBT WJSUVBMMZ EFDJNBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPO UIF
DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFGFSFOEVN XJUI OFBSMZ % PG UIF WPUF IJT QPMJUJDBM BMMJFT DPNQSJTFE UIF FOUJSF 
TFBU 4FOBUF BOE XFMM PWFS % PG UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ BOE UIF FYJMFE PQQPTJUJPO JODSFBTJOHMZ FT
DIFXFE PQQSPCSJVN JO GBWPS PG SFDPODJMJBUJPO BOE UIF IPQF PG FWFOUVBM QPMJUJDBM BMMJBODF 0TUFOTJCMZ
JOEFQFOEFOU OFXTQBQFST XFSF NVDI NPSF JODMJOFE UP TFMGDFOTPS 8IJMF -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF IFS
BMEFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT "VHVTU  NJOJTUFSJBM TIV୭୯୳F BT B آHPWFSONFOU PG UFDIOPDSBUT UP ୮ୢHIU
DPSSVQUJPOأ 5BMॵTBXSPUF XIBU NPTU #SB[[BWJMMPॷ CFMJFWFE CVU TBJE POMZ QSJWBUFMZ
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "VHVTU 

5IF TPDJBM MJGF <PG UIF DPVOUSZ> QSPDFFET BU UXP TQFFET 0O POF TJEF JT UIF WBTU NB
KPSJUZ FWFSZEBZ DPOGSPOUFE XJUI NJTFSZ BOE PO UIF PUIFS JT B NJOPSJUZ UIBU PTUFOUB
UJPVTMZ EJTQMBZT JUT SJDIFT BDDVNVMBUFE TVEEFOMZ BOE XJUIPVU CBTF 5IFZ SPMM JO UIF
NPTU FYQFOTJWF NPEFM DBST CVZ SFBM FTUBUF MJLF QFBOVUT JUؠT UIF NPTU SFWPMUJOH GPSN PG
PQVMFODF
*ODSFBTJOHMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPTU DBQBCMF PQQPOFOUT XFSF IJT TVQQPTFE BMMJFT UIF 1$5ؠT FMEFST
*OEFFE UIF 1$5 QPTTFTTFE JUT PXO JOUFSOBM IJFSBSDIZ XIJDI JODMVEFE B TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM QPMJUJDBM
CVSFBV BOE #SB[[BWJMMF TFDUJPO XJUI JUT PXO FMFDUFE P୭୮ୢDFST "MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT ୮ୢSNMZ
FOTDPODFE BT 1$5 QSFTJEFOU QBSUZ FMEFST DVMUJWBUFE UIFJS PXO DPOTUJUVFODJFT 5IFTF FMEFST NVDI
UP UIFJS GSVTUSBUJPO XFSF OP MPOHFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSSFE NJOJTUFST 1BSUZ FMEFST BMTP IBE UIFJS
PXO MPZBMJTUT GPS XIPN UIFZ TPVHIU TFBUT JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ *O  POF 1$5 FMEFS JOTJTUFE
PO SVOOJOH BHBJOTU .BVSJDF /HVFTTP BOE XPO PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ )BWJOH FOEVSFE UIF USBVNB PG UIF
/BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF BOE SFNBJOFE MPZBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EVSJOH UIF T UIFTF QBSUZ FMEFST XFSF
MPBUIF UP SFMJORVJTI UIF QFSTPOBM DPOTUJUVFODJFT UIFZ IBE BDRVJSFE
"HBJOTU BO JNNPWBCMF QBSUZ BQQBSBUVT XJUI JOTUJUVUJPOBM SVMFT UIBU GBWPSFE IJT SJWBMT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP PQUFE UP TJNQMZ آMJRVJEBUFأ UIF QBSUZ 5IF QSPKFDU XBT SFGFSSFE UP BT SFGPOEBUJPO BOE 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT BMMJFT UPPL UP #SB[[BWJMMF OFXTQBQFST UP ESVN VQ QVCMJD TVQQPSU 5IF 1$5ؠT آTPDJBMJTU
JEFPMPHZأ UIFZ BSHVFE XBT PVUEBUFE FWFO UIPVHI JUT SFQMBDFNFOU ؛ CFZPOE VODPOEJUJPOBM MPZBMUZ
UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ SFNBJOFE VODMFBS UP $POHPؠT GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT 1SJWBUFMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
MPZBMJTUT BDLOPXMFEHFE UIBU TPVUIFSOFST SFHBSEFE UIF 1$5 BT B TZNCPM PG PQQSFTTJPO BOE IPQFE
UIBU B OFX QBSUZ NJHIU NBLF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBSHJOBMMZ NPSF QBMBUBCMF "T B SFTVMU MPZBMJTUT BSHVFE
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TJNQMZ BCPWF UIF 1$5 8SPUF $MBVEF &SOFTU /EBMMB B TQFDJBM DPVOTFMPS UP
UIF QSFTJEFOU BOE BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPOHUJNF BJEFT
5BMॵTB  "VHVTU 

8IFO XF TQFBL PG UIF CFOFGBDUPST BOE UIF HVJEFT PG IVNBOJUZ XF DJUF UISFF OBNFT
4PDSBUFT #VEEIB BOE +FTVT $ISJTU 4P MFU VT CF TFSJPVT -FU VT OPU FODMPTF 1SFTJEFOU
%FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO UIF 1$5 JO B TJOHMF EFQBSUNFOU B TJOHMF EJTUSJDU B TJOHMF
UFSSJUPSZ B TJOHMF DMJRVF
+VTU JO DBTF SFGPOEBUJPO GBJMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOJUJBUFE B TFDPOE TUSBUFHZ )JT DMPTFTU BJEFT XPVME
GPVOE OFX QBSUJFT BOE UIFO DPNCJOF UIFN JO B 3ॵTFNCMFNFOU EF MB NBKPSJU© QSॶJEFOUJFMMF 	3.1

؛ UIF 3BMMZ GPS UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM .BKPSJUZ ؛ UIF JEFPMPHZ PG XIJDI XBT VODPOEJUJPOBM MPZBMUZ UP 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP 5IF OFX PSHBOJ[BUJPO UPPL UIF FMFQIBOU BT JUT TZNCPM BOE JUT MPHP TPPO BQQFBSFE PO
$POHPMFTF QBTTQPSUT 5IF 3.1 VMUJNBUFMZ DMBJNFE TPNF  NFNCFS QBSUJFT SFOEFSJOH UIF 1$5
FTTFOUJBMMZ JSSFMFWBOU NFSFMZ POF PG  QBSUJFT UIBU TVQQPSUFE IJN
*O TIPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOUFOEFE UP NPWF BHBJOTU UIF 1$5 FMEFST IJT TVQQPTFE BMMJFT *O TP
EPJOH IF DPOGSPOUFE B DIBMMFOHF DPNNPO UP BMM BVUPDSBUT )F DPVME OPU BOUJDJQBUF UIFJS SFTQPOTF
XIFUIFS UIFZ XPVME BDDFQU EFNPUJPO PS BUUFNQU UP EFQPTF IJN 'PS BVUPDSBUJD SFHJNFT 0ؠ%POOFMM
BOE 4DINJUUFS <> PCTFSWF JODMVEF B DPNCJOBUJPO PG آIBSEأ BOE آTPG୴MJOFSTأ BO JOOFS DJSDMF PG
SFHJNF MPZBMJTUT VTVBMMZ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT GBNJMZ BOE DMPTFTU BJEFT BOE B TFU PG DJSDVNTUBOUJBM BMMJFT OFD
FTTBSZ UP ୮ୢMM UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT NBOZ PUIFS QPSUGPMJPT 5IJT DMFBWBHF 0ؠ%POOFMM BOE 4DINJUUFS <>
UFBDI VT JT B DFOUSBM EFUFSNJOBOU PG SFHJNF MPOHFWJUZ
5IFSF JT OP USBOTJUJPO XIPTF CFHJOOJOH JT OPU UIF DPOTFRVFODF ؛ EJSFDU PS JOEJSFDU
؛ PG JNQPSUBOU EJWJTJPOT XJUIJO UIF BVUIPSJUBSJBO SFHJNF JUTFMG QSJODJQBMMZ BMPOH UIF
୯୳VDUVBUJOH DMFBWBHF CFUXFFO IBSEMJOFST BOE TPG୴MJOFST
"O BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM EFQFOET PO UIFTF DJSDVNTUBOUJBM BMMJFT 4JODF UIFZ FOKPZ QSJWJMFHFE BDDFTT UP
TUBUF BSNT BOE SFWFOVF UIFJS DPVQT Eԙ©UBU BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP TVDDFFE KVTU BT UIFJS EFGFDUJPOT GSPN
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BSDI 

UIF SFHJNF IFMQ MBUFOU QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO DPBMFTDF JOUP PVUSJHIU QSPUFTU "VUPDSBUT NVTU TPNFIPX
FOTVSF UIFJS MPZBMUZ
:FU EPJOH TP JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF GBDU UIBU BO FMJUFؠT MPZBMUZ ؛ XIFUIFS TPNF JOUSJOTJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ
GPS UIF BVUPDSBU PS TJNQMZ UIF FMJUFؠT SFUVSOT GSPN BO BMUFSOBUJWF HPWFSONFOU ؛ DBOOPU CF PCTFSWFE
5IF BVUPDSBU DBO OFJUIFS NFBTVSF FMJUF MPZBMUZ OPS DPO୮ୢEFOUMZ BQQMZ B EPMMBS WBMVF UP JU *OEFFE IF
DBO QVSDIBTF MPZBMUZ XJUI OP NPSF DPO୮ୢEFODF UIBO DPVME BOZ BSU CVZFS BU BO BVDUJPO 4UVEFOUT PG
BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT PG୴FO JHOPSF UIJT BOE GPS HPPE SFBTPOT %PJOH TP FOBCMFT UIFN UP FMJEF POF PG UIF
DFOUSBM DPNQMJDBUJPOT PG MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU UP GPDVT PO PUIFS JNQPSUBOU GFBUVSFT PG QPMJUJDT BT EJE
$IBQUFS  #VU BVUPDSBUT EP OPU IBWF UIJT MVYVSZ GPS QVSDIBTF MPZBMUZ UIFZ NVTU
5IJT NBZ CF B VOJRVFMZ NPEFSO QSPCMFN 'PS TJOHMF QBSUJFT #SPXOMFF <> BOE 4MBUFS <> BS
HVF QSFWFOU QSFDJTFMZ UIFTF TPSUT PG PQQPSUVOJTUJD EFGFDUJPOT #Z DSFBUJOH B آQPMJUJDBM XJMEFSOFTTأ
4MBUFS <> XSJUFT آSPCVTU SVMJOH QBSUJFT تQSFWFOU FMJUF EFGFDUJPOأ BOE GPSFTUBMM آBMUFSOBUJWF SPVUFT
UP UIF QPMJUJDBM TVNNJUأ *O TP EPJOH BDDPSEJOH UP #SPXOMFF <> آSVMJOH QBSUJFT تCSJEMF FMJUF BN
CJUJPOT BOE CJOE UPHFUIFS PUIFSXJTF GSBDUJPVT DPBMJUJPOTأ *O TIPSU SPCVTU SVMJOH QBSUJFT SFOEFS MFTT
SFMFWBOU BO FMJUFؠT DPNNJUNFOU UP UIF SFHJNF CFDBVTF IF TJNQMZ IBT OP DIPJDF 5IFSF BSF OP WJBCMF
BMUFSOBUJWFT BOE TP IF NVTU XPSL JOTJEF JU 0ؠ%POOFMM BOE 4DINJUUFS <> BMTP TVHHFTU UIBU آTPG୴
MJOFSأ MPZBMUZ JT B QBSUJDVMBSMZ NPEFSO QSPCMFN 'PS DMFBWBHFT CFUXFFO IBSE BOE TPG୴MJOFST UIFZ
୮ୢOE BSF NPTU DPNNPOMZ ESJWFO CZ EJWFSHFOU CFMJFGT BCPVU XIFUIFS UIF BVUPDSBUJD SFHJNF XJMM TPPO
SFRVJSF آFMFDUPSBM MFHJUJNBUJPOأ 3PCVTU SVMJOH QBSUJFT TPMWF UIJT QSPCMFN BT XFMM
8JUIPVU BDDFTT UP UIFTF TJOHMF QBSUJFT NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT UVSO UP TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT 'PS 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP ؛ JOEFFE GPS NBOZ PG IJT "GSJDBO DPVOUFSQBSUT ؛ UIFTF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UBLF UIF GPSN PG
GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHFT BOE UIFZ GPSDF GSFRVFOU TPDJBM JOUFSBDUJPO BNPOH NFNCFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
GPVOEFE IJT(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP 	(-$
 JO  EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF 4FDUJPO  OBSSBUFT UIF
(-$ؠT PSJHJOT JO UIF DPMPOJBM QFSJPE JUT DSFBUJPO JO 1BSJT BOE JUT FWPMVUJPO TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SF
DMBJNFE QPXFS 7JSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ EFTDSJCF UIF (-$ؠT QPMJUJDBM TJHOJ୮ୢDBODF JO UIF TBNF XBZ

آ4J UV WFVY NBOHFS JM GBVU TԙJOJUJFSأ *G POF XBOUT UP PDDVQZ B MVDSBUJWF SFHJNF QPTJUJPO UIBU JT POF
NVTU KPJO 4FDUJPO  DPO୮ୢSNT UIJT XJUI TUBUJTUJDBM FWJEFODF 4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT UIF BEWBOUBHFT BOE
SJTLT PG TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT XJUI UIF BJE PG B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM *U TVHHFTUT UIBU TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT
TFSWF UXP DFOUSBM QVSQPTFT 'JSTU UIFZ TVCKFDU JOJUJBUFT UP UIF TDSVUJOZ PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT GBNJMZ BOE
NPTU USVTUFE BJEFT UIF DPSF PG UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOؠT NFNCFSTIJQ *O TP EPJOH UIFZ EFUFS NFNCFST
GSPN QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ 4FDPOE BOE BT B SFTVMU TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT TFSWF BT TDSFFO
JOH EFWJDFT $PTUMZ TJHOBMT PG MPZBMUZ UIFTF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT EJTUJOHVJTI FMJUFT XIP BDDFQU DMPTFS
TDSVUJOZ GSPN UIPTF XIP EP OPU 4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT FWJEFODF ؛ CPUI RVBOUJUBUJWF BOE RVBMJUBUJWF ؛
PG CPUI
 5঑঎ 0ছ঒ঐ঒গজ ঊগ঍ &টঘকঞঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎(࠰ࠟࠬࠢࠣ -࠭ࠥࠣ ࠢ࠳ $࠭ࠬࠥ࠭
 %ঊঔঊছ 1ঊছ঒জ ঊগ঍ #ছঊণণঊট঒কক঎
"GSJDBO GSFFNBTPOSZ JT B QFDVMJBS MFHBDZ PG 'SFODI DPMPOJBMJTN 0O .BZ   UIF(SBOEF -PHF EF
'SBODF 	(-'
 HBWF 4VC4BIBSBO "GSJDB JUT ୮ୢSTU GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF -PDBUFE JO 4BJOU-PVJT 4FOFHBM
POMZ UIF FYQBUSJBUF FMJUF DMBJNFE NFNCFSTIJQ NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST DPMPOJBM CVSFBVDSBUT BOE B୭୯୳VFOU
CVTJOFTTNFO "T UIF 'SFODI DPMPOJBM BQQBSBUVT FYQBOEFE TP UPP EJE GSFFNBTPOSZ 5IF DBQJUBM PG
"GSJRVF &RVBUPSJBMF 'SBODBॷF #SB[[BWJMMF SFDFJWFE JUT ୮ୢSTU MPEHF JO  #Z  GSFFNBTPOSZ BMTP
୯୳PVSJTIFE JO .BEBHBTDBS (BCPO #FOJO (VJOFB .BMJ $BNFSPPO BOE $PUF Eؠ*WPJSF <> 'PMMPX
JOH JOEFQFOEFODF JO UIF FBSMZ T MPEHF NFNCFSTIJQ TMPXMZ FYQBOEFE UP UIF "GSJDBO FMJUF CZ UIF
NJET JU XBT B UIPSPVHIMZ "GSJDBO B୭GBJS 0NBS #POHP XBT UIF ୮ୢSTU "GSJDBO SVMFS UP FTUBCMJTI IJT
PXO MPEHF 'PVOEFE JO  UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV (BCPO 	(-(
 BTTFNCMFE UIF JOEJHFOPVT QPMJUJ
DBM BOE FYQBUSJBUF FDPOPNJD FMJUF 8JUI (BCPOؠT TUBUVT BU MFBTU VOUJM UIF T BT 'SBODFؠT MFBEJOH

"GSJDBO PJM TVQQMJFS UIF (-( TFDVSFE CJMBUFSBM DPNNFSDJBM BOE QPMJUJDBM UJFT <>
4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE UIF (-$ JO  $IBQUFS  SFDPVOUFE EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF *OJUJBUFE
CZ "CEPV %JPVG UIFO UIF ZFBS 1SFTJEFOU PG 4FOFHBM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE BTDFOEFE UP .BTUFS
.BTPO CZ UIF UJNF IF TFJ[FE #SB[[BWJMMF JO  4JODF UIFSF JT OP QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF SPTUFS PG (-$
JOJUJBUFT * DPOTUSVDUFE BO BOOVBM NFNCFSTIJQ MJTU EVSJOH NZ ZFBST JO $POHP GSPN UXP TPVSDFT 'JSTU
* IJSFE B UFBN PG SFTFBSDI BTTJTUBOUT UP QPTJUJPO UIFNTFMWFT PVUTJEF UIF (-$ؠT NBJO NFFUJOH MPEHF
PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG TFWFSBM XFFLT JO  UIFZ SFDPSEFE FWFSZPOF XIP FOUFSFE BOE FYJUFE 5P FYUFOE
UIJT NFNCFSTIJQ SPTUFS UP  * DPOEVDUFE B TFSJFT PG JOUFSWJFXT XJUI #SB[[BWJMMFؠT NPTU BTUVUF QP
MJUJDBM PCTFSWFST CFUXFFO  BOE  MPDBM KPVSOBMJTUT IVNBO SJHIUT BEWPDBUFT GPSNFS NJOJTUFST
BOE UIFJS DPVOTFMPST BOE NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST * UIFO WFSJ୮ୢFE UIF BOOVBM NFNCFSTIJQ SPTUFS UIFTF JOUFS
WJFXT ZJFMEFE XJUI MFBLFE GPPUBHF GSPN B  JOJUJBUJPO DFSFNPOZ IFME JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT 1BMBॷ EV
1BSMFNFOU
*O TP EPJOH * XBT BCMF UP USBDF UIF DSFBUJPO BOE FWPMVUJPO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT (-$ 5IF MFG୴ BYJT
PG 'JHVSF  EJTQMBDFT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF HFOFSBM BOE NJOJTUFSJBM DPSQT UIBU DMBJNFE NFNCFSTIJQ
JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT (-$ CZ ZFBS BT XFMM BT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF (-$ؠT NFNCFSTIJQ DPNQSJTFE PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ BOE DJWJM XBS MPZBMJTUT 5IF SJHIU BYJT SFDPSET UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG (-$ JOJUJ
BUFT CZ ZFBS 5IF (-$ TUBSUFE TNBMM *UT ୮ୢSTU NFNCFST XFSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOOFS DJSDMF GBNJMZ BOE
MPOHUJNF DPMMBCPSBUPST XIP SFNBJOFE MPZBM UISPVHIPVU UIF UVNVMU PG UIF FBSMZ T .FNCFSTIJQ
FYQBOEFE TMPXMZ BOE JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFE TPNFUIJOH FOUJSFMZ OFX VOF MPHF TPSDJ¨SF B
TPSDFSZ NBTPOJD MPEHF 8JUI OFQIFX +FBO %PNJOJRVF 0LFNCB BT EJSFDUPS BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BT
QSযJEFOU EԙIPOOFVS UIF OFX MPEHF XBT EVCCFE &MJLJB آIPQFأ JO UIF OPSUIFSO -JOHBMB MBOHVBHF B
DMFBS SFGFSFODF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO TMPHBO -B OPVWFMMF ॶQPJS PS آUIF OFX
IPQFأ 0LFNCBؠT BQQPJOUNFOU BT EJSFDUPS JT B QBSUJDVMBSMZ JNQPSUBOU DMVF BCPVU UIF (-$ؠT QVSQPTF
5IFSF JT BQQBSFOUMZ BOPUIFS BDDPVOU PG #POHPؠT (-( BU B 'SFODI MJCSBSZ JO #SB[[BWJMMF CVU * IBWF ZFU UP
MPDBUF JU

"T POF QSPNJOFOU NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ UPME NF QSJWBUFMZ
5IF NPTU JNQPSUBOU QBSU PG NBOBHJOH <UIF $POHPMFTF> HPWFSONFOU *OGPSNBUJPO
XIP JT UBMLJOH UP XIPN XIP JT USBOTGFSSJOH MBSHF BNPVOUT PG NPOFZ UP XIPN *UؠT OP
TVSQSJTF UIBU +FBO %PNOJRVF <0LFNCB UIF IFBE PG UIF EPNFTUJD TVSWFJMMBODF TFSWJDF>
SVOT UIF 'SFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF
5IF (-$ NFNCFST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ B୭୮ୢSN JT B DFOUFSQJFDF PG IJT FMJUF TVSWFJMMBODF BQQB
SBUVT 0LFNCB XBT UIF PCWJPVT DIPJDF GPS EJSFDUPS
5IF USBOTJUJPO UP &MJLJBNBSLFE B UVSOJOH QPJOU #FUXFFO  BOE  'JHVSF  EPDVNFOUT
NFNCFSTIJQ TQJLFE 5IF (-$ TPPO DPVOUFE BNPOH JUT NFNCFST WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG UIF $POHPMFTF NJM
JUBSZ BOE NJOJTUFSJBM FMJUF BMM UIPTF XIP آBUFأ ؛ XIP IBE BTDFOEFE UIF SBOLT PG UIF FMJUF DMBTT ؛ IBE
JOJUJBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQBSFOUMZ MJNJUFE NFNCFSTIJQ BT XFMM 5IF POMZ VOJOJUJBUFE NJOJTUFST
BSF NFNCFST PG QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT XIP FOEPSTFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EVSJOH B QSFWJPVT FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO
BOE XIPTF FYQFDUFE UFOVSFT ؛ UIF UPQJD PG $IBQUFST  BOE  ؛ BSF TIPSU BOZXBZ -JLFXJTF UIF POMZ
HFOFSBMT FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF (-$ BSF UIPTF BQQPJOUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFEFDFTTPST 'PS TJODF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFHBSET UIFTF HFOFSBMT BT VOUSVTUXPSUIZ IF SFGVTFT UIFN NFBOJOHGVM QPSUGPMJPT BOZ
XBZ
5IF QPMJUJDBM TJHOJ୮ୢDBODF PG UIF (-$ SFNBJOT BNPOH #SB[[BWJMMFؠT XPSTU LFQU TFDSFUT 0OF EJQMP
NBU EFTDSJCFE GSFFNBTPOSZ BT UIF آIPMZ HSBJMأ PG $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT 6OEFSTUBOEJOH $POHPMFTF QPM
JUJDT UIF 8FTUFSO EJQMPNBUJD DPNNVOJUZ CFMJFWFT SFRVJSFT VOEFSTUBOEJOH $POHPMFTF GSFFNBTPOSZ
$POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT BMTP FNQIBTJ[F JUT QPMJUJDBM SFMFWBODF 5P BDDFTT UIF SFHJNFؠT JOOFS DJSDMF UIFZ TBZ
آJM GBVU TԙJOJUJFSأ POF TJNQMZ NVTU JOJUJBUF &WFO UIF GSBODPQIPOF QSFTT IBT UBLFO OPUJDF 0OF SFDFOU
NBHB[JOF EFDSJFE UIF آEBNBHF JO୯୳JDUFE CZ $POHPMFTF GSFFNBTPOSZأ 4P JNQPSUBOU JT UIF (-$ UP 4BT
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OPOZNPVT  .BSDI 
0G UIF GPVS &OHMJTI MBOHVBHF CPPLT PO $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT POMZ ,OJHIU <> BOE 4IBYTPO <> FWFO
NFOUJPO UIF UFSN CPUI OPUF POMZ UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE 1BTDBM -JTTPVCB XIP XPO UIF DPVOUSZؠT MPOF GBJS
QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO BSF GSFFNBTPOT 5IF PUIFS UXP UP XIJDI * SFGFS BSF $MBSL <> BOE (IB[WJOJBO <>
































Proportion of General Corps in the GLC
Proportion of Ministerial Corps in the GLC
Proportion of GLC: Veterans and Family
Number of GLC Members
)LJXUH  7KH HYROXWLRQ RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV */& 7KH OHIW D[LV UHFRUGV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI WKH JHQHUDO DQGPLQLVWHULDO
FRUSV WKDW KDV EHHQ LQLWLDWHG LQWR WKH */& E\ \HDU DV ZHOO DV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI WKH */& FRPSULVH RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV
IDPLO\ DQG FLYLO ZDU YHWHUDQV 7KH ULJKW D[LV PHDVXUHV WKH QXPEHU RI */& LQLWLDWHV E\ \HDU
TPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM TVSWJWBM UIFZ TUBUFE UIBU JU JT EJSFDUMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF DPVOUSZؠT FDPOPNJD
EFTUJUVUJPO 5IF #SB[[BWJMMF HPWFSONFOU SFHBSET TVDI BDDVTBUJPOT BT VOBDDFQUBCMF 5IFZ SPVUJOFMZ
FBSO $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT B WJTJU GSPN UIF OHVOHJ UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT RVBTJTFDSFU QPMJDF PS B DBVUJPOBSZ
OJHIUUJNF QIPOF DBMM 5IF SFDFOU NBHB[JOF BSUJDMF XBT QVCMJTIFE VOEFS B QTFVEPOZN MF QFUJU ׹MT EV

EFGVOU SPJ U©L© EF .ԙ#BZB HSBOETPO PG UIF MBUF U©L© LJOH GSPN UIF WJMMBHF PG .ؠ#BZB
 "ঌঝ঒ট঒ঝ঒঎জ ঊগ঍ "ছঌ঑঒ঝ঎ঌঝঞছ঎
"MUIPVHI UIF (-$ؠT NFNCFSTIJQ JT OPX DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF JO #SB[[BWJMMF JUT BDUJWJUJFT BSF BNPOH
#SB[[BWJMMFؠT CFTU LFQU TFDSFUT 5IFZ BSF BT CFTU BOZPOF DBO UFMM WFSZ GSFRVFOU CVU NPTUMZ RVPUJEJBO
.FNCFST BSF SFRVJSFE UP DPOHSFHBUF BU UIF #SB[[BWJMMF MPEHF PO XFFLEBZ FWFOJOHT BUUFOE XFFLFOE
MVODIFT BU #SB[[BWJMMFؠT ୮ୢOFTU SFTUBVSBOUT BOE BQQFBS BU XFFLFOE QBSUJFT BU .QJMB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
QSJWBUF DPNQPVOE 0DDBTJPOBMMZ B OFX TFU PG JOJUJBUFT XJMM CF JOEVDUFE BU UIF 1BMBॷ EV 1BSMFNFOU
XIJDI NFNCFST BSF SFRVJSFE UP BUUFOE JO UIF QSFTFODF PG GPSFJHO EJHOJUBSJFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BUUFOET
POMZ UIFTF JOJUJBUJPO DFSFNPOJFT XIJDI BSF NBSLFE CZ QPNQ BOE B TUSJLJOH TPMFNOJUZ "G୴FS JOJUJBUFT
IBWF CFFO TFBUFE BOE PQFOJOH SJUVBMT EJTDIBSHFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT FTDPSUFE JOUP UIF SPPN XJUI IJT
QPSUSBJU IBOHJOH PO UIF XBMM BCPWF UIF EPPS -JLF BMM GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHFT UIF (-$ QSPWJEFT DIBSJUZ
UP NFNCFST GPMMPXJOH QFSTPOBM USBHFEJFT 3F୯୳FDUJOH UIF B୭୯୳VFODF PG UIF $POHPMFTF FMJUF UIFTF HJG୴T
SJTF VQXBSET PG $,  *O TIPSU UIF BDUJWJUJFT PG UIF MPEHF BQQFBS NVDI MFTT JNQPSUBOU UIBO UIF
GSFRVFOU JOUFSBDUJPO NFNCFSTIJQ GPSDFT
5IFSF JT IPXFWFS POF FYDFQUJPO UP UIJT CBOBMJUZ 8IFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP USBOTGPSNFE UIF (-$
JOUP &MJLJB ؛ UIF آTPSDFSZأ NBTPOJD MPEHF ؛ JO  IF JODPSQPSBUFE UIF O[PCJ GFUJTI DVMU PO XIJDI
JOJUJBUFT BSF SFRVJSFE UP TXFBS VQPO FOUSZ /[PCJ JT XJEFMZ QSBDUJDFE BNPOH $VWFUUF SFHJPOBMT BOE
PDDBTJPOBMMZ FMTFXIFSF JO UIF OPSUI 5IF O[PCJ DVMU IBT CFFO EFTDSJCFE UIJT XBZ
5IF O[PCJ DVMU JOUFSWFOFT EVSJOH DPO୯୳JDUT MJUJHBUJPOT PS BOZ TJUVBUJPO JO XIJDI POF
BJNT UP ୮ୢOE PS EJTDPWFS UIF HVJMUZ QBSUZ ت3BUIFS UIBO SFTPMWJOH B EJTQVUF CFUXFFO
"MUIPVHI * IBWF B DPQZ PG UIF BSUJDMF * EP OPU LOPX UIF UJUMF PG UIF NBHB[JOF UIBU QVCMJTIFE JU 5IF BS
UJDMF XBT HJWFO UP NF CZ BO FMEFSMZ $POHPMFTF NBO XIP XBT BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT ESJOLJOH CVEEJFT JO UIF
MBUF T BOE FBSMZ T " TPVUIFSOFS UIJT NBO OPX EFUFTUT UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU )F LFFQT UIF
BSUJDMF BT FWJEFODF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NBMGFBTBODF IF TUPSFT JU XJUI IJT NPTU WBMVBCMF QPTJUJPOT GPS IF GFBST
UIBU $POHPMFTF BVUIPSJUJFT JG UIFZ GPVOE JU XPVME JODBSDFSBUF IJN "U TPNF QPJOU * IPQF UP MPDBUF UIF BVUIPS
BNPOH UIF $POHPMFTF FYQBUSJBUF DPNNVOJUZ JO 1BSJT

UXP QBSUJFT UIF O[PCJ DVMU TJNQMZ ୮ୢOET UIF HVJMUZ QBSUZ BOE CFTUPXT VQPO IJN B NZT
UJDBM TBODUJPO XJTIFE CZ UIF BHHSJFWFE QBSUZ
%VSJOH UIF JOJUJBUJPO SJUVBM FWFSZPOF VOEFSTUBOET OFX NFNCFST JNQMJDJUMZ TXFBS MPZBMUZ UP 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP BOE FYQMJDJUMZ BDLOPXMFEHF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG SFUSJCVUJPO GPS NBMGFBTBODF 5IF (-$ JT
EFTJHOFE JO TIPSU TP UIBU JUT JOJUJBUFT GFFM USFNFOEPVT QSFTTVSF UP BDRVJFTDF UP UIF SFHJNF OPUXJUI
TUBOEJOH BOZ USBOTJFOU EJTBHSFFNFOUT UIFZ NBZ IBWF JO UIF GVUVSF
6OTVSQSJTJOHMZ UIF (-$ JT SFHBSEFE BT B EFBEMZ TFSJPVT UPQJD JO $POHP *UT DJUJ[FOT HFOFSBMMZ
SFGVTF UP EJTDVTT JU QSJWBUFMZ PS QVCMJDMZ GPS GFBS PG QIZTJDBM SFUSJCVUJPO 'PMMPXJOH POF JOUFSWJFX
XJUI B QBSUJDVMBSMZ IJHI SBOLJOH NFNCFS PG #SB[[BWJMMFؠT $BUIPMJD DIVSDI ؛ IJNTFMG B GSFFNBTPO *
TPPO MFBSOFE EFTQJUF UIF "SDICJTIPQؠT TUBVODI PQQPTJUJPO ؛ * SFDFJWFE B UIJOMZ WFJMFE UISFBU EF
NBOEJOH UIBU * BTL OP GVSUIFS RVFTUJPOT BCPVU UIF UPQJD 5IF QSPIJCJUJPO FWFO FYUFOET UP $PO
HPMFTF FYQBUSJBUFT JO 1BSJT 4PNFXIBU SFNBSLBCMZ UIFSF FYJTUT B IJTUPSZ PG $POHPMFTF GSFFNBTPOSZ JU
XBT BVUIPSFE CZ +PTFQI #BEJMB B $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FO XIP SFTJEFT NPTUMZ JO 1BSJT 5IF BDDPVOU NBLFT
WJSUVBMMZ OP NFOUJPO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT (-$
5IF CFTU TPVSDFT PG JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF (-$ BSF PG୴FO UIF BMJFOBUFE GBNJMJFT PG SFDFOU JOJ
UJBUFT ؛ QBSUJDVMBSMZ UIPTF CBTFE JO 1BSJT GBS GSPN UIF XBUDIGVM FZF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EPNFTUJD
TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT ؛ BT XFMM BT DPMPOFMT BOE POFUJNF NJOJTUFSJBM DPVOTFMPST XIP SFGVTFE JOJUJB
UJPO (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ UIFZ JOWBSJBCMZ TBZ JT B QVCMJD TJHOBM UIBU آZPV BSF POF PG UIFNأ BOE آZPV
DBO CF USVTUFEأ #Z SFGVTJOH JOJUJBUJPO NPSFPWFS UIFTF DPMPOFMT BOE DPVOTFMPST LOPXJOHMZ GPSHP
PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS BEWBODFNFOU 4P XIZ EP UIFZ EP JU آ.Z EJHOJUZ JT OPU GPS TBMFأ JT B DPNNPO
SFTQPOTF QBSUJDVMBSMZ BNPOH $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XIP XPVME IBQQJMZ QBSUJDJQBUF JO BO BSNFE VQSJT
JOH "OE CFDBVTF PG UIF TUJHNB BUUBDIFE UP GSFFNBTPOSZ JO BO PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ $BUIPMJD SFMJHJPVT
FOWJSPONFOU JOJUJBUFT BSF PG୴FO SFQVEJBUFE CZ UIFJS FYUFOEFE GBNJMJFT EFTQJUF UIF JOJUJBUFTؠ OFXMZ
4FF #BEJMB <>
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV  /PWFNCFS  BOE (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  %FDFNCFS 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $PMPOFM NJMF /  +VMZ 

MBWJTI MJGFTUZMFT 4BJE POF PQQPTJUJPO BDUJWJTU BG୴FS UIF JOJUJBUJPO PG IJT DPVTJO آ8F HSFFU FBDI PUIFS
XIFOFWFS XF DSPTT QBUIT CVU XF XJMM OFWFS CF DMPTF BHBJOأ
5IF (-$ IBT FWFO TIBQFE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT VSCBO MBOETDBQF *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJTQBUDIFE
+FBO1BVM 1JHBTTF UP 1BSJT UP TPMJDJU EPOBUJPOT GSPN 'SFODI DPNQBOJFT XJUI BNCJUJPOT JO UIF $PO
HPMFTF NBSLFU 'PS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE EFDJEFE UP CVJME B $ NJMMJPO NBVTPMFVN ؛ B HMBTT BOE
NBSCMF B୭GBJS DPNQMFUF XJUI OFPDMBTTJDBM DPMVNOT BOE B EPNF ؛ UP JUT ୮ୢSTU DPMPOJ[FS 1JFSSF 4B
WPSHOBO EF #SB[[B B OBUJWF *UBMJBO XIP DMBJNFE UIF SJHIU CBOL PG UIF $POHP SJWFS GPS 'SBODF %F
#SB[[B XBT RVJUF MJUFSBMMZ UIF 'SFODI DPVOUFSQBSU UP )FOSZ .PSUPO 4UBOMFZ XIP DMBJNFE UIF MFG୴
CBOL GPS #FMHJVN BOE XIPTF CSVUBMJUZ XBT JNNPSUBMJ[FE JO +PTFQI $POSBEؠT 5IF )FBSU PG %BSL
OॶT %F #SB[[B XBT BMTP B GSFFNBTPO )F KPJOFE BU UIF CFIFTU PG +VMFT 'FSSZ EF #SB[[BؠT GBNJMZ DBV
UJPOT XIP VOEFSXSPUF NBOZ PG IJT WPZBHFT %F #SB[[BؠT SFNBJOT XFSF FYIVNFE GSPN "MHJFST PO
4FQUFNCFS   BOE EFQPTJUFE JO UIF OFX NBVTPMFVN PO 0DUPCFS  CFGPSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
0NBS #POHP BOE 'SBO§PJT #P[J[© BMM GSFFNBTPOT 8IFUIFS UIF NFNPSJBM XBT BDUVBMMZ FSFDUFE BT B
NBTPOJD UFNQMF JT VODMFBS #VU EF #SB[[BؠT GBNJMZ CFMJFWFT TP 5IFZ DJUF UIF SFHJNFؠT SFGVTBM UP QMBDF
B DSPTT PWFS EF #SB[[BؠT UPNC QFS UIFJS BHSFFNFOU BOE UIF XJEFTQSFBE JODPSQPSBUJPO PG NBTPOJD
TZNCPMT 4P P୭GFOEFE XFSF UIFZ UIBU JO  UIFZ ୮ୢMFE B MBXTVJU BHBJOTU UIF $POHPMFTF HPWFSONFOU
JO 'SFODI DPVSUT 5IF GBNJMZ EFOPVODFE UIF NFNPSJBM BT B آQPMJUJDBM JOTUSVNFOUأ BO JOJUJBMMZ TVS
QSJTJOH DMBJN HJWFO UIBU WJSUVBMMZ BMM $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT SFHBSE JU BT B آNPOVNFOU UP TIBNFأ BOE BO
آJOEJHOJUZ UP NJMMJPOT PG "GSJDBOT BSPVOE UIF XPSMEأ <> 5IF GBNJMZ B DPO୮ୢEBOU DPO୮ୢSNFE UP NF
XBT SFGFSSJOH UP JUT VTF BT B NBTPOJD UFNQMF
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DMPTFTU BMMJFT PDDBTJPOBMMZ FWFO DPOTUSVDU UIFJS PXO NBTPOJD UFNQMFT BT FYQSFT
TJPOT PG UIFJS MPZBMUZ #PSO JO  "MFYJT 7JODFOU (PN¨T XBT B DIJMEIPPE GSJFOE PG "OUPJOFUUF 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP BOE IBT CFFO B QSPNJOFOU MBXZFS JO 1PJOUF/PJSF TJODF UIF T )F JT BMTP BNPOH UIF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOKBNJO .PVUTJMB  +BOVBSZ 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO.BSJF .POBOHF  'FCSVBSZ  4FF BMTP -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +VMZ 

SJDIFTU NFO JO $POHP *O UIF MBUF T IF BNBTTFE B GPSUVOF XIFO UIF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU
BHSFFE UP RVJFUMZ EJTQPTF PG SBEJPBDUJWF XBTUF P୭G UIF 1PJOUF/PJSF DPBTU IF SFQPSUFEMZ IBOEMFE UIF
MFHBM EPDVNFOUBUJPO (PN¨T JOWFTUFE IJT OFX GPSUVOF XJTFMZ *O BEEJUJPO UP QVSDIBTJOH B TFSJFT
PG 1PJOUF/PJSF IPUFMT IF PXOT $POHPؠT MFBEJOH $POHPMFTF DPOTUSVDUJPO ୮ୢSN #BU®S UIF SFDJQJFOU
PG DPVOUMFTT HPWFSONFOU DPOUSBDUT "NPOH UIF ୮ୢSTU (-$ JOJUJBUFT (PN¨T DPOTUSVDUFE B TQSBXM
JOH WJMMBHF  NJMFT OPSUI PG 1PJOUF/PJSF #VJMU NPTUMZ PG JNQPSUFE NBSCMF PO B DMJ୭G PWFSMPPLJOH
UIF "UMBOUJD 0DFBO JU DPVOUT ୮ୢWF NBOTJPOT UXP OJHIUDMVCT B QSPGFTTJPOBM LJUDIFO B CBORVFU IBMM
GPS TFWFSBM IVOESFE HVFTUT BOE B TFDSFU NBTPOJD UFNQMF UIBU JODPSQPSBUFT UIF (-$ؠT JDPOPHSBQIZ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS RVJUF FYQMJDJUMZ XBT UIF UBSHFU PG (PN¨Tؠ BNCJUJPOT 5IF QSFTJEFOU WJTJUT
GSFRVFOUMZ
 5঑঎ 1$5 3ࠣࠤ࠭ࠬࠢࠟ࠲ࠧ࠭ࠬ 3঎এঞজ঒গঐ .঎খঋ঎ছজ঑঒ঙ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FYUFOET NFNCFSTIJQ آJOWJUBUJPOTأ TUSBUFHJDBMMZ BOE UIFSF BSF EFBEMZ DPOTFRVFODFT
GPS UIPTF XIP SFGVTF +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV QFSTPOJ୮ୢFE UIF 1$5 PME HVBSE UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBS
HFUFE XJUI SFGPOEBUJPO -FLPVOE[PV DPGPVOEFE UIF QBSUZ JO  QBSUJDJQBUFE JO /HPVBCJؠT 
BTTBTTJOBUJPO BOE UIFO PDDVQJFE B TFSJFT PG NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT PWFS UIF OFYU GPVS EFDBEFT .JO
JTUFS PG *OEVTUSZ JO UIF T .JOJTUFS PG 'JOBODF UISPVHIPVU UIF T BOE .JOJTUFS PG %FGFOTF
JO UIF MBUF T BOE FBSMZ T "U QSFDJTFMZ UIF NPNFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOJUJBUFE SFGPOEBUJPO ؛
XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT NPTU DPODFSOFE BCPVU -FLPVOE[PVؠT SFTQPOTF ؛ IF P୭GFSFE (-$ NFN
CFSTIJQ
-FLPVOE[PV SFGVTFE GPS IF IBE OP JOUFOUJPO PG BDDFQUJOH IJT NBSHJOBMJ[BUJPO 8JUI 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP SFTPMVUFMZ DPNNJUUFE -FLPVOE[PV CFHBO QMPUUJOH B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU XJUI EJTHSVOUMFE 5©L©
NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST BOE VOEFSUPPL B NFEJB P୭GFOTJWF JO #SB[[BWJMMF OFXTQBQFST *O 4FQUFNCFS 
* SFDFJWFE B UPVS PG UIF GBDJMJUZ GSPN (PN¨Tؠ XJGF JO 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  %FDFNCFS  4FF BMTP -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  0DUPCFS 

IF EFOPVODFE SFGPOEBUJPO UP UIF QSFTT BOE EFNBOEFE BO FOE UP UIF آEFNBHPHZ BOE CBE GBJUIأ PG
JUT QSPQPOFOUT 8JUI OP QSPHSFTT IF UIFO UPZFE XJUI B آQPQVMBS VQSJTJOHأ *O 0DUPCFS  -FL
PVOE[PV PSHBOJ[FE B DPOHSFTT PG 1$5 NFNCFST PQQPTFE UP UIF EJTTPMVUJPO "UUFOEFE CZ UIPV
TBOET -FLPVOE[PVؠT ୮ୢFSZ TQFFDIFT DVMNJOBUFE JO B TFSJFT PG SJPUT UIBU OFBSMZ TFU #SB[[BWJMMF BMJHIU
5SBWFMJOH JO &UIJPQJB 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT TP DPODFSOFE UIBU IF PSEFSFE (FOFSBM $IBSMFT .POEKP
UIFO NJMJUBSZ DIJFG PG TUB୭G UP EJTQFSTF UIFN CZ BOZ NFBOT OFDFTTBSZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TVNNPOFE
-FLPVOE[PV UP .QJMB PO 0DUPCFS  VQPO IJT SFUVSO BOE -FLPVOE[PV SFGVTFE UP CBDL EPXO )F
DSJUJDJ[FE آMB HॶUJPO GBNJMJBMF EV QPVWPJSأ ؛ UIF EPNJOBUJPO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ XJUIJO UIF
SFHJNF ؛ BT XFMM BT UIF NZSJBE OFX QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT UIBU IBE SFEVDFE UIF 1$5 UP POF QBSUZ BNPOH
NBOZ JO UIF QSFTFOUؠT 3.1 DPBMJUJPO
'BDFE XJUI UIF QSPTQFDU PG B WJPMFOU VQSJTJOH GSPN XJUIJO UIF 1$5 4BTTPV /HVFTTP آDBMMFE GPS
BO FOE UP 1$5 EJWJTJPOTأ B FVQIFNJTN GPS DPODFTTJPO -FLPVOE[PV TPNFIPX XPO UIF CBUUMF UP
QSFTFSWF UIF 1$5 *U OFBSMZ DPTU IJN IJT MJGF "G୴FS TVSWJWJOH BO BTTBTTJOBUJPO BUUFNQU GPS XIJDI IF
XBT USFBUFE JO 1BSJT -FLPVOE[PV DSFBUFE B SJWBM TPSDFSZ PVU୮ୢU XJUI .BSJPO .BOE[JNCB &XBOHP
IJNTFMG B .BTUFS .BTPO JO BOPUIFS MPEHF %VCCFE UIF"TTPDJBUJPO .BSJFO /HPVBCJ FU &UIJRVF
-FLPVOE[PV TPVHIU UP آIBSOFTT UIF TQJSJUأ PG 1$5 GPVOEFS .BSJFO /HPVBCJ BMTP B GSFFNBTPO BOE
QSPWJEF B آTIJFMEأ BHBJOTU UIF (-$ 5IF"TTPDJBUJPOؠT NPSF QSBDUJDBM F୭GFDU XBT UP DSFBUF B GPDBM QPJOU
GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT PQQPOFOUT B GPSVN XIFSF UIFZ DPVME QMBO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFNPWBM 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP SFGVTFT UP BVUIPSJ[F JUT FYJTUFODF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  4FQUFNCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  0DUPCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  0DUPCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ  4FF BMTP 5BMॵTB  "VHVTU 

 1ছ঎঍঒ঌঝ঒গঐ (-$ .঎খঋ঎ছজ঑঒ঙ
5P BTDFOE UP UIF SFHJNFؠT IJHIFTU SBOLT WJSUVBMMZ BMM $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF آPOF TJNQMZ NVTU
JOJUJBUFأ 5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF DPO୮ୢSNT UIJT 5IF ZBYJT PG 'JHVSF  SFDPSET UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG
(-$ JOJUJBUFT BOE OPOJOJUJBUFT XJUI UIF QFSTPOBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT JEFOUJ୮ୢFE BMPOH UIF YBYJT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT JOOFS DJSDMF SFNBJOT DFOUSBM UP UIF (-$ .PSF UIBO  ZFBST BG୴FS UIF DJWJM XBS OFBSMZ %
PG (-$ JOJUJBUFT BSF WFUFSBOT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT XBS F୭GPSU BOE OFBSMZ % BSF GBNJMZ NFNCFST
(-$ JOJUJBUFT BSF EJTQSPQPSUJPOBUFMZ GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .CPDIJ FUIOJD HSPVQ BT XFMM "MUIPVHI
.CPDIJT DPOTUJUVUF POMZ % PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM FMJUF UIF (-$ؠT NFNCFSTIJQ JO  XBT OFBSMZ %
.CPDIJ (-$ JOJUJBUFT NPSFPWFS BSF VOJWFSTBMMZ NFNCFST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 1$5 QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ
CZ DPOUSBTU POMZ IBMG PG UIF OPOJOJUJBUFT JO UIF EBUBTFU BSF 1$5 NFNCFST /FBSMZ BMM PG UIF (-$ؠT
JOJUJBUFT PDDVQZ QSPNJOFOU SPMFT JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU .PSF UIBO % IPME QPMJUJDBM
BQQPJOUNFOUT PG TPNF LJOE OFBSMZ % BSF NJOJTUFST BOE SPVHIMZ % PDDVQZ TFOJPS SPMFT JO UIF
TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT
5P QSPCF UIF QSFEJDUPST PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ NPSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ * FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU
FMJUF J JO ZFBS U JT B NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT (-$ BT B GVODUJPO PG B WBSJFUZ PG GBDUPST XIFUIFS
FMJUF J PDDVQJFT B IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS U JT B SFMBUJWF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QBSU PG IJT DPODVCJOF
OFUXPSL B WFUFSBO PG IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU B NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5 PS BO BMMJFE QBSUZ BO .CPDIJ DP
FUIOJD UIF EJTUBODF PG IJT CJSUI WJMMBHF UP 0ZP BOE TFWFSBM PUIFST 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE
BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  "T WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ BUUFTU UIF CFTU QSFEJDUPS PG (-$ NFNCFS
TIJQ JT TJNQMZ UIF SFMFWBODF PG BO BQQPJOUFFؠT QPSUGPMJP UP SFHJNF TVSWJWBM &MJUFT HJWFO USJWJBM HPWFSO
NFOU QPSUGPMJPT ؛ QFSIBQT POF PG UIF OFBSMZ  QPTJUJPOT PO UIF &DPOPNJD BOE 4PDJBM $PVODJM ؛ PS
FYDMVEFE BMUPHFUIFS IBWF WJSUVBMMZ OP DIBODF PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ 0DDVQZJOH BU MFBTU B NJEMFWFM
QPSUGPMJP JO UIF SFHJNF DIBOHFT UIBU 'PS UIPTF FMJUFT XIP BSF BMNPTU BMXBZT NFNCFST PG UIF HFP
HSBQIJD JOHSPVQ BOE UIF 1$5 UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ SJTFT UP OFBSMZ . 5IF IJHIFS

7DEOH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI */&0HPEHUVKLS
(-$ *OJUJBUF
-PHJU
.JE -FWFM "QQPJOUNFOU ∗∗
	

)JHI -FWFM "QQPJOUNFOU ∗∗
	
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)LJXUH  7KH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI */& LQLWLDWHV DQG QRQLQLWLDWHV LQ 
POF SJTFT UISPVHI UIF SFHJNF ؛ BOE PG DPVSTF UIF DMPTFS UP 0ZP POF JT CPSO ؛ JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCB
CJMJUZ PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ TUJMM GVSUIFS OPX UP SPVHIMZ . $JWJM XBS WFUFSBOT DPNQSJTFE UIF JOJUJBM
HSPVQ PG MPZBMJTUT BOE UIFJS QSPCBCJMJUJFT PG NFNCFSTIJQ BSF IJHIFTU OFBSMZ . "T B SFTVMU UIF NBQ
PG JOJUJBUFTؠ CJSUI WJMMBHFT JO 'JHVSF  MPPLT BMNPTU JEFOUJDBM UP UIF NBQ PG IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT JO
'JHVSF 















































)LJXUH  3UHGLFWLQJ */&PHPEHUVKLS EDVHG RQ WKH UHVXOWV LQ 7DEOH 
BQQPJOUFFT TFQBSBUF &MJUFT XIP MBDL UIF NFBOT UP DPNNVOJDBUF UIF BSHVNFOUT HFOFSBMMZ HP BSF VO
BCMF UP DPOTQJSF BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBU <    > *OEFFE UIFSF JT TPNF FWJEFODF GPS UIJT
.PCVUF 4FTF 4FLP SVMFE ;BJSF TP TVDDFTTGVMMZ (PVME <> UFBDIFT VT CFDBVTF IF SFOEFSFE USVTU
BNPOH IJT BQQPJOUFFT WJSUVBMMZ JNQPTTJCMF
5IF GSFRVFOU DBCJOFU TIV୭୯୳FT BOE USBOTGFST PG P୭୮ୢDJBMT GSPN SFHJPO UP SFHJPO تNBZ CF






















)LJXUH  7KH ELUWK YLOODJHV RI */& LQLWLDWHV LQ  ,W ORRNV YLUWXDOO\ LGHQWLFDO WR WKHPDS RI KLJK OHYHO DSSRLQWHHV LQ
)LJXUH 
QSPWJEF BTTJTUBODF UP IJN BOE BU UIF TBNF UJNF LFFQJOH GBDUJPOT TFQBSBUFE GSPN FBDI
PUIFS UIVT QSFWFOUJOH BVUPOPNPVT QPXFS DFOUFST GSPN EFWFMPQJOH <>
:FU JODSFBTJOHMZ "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT LFFQ UIFJS GBDUJPOT UPHFUIFS RVJUF EFMJCFSBUFMZ 5IF NBQ JO 'JH
VSF  EJTQMBZT UIF DPVOUSJFT XIFSF BVUPDSBUT PQFSBUF UIFJS WFSZ PXO GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHFT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JOJUJBUFE TPNF PG UIFN IJNTFMG







)LJXUH  7KH VKDGHG FRXQWULHV DUH UXOHG E\ SUHVLGHQWV IRUPDOO\ OLQNHG WR IUHHPDVRQU\ 0DQ\ RSHUDWH WKHLU YHU\ RZQ
ORGJHV YLUWXDOO\ LGHQWLFDO WR WKH*UDQGH /RGJH GX &RQJR DQG VRPHZHUH HYHQ LQLWLDWHG E\ 6DVVRX1JXHVVR KLPVHOI
5P NBLF TFOTF PG UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQQBSFOU SFRVJSFNFOU UIBU BMM
IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT KPJO UIF BQQBSFOU SFMVDUBODF PG TPNF UP EP TP BOE JUT FWPMVUJPO PWFS UJNF ؛ *
BHBJO UVSO UP HBNF UIFPSZ

 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ 4ঘঌ঒ঊক *গজঝ঒ঝঞঝ঒ঘগজ
5IJT NPEFM EFQBSUT JO UXP XBZT GSPN FYJTUJOH UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFMT JODMVEJOH UIF POF FNQMPZFE JO
$IBQUFS  'JSTU FYJTUJOH NPEFMT HFOFSBMMZ BTTVNF BVUPDSBUT LOPX UIF QBSUJDJQBUJPO DPOTUSBJOUT PG
UIFJS FMJUFT ؛ UIBU JT XIBU FMJUFT TUBOE UP HBJO GSPN BMUFSOBUJWF BVUPDSBUT ؛ BOE IFODF HJWF UIFN UIF
NJOJNVN SFRVJSFE UP TFDVSF UIFJS MPZBMUZ 4FDPOE UIFZ BTTVNF UIBU BVUPDSBUT BTTFNCMF UIF TNBMMFTU
DPBMJUJPO UIBU DBO QSFWFOU B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU CZ EJTHSVOUMFE FMJUFT <  > 5IFZ BMTP HFOFSBUF B SFTVMU
UIBU JT JODPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF FNQJSJDBM SFDPSE 4JODF FMJUFT BSF FBTJMZ CPVHIU P୭G DPVQT TIPVME OFWFS
BDUVBMMZ PDDVS 5IFTF BTTVNQUJPOT BMTP QSFDMVEF TUVEZJOH B SBOHF PG GFBUVSFT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT
* SFMBY UIFTF BTTVNQUJPOT UP TUVEZ IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PUIFS NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT NJHIU FNQMPZ
UIFTF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT BT TDSFFOJOH EFWJDFT 5IF NPEFM CFMPX DPODFQUVBMJ[FT UIF BVUPDSBU BT DPO
GSPOUJOH BO JOGPSNBUJPOBM DIBMMFOHF 4JODF FMJUF MPZBMUZ JT VOPCTFSWBCMF UIF BVUPDSBU DBOOPU LOPX
QSFDJTFMZ IPX NVDI SFWFOVF IF NVTU TIBSF XJUI IJT FMJUF UP QSFWFOU B DPVQ OPS XIJDI FMJUFT BSF NPTU
DPTUMZ UP QVSDIBTF $PVQT UIFO FNFSHF QSPCBCJMJTUJDBMMZ B GVODUJPO PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT SFWFOVF TIBSJOH
EFDJTJPO BOE UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT MFG୴ VOTBUJT୮ୢFE
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ
"T CFGPSF * DPOTJEFS B TPDJFUZ DPNQSJTFE PG BO BVUPDSBU% IJT JOOFS DJSDMF - PG GBNJMZ BOE MPOHUJNF
GSJFOET B DIBMMFOHFS−% BOE BO JOHSPVQ PG TJ[F O JOEFYFE CZ J 5IF Ʉ- NFNCFST PG UIF JOOFS DJSDMF
SFDFJWF UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT BOE BSF VOXJMMJOH UP FOHBHF JO DPVQT 5IJT NPEFM UBLFT
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT JOOFS DJSDMF BT ୮ୢYFE BOE MFUT IJN GPSN B TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO JO XIJDI UIF JOOFS DJSDMF
JOUFSBDUT XJUI NFNCFST PG UIF FMJUF 5IF BVUPDSBU QPTTFTTFT TPNF BNPVOU PG DPBMJUJPO QPXFS Ʌ% ∈
(, ) XIJDI JT DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF BNPOH FMJUFT * SFGFS UP Ʌ% BT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS
"T CFGPSF JU DBQUVSFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT BCMF UP TVSWJWF BOZ BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ
JO XIJDI FMJUF J FOHBHFT 8IFO UIF HBNF CFHJOT UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT BNPVOU C% PG TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 UP

TIBSF XJUI UIF ONFNCFST PG IJT FMJUF XIJMF UIF DIBMMFOHFS P୭GFST UP TIBSF BNPVOU C−% JG IF BTTVNFT
QPXFS
/PX IPXFWFS FMJUFT BSF EJ୭GFSFOUJBUFE CZ UIFJS QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF DIBMMFOHFS εJ 8IJMF UIF BVUP









XIFSF ɓ ≥  SF୯୳FDUT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT CFMJFGT BCPVU UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG εJ "T ɓ →  UIF BVUPDSBU WJFXT
IJT FMJUF BT NPSF IFUFSPHFOFPVT XJUI TPNF WFSZ MPZBM BOE PUIFST NVDI MFTT TP 5IFTF BTTVNQUJPOT
DPSSFTQPOE UP PVS JOUVJUJPOT BCPVU MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU )JT FMJUF TUBOET UP HBJO TPNFUIJOH GSPN SF
NPWJOH IJN CVU UIF BVUPDSBU EPFT OPU LOPX QSFDJTFMZ IPX NVDI
&MJUF JNBZ PQU UP TVQQPSU UIF DIBMMFOHFS−%ؠT CJE GPS QPXFS CZ FOHBHJOH JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJW
JUZ *O QBSUJDVMBS FMJUF J FOHBHFT JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JG IJT VUJMJUZ GSPN EPJOH TP FYDFFET UIBU GSPN
TVQQPSUJOH UIF JODVNCFOU BVUPDSBU
C%
O < (− Ʌ%)
C−% + εJ
O
XIFSF  − Ʌ% HJWFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF JؠT F୭GPSUT SFTVMU JO B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU "HBJO UIJT JT NZ JO
UFSQSFUBUJPO PG آEJWJEF BOE SVMFأ QPMJUJDT "MUIPVHI NBOZ FMJUFT NBZ FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ
UIFJS F୭GPSUT BSF VODPPSEJOBUFE GPS DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT NBEF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU CZ UIF XJEFTQSFBE TVTQJDJPO
UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[FT MJGF JO BVUPDSBDJFT )FODF GSPN FMJUF JؠT QFSTQFDUJWF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU IJT BOUJ
SFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT ZJFME B TVDDFTTGVM DPVQ JT TJNQMZ XIBUFWFS DPBMJUJPO QPXFS UIF BVUPDSBU JT VOBCMF UP
DPNNBOE  − Ʌ% 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ GSPN UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QFSTQFDUJWF JT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG
FMJUFT XIP FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ
1S% ($PVQ) =

O ×/ ("OUJ3FHJNF "DUJWJUZ)

8IFO TFUUJOH C% BU UIF HBNFؠT PVUTFU * BMTP MFU UIF BVUPDSBU EFDJEF XIFUIFS UP DSFBUF B TPDJBM JOTUJ
UVUJPO *G IF EPFT UIF BVUPDSBU BMTP TFMFDUT JUT TJ[F BOE DPOTUJUVFOU FMJUF *G FMJUFT BDDFQU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
JOWJUBUJPO UP KPJO UIFZ UIFO JOUFSBDU XJUI NFNCFST PG UIF JOOFS DJSDMF - * EFOPUF UIF NFNCFST PG
UIJT TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO BT CFMPOHJOH UP TFU + UIF FMJUFT XIP EP OPU KPJO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO BSF CZ
EF୮ୢOJUJPO JODMVEFE JO TFU, 4JODF BMM NFNCFST PG UIF FMJUF BSF FJUIFS JODMVEFE JO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUV
UJPO PS FYDMVEFE
O = O+ + O,
5IJT TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO IBT UXP F୭GFDUT 'JSTU TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH CFMJFWFE UIBU
DPNNVOJDBUJPO OFUXPSLT FOBCMF FMJUFT UP DPPSEJOBUF UIFJS BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT 4FDPOE TJODF UIF
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO GPSDFT GSFRVFOU JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF JOOFS DJSDMF - BOE O+ FMJUFT XIP BDDFQU UIF
BVUPDSBUؠT JOWJUBUJPO UIFJS BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF EFUFDUFE * NPEFM UIFTF UXP
F୭GFDUT BT JODSFBTJOH BOE EFDSFBTJOH SFTQFDUJWFMZ UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT PG
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NFNCFST ZJFME B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU
1S% ($PVQ|J ∈ +) = (− Ʌ%) ɂ× 1S (/%)
5IF QBSBNFUFS ɂ >  DBQUVSFT UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM XJTEPN *U BDDPNNPEBUFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU GSF
RVFOU JOUFSBDUJPO BNPOH QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU 5IF
UFSN 1S (/%) PS UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG OPOEFUFDUJPO DBQUVSFT UIF TFDPOE F୭GFDU *U HJWFT UIF QSPCB
CJMJUZ UIBU TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NFNCFSTؠ BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT HP VOEFUFDUFE CZ NFNCFST PG UIF JOOFS
DJSDMF "T 1S (/%) →  UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG DPVQT Eԙ©UBU FNFSHJOH GSPN XJUIJO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO
GBMMT UP  -JLFXJTF BT ɂ HFUT MBSHF NFNCFST PG UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO DPPSEJOBUF NPSF F୭GFDUJWFMZ BOE
UIFJS BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP SFBDI GSVJUJPO

* NBLF UXP BTTVNQUJPOT BCPVU 1S (/%) 'JSTU BT UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT JO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO O+
JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG OPOEFUFDUJPO JODSFBTFT BT XFMM 1VU TJNQMZ BT UIF OVNCFS PG QPUFOUJBMMZ
NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO JODSFBTFT UIF JOOFS DJSDMFؠT NPOJUPSJOH BCJMJUZ GBMMT TJODF
UIFSF BSF NPSF QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT UP NPOJUPS 4FDPOE BT UIF TJ[F PG UIF JOOFS DJSDMF O-
JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG OPOEFUFDUJPO 1S (/%) GBMMT *OUVJUJWFMZ B MBSHFS JOOFS DJSDMF NFBOT FBDI
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NFNCFS JT NPOJUPSFE NPSF JOUFOTJWFMZ BOE IFODF UIFJS DPOTQJSBDJFT BSF NPSF MJLFMZ
UP CF EFUFDUFE 5P GBDJMJUBUF BO BOBMZUJDBM TPMVUJPO * QBSBNFUFSJ[F UIFTF BTTVNQUJPOT BT





XIFSF ȿ ∈ (, ] *OUVJUJWFMZ BT ȿ HFUT MBSHF UIF JOOFS DJSDMFؠT BCJMJUZ UP F୭GFDUJWFMZ NPOJUPS FBDI
BEEJUJPOBM NFNCFS PG UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO O+ EFDMJOFT
5IFTF UXP BTTVNQUJPOT BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSFT  UISPVHI  *O 'JHVSF  UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUV
UJPO JODMVEFT BT NBOZ MPZBMJTUT BT QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JO 'JHVSF  CZ DPOUSBTU UIF OVN
CFS PG QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JT NVDI IJHIFS "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG OPOEFUFDUJPO
1S (/%) JO 'JHVSF  JT NVDI IJHIFS UIBO JO 'JHVSF  *O 'JHVSF  UIF OVNCFS PG MPZBMJTUT IBT
JODSFBTFE UIPVHI UIF SBUJP PG QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT UP MPZBMJTUT SFNBJOT TMJHIUMZ IJHIFS UIBO
JO 'JHVSF  BOE TP UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG OPOEFUFDUJPO 1S (/%) JT IJHIFS BT XFMM 'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT
UIF F୭GFDUT PG UIF DPPSEJOBUJPO BEWBOUBHF ɂ "T UIF MJOLT CFUXFFO QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT HSPX
XFBLFS ؛ BT JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF EPUUFE MJOFT JO 'JHVSF  UIFJS DPPSEJOBUJPO BEWBOUBHF ɂ EFDMJOFT BT
XFMM
5IF DPPSEJOBUJPO BEWBOUBHF BNPOH QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT HJWFO CZ ɂ NBZ GBMM GPS B OVN
CFS PG SFBTPOT .PTU OPUBCMZ GSPN $IBQUFS  BVUPDSBUT NBZ FOKPZ TV୭୮ୢDJFOU SFTPVSDFT UP ୮ୢOBODF
B QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU XIJDI HFOFSBUFT DPNQMJBODF CZ GPTUFSJOH DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH FMJUFT GPS UIF
BVUPDSBUؠT GBWPS "T QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT BSF GPSDFE UP DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS DPNNVOJ







)LJXUH  $ VRFLDO LQVWLWXWLRQ ZLWK OR\DOLVWV GHQRWHG E\-J DQG SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV GHQRWHG E\ +J 7KH FRRUGL
QDWLRQ DGYDQWDJH ɂ DPRQJ SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ WKH VROLG OLQHV EHWZHHQ WKHP 6LQFH WKH VRFLDO








)LJXUH  6LQFH WKH QXPEHU RI SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV LQ WKH VRFLDO LQVWLWXWLRQ KDV LQFUHDVHG IURP )LJXUH  WKH










)LJXUH  7KH QXPEHU RI OR\DOLVWV KDV LQFUHDVHG UHODWLYH WR WKH QXPEHU RI SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV LQ )LJXUH 
DQG KHQFH WKH SUREDELOLW\ RI QRQGHWHFWLRQ1S (/%) LV ORZHU +RZHYHU WKH UDWLR RI OR\DOLVWV WR SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW










)LJXUH  7KH VROLG OLQHV WKDW FRQQHFW SRWHQWLDOO\ PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV KDYH EHHQ UHSODFHG E\ GRWWHG OLQHV LQGLFDWLQJ
WKDW WKH FRRUGLQDWLRQ DGYDQWDJH ɂ LV ZHDNHU WKDQ LQ )LJXUHV  WKURXJK  6LQFH WKH UDWLR RI OR\DOLVWV WR SRWHQWLDOO\
PDOIHDVDQW HOLWHV UHPDLQV XQFKDQJHG VR WRR GRHV WKH SUREDELOLW\ RI QRQGHWHFWLRQ1S (/%)
'JOBMMZ * BTTVNF UIF BVUPDSBU DBO JNQPTF B UBY D >  PO FMJUFT XIP PQU UP SFNBJO PVUTJEF UIF TP
DJBM JOTUJUVUJPO *OUVJUJWFMZ UIJT UBY DNBZ TJNQMZ DPNF JO UIF GPSN PG MFTT MVDSBUJWF SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT

PS JO UIF FYUSFNF TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BTTBTTJOBUJPO
#Z NPEJGZJOH UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT PG TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NFNCFST ZJFME
DPVQT Eԙ©UBU UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO F୭GFDUJWFMZ NPEJ୮ୢFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS Ʌ% 5IF
QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT EFQPTFE CZ FMJUF JؠT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT ؛ BWFSBHFE PWFS UIF FOUJSF
JOHSPVQ ؛ JT OPX
(− Ʌ%)
[O+




XIFSF O+O HJWFT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF FMJUF QPQVMBUJPO JODMVEFE JO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO BOE O,O HJWFT
UIF QSPQPSUJPO FYDMVEFE
5IF BVUPDSBUؠT DIBMMFOHF JT UXPGPME 5IF BVUPDSBU NVTU EFDJEF XIBU BNPVOU PG TUBUF SFTPVSDFT
C% UP TIBSF XJUI IJT JOHSPVQ XJUIPVU LOPXJOH UIF QSFDJTF BNPVOU OFDFTTBSZ UP آCVZ P୭ૄأ FBDI
JOEJWJEVBM FMJUF "T UIF SFTJEVBM DMBJNBOU PO TUBUF SFTPVSDFT IPXFWFS UIF BVUPDSBU QSFGFST UP TFU C%
BT MPX BT QPTTJCMF 5IF BVUPDSBU CBMBODFT IJT JOUFSFTU JO TFMGFOSJDINFOU XJUI UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU
EJTTBUJT୮ୢFE FMJUFT FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT XIJDI ZJFME DPVQT Eԙ©UBU XJUI TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ 5IF
BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ EFQFOET PO XIFUIFS IF JT SFNPWFE GSPN QPXFS
V% =
 3− C
% JG IF SFUBJOT QPXFS
 PUIFSXJTF
5IF BVUPDSBU NBZ DIPPTF UP DSFBUF B TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO XIJDI NPEJ୮ୢFT IJT DPBMJUJPO QPXFS ؛ FJUIFS
JODSFBTFT PS SFEVDFT JU ؛ CZ GPSDJOH GSFRVFOU JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF JOOFS DJSDMF BOE TPDJBM JOTUJUV
UJPO NFNCFST *G UIF BVUPDSBU DSFBUFT B TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO IF BMTP DIPPTFT JUT TJ[F
5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 

5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT C% EFDJEFT
XIFUIFS UP DSFBUF B TPDJBM
JOTUJUVUJPO PG TJ[F O+ BOE TFUT D
&MJUFT TFMGTFMFDU JOUP
UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO
&MJUFT EFDJEF XIFUIFS UP FOHBHF
JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ &MJUFT XIP
SFGSBJO SFDFJWF BNPVOU C%
5IF BVUPDSBU JT SFNPWFE GSPN
QPXFS XJUI TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH VRFLDO LQVWLWXWLRQ JDPH
 3঎জঞকঝজ
5IF SFTVMUT BSF TVNNBSJ[FE JO 1SPQPTJUJPO 
1SPQPTJUJPO  	آ6OJUF BOE 3VMFأ
 "TTVNF UIF DIBMMFOHFS ॷ VOBCMF UP DPNNJU UP C−% FY BOUF BOE





+Ǻ  5IF BVUPDSBU DSFBUॶ B TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO XIFO

1S∗ (/%) > ɂ 	

ȿ > 







5IF FRVJMJCSJVN OPOEFUFDUJPO QSPCBCJMJUZ ॷ
1S∗ (/%) = 
(+ ȿ) ɂ





5IF OVNCFS PG FMJUॶ XIP WPMVOUBSJMZ KPJO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO ॷ
/∗ (+PJO 7PMVOUBSJMZ) = O +
ɓC%∗Ʌ
O
5IF OVNCFS PG FMJUॶ XIPTF DPNQMJBODF DBO CF JOEVDFE CZ NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO ॷ






"TTVNF O∗+ > /∗ (+PJO 7PMVOUBSJMZ) 5IFO UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT D∗ UP FOTVSF UIBU FOPVHI FMJUॶ XIPTF
DPNQMJBODF DBO CF JOEVDFE GSPN UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO KPJO BOE OP NPSF 5IFO UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUॶ
XIP FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ ॷ CFUXFFO














XIJDI TFUT UIF FRVJMJCSJVN QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU
.PEFSO "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT 1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UP FYQMPJU UIF MPZBMUZ
PG BO JOOFS DJSDMF 'BDJMJUBUJOH TPDJBM UJFT BNPOH QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU #VU BVUPDSBUT BDDFQU UIJT SJTL JG UIFJS JOOFS DJSDMFT BSF BCMF UP EFUFDU OBTDFOU DPOTQJS

BDJFT XJUI TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ IJHI QSPCBCJMJUZ *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF NPEFM UIJT PDDVST CFDBVTF UIF JOOFS
DJSDMF JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MBSHF PS UIF BVUPDSBU DBO NJOJNJ[F UIF DPPSEJOBUJPO BEWBOUBHF B୭GPSEFE CZ UIF
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO UP QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT
&YQBOEJOH UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO ZJFMET B SBOHF PG CFOF୮ୢUT &YQBOTJPO SFOEFST BOUJSFHJNF BDUJW
JUZ MFTT BUUSBDUJWF GPS NFNCFST CZ TVCKFDUJOH UIFN UP UIF XBUDIGVM FZFT PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT JOOFS DJSDMF
$PVQT Eԙ©UBU TJODF UIFZ BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF EFUFDUFE CFDPNF DPTUMZ $POTFRVFOUMZ BT UIF TPDJBM
JOTUJUVUJPO FYQBOET UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG FMJUFT XIP FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ GBMMT "T UIF QSPC
BCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ EԙFUBU GBMMT XJUI JU UIF BVUPDSBU DBO TIBSF MFTT TUBUF SFWFOVF XJUI UIF FMJUF TJODF IF
IBT MFTT UP GFBS 4PDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NPOJUPSJOH BOE SFWFOVF TIBSJOH BSF UIVT TVCTUJUVUFT 5IF BVUPDSBU
DSFBUFT UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO UP SFOEFS TVSWJWBM MFTT DPTUMZ 8JUI UIF BNPVOU PG SFWFOVF UIF BVUPDSBU
TIBSFT XJUI IJT FMJUF GBMMJOH BOE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ GBMMJOH BT XFMM UIF BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ JODSFBTFT
BT UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO FYQBOET -PZBMJTU NPOJUPSJOH JO TIPSU JT B DPNQMFNFOU UP ؛ OPU B TVCTUJ
UVUF GPS ؛ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT PUIFS NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT "HBJO $IBQUFS  TVHHFTUFE HPPE UIJOHT GPS
BVUPDSBUT HP UPHFUIFS 8IFO BVUPDSBUT BSF TUSPOH UIFZ IBWF BDDFTT UP B SBOHF PG EFWJDFT UIBU SFOEFS
UIFN TUSPOHFS TUJMM
'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT UIF NPEFMؠT SFTVMUT BT B GVODUJPO PG εJ 5IF YBYJT HJWFT UIF SBOHF PG εJ WBMVFT
BDSPTT UIF JOHSPVQ 'PS B HJWFO WBMVF PG C%∗ FMJUFT GPS XIPN εJ ≤ ε-∗ XJMM WPMVOUBSJMZ KPJO UIF
TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO 5IF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO IPXFWFS DBO HFOFSBUF UIF DPNQMJBODF PG UIPTF FMJUFT GPS
XIPN εJ GBMMT CFUXFFO ε-∗ BOE ε$∗ *OUVJUJWFMZ JG UIFTF FMJUFT DBO CF DPNQFMMFE UP KPJO UIF JOUFOTJWF
NPOJUPSJOH SFEVDFT UIFJS SFUVSOT GSPN BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ FOPVHI UP HFOFSBUF UIFJS DPNQMJBODF
5IF BVUPDSBU UIVT JNQPTFT B UBY D∗ UP DSFBUF IJT PQUJNBMMZ TJ[FE TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO *O UVSO BMM FMJUFT
XJUI εJ WBMVFT UP UIF MFG୴ PG O∗+ CFDPNF NFNCFST 5IF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO HFOFSBUFT UIF MPZBMUZ PG JUT
NFNCFST SFEVDFT BHHSFHBUF BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ BOE JODSFBTFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVSWJWBM
1SPQPTJUJPO  ZJFMET UISFF PUIFS JOTJHIUT 'JSTU UIF WFSZ BDU PG KPJOJOH UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO JT B








1PUFOUJBMMZ $PNQMJBOU︷ ︸︸ ︷
4PDJBM *OTUJUVUJPO .FNCFST︷ ︸︸ ︷
)LJXUH  7KH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI HOLWHV ZKR GLIIHUHQWLDWHG E\ εJ YDOXHV (OLWHV ZLWK εJ YDOXHV OHVV WKDQ ε-∗ QHYHU HQJDJH
LQ DQWLUHJLPH DFWLYLW\ HOLWH ZLWK εJ YDOXHV EHWZHHQ ε-∗ DQG ε$∗ FDQ EHPDGH OR\DO E\ WKH VRFLDO LQVWLWXWLRQ HOLWHV ZLWK εJ
YDOXHV JUHDWHU WKDQ ε$∗ ZLOO HQJDJH LQ DQWLUHJLPH DFWLYLW\ HYHQ LQ WKH VRFLDO LQVWLWXWLRQ 7KH DXWRFUDW VHWV D∗ WR FRPSHO
HOLWHV ZLWK εJ YDOXHV EHWZHHQ ε-∗ DQG O+∗ WR MRLQ
QFSJMPVT 5IFSFGPSF FMJUFT XIP XJMMJOHMZ KPJO JEFOUJGZ UIFNTFMWFT BT USVTUXPSUIZ BOE SFDFJWF UIF
SFHJNFؠT TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT *O UIF MFYJDPO PG HBNF UIFPSZ UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO GPSDFT B TFQBSBU
JOH FRVJMJCSJVN 5IF BVUPDSBU HPFT GSPN LOPXJOH WJSUVBMMZ OPUIJOH BCPVU FMJUF MPZBMUZ UP DFSUBJOUZ
BCPVU XIJDI NFNCFST PG UIF FMJUF IF NVTU GFBS NPTU 5IF NPEFM UIVT FYQMBJOT XIZ BT IF TPVHIU
UP BCPMJTI UIF 1$5 4BTTPV /HVFTTP P୭GFSFE +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV BOE PUIFS QBSUZ FMEFST (-$ NFN
CFSTIJQ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EPVCUFE UIFJS MPZBMUJFT BOE IF CFOF୮ୢUFE GSPN UFTUJOH JU 5IF NPEFM BMTP
FYQMBJOT XIZ -FLPVOE[PV BOE PUIFST XFSF TP MPBUIF UP KPJO 5IFZ SFTQPOEFE UP UIF 1$5ؠT JNQFOE
JOH آMJRVJEBUJPOأ CZ FYQMPSJOH UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU PS QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH OFJUIFS PG XIJDI
XPVME CF XFMM TFSWFE CZ UIF BEEJUJPOBM NPOJUPSJOH UIBU (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ XPVME FOUBJM
4FDPOE UIF BVUPDSBU TIBSQMZ MJNJUT UIF TJ[F PG UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO "T FRVBUJPO 	
 NBLFT DMFBS
UIF RVBMJUZ PG TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NPOJUPSJOH GBMMT XJUI UIF OVNCFS PG QPUFOUJBMMZ NBMGFBTBOU FMJUFT JO
DMVEFE )FODF FWFO JG UIF OVNCFS PG FMJUFT XIP WPMVOUBSJMZ KPJO UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO JT HSFBUFS UIBO

UIF BVUPDSBUؠT PQUJNBM TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO TJ[F UIF BVUPDSBU UVSOT XJMMJOH NFNCFST BXBZ UP FOTVSF UIBU
UIPTF XIP HBJO BENJTTJPO BSF BQQSPQSJBUFMZ NPOJUPSFE 5IJT FYQMBJOT XIZ TP NBOZ NPSF $POHPMFTF
FMJUFT XBOU UP KPJO UIBO BDUVBMMZ EP 5IFZ BSF TJNQMZ OPU QFSNJUUFE
5IJSE TJODF UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO DPOGFST B WBSJFUZ PG BEWBOUBHFT PO UIF BVUPDSBU IF NBZ XFMM QSF
GFS B MBSHFS JOTUJUVUJPO UIBO UIF WPMVOUBSZ FOUSBODF NFDIBOJTN QSPWJEFT *O UIJT DBTF UIF BVUPDSBU
MFWJFT B UBY D∗ PO BMM OPONFNCFST XIJDI SFOEFST OPONFNCFSTIJQ DPTUMZ 5IJT UBY NBZ UBLF UIF
GPSN PG GPSFHPOF DPBMJUJPO SFUVSOT PS TPNF QPTJUJWF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BTTBTTJOBUJPO 5IF BVUPDSBU IPX
FWFS JT DBSFGVM UP MJNJU UIF TJ[F PG UIF UBY D∗ FOBCMJOH IJN UP SFDSVJU KVTU FOPVHI FMJUFT UP TBUJTGZ IJT
PQUJNBM TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO TJ[F O∗+ 
 5঑঎(࠰ࠟࠬࠢࠣ -࠭ࠥࠣ ࠢ࠳ $࠭ࠬࠥ࠭ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ ঊগ঍ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
1SPQPTJUJPO  FYQMBJOT B SBOHF PG PUIFSXJTF QV[[MJOH GFBUVSFT GSPN 4FDUJPO  XIZ UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU
DSJUJDBM QPTJUJPOT BSF SFTFSWFE GPS JOJUJBUFT IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFMFDUT OFX JOJUJBUFT BOE XIZ TPNF
QSPTQFDUJWF JOJUJBUFT SFGVTF NFNCFSTIJQ EFTQJUF UIF SJTLT JU FOUBJMT 1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UXP PUIFS
QPTTJCJMJUJFT 'JSTU UIF (-$ؠT FYQBOTJPO NBZ CF UJHIUMZ DPOOFDUFE UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BCJMJUZ UP
DPOUSPM UIF DPPSEJOBUJPO F୭GFDU BNPOH OFX JOJUJBUFT 4FDPOE GPS NBOZ (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ TIPVME
DBॸFNBOZ UP FOHBHF JO MFTT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ UIBO UIFZ XPVME PUIFSXJTF
 &ডঙঊগজ঒ঘগ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ 1ঊছঊকক঎ক (ঘট঎ছগখ঎গঝ
"NPOH UIF NPTU TUSJLJOH GFBUVSFT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT (-$ JT JUT SFDFOU WJOUBHF *U XBT DSFBUFE POMZ
JO  BT IF QSFQBSFE UP TFJ[F #SB[[BWJMMF BOE OPU EVSJOH UIF T XIFO IF SVMFE $POHP BT BO
PTUFOTJCMZ .BSYJTU EJDUBUPS 8IZ EJE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FTDIFX TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO NPOJUPSJOH JO UIF
T BOE FNCSBDF JU VQPO IJT  SFUVSO 
1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIF BOTXFS MJFT JO UIF TJ[F PG IJT JOOFS DJSDMF IJT DPO୮ୢEFODF JO JUT MPZBMUZ

BOE JUT DBQBDJUZ UP NPOJUPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFJ[FE QPXFS JO  BT B آ୮ୢSTU BNPOH FRVBMTأ BOE IF
XBT BT TVTQJDJPVT PG IJT FMJUF BT IJT QSFEFDFTTPST TIPVME IBWF CFFO PG IJN < > )JT JOOFS DJSDMF
XBT TNBMM BOE XJUI IJT TPOT BOE OFQIFXT TUJMM ZPVOH IF IBE OP XBZ UP FYQBOE JU *OEFFE UIF HSFBU
JSPOZ PG UIF  DJWJM XBS XBT IPX XFMM JU TFSWFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPOHFS UFSN JOUFSFTUT $PO୮ୢ
EFOU IJT  EFDMJOF XBT EF୮ୢOJUJWF NPTU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT T BMMJFT BEKVTUFE UP UIF EFNPDSBUJD
MBOETDBQF CZ DPOEFNOJOH IJT BUSPDJUJFT BOE USVNQFUJOH UIFJS EFNPDSBUJD DSFEFOUJBMT 5IF UVNVMU
PG UIF T JO TIPSU QSPWJEFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP B TDSFFOJOH EFWJDF )JT USVF MPZBMJTUT SFGVTFE QPTUT
JO UIF OFX HPWFSONFOU EFDBNQFE XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP 1BSJT PS UIFJS OBUJWF SFHJPOT BOE UIFO
GPVHIU JO UIF $PCSB NJMJUJB EVSJOH UIF  XBS 5IFTF MPZBMJTUT ؛ BT XFMM BT IJT TPOT BOE OFQIFXT
OPX HSPXO ؛ DPOTUJUVUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOOFS DJSDMF VQPO IJT SFUVSO UP QPXFS BOE UIFZ XFSF UIF
(-$ؠT ୮ୢSTU NFNCFST #FUXFFO % BOE % PG UIF (-$ؠT JOJUJBUFT QSJPS UP  XFSF GBNJMZ NFN
CFST BOE DJWJM XBS WFUFSBOT "DDPSEJOHMZ UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG (-$ JOJUJBUFT XIP DPNQSJTFE UIF JOOFS
DJSDMF EFDMJOFE POMZ JO  XIFO (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ CFHBO JUT QSFDJQJUPVT SJTF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FYQBOEFE UIF (-$ CFUXFFO  BOE  'JHVSF  TIPXT UIBU UIJT DPJODJEFE
QSFDJTFMZ XJUI UIF FYQBOTJPO PG IJT QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT 1SPQPTJUJPO  NBLFT TFOTF PG
UIJT 5IF MFG୴ ZBYJT SFDPSET UIF NFBO OVNCFS PG BQQPJOUFFT XIP PDDVQZ JEFOUJDBM SFHJNF QPSUGP
MJPT "T $IBQUFS  NBEF DMFBS UIFTF BQQPJOUFFT QFSGPSN FTTFOUJBMMZ JEFOUJDBM UBTLT BOE UIVT DPNQFUF
GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS UIFTF UPVSOBNFOUT FOBCMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP HFOFSBUF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF
FWFO JO UIF BCTFODF PG SFDPVSTF UP WJPMFODF 'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT UIBU VQPO BTTVNJOH QPXFS CFUXFFO
POF BOE UXP FMJUFT XFSF BQQPJOUFE UP FBDI PG UIF SFHJNFؠT NJOJTUFSJBM BOE TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ QPSUGPMJPT
"SPVOE  QSFDJTFMZ XIFO UIF (-$ؠT NFNCFSTIJQ TQJLFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFHBO BQQPJOUJOH
CFUXFFO UXP BOE UISFF FMJUFT UP FBDI SFHJNF QPSUGPMJP *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF NPEFM ɂ EFDMJOFE DPN
QFUJUJPO GPTUFSFE CZ UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT SFOEFSFE FMJUF DPNNVOJDBUJPO NVDI MFTT
UISFBUFOJOH XIJDI FOBCMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP FYQBOE IJT (-$ *OEFFE UIF DPSSFMBUJPO DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU
CFUXFFO QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU TJ[F BOE (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ JT .

  

























































Mean Appointees per Portfolio
GLC Initiates
)LJXUH  7KH OHIW ZD[LV UHFRUGV WKHPHDQ VL]H RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV SDUDOOHO JRYHUQPHQW DSSDUDWXV SHU UHJLPH SRUWIR
OLR 7KH ULJKW ZD[LV UHFRUGV WKH QXPEHU RI */& LQLWLDWHV
 (-$ .঎খঋ঎ছজ঑঒ঙ ঊগ঍ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
7JSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ BDLOPXMFEHF UIBU CZ  4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO XBT TUSPOHFS UIBO
FWFS )F IBE DPOTPMJEBUFE B HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ JNQMFNFOUFE BO FYQBOTJWF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU
BQQBSBUVT BOE FYQBOEFE IJT (-$ GBS CFZPOE IJT JOOFS DJSDMF )F IBE BMTP TJQIPOFE B GPSUVOF GSPN
UIF TUBUF USFBTVSZ

5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF B୭୮ୢSNT IJT JODSFBTJOHMZ EPNJOBOU QPTJUJPO 'JHVSF  SFDPSET 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT GPSFJHO USBWFM TJODF TFJ[JOH QPXFS JO 0DUPCFS  *OEFFE GPSFJHO USJQT BSF QSFDJTFMZ XIFO
BVUPDSBUT BSF NPTU WVMOFSBCMF UP DPOTQJSBUPST 8JUI UIF TFBU PG QPXFS FTTFOUJBMMZ WBDBOU DPOTQJSBUPST
IBWF POMZ UP TFJ[F UIF TUBUF NFEJB BQQBSBUVT BJSQPSU BOE B IBOEGVM PG MPDBUJPOT JO UIF DBQJUBM 5IJT JT
B USVJTN BNPOH "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT
.PCVUV LOPXT DPVQT DPVQT PG୴FO PDDVS XIFO "GSJDBO IFBET PG TUBUFT BSF BCSPBE BOE
QSVEFODF JT UIVT UIF PSEFS PG UIF EBZ <>
4JODF GPSFJHO USBWFM SFRVJSFT BEWBODF QMBOOJOH GPS FBDI NPOUI * SFDPSE UIF OVNCFS PG EBZT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP TQFOET PVUTJEF $POHP EVSJOH UIF TVCTFRVFOU UISFF NPOUIT ZJFMEJOH BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVCKFDUJWF TFDVSJUZ FWBMVBUJPO BU NPOUIMZ JOUFSWBMT 5IF HSFBU UVSOJOH QPJOU GPS
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQFBST UP CF JO  PS  XIFO IF CFHBO DBNQBJHOJOH GPS UIF QSFTJEFODZ PG UIF
"GSJDBO 6OJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TUZMFE IJNTFMG BO FMEFS TUBUFTNBO JNNFSTJOH IJNTFMG JO UIF 4VEBO
BOE $PUF Eؠ*WPJSF DSJTFT BOE SFQSFTFOUJOH "GSJDB BU TVNNJUT BSPVOE UIF XPSME "OE SBUIFS UIBO
UBLJOH IJT BOOVBM "VHVTU WBDBUJPO JO IJT OBUJWF WJMMBHF PG 0ZP IF IFODFGPSUI QSFGFSSFE .BSCFMMB
4QBJO B IBWFO GPS UIF HMPCBM TVQFS SJDI
"T 'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BTDFOTJPO DPJODJEFT XJUI UIF FYQBOTJPO PG CPUI IJT
QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU BOE UIF (-$ $IBQUFS  TVHHFTUFE UIBU UIF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU JUTFMG GPTUFST
FMJUF DPNQFUJUJPO JU SFMJFE PO DBTF TUVEJFT UP EP TP TJODF UIFSF JT OP B WBMJE NFBTVSF PG FMJUF آF୭GPSUأ
BDSPTT QPSUGPMJPT 5IF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF (-$ TIPVME IBWF BMTP DPOUSJCVUFE UP
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TFDVSJUZ CZ SFEVDJOH BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ BNPOH JOJUJBUFT (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ JUTFMG
UIF UIFPSZ TVHHFTUT TIPVME DBVTF FMJUFT UP FOHBHF JO MFTT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT
.FBTVSJOH UIF DBVTBM F୭GFDU PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ PO FMJUF CFIBWJPS JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU GPS JOJUJBUFT BSF
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IJT PG DPVSTF JT CZ EFTJHO BT 4FDUJPO  NBEF
























































































































































)LJXUH  6DVVRX1JXHVVRèV IRUHLJQ WUDYHO VLQFH  7KH OHIW ZD[LV UHFRUGV WKH QXPEHU RI GD\V SHU PRYLQJ WKUHH
PRQWK SHULRG WKDW 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR VSHQW RXWVLGH &RQJR 7KH EROGHG OLQH LV VPRRWKLQJ SDUDPHWHU WR HOXFLGDWH WKH WUHQG
IJT IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT BOE SFTUSJDUT NFNCFSTIJQ UJHIUMZ * FNQMPZ UXP JEFOUJ୮ୢDBUJPO TUSBUFHJFT
'JSTU * FNQMPZ B ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT FTUJNBUPS UP BTTFTT UIF F୭GFDU PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ PO آXJUIJOFMJUFأ
CFIBWJPS PWFS UJNF 6TJOH UIF NFBTVSF PG BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JOUSPEVDFE JO $IBQUFS  * FTUJNBUF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J DIBMMFOHFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF (-$
BT XFMM BT FMJUF BOE ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT UP BDDPNNPEBUF BOZ VOPCTFSWFE DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT *O TP EPJOH *
FYQMPJU UIF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU QVCMJD SFDPSET UIBU NBOZ FMJUFT BDDVNVMBUFE QSJPS UP JOJUJBUJPO #FDBVTF UIJT

BQQSPBDI DPOTJEFST POMZ UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPO JO FMJUF CFIBWJPS JU DPOUSPMT GPS VOPCTFSWFE MPZBMUZ PS
EJTMPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP * BMTP JODMVEF B SBOHF PG PUIFS UJNF WBSJBOU DPOUSPM WBSJBCMFT
4FDPOE * FNQMPZ B QSPQFOTJUZ TDPSF NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS UIBU VTFT UIF SFTVMUT GSPN 1SPQPTJUJPO 
BOE UIF TUBUJTUJDBM SFTVMUT GSPN 5BCMF  UP FYQMJDJUMZ NPEFM UIF USFBUNFOU BTTJHONFOU NFDIBOJTN
#Z DPNQVUJOH UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG USFBUNFOU ؛ UIBU JT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J JT B (-$ NFNCFS JO
ZFBS U ؛ * HFOFSBUF B QSPQFOTJUZ TDPSF GPS FBDI FMJUF J JO FBDI ZFBS U * UIFO QSVOF UIF EBUBTFU UP DSFBUF
HSPVQT PG JOJUJBUFT BOE OPOJOJUJBUFT ؛ USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT JO UIF MFYJDPO PG DBVTBM JOGFS
FODF ؛ UIBU BSF TJNJMBS JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ 5IF SFTVMU JT USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM
HSPVQT UIBU IBWF FTTFOUJBMMZ JEFOUJDBM QSPCBCJMJUJFT PG IBWJOH KPJOFE UIF (-$ 'JOBMMZ * FTUJNBUF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF J FOHBHFT JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ
8IFSFBT UIF ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT BQQSPBDI GPDVTFT PO UIF DIBOHF JO FMJUF CFIBWJPS CFGPSF BOE BG୴FS (-$
JOJUJBUJPO UIJT BQQSPBDI FYQMPJUT UIF GBDU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MJNJUT NFNCFSTIJQ TIBSQMZ 1VU PUI
FSXJTF UIFSF BSF NPSF FMJUFT XIPTF EFNPHSBQIJD BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM CBDLHSPVOET SFOEFS UIFN FMJHJCMF
GPS IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOU BOE (-$ NFNCFSTIJQ "OE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFDBVTF IF MJNJUT NFNCFS
TIJQ TP TIBSQMZ TJNQMZ DBOOPU BDDPNNPEBUF UIFN BMM
5BCMF  QSFTFOUT EFTDSJQUJWF TUBUJTUJDT GPS UIF USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT CPUI QSJPS UP BOE
GPMMPXJOH UIF NBUDIJOH BMHPSJUIN "MUIPVHI UIF NBUDIJOH BMHPSJUIN SFEVDFT UIF EBUBTFU UP KVTU
VOEFS ,  PCTFSWBUJPOT ؛ SFQSFTFOUJOH OFBSMZ  NFNCFST PG UIF FMJUF ؛ JU DSFBUFT USFBUNFOU BOE
DPOUSPM HSPVQT UIBU BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ JEFOUJDBM JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF USFBUNFOU TUBUVT (-$ JOJUJBUFT BOE
OPOJOJUJBUFT JO UIJT NBUDIFE EBUBTFU BSF FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP CF NFNCFST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ
IJT DPODVCJOF IJT .CPDIJ FUIOJD HSPVQ UIF 1$5 BOE IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU 5IF USFBUNFOU BOE DPO
USPM HSPVQT ESBX FRVBMMZ GSPN UIF SFHJNFؠT IJHIFTU SBOLJOH QPTJUJPOT BOE BSF DPNQSJTFE PG FMJUFT
XIPTF CJSUI WJMMBHFT BSF FRVJEJTUBOU GSPN 0ZP
5P CF DMFBS * QPPM UIF EBUB XIFO DSFBUJOH USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT * JODMVEF FMJUF JؠT QSFJOJUJBUJPO
PCTFSWBUJPOT BT QBSU PG IJT QPUFOUJBM DPOUSPM HSPVQ

7DEOH  %DODQFH ,PSURYHPHQW IRU0DWFKHG'DWD
.FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM .FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM
"MM %BUB "MM %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB
%JTUBODF    
)JHI -FWFM "QQPJOUNFOU    
$JWJM 8BS 1PTU    
'BNJMZ    
$PODVCJOF    
1$5 PS "MMJFE 1BSUZ    
0ZP %JTUBODF    
.CPDIJ    
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  5IFZ ZJFME UIF TBNF DPODMVTJPO
(-$ NFNCFSTIJQ DBॸॶ FMJUFT UP FOHBHF JO MFTT BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS UIBO UIFZ XPVME PUIFSXJTF
5IF ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT NPEFMT JO DPMVNOT  BOE  BSF JEFOUJDBM TBWF GPS UIF JODMVTJPO PG B DPOUSPM GPS UIF
SFMFWBODF PG FMJUF JؠT QPSUGPMJP UP SFHJNF TVSWJWBM 5IF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU JODMVEJOH
UIJT WBSJBCMF JOEVDFT QPTUUSFBUNFOU CJBT 4JODF UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT BSF FOUSVTUFE
UP (-$ JOJUJBUFT ؛ XIP CZ WJSUVF PG JOJUJBUJPO IBWF QSPWJEFE B DPTUMZ TJHOBM PG UIFJS MPZBMUZ UP 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP ؛ .PEFM  MJLFMZ BUUSJCVUFT QBSU PG UIF DBVTBM F୭GFDU PG (-$ JOJUJBUJPO UP SFDFJWJOH B IJHI
MFWFM QPSUGPMJP 4UJMM .PEFM  QSPWJEFT B SPCVTUOFTT DIFDL GPS UIF SFTVMUT JO .PEFM  GPS JU NBLFT DMFBS
UIBU (-$ JOJUJBUFT SFGSBJO GSPN BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS OPU CFDBVTF UIFZ HBJO NPSF GSPN UIF SFHJNF
CVU CFDBVTF NFNCFSTIJQ NBLFT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ TP DPTUMZ
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BQBSUNFOUT BDSPTT 1BSJT NPTUMZ JO UIF B୭୯୳VFOU UI BOE UI BSSPOEॷTFNFOUT BOE JO POF DBTF PO UIF
MF EF MB $JU© UIFZ DPOTUSVDU FOPSNPVT WJMMBT UISPVHIPVU $POHP BOE UIFJS BDDFTT UP TUBUF SFWFOVF
BOE FOGPSDFNFOU NFDIBOJTNT FOBCMFT UIFN UP DSFBUF SFMBUJWFMZ EVSBCMF CVTJOFTT JOUFSFTUT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP PG DPVSTF QPTTFTTFT TPMF BVUIPSJUZ UP BQQPJOU BOE SFNPWF P୭୮ୢDF IPMEFST 5IBU BOZ PG UIFN
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 7KH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV WKDW LQLWLDWHV DQG QRQLQLWLDWHV FKDOOHQJH 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR LQ \HDU U 7KH SUH
GLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV DUH EDVHG RQ WKH UHVXOWV IURP0RGHOV  DQG  LQ 7DEOH 
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
4UVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH NBJOUBJOFE UIBU FMJUFT NVTU CF EJWJEFE 5IFZ NVTU OPU
GPSN UIF EFOTF TPDJBM UJFT UIBU GPTUFS USVTU BOE VMUJNBUFMZ BOUJSFHJNF DPOTQJSBDJFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET EPFT QSFDJTFMZ UIF PQQPTJUF 8JUI BO JOOFS DJSDMF PG GBNJMZ BOE MPOHUJNF BJEFT ؛
XIPTF MPZBMUJFT XFSF UFTUFE EVSJOH /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG  BOE UIF DJWJM XBS PG  ؛ 4BTTPV

/HVFTTP DSFBUFE UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP EVSJOH IJT 1BSJT FYJMF )F VTFE UIFJS MPZBMUZ BT BO BTTFU
#Z GPSDJOH OFX VOUFTUFE BQQPJOUFFT UP JOUFSBDU XJUI UIFN BT PG୴FO BT QPTTJCMF IF DSFBUFE B NPO
JUPSJOH EFWJDF XIJDI FOBCMFE IJT JOOFS DJSDMF UP EFUFDU OBTDFOU DPOTQJSBDJFT GSPN XJUIJO UIF TPDJBM
JOTUJUVUJPO %FUFSSFE (-$ JOJUJBUFT FOHBHFE JO GBS MFTT BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ UIBO UIFJS OPOJOJUJBUFE
DPVOUFSQBSUT GPS UIFZ CFMJFWFE NBMGFBTBODF XPVME CF EFUFDUFE .PSF UIJT NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDF EPV
CMFE BT B TDSFFOJOH EFWJDF *U FOBCMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP BTDFSUBJO XIJDI FMJUFT SFTJTUFE NPSF JOUFOTF
TDSVUJOZ BOE IFODF SFEPVCMF JU #Z  4FDUJPO  NBEF DMFBS WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG UIF SFHJNFؠT IJHIFTU
MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT XFSF FJUIFS ESBXO GSPN UIF (-$ PS GPSDFE UP KPJO 5IPTF XIP SFTJTUFE XFSF PDDB
TJPOBMMZ UBSHFUFE GPS BTTBTTJOBUJPO
5IF QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOU EPDVNFOUFE JO $IBQUFS  BOE UIF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPO EFTDSJCFE BCPWF BSF
UIF QJMMBST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPOJUPSJOH BQQBSBUVT 5PHFUIFS UIFZ SFOEFSFE BSCJUSBSZ FMJUF QVSHFT
GBS MFTT MJLFMZ $IBQUFS  FYQMBJOT XIZ

6
5P 4IV୭୯୳F PS /PU UP 4IV୭୯୳F 
5IBU XIJDI FTQFDJBMMZ JODJUFT UP PCFEJFODF JT UIF QSBJTJOH BOE IPOPSJOH PG UIF POF
XIP PCFZT BOE UIF EJTIPOPSJOH BOE QVOJTINFOU PG UIF POF XIP EJTPCFZT
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
"VHVTU   NBSLFE UIF UI BOOJWFSTBSZ PG $POHPؠT JOEFQFOEFODF GSPN 'SBODF 5P آDFMF

CSBUFأ B HSPVQ OBNFE -ॶ %FOॷJFOT QVCMJTIFE BO FTTBZ UIBU EFUBJMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT CVTJOFTT
JOUFSFTUT BOE SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT JO $POHP BMM BDRVJSFE TJODF 0DUPCFS  5IF MJTU GFBUVSFE TPNF
 BTTFUT BOE DPQJFT XFSF EFMJWFSFE CZ DPVSJFS UP #SB[[BWJMMFؠT FNCBTTJFT 5IF MJTU MFBWFT UIF EJTUJODU
JNQSFTTJPO UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PXOT WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG $POHP *U JODMVEFT  PG UIF NPTU QSPNJOFOU
P୭୮ୢDF CVJMEJOHT JO #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF FJHIU DPOTUSVDUJPO DPNQBOJFT UIBU TQFDJBMJ[F JO
SPBET BJSQPSUT BOE SFTJEFOUJBM MPEHJOHT TJY TIJQQJOH DPNQBOJFT XIJDI DPMMFDUJWFMZ DPWFS BJS MBOE
BOE TFB TFWFO GPPE QSPEVDUJPO ୮ୢSNT XIJDI JODMVEJOH TVDI OFDFTTJUJFT BT CPUUMFE XBUFS KVJDF TPG୴
ESJOLT NBOJPD TMBVHIUFSIPVTFT TVHBS BOE DPME TUPSBHF UXP UFMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT ୮ୢSNT % PG
UIF DBQJUBM PG BMM CBOLT QSJWBUJ[FE TJODF  BO JOTVSBODF DPNQBOZ B TFDVSJUZ TFSWJDFT DPNQBOZ
UISFF UJNCFS DPNQBOJFT B EJBNPOE NBSLFUJOH DPNQBOZ PXOFE XJUI +FBO1JFSSF #FNCB B GPSNFS
WJDF QSFTJEFOU PG UIF %3$ XIP XBT BSSFTUFE CZ UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $SJNJOBM $PVSU JO .BZ  GPS
DSJNFT BHBJOTU IVNBOJUZ BOE $POHPؠT UXP NPTU MVYVSJPVT IPUFMT XIFSF SPPNT DPTU CFUXFFO $
BOE $,  QFS OJHIU -ॶ %FOॷJFOT SFMFBTFE B TFDPOE SFQPSU JO 0DUPCFS B آ1PJOUF/PJSF TQFDJBMأ
XIJDI SFWFBMFE UIF GBNJMZؠT آQSJODJQBM MPDBUJPOT PG ୮ୢOBODJBM MJRVJEJUZأ BOE QSPNJTFE B ୮ୢOBM SFQPSU
CZ $ISJTUNBT XIJDI XPVME EFUBJM UIF GBNJMZؠT ୮ୢOBODJBM JOUFSFTUT BCSPBE
5IF MJTU TFOU TIPDLXBWFT UISPVHI UIF DPVOUSZ -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU XIPTF SFQPSUFS XBT
CSPUIFS UP B IJHI SBOLJOH NJOJTUFSJBM DPVOTFMPS SFQPSUFE UIBU -ॶ %FOॷJFOT IBE آSFOEFSFE UIF 1SFT
JEFOU BOE IJT DMPTFTU BJEFT DSB[Zأ BOE آQBSBOPJE *OEFFE UIF UIF MJTU XBT TP EFUBJMFE UIBU JU DPVME
IBWF POMZ CFFO UIF XPSL PG JOTJEFST *UT QVCMJDBUJPO XBT BMTP UJNFE UP HFOFSBUF SFBM DPOTFRVFODFT
*O %FDFNCFS  $POHP XBT TDIFEVMFE UP TJHO B TFSJFT PG EPDVNFOUT XJUI UIF 1BSJT $MVC UIBU
NBSLFE UIF QFOVMUJNBUF QIBTF PG JUT EFCU SFMJFG BQQMJDBUJPO 0ODF TJHOFE UIF 1BSJT $MVC XPVME
SFTUSVDUVSF $POHPؠT FYUFSOBM EFCU GSPN $. CJMMJPO UP $. CJMMJPO <> 8JUI UIF DPVOUSZؠT QSJWBUF
DSFEJUPST QPVSJOH FWFO NPSF NPOFZ JOUP USJBMT JO /FX :PSL BOE -POEPO -ॶ %FOॷJFOT SFQSFTFOUFE
5IFTF BSF UIF "UMBOUJD 1BMBDF JO 1PJOUF/PJSF BOE 0MZNQJD 1BMBDF JO #SB[[BWJMMF 5IF MJTU BMTP JODMVEFE
UISFF PUIFS NJESBOHF IPUFMT * XJMM QVCMJTI UIF MJTU PO NZ XFCTJUF PODF UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO JT QVCMJTIFE
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  /PWFNCFS 

QFSIBQT UIF NPTU UISFBUFOJOH DIBMMFOHF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EPNFTUJD TUBOEJOH TJODF IJT  SFUVSO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP TIV୭୯୳FT IJT NJOJTUFST SPVHIMZ FWFSZ UXP ZFBST "OE XJUI UIF MBTU JO "VHVTU 
KVTU BG୴FS UIF FMFDUPSBM TFBTPO $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM DMBTT BXBJUFE UIF OFX HPWFSONFOU 5IFTF TIV୭୯୳FT BSF
UIF DMFBSFTU NPTU SFMFOUMFTTMZ QVCMJD NBSL PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS 3FUBJOFE BOE OFXMZ BQQPJOUFE
NJOJTUFST BSF WJSUVBM DFMFCSJUJFT QBUSJBSDIT PG UIFJS IPNF WJMMBHFT BOE QPJTFE UP CPMTUFS UIFJS GBNJMZؠT
QBUSJNPOZ ؛ UZQJDBMMZ JO 'SBODF ؛ CZ TJQIPOJOH GSPN NJOJTUFSJBM CVEHFUT %JTHSBDFE NJOJTUFST CF
DPNF QBSJBIT 5IFZ BSF VOMJLFMZ UP SFFOUFS B GVUVSF HPWFSONFOU BOE IBWJOH KPJOFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
PODF MBDL QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ BT QPUFOUJBM PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BT $IBQUFS  NBLFT DMFBS &WFO UIFJS TP
DJBM TUBUVT JT EBNBHFE "T NJOJTUFST UIFZ XFSF USFBUFE XJUI EFGFSFODF CZ UIFJS OFJHICPST JO FYDIBOHF
GPS ୮ୢOBODJBM HJG୴T 0VU PG HPWFSONFOU UIFJS GBWPS JT JODPOTFRVFOUJBM 5IFTF TIV୭୯୳FT BSF BMTP BD
DPSEJOH UP NBOZ TDIPMBST UIF DIJFG NFDIBOJTN CZ XIJDI BVUPDSBUT DPOUSPM UIFJS FMJUF 'PS GSFRVFOU
BSCJUSBSZ TIV୭୯୳FT SFNJOE BQQPJOUFFT UIBU UIFZ BSF EJTQFOTBCMF UIFJS UFOVSF SFTUT POMZ PO UIF BVUP
DSBUؠT GBWPS <> .PSFPWFS GSFRVFOU TIV୭୯୳FT MJNJU UIF BNPVOU PG TUBUF SFTPVSDFT UIBU BQQPJOUFFT
DBO TJQIPO BOE IFODF BVUPDSBUT TIV୭୯୳F UIFN UP LFFQ UIFJS BQQPJOUFFT XFBL BOE VOUISFBUFOJOH
<     > )PX UIFO XPVME 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFTQPOE UP UIF NBTTJWF TFDVSJUZ CSFBDI
؛ UIF NBTTJWF CFUSBZBM ؛ PG -ॶ %FOॷJFOT BMM PG XIPN SFNBJOFE VOLOPXO 
4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOOPVODFE IJT OFX HPWFSONFOU PO +BOVBSZ   (POF XBT +FBO %FMMP B TF
OJPS BJEF UP +FBO 1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB XIP TFSWFE BT .JOJTUFS PG 5FMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT TJODF
 %FMMPؠT JOJUJBM BQQPJOUNFOU TFSWFE UP DPOTPMJEBUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF XJUI
5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BOE BT $IBQUFS  EFUBJMT XJUI 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB UIPSPVHIMZ EJTDSFEJUFE BNPOH
IJT 1PJOUF/PJSF DPOTUJUVFOUT CPUI UIF BMMJBODF BOE %FMMP IJNTFMG XFSF OP MPOHFS VTFGVM 4JNPO
.GPVUPV BOE "MBJO .PLB XFSF BMTP EJTNJTTFE BG୴FS UXP ZFBST PG TFSWJDF -JLF %FMMP CPUI PDDVQJFE
SFMBUJWFMZ JODPOTFRVFOUJBM QPTUT BT XFMM $PNQUSPMMFS (FOFSBM BOE .JOJTUFS PG )FBMUI SFTQFDUJWFMZ
5IF IJHIFTU QSP୮ୢMF EFQBSUVSF XBT 3PHFS 3JHPCFSU "OE¨MZ .JOJTUFS PG 'JOBODF TJODF  " OBUJWF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 3PNBJO 0CB BEWJTPS UP UIF .JOJTUFS PG %FGFOTF  +VMZ 

PG #PVOEKJ "OE¨MZ TFSWFE BT B 7JDF (PWFSOPS PG UIF #BOL PG $FOUSBM "GSJDBO 4UBUFT 	#&"$
 UIF SF
HJPOؠT DFOUSBM CBOL )JT SFNPWBM XBT TP TUVOOJOH JO QBSU CFDBVTF IF PWFSTBX UIF TJHOBUVSF PG UIF
EFCU SFMJFG EPDVNFOUT EFTQJUF UIF -ॶ %FOॷJFOT SFWFMBUJPOT *OEFFE IF XBT BNPOH UIF GFX HPWFSO
NFOU NJOJTUFST UIBU UIF 1BSJT $MVC WJFXFE BT DSFEJCMF )JT HSFBU FSSPS XBT EFNBOEJOH NPSF USBOT
QBSFODZ GSPN #SVOP *UPVBؠT 4/1$ <> 3F୯୳FDUJOH IJT SFQVUBUJPO "OE¨MZ QVSDIBTFE B UPXOIPVTF
JO 3PDLWJMMF .BSZMBOE GPS $,  JO +VOF  B OFJHICPSIPPE XIFSF UIF NFEJBO JODPNF JT MFTT
UIBO $,  *U SFNBJOT FYUSFNFMZ NPEFTU GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT TUBOEBSET
5IFTF EJTNJTTBMT IPXFWFS XFSF FYDFQUJPOT 0G  NJOJTUFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFBQQPJOUFE 
+FBO .BSUJO .CFNCB XIP QSFTJEFE PWFS UIF TIPX USJBM GPS UIF  ZPVOH NFO NBTTBDSFE BU UIF
#FBDI JO  XBT SFBQQPJOUFE BT XBT +FBO#BQUJTUF 5BUJ-PVUBSE XIPTF.PVWFNFOU Eԙ"DUJPO FU
3FOPVWFBV QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ XBT ୮ୢOBODFE CZ 'JSTU -BEZ "OUPJOFUUF UP GVSUIFS VOEFSNJOF 5IZTUSʙ F
5DIJDBZB JO 1PJOUF/PJSF )FOSJ %KPNCP (JMCFSU 0OEPOHP *TJEPSF .WPVCB )FOSJ 0TT¨CJ "MBJO
"LPVBMB "UJQBVMU 'MPSFOU /UTJCB $MBVEF "MQIPOTF /TJMPV BOE 3PEPMQIF "EBEB XFSF BMM SFBQ
QPJOUFE BOE XPVME BMM TFSWF UISPVHI UIJT XSJUJOH 1JFSSF .PVTTB XBT SFBQQPJOUFE BOE XPVME TFSWF
VOUJM IJT  SFUJSFNFOU 4JY PUIFS NJOJTUFST XIP XFSF UFSNJOBUFE TFWFSBM ZFBST MBUFS XFSF QSPNQUMZ
HJWFO /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ TFBUT BMM XJUI UIF 1$5 &WFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QFSTPOBM TUB୭G SFNBJOFE VO
DIBOHFE 6ODMF "JN© &NNBOVFM :PLB IBE TFSWFE BT IJT DIJFG PG TUB୭G TJODF  BOE BNCBTTBEPS UP
.PSPDDP CFGPSF UIBU IF XBT OBNFE .JOJTUFS PG +VTUJDF JO  XIFSF IF SFNBJOT "OBUPMF $PMMJOFU
.BLPTTP DIJFG PG TUB୭G UP 'JSTU -BEZ "OUPJOFUUF BT IF IBE TJODF  .BLPTTP BMTP QSFTJEFT PWFS
$POHPؠT TFDPOE VOJWFSTJUZ XIJDI DPOTQJDVPVTMZ P୭GFST DPVSTFT JO JOUFSOBUJPOBM QPMJUJDT CVU OFJUIFS
EPNFTUJD QPMJUJDT OPS EFNPDSBUJD UIFPSZ 3F୯୳FDUJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF XJWFT BOE
NJTUSFTTFT PG IJT QPMJUJDBM FOFNJFT ؛ TFF $IBQUFS  ؛ IF BMTP SFUBJOFE "E©MB¯EF .PVHBOZ BOE &NJMJ
FOOF 3BPVM
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP  %FDFNCFS 
4FF %11-ǥȇȇ! ǣ), (0%,--"/ǣ ,*ȇ-/,-"/16ȇǓǸǑǘǑǸǏǒǒǘǖǐǓǖȇǐǕǔǗȀ-&  /!Ȁ!/&3"ȇ
"E©MB¯EF .PVHBOZ XBT NBSSJFE UP "OHF %JBXBSB VOUJM IJT FYFDVUJPO JO  GPS QSFQBSJOH B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU

5IFTF SFBQQPJOUNFOUT XFSF UIPSPVHIMZ VOTVSQSJTJOH UP $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
HPWFSONFOUT IBWF CFFO SFNBSLBCMZ TUBCMF TJODF IJT  SFUVSO 'JHVSF  EJTQMBZT SFBQQPJOUNFOU
SBUFT GPS FBDI PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJOJTUFSJBM TIV୭୯୳FT 0G UIF  NJOJTUFST BQQPJOUFE JO 0DUPCFS
 TPNF %XFSF SFBQQPJOUFE JO UIF HPWFSONFOU TIV୭୯୳F PG +BOVBSZ  5IF OFYU TIV୭୯୳F PD
DVSSFE JO "VHVTU  XIFO POMZ % PG NJOJTUFST GSPN UIF +BOVBSZ  HPWFSONFOU XFSF SF
UBJOFE 4JODF UIFO NJOJTUFSJBM SFBQQPJOUNFOU SBUFT IBWF PTDJMMBUFE CFUXFFO % BOE % XJUI B
NFBO SFBQQPJOUNFOU SBUF PG NPSF UIBO % آ0OF EPFTOؠU DIBOHF B UFBN UIBU XJOTأ FYQMBJOT -ॶ
%ªQ¨DIॶ EF #SB[[BWJMMF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIJFG QSPQBHBOEB PVUMFU BOE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT POMZ EBJMZ OFXT
QBQFS 1FSIBQT CVU WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ JOTUFBE WJFX UIF SFBQQPJOUNFOU SBUF NPSF DZOJDBMMZ
آ*UؠT B HPWFSONFOU PG MPZBMUZأ POF PQQPTJUJPO BDUJWJTU PCTFSWFE آGSPN XIJDI JT BTLFE OPUIJOH NPSF
UIBO BMMFHJBODF UP UIF IBOE PG JUT DSFBUPSأ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIFZ TBZ JT DPNNJUUFE UP SFXBSEJOH
QFSTPOBM MPZBMUZ
5IJT USFOE JT BQQBSFOU BDSPTT UIF SFHJNF 'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT UFOVSF TQFMMT GPS FBDI PG UIF 
BQQPJOUFFT UP OFBSMZ  HPWFSONFOU QPSUGPMJPT SFDPSEFE JO UIF EBUBTFU PG QPMJUJDT FMJUFT 'PS FBDI
FMJUF * SFDPSE UIF OVNCFS PG DPOTFDVUJWF ZFBST EVSJOH XIJDI IF PS TIF PDDVQJFE B QPMJUJDBM BQQPJOU
NFOU * SFGFS UP UIFTF DPOTFDVUJWF ZFBS QFSJPET BT UFOVSF TQFMMT BOE * BDDPNNPEBUF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ
UIBU BO FMJUF NBZ FOKPZ NVMUJQMF UFOVSF TQFMMT PWFS IJT DBSFFS * UIFO SFDPSE UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF HPWFSO
NFOU QPSUGPMJP UIBU UIF FMJUF BUUBJOFE EVSJOH B UFOVSF TQFMM VTJOH UIF DPEJOH SVMFT GSPN $IBQUFST 
UISPVHI  &MJUFT XIP BUUBJOFE UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT ؛ NJMJUBSZ MFBEFST 4/1$ FYFDVUJWFT
.JOJTUFST PG %FGFOTF BOE 'JOBODF BNPOH PUIFST ؛ FOKPZ SFNBSLBCMZ MPOH UFOVSFT *OEFFE NBOZ
PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT IBWF TFSWFE DPOUJOVPVTMZ TJODF IJT  SFUVSO 4BTTPV
BHBJOTU UIF OPSUIFSO HPWFSONFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BT .JOJTUFS PG %FGFOTF XBT JOTUSVNFOUBM JO PSEFSJOH UIF
FYFDVUJPO .PVHBOZ MBUFS NBSSJFE (FOFSBM #FOP®U .PVOE©M© /HPMMP BO 0ZP OBUJWF BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMMZ
VOUJM SPVHIMZ  &NJMJFOOF 3BPVM XBT NBSSJFE UP (FOFSBM "MGSFE 3BPVM EVSJOH IJT CSJFG TFSWJDF BT 1SFTJ
EFOU .BSJFO /HPVBCJؠT 1SJNF .JOJTUFS CFUXFFO  BOE  4VTQFDUFE PG QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO "OHF %JBXBSBؠT
BCPSUFE DPVQ Eԙ©UBU 3BPVM XBT TFOUFODFE UP  ZFBST JO QSJTPO UIPVHI SFMFBTFE BG୴FS TJY NPOUIT IF SFNBJOFE
PTUSBDJ[FE





























)LJXUH  5HDSSRLQWPHQW UDWHV IRU HDFK RI 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV PLQLVWHULDO VKXIćHV VLQFH UHFODLPLQJ SRZHU LQ 2FWREHU

/HVFTTPؠT MFBTU TFOTJUJWF BQQPJOUNFOUT ؛ UIF  SFHVMBS NFNCFST PG UIF )VNBO 3JHIUT $PNNJTTJPO
PS UIF  SFHVMBS NFNCFST PG UIF &DPOPNJD BOE 4PDJBM $PVODJM BMM WJSUVBMMZ VOLOPXO UP NPTU #SB[
[BWJMMPॷ ؛ PG୴FO TFSWF GPS CFUXFFO UISFF BOE  ZFBST 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NJEMFWFM BQQPJOUNFOUT ؛ IJT
MFTT JNQPSUBOU NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT TVDI BT IFBMUI BOE FEVDBUJPO BOE MFBEFST PG $POHPؠT DPOTUJUV
UJPOBM JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛ EJTQMBZ TJNJMBS MFWFMT PG WBSJBUJPO
&WFSZ BVUPDSBU NVTU EFDJEF IPX MPOH UP SFUBJO UIF TFSWJDFT PG IJT NJMJUBSZ BOE NJOJTUFSJBM FMJUF
"OE BT TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT PCTFSWF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPVOUFSQBSUT SFTPMWF UIJT QSPCMFN

















)LJXUH  'LVWULEXWLRQ RI WHQXUH OHQJWKV E\ WKH VHQVLWLYLW\ RI SRUWIROLRV WR WKH UHJLPHèV VHFXULW\
NVDI EJ୭GFSFOUMZ 3BGBFM 5SVKJMMP XIP SVMFE UIF %PNJOJDBO 3FQVCMJD GPS TPNF  ZFBST TIV୭୯୳FE IJT
FMJUF GSFRVFOUMZ BOE BSCJUSBSJMZ
5SVKJMMPؠT BTTPDJBUFT OFWFS LOFX XIFO B TVEEFO DIBOHF XPVME VOEFSDVU UIFJS WFSZ
FYJTUFODF ت7FSZ OVNFSPVT XFSF UIF %FQVUJFT BOE UIF 4FOBUPST XIPTF VOEBUFE SFTJH
OBUJPOT TJHOFE JO CMBOL VQPO UIFJS BTTVNQUJPO PG P୭୮ୢDF XFSF EFMJWFSFE UP $POHSFTT
XIJMF UIF NBO DPODFSOFE XBT JO UIF NJEEMF PG IJT EBJMZ EVUJFT PS FWFO TQFBLJOH PO UIF
୯୳PPS PG UIF DIBNCFS<>

.PCVUV 4FTF 4FLP XIP SVMFE ;BJSF GPS  ZFBST EJE UIF TBNF
$MJFOU P୭୮ୢDF IPMEFST IBWF CFFO DPOTUBOUMZ SFNJOEFE PG UIF QSFDBSJPVTOFTT PG UFOVSF
CZ UIF GSFRVFODZ PG P୭୮ୢDF SPUBUJPO ت 5IF .13 1PMJUJDBM #VSFBV GPS FYBNQMF XBT
SFWBNQFE B EP[FO UJNFT JO UIF ୮ୢSTU EFDBEF PG QBSUZ MJGF /P POF IBT CFFO DPOUJOVPVTMZ
B NFNCFS BOE POMZ TJY QFSTPOT IBWF ୮ୢHVSFE PO BT NBOZ BT IBMG PG UIF NFNCFSTIJQ
MJTUT ت <>
آ5JNF JO QPXFSأ BDDPSEJOH UP 5IF &DPOPNॷU آBMMPXT <NJOJTUFST> UP EFWFMPQ UIFJS PXO QPMJUJDBM
CBTF XIJDI JG MFG୴ VODIFDLFE DPVME HJWF UIFN UIF NFBOT UP MBVODI B DPVQأ -FBWJOH BQQPJOUFFT
JO P୭୮ୢDF UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM XJTEPN HPFT JT EBOHFSPVT 'JOBODF NJOJTUFST FOKPZ QSJWJMFHFE BDDFTT UP
TUBUF SFWFOVF XIJDI DBO CF VTFE UP SJWBM QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST DVMUJWBUF UIFJS TPMEJFSTؠ
MPZBMUJFT BOE FOKPZ QSJWJMFHFE BDDFTT UP BSNT
#Z  "NCBTTBEPS 3PHFS .FFDF XSPUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE آFNFSHFE BT UIF VODPOUFTUFE BOE
VORVFTUJPOFE MFBEFS PG HPWFSONFOUأ "T WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ BDLOPXMFEHF IF DBO BQQPJOU
BOE UFSNJOBUF BU XJMM 8IZ UIFO IBT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTJTUFOUMZ SFBQQPJOUFE IJT TFOJPS DJWJMJBO
BOE NJMJUBSZ MFBEFST FWFO BU UIF SJTL PG SJWBM QPXFS DFOUFST 5IJT DIBQUFSؠT DFOUSBM BSHVNFOU JT UIBU
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FTDIFXT GSFRVFOUMZ FMJUF TIV୭୯୳FT MBSHFMZ BT B SFTVMU PG UIF SFDSVJUNFOU BOE NPOJUPS
JOH UFDIOJRVFT EFUBJMFE JO $IBQUFST  UISPVHI  4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT UIF FMJUF TIV୭୯୳F XJUI UIF BJE PG
B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM "MUIPVHI TIPSUFS UFOVSFT QSFWFOU FMJUFT GSPN BDDVNVMBUJOH SFTPVSDFT UIBU
QPUFOUJBMMZ DIBMMFOHF UIF BVUPDSBU UIF NPEFM TVHHFTUT UIBU GSFRVFOU BOE BSCJUSBSZ TIV୭୯୳JOH TFWFST UIF
MJOL CFUXFFO QFSGPSNBODF BOE SFXBSE &MJUFT VOEFSTUBOE UIBU SFHBSEMFTT PG UIFJS QFSGPSNBODF UIF
BVUPDSBU NBZ UFSNJOBUF UIFN
5IF NPEFM ZJFMET UXP DFOUSBM SFTVMUT 'JSTU TIV୭୯୳JOH JT B NBSL PG XFBLOFTT OPU TUSFOHUI "M
4FF %11-ǥȇȇ444ǣ" ,+,*&01ǣ ,*ȇ),$0ȇ" ,+,*&01Ǹ"5-)&+0ȇǑǏǐǓȇǏǖȇ" ,+,*&01Ǹ
"5-)&+0Ǹǘ
4FF .FFDFؠT DBCMF PG  "VHVTU  QVCMJTIFE PO 8JLJMFBLT

UIPVHI TIV୭୯୳JOH NBZ SFEVDF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG FMJUF DPOTQJSBDJFT JU EPFT TP BU UIF DPTU PG B MFTT F୭୮ୢ
DJFOU TUBUF BQQBSBUVT 'PS UIF TIV୭୯୳JOH FRVJMJCSJVN JT CPUI EBNBHJOH BOE JOUSBDUBCMF GPS BVUPDSBUT
4JODF FMJUFT FYQFDU UP CF TIV୭୯୳FE UIFZ BMMPDBUF MFTT F୭GPSU UP DPBMJUJPO SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BOE UIF BVUP
DSBU JT NPSF MJLFMZ UP UFSNJOBUF UIFN GPS DBVTF "T B SFTVMU BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ UIF FMJUF TIV୭୯୳F POMZ JG
UIFZ MBDL NPSF F୭୮ୢDJFOU NPOJUPSJOH EFWJDFT 4FDPOE JO UIF QSFTFODF PG B SPCVTU NPOJUPSJOH BQQB
SBUVT PDDVQBOUT PG IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT FOKPZ MPOHFS UFOVSFT UIBO UIFJS MPX MFWFM DPVOUFSQBSUT 'PS
TJODF UIFZ DPOUSJCVUF NPSF UP SFHJNF TVSWJWBM UIF BVUPDSBU GPTUFST B QBSUJDVMBSMZ TUSPOH MJOL CFUXFFO
MPZBMUZ BOE SFXBSE 4FDUJPO  FNQMPZT UIF NPEFM UP JMMVNJOBUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFOVSF QPMJDZ BOE
UIF CFIBWJPS PG IJT BQQPJOUFFT *O QBSUJDVMBS JU JEFOUJ୮ୢFT B آQVOJTINFOU SFHJNFأ UIF JNQMFNFOUB
UJPO PG XIJDI EJ୭GFST BDSPTT SFHJNF QPSUGPMJPT *U TVHHFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT UFOVSF QSF
EJDUBCJMJUZ BT BO JOTUSVNFOU UP JODFOUJWJ[F MPZBMUZ SBUIFS UIBO QVOJTI QSFFNQUJWFMZ CFGPSF FWJEFODF
PG NBMGFBTBODF FYJTUT "G୴FS BMM BT $IBQUFST  BOE  NBEF DMFBS IF FNQMPZT B SBOHF PG NPOJUPSJOH
UFDIOJRVFT UP BTDFSUBJO XIFO QVOJTINFOU JT KVTUJ୮ୢFE
 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ $ঘঊক঒ঝ঒ঘগ 5঎গঞছ঎
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ
5IF NPEFM CFMPX CVJMET PO UIPTF JO $IBQUFST  UISPVHI  "T CFGPSF DPOTJEFS B TPDJFUZ DPNQSJTFE
PG BO BVUPDSBU% B DIBMMFOHFS−% BOE B TFU PG BQQPJOUFFT PG TJ[F ɀ XIP BSF ESBXO GSPN UIF JO
HSPVQ PG TJ[F O UIF BQQPJOUFFT BSF JOEFYFE CZ K 5IF BVUPDSBU QPTTFTTFT TPNF BNPVOU PG DPBMJUJPO
QPXFS Ʌ% ∈ (, ) XIJDI JT DPNNPO LOPXMFEHF BNPOH FMJUFT "HBJO Ʌ% DBQUVSFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT BCMF UP TVSWJWF BOZ BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JO XIJDI FMJUF J FOHBHFT 8IFO UIF HBNF
CFHJOT UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT BNPVOU C% PG TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 UP TIBSF XJUI IJT ɀ BQQPJOUFFT XIJMF UIF
DIBMMFOHFS P୭GFST UP TIBSF BNPVOU C−% JG IF BTTVNFT QPXFS
"T JO $IBQUFS  FMJUFT BSF EJ୭GFSFOUJBUFE CZ UIFJS QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF DIBMMFOHFS εK 5IF BVUPDSBU










XIFSF ɓ ≥  SF୯୳FDUT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT CFMJFGT BCPVU UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG εK "T ɓ →  UIF BVUPDSBU WJFXT
IJT FMJUF BT NPSF IFUFSPHFOFPVT XJUI TPNF WFSZ MPZBM BOE PUIFST NVDI MFTT TP 5IFTF BTTVNQUJPOT
DPSSFTQPOE UP PVS JOUVJUJPOT BCPVU MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU )JT FMJUF TUBOET UP HBJO TPNFUIJOH GSPN SF
NPWJOH IJN CVU UIF BVUPDSBU EPFT OPU LOPX QSFDJTFMZ IPX NVDI )F DBOOPU TJNQMZ آCVZ P୭ૄأ IJT
FMJUF
8IFSFBT JO QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST UIF BVUPDSBU QMBZFE B POFTIPU HBNF * OPX BTTVNF UIBU XIFO
EJWJEJOH TUBUF SFTPVSDFT BU UIF PVUTFU UIF BVUPDSBU DBO DIPPTF XIFUIFS UP SFUBJO IJT FMJUFT JOUP QFSJPE
U =  PS UP SFQMBDF UIFN &MJUF K OPX HBJOT VUJMJUZ




(FK)+ ȿ [1SJ ($K = )× VK ($K = )]
XIFSF ȿ ∈ [, ) HJWFT FMJUF JؠT EJTDPVOU SBUF D (FK) = FK HJWFT FMJUF KؠT DPTU PG F୭GPSU 1SK ($K = ) HJWFT
FMJUF KؠT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFUFOUJPO JOUP QFSJPE  BOE VK
($K = ) HJWFT FMJUF KؠT VUJMJUZ GSPN JODMVTJPO JO
UIF QFSJPE  HPWFSONFOU
&MJUF KؠT BTTFTTNFOU PG XIFUIFS UIF BVUPDSBU SFUBJOT IJN JOUP QFSJPE  JT CBTFE PO UXP GBDUPST 'JSTU
FMJUF KNBZ CF SFBQQPJOUFE JG IJT DPNNJUUFE F୭GPSU MFWFM FK JT HSFBUFS UIBO TPNF UISFTIPME F% SFRVJSFE
CZ UIF BVUPDSBU 4JODF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT BSF JNQFSGFDU * BTTVNF IF PCTFSWFT









5IF QBSBNFUFSɕ ≥  NFBTVSFT UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHZ "Tɕ HFUT MBSHF

UIF BVUPDSBU DBO EJTDFSO FMJUF KؠT USVF F୭GPSU MFWFM XJUI OFBS DFSUBJOUZ BTɕ HPFT UP  CZ DPOUSBTU UIF
BVUPDSBU JT WJSUVBMMZ VOBCMF UP EJTDFSO XIFUIFS FMJUF KؠT F୭GPSU MFWFM TBUJT୮ୢFE IJT DSJUFSJB GPS NFSJU CBTFE
SFBQQPJOUNFOU 4FDPOE FWFO JG FMJUF K TFUT FK BCPWF UIF UISFTIPME SFRVJSFE GPS NFSJUCBTFE SFUFOUJPO
UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ FOHJOFFS BO آFMJUF TIV୭୯୳Fأ XIJDI SFNPWFT QSPQPSUJPO  − Q PG FMJUFT GSPN UIF
HPWFSOJOH DPBMJUJPO )FODF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF K JT SFBQQPJOUFE GPS QFSJPE  JT
1S






"MUFSOBUJWFMZ FMJUF KNBZ PQU UP TVQQPSU UIF DIBMMFOHFS−%ؠT CJE GPS QPXFS CZ FOHBHJOH JO BOUJ
SFHJNF BDUJWJUZ *O QBSUJDVMBS FMJUF K FOHBHFT JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ JG IJT VUJMJUZ GSPN EPJOH TP FYDFFET
UIBU GSPN TVQQPSUJOH UIF JODVNCFOU BVUPDSBU
C%
O − D
(FK)+ ȿ [1SK ($K = )× VK ($K = )] < (− Ʌ%) C−%O − D (FK)+ ȾK
XIFSF  − Ʌ% HJWFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF KؠT F୭GPSUT SFTVMU JO B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU "T CFGPSF UIJT JT NZ
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG آEJWJEF BOE SVMFأ QPMJUJDT "MUIPVHI NBOZ FMJUFT NBZ FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ
UIFJS F୭GPSUT BSF VODPPSEJOBUFE GPS DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT NBEF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU CZ UIF XJEFTQSFBE TVTQJDJPO
UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[FT MJGF JO BVUPDSBDJFT )FODF GSPN FMJUF KؠT QFSTQFDUJWF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU IJT BOUJ
SFHJNF BDUJWJUJFT ZJFME B TVDDFTTGVM DPVQ JT TJNQMZ XIBUFWFS DPBMJUJPO QPXFS UIF BVUPDSBU JT VOBCMF UP
DPNNBOE − Ʌ% 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B DPVQ GSPN UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QFSTQFDUJWF JT TJNQMZ UIF QSPQPSUJPO















5IF BVUPDSBU DBO NBOJQVMBUF UIF UFSN IJT TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS Ʌ% JO UXP XBZT 'JSTU * BTTVNF UIBU
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS JT JODSFBTJOH JO FMJUF F୭GPSU BMMPDBUJPO FK
∂Ʌ%
∂FK > 
5IBU JT UIF BVUPDSBU JT MFTT WVMOFSBCMF UP DPVQT Eԙ©UBU XIFO IJT FMJUF EJTDIBSHF UIFJS DPBMJUJPO SFTQPOTJ
CJMJUJFT F୭GFDUJWFMZ 'PS JOTUBODF KVTU BT UIF BVUPDSBU SFMJFT PO FMJUFT UP F୭GPSU UP JODSFBTF TUBUF SFWFOVF
TP UPP NBZ IF SFMZ PO TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST UP TUFFM UIF SFHJNF BHBJOTU QPQVMBS VOSFTU JG FMJUF BQ
QPJOUFFT JO UIF TFDVSJUZ TFSWJDFT TIJSL GSPN UIFJS SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT UIF JOUFMMJHFODF BQQBSBUVT NBZ GBJM
UP EFUFDU B OBTDFOU FMJUF DPOTQJSBDZ 4FDPOE BT TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH BSHVFE *
BTTVNF UIBU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM QBSBNFUFS JT EFDSFBTJOH JO UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG FMJUFT OPU TIV୭୯୳FE Q
∂Ʌ%
∂Q < 
1SFEJDUBCMF UFOVSF QPMJDJFT BT TDIPMBST IBWF MPOH JOTJTUFE NBZ BMTP IBWF ESBXCBDLT GPS UIF BVUPDSBU
5IFZ NBZ FOBCMF FMJUFT UP BDDVNVMBUF SFTPVSDFT UIBU DPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ UISFBUFO UIF BVUPDSBU MJLF
XJTF TUSPOH FMJUF TPDJBM OFUXPSLT NBZ GPTUFS FMJUF USVTU *OUVJUJWFMZ CZ TIV୭୯୳JOH IJT FMJUFT JO BOE PVU
PG HPWFSONFOU UIF BVUPDSBU JNQFEFT UIF TPSU PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO BNPOH FMJUFT UIBU DPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ
UISFBUFO IJT IPME PO QPXFS
5IF BVUPDSBUؠT VUJMJUZ EFQFOET PO XIFUIFS IF SFNBJOT JO QPXFS GPS QFSJPE 
V% =
 3− C JG UIF BVUPDSBU SFUBJOT QPXFS PUIFSXJTF
*O TIPSU UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT IJT UFOVSF QPMJDZ ؛ UIBU JT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG FMJUFT Q IF TIV୭୯୳FT BSCJUSBSJMZ
؛ UP CBMBODF IJT JOUFSFTU JO JODFOUJWJ[JOH FMJUF F୭GPSU BOE SFUBJOJOH QPXFS JOUP QFSJPE 

5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT C% BOE
UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG FMJUFT XIP HP
VOTIV୭୯୳FE Q CFGPSF QFSJPE 
&MJUFT TFU QFSJPE
 F୭GPSU FK
5IF BVUPDSBU TVSWJWFT JOUP
QFSJPE  XJUI TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ
*G OPU UIF HBNF FOET
*G UIF BVUPDSBU TVSWJWFT
FMJUFT TFU QFSJPE  F୭GPSU FK
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH VKXIćLQJ JDPH
 3঎জঞকঝজ
-FNNBT  BOE  EF୮ୢOF FMJUF KؠT PQUJNBM F୭GPSU BMMPDBUJPOT JO QFSJPET  BOE 
-FNNB  	1FSJPE  &୭GPSU
 8IFO EFDJEJOH XIFUIFS UP TVQQPSU UIF BVUPDSBU % FMJUF K DPNQVUॶ Iॷ
QFSJPE  VUJMJUZ ॵ
V∗K
($K = ) = C%∗O − D (F∗)
-FNNB  	1FSJPE  &୭GPSU
 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF KԙT QFSJPE U =  F׸PSU BMMPDBUJPO TBUॷ׹ॶ UIF
BVUPDSBUԙT UISॶIPME ॷ
1S (FK + Ⱦ > F%) =  + ɕ (FK − F%)

&MJUF KԙT PQUJNBM F׸PSU BMMPDBUJPO JO QFSJPE  ॷ UIॸ
F∗K (Q) = ȿQɕV∗K
($K = )
-FNNB  ZJFMET UXP JNQPSUBOU JOTJHIUT BCPVU UFOVSF 'JSTU UIF QSPNJTF PG UFOVSF TFDVSJUZ JOUP
QFSJPE U =  JODFOUJWJ[FT FMJUF K UP BMMPDBUF NPSF F୭GPSU UP IJT DPBMJUJPO SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT "T Q→  FMJUF
K LOPXT UIF BVUPDSBU XJMM SFXBSE MPZBMUZ JO QFSJPE  XJUI SFUFOUJPO JO QFSJPE  "OE BT B SFTVMU FMJUF
K BMMPDBUFT NPSF F୭GPSU UP IJT QFSJPE  SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 4FDPOE UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHZ
ɕ DBQUVSFT UIF FYUFOU UP XIJDI UIF BVUPDSBU DBO EJTDFSO XIFUIFS FK TBUJT୮ୢFT UIF NJOJNVN F୭GPSU
UISFTIPME F% SFRVJSFE GPS SFBQQPJOUNFOU
6TJOH -FNNBT  BOE  1SPQPTJUJPO  FTUBCMJTIFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT PQUJNBM MFWFM PG TIV୭୯୳JOH

































(− Ʌ%) (+ Ʌ%)







5IF OVNCFS PG FMJUॶ XIP FOHBHF JO BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ ॷ
/∗ ("OUJ3FHJNF "DUJWJUZ) = O −
ɓC%∗Ʌ
O
'PS UIF BVUPDSBU UP FNQMPZ B UFOVSF QPMJDZ UIBU JT FWFO NJMEMZ BSCJUSBSZ 1SPQPTJUJPO  NBLFT
DMFBS UFOVSF QSFEJDUBCJMJUZ NVTU TFSJPVTMZ UISFBUFO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM JOUP QFSJPE  &MJUFT XIP
FBSO SFBQQPJOUNFOU NVTU TPNFIPX EFWFMPQ USVTU OFUXPSLT BOE SFTPVSDF FOEPXNFOUT PVUTJEF UIF
BVUPDSBUؠT DPOUSPM XIJDI VMUJNBUFMZ UISFBUFO IJT IPME PO QPXFS 5IFTF UISFBUT NPSFPWFS NVTU PVU
XFJHI UIF QPTJUJWF F୭GFDUT PO TVSWJWBM JOEVDFE CZ UIF F୭GPSUT PG NJMJUBSZ BOE JOUFMMJHFODF P୭୮ୢDFST UP
TUFFM UIF SFHJNF BHBJOTU QPQVMBS VOSFTU BOE FMJUF DPOTQJSBDJFT *G UIJT DPOEJUJPO JT OPU TBUJT୮ୢFE UIF
BVUPDSBU XJMM TFU Q∗ =  BOE FMJUF SFBQQPJOUNFOU XJMM CF CBTFE TPMFMZ PO QFSGPSNBODF
1SPQPTJUJPO  NBLFT FRVBMMZ DMFBS UIBU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT SFQSFTFOUFE CZ
ɕ BSF B DSJUJDBM EFUFSNJOBOU PG IJT UFOVSF QPMJDZ "T UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DBQBDJUZ UP BTDFSUBJO FMJUF F୭GPSU
JODSFBTFTɕ TP UPP EPFT IJT BCJMJUZ UP JODFOUJWJ[F FMJUF MPZBMUZ BOE DPNQFUFODF XJUI UIF QSPNJTF PG
SFBQQPJOUNFOU &MJUF F୭GPSU UIVT SJTFT UXPGPME CPUI CFDBVTF FMJUFT LOPX UIF BVUPDSBU DBO SFXBSE
UIFJS MPZBMUZ BOE CFDBVTF UIFZ LOPX IF JT DPNNJUUFE UP EPJOH TP 'SPN UIF FYQSFTTJPO GPS C%∗
NPSFPWFS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BCJMJUZ UP DPOEJUJPO SFBQQPJOUNFOU PO GBJUIGVM TFSWJDF FOBCMFT IJN UP SF
EVDF IJT ୮ୢOBODJBM BMMPDBUJPO C%∗ 5FOVSF TFDVSJUZ UIFO IBT B SBOHF PG CFOF୮ୢUT GPS UIF BVUPDSBU
5IF F୭GFDUT PG XFBL NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT BSF BT JOTJEJPVT BT UIF CFOF୮ୢUT BSF HSFBU "Tɕ GBMMT
GSPN -FNNB  FMJUFT JOWFTU MFTT F୭GPSU JO UIFJS HPWFSOJOH SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 4JODF UIJT SFEVDFT Ʌ UIF
BVUPDSBU JT XFBLFS BOE NPSF WVMOFSBCMF UP DPVQT Eԙ©UBU 4JODF FMJUF KؠT F୭GPSU BMMPDBUJPO JT NPSF MJLFMZ
UP GBMM CFMPX F% IF JT BMTP NPSF MJLFMZ UP QVOJTI FMJUF K GPS DBVTF *O FTTFODF BSCJUSBSZ TIV୭୯୳JOH JT
PQUJNBM POMZ GPS BVUPDSBUT XIP BSF WVMOFSBCMF BOZXBZ BOE UIFO GPTUFST BO FRVJMJCSJVN JO XIJDI UIF
BVUPDSBU SFNBJOT XFBL BOE JT GPSDFE UP QVOJTI IJT FMJUFT GPS NBMGFBTBODF 5IJT FYQMBJOT XIZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JT TP FBHFS UP GPSHP TIV୭୯୳JOH HJWFO UIF PUIFS NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT BU IJT EJTQPTBM

1SPQPTJUJPO  BMTP FYQMBJOT WBSJBUJPO JO TIV୭୯୳JOH SBUFT BDSPTT QPSUGPMJPT "TTVNF UIBU QPSUGPMJPT
BSF FJUIFS IJHI) PS MPX - MFWFM )JHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT JG UIFJS PDDVQBOUT EJTDIBSHF UIFJS DPBMJUJPO





5IF MPZBMUZ BOE DPNQFUFODF PG IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT NBYJNJ[FT SFWFOVF BOE UIF SFHJNFؠT BCJMJUZ UP
TVQQSFTT VQSJTJOHT )PXFWFS TJODF UIF PDDVQBOUT PG IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT IBWF BDDFTT UP UIF SFHJNFؠT






5IBU JT IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT NPSF RVJDLMZ BDDVNVMBUF UIF SFTPVSDF FOEPXNFOUT UIBU UISFBUFO
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT IPME PO QPXFS *O UVSO UIFJS SFBQQPJOUNFOU NBZ CF NPSF EBOHFSPVT GPS UIF BV
UPDSBU "T UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT OFVUSBMJ[F UIJT F୭GFDU ؛ UIBU JT BT UIFZ SFOEFS
∂Ȁ%
∂Q)
≈ ∂Ȁ%∂Q- ؛ UIFO UIF BVUPDSBU TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ HSBOUT MPOHFS UFOVSFT UP UIF PDDVQBOUT PG IJT NPTU
TZTUFNBUJD QPSUGPMJPT )F EPFT TP JOEFFE OPU CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF NPSF MPZBM PS USVTUXPSUIZ PS DPNQF
UFOU UIPVHI UIFZ NBZ CF 3BUIFS IF EPFT TP CFDBVTF DPOEJUJPOBM PO TUSPOH NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMP
HJFT UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM SFMJFT PO UIFJS IBSE XPSL 5FOVSF TFDVSJUZ JODFOUJWJ[FT JU
 5঎গঞছ঎ 1ঘক঒ঌ঒঎জ ঊগ঍ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
$POEJUJPOBM PO UIF TPSUT PG F୭GFDUJWF NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT FYQMPSFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE  1SPQP
TJUJPO  FYQMBJOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS QSFEJDUBCMF FMJUF UFOVSF $PO୮ୢEFOU UIFJS MPZBMUZ
XJMM CF SFXBSEFE IJT BQQPJOUFFT TFSWF IJN GBJUIGVMMZ 5IJT F୭GFDU TIPVME CF QBSUJDVMBSMZ TUSPOH GPS
UIF FMJUFT XIP PDDVQZ UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTUT 'PS CFDBVTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVSWJWBM SFMJFT

NPTU PO UIFJS DPNQFUFODF IF JODFOUJWJ[FT UIFJS MPZBMUZ FWFO NPSF BOE TIPVME FYQFDU CFUUFS QFSGPS
NBODF BT B SFTVMU
5P QSPCF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFOVSF QPMJDZ BOE JUT F୭GFDU PO FMJUF CFIBWJPS * SFTUSJDU BUUFOUJPO UP UIF
 BQQPJOUFFT UP OFBSMZ  HPWFSONFOU QPSUGPMJPT SFDPSEFE JO UIF EBUBTFU PG QPMJUJDT FMJUFT "T UIF
EFTDSJQUJWF TUBUJTUJDT JO $IBQUFS  NBEF DMFBS UIFTF BQQPJOUFFT SFQSFTFOU B NJY PG HPWFSONFOU NJO
JTUFST NJMJUBSZ MFBEFST SFHJPOBM HPWFSONFOU FYFDVUJWFT QSFTJEFOUJBM DPVOTFMPST BOE QBSBTUBUBM EJSFD
UPST *U BMTP JODMVEFT BQQPJOUFFT UP $POHPؠT DPOTUJUVUJPOBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UIF 4VQSFNF $PVSU )JHI
$PVODJM GPS -JCFSUZ PG $PNNVOJDBUJPO &DPOPNJD BOE 4PDJBM $PVODJM "OUJ$PSSVQUJPO $PNNJT
TJPO BOE PUIFST 5IF QSFDJTF NJY PG UIFTF EJ୭GFSFOU QPSUGPMJP UZQFT BQQFBST JO 'JHVSF  4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT BQQPJOUFFT UP UIF DPOTUJUVUJPOBM JOTUJUVUJPOT BDDPVOU GPS PWFS % PG IJT BQQPJOUFFT IJT
NJE MFWFM BOE TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFS DPSQT JT UIF OFYU MBSHFTU BU % (PWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST DPOTUJ
UVUF B TNBMM NJOPSJUZ POMZ %
 4঑ঞএএক঒গঐ ঊগ঍ 1ঞগ঒জ঑খ঎গঝ
1SPCJOH UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG FMJUF TIV୭୯୳JOH QSFTFOUT UXP DIBMMFOHFT 'JSTU BO BQQPJOUFFؠT QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG CFJOH SFNPWFE NBZ CF B GVODUJPO PG UJNF BMSFBEZ JO P୭୮ୢDF *O $POHP IPXFWFS UIJT آEVSBUJPO
EFQFOEFODFأ JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP NPEFM TJODF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU BO BQQPJOUFF JT SFNPWFE DPVME CF BO
JODSFBTJOH PS EFDSFBTJOH GVODUJPO PG UJNF BMSFBEZ JO P୭୮ୢDF *G GPS JOTUBODF TVSWJWJOH B ୮ୢSTU PS TFDPOE
TIV୭୯୳F JOEJDBUFT UIBU B NJOJTUFS JT SFMBUJWFMZ DPNQFUFOU PS MPZBM UIFO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIJT NJOJTUFS JT
SFNPWFE MJLFMZ EFDSFBTFT XJUI UJNF #Z DPOUSBTU JG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢOET MPOHFS NJOJTUFSJBM UFOVSF
VOJWFSTBMMZ BHBJOTU IJT JOUFSFTUT UIFO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ B NJOJTUFS JT SFNPWFE XJMM JODSFBTF XJUI UJNF
4JODF UIF OBUVSF PG UIJT UJNF EFQFOEFODF JT VODMFBS B TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM NVTU OPU JNQPTF BTTVNQUJPOT
BCPVU JU
4FDPOE UIF FMJUF TIV୭୯୳F ؛ UIF IBMMNBSL PG XIJDI JT JUT BSCJUSBSJOFTT ؛ JT PCTFSWBUJPOBMMZ FRVJWB





















)LJXUH  7KHPL[ RI SRUWIROLR W\SHV LQ WKH GDWDVHW 6DVVRX 1JXHVVRèV DSSRLQWHHV WR WKH FRQVWLWXWLRQDO LQVWLWXWLRQV
DFFRXQW IRU RYHU % RI KLV DSSRLQWHHV KLV PLG OHYHO DQG VHQLRU PLOLWDU\ RIĆFHU FRUSV LV WKH QH[W ODUJHVW DW % *RY
HUQPHQWPLQLVWHUV FRPSULVH RQO\ % RI WKH GDWDVHW
$POTFRVFOUMZ XIBU NJHIU BQQFBS UP CF BSCJUSBSZ TIV୭୯୳JOH NBZ JO GBDU CF FWJEFODF PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
F୭୮ୢDJFOU NPOJUPSJOH BQQBSBUVT BOE EFDJTJWFOFTT JO UIF GBDF PG DIBMMFOHFT *O TIPSU QSPCJOH UIF EFUFS
NJOBOUT PG FMJUF UFOVSF SFRVJSFT TPNF NFBTVSF PG FMJUF QFSGPSNBODF
5P BEESFTT UIF ୮ୢSTU * FNQMPZ B $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSE NPEFM XIJDI FTUJNBUFT UIF QSPCBCJM
JUZ UIBU FMJUF K JT SFNPWFE GSPN UIF DPBMJUJPO JO B HJWFO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ PG IJT
ZFBS U QPSUGPMJP UP UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM "T JO QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST UIJT WBSJBCMF JT USJDIPUPNPVT BOE
XBT DPEFE XJUI UIF BTTJTUBODF PG $POHPMFTF SFTFBSDI BTTJTUBOUT 5P BEESFTT UIF TFDPOE * DPOUSPM GPS

XIFUIFS FMJUF K FOHBHFE JO BOZ BOUJSFHJNF CFIBWJPS EVSJOH UIF ZFBS 5IJT FOBCMFT NF UP EJTUJOHVJTI
CFUXFFO BSCJUSBSZ TIV୭୯୳JOH BOE GPS DBVTF UFSNJOBUJPO *O TP EPJOH * QSPCF GPS FWJEFODF PG B آQVO
JTINFOU SFHJNFأ * BMTP DPOUSPM GPS B SBOHF PG PUIFS FMJUFMFWFM GBDUPST UIBU NJHIU SFOEFS IJN B NPSF
PS MFTT BUUSBDUJWF UBSHFU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIFUIFS IF JT B CJPMPHJDBM SFMBUJWF B NFNCFS PG UIF 1$5
B WFUFSBO PG UIF  DJWJM XBS UIF EJTUBODF PG IJT CJSUI WJMMBHF UP 0ZP BOE B (-$ JOJUJBUF * BMTP DPO
USPM GPS UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT EJ୭GFSFOU UFOVSF QPMJDJFT XJUI IJT HPWFSONFOU
NJOJTUFST BOE TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST 4JODF NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ QVCMJD 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP NBZ BMMPDBUF UIFN TZNCPMJDBMMZ PS FNQMPZ UIFN UP TFDVSF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJ
UJPO QBSUJFT UIF UPQJD PG $IBQUFS  -JLFXJTF TJODF UIF NJMJUBSZ IBT B XFMM EF୮ୢOFE DBSFFS IJFSBSDIZ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBZ HSBOU IJT TFOJPS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST NVDI MPOHFS UFOVSFT UIBO UIFJS DJWJMJBO DPVO
UFSQBSUT
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS DPMVNO  PG 5BCMF  BOE UIFZ TVHHFTU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFOVSF EFDJTJPOT
BSF GBS GSPN BSCJUSBSZ "QQPJOUFFT UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT BSF NVDI MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF
TIV୭୯୳FE UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IF F୭GFDU JT CPUI TVCTUBOUJWFMZ BOE TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU 3FDFJW
JOH B IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUNFOU JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B % SFEVDUJPO JO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH TIV୭୯୳FE
JO BOZ ZFBS U -JLFXJTF DIBMMFOHJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO ZFBS U JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B % JODSFBTF JO
UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH TIV୭୯୳FE 5PHFUIFS UIFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT FMJUF
UFOVSF TUSBUFHJDBMMZ UP SFXBSE MPZBMUZ ؛ QBSUJDVMBSMZ BU UIF IJHIFTU SFBDIFT PG IJT DPBMJUJPO XIFSF JU JT
NPTU DSVDJBM UP UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM ؛ BOE QVOJTI EJTMPZBMUZ
&TUJNBUFT GPS UIF DPOUSPM WBSJBCMFT BSF FRVBMMZ JOTUSVDUJWF (-$ JOJUJBUFT BSF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF
TIV୭୯୳FE JO ZFBS U WFUFSBOT PG IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU BSF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF TIV୭୯୳FE BOE NFNCFST PG
IJT .CPDIJ FUIOJD HSPVQ BSF % MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF TIV୭୯୳FE 5BCMF  BMTP TVHHFTUT UIBU HPWFSONFOU
NJOJTUFST BSF GPVS UJNFT NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF TIV୭୯୳FE JO ZFBS U UIBO PUIFS BQQPJOUFFT 5IJT JOEFFE
TVHHFTUT XIZ TUVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH CFMJFWFE UIBU BVUPDSBUT TIV୭୯୳F BSCJUSBSJMZ 5IF
HPWFSONFOUؠT NPTU QVCMJD QPTJUJPOT BSF PG୴FO JUT NPTU TZNCPMJD BOE BVUPDSBUT MJLFMZ FNQMPZ UIPTF

7DEOH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI (OLWH 6KXIćLQJ
5FSNJOBUJPO 5FSNJOBUJPO
$PY .BUDIJOH
.JE -FWFM "QQPJOUNFOU 
	

































4JHOJ୮ୢDBODF MFWFMT ††  ॎ †  ॎ ∗  ॎ ∗∗  ॎ

BQQPJOUNFOUT UP BQQFBTF SJWBM DPOTUJUVFODJFT
5IFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU B DMFBS MPHJD UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UFOVSF EFDJTJPOT 5IF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIBU
GBWPS FMJUF KؠT JOJUJBM BQQPJOUNFOU BT EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  BMTP GBWPS IJT MPOHFWJUZ 4IV୭୯୳JOH GBS
GSPN CFJOH BSCJUSBSZ DPOTUJUVUFT B QVOJTINFOU 5IF CFTU XBZ UP FBSO UFSNJOBUJPO JT UP QVCMJDMZ
DIBMMFOHF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MFHJUJNBDZ PS QSJWBUFMZ QMBO B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU 5IF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVH
HFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT NPTU MJLFMZ UP SFXBSE MPZBMUZ XJUI UFOVSF BU IJT SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF
QPTJUJPOT UIFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIF TBNF
 5঑঎ $ঊঞজঊক &এএ঎ঌঝ ঘএ )঒ঐ঑ -঎ট঎ক "ঙঙঘ঒গঝখ঎গঝ
"QQPJOUFFT UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT .PEFM  TVHHFTUT FOKPZ MPOHFS UFOVSFT
UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT :FU JU SFNBJOT VODMFBS XIFUIFS UIJT F୭GFDU JT DBVTBM %PFT BQQPJOUNFOU UP
UIF IJHI MFWFM QPTU JUTFMG FOTVSF UIBU BVUPDSBUT BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP SFXBSE MPZBMUZ BOE DPNQFUFODF XJUI
QSFEJDUBCMF UFOVSF BT UIF UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT 0S BSF IJHI MFWFM QPTU BQQPJOUFFT
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT JO XBZT UIBU SFOEFS UIFN MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF UFSNJOBUFE
FBSMZ 1VU TJNQMZ EPFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TJNQMZ USVTU IJT IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT NPSF BOE IFODF QSFGFS
UP SFUBJO UIFJS TFSWJDFT 
$IBQUFST  BOE  NBEF DMFBS UIBU BQQPJOUFFT UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT BSF TZTUFN
BUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢMMT IJT SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJPT
XJUI IJT HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT WFUFSBOT PG IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU(SBOEF -PHF EV
$POHP JOJUJBUFT BOE GBNJMZ NFNCFST *O UIF MFYJDPO PG DBVTBM JOGFSFODF JOTPGBS BT BQQPJOUNFOU UP B
IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJP DPOTUJUVUFT B آUSFBUNFOUأ UIF آUSFBUNFOU NFDIBOJTNأ JT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJN
TFMG BOE IF BTTJHOT UIJT USFBUNFOU JO B UIPSPVHIMZ OPOSBOEPN XBZ $POTFRVFOUMZ XF NVTU FOTVSF
UIBU BOZ PCTFSWFE SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT BOE FYQFDUFE UFOVSF JT OPU HFOFSBUFE CZ
UIF BUUSJCVUFT UIBU FBSOFE PDDVQBOUT BQQPJOUNFOU JO UIF ୮ୢSTU QMBDF
5P JEFOUJGZ UIF DBVTBM F୭GFDU PG IJHI MFWFM QPSUGPMJPT PO FMJUF UFOVSF * FNQMPZ B NBUDIJOH FTUJ

7DEOH  %DODQFH ,PSURYHPHQW IRU0DWFKHG'DWD
.FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM .FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM
"MM %BUB "MM %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB
0ZP %JTUBODF    
$JWJM 8BS 1PTU    
'BNJMZ    
$PODVCJOF    
(-$    
.CPDIJ    
NBUPS XIJDI SFTUSJDUT BUUFOUJPO UP FMJUFT XIP BSF TJNJMBS JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ PG UIFJS
BQQPJOUNFOU UP UIF SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM "T JO $IBQUFST  BOE  UIJT BQQSPBDI FYQMPJUT UIF GBDU UIFSF
BSF NPSF DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT UIBO UIFSF BSF QPTJUJPOT UIFNTFMWFT
1VU TJNQMZ UIFSF JT POF %FGFOTF PS 'JOBODF .JOJTUFS BU B UJNF CVU NBOZ DJWJM XBS WFUFSBOT (-$
JOJUJBUFT BOE JOHSPVQ NFNCFST #Z MJNJUJOH UIF TVCTFRVFOU BOBMZTJT UP BQQPJOUFFT XIP IBE UIF
TBNF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH TFMFDUFE GPS B IJHI MFWFM QPTU UIF USFBUNFOU BTTJHONFOU NFDIBOJTN CF
DPNFT BT DMPTF UP SBOEPN BT QPTTJCMF 5BCMF  QSFTFOUT EFTDSJQUJWF TUBUJTUJDT GPS UIF USFBUNFOU BOE
DPOUSPM HSPVQT "MUIPVHI UIF NBUDIJOH BMHPSJUIN SFEVDFT UIF EBUBTFU UP  EJTUJODU UFOVSF TQFMMT ؛
SFQSFTFOUJOH OFBSMZ  BQQPJOUFFT ؛ JU DSFBUFT USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT UIBU BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ JEFO
UJDBM JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF USFBUNFOU TUBUVT )JHI BOE MPX MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT JO UIJT NBUDIFE EBUBTFU BSF
FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP CF NFNCFST PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ IJT DPODVCJOF UIF(SBOEF -PHF EV $POHP
IJT .CPDIJ DPFUIOJDT BOE IJT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU
8JUI UIJT NBUDIFE EBUBTFU * FNQMPZ B $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSE NPEFM UP FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
UIBU IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT BSF TIV୭୯୳FE JO ZFBS U SFMBUJWF UP UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO
DPMVNO  PG 5BCMF  BOE UIFZ BSF TJNJMBS UP UIPTF GSPN DPMVNO  "QQPJOUNFOU UP UIF SFHJNFؠT
NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT DBॸॶ FMJUFT UP FOKPZ MPOHFS UFOVSFT UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IF F୭GFDU JT
BHBJO TVCTUBOUJWFMZ MBSHF )BWJOH BTDFOEFE UP UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU TFOTJUJWF QPTJUJPOT SFOEFST BO FMJUF

% MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF SFNPWFE GSPN UIF DPBMJUJPO JO ZFBS U *O TIPSU PODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FOUSVTUT B
TFOTJUJWF QPSUGPMJP UP B QPMJUJDBM BQQPJOUFF UIBU BQQPJOUFF JT WJSUVBMMZ BTTVSFE PG SFUBJOJOH UIF QPSU
GPMJP ؛ PS POF TJNJMBS UP JU ؛ BT MPOH BT IF SFNBJOT GBJUIGVM 'PS UIF QPSUGPMJPT NPTU DSVDJBM UP IJT
SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT BO BCJEJOH JOUFSFTU JO MJOLJOH MPZBMUZ XJUI SFXBSE
 5঑঎ &এএ঎ঌঝ ঘএ 5঎গঞছ঎ ঘগ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
4UVEFOUT PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF MPOH NBJOUBJOFE UIBU MFOHUIZ UFOVSF FOBCMFT FMJUFT UP BDDVNVMBUF
୮ୢOBODJBM BOE QPMJUJDBM SFTPVSDFT UIBU SFOEFS UIFN NPSF UISFBUFOJOH UP UIF BVUPDSBU 5IJT DIBQUFS
DIBMMFOHFT UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM XJTEPN *O UIF QSFTFODF PG DSFEJCMF NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT ؛ XIFUIFS
JOTUJUVUJPOBM PS JO UIF GPSN PG QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT ؛ UIF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU BVUP
DSBUT FNQMPZ UFOVSF UP GPTUFS FMJUF MPZBMUZ 5ISFBUT UP UIF BVUPDSBU BSF EFUFDUFE FBSMZ BOE UIFJS BV
UIPST BSF SFNPWFE GSPN UIF DPBMJUJPO 4JODF QSFEJDUBCMF UFOVSF EFDJTJPOT GPTUFS FMJUF DPNQMJBODF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ PG FMJUF DIBMMFOHFT UP UIF BVUPDSBU TIPVME EFDMJOF BT UFOVSF MFOHUIFOT
5IF SFTVMUT JO 5BCMF  IPXFWFS NBZ CF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI BO BMUFSOBUJWF FYQMBOBUJPO )JHI MFWFM
BQQPJOUNFOUT NBZ DBVTF MPOHFS UFOVSF CFDBVTF UIFTF FMJUFT IBWF BDDFTT UP ୮ୢOBODJBM BOE NJMJUBSZ SF
TPVSDFT UIBU BSF NPTU UISFBUFOJOH UP UIF BVUPDSBU $POTFRVFOUMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBZ CF GPSDFE UP
HSBOU IJHI MFWFM BQQPJOUFFT MPOHFS UFOVSFT UP TFDVSF UIFJS DPOUJOVFE MPZBMUZ *G UIJT BMUFSOBUJWF FYQMB
OBUJPO JT USVF MPOHFS UFOVSFE FMJUFT TIPVME CF NPSF DPNGPSUBCMF DIBMMFOHJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIBO
UIFJS TIPSUFS UFOVSFE DPVOUFSQBSUT "T B SFTVMU PG UIFJS BDDVNVMBUFE ୮ୢOBODJBM BOE NJMJUBSZ SFTPVSDFT
UIFZ TIPVME CF NPSF XJMMJOH UP QVCMJDMZ RVFTUJPO IJT QPMJDJFT BOE NPSF PQFO UP UISFBUFOJOH DPVQT
Eԙ©UBU UP TFDVSF UIFJS JOUFSFTUT
*O TIPSU UIF UIFPSZ EFWFMPQFE JO 4FDUJPO  BOE UIJT BMUFSOBUJWF FYQMBOBUJPO HFOFSBUF PQQPTJOH
QSFEJDUJPOT BCPVU UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO UFOVSF EVSBUJPO BOE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF K DIBM
MFOHFT UIF BVUPDSBU 5P BEKVEJDBUF CFUXFFO UIFTF DPNQFUJOH FYQMBOBUJPOT * ୮ୢSTU FTUJNBUF B OPO
QBSBNFUSJD NPEFM UP FYQMPSF UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO UFOVSF EVSBUJPO BOE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ BO FMJUF

DIBMMFOHFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 'JHVSF  $POTJTUFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFM
JO 4FDUJPO  'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT UIBU MPOHFS UFOVSF JT JOEFFE BTTPDJBUFE XJUI MPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP "QQPJOUFFT XIP IBWF FOKPZFE UIF MPOHFTU UFOVSFT BSF BMTP UIF MFBTU MJLFMZ UP DIBMMFOHF IJN
5IF SFMBUJPOTIJQ JT SPVHIMZ MJOFBS





























)LJXUH  7KH QRQSDUDPHWULF UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ WHQXUH GXUDWLRQ DQG OR\DOW\ WR 6DVVRX 1JXHVR &RQĆGHQFH LQWHU
YDOV DUH UHSUHVHQWHG E\ GRWWHG OLQHV
4JODF UIF OPOQBSBNFUSJD NPEFM UIBU QSPEVDFE 'JHVSF  QPPMT BQQPJOUFFT UIJT SFMBUJPOTIJQ
DPVME TJNQMZ CF B DPSPMMBSZ PG UIF آQVOJTINFOU SFHJNFأ JEFOUJ୮ୢFE JO 5BCMF  5IBU JT UFOVSF

7DEOH  7HQXUH DQG $QWL5HJLPH $FWLYLW\
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NBZ CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI MPZBMUZ CFDBVTF UIF JOUSJOTJDBMMZ EJTMPZBM BSF SFNPWFE TIPSUMZ BG୴FS UIFJS BQ
QPJOUNFOUT )FODF * DPOTJEFS DIBOHFT JO FMJUF KؠT CFIBWJPS PWFS UJNF "T FMJUF K BDDVNVMBUFT B MPOHFS
UFOVSF JT IF TUJMM NPSF MJLFMZ BT 'JHVSF  TVHHFTUT UP HSPX NPSF MPZBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP * DPO
TJEFS UIJT XJUI B ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT MPHJU NPEFM XIJDI FTUJNBUFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF K FOHBHFT JO BOUJ
SFHJNF BDUJWJUZ BT B GVODUJPO PG IJT UFOVSF EVSBUJPO * DPOUSPM GPS PUIFS UJNF WBSJBOU GBDUPST UIF TFO
TJUJWJUZ PG IJT QPSUGPMJP UP SFHJNF TVSWJWBM BOE XIFUIFS IF JT B (-$ JOJUJBUF * BMTP JODMVEF B GVMM TFU PG
FMJUF ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT XIJDI BDDPNNPEBUFT BOZ JOUSJOTJD MPZBMUZ PS EJTMPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU FMJUF K DIBMMFOHFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CZ UFOVSF
EVSBUJPO XJUI % DPO୮ୢEFODF JOUFSWBMT HJWFO CZ UIF IPSJ[POUBM MJOFT 'PS BO FMJUF XJUI B UFOVSF TQFMM
PG UXP ZFBST UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG DIBMMFOHJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT SPVHIMZ .% BMSFBEZ RVJUF MPX #Z
ZFBS  IPXFWFS UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ FMJUF K DIBMMFOHFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT GBMMFO UP CVU % *O TIPSU BT
FMJUF KؠT UJNF JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSOJOH DPBMJUJPO HSPXT SBUIFS UIBO VTJOH XIBUFWFS ୮ୢOBODJBM PS





































0.25 ● Model 1: Tenure and Anti−Regime Activity
● Model 2: Termination and Anti−Regime Activity
)LJXUH  3UHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV WKDW HOLWH K FKDOOHQJHV 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH UHVXOWV LQ 7DEOHV 
DQG 
 5঑঎ &এএ঎ঌঝ ঘএ 5঎ছখ঒গঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘগ &ক঒ঝ঎ #঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ
5IF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT POF ୮ୢOBM PCTFSWBCMF JNQMJDBUJPO *G UIF QSPTQFDU PG SFBQQPJOU
NFOU HFOFSBUFT FMJUF MPZBMUZ ؛ BOE OPU GPS JOTUBODF KVTU UIF UISFBU PG QVOJTINFOU ؛ UIFO FMJUFT
TIPVME CFIBWF EJ୭GFSFOUMZ BG୴FS IBWJOH CFFO SFNPWFE GSPN UIF DPBMJUJPO SFHBSEMFTT PG XIFUIFS UIF
UFSNJOBUJPO XBT NFSJUFE 5P DPOTJEFS UIJT QPTTJCJMJUZ * SFFTUJNBUF UIF ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT NPEFM GSPN 5B

7DEOH  7HQXUH DQG $QWL5HJLPH $FWLYLW\
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CMF  POMZ OPX UIF FYQMBOBUPSZ WBSJBCMF PG JOUFSFTU JT TJNQMZ XIFUIFS FMJUF K JT JO UIF NJETU PG IJT
UFOVSF TQFMM PS IBT BMSFBEZ CFFO UFSNJOBUFE
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  "T 5BCMF  BOE UIF QSFDFEJOH
DIBQUFST TVHHFTUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQQPJOUFFT BSF FYUSFNFMZ VOMJLFMZ UP FOHBHF JO DPOTQJSBDJFT PS
QVCMJDMZ EJTQBSBHF IJT EFNPDSBUJD DSFEFOUJBMT UIFTF DIBMMFOHFT PDDVS XJUI B QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SPVHIMZ
% "G୴FS FMJUF K IBT CFFO UFSNJOBUFE IPXFWFS UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ IF DIBMMFOHFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SJTFT
UP OFBSMZ % *O TIPSU UIF QSPTQFDU PG SFBQQPJOUNFOU JOEVDFT FMJUF MPZBMUZ 0ODF UFSNJOBUFE FMJUFT
IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT UP TVQQPSU UIF SFHJNF
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET FNQMPZT DPBMJUJPO UFOVSF TUSBUFHJDBMMZ 3BUIFS UIBO TIV୭୯୳JOH
FMJUFT BSCJUSBSJMZ IF BTTJEVPVTMZ DVMUJWBUFT B SFQVUBUJPO GPS SFXBSEJOH MPZBMUZ XJUI UFOVSF BOE QVOJTI
JOH NBMGFBTBODF XJUI UFSNJOBUJPO 5IF NPOJUPSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT EFUBJMFE JO $IBQUFST  BOE  NBLF
UIJT QPTTJCMF $PO୮ୢEFOU NBMGFBTBODF XJMM CF EFUFDUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPSHPFT QSFFNQUJWF TIV୭୯୳FT
BT B TVCTUJUVUF GPS NPOJUPSJOH $PO୮ୢEFOU UIFJS F୭GPSUT XJMM CF SFXBSEFE IJT BQQPJOUFFT JOWFTU NPSF
JO UIF SFHJNF BOE TBDSJ୮ୢDF NPSF PO IJT CFIBMG 4JODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT B QBSUJDVMBSMZ TUSPOH JO

UFSFTU JO FOTVSJOH UIBU PDDVQBOUT PG IJT NPTU QPSUGPMJPT SFNBJO MPZBM IF HSBOUT UIFN QBSUJDVMBSMZ
MPOH UFOVSFT BOE UIFZ SFTQPOE CZ HSPXJOH FWFO NPSF DPNQMJBOU PWFS UJNF BT 5BCMF  TVHHFTUT
8JUIPVU UIF QSPTQFDU PG SFBQQPJOUNFOU EJTNJTTFE FMJUFT IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT UP SFNBJO MPZBM .PSF
CSPBEMZ BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ UFOVSF QPMJDJFT UIBU SFOEFS UIFN TUSPOHFS TUJMM
"GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU UIF PME DIBMMFOHFT PG FMJUF NBOBHFNFOU XJUI OFX DPOTUSBJOUT 8JUI
PVU BDDFTT UP TJOHMF QBSUJFT BOE SFDPVSTF UP PWFSXIFMNJOH WJPMFODF UIF QSFDFEJOH DIBQUFST DPODMVEF
"GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT TFDVSF DPNQMJBODF XJUI TPDJBM UPPMT 5IFJS BCJMJUZ UP EP TP DPOEJUJPOT UIFJS SF
TQPOTFT UP UIF OFX DIBMMFOHFT PG UIF NPEFSO FSB $IBQUFST  BOE  EFNPOTUSBUF IPX

1BSU ***
1PQVMBS 4VQQSFTTJPO 8JUIPVU 7JPMFODF

7
&MFDUPSBM "MMJBODFT 'SBVE BOE 'PDBM
.PNFOUT 
"CPWF BMM FMTF SFNFNCFS GPS NF OFWFS UP EFMBZ QSPWJEJOH QSPWJTJPOT VOUJM OFFE DPN
QFMT ZPV CVU XIFO ZPV BSF FTQFDJBMMZ XFMM P୭G UIFO DPOUSJWF CFGPSF ZPV BSF BU B MPTT
GPS ZPV XJMM HFU NPSF GSPN XIPNFWFS ZPV BTL JG ZPV EP OPU TFFN UP CF JO EJ୭୮ୢDVMUZ
BOE NPSFPWFS ZPV XJMM CF CMBNFMFTT JO UIF FZFT PG ZPVS TPMEJFST *O UIJT XBZ ZPV XJMM

HFU NPSF SFTQFDU BMTP GSPN PUIFST ت #F BTTVSFE UIBU ZPV XJMM CF BCMF UP TQFBL NPSF
QFSTVBTJWF XPSET BU KVTU UIF NPNFOU XIFO ZPV BSF FTQFDJBMMZ BCMF UP TIPX UIBU ZPV BSF
DPNQFUFOU UP EP CPUI HPPE BOE IBSN
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
0O +VOF   TJY ZBDIUT EFQBSUFE .BSTFJMMFT 'SBODF GPS 1PJOUF/PJSF "U B DPTU PG NPSF UIBOe 
NJMMJPO UIF SFHBUUB XBT ୮ୢOBODFE BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ CZ UIF $POHPMFTF HPWFSONFOU 5IF 'SFODI XJOOFST
SFDFJWFE B $,  QSJ[F QSFTFOUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG <> 3FQVMTFE CZ UIF B୭GBJS NPTU
1POU©O©HSJOT XFSF EFMJHIUFE XIFO UIF ZBDIU UIBU CPSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  DBNQBJHO TMPHBO -B
/PVWFMMF &TQFSBODF ୮ୢOJTIFE MBTU
5IF SFHBUUB VTIFSFE JO B CBOOFS ZFBS GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP %VSJOH UIF ୮ୢSTU XFFL PG +BOVBSZ 
IF XBT FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU PG UIF "GSJDBO 6OJPO BO BDDPNQMJTINFOU UIBU CVUUSFTTFE IJT DMBJNT UP
SFHJPOBM MFBEFSTIJQ "T 'JHVSF  NBEF DMFBS IF TQFOU NPSF UJNF PO GPSFJHO TPJM UIBO FWFS *O BE
EJUJPO UP NFEJBUJOH DPO୯୳JDUT JO $PUF Eؠ*WPJSF BOE %BSGVS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFQSFTFOUFE "GSJDB BU B
WBSJFUZ PG JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPOGFSFODFT TQFBLJOH XJEFMZ PO "*%4 BOE TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU )F
XBT FWFO USFBUFE UP BO 0WBM 0୭୮ୢDF NFFUJOH XJUI 1SFTJEFOU (FPSHF 8 #VTI PO +VOF  :FT UIF PO
HPJOH آWVMUVSF GVOEأ MBXTVJUT DPNQMJDBUFE UIJOHT "  SVMJOH JO -POEPO DPVSUT CPUI B୭୮ୢSNFE
QSJWBUF DSFEJUPSTؠ SJHIU UP TFJ[F $POHPMFTF PJM BU XJMM BOE FYQPTFE UIF TZTUFN PG TIFMM DPNQBOJFT UIBU
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZFE UP DJSDVNWFOU UIF DSFEJUPST <> " OFX MBXTVJU BHBJOTU $POHP (MFODPSF
BOE #/1 1BSJCBT UISFBUFOFE UIF QSF୮ୢOBODJOH BSSBOHFNFOU CZ BMMPXJOH QSJWBUF DSFEJUPST UP TFJ[F PJM
DBSHPFT VTFE BT TFDVSJUZ <>
#VU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT JO UIF QSPDFTT PG EJTQFOTJOH XJUI UIFTF DIBMMFOHFT *O BEEJUJPO UP TJNQMZ
SFOBNJOH UIF TIFMM DPNQBOJFT UIBU PCTDVSFE UIF PSJHJOT PG $POHPؠT PJM <> IF FOMJTUFE B UFBN PG
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDL &SJD .BNQPVZB  %FDFNCFS 

8BTIJOHUPO MPCCZJTUT UP VOEFSNJOF UIF آWVMUVSF GVOETأ BOE QFSTVBEF UIF *.' BOE 8PSME #BOL PG
IJT DPNNJUNFOU UP آHPPE HPWFSOBODFأ -FBE CZ 1MBUP $BDIFSJT ؛ XIP FBSMJFS SFQSFTFOUFE "MESJDI
"NFT 3PCFSU )BOTTFO BOE "OB .POUFT BMM GFEFSBM BHFOUT UVSOFE 4PWJFU PS $VCBO TQJFT BT XFMM
BT .POJDB -FXJOTLZ ؛ UIF DBNQBJHO DPTU NPSF UIBO $ NJMMJPO 5IF MPCCZJOH F୭GPSUT GPDVTFE PO
3FQSFTFOUBUJWFT 8JMMJBN +F୭GFSTPO BOE .BYJOF 8BUFST OFJUIFS PG XIPTF SFQVUBUJPOT JT TUFSMJOH *O
/PWFNCFS  +F୭GFSTPO SFDFJWFE B  ZFBS QSJTPO TFOUFODF GPS QVCMJD DPSSVQUJPO XIJMF 8BUFSTؠ FG
GPSUT UP TFDVSF B $ NJMMJPO GFEFSBM CBJMPVU GPS B CBOL JO XIJDI IFS IVTCBOE IFME B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU ୮ୢOBO
DJBM JOUFSFTU MBOEFE IFS PO B MJTU PG آNPTU DPSSVQU NFNCFST PG $POHSFTTأ JO    BOE
 < > 8BUFSTؠ TUB୭G NFU XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPCCZJTUT NPSF UIBO  UJNFT JO  BOE
VMUJNBUFMZ TQPOTPSFE )3  ؛ EVCCFE UIF آ4UPQ 7VMUVSF 'VOET "DUأ ؛ XIJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
MPCCZJTUT FWFO ESBG୴FE <  > %FTQJUF FWJEFODF PG NBTTJWF DPSSVQUJPO ؛ NVDI DPNQJMFE BOE
SFMFBTFE CZ +BZ /FXNBO ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QFSTVBEFE UIF 8PSME #BOL BOE *.' PG IJT DPNNJUNFOU
UP آHPPE HPWFSOBODFأ BOE آQSPQPPS FDPOPNJD QPMJDJFTأ "DDPSEJOHMZ PO .BSDI   UIFZ BQ
QSPWFE $POHPؠT QFUJUJPO GPS EFCU SFMJFG CFMJFWJOH UIBU UIF NPOFZ PODF FBSNBSLFE GPS EFCU TFSWJDF
XPVME CF SFBMMPDBUFE UP UIF $POHPMFTF QPPS )F DFMFCSBUFE BMM UIJT JO "VHVTU XJUI B UISFF XFFL
WBDBUJPO BU IJT .BSCFMMB 4QBJO DPNQPVOE PWFSMPPLJOH UIF .FEJUFSSBOFBO
'PS UIF ୮ୢSTU UJNF TJODF  IPXFWFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOGSPOUFE UIF QSPTQFDU PG FMFDUJPOT GPS
UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  UIF 4FOBUF JO  BOE UIF QSFTJEFODZ JO  5IFTF QFSJPET BSF
GSBVHIU XJUI UFOTJPO GPS NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT "T $IBQUFS  NBEF DMFBS UIF FMFDUPSBM JOTUJUVUJPOT JO
TJTUFE VQPO CZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM EPOPST SFQSFTFOU VOXFMDPNF DPOTUSBJOUT PO BO BVUPDSBUؠT FYFSDJTF PG
QPXFS .PTU PCWJPVTMZ FMFDUJPOT DBO CF MPTU JG GSBVE JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ DPTUMZ BOE JODVNCFOUT BSF FYDFT
TJWFMZ DPO୮ୢEFOU #VU FWFO XIFO BVUPDSBUT FOKPZ FBTZ SFDPVSTF UP GSBVE FMFDUJPOT DPOTUJUVUF آGPDBM
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  +VOF 
5IF VMUJNBUF CBJMPVU XBT $ NJMMJPO
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 0TDBS .FMIBEP  %FDFNCFS 
4FF *.' 1SFTT 3FMFBTF /P  EBUFE  .BSDI 

NPNFOUTأ PG QPQVMBS FOHBHFNFOU JO UIF QPMJUJDBM QSPDFTT BOE JODSFBTJOHMZ PVUSBHF 0O NPTU EBZT
GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT BSF DPOTVNFE XJUI RVPUJEJBO NBUUFST PG GPPE BOE TIFMUFS %VSJOH UIF TBॷPOT
QPMJUJRVॶ UIFJS IFJHIUFOFE BUUFOUJPO UP QPMJUJDT ZJFMET B UJOEFSCPY UIBU SFRVJSFT MJUUMF NPSF UIBO B
DIBSJTNBUJD MFBEFS UP JHOJUF &MFDUJPOT JO TIPSU GBDJMJUBUF QPQVMBS DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO 4JODF UIF FOE PG
UIF $PME 8BS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT IBWF CFFO %NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS EVSJOH MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPO
ZFBST BOE OFBSMZ %NPSF MJLFMZ UP GBMM EVSJOH FYFDVUJWF FMFDUJPO ZFBST 5IF SBUFT BSF TJNJMBS FMTF
XIFSF *OEFFE UIFTF TPSUT PG PQQPTJUJPO NPWFNFOUT #VODF BOE 8PMDIJL <> SFNJOE VT XFSF LFZ
UP EFNPDSBUJ[JOH FMFDUJPOT JO &BTUFSO &VSPQF BOE UIF #BMLBOT 5IF DIBOHJOH FYUFSOBM FOWJSPONFOU
؛ DPNCJOFE XJUI $POHPؠT SFMJBODF PO GPSFJHO DSFEJUPST ؛ POMZ DPNQMJDBUFE NBUUFST 8IFSFBT PODF
BVUPDSBUT DPVME TVQQSFTT QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT UIBU BDDPNQBOJFE GSBVEVMFOU FMFDUJPOT UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM
DPNNVOJUZؠT JOTJTUFODF PO IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT SFOEFST MBSHF TDBMF SFQSFTTJPO QPUFOUJBMMZ WFSZ DPTUMZ
"MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE DPOTPMJEBUFE IJT QPTJUJPO BNPOH UIF FMJUF IJT DPNQBUSJPUT XFSF BT
GSVTUSBUFE BT FWFS %FTQJUF UIF SFHJNFؠT DPOUSPM PWFS QSJOU BOE UFMFWJTJPO KPVSOBMJTN NBOZ $POHPMFTF
DJUJ[FOT IBE DBVHIU XJOE PG UIF CJFOT NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS *OEFFE JU XBT TP XJEFMZ LOPXO UIBU -B 4F
NBJOF "GSJDBJOF QVCMJTIFE UIF GPMMPXJOH FYDIBOHF CFUXFFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE B 'SFODI SFQPSUFS
PO +VMZ  
4BTTPV /HVFTTP *G UIJT B୭GBJS EJEOؠU SFFL PG ؛ MFUؠT TBZ ؛ DPMPOJBMJTN OFPDPMPOJBMJTN
SBDJTN BOE HSBUVJUPVT QSPWPDBUJPO XF XPVME IBWF MFU JU EJF PG JUT PXO QPJTPO
3FQPSUFS 5IF QFPQMF XIP ୮ୢMFE UIF MBXTVJU IPQF UP SFDPWFS UIF GVOET XJUI XIJDI
UIFTF SFBM FTUBUF IPMEJOHT XFSF QVSDIBTFE BOE UIFO SFUSPDFEF UIFN UP UIF $POHPMFTF
QFPQMF %P ZPV SFBMMZ DBMM UIBU SBDJTN 
4BTTPV /HVFTTP *UؠT SBUIFS TIBNFGVM BOE TBE UP FWFO EJTDVTT UIJT B୭GBJS :PV LOPX BMM
XPSME MFBEFST ؛ XIFUIFS GSPN UIF 1FSTJBO (VMG &VSPQF PS "GSJDB ؛ PXO DBTUMFT PS

QBMBDFT JO 'SBODF
5IFTF OFXTQBQFSؠT KPVSOBMJTUT TUVEJPVTMZ BCTUBJO GSPN DSJUJDJ[JOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJSFDUMZ "G୴FS
QSJOUJOH UIF JOUFSWJFXؠT USBOTDSJQU -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF SFQPSUFE UIBU 4FOFHBMؠT QSFTT FYDPSJBUFE
4BTTPV /HVFTTP
5IF $POHPMFTF PQQPTJUJPO XBT MFTT SFTUSBJOFE "MUIPVHI JU GVMMZ FYQFDUFE UIF FMFDUJPOT UP CF
SJHHFE JU QBSUJDJQBUFE OPOFUIFMFTT GPS JU IBE OP SFBM BMUFSOBUJWF *G OPUIJOH FMTF HJWJOH WPJDF UP
QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO XPVME QPTJUJPO UIFN GPS B QPTU4BTTPV /HVFTTP $POHP (FOFSBM &NNBOVFM
/HPV©MPOE©M© IFBE PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFMMJHFODF TFSWJDFT JO UIF T BOE GBUIFS UP )VHVFT
#SB[[BWJMMFؠT NBZPS BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TPOJOMBX DBMMFE PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP SFTJHO *U XBT
/HPV©MPOE©M© TBJE UIF POMZ XBZ آUP TBWF $POHP GSPN TJOLJOHأ /HPV©MPOE©M© MBUFS DBMMFE GPS B
CPZDPUU PG UIF آFMFDUPSBM NBTRVFSBEFأ BT B NFBOT UP آTBODUJPO UIF QPXFS PG #SB[[BWJMMFأ 0UIFS PQ
QPTJUJPO MFBEFST KPJOFE DBMMT GPS B CPZDPUU EFDSZJOH UIF SFHJNFؠT آ.BDIJBWFMMJBO TDIFNFTأ BOE آFMFD
UPSBM DPVQ Eԙ©UBUأ 0UIFST BUUBDLFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NPSF BDFSCJDBMMZ UIBO FWFS CFGPSF آ5IF QPXFS
PG #SB[[BWJMMFأ /JNZ .BEJOHPV B 61"%4 WJDF QSFTJEFOU EFDMBSFE آSFTPMVUFMZ QJMMBHFT UIF OBUJPOBM
SFTPVSDFTأ آ%FNPDSBU XIJMF JO UIF PQQPTJUJPOأ BOPUIFS EFDMBSFE آCVU EJDUBUPS PODF JO QPXFSأ
0OF PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFS FWFO PCMJRVFMZ SFGFSFODFE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH آ-FU VT DFBTF
CFJOH BGSBJEأ IF EFDMBSFE CFGPSF B DSPXE PG IVOESFET PG TVQQPSUFST
)PXFWFS TUSPOH IJT QPTJUJPO BT IF WBDBUJPOFE JO .BSCFMMB ؛ IPXFWFS DPNQMJBOU XFSF IJT FMJUF ؛
4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOGSPOUFE UIF QSPTQFDU PG OBUJPOBM FMFDUJPOT JO   BOE  )F EJE TP
BU B UJNF XIFO $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT IBE OP TIPSUBHF PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSPVOE XIPN UP NPCJMJ[F
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  4FQUFNCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 

-JLF PUIFS NPEFSO BVUPDSBUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE UP ୮ୢHVSF PVU IPX UP TVSWJWF IPX UP PSHBOJ[F UIF
FMFDUJPOT SFRVJSFE CZ DSFEJUPST XIJMF FOTVSJOH IF TVDDVNCFE UP OFJUIFS WPUJOH OPS QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH
5IJT DIBQUFS FYQMBJOT IPX IF EJE TP *UT DFOUSBM BSHVNFOU JT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT FMFD
UPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ )F GPSNT UIFN UP OFJUIFS HVBSBOUFF FMFDUPSBM
WJDUPSZ OPS EJTUSJCVUF QBUSPOBHF BT TDIPMBST IBWF PCTFSWFE FMTFXIFSF 8JUI SFDPVSTF UP GSBVE WJS
UVBMMZ DPTUMFTT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO HVBSBOUFF FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ GPS IJNTFMG 3BUIFS IF DSBG୴T FMFDUPSBM
BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT UP QSFWFOU QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO GSPN DPBMFTDJOH JOUP PQFO SFWPMU
4FDUJPO  EPDVNFOUT UIJT 6TJOH B SBOHF PG DBTF TUVEZ BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF JU TVHHFTUT UIBU
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUT MFBEFST PG UIF MBSHFTU FUIOJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPVT QBSUJFT GPS FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT
4JODF UIFZ PDDVQZ DFOUSBM QPTJUJPOT JO CSPBE TPDJBM OFUXPSLT UIFZ BSF BNPOH UIF GFX JOEJWJEVBMT
XIP DBO DPPSEJOBUF NBTT QSPUFTUT 4JODF UIFZ TUBOE UP CFOF୮ୢU NPTU JG UIF QSPUFTUT TVDDFFE UIFZ
BSF NPSF XJMMJOH UP BDDFQU UIF SJTLT PG MFBEFSTIJQ *O BDDFQUJOH FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT POFUJNF PQQPTJ
UJPO MFBEFST GPSHP QSJODJQMFE DSJUJDJTN JO FYDIBOHF GPS TFWFSBM ZFBST PG NJOJTUFSJBM QFSRVJTJUFT 5IFZ
CFDPNF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF DPSSVQU SFHJNF UIFZ PODF JNQVHOFE
4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT UIF TUSBUFHZ XJUI UIF BJE PG B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM *U QPJOUT UP UISFF DPOEJ
UJPOT UIBU SFOEFS UIF TUSBUFHZ GFBTJCMF 'JSTU XIFO FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JT DPTUMFTT BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF DPTUMZ
BMMJBODFT POMZ XIFO TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ EBNBHJOH UP UIF PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFSؠT QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ 4FDPOE TJODF
HBJOT GSPN DPSSVQUJPO BDDSVF PWFS UJNF ؛ HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUSJFT DBO POMZ CF QMVOEFSFE ZFBS CZ ZFBS
؛ CVU PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST MPTF QPQVMBS MFHJUJNBDZ JNNFEJBUFMZ BG୴FS FOEPSTFNFOUT UIF BVUPDSBU NVTU
DSFEJCMZ DPNNJU UP IPOPS UIF BMMJBODF XFMM JOUP UIF GVUVSF 'JOBMMZ UIF CFMJFGT PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
BSF DSVDJBM 0QQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP USBEF UIFJS GVUVSF QPMJUJDBM QSPTQFDUT XIFO UIFZ CF
3FHBSEJOH UIF MBUUFS (BOEIJ BOE 1S[FXPSTLJ <> BOE (BOEIJ <> TVHHFTU UIBU BVUPDSBUT GPSN PQQPTJ
UJPO BMMJBODFT UP EJTUSJCVUF QBUSPOBHF UP QPUFOUJBM SFHJNF PQQPOFOUT UIVT GPSFTUBMMJOH DSJUJDJTN .BOZ TDIPMBST
؛ JODMVEJOH #BSDMBZ <> .BHBMPOJ <> 4DIFEMFS <> -VTU0LBS <> #SBUUPO <> "MCBVHI <> 8SJHIU
<> %FCT <> (BOEIJ BOE -VTU0LBS <> BOE 8BOUDIFLPO <> ؛ IBWF TVHHFTUFE UIBU BVUPDSBUT TFDVSF
FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ CZ LFFQJOH UIF PQQPTJUJPO EJWJEFE
'PS NPSF PO UIF EZOBNJDT PG DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPOT TFF 0MTPO <> 5VMMPDL <> BOE )BSEJO <>

MJFWF UIF BVUPDSBU JT MFBTU WVMOFSBCMF UP DPVQT Eԙ©UBU GSPN XJUIJO IJT JOOFS DJSDMF 4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT
RVBMJUBUJWF BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF PG BMM UISFF
 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছঐ঎঍ ঊগ঍ 'ঘছ঎ঐঘগ঎
 &ড঒ক঎ ঊগ঍ 3঎ঝঞছগ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFHBO QSFQBSJOH GPS UIF VQDPNJOH FMFDUPSBM TFBTPO BT FBSMZ BT  )F EJE TP XJUI
IJT UISFF QSJNBSZ SJWBMT ؛ 1BTDBM -JTTPVCB +BDRVFT +PBDIJN :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE #FSOBSE ,PM©MBT ؛
TUJMM JO FYJMF IBWJOH CFFO FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF %JBMPHVF /BUJPOBMF 4BOT &YDMॸJWF BOE UIF BNOFTUZ
UIBU QSFDFEFE JU *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE QSFWBJMFE VQPO $IJSBD UP QSPIJCJU UIF UISFF GSPN
'SBODF UIF CFUUFS UP QSFWFOU UIFN GSPN ୮ୢOEJOH B QBUSPO UP TVQQPSU UIFJS SFUVSO UP QPXFS /POF
PG UIFN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SJHIUMZ DMBJNFE IBE SFOPVODFE WJPMFODF
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT NPTU TVTDFQUJCMF UP 'SFODI QSFTTVSF BOE TP IJT UISFF PQQPOFOUT SFWFSTFE
DPVSTF JO "QSJM  5IFZ NFU BU UIF )PUFM 4JMNBOE© JO 0VBHBEPVHPV #VSLJOB 'BTP 5IFJS ୮ୢSTU
TJODF UIF  XBS UIF NFFUJOH XBT TQPOTPSFE CZ 1SFTJEFOU #MBJTF $BNQBPS© BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
PMEFTU OFNFTFT 5IF UISFF DSBG୴FE B KPJOU TUSBUFHZ #Z SFOPVODJOH WJPMFODF BOE BDDFQUJOH 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT MFHJUJNBDZ UIFZ XPVME SFNPWF BOZ KVTUJ୮ୢDBUJPO GPS CFJOH EFOJFE FOUSZ UP 'SBODF 0ODF JO
1BSJT UIFZ XPVME USBWFM UIF TBNF DJSDVJU BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO  XIFO IF QMPUUFE UP SFUBLF #SB[
[BWJMMF CZ GPSDF UIF &MZT©F 1BMBDF NJMJUBSZ DPNNBOE BOE GSFFNBTPOT BNPOH PUIFST "U XPSTU UIF
FYJMFT ୮ୢHVSFE UIFZ XPVME OFHPUJBUF UIFJS SFUVSO UP $POHP BT B VOJU BOE DPOTUJUVUF B KPJOU PQQPTJUJPO
JO UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT "U CFTU UIFZ UPP XPVME SFUBLF #SB[[BWJMMF CZ GPSDF
5IF ୮ୢSTU $POHPMFTF HSBEVBUF PG 'SBODFؠT 4BJOU$ZS NJMJUBSZ BDBEFNZ :IPNCJ0QBOHP UPPL VQ
SFTJEFODF PVUTJEF 1BSJT JO +VOF  "G୴FS B ZFBS PG MPCCZJOH 'SFODI QPMJUJDBM BOE NJMJUBSZ MFBEFST
IF GPSDFE B NFFUJOH XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO 4FQUFNCFS  BU UIF )´UFM $BTUJHMJPOF TUFQT GSPN
UIF &MZT©F 1BMBDF #PUI NFO XFSF FTDPSUFE CZ BO FOUPVSBHF :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT TVQQPSUFST QSPUFTUFE

4BTTPV /HVFTTP PVUTJEF XIJMF PMEFS CSPUIFS .BVSJDF BOE )FOSJ -PQ¨T $POHPؠT MPOHUJNF BNCBT
TBEPS UP 'SBODF BDDPNQBOJFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JOUP UIF IPUFM 5IF UXP NFO IPXFWFS NFU BMPOF
'PS BMM JUT QSPNJTF UIJT NFFUJOH NBSLFE UIF FOE PG PQQPTJUJPO VOJUZ
)JT SJWBMT IBWJOH SFOPVODFE WJPMFODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT RVJDLMZ MPTJOH IJT KVTUJ୮ୢDBUJPO ؛ BU
MFBTU JO UIF FZFT PG UIF 'SFODI ؛ GPS OPU QFSNJUUJOH UIFJS SFUVSO UP $POHP QSJPS UP UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF
FMFDUJPOT 0G DPVSTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDPHOJ[FE EPJOH TP FOUBJMFE SJTL 'PS BMUIPVHI UIFZ IBE SF
OPVODFE WJPMFODF UP UIF 'SFODI UIFJS DPNNJUNFOU XBT OPU GVMMZ DSFEJCMF 8IFO BEESFTTJOH UISPOHT
PG BOHSZ TVQQPSUFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP LOFX IJT SJWBMT NJHIU TVDDVNC UP UIF UFNQUBUJPO UP VSHF WJ
PMFODF XIJDI DPVME RVJDLMZ TQJO PVU PG DPOUSPM 5IF MBTU EFDJTJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBOUFE UP DPO
GSPOU XBT XIFUIFS UP DPNNBOE IJT NJMJUBSZ UP PQFO ୮ୢSF PO UIPVTBOET PG VOBSNFE QSPUFTUFST JO
EPXOUPXO #SB[[BWJMMF
#Z  4BTTPV /HVFTTP LOFX IF XPVME IBWF UP GPSN FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI IJT POFUJNF SJWBMT
0UIFS EPNFTUJD PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST UISFBUFOFE BT XFMM "OES© .JMPOHP SFNBJOFE UIF VOEJTQVUFE
MFBEFS PG TPVUIFSO 1PPM BNPOH UIF GFX QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST VOUBJOUFE CZ DPSSVQUJPO .BUIJBT %[PO
TFSWFE JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT "WFOVF .POUBJHOF FNCBTTZ JO UIF T BOE .JOJTUFS PG 'JOBODF VOUJM
 BOE IF SFUBJOFE B TJ[BCMF GPMMPXJOH JO (BNCPNB .PSF JNQPSUBOUMZ IF IBE BNBTTFE B TNBMM
GPSUVOF FBTJMZ TV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP BUUSBDU EJTB୭GFDUFE VSCBO ZPVUI "OE EFTQJUF IJT BHF 1PJOUF/PJSF BOE
UIF TVSSPVOEJOH ,PVJMPV SFHJPO TUJMM QSPGFTTFE MPZBMUZ UP +FBO 1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB
5IF NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT UIBU XPVME CF SFRVJSFE UP TFDVSF UIFTF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT BSF TDBSDF
IPXFWFS 5IFSF BSF CVU  PS TP BOE SPVHIMZ  BSF GBS UPP TFOTJUJWF UP DPO୮ୢEF UP B OFPQIZUF PS
TPNFPOF XJUI RVFTUJPOBCMF MPZBMUJFT 5IBU MFG୴  GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP BMMPDBUF BOE IF IBE BMTP UP
SFXBSE IJT MPOHUJNF MPZBMJTUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VMUJNBUFMZ UBSHFUFE ,PM©MBT BOE :IPNCJ0QBOHP BOE
XJUI BT NVDI GBOGBSF BT QPTTJCMF
5IF QSFDFEJOH BDDPVOU JT QJFDFE UPHFUIFS GSPN JOUFSWJFXT XJUI TFOJPS BEWJTPST UP :IPNCJ0QBOHP
-JTTPVCB BOE ,PM©MBT BMM PG XIJDI PDDVSSFE CFUXFFO 0DUPCFS  BOE .BZ 
5IF BDUVBM OVNCFS PG HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST ୯୳VDUVBUFT CFUXFFO  BOE 

 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছঐ঎঍  ,ঘক঎ଗ কঊজ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ .$%%*
,PM©MBTؠ XJGF EJFE VOFYQFDUFEMZ JO 4FQUFNCFS  BOE CZ BMM BDDPVOUT IF XBT DSVTIFE )F BMTP GFMU
UIF XFJHIU PG USBEJUJPO آ*U JT NPSF JNQPSUBOUأ UIF $POHPMFTF QSPWFSC HPFT آUP BUUFOE B GVOFSBM
UIBO B XFEEJOHأ BOE TP ,PM©MBTؠ QFSTPOBM JNQFSBUJWF XBT UP CVSZ IJT XJGF PO $POHPMFTF TPJM &YJMFE
GPS FJHIU ZFBST IF SFNBJOFE UIF VOEJTQVUFE MFBEFS PG $POHPؠT QPQVMPVT -BSJ FUIOJD HSPVQ %VSJOH
UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT ؛ XJEFMZ SFHBSEFE BT UIF POMZ GSFF BOE GBJS MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT JO $PO
HPMFTF IJTUPSZ ؛ IJT .$%%* WJSUVBMMZ TXFQU UIF 1PPM SFHJPO XJOOJOH  PG  TFBUT BOE BMM TJY TFBUT
JO #SB[[BWJMMFؠT #BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© OFJHICPSIPPET "MUIPVHI UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT SF
NBJOFE UXP ZFBST BXBZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NPWFE RVJDLMZ UP FYQMPJU UIF FMEFS TUBUFTNBOؠT XFBLOFTT
)JT BDDFTT QPJOU (VZ #SJDF 1BSGBJU ,PM©MBTؠ FMEFTU TPO BOE )FMMPU .BUTPO .BNQPVZB IJT ZPVOH
TQPLFTNBO XIP XFSF CPUI FBHFS UP SFDPODJMF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO FYDIBOHF GPS QPMJUJDBM DBSFFST
PG UIFJS PXO "G୴FS NPSF UIBO FJHIU ZFBST PG FYJMF ,PM©MBT SFUVSOFE UP $POHP GPS IJT XJGFؠT CVSJBM JO
0DUPCFS  #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO RVBSUFST XFSF TP FYDJUFE ؛ BOE ,PM©MBT IJNTFMG TVDI B TZNCPM PG
-BSJ TUSVHHMF ؛ UIBU .$%%* TVQQPSUFST DMBTIFE XJUI QPMJDF PO 0DUPCFS  B EBZ CFGPSF IJT BSSJWBM
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UJHIUMZ DIPSFPHSBQIFE ,PM©MBTؠ SFUVSO )JT ୯୳JHIU GSPN 1BSJT PO 0DUPCFS  XBT
GPSDFE UP MBOE MBUF BU OJHIU 5IFSF XPVME CF OP SFQPSUFST OP UISPOHT PG TVQQPSUFST OP TQFFDIFT
BOE OP MBTUJOH JNBHFT PG B HSFBU IPNFDPNJOH ,PM©MBT SFUVSOFE QFSNBOFOUMZ PO %FDFNCFS  
BG୴FS UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ GPSNBMMZ HSBOUFE IJN BNOFTUZ آGPS UIF TBLF PG OBUJPOBM SFDPODJMJBUJPO
BOE QFBDFأ <> )F ୯୳FX EJSFDUMZ UP 0ZP XIFSF PO %FDFNCFS  IF QMBDFE B CPVRVFU PG ୯୳PXFST
PO UIF UPNC PG 7BMFOUJO "NCFOEFU /HVFTTP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FMEFTU CSPUIFS XIP EJFE JO  )F
EJE TP CFGPSF WJTJUJOH UIF HSBWFT PG IJT BODFTUPST IJT EFDFBTFE /JOKB TPMEJFST BOE UIF UIPVTBOET PG
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI "OBUPMF $PMMJOFU .BLPTTP BOE (VZ .B୮ୢNCB CFUXFFO "QSJM BOE .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  0DUPCFS 
(BCSJFM &OUDIB &CJB BEEFE UIBU $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT DPVME TUJMM ୮ୢMF MBXTVJUT BHBJOTU ,PM©MBT آ5IFZ DBO TUJMM
EFNBOE SFQBSBUJPOT GPS XIBU UIFZ TV୭GFSFEأ

FUIOJD -BSJ XIP XFSF LJMMFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT $PCSBT 5FO EBZT MBUFS PO %FDFNCFS  IF TUPPE
CFGPSF B .BL©M©L©M© DSPXE BOE BOOPVODFE IJT آTPMFNO TVQQPSUأ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
8F TVQQPSU UIF HPWFSONFOU BVUIPSJUJFT PG PVS DPVOUSZ CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF FOHBHFE JO
UIF XPSL PG QFBDF PG VOEFSTUBOEJOH BOE OBUJPOBM SFDPODJMJBUJPO 8F NVTU TVQQPSU JO
QBSUJDVMBS 1SFTJEFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE IJT HPWFSONFOU BOE UIFO XF XJMM BUUBJO UIF
PCKFDUJWFT XF IBWF MPOH IFME
&OSBHFE NBOZ PG IJT TVQQPSUFST GPSFTXPSF UIF .$%%* آ* EPOؠU LOPX ZPV BOZNPSFأ POF NFN
CFS PG UIF OBUJPOBM FYFDVUJWF DPNNJUUFF EFDMBSFE آ8IBU IBQQFOFE UP ZPVS TUSVHHMF GPS UIF PQ
QSFTTFE $POHPMFTF OBUJPO BOE GPS EFNPDSBDZ أ "OPUIFS MPOHUJNF .$%%* NFNCFS XSPUF آ5P CF
DMFBS UP BMMZ POFTFMG UP UIF BVUIPST PG UIF HFOPDJEF PG  JT TJNQMZ VOCFBSBCMF UP UIF .$%%*ؠT
USBEJUJPOBM WPUFSTأ <>
5IF UFSNT PG UIF QPMJUJDBM CBSHBJO DSZTUBMMJ[FE PWFS UIF OFYU TFWFSBM NPOUIT *O BEEJUJPO UP
BNOFTUZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HSBOUFE ,PM©MBT B TFBU JO QBSMJBNFOU GPMMPXJOH UIF  FMFDUJPOT )JT
.$%%* BMTP SFDMBJNFE JUT QPMJUJDBM MJGF "G୴FS ZFBST PG FYDMVTJPO GSPN UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ UIF
.$%%* SFDFJWFE ୮ୢWF PG  QBSMJBNFOUBSZ TFBUT GSPN 1PPM BOE UXP MPX MFWFM NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT JO
UIF  HPWFSONFOU 5IF SFDJQJFOUT (VZ #SJDF 1BSGBJU BOE )FMMPU .BUTPO .BNQPVZB XIP VSHFE
,PM©MBT UP BDDFQU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT P୭GFS JO UIF ୮ୢSTU QMBDF *O SFUVSO ,PM©MBT IBE POMZ UP QVCMJDMZ BMMZ
IJNTFMG XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP BOOPVODF IJT آTPMFNO TVQQPSUأ CFGPSF IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT BOE UP IBWF
IJT TPO (VZ #SJDF 1BSGBJU DPEJSFDU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  QSFTJEFOUJBM DBNQBJHO
*O SFBMJUZ ,PM©MBT EJE NVDI NPSF UIBO TJNQMZ BOOPVODF IJT آTPMFNO TVQQPSUأ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
)F TBDSJ୮ୢDFE WJSUVBMMZ BMM PG UIF DSFEJCJMJUZ IF IBE BDDVNVMBUFE BNPOH FUIOJD -BSJ 0ODF JO UIF HPW
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 'FMJY #BUBOUV  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI GPSNFS TFOJPS BEWJTPST UP ,PM©MBT  .BZ 

FSONFOU UIF .$%%* FYDVTFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS BMM NBOOFS PG DSJNFT 0OF FQJTPEF EVSJOH UIF
CJFOT NBM BDRVॷ B୭GBJS
<.$%%* MFBEFST> XFSF JOWJUFE OPU POMZ UP QSFQBSF B NFTTBHF PG TVQQPSU GPS 1SFTJ
EFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CVU BMTP UP EFOPVODF BU UIF TBNF UJNF UIF 'SFODI HPW
FSONFOU BOE QPMJUJDBM MFBEFST GPS BUUBDLJOH $POHPؠT OBUJPOBM TPWFSFJHOUZ CZ XBZ PG
5SBOTQBSFODZ *OUFSOBUJPOBM
5IF .$%%* XBT RVJDLMZ CBOLSVQUFE BT B QPMJUJDBM GPSDF آ)F CFUSBZFE PVS TBDSJ୮ୢDFTأ NPTU GPSNFS
TVQQPSUFST CFMJFWF آGPS UIF DBSFFST PG IJT DIJMESFOأ
3FQPSUFEMZ TV୭GFSJOH GSPN "M[IFJNFSؠT EJTFBTF ,PM©MBT XBT IPTQJUBMJ[FE JO 1BSJT JO MBUF  BOE
EJFE JO /PWFNCFS  %VSJOH UIF GVOFSBM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UPPL ,PM©MBTؠ DBOF ؛ XIJDI NBSLFE
IJN BT UIF -BSJ FUIOJD HSPVQؠT TZNCPMJD MFBEFS ؛ BOE USBOTGFSSFE JU UP IJT TPO (VZ #SJDF 1BSGBJU UIFO
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .JOJTUFS PG 'JTIFSJFT "U UIF WFSZ FOE PG UIF DFSFNPOZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDMBJNFE
JU 5IF QPQVMBUJPO XBUDIFE JO EJTCFMJFG آ"U UIBU NPNFOU UIFZ VOEFSTUPPE UIBU UIF QBSUZ XBT FTTFO
UJBMMZ EFBEأ 0G DPVSTF TPNF SFDPHOJ[FE UIBU FWFO FBSMJFS "OPUIFS .$%%* NFNCFS XSPUF UIJT JO

'PS UIF 1$5 UIF BMMJBODF JT B UBDUJDBM NPWF *U JT B TUSBUFHZ UP EJTDSFEJU UIJT PQQPTJUJPO
QBSUZ XIJDI SFNBJOT UIF VMUJNBUF EFQPTJUPSZ PG BOZ MFG୴ PWFS IPQF PG UIF $POHPMFTF
QFPQMF 5IF BMMJBODF JT B TUSBUFHZ UP CSJOH UIF QBSUZ UP B TUBUF PG UPUBM DPMMBQTF ت5IF
BMMJBODF JT OPU GPS HPWFSOJOH *U JT B UBDUJDBM NPWF UP XFBLFO UIF PQQPTJUJPO <>
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (IZT 'PSUVO© %PNCF #FNCB  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 'FMJY #BUBOUV  .BSDI 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 1BUSJDL &SJD .BNQPVZB BOE 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 

 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছঐ঎঍  :঑ঘখঋ঒0ঙঊগঐঘ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ 3%%
0ODF ,PM©MBT SFUVSOFE :IPNCJ0QBOHP XBT JODSFBTJOHMZ JTPMBUFE "MUIPVHI :IPNCJ0QBOHP SF
NBJOFE 0XBOEPؠT GBWPSJUF TPO IJT 3ॵTFNCMFNFOU QPVS MB %©NPDSBUJF FU MF %©WFMPQQFNFOU 	3%%

IBE MFTT DBQBDJUZ UP NPCJMJ[F UISFBUFOJOH MBSHF TDBMF QSPUFTUT UIBO ,PM©MBTؠ .$%%* *UT GPMMPXFST
UIPVHI GFSPDJPVTMZ MPZBM XFSF TJNQMZ MFTT OVNFSPVT 8JUI MJUUMF MFWFSBHF BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
QPTJUJPO TFDVSF UIFSF XBT MJUUMF QPJOU UP SFNBJOJOH JO 1BSJT
:IPNCJ0QBOHP XBT BNOFTUJFE PO .BZ   MFTT UIBO B NPOUI CFGPSF UIF +VOF MFHJTMBUJWF
FMFDUJPOT )F SFUVSOFE UP $POHP PO "VHVTU  BG୴FS OFBSMZ B EFDBEF JO FYJMF BOE ୮ୢWF EBZT CFGPSF DFM
FCSBUJOH $POHPؠT  ZFBST PG JOEFQFOEFODF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE ,PM©MBT JO 0XBOEP " NBTUFS
PG TZNCPMJTN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QSFTTVSFE :IPNCJ0QBOHP UP PWFSOJHIU JO 0ZP CFGPSF DPOUJOVJOH
UP IJT IPNFUPXO PG 0XBOEP :IPNCJ0QBOHP SFGVTFE GPS UIF PQUJDT XPVME IBWF CFFO EJTBTUSPVT
QBZJOH USJCVUF UP 0ZPؠT GBWPSJUF TPO SBUIFS UIBO NPVSOJOH UIF XBSUJNF DBTVBMUJFT PG IJT 0XBOEP
DPNQBUSJPUT 5IF 3%% SFUBJOFE JUT JOEFQFOEFODF JO UIF NPOUIT UP DPNF *U EFOPVODFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP BT آDPNNJUUFE UP QFSTPOBM BOE DMBO FOSJDINFOUأ BOE DBMMFE GPS B CPZDPUU PG UIF  MFH
JTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT "T UIF MPDBM FMFDUJPOT BQQSPBDIFE JO +VMZ  :IPNCJ0QBOHP XFOU PO آ$POHP
JT B EZJOH TPDJFUZ B TPDJFUZ JO EFDBZأ
0O %FDFNCFS   :IPNCJ0QBOHP FOEPSTFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT CJE GPS UIF QSFTJEFODZ BOE
UIF FMFDUPSBM BDDPSET CFUXFFO UIF 1$5 BOE 3%% XFSF TJHOFE UXP NPOUIT MBUFS *G 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XPO UIF BDDPSET TUJQVMBUFE UIF UXP QBSUJFT XPVME آHPWFSO UPHFUIFSأ "MUIPVHI :IPNCJ0QBOHP
SFNBJOFE B QPMJUJDBM GPSDF IF MBDLFE UIF MFWFSBHF UP EFNBOE NVDI FMTF 5IF 3%% FYQFDUFE UXP PS
UISFF NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT CVU SFDFJWFE KVTU POF .BSUJBM .BUUIJFV ,BOJ XBT OBNFE .JOJTUFS PG
5PVSJTN JO 4FQUFNCFS  BO PVUDPNF UIBU TUVOOFE FWFO UIF 3%% 'PS :IPNCJ0QBOHP IBE
5IFZ XPO CVU GPVS QBSMJBNFOUBSZ TFBUT JO UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 

QSPQPTFE (VZ .B୮ୢNCB XIP BG୴FS BDDPNQBOZJOH IJN UP 0VBHBEPVHPV JO  BOE PSHBOJ[JOH B
TFSJFT PG 1BSJT QSPUFTUT JO  IBE CFDPNF BO IPOPSBSZ TPO #Z DPOUSBTU ,BOJ IBE GBNJMZ DPOOFD
UJPOT UP 1JFSSF .PVTTB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPOHUJNF .JOJTUFS PG 1MBO BOE XBT UIVT WJFXFE CZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP BT NPSF NBMMFBCMF
5IF 3%% LOFX UIF FMFDUPSBM BDDPSET XPVME DPTU QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ 4BJE POF TFOJPS 3%% P୭୮ୢDJBM
4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFT BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT UP MJRVJEBUF UIFN 8IFO
IF TFOTFT B QBSUZ JT TUSPOH IF BJNT GPS BO BMMJBODF 5IBUؠT QSFDJTFMZ XIBU IF EJE XJUI
:IPNCJ0QBOHP JO 1BSJT )F QMBZT PO XIBUFWFS IF DBO DPFUIOJDJUZ GBNJMZ TFOUJ
NFOU QPMJUJDBM JOUFSFTU )F TPVHIU UP EFTUSPZ BMM UIF DSFEJCJMJUZ :IPNCJ0QBOHP BD
RVJSFE XIJMF JO FYJMF *UؠT XIBU IF EJE XJUI ,PM©MBT UPP )F PQFOT IJNTFMG UP ZPV BOE
UIFO IF CSFBLT ZPV
5IF 3%% FWFO IBE JOUFSOBM EJTDVTTJPOT BCPVU UIJT QSPTQFDU QSJPS UP TJHOJOH UIF BDDPSET آ*U XBT B
UBDUJDBM BMMJBODFأ POF TFOJPS QBSUZ P୭୮ୢDJBM SFDBMMFE آ8F SFTPMWFE UP DSJUJDJ[F UIF HPWFSONFOU XIFO JU
NFSJUFE DSJUJDJTNأ *O TP EPJOH UIF 3%% IPQFE UP BWPJE UIF .$%%*ؠT GBUF
#Z %FDFNCFS  UIF ୮ୢSTU ୮ୢTTVSFT XJUIJO UIF 3%% IBE FNFSHFE :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT  FO
EPSTFNFOU BT FWFSZPOF FYQFDUFE DPTU IJN QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ "T ,BOJ EJSFDUFE NJOJTUFSJBM GVOET
UP IJT QFSTPOBM OFUXPSL SBUIFS UIBO UIF QBSUZ BQQBSBUVT ؛ UIF 3%% CZ "QSJM  IBE OFJUIFS BO
P୭୮ୢDJBM IFBERVBSUFST OPS TV୭୮ୢDJFOU ୮ୢOBODFT UP TVQQPSU DBOEJEBUFT JO UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT
؛ .B୮ୢNCB CFHBO QSFQBSJOH IJT CJE GPS QBSUZ MFBEFSTIJQ 3BUIFS UIBO BMMPDBUJOH JUT SFTPVSDFT UP
UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT UIF 3%% XBT JODSFBTJOHMZ XSBDLFE CZ JO୮ୢHIUJOH 'PS IJT QBSU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP CFHBO USFBUJOH UIF 3%% BT EJTQFOTBCMF 5IF 3%% FYQFDUFE UIBU UIF 1$5 XPVME DPODFEF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  'FCSVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  'FCSVBSZ 

JU BU MFBTU POF QBSMJBNFOUBSZ TFBU GSPN 0XBOEP JUT TUSPOHIPME *OTUFBE UIF 1$5 SBO HPWFSONFOU
NJOJTUFST JO CPUI PG 0XBOEPؠT EJTUSJDUT BOE DMBJNFE WJDUPSZ :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT TPO TBJE UIJT
5IFTF QFPQMF ؛ UIF 1$5 ؛ EPOؠU MJLF VT 5IF QSPCMFN JO 0XBOEP JT TFSJPVT 5XP
NJOJTUFST GSPN UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM NBKPSJUZ DBMMFE PO UP EFGFOE UIF TBNF QPMJDZ BHFOEB
୮ୢOE FBDI PUIFS GBDF UP GBDF JO UIF FMFDUJPO 5IF BMMJBODF XJMM CF SVJOFE JO 0XBOEP #VU
UIBUؠT XIBU UIF 1$5 XBOUT *U XBOUT UP FSBTF UIF 3%% GSPN UIF QPMJUJDBM NBQ
 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছ঎ঐঘগ঎  .঒কঘগঐঘ ঊগ঍ 6%3 .ঠ঒গ঍ঊ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EFDJTJPO UP GPSHF BMMJBODFT XJUI ,PM©MBT BOE :IPNCJ0QBOHP ؛ IPXFWFS UFNQPSBSZ
؛ JNQPTFE PQQPSUVOJUZ DPTUT 'PS IF JNQMJDJUMZ BMMPXFE %[PO .JMPOHP 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BOE
-JTTPVCBؠT NBOZ EFQVUJFT UP SFNBJO JO UIF PQQPTJUJPO )F EJE TP CFDBVTF OPOF XBT BT QPMJUJDBMMZ
UISFBUFOJOH /POF XFSF TP XJEFMZ SFDPHOJ[FE BT UIF MFBEFST PG TVDI MBSHF FUIOJD HSPVQT
&MFDUFE 5SBOTJUJPOBM 1SJNF .JOJTUFS EVSJOH UIF  /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF .JMPOHP PWFSTBX
"SUIVS "OEFSTFOؠT JMMGBUFE BVEJU PG UIF PJM TFDUPS )F EJE TP BU HSFBU QFSTPOBM DPTU "G୴FS SFCV୭୮ୢOH
&MૄؠT BUUFNQUT UP QVSDIBTF IJT BDRVJFTDFODF UP UIF 'SBO§BGSJRVF TZTUFN .JMPOHP OFBSMZ MPTU QPXFS
UP B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU <> 3FHBSEJOH BT UIPSPVHIMZ JODPSSVQUJCMF < > .JMPOHP SFQSFTFOUFE #PLP
1PPM JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ TJODF  )F SPVUJOFMZ EFDSJFE UIF SFHJNFؠT PJM NBOBHFNFOU BT
آPQBRVFأ DSJUJDJ[FE UIF آFOSJDINFOU PG UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM DMBOأ آEFOPVODFE UIF JMMFHBMJUZأ PG UIF
 QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO BOE DBMMFE GPS B CPZDPUU EFTDSJCFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT -B /PVWFMMF &T
QFSBODF BT B آEJTBTUFSأ BOE SFNBJOFE VOJRVFMZ XJMMJOH UP HJWF JOUFSWJFXT UP GPSFJHO KPVSOBMJTUT BOE
SFTFBSDIFST BCPVU UIF NBTTJWF HSBG୴ PG UIF SFHJNF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  4FQUFNCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 

6OGPSUVOBUFMZ GPS .JMPOHP ؛ BOE QFSIBQT UIF DPVOUSZ ؛ IJT DPOTUJUVFODZ XBT BMTP TNBMM .J
MPOHPؠT BODFTUSBM CJSUI WJMMBHF JT #PLP 1PPM XIJDI DPOUBJOT CVU ,  SFTJEFOUT *U BCVUT UIF %FNP
DSBUJD 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP UP UIF TPVUI BOE DFOUSBM 1PPM UP UIF OPSUI XIJDI NBSLT UIF FUIOJD CPVOE
BSZ XJUI ,PM©MBTؠ -BSJ FUIOJD HSPVQ (JWFO ,PM©MBTؠ HSFBU QPQVMBSJUZ UIJT FUIOJD CPVOEBSZ TIBSQMZ
MJNJUFE .JMPOHPؠT BCJMJUZ UP FYQBOE IJT DPOTUJUVFODZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XPVME IBWF MJLFE UP JODMVEF
.JMPOHPؠT 6%3 .XJOEB JO IJT DPBMJUJPO CVU IF XBT VOXJMMJOH UP SFMJORVJTI BO FYUSFNFMZ JNQPS
UBOU NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJP UP EP TP .JMPOHP GPS IJT QBSU XPVME IBWF POMZ BDDFQUFE B QSJNF NJOJTUFS
UZQF QPTJUJPO
5IFTF DPOTJEFSBUJPOT CFDBNF MBSHFMZ NPPU PO +VMZ   XIFO .JMPOHP VOFYQFDUFEMZ EJFE
5IFSFBG୴FS 6%3 .XJOEB XBT IBNTUSVOH CZ B TVDDFTTJPO CBUUMF "MUIPVHI (VZ 3PNBJO ,JOGPVTTJB
XBT OFYU JO MJOF GPS UIF QBSUZؠT MFBEFSTIJQ 4U©QIBOF .JMPOHP "OES©ؠT TPO TPVHIU QPXFS GPS IJNTFMG
*O 'FCSVBSZ  TPNF TJY NPOUIT BG୴FS IJT GBUIFSؠT EFBUI BOE UXP NPOUIT CFGPSF 6%3 .XJOEBؠT
OBUJPOBM DPOHSFTT 4U©QIBOF MBVODIFE B RVJFU DBNQBJHO UP EJTDSFEJU ,JOGPVTTJB *U GBJMFE ؛ ,JOGPVT
TJB XBT FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU EVSJOH UIF "QSJM OBUJPOBM DPOHSFTT ؛ BOE TP 4U©QIBOF DSFBUFE IJT WFSZ PXO
آ"VUIFOUJDأ 6%3 .XJOEB EJWJEJOH IJT MBUF GBUIFSؠT QPMJUJDBM MFHBDZ BHBJOTU JUTFMG 4U©QIBOF QSP
DFFEFE UP BMJHO IJT آ"VUIFOUJDأ 6%3 .XJOEB XJUI (BCSJFM #PLJMP DMPTFMZ B୭୮ୢMJBUFE XJUI 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP "T IJT MBUF GBUIFSؠT BMMJFT DSJUJDJ[FE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS آQJMMBHJOH UIF DPVOUSZؠT OBUVSBM SF
TPVSDFTأ 4U©QIBOF SFGSBJOFE EFDMBSJOH IJT PQQPTJUJPO آDPOTUSVDUJWFأ 5IJT آDPOTUSVDUJWFأ PQQP
TJUJPO FOUBJMFE SFKFDUJOH IJT GPSNFS BMMJFTؠ DBMMT GPS B USVMZ JOEFQFOEFOU FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPO
8F DPVME SFRVFTU B OFX FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPO #VU XF UIJOL UIBU EPJOH TP JT OPU SFBMMZ
GFBTJCMF <UISFF NPOUIT QSJPS UP WPUJOH> BOE QSPCBCMZ OPU FWFO TNBSU 8F SFNBJO QFS
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $MBVEF .BMFMB 4PCB  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM  BOE  +VOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  4FQUFNCFS  BOE -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  0DUPCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 

TVBEFE UIBU <4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT> HPWFSONFOU UIBOLT UP JUT QSFWJPVT F୭GPSUT XJMM NBLF
BO F୭GPSU UP JODMVEF UIF PQQPTJUJPO PO UIF FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPO BT DVSSFOUMZ DPOTUJ
UVUFE ت<4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU> IBT FYUFOEFE BO PQFO IBOE
-BUFS 4U©QIBOF TBJE OPUIJOH BCPVU UIF XJEFTQSFBE GSBVE UIBU BUUFOEFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFFMFDUJPO
JO  ,JOGPVTTJB DPOUJOVFE IJT BDFSCJD DSJUJDJTN
$POHPؠT JMMOFTT JT 1SFTJEFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE IJT FOUPVSBHF XIP VOEFSNJOF PVS
DPVOUSZؠT EFWFMPQNFOU EFTQJUF JUT FOPSNPVT SJDIFT
4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBLFT B IBCJU PG GVOEJOH UIF آNPEFSBUFأ PS آDPOTUSVDUJWFأ PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJ
DJBOT XIP OFJUIFS DSJUJDJ[F UIF SFHJNFؠT NBTTJWF HSBG୴ OPS JNQVHO IJT EFNPDSBUJD DSFEFOUJBMT آ8IFO
FWFS UIFSF BSF TFWFSBM UFOEFODJFT UIBU FNFSHF XJUIJO B QBSUZأ POF IJHI SBOLJOH 4FOBUPS BOE PDDB
TJPOBM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMMZ UPME NF آ4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT BMXBZT SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF EJWJTJPOأ *O
EFFE WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷ CFMJFWF 4U©QIBOFؠT آ"VUIFOUJDأ 6%3ୖ.XJOEB JT ୮ୢOBODFE CZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP #VU OFJUIFS IF OPS ,JOGPVTTJB JT BO BUUSBDUJWF UBSHFU GPS BO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF 4U©QIBOF IBT
MJUUMF QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ BOE ,JOGPVTTJB IBT MJUUMF TVQQPSU PVUTJEF #PLP BOE #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TPVUIFSO
RVBSUFST 8IFO UIF .JMPOHP GBNJMZ GPSNBMMZ FOUFSFE UIF SFHJNF JUT QSJDF XBT MPX UIF #PLP NBZ
PSBMUZ ؛ BO BQQPJOUFE QPTJUJPO ؛ GPS .JMPOHPؠT XJEPX
 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছ঎ঐঘগ঎  -঒জজঘঞঋঊ ঊগ঍ 61"%4
*O  FJHIU ZFBST BG୴FS -JTTPVCB ୯୳FE JOUP FYJMF IJT 61"%4 TUJMM EPNJOBUFE UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT PG
/JBSJ #PVFO[B BOE -©LPVNPV آ61"%4 JT XSJUUFO JOUP PVS IFBSUTأ POF GPSNFS NFNCFS UPME
NF آ8F XJMM OFWFS HJWF VQ -JTTPVCBؠT WJTJPOأ 5IJT EPNJOBODF HJWFT JU B WJSUVBMMZ JOTVQFSBCMF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI /JD©QIPSF 'ZMMB 4BJOU&VEFT  'FCSVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  "QSJM 

EFNPHSBQIJD BEWBOUBHF 5IF UISFF SFHJPOT BDDPVOUFE GPS OFBSMZ % PG $POHPؠT OPO#SB[[BWJMMF
QPQVMBUJPO JO UIF  DFOTVT BOE FOBCMFE -JTTPVCB UP DMBJN % PG UIF QPQVMBS WPUF JO UIF ୮ୢSTU
SPVOE PG UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT
%FOTFMZ QPQVMBUFE BT UIFZ BSF UIF UISFF SFHJPOT BSF BMTP RVJUF GSBDUJPVT 5IFZ DPOUBJO B SBOHF PG
TNBMMFS FUIOJD HSPVQT QPQVMBUJPO DFOUFST BOE BHSJDVMUVSBM [POFT $POTFRVFOUMZ 61"%4 IBT MPOH
CFFO UIF NPTU IFUFSPHFOFPVT SFHJPOBMMZ EJTQFSTFE PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT آ5IF HSFBU BEWBOUBHF
PG UIF .$%%* JT JUT IPNPHFOFJUZأ POF GPSNFS 61"%4 MFBEFS UPME NF آ8F BSF TJNQMZ UPP EJWJEFE
UPP WBTUأ -JTTPVCB XBT UIF POMZ ୮ୢHVSF XIP DPVME VOJUF JUT UISFF DPOTUJUVFOU SFHJPOT BOE XJUIPVU
IJN 61"%4 XBT UIF ୮ୢSTU QBSUZ UP DSBDL
61"%4 P୭୮ୢDJBMT CFHBO SFUVSOJOH GSPN FYJMF BT FBSMZ BT  UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO UIF%JBMPHVF /B
UJPOBMF 4BOT &YDMॸJWF SFOPVODJOH UIFJS QBSUZ NFNCFSTIJQ BOE BDDFQUJOH QPTJUJPOT JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
HPWFSONFOU $MBVEJOF .VOBSJ GPSNFSMZ -JTTPVCBؠT DBCJOFU EJSFDUPS BOE XIPTF GBUIFS GVOEFE UIF
$PDPZF XBS F୭GPSU XBT HJWFO B /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ TFBU JO  BOE BQQPJOUFE NJOJTUFS JO 
-BVSFOU 5FOHP B UPQ BJEF CFDBNF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MFHBM DPVOTFMPS BOE 'SBODPJT /HVJNCJ BOPUIFS
TFOJPS BJEF SFDFJWFE B TFBU JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  5IPTF XIP SFNBJOFE 61"%4 NFN
CFST GPVHIU PWFS MFBEFSTIJQ QPTJUJPOT 4JODF UIF SFUVSOT GSPN DPOUSPMMJOH UIF QBSUZ BQQBSBUVT XFSF
TP HSFBU 61"%4 CBSPOT GPSNFE BMMJBODFT BDSPTT SFHJPOT SBUIFS UIBO XJUIJO UIFN $POTFRVFOUMZ
XIJMF 61"%4 QSPEVDFE WJSUVBMMZ OP TQMJOUFS QBSUJFT UIF QBSUZ FTTFOUJBMMZ VOEFSNJOFE JUTFMG
4JODF  UIFSF IBWF FNFSHFE UISFF QSJNBSZ آUFOEFODJFTأ XJUIJO UIF QBSUZ $ISJTUPQIF .PVL
PV©L© IBE TFSWFE BT TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM PG 61"%4 TJODF  XIFO -JTTPVCB XBT FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU
)F OFHPUJBUFE IJT SFUVSO UP $POHP JO  JOUFOEJOH UP SFUBJO IJT QPTJUJPO 1BTDBM 5TBUZ .BCJBMB
IPXFWFS FMFDUFE TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM JO  IBE OP JOUFOUJPO PG SFMJORVJTIJOH JU 5IF TRVBCCMJOH
DPOUJOVFE UISPVHI UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO TFBTPO 61"%4 OBSSPXFE JUT DBOEJEBUF MJTU UP
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  "QSJM 
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI GPSNFS $PDPZF NJMJUJB MFBEFST JO .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  "QSJM 

UXP "OHF &EPVBSE 1PVOHVJ XIP TFSWFE BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSJNF NJOJTUFS JO UIF T BOE JT
NBSSJFE UP B DPVTJO PG UIF QSFTJEFOU BOE +PTFQI ,JHOPVNCJ LJB .CPVOHPV TFMFDUFE BT UIF QBSUZؠT
DBOEJEBUF JO  *O UIF ୮ୢOBM SPVOE PG WPUJOH ,JHOPVNCJ LJB .CPVOHPV آTVTQFOEFEأ IJT QBS
UJDJQBUJPO GPS آMBDL PG USBOTQBSFODZأ )F XFOU PO UP SVO BT BO JOEFQFOEFOU 61"%4 DBOEJEBUF B
EFDJTJPO NPTU TVTQFDU XBT PSDIFTUSBUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UP VOEFSNJOF 1PVOHVJ 'PS JO %FDFNCFS
 ,JHOPVNCJ LJB .CPVOHPV XBT HJWFO B MFBEFSTIJQ QPTJUJPO JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ
5IF JSPOZ PG JU BMM BT POF 61"%4 DBOEJEBUF QVU JU آ4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG BMXBZT ୮ୢOBODFE UIF
QBSUZؠT JO୮ୢHIUJOHأ "OE UIJT JO୮ୢHIUJOH ؛ FTQFDJBMMZ UIF PQFO TFDSFU UIBU JU XBT ୮ୢOBODFE CZ 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP ؛ SFTVMUFE JO UIF QBSUZ MPTJOH JUT QPQVMBS DSFEJCJMJUZ PO JUT PXO 5IF QBSUZ EJE UP JUTFMG XIBU
4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJE UP PUIFS QBSUJFT 'PS UIF QBSUZؠT FUIOJD IFUFSPHFOFJUZ MJNJUFE JUT DPIFTJWFOFTT
BOE IFODF JUT BCJMJUZ UP NPCJMJ[F JUT DPOTUJUVFOUT BHBJOTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *O UVSO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
OFWFS SFHBSEFE 61"%4 BT B TFSJPVT UISFBU UP IJT IPME PO QPXFS BOE XBT OFWFS DPNQFMMFE UP DPPQU
JU
 "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ 'ঘছ঎ঐঘগ঎  %ণঘগ ঊগ঍ 5঑ঢজঝ঎ଖ ছ঎5ঌ঑঒ঌঊঢঊ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP OFWFS TFSJPVTMZ DPOTJEFSFE BMMJBODFT XJUI %[PO BOE 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB 6OMJLF UIF
PUIFST UIFJS QBSUJFT ୮ୢHVSFE DFOUSBMMZ JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FBSMJFS HPWFSONFOUT 'SPN $IBQUFS 
%[PO TFSWFE BT 'JOBODF .JOJTUFS CFUXFFO  BOE  XIJMF UISFF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BJEFT PD
DVQJFE MPX MFWFM NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT #PUI NFO XFSF DBTVBMUJFT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSU UP DPO
TUSVDU B HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ DFOUFSFE PO 0ZP *EFOUJ୮ୢFE BT QPTUXBS DPMMBCPSBUPST UIFZ IBE WJSUV
BMMZ OP QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ BT UIF FMFDUPSBM TFBTPO CFHBO
5IF DPTU XBT QBSUJDVMBSMZ IJHI GPS 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB MPOH SFDPHOJ[FE BT UIF QPMJUJDBM ؛ FWFO UIF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  "QSJM 
"T EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  .JDIFM .BNQPVZB 	.$%%*
 BOE .BSUJO .CFSJ 	61"%4
 BDDFQUFE QPTJ
UJPOT JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPTUXBS HPWFSONFOU #VU UIFZ EJE TP XJUIPVU ,PM©MBTؠ BOE -JTTPVCBؠT BQQSPWBM

TQJSJUVBM ؛ MFBEFS PG UIF FUIOJD 7JMJ XIP EPNJOBUFE 1PJOUF/PJSF BOE UIF TVSSPVOEJOH ,PVJMPV SF
HJPO &UIOJD 7JMJ MPBUIFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMNPTU BT NVDI BT PUIFS TPVUIFSOFST 8IFO IF GPMEFE UIF
3%14 QPMJUJDBM NBDIJOF JOUP UIF 1$5 JO  BOE  NPTU 7JMJ XFSF TUVOOFE آ*U XBT B CFUSBZBMأ
POF MPOHUJNF 1PJOUF/PJSF SFTJEFOU UPME NF آJU XBT HSBWFأ
8IBU XFSF XF TVQQPTFE UP EP 8F KPJOFE UIF 3%14 UP PQQPTF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
5IF 3%14 JT BO FUIOJD TZNCPM BO FNCMFN PG XIBU JU JT UP CF 7JMJ 'PS UIF GPVOEFS PG
UIF 3%14 UP CF TXBMMPXFE CZ UIF 1$5 JU XBT UIF FOE PG IJT QPMJUJDBM DBSFFS 5IZTU¨SF
5DIJDBZB MPTU TP NVDI DSFEJCJMJUZ XJUI UIF QPQVMBUJPO 4P NVDI
0ODF EJTNJTTFE GSPN UIF DPBMJUJPO 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BUUFNQUFE UP SFHBJO IJT DSFEJCJMJUZ BT BO PQ
QPTJUJPO MFBEFS 0O .BSDI   KVTU GPVS NPOUIT QSJPS UP UIF MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT 5IZTU¨SF
5DIJDBZB DPBVUIPSFE BO PQFO MFUUFS GSPN 1BSJT XJUI +VTUJO -FLPVOE[PV CZ UIFO BO FOFNZ PG UIF
SFHJNF BT XFMM 5PHFUIFS UIFZ DBMMFE GPS B آUSVMZ JOEFQFOEFOU FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPOأ XIJDI XPVME
FOBCMF UIF DPVOUSZ آUP BWPJE UIF NJTTUFQT PG UIF QBTU UIBU DPVME ZFU BHBJO CF B TPVSDF PG VTFMFTT TVG
GFSJOH GPS UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMFأ *O BEEJUJPO UP BDLOPXMFEHJOH UIF FMFDUPSBM GSBVE PG UIF QBTU JU
BMTP SBJTFE UIF TQFDUFS PG WJPMFODF JO UIF GVUVSF
5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB EJFE PO +VOF   IJT 3%14 JO TIBNCMFT "T 5BMॵTB QVU JU
" QSPGPVOE HSBWF QPMJUJDBM DSJTJT JT VOEFSNJOJOH UIF SBOLT PG UIF 3%14 *UT NFNCFST
OP MPOHFS TQFBL XJUI POF WPJDF BT QSPGPVOE EJTTFOTJPOT BU BOUJEFNPDSBUJD CFIBWJPST
UISFBUFO NPSF BOE NPSF UIF CBTJD PQFSBUJPOT BOE BCPWF BMM UIF GVUVSF PG UIF QBSUZ
UIF QPMJUJDBM IFSJUBHF PG 1SFTJEFOU +FBO 1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB JT UISFBUFOFE XJUI
UPUBM EJTBQQFBSBODF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOP®U #FNCB  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI #FOP®U #FNCB  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BSDI 
5BMॵTB  /PWFNCFS 

8JUI 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB IBWJOH MPTU آTP NVDIأ PG IJT DSFEJCJMJUZ BOE IJT QBSUZ XSBDLFE CZ JO୮ୢHIUJOH
4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE OP OFFE UP UBSHFU JU GPS B OFX FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF )JT FBSMJFS F୭GPSUT IBE TVDDFFEFE
 5ঊছঐ঎ঝ঒গঐ ঊগ঍ $ঘখঙক঒ঊগঌ঎
4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFT BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST NPTU $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT CFMJFWF OPU UP XJO
FMFDUJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO TFDVSF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE BG୴FS BMM KVTU BT PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST MPTF UIFJS
BCJMJUZ UP EFMJWFS WPUFT PODF UIFZ BMMZ XJUI IJN 3BUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUT UIF PQQPTJUJPO MFBE
FST XJUI UIF HSFBUFTU QPUFOUJBM UP NPCJMJ[F GVUVSF VOSFTU UIPTF PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST XIP DPOTUJUVUF
UIF DFOUSBM USVTUFE OPEFT PG CSPBE TPDJBM OFUXPSLT .PSF QSBDUJDBMMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUT UIF
PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST XIP QSFTJEF PWFS MBSHF FUIOJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPॸ QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT
5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF B୭୮ୢSNT UIJT 5P QSPCF UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT * BT
TFNCMFE B EBUBTFU PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFUVSOFE UP QPXFS JO  'PS
FBDI PG  QBSUJFT UIF EBUBTFU SFDPSET EFNPHSBQIJD BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU JUT MFBEFS
TIJQ SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ NJOJTUFSJBM BQQPJOUNFOUT FMFDUPSBM BDDPSET TQMJO
UFS QBSUJFT BOE MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT BOE QFSGPSNBODF JO UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT 5IF SFTVMU JT
B QBSUZZFBS EBUBTFU XJUI OFBSMZ ,  PCTFSWBUJPOT "TDFSUBJOJOH UIF TJ[F BOE FUIOJD IPNPHFOF
JUZ PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU 1BSUJFT EP OPU NBJOUBJO SFMJBCMF NFNCFSTIJQ MJTUT 5IF
$POHPMFTF DFOTVT TUVEJPVTMZ BWPJET SFGFSFODFT UP FUIOJDJUZ 5IFSF BSF OP QVCMJD PQJOJPO QPMMT #VU
$POHPؠT FUIOJD HSPVQT SPVHIMZ DPSSFTQPOE UP SFHJPOBM CPSEFST UIF 7JMJ BSF MPDBUFE PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ
JO ,PVJMPV UIF -BSJ BOE #BDPOHP JO 1PPM UIF 4BOHIB JO 4BOHIB UIF .CPOEKP JO -JLPVBMB UIF
5©L© JO 1MBUFBVY BOE UIF .CPDIJ JO $VWFUUF .PSFPWFS UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT ؛
UIF NPTU GSFF BOE GBJS FMFDUJPOT JO UIF DPVOUSZؠT IJTUPSZ <> ؛ QSPWJEF B SFBTPOBCMZ HPPE NFBTVSF PG
QBSUZ QPQVMBSJUZ BDSPTT UIF DPVOUSZ
"DDPSEJOHMZ * NFBTVSF QBSUZ LؠT FUIOJD IPNPHFOFJUZ CZ UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG JUT TFBUT JO UIF 

MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT GSPN JUT MBSHFTU SFHJPO PG TVQQPSU 4JODF UIF .$%%*ؠT TFBUT BMM DBNF GSPN UIF
1PPM SFHJPO JU SFDFJWFT B . GPS FUIOJD IPNPHFOFJUZ #Z DPOUSBTU TJODF -JTTPVCBؠT 61"%4 ESFX
POMZ B UIJSE PG JUT UPUBM GSPN JUT MBSHFTU SFHJPO #PVFO[B JU SFDFJWFT B . GPS FUIOJD IPNPHFOFJUZ
5IF NFBTVSF JT OPU QFSGFDU CVU JU JT VOCJBTFE *U BMTP BDDPSET XJUI UIF DPOWFOUJPOBM XJTEPN JO
$POHP -JLFXJTF * NFBTVSF QBSUZ LؠT TJ[F CZ UIF OVNCFS PG JUT TFBUT JO UIF  /BUJPOBM "TTFN
CMZ #Z UIJT NFBTVSF ؛ BHBJO BT BMM $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT BUUFTU ؛ 61"%4 JT UIF DPVOUSZؠT MBSHFTU QBSUZ
XJUI UIF .$%%* BOE 1$5 TIPSUMZ CFIJOE
'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT EFTDSJQUJWF TUBUJTUJDT GPS $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT *O NPSF UIBO % PG QBSUZ
ZFBST UIF GPVOEFS XBT BMJWF BOE QPMJUJDBMMZ BDUJWF XJUIJO $POHP -FBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT IBWF CFFO
SBSF PDDVSSJOH JO POMZ % PG QBSUZZFBST $POHPؠT QBSUJFT UFOE UP CF FUIOJDBMMZ IFUFSPHFOPVT BOE
IBWF SFDFJWFE NJOJTUFSJBM QPTUT JO MFTT UIBO % PG QBSUZZFBST 5IF NJEEMF QBOFM TVHHFTUT UIBU NPTU
PG $POHPؠT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT BSF TNBMM CBTFE BSPVOE B TJOHMF DIBSJTNBUJD JOEJWJEVBM *OEFFE UIF WBTU
NBKPSJUZ GBJMFE UP XJO TFBUT JO UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT 5IF CPUUPN QBOFM DPO୮ୢSNT UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP GPSNT PQQPTJUJPO BMMJBODFT TFMFDUJWFMZ $POHPؠT QBSUJFT PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST IBWF DPOTJTUFOUMZ
SFQSFTFOUFE CFUXFFO % BOE % PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST
* FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU QBSUZ L SFDFJWFT B NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJP JO ZFBS UXJUI UISFF TUBUJTUJDBM
NPEFMT 'JSTU TJODF QBSUJFT SFHVMBSMZ HBJO BOE MPTF NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT * FNQMPZ B TJNQMF MPHJU
NPEFM CPUI XJUI BOE XJUIPVU B MBHHFE PVUDPNF WBSJBCMF 4JODF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT NBZ CF GPSNFE
GPS EJ୭GFSFOU SFBTPOT UIBO UIFZ BSF UFSNJOBUFE * FNQMPZ B .BSLPW USBOTJUJPO NPEFM XIJDI SFTUSJDUT
BUUFOUJPO UP QBSUJFT UIBU JO ZFBS U −  XFSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF HPWFSONFOU *O BMM NPEFMT * DPOUSPM
GPS XIFUIFS QBSUZ LXBT VOEFSNJOFE CZ B TQMJOUFS QBSUZ PS MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMF JO ZFBS U ؛ SFOEFSJOH
JU B MFTT BUUSBDUJWF UBSHFU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ BOE ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT UP BDDPNNPEBUF BOZ VOPCTFSWFE
* FYDMVEF #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT TJODF UIFJS OFJHICPSIPPET BSF MFTT FUIOJDBMMZ
IPNPHFOPVT UIBO $POHPؠT SFHJPOT
"T EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT FODPVSBHFE IJT DMPTFTU BJEFT UP DSFBUF QFSNBOFOUMZ BMMJFE
QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT UP EJMVUF UIF JO୯୳VFODF PG IJT PXO 1BSUJ $POHPMBॷ EV 5SBWBJM )FODF * FYDMVEF GSPN BOBMZTJT


















































Distriubtion of Party Sizes


















Opposition Party Ministers (Relative to Total)
)LJXUH  'HVFULSWLYH VWDWLVWLFV IRU &RQJRèV  SROLWLFDO SDUWLHV VLQFH  7KH WRS SDQHO JLYHV DYHUDJHV IRU D UDQJH
RI SDUW\ FKDUDFWHULVWLFV 7KHPLGGOH SDQHO SUHVHQWV WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH QXPEHU RI VHDWV ZRQ E\ HDFK FXUUHQW SROLWLFDO
SDUW\ LQ WKH  OHJLVODWLYH HOHFWLRQV 7KH ERWWRP SDQHO UHFRUGV WKH QXPEHU RI RSSRVLWLRQPLQLVWHUV LQ HDFK RI 6DVVRX
1JXHVVRèV JRYHUQPHQWV UHODWLYH WR WKH WRWDO QXPEHU RI PLQLVWHUV

7DEOH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI (OHFWRUDO $OOLDQFHV
.JOJTUFSJBM 1PTU .JOJTUFSJBM 1PTU .JOJTUFSJBM 1PTU
-PHJU -PHJU .BSLPW 5SBOTJUJPO
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4JHOJ୮ୢDBODF MFWFMT †  ॎ ∗  ॎ ∗∗  ॎ
BOOVBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF SFMBUJWFMZ DPOTJTUFOU BDSPTT NPEFMT 1BSUZ TJ[F IBT WJSUV
BMMZ OP F୭GFDU PO XIFUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUT BO PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFS GPS BO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF 4PNF
MFBEFST PG TNBMM QBSUJFT BSF UBSHFUFE PUIFST BSF OPU BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFMEPN UBSHFUT MFBEFST PG
MBSHF QBSUJFT B TFDPOE PS UIJSE UJNF 3BUIFS UIF F୭GFDU PG QBSUZ TJ[F JT DPOEJUJPOBM PO UIF QBSUZؠT DPO
DFOUSBUJPO -FBEFST PG TNBMM IFUFSPHFOFPVT QBSUJFT 'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS TUBOE WJSUVBMMZ OP DIBODF
PG SFDFJWJOH B NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJP "T UIF TJ[F PG UIFJS QBSUJFT JODSFBTFT ؛ BOE BT UIFJS QBSUJFT BSF
NPSF FUIOJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPVT NPSF DPIFTJWF ؛ UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFJOH UBSHFUFE GPS BO FMFDUPSBM BM
MJBODF JODSFBTFT SBQJEMZ 5IF ୮ୢG୴I BOE TJYUI DPMVNOT PG 'JHVSF  QSPWJEF FWFO NPSF FWJEFODF PG
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TUSBUFHZ -FBEFST PG NJETJ[FE NPEFSBUFMZ EJWFSTF QBSUJFT UIBU BSF VOEFSNJOFE CZ
POHPJOH TQMJOUFS NPWFNFOUT PS MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT BSF FYUSFNFMZ VOMJLFMZ UP CF UBSHFUFE GPS NJOJT
UFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT 1BSUJFT UIBU BSF XIPMF ؛ GSFF GSPN MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT BOE TQMJOUFS NPWFNFOUT PG
GSVTUSBUFE QBSUZ EJTTJEFOUT ؛ BSF NVDI NPSF BUUSBDUJWF
5IFTF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT IBWF ESBNBUJD F୭GFDUT PO QBSUZ CFIBWJPS 'JHVSF  QSFTFOUT UIF OVNCFS



























































)LJXUH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI 2SSRVLWLRQ (OHFWRUDO $OOLDQFHV
TJODF  UIF EPUUFE MJOF SFQSFTFOUT UIF OVNCFS PG QBSUJDVMBSMZ TFWFSF DSJUJDJTNT VTVBMMZ UIPTF UIBU
BDDVTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP PG HSBG୴ BOE UZSBOOZ 5IF WFSUJDBM MJOFT HJWF UIF ZFBS JO XIJDI QBSUZ L SFDFJWFE
B NJOJTUFSJBM QPTU JO B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU XIJMF UIF WFSUJDBM EBTIFE MJOFT HJWF UIF ZFBS JO
XIJDI QBSUZ L EFQBSUFE B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSONFOU 6QPO BDDFQUJOH FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT JO 
BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ .$%%* BOE 3%% P୭୮ୢDJBMT DVSUBJMFE UIFJS BOUJSFHJNF SIFUPSJD (POF XFSF
UIF SPVUJOF BDDVTBUJPOT PG FMFDUPSBM GSBVE BOE PJM SFWFOVF UIFG୴ 8IBUFWFS UIFJS QSJWBUF GFFMJOHT ؛

NBOZ DPOUJOVFE UP JNQVHO UIF SFHJNF JO QSJWBUF DPOWFSTBUJPO ؛ TFOJPS QBSUZ P୭୮ୢDJBMT WPJDFE POMZ
TVQQPSU QVCMJDMZ -JLFXJTF 613/ BOE 3%14 QBSUZ MFBEFST POMZ SFTVNFE HPWFSONFOU DSJUJDJTN
BG୴FS CFJOH EJTNJTTFE GSPN UIF HPWFSONFOU 61"%4 BOE 6%3 .XJOEB XFSF UIF POMZ UXP QBSUJFT
EJTDVTTFE BCPWF XIPTF MFBEFST OFWFS P୭୮ୢDJBMMZ BDDFQUFE FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT BOE UIFJS TFOJPS QBSUZ P୭୮ୢ
DJBMT CFIBWFE BDDPSEJOHMZ
"U UIF IFBSU PG UIJT TUSBUFHZ MJFT UXP QBSBEPYFT IPXFWFS 'JSTU XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE PUIFS
BVUPDSBUT NPTU OFFE FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT UIFJS MFBEFST IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT
UP BDDFQU UIFN 8IZ TBWF BO BVUPDSBU XIP NBZ TPPO MPTF QPXFS $POWFSTFMZ XIFO PQQPTJUJPO
QBSUJFT BSF NPTU LFFO UP BDDFQU BO BMMJBODF XJUI UIF BVUPDSBU ؛ XIFO EPJOH TP JT UIFJS POMZ SFBMJTUJD
DIBODF GPS XFBMUI ؛ BVUPDSBUT TIPVME IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT UP HP BMPOH 4FDPOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE
IJT DPVOUFSQBSUT NVTU QFSTVBEF QSPTQFDUJWF PQQPTJUJPO BMMJFT UIBU UIFJS FOEPSTFNFOUT XJMM OPU CF
JO WBJO UIBU FWFO UIPVHI UIFZ MPTF DSFEJCJMJUZ XIFO UIFZ FOEPSTF UIF SFHJNF UIFZ PODF JNQVHOFE
4BTTPV /HVFTTP XJMM OPU JNNFEJBUFMZ EJTNJTT UIFN *O TIPSU PVS MPHJD UFMMT VT UIBU FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT
TIPVME CF GBS MFTT DPNNPO UIBO UIFZ BSF
5P JEFOUJGZ UIF DPOEJUJPOT VOEFS XIJDI UIFTF FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT FNFSHF * UVSO BHBJO UP HBNF
UIFPSZ
 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ &ক঎ঌঝঘছঊক "কক঒ঊগঌ঎জ ঠ঒ঝ঑ 0ঙঙঘজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ 1ঊছঝ঒঎জ
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ
$POTJEFS BO FMFDUJPO JO XIJDI BO BVUPDSBU% BOE PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBON DPNQFUF GPS UIF WPUFT PG
DJUJ[FOT " SFQSFTFOUBUJWF DJUJ[FO J IBT VUJMJUZ GVODUJPO VJ (·) XIJDI EFQFOET PO QPTUFMFDUJPO QVCMJD
HPPET Z ≥  GSPN UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO BOE B QBSBNFUFS ε UIBU SF୯୳FDUT TPNF QSFGFSFODF GPS PQQPTJ































































)LJXUH  7KH QXPEHU RI WLPHV SHU \HDU WKDW SDUW\ RIĆFLDOV LQ VL[ PDMRU SROLWLFDO SDUWLHV FULWLFL]HG 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR DV
UHSRUWHG LQ /D 6HPDLQH $IULFDLQH 7KH GRWWHG OLQH UHSUHVHQWV WKH QXPEHU RI SDUWLFXODUO\ VHYHUH FULWLFLVPV XVXDOO\ WKRVH
WKDW DFFXVH 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR RI JUDIW DQG W\UDQQ\ 7KH YHUWLFDO OLQHV JLYH WKH \HDU LQ ZKLFK SDUW\ L UHFHLYHG DPLQLVWHULDO
SRVW LQ D 6DVVRX 1JXHVVR JRYHUQPHQW ZKLOH WKH YHUWLFDO GDVKHG OLQHV JLYH WKH \HDU LQ ZKLFK SDUW\ L GHSDUWHG D 6DVVRX
1JXHVVR JRYHUQPHQW ,Q PDQ\ FDVHV SDUW\ FULWLFLVP VSLNHV GXULQJ WKH  SUHVLGHQWLDO HOHFWLRQ FDPSDLJQ
UJPO QPMJUJDJBON JO UIF MBSHFS QPQVMBUJPO *OEJWJEVBM VUJMJUZ DBO UIFO CF FYQSFTTFE BT
VJ (·) =
 ZN + ε JG PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBON JT FMFDUFEZ% JG UIF BVUPDSBU% JT FMFDUFE

"MUIPVHI DJUJ[FOT LOPX UIFJS VOEFSMZJOH QBSUJTBO QSFGFSFODF ε UIF BVUPDSBU% BOE PQQPTJUJPO









XIFSF ɓ >  SF୯୳FDUT UIF DFSUBJOUZ PG UIFJS FYQFDUBUJPO "T ɓ JODSFBTFT UIF BVUPDSBU BOE PQQPTJUJPO
QPMJUJDJBON BSF NPSF DFSUBJO BCPVU UIFJS FYQFDUBUJPO PG ε
4JODF UIF BVUPDSBU PSHBOJ[FT UIF FMFDUJPO IF DBO TFU UIF BNPVOU PG FMFDUPSBM GSBVE G ≥  * BTTVNF
FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JT DPTUMFTT VOUJM TPNF BNPVOU ɉ ≥  JG UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT G > ɉ IF JT SFNPWFE GSPN
QPXFS FJUIFS CZ UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ PS UIF QPQVMBUJPO 5IF BVUPDSBU XJOT UIF FMFDUJPO JG
Z% + G ≥ ZN + ε 	

&MFDUPSBM GSBVE G BOE QPTUFMFDUJPO QVCMJD HPPET Z% BSF TVCTUJUVUFT *ODSFBTJOH GSBVE FOBCMFT UIF BV
UPDSBU UP SFEVDF QVCMJD HPPE TQFOEJOH
*G UIF BVUPDSBU XJOT UIF FMFDUJPO UIFSF JT TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ UIBU B QPQVMBS QSPUFTU NPWFNFOU
DPBMFTDFT BSPVOE QPMJUJDJBON BOE GPSDFT UIF BVUPDSBU GSPN QPXFS 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ * BTTVNF UIJT
QSPCBCJMJUZ JT FYPHFOPVT *U NBZ CF B GVODUJPO PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT VOQPQVMBSJUZ PS IJT DPOUSPM PWFS
UIF TFDVSJUZ GPSDFT *O UVSO UIF BVUPDSBU TVSWJWFT B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ − Ɏ
1SJPS UP UIF FMFDUJPO UIF BVUPDSBU DBO QSPNJTF QPMJUJDJBON TPNF QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFS U 5IJT
USBOTGFS JG TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MBSHF IBT UISFF F୭GFDUT 'JSTU UIF USBOTGFS FOTVSFT PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBON
FOEPSTFT UIF BVUPDSBU "T B SFTVMU UIF BVUPDSBU GBDFT OP DPNQFUJUJPO BOE XJOT UIF FMFDUJPO XJUI DFS
UBJOUZ 4FDPOE UIF USBOTGFS SFEVDFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B QPTUFMFDUJPO QPQVMBS QSPUFTU UP Ɏ < Ɏ 'PS
CZ FOEPSTJOH UIF BVUPDSBU PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBO L JT OP MPOHFS SFHBSEFE CZ UIF QPQVMBUJPO BT B DSFE
JCMF QSPUFTU MFBEFS "OE TJODF DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO HFOFSBMMZ SFRVJSFT B DSFEJCMF MFBEFS UP NPCJMJ[F UIF

QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVDDFTTGVM DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO GBMMT BT XFMM 5IJSE TJODF UIF ୮ୢOBODJBM USBOTGFST SFRVJSFE UP
TFDVSF PQQPTJUJPO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT EJNJOJTI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BCJMJUZ UP SFXBSE MPOHUJNF SFHJNF JOTJE
FST UIFSF JT TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ − Ʌ UIBU SFHJNF JOTJEFST SFNPWF IJN GSPN QPXFS BG୴FS UIF PQQPTJUJPO
FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF JT DPODMVEFE
5IF BVUPDSBUؠT FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ UIVT EFQFOET PO CPUI UIF FMFDUPSBM PVUDPNF BOE IJT BCJMJUZ UP
XFBUIFS BOZ TVCTFRVFOU BUUFNQUT UP SFNPWF IJN GSPN QPXFS
& [V% (·)] =
  JG UIF BVUPDSBU MPTFT UIF FMFDUJPO PS JT EFQPTFE GPMMPXJOH FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ3− Z% JG UIF BVUPDSBU JT FMFDUFE BOE SFUBJOT QPXFS
5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT G BOE
EFDJEFT XIFUIFS UP P୭GFS
USBOTGFS U UP QPMJUJDJBON
*G UIF BVUPDSBU P୭GFST U
QPMJUJDJBON EFDJEFT XIFUIFS UP BDDFQU
$BOEJEBUFT TFU QVCMJD HPPE
TQFOEJOH Z BOE UIF FMFDUJPO PDDVST
*G UIF BVUPDSBU XJOT IF JT SFNPWFE
CZ FMJUFT XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ − Ʌ BOE
CZ UIF QPQVMBUJPO XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH HOHFWRUDO DOOLDQFH JDPH
 3঎জঞকঝজ
5IF SFTVMUT BSF TVNNBSJ[FE JO 1SPQPTJUJPO 
1SPQPTJUJPO  5IF PVUDPNF EFQFOET PO UIF NBYJNBM MFWFM PG GSBVE ɉ

 8IFO ɉ >  (3− Ȏ) UIF FMFDUPSBM FRVJMJCSJVN ॷ
Z∗% = 
Z∗N = 3
1S∗% (8JOT) = 



















1S∗% (8JOT) = 






























































) ( + Ɏɓ − ɉ + ɓɉ
)
8IFO BVUPDSBUT IBWF OP SFDPVSTF UP GSBVE 1SPQPTJUJPO  NBLFT DMFBS FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO
ESJWFT VQ QVCMJD HPPE DPNNJUNFOUT "U UIF MJNJU XIFSF ɉ =  JO FRVJMJCSJVN CPUI UIF BVUPDSBU
BOE PQQPTJUJPO TFU UIF TBNF TQFOEJOH MFWFMT Z∗N = Z∗% = 3− Ȏ  BOE BT B SFTVMU CPUI EFSJWF UIF TBNF
QSPCBCJMJUZ PG WJDUPSZ   0QQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBON SFRVJSFT USBOTGFS






UP GPSN BO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF XJUI UIF BVUPDSBU 5IJT BNPVOU JT QPUFOUJBMMZ IJHI FTQFDJBMMZ JG UIF BV
UPDSBU JT WVMOFSBCMF UP B DPVQ Eԙ©UBU 	Ʌ→ 
 PS JG UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QPTUFMFDUJPO QSPUFTUT JT SFMBUJWFMZ
IJHI 	Ɏ → 
 "T UIF BVUPDSBUؠT JOUFSFTU JO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI UIF PQQPTJUJPO SJTFT UIF PQQPTJ
UJPO CFDPNFT GBS MFTT MJLFMZ UP BDDFQU UIFN *OEFFE TUBUF SFWFOVF 3NVTU CF FYUSFNFMZ IJHI ؛ BOE
UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B QPTUFMFDUJPO QSPUFTU XJUI QPMJUJDJBON JO UIF DPBMJUJPO Ɏ FYUSFNFMZ MPX ؛ GPS UIF











5IFTF EZOBNJDT DIBOHF ESBNBUJDBMMZ XIFO UIF BVUPDSBU DBO HVBSBOUFF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE 'SPN
FRVBUJPO 	
 FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JODSFBTFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG WJDUPSZ XJUIPVU SFEVDJOH IJT
SFUVSOT GSPN QPXFS 4JODF FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JT DPTUMFTT BT MPOH BT G∗ ≤ ɉ UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT JU NBYJ
NBMMZ CFGPSF P୭GFSJOH DPTUMZ QVCMJD HPPET UP BUUSBDU WPUFST *G UIF BVUPDSBU DBO TJNQMZ TUFBM UIF FMFD
UJPO 1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT IF IBT OP JODFOUJWF UP QSPWJEF BOZ QVCMJD HPPET 4JODF UIF PQQPTJUJPO
QPMJUJDJBO IBT OP DIBODF PG DMBJNJOH QPXFS PVUTJEF PG B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH IF SFRVJSFT POMZ XIBU IF
FYQFDUT GSPN EFNPDSBDZ
& [VN (%FNPDSBDZ)] = 1S (7JDUPSZ|ɉ = )×




EJTDPVOUFE CZ UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B QPTUFMFDUJPO VQSJTJOH Ɏ CVU BNQMJ୮ୢFE CZ UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU UIF
BVUPDSBU MPTFT QPXFS UP BO FMJUF DPVQ Eԙ©UBU (− Ʌ) PS QPTUFMFDUJPO QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH Ɏ UIBU UBSHFUT
QPMJUJDJBON BT XFMM
8IFO UIF BVUPDSBU DBO TFDVSF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE UIF USBOTGFS UIBU QPMJUJDJBON SFRVJSFT GPS BO







"VUPDSBUT XIP DBO TFDVSF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE NPSFPWFS BSF MJLFMZ UP CF WJFXFE CZ PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJ
DJBOT BT NPSF JOTVMBUFE GSPN DPVQT Eԙ©UBU BOE MFTT WVMOFSBCMF UP QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT FJUIFS XJUIPVU
	Ɏ
 PS XJUI 	Ɏ
 IJT QBSUJDJQBUJPO JO UIF SFHJNF 5IFTF CFMJFGT 1SPQPTJUJPO  UFMMT VT BSF DSVDJBM 'PS
UIFZ SFEVDF UIF SFRVJSFE USBOTGFS U∗ UIBU UIF PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBO EFNBOET GPS UIF BMMJBODF 8JUI OP
SPVUF UP QPMJUJDBM QPXFS PVUTJEF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT SFHJNF QPMJUJDJBON JT GPSDFE UP BDDFQU XIBUFWFS P୭GFS
UIF BVUPDSBU NBLFT 5IJT FYQMBJOT XIZ UIF $POHPMFTF PQQPTJUJPO BDDFQUT TVDI JODPOTFRVFOUJBM BOE
QPPSMZ ୮ୢOBODFE NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT *U TJNQMZ MBDLT MFWFSBHF GPS BOZUIJOH CFUUFS






5IJT FMVDJEBUFT UIF DIJFG SFTVMU PG 1SPQPTJUJPO  BT XFMM BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BMMJBODF DIPJDFT 8IFO
BO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODF IBT MJUUMF F୭GFDU PO UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QPTUFMFDUJPO QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT ؛ UIBU JT
XIFO Ɏ → Ɏ ؛ UIF BVUPDSBU XJMM OFWFS GPSN BO BMMJBODF FWFO XIFO UIF PQQPTJUJPO JT WJSUVBMMZ EFT
QFSBUF UP EP TP "T Ɏ − Ɏ →  IPXFWFS UIF BVUPDSBU CFIBWFT FOUJSFMZ EJ୭GFSFOUMZ *O UIJT DBTF FWFO
UIPVHI UIF FMFDUJPO DPVME TJNQMZ CF TUPMFO UIF BVUPDSBU XJMM CFBS DPOTJEFSBCMF DPTU UP FOTVSF PQQPTJ
UJPO QPMJUJDJBON KPJOT UIF SFHJNF
*O TIPSU FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT JO BVUPDSBDJFT TFSWF UP QSFWFOU QPQVMBS QSPUFTUT
؛ UP SFOEFS DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO EJ୭୮ୢDVMU ؛ OPU UP XJO FMFDUJPOT *G BO BVUPDSBU NVTU B TJOHMF PQQPTJUJPO
QPMJUJDJBO BNPOH TFWFSBM IF TFMFDUT UIF POF XIP NPCJMJ[FT DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO NPTU F୭GFDUJWFMZ

 5঑঎ 'ঊঝ঎ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌঊক 0ঙঙঘজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP UBSHFUT MFBEFST PG UIF MBSHFTU NPTU FUIJDBMMZ IPNPHFOPVT QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT GPS FMFD
UPSBM BMMJBODFT )F EPFT TP 1SPQPTJUJPO  FYQMBJOT UP EJNJOJTI UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT
CZ SFNPWJOH UIF LFZ GPDBM QPJOUT GPS DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO #Z KPJOJOH UIF SFHJNF UIFZ PODF JNQVHOFE
PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST USBEF QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ GPS TFWFSBM ZFBST PG NJOJTUFSJBM QFSRVJTJUFT 8IZ $PO
HPMFTF DJUJ[FOT BTL UIFNTFMWFT GPMMPX WFOBM PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST JOUP B QPUFOUJBMMZ GBUBM QSPUFTU XIFO
UIFZ XJMM QSPWF BT DPSSVQU BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 8IZ TBDSJ୮ୢDF TP NVDI GPS TPNFPOF TP VOUSVTUXPS
UIZ 
 5঑঎ &এএ঎ঌঝ ঘএ .঒গ঒জঝ঎ছ঒ঊক 1ঘজঝজ ঘগ 1ঊছঝঢ $ঘ঑঎জ঒ঘগ
1SPQPTJUJPO  DPNQFMT VT UP FYBNJOF UIF GBUFT PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BظFS UIFZ BDDFQU BO FMFDUPSBM BM
MJBODF 'PS UIF UIFPSZؠT DIJFG PCTFSWBCMF JNQMJDBUJPO JT UIBU PODF UIFTF BMMJBODFT BSF GPSNFE POFUJNF
PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST TIPVME IBWF MJUUMF DSFEJCJMJUZ XJUI UIFJS GPSNFS DPOTUJUVFOUT
5IF OBSSBUJWFT JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTU UIJT JT JOEFFE UIF DBTF 7JSUVBMMZ BMM $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT TBZ
آUIFSF JT OP USVF QPMJUJDBM PQQPTJUJPO IFSFأ 0G DPVSTF UIJT JT TJNQMZ GBMTF +VTU BG୴FS UIF  QSFTJ
EFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT GPS JOTUBODF .BUIJBT %[PO BTLFE SIFUPSJDBMMZ
8IBU BSF XF HPJOH UP QPNQPVTMZ DFMFCSBUF PO "VHVTU   <UIF UI BOOJWFSTBSZ
PG PVS JOEFQFOEFODF GSPN 'SBODF> 5IF NJTFSZ PG UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMF PS UIF DPMPT
TBM GPSUVOFT PG JUT MFBEFST 
"G୴FS IJT SFUVSO GSPN FYJMF JO  +FBO .JDIFM #PLBNCB :BOHPVNCB ؛ XIPTF EBVHIUFS XBT LJMMFE
BCPBSE 65" ୯୳JHIU  GSPN $IBQUFS  ؛ DBMMFE GPS B TFSJFT PG FMFDUPSBM CPZDPUUT EVF UP XJEFTQSFBE
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI "OBUPMF .JMBOEPV 'SBODPJT 4JUB .JMBO .P¯TF "VHVTUF /LFNCP 'FMJY #BUBOUPV
$ISJTUJOF 4JUB BOE "OOF 4JUB XIJDI PDDVSSFE CZ  +VMZ  BOE  "VHVTU 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 

GSBVE BOE DSJUJDJ[FE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NBOBHFNFOU PG UIF PJM TFDUPS 8IBU $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT NFBO
SBUIFS JT UIBU GFX PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST IBWF SFTJTUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOWJUBUJPOT *OEFFE NBOZ BD
UJWFMZ TFFL UIFN #PLBNCB :BOHPVNB XFOU PO UP FOEPSTF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EVSJOH UIF  QSFT
JEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO FWFO XJUIPVU SFDFJWJOH B NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJP آ(PE IBT TQPLFO MFU VT MJTUFO UP
IJN MFU VT QVU IJT XPSET JOUP BDUJPOأ 0QQPTJUJPO MFBEFST LOPX UIFTF SFWFSTBMT DPTU UIFN DSFEJ
CJMJUZ آ4BTTPV /HVFTTP DSFBUFT BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFTأ B TFOJPS BJEF UP :IPNCJ0QBOHP
DPODFEFE آUP MJRVJEBUF UIFNأ
.FBTVSJOH UIF F୭GFDU PG NJOJTUFSJBM BQQPJOUNFOUT PO UIF DSFEJCJMJUZ PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST JT EJG
୮ୢDVMU GPS UXP SFBTPOT 'JSTU TJODF FMFDUJPOT BSF GSBVEVMFOU BOE UIFSF BSF OP QVCMJD PQJOJPO QPMMT BT
DFSUBJOJOH B QBSUZؠT USVF MFWFM PG QVCMJD TVQQPSU JT WJSUVBMMZ JNQPTTJCMF 4FDPOE TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
SFNBJOT JO QPXFS QBSUJFT UIBU SFDFOUMZ SFDFJWFE NJOJTUFSJBM QPTUT NBZ IBWF OPU ZFU TV୭GFSFE QPQVMBS
JUZ MPTTFT 5IJT QIFOPNFOPO JT LOPXO BT آSJHIU DFOTPSJOHأ "MUIPVHI XF PCTFSWF BMM QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT
BU UIF PVUTFU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QPXFS XF EP OPU PCTFSWF UIFJS DPOEJUJPO BU JUT FOE
5P NFBTVSF UIF DSFEJCJMJUZ PG PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ MFBEFST * SFDPSE BMM JOTUBODFT JO XIJDI QBSUZN
TV୭GFSFE B MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMF PS HFOFSBUFE B TQMJOUFS QBSUZ PG GSVTUSBUFE EJTTJEFOUT *O $POHP UIFTF
QBSUZ EJWJTJPOT BSF FWJEFODF PG NBKPS EJTQVUFT PWFS QBSUZ QPMJDZ BOE UIFZ FNFSHF NPTU DPNNPOMZ
XIFO UIF QBSUZؠT MFBEFSTIJQ BMJFOBUFT JUT SBOL BOE ୮ୢMF * UIFO FTUJNBUF UIF F୭GFDU PG NJOJTUFSJBM BQ
QPJOUNFOUT PO QBSUZ EJWJTJPOT XJUI B $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSE NPEFM DPOUSPMMJOH GPS B WBSJFUZ PG
QBSUZMFWFM GBDUPST JUT TJ[F FUIOJD IPNPHFOFJUZ BOE XIFUIFS UIF QBSUZؠT GPVOEFS XBT BMJWF JO ZFBS U
"T B SPCVTUOFTT DIFDL * BMTP FNQMPZ B NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS XIJDI BDDPNNPEBUFT UIF GBDU UIBU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP UBSHFUT PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ #FDBVTF IF EPFT TP QBSUJFT UIBU SFDFJWF NJOJTUFSJBM
QPTUT ؛ آUSFBUFEأ QBSUJFT JO UIF MFYJDPO PG DBVTBM JOGFSFODF ؛ BSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO QBS
UJFT UIBU EP OPU *G UIFTF TZTUFNBUJD EJ୭GFSFODFT BMTP SFOEFS UIFN NPSF MJLFMZ UP TQMJOUFS UIF SFTVMUT
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +BOVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BZ  4FF 4FDUJPO  GPS UIF GVMM RVPUF

GSPN UIF $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSET NPEFM XJMM CF CJBTFE 5IJT NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS VTFT UIF SFTVMUT
GSPN 5BCMF  UP QBJS QBSUJFT UIBU BSF TJNJMBS JO BMM SFTQFDUT TBWF XIFUIFS UIFZ SFDFJWFE B NJOJTUFSJBM
QPSUGPMJP GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  #Z GBS UIF HSFBUFTU QSFEJDUPS PG MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT XJUIJO ؛ PS
TQMJOUFS QBSUJFT GSPN ؛ PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT JT XIFUIFS UIFZ PDDVQJFE B NJOJTUFSJBM QPTU 5IF F୭GFDU
JT TVCTUBOUJWFMZ BOE TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU 0DDVQZJOH B NJOJTUFSJBM QPTU JO B HJWFO ZFBS JODSFBTFT
UIF DIBODFT PG QBSUZ EJWJTJPO CZ TPNF % 'JHVSF  JMMVTUSBUFT UIJT -FG୴ UP UIFNTFMWFT $POHPؠT
PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT BSF SFMBUJWFMZ JNNVOF GSPN EJWJTJPOT 0ODF UIFZ BDDFQU B NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT
IPXFWFS UIFZ RVJDLMZ TV୭GFS GSPN MFBEFSTIJQ TUSVHHMFT PS HFOFSBUF TQMJOUFS QBSUJFT PG EJTTJEFOUT *O
EFFE FJHIU ZFBST BG୴FS BDDFQUJOH B QPTU B DPPQUFE PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ XJMM BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ IBWF CFFO
VOEFSNJOFE CZ TPNF TPSU PG EJWJTJPO $PMVNO  B୭୮ୢSNT UIBU UIJT JT OPU TJNQMZ CFDBVTF PQQPTJUJPO
QBSUJFT UBSHFUFE CZ BMMJBODFT BSF GVOEBNFOUBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU 5IFZ BSF JOEFFE UIF NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS
୮ୢOET POMZ OJOF QBSUJFT JO UIF USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT UIBU BSF DPNQBSBCMF #VU PDDVQZJOH B
NJOJTUFSJBM QPTU TUJMM JODSFBTFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QBSUZ EJWJTJPO (JWFO UIF GFX DPNQBSBCMF PCTFSWB
UJPOT UIF F୭GFDU JT JNQSFDJTFMZ FTUJNBUFE
 5঑঎ %঎ঝ঎ছখ঒গঊগঝজ ঘএ 0ঙঙঘজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ .঒গ঒জঝ঎ছ঒ঊক 5঎গঞছ঎
5IFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU B ୮ୢOBM DIBMMFOHF GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE IJT DPVOUFSQBSUT &STUXIJMF PQQPTJ
UJPO MFBEFST CFHJO MPTJOH QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ UIF NPNFOU UIFZ BDDFQU FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT :FU UIF ୮ୢOBO
DJBM SFUVSOT GSPN NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT BDDSVF PWFS UJNF .JOJTUFSJBM CVEHFUT UIBU JT DBO POMZ CF
TJQIPOFE TMPXMZ *O UIF MFYJDPO PG QPMJUJDBM FDPOPNZ BVUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU B آDPNNJUNFOU QSPCMFNأ
'PS UIF TUSBUFHZ UP QSPWF TVDDFTTGVM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NVTU DPNNJU UP IJT PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ UBSHFUT
OPU UP SFNPWF UIFN GSPN UIF HPWFSONFOU JNNFEJBUFMZ BG୴FS UIFZ KPJO XFMM CFGPSF UIFZ IBWF GVMMZ
JOEVMHFE JO UIF QFSRVJTJUFT PG NJOJTUFSJBM QPXFS *O TIPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFRVJSFT B DPNNJUNFOU
EFWJDF UP SFOEFS UIF TUSBUFHZ GFBTJCMF

7DEOH  7KH HIIHFW RI PLQLVWHULDO SRUWIROLRV RQ SDUW\ GLYLVLRQV
1BSUZ %JWJTJPO 1BSUZ %JWJTJPO
$PY .PEFM .BUDIJOH &TUJNBUPS
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8JUI OP JOTUJUVUJPOBM DPNNJUNFOU EFWJDF ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BMPOF BQQPJOUT BOE UFSNJOBUFT NJO
JTUFST BU XJMM ؛ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFMJFT PO IJT SFQVUBUJPO #Z FTUBCMJTIJOH B IJTUPSZ PG SFUBJOJOH PQQPTJ
UJPO NJOJTUFST GPS B ୮ୢYFE OVNCFS PG ZFBST SFHBSEMFTT PG XIFO UIF QBSUJFT SVQUVSFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
DBO DSFEJCMZ QSPNJTF UP IPOPS IJT DPNNJUNFOUT UP PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ MFBEFST 'JHVSF  EJTQMBZT UIF
FNQJSJDBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG PQQPTJUJPO NJOJTUFSJBM UFOVSF *O TIPSU UIFSF JT WFSZ MJUUMF WBSJBUJPO JO PQ
QPTJUJPO NJOJTUFSJBM UFOVSF JUTFMG 0ODF UIFZ KPJO UIF HPWFSONFOU PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ
HVBSBOUFFE CFUXFFO GPVS BOE TJY ZFBST JO UIF HPWFSONFOU 8JUIJO UIJT OBSSPX CBOE IPXFWFS 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP BMMPDBUFT UFOVSF TUSBUFHJDBMMZ 5BCMF  TVHHFTUT UIBU NJOJTUFST UIBU SFQSFTFOU EJWJEFE
PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT BSF JOEFFE NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF SFNPWFE ؛ BQQSPYJNBUFMZ % TP QFS ZFBS ؛ UIBO UIF
NJOJTUFST PG VOEJWJEFE PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
.PEFSO "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT BSF GBS NPSF DPODFSOFE BCPVU QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT UIBO UIFJS QSFEFDFTTPST
#Z JOTJTUJOH PO SFHVMBS FMFDUJPOT ؛ IPXFWFS GSBVEVMFOU ؛ BT B DPOEJUJPO GPS BJE JOWFTUNFOU BOE EFCU

























)LJXUH  'HWHUPLQDQWV RI 2SSRVLWLRQ 3DUW\ 'LYLVLRQ
SFMJFG UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ DSFBUFT آGPDBM NPNFOUTأ XIFO DJUJ[FOT BSF FOHBHFE JO UIF QPMJUJ
DBM QSPDFTT BOE BXBSF PG TIBSFE EJTDPOUFOU 4JODF UIFZ CFMJFWF UIBU JOUFSOBUJPOBM BUUFOUJPO XJMM TIJFME
UIFN GSPN SFQSFTTJPO PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSF LFFO UP NPCJMJ[F VOSFTU "T B SFTVMU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT
BSF GBS NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS EVSJOH FMFDUJPO ZFBST ؛ FYFDVUJWF BOE MFHJTMBUJWF BMJLF ؛ UIBO FWFS
CFGPSF 5P QSFWFOU GSVTUSBUJPO GSPN DPBMFTDJOH JOUP PQFO SFWPMU UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
GBTIJPOT FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST 5IF UFDIOJRVF IBT MJUUMF UP EP XJUI XJOOJOH FMFD

3 4 5 6 7




)LJXUH  7KH HPSLULFDO GLVWULEXWLRQ RI PLQLVWHULDO WHQXUH IRU RSSRVLWLRQ OHDGHUV
UJPOT 'PS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO HVBSBOUFF WJDUPSZ XJUI GSBVE BOE PODF GPSNFS PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
IBWF FOEPSTFE IJN UIFZ MPTF UIFJS BCJMJUZ UP EFMJWFS WPUFT 3BUIFS CZ KPJOJOH UIF SFHJNF UIFZ PODF
JNQVHOFE PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST TBDSJ୮ୢDF QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ GPS NJOJTUFSJBM QFSRVJTJUFT BOE UIFZ MPTF
UIFJS DBQBDJUZ UP NPCJMJ[F VOSFTU 'JOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT BSF DSJUJDBM GPS UIJT #VU TP UPP BSF UIF FYQFDUB
UJPOT PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST 8IFO UIFZ CFMJFWF UIF BVUPDSBU JT WVMOFSBCMF UIFZ IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT
UP TBWF IJN BOE TP UIFJS DPOTDJFODFT BSF NPSF DPTUMZ UP QVSDIBTF 8IFO PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSF QFS

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TVBEFE UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT TUSPOH ؛ UIBU GPSUVOF BOE SFMFWBODF BSF BDDFTTJCMZ POMZ XJUIJO UIF SFHJNF
؛ UIF QSJDF PG UIFJS FOEPSTFNFOU EFDMJOFT SBQJEMZ
#VU BT FWFOUT XPVME TPPO NBLF DMFBS VQSJTJOHT DBO FNFSHF TQPOUBOFPVTMZ )PXFWFS FYUFOTJWF
IJT PQQPTJUJPO BMMJBODFT ؛ IPXFWFS SPCCFE GSVTUSBUFE DJUJ[FOT BSF PG MFBEFST UP DPPSEJOBUF VOSFTU ؛
QPQVMBS EFNPCJMJ[BUJPO JT OP TVCTUJUVUF GPS QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM PS UIF BQQFBSBODF UIFSFPG $IBQUFS 
EPDVNFOUT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSUT UP BDRVJSF JU

8
&MFDUPSBM $PNQFUJUJPO BOE 1PQVMBS
.PCJMJ[BUJPO 
4P JU JT ZPVS XPSL UP XIFU UIFJS TPVMT GPS JU CFMPOHT UP UIF SVMFS OPU POMZ UP NBLF IJN
TFMG HPPE CVU IF NVTU BMTP UBLF DBSF UIBU UIPTF IF SVMFT XJMM CF BT HPPE BT QPTTJCMF
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ

8IFO +FBO1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB EJFE JO B 1BSJT IPTQJUBM PO +VOF   IF XBT WJSUVBMMZ MJ
POJ[FE CZ UIF QPMJUJDBM DMBTT "U  ZFBST PME IJT DBSFFS TQBOOFE OFBSMZ GPVS EFDBEFT )F TFSWFE BT
.JOJTUFS PG )JHIFS &EVDBUJPO VOEFS .BSJFO /HPVBCJ GBDJMJUBUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EF KVSF DPVQ
Eԙ©UBU BHBJOTU +BDRVFT +PBDIJN JO 'FCSVBSZ  TQFOU NVDI PG UIF T VOEFS IPVTF BSSFTU BU 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT PSEFS FNFSHFE BT 1PJOUF/PJSFؠT GBWPSJUF TPO EVSJOH UIF T BOE UIFO BTDFOEFE UP
UIF QSFTJEFODZ PG UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  GPMMPXJOH IJT BMMJBODF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *TJEPSF
.WPVCB 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQQPJOUFE QSJNF NJOJTUFS FVMPHJ[FE 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB BT B آHSFBU TUBUFT
NBOأ BOE آXPSUIZ TPO PG $POHPأ 5IF MBUF 1POU©O©HSJO آIBE BMXBZT TIPXO HSFBU DPOTJTUFODZ JO IJT
DPNNJUNFOUآ .WPVCB EFDMBSFE آUP UIF WBMVFT PG UIF 3FQVCMJD BOE EFNPDSBDZأ
"MUIPVHI 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZBؠT BMMJBODF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP WJSUVBMMZ FOEFE IJT QPMJUJDBM DBSFFS
IJT EFBUI TQBSLFE XJEFTQSFBE NPVSOJOH JO 1PJOUF/PJSF *U BMTP BXPLF UIF MPOH TJNNFSJOH GSVTUSB
UJPOT PG UIF DJUZؠT QPPS "MPOH XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 'JSTU -BEZ "OUPJOFUUF BOE B IBOEGVM PG HPWFSO
NFOU NJOJTUFST 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZBؠT SFNBJOT BSSJWFE JO 1PJOUF/PJSF PO 4BUVSEBZ NPSOJOH +VMZ 
5IBU BG୴FSOPPO UIF SFHJNF BOOPVODFE UIBU .POEBZؠT QVCMJD NFNPSJBM XPVME CF IFME BU UIF 'SBODP
"OTFMNJ 4UBEJVN B SFDFOUMZ SFIBCJMJUBUFE GBDJMJUZ GBS TNBMMFS UIBO UIF PSJHJOBM TJUF *G BUUFOEBODF XBT
SFTUSJDUFE UIF SFHJNF ୮ୢHVSFE QVCMJD NPVSOJOH XBT MFTT MJLFMZ UP DPBMFTDF JOUP SFWPMU 5IPVTBOET
PG ZPVOH 1POU©O©HSJOT UVSOFE VQ GPS UIF .POEBZ DFSFNPOZ BOZXBZ BOE XFSF EFOJFE FOUSZ 8IFO
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPUPSDBEF BUUFNQUFE UP FYJU UIF TUBEJVN BG୴FSXBSET 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZBؠT BOHSZ
TVQQPSUFST CMPDLFE UIFJS FYJU IVSMJOH TUPOFT BOE JOTVMUT BU UIF DBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPUPSDBEF XBT
GPSDFE GSPN UIF GVOFSBM QSPDFTTJPO UP 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZBؠT VMUJNBUF SFTUJOH QMBDF #VU GFX 1POU©O©
HSJOT BDUVBMMZ LOFX UIJT "OE TP BT UIF QSPDFTTJPO QSPDFFEFE UISPVHI UIF DJUZ UP UIF GBNJMZ DFNFUFSZ
BOHSZ 1POU©O©HSJOT QFMUFE UIF NPUPSDBEF XJUI TUPOFT TFU B୯୳BNF DBST JO BEKBDFOU QBSLJOH MPUT BOE
WBOEBMJ[F BSFB CVTJOFTTFT 5IF TFDVSJUZ TFSWJDFT BSSFTUFE BU MFBTU  QFPQMF NBOZ PG XIPTF DSJNFT DPO
TJTUFE POMZ PG XFBSJOH 5IZTU¨SF5DIJDBZB SFFMFDUJPO UTIJSUT .BOZ XFSF UPSUVSFE BOE POF EJFE JO
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 

DVTUPEZ 0OF KPVSOBMJTU GPS 5©M© QPVS 5Pॸ UIF DPVOUSZؠT POMZ JOEFQFOEFOU UFMFWJTJPO OFXT DIBOOFM
XBT EFUBJOFE GPS BMMPXJOH HVFTUT UP EFGFOE UIF SJPUFST
4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT $IBQUFS  NBLFT DMFBS UP EJTDSFEJU PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST
#VU UIF 1PJOUF/PJSF SJPUT VOEFSTDPSFE UIF JNQPSUBODF PG QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM IPXFWFS NJOJNBM 'PS
QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT DBO FNFSHF TQPOUBOFPVTMZ BOE TPNF BNPVOU PG QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM JT VTFGVM GPS
QSFWFOUJOH UIFN 8JUI UIF FMFDUPSBM TFBTPO VQPO IJN 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE UP ୮ୢHVSF PVU IPX UP
HFOFSBUF JU
(FOFSBUJOH HPPEXJMM JT OP USJWJBM UBTL GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP /P TPVUIFSOFS XJMM GPSHJWF UIF BUSPD
JUJFT UIBU GPMMPXFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TFJ[VSF PG QPXFS KVTU BT OP DJUJ[FO XIP EPFT OPU EJSFDUMZ CFO
F୮ୢU GSPN UIF SFHJNF XJMM GPSHJWF JUT DPSSVQUJPO *OEFFE GSFTI BMMFHBUJPOT PG DPSSVQUJPO XFSF TUJMM
FNFSHJOH 0O +VMZ  KVTU BG୴FS UIF 1PJOUF/PJSF SJPUT 5BMॵTB SFQPSUFE UIBU 9BWJFS )BSFM B 'SFODI
KPVSOBMJTU XIP UXP ZFBST FBSMJFS IBE XSJUUFO B CPPL BCPVU ୮ୢOBODJBM JNQSPQSJFUJFT BNPOH "GSJDBؠT BV
UPDSBUT DMBJNFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GPSUVOF XBT SPVHIMZ $ CJMMJPO 'JWF XFFLT MBUFS 5BMॵTB QVCMJTIFE
+FBO 'SBO§PJT 1SPCTUؠT DMBJN UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QVSDIBTFE B $ NJMMJPO NBOTJPO JO .BSCFMMB
4QBJO UIF TJUF PG IJT UISFF XFFL "VHVTU WBDBUJPOT #SVOP +BDRVFU 0TT¨CJ UIF DPVSBHFPVT IVNBO
SJHIUT BDUJWJTU GSPN $IBQUFS  XBT WJPMFOUMZ NVSEFSFE KVTU TJY NPOUIT MBUFS 5IF VQDPNJOH FMFDUJPOT
SFOEFSFE UIFTF SFQPSUT BMM UIF NPSF UISFBUFOJOH
5P HFOFSBUF HPPEXJMM UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UVSOFE UP TVSSPHBUFT %VSJOH UIF 
MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT IF EFQMPZFE USVTUFE BJEFT UP DSFBUF UIFJS PXO QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT XIJDI XFSF QFSNB
OFOUMZ BMMJFE UP IJT 1$5 CVU BQBSU GSPN JU *OEFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FWFO ୮ୢOBODFE NBOZ PG UIFN
آ0VS POMZ SFBTPO GPS CFJOHأ TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM QSPDMBJNFE PG IJT 1´MF Eॶ KFVOॶ S©QVCMJDBJOॶ
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 آJT UP TVQQPSU UIF BDUJPOT PG 1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPأ 4FDUJPO  EPDVNFOUT 4BT
5IPVHI VOEJTQVUFE UIJT BDDPVOU JT UBLFO GSPN B QSFTT SFMFBTF CZ UIF 3FODPOUSF QPVS MB QBJY FU Mॶ ESPJUT
EF MԙIPNNF BOE $PNNॷTJPO KॸUJDF FU QBJY UXP IVNBO SJHIUT /(0T JO 1PJOUF/PJSF
5BMॵTB  +VMZ 
5BMॵTB  4FQUFNCFS 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 

TPV /HVFTTPؠT EFDJTJPO BT XFMM BT UIF FOTVJOH  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPO *O NBOZ EJTUSJDUT UIF DBOEJ
EBUFT ୮ୢFMEFE CZ UIFTF MPZBMJTU QBSUJFT DPNQFUFE BHBJOTU UIF PQQPTJUJPO BOE FBDI PUIFS 5IF FMFDUJPOT
CFUXFFO MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT XFSF HFOFSBMMZ GBJS BOE FYUSFNFMZ DPNQFUJUJWF 4JODF UIFZ FTQPVTFE UIF
TBNF QMBUGPSN MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHOT CFDBNF DPOUFTUT JO HJG୴ HJWJOH XJUI UIF DBOEJEBUFT BMXBZT
DBSFGVM UP SFGSBDU QSBJTF GSPN UIFJS DPOTUJUVFOUT UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 5IF FMFDUJPOT XFSF OPU TJNQMZ
PSHBOJ[FE UP MPDBUF QPDLFUT PG QPQVMBS EJTTFOU BT TDIPMBST IBWF PCTFSWFE FMTFXIFSF <  > 'PS
UIBU UIF HPWFSONFOU GVOET B NBTTJWF JOUFMMJHFODF HBUIFSJOH BQQBSBUVT EPDVNFOUFE JO $IBQUFS 
BOE DJWJM XBS GBVMU MJOFT BOZXBZ SFNBJOFE B SFMJBCMF JOEJDBUPS
4FDUJPO  FYQMPSFT MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT XJUI UIF BJE PG B HBNF UIFPSFUJD NPEFM *U TVHHFTUT UIBU
FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHOT FOBCMF DBOEJEBUFT UP CVJME QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT UIBU HFOFSBUF QPQVMBS HPPE
XJMM *OTPGBS BT UIFZ SJWBM UIF BVUPDSBUؠT UIFTF QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT BSF QPUFOUJBMMZ EBOHFSPVT "T
4DIBU[CFSH <> XSPUF PG .PCVUV 4FTF 4FLP
*U JT DVTUPNBSZ GPS UIF <JOUFMMJHFODF TFSWJDF> UP ୮ୢMF SFHVMBS SFQPSUT PO UIF BDUJWJUJFT PG
BMM NFNCFST PG UIF /BUJPOBM -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM XIFO UIFZ BSF JO UIFJS DPOTUJUVFODJFT
EVSJOH QFSJPET PG QBSMJBNFOUBSZ SFDFTT 5IFTF SFQPSUT JOEJDBUF OPU POMZ XIFSF MFHJTMB
UPST BSF CVU BMTP XIBU UIFZ BSF EPJOH BOE XIFUIFS UIFZ BSF CFIBWJOH
8IFO ୮ୢYJOH UIF UFSNT PG FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO UIF NPEFM TVHHFTUT BVUPDSBUT BSF DPHOJ[BOU PG UIFTF
SJTLT 8IFO UIF BVUPDSBU CFMJFWFT IJT CMFTTJOH JT NPSF JNQPSUBOU GPS B QPMJUJDJBOؠT DBSFFS BEWBODFNFOU
UIBO QPQVMBS TVQQPSU UIF BVUPDSBU BMMPXT IJT MPZBMJTUT UP BDDVNVMBUF JU UIJT HPPEXJMM DSFBUFT B WFOFFS
PG QPQVMBS TVQQPSU GPS UIF BVUPDSBU XIJDI SFOEFST QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT MFTT MJLFMZ #Z DPOUSBTU XIFO
QPQVMBS TVQQPSU JT NPSF VTFGVM UP FMJUF DBSFFS BEWBODFNFOU UIBO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT CMFTTJOH UIF BVUPDSBU
PSHBOJ[FT FMFDUJPOT JO XIJDI UIF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFؠT WJDUPSZ JT HVBSBOUFFE XJUI GSBVE 8JUI GFXFS JO
DFOUJWFT UP HFOFSBUF QPQVMBS TVQQPSU UIF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF VMUJNBUFMZ XJOT UIF FMFDUJPO XJUI NVDI
MFTT HPPEXJMM %SBXJOH PO RVBMJUBUJWF BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF 4FDUJPO  TIPXT UIBU EVSJOH UIF

MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT PG  BOE  XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT MFTT DPO୮ୢEFOU PG IJT TVSSPHBUFTؠ
MPZBMUZ IF TFU FMFDUPSBM SVMFT UIBU EJNJOJTIFE MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO BOE UIF QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM IJT TVS
SPHBUFT BDDSVFE 4FDUJPO  BMTP TVHHFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFSFTU JO MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO JT
NVDI TUSPOHFS JO MPDBMFT XIFSF IF OFFET QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM NPTU BDVUFMZ UIF TPVUI
 $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ $ঘগঝছঘক ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ -঎ঐ঒জকঊঝ঒ট঎ &ক঎ঌঝ঒ঘগজ ঘএ 
 5঑঎ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝঘছজ
5IF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT XFSF DPOUFTUFE CZ UISFF CMPDT 5IF FOGFFCMFE PQQPTJUJPO DSFBUFE UIF
"MMJBODF QPVS VOF OPVWFMMF S©QVCMJRVF BO VNCSFMMB HSPVQ PG TPNF  QBSUJFT IFBEMJOFE CZ -JTTPVCBؠT
61"%4 .JMPOHPؠT 6%3 .XJOEB BOE :IPNCJ0QBOHPؠT 3%% 5IFZ SFNBJOFE BT TUSJEFOUMZ PQ
QPTFE UP UIF SFHJNF BT FWFS 5IFZ DPPSEJOBUFE UIFJS PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 61"%4 DBOEJEBUFT SBO NPTUMZ
JO UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT PG /JBSJ #PVFO[B BOE -©LPVNPV 6%3 .XJOEB DBOEJEBUFT GPDVTFE PO
1PPM BOE TPVUIFSO #SB[[BWJMMF BOE UIF 3%% ୮ୢFMEFE DBOEJEBUFT UISPVHIPVU UIF OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT
5IFZ DBMMFE آGPS BO FOE UP QPMJUJDBM FYDMVTJPO BOE UIF SVMJOH DMBOؠT JMMJDJU FOSJDINFOUأ BOE BDDVTFE
UIF SFHJNF PG آQJMMBHJOH OBUJPOBM SFTPVSDFTأ
5IF TFDPOE CMPD DPOTJTUFE PG B IBOEGVM PG POFUJNF PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT UIF MFBEFST PG XIJDI XFSF
HJWFO MVDSBUJWF ؛ UIPVHI QPMJUJDBMMZ JSSFMFWBOU ؛ NJOJTUFSJBM QPSUGPMJPT JO FYDIBOHF GPS FOEPSTJOH 4BT
TPV /HVFTTP %FUBJMFE JO $IBQUFS  JO  UIJT CMPD DPOTJTUFE PG UXP QBSUJFT +FBO1JFSSF 5IZTU¨SF
5DIJDBZBؠT 3%14 XIJDI EPNJOBUFE 1PJOUF/PJSF BOE NVDI PG UIF ,PVJMPV SFHJPO BOE #FSOBSE
,PM©MBTؠ .$%%* XIJDI EPNJOBUFE UIF 1PPM SFHJPO TVSSPVOEJOH #SB[[BWJMMF 5IPVHI EJTDSFEJUFE
JO UIF FZFT PG UIFJS DPOTUJUVFOUT UIFJS BMMJBODFT XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HVBSBOUFFE B IBOEGVM PG TFBUT JO
UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 

5IF ZFBST QSJPS UP UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT IBE CFFO WFSZ HPPE UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP #FUXFFO
 BOE  POF XBUDIEPH PSHBOJ[BUJPO BMMFHFE UIBU آ$POHPؠT MFBEFST GPSHPU UP USBOTGFS UP UIF
QVCMJD USFBTVSZe  NJMMJPO PG PJM SFWFOVFأ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP VTFE B QPSUJPO PG UIFTF QSPDFFET
UP ୮ୢOBODF TBUFMMJUF QBSUJFT 1FSNBOFOUMZ BMMJFE UP UIF 1$5 UIFZ GPSNFE UIFNBKPSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF
B DPMMFDUJPO PG NPSF UIBO  QBSUJFT BOE BTTPDJBUJPOT آUIBU DBMM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIFJS PXOأ 5IJT
HSPVQ DPOTUJUVUFE UIF UIJSE CMPD PG QBSUJFT UIBU XBHFE UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT *O  8JMGSJFE
XBT UIF POMZ PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TPOT BOE OFQIFXT UP QSFTJEF PWFS B QPMJUJDBM QBSUZ UIF $MVC 
'PVOEFE JO  BT UIF OBUJPOBM TIJQQJOH DPNQBOZ 40$053". SFDFJWFT SPZBMUJFT PG $ QFS UPO
PG PJM JU XBT USBOTGFSSFE UP 8JMGSJFE JO  NBLJOH IJN POF PG $POHPؠT SJDIFTU NFO <> #Z 
UISFF PUIFS TPOT BOE OFQIFXT PWFSTBX UIFJS WFSZ PXO QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM QSFTJEFE
PWFS IJT 1+3 OFQIFX &EHBSE PWFS IJT"HJS QPVS MF $POHP 	"1$
 BOE OFQIFX 3FO© 4FSHF #MBODIBSE
0CB PWFS IJT.PVWFNFOU QPVS MB TPMJEBSJU© FU MF E©WFMPQQFNFOU 	.4%
 &BDI SFDSVJUFE QSPNJOFOU
NJOJTUFST JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSONFOU BOE ୮ୢFMEFE DBOEJEBUFT JO EP[FOT PG FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT
5IBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢOBODFE UIFTF QBSUJFT XBT BO PQFO TFDSFU <> آ*G BMNPTU FWFSZ NFNCFS PG UIF
HPWFSONFOU JT B DBOEJEBUF JO UIF VQDPNJOH FMFDUJPOTأ -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF FEJUPSJBMJ[FE آJUؠT OPU
CZ NJTUBLFأ " QSPNJOFOU HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFS DPO୮ୢSNFE UIJT UP NF FWFO NPSF EJSFDUMZ آ<4BT
TPV /HVFTTP> XBOUT QPMJUJDJBOT UP GPDVT UIFJS FOFSHJFT PO FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO )F XBOUT UIFN UP
DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFSأ
5IFTF QBSUJFT FTQPVTFE WJSUVBMMZ JEFOUJDBM DBNQBJHO QMBUGPSNT SFNBSLBCMF POMZ GPS UIFJS MBDL
PG JEFPMPHJDBM DPOUFOU +VTU BT %FOJT $ISJTUFM EFTDSJCFE UIF 1+3ؠT QBSUZؠT آPOMZ SFBTPO GPS CFJOHأ
8JMGSJFE MBUFS EFDMBSFE PG IJT $MVC 
5IF $MVC  163 QMFEHFT JUT UJSFMFTT TVQQPSU UP )JT &YDFMMFODF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OBUPMF $PMMJOFU .BLPTTP  "QSJM 

1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 3FQVCMJD GPS IJT VODFBTJOH F୭GPSUT UP CSJOH QFBDF UP CPUI UIF DPVO
USZ UIF SFHJPO BOE UIF XPSME ت5P UIJT F୭GFDU UIF $MVC  163 SFB୭୮ୢSNT UP IJN
JUT JOFMVDUBCMF TVQQPSU BOE SFBTTVSFT IJN PG JUT UPUBM BOE DPNQMFUF EFWPUJPO
4ZMWBJO /HBNCPMP GPVOEFE UIF $POWFOUJPO QPVS MB S©QVCMJRVF FU MB E©NPDSBUJF 	$3%
 JO "QSJM
 )F EJE TP
JO PSEFS UP GPDVT PO NBYJNJ[JOH JUT VOXBWFSJOH TVQQPSU GPS 1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP ت BT XFMM BT UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO UIF FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPOT BOE EFGFOE UIF SF
QVCMJD BOE EFNPDSBDZ
4UJMM BOPUIFS QBSUZ UIJT POF GPVOEFE CZ +FBO "NCWPVMJ EFTDSJCFE JUT NJTTJPO UIVT
8F DSFBUFE PVS QBSUZ UP DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG $POHP JO QFBDF BOE OB
UJPOBM VOJUZ UIF DSFFE EFBS UP UIF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 3FQVCMJD %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
5IF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT XFSF XBHFE FTTFOUJBMMZ CFUXFFO TZDPQIBOUT BT UIF NBQ JO 'JHVSF 
NBLFT DMFBS 'PS FBDI SFHJPO JU WJTVBMJ[FT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT JO XIJDI NVMUJQMF
MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT DPNQFUFE BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS *O UISFF SFHJPOT ؛ $VWFUUF0VFTU ,PVJMPV BOE
4BOHIB ؛ MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT DPNQFUFE BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS JO FWFSZ FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDU *O GPVS PUIFS
SFHJPOT NPSF UIBO IBMG PG BMM FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT XJUOFTTFE MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO *U XBT XJEFTQSFBE
 (঒এঝ (঒ট঒গঐ 1঎ছজঘগঊক /঎ঝঠঘছঔজ ঊগ঍ 4ঊজজঘঞ /ঐঞ঎জজঘ
-PZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO XBT BMTP DPTUMZ 5IF QSFTJEFOUJBM GBNJMZ JOBVHVSBUFE UIF آQSFDBNQBJHOأ TFB
TPO OFBSMZ UISFF NPOUIT CFGPSF WPUJOH 0O .BSDI  "OUPJOFUUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP USBWFMFE WJB IF
MJDPQUFS UP ,JOLBMB 1PPM B DJUZ MFTT UIBO  NJMFT GSPN #SB[[BWJMMF *O UIF QSFTFODF PG UXP HPWFSO
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 

























)LJXUH  7KH SURSRUWLRQ RI HOHFWRUDO GLVWULFWV E\ UHJLRQ LQ ZKLFKPXOWLSOH OR\DOLVW FDQGLGDWHV FRPSHWHG DJDLQVW HDFK
RWKHU LQ 
NFOU NJOJTUFST IFS 'POEBUJPO $POHP "TTॷUBODF/(0 HBWF NFEJDJOF UP B MPDBM IPTQJUBM BOE B XBUFS
QVSJ୮ୢFS UP B MPDBM OFJHICPSIPPE -FTT UIBO B XFFL MBUFS PO .BSDI  4BTTPV /HVFTTP DIBSHFE UIF
$POHPMFTF 3FE $SPTT XJUI EJTUSJCVUJOH ,  CPUUMFT PG UIF GBNJMZؠT CSBOE PG ESJOLJOH XBUFS 0L
JFTTJ UP DIPMFSB QBUJFOUT BU UXP #SB[[BWJMMF IPTQJUBMT *U SFNBJOT VODMFBS XIFUIFS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
5IF NJOJTUFST XFSF +FBOOF 'SBODPJTF -FDLPNCB BOE $MBVEF "MQIPOTF /TJMPV

SFRVJSFE UIF $POHPMFTF 3FE $SPTT UP QBZ GPS UIF QSJWJMFHF
5IFTF FBSMZ HJG୴T TFU UIF UPOF GPS UIF FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO 8JUI MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT FTQPVTJOH UIF
TBNF QMBUGPSN UIFJS DBNQBJHOT XFSF FTTFOUJBMMZ DPOUFTUT JO HJG୴HJWJOH 4PNF EPOBUFE UBCMFT BOE
DIBJST UP BSFB TDIPPMT 4PNF HBWF IVOESFET PG QVCMJD USBTI DBOT 4PNF HBWF NFEJDJOF UP MPDBM
IPTQJUBMT UP USFBU )*7 BOE DIPMFSB 4PNF HBWF BNCVMBODFT 4PNF TJNQMZ HBWF DBTI 5IFTF HJG୴
HJWJOH DPOUFTUT XFSF FWJEFODF PG DPNQFUJUJPO "T POF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF TBJE JO B NPNFOU PG DBOEPS
7PUFST BSF UJSFE 5IFZ EPOؠU SFBMMZ FYQFDU QPMJUJDJBOT UP GVM୮ୢMM UIFJS DBNQBJHO QSPNJTFT
PODF JO P୭୮ୢDF <(JG୴ HJWJOH> FOBCMFT VT UP FBSO DSFEJCJMJUZ BOE MPZBMUZ GSPN UIF QPQVMB
UJPO
8IBUFWFS UIF HJG୴ UIF BDU JUTFMG HFOFSBUFE SFBM TVQQPSU GPS DBOEJEBUFT "G୴FS "EPMQIF .CPV
.BCB UIF JODVNCFOU 1$5 EFQVUZ JO POF #SB[[BWJMMF EJTUSJDU EPOBUFE  USBTI DBOT UIF OFJHICPS
IPPE QSFTJEFOU QSPGFTTFE ୮ୢEFMJUZ UP UIF DBOEJEBUF SBUIFS UIBO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
8JUI UIJT HFTUVSF UIF OFJHICPSIPPE QSPNJTFT JUT BUUBDINFOU UP UIF QFSTPO PG EFQVUZ
.CPV.BCB ت5IJT JOJUJBUJWF JT WFSZ HPPE JU SFOEFST PVS OFJHICPSIPPE DMFBOFS BOE
NPSF XPSUIZ PG JUT OBNF ت8F DBO POMZ SFKPJDF GPS UIJT HJG୴ NBEF UP PVS DIVSDI UP
PVS TDIPPMT BOE UP UIF DPNNVOJUJFT JO PVS OFJHICPSIPPE
"G୴FS UXP 1$5 DBOEJEBUFT 4ZMWFTUSF 0TTJBMB BOE )ZBDJOUIF /HBOJ EJTUSJCVUFE NFEJDJOF UP UIFJS
#SB[[BWJMMF EJTUSJDUT UIF OFJHICPSIPPE QSFTJEFOU SFTQPOEFE FRVBMMZ QSPGVTFMZ
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  'FCSVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP BOE IJT DBNQBJHO NBOBHFS  +VMZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 

5IF BDUJWJUJFT TQPOTPSFE CZ <0TTJBMB BOE /HBOJ> BSFOؠU EPOF CFIJOE DMPTFE EPPST
5P SFBMJ[F UIFN POF NVTU IBWF MPWF GPS POFؠT GFMMPX NBO XIJDI FWFSZPOF IFSF DBO
XJUOFTT TUVEFOUT BUIMFUFT FWFSZPOF 8F LOPX XF DBO DPVOU PO UIFTF UXP XPSUIZ
TPOT PG UIF OFJHICPSIPPE
$IBSMPUUF 0QJNCBU XIP TQFOU UIF ZFBST TJODF IFS  MPTT CVJMEJOH B QFSTPOBM DPOTUJUVFODZ UISPVHI
IFS QFSTPOBM /(0 EFTDSJCFE B آDPOUSBDUأ CFUXFFO IFS BOE IFS #SB[[BWJMMF DPOTUJUVFOUT
8F TJNQMZ IBE UP MBVODI B XJEF SBOHF PG BDUJWJUJFT OPUBCMZ JO UIF EPNBJOFT PG TBOJUB
UJPO IFBMUI BOE UIF ୮ୢHIU BHBJOTU )*7"*%4 BOE DIPMFSB ت5IFTF BDUJPOT BSF QBSUJDV
MBSMZ SFMFWBOU GPS UIF QPQVMBUJPOT JO PVS OFJHICPSIPPET "T B SFTVMU PG BMM UIJT UIFSF JT
B TPSU PG DPOUSBDU PG USVTU CFUXFFO UIF QPQVMBUJPO BOE NF
$BNQBJHOJOH FOBCMFE XFMMGVOEFE MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT UP DSFBUF QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT BNPOH UIF QPQ
VMBUJPO XIJDI QPUFOUJBMMZ SJWBMFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
4UJMM TJODF UIFZ CFMJFWFE UIFJS DBSFFS QSPTQFDUT EFQFOEFE PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS MPZBMJTU DBO
EJEBUFT SFGSBDUFE UIF QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM UIFZ BDRVJSFE GSPN HJG୴HJWJOH UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 4BJE UIF
TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM PG %FOJT $ISJTUFMؠT 1+3 VQPO HJWJOH UBCMFT BOE DIBJST UP B #SB[[BWJMMF TDIPPM
4JODF XF TUBSUFE UIF 1+3 XJUI PVS IPOPSBSZ QSFTJEFOU %FOJT $ISJTUFM 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
XF EFDJEFE UIBU FBDI UJNF UIF QPQVMBUJPO OFFEFE PVS IFMQ XF XPVME QSPWJEF JU BD
DPSEJOH UP PVS NFBOT *UؠT POF XBZ GPS VT UP TVQQPSU -B /PVWFMMF &TQ©SBODF UIF QSFT
JEFOUؠT FDPOPNJD EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDU 5IF HJG୴T XF IBWF KVTU QSPWJEFE BSF WFSZ TNBMM
BOE XIBU SFNBJOT UP CF EPOF JT WFSZ HSFBU 5P UIF WPUFST XIP IPME PVS EFTUJOZ JO UIFJS
IBOET XF XPVME MJLF UP SFNJOE ZPV UIBU تXF BSF QBSU PG UIFNBKPSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF
TVQQPSUJOH TUSPOHMZ UIF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 3FQVCMJD
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 

.BSDFM .CBOJ UIFO .JOJTUFS PG :PVUI DIPSFPHSBQIFE IJT QBSUZؠT DPOHSFTT UP FOTVSF IJT TVQQPSUFST
B୭୮ୢSNFE UIFJS VODPOEJUJPOBM TVQQPSU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFGPSF UIFZ IPOPSFE IJN -B 4FNBJOF
"GSJDBJOF EFTDSJCFE JU UIJT XBZ
1BSUZ TVQQPSUFST BEPQUFE NPUJPOT PG TVQQPSU GPS QSFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE
.BSDFM .CBOJ UIF QSFTJEFOU PG UIFJS QBSUZ ت5IF QBSUJDJQBOUT NPSFPWFS QMFEHFE
UIFJS UPUBM TVQQPSU UP -B /PVWFMMF &TQ©SBODF 1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FDP
OPNJD EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDU 5IFZ QSPNJTFE UP TQBSF OP F୭GPSU UP FOTVSF JU SFBDIFT
GSVJUJPO
"U BOPUIFS FWFOU 4ZMWBJO /HBNCPMP EFDMBSFE IJNTFMG آEFEJDBUFE UP BO VOXBWFSJOH ୮ୢEFMJUZ UP 1SFT
JEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 0DDBTJPOBMMZ DBOEJEBUFT FWFO BQQFBMFE EJSFDUMZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
CFGPSF UIFJS TVQQPSUFST 0OF DBOEJEBUF "OHVJPT /HBOHVJB &OHBNC© PQFOFE B MFUUFS UP IJT DPO
TUJUVFOUT UIJT XBZ
* XJMM EFWPUF BMM NZ FOFSHZ UP UIF TVDDFTT PG UIF.PVWBODF 1SযJEFOUJFMMF BOE UP UIF EF
GFBU PG UIF PQQPTJUJPO * IBWF CFFO BMXBZT BOE DPOTUBOUMZ XJUI UIF.PVWBODF 1SযJ
EFOUJFMMF GPS UIF HSFBU FMFDUPSBM DPOUFTUT ت* QVU BMM NZ TUSFOHUI PG DPOWJDUJPO UP CF
ZPVS TQPLFTQFSTPO UIF EFGFOEFS PG ZPVS JOUFSFTUT ت* BN UIF POMZ DBOEJEBUF XIP
CSJOHT QFPQMF UPHFUIFS BOE XIP DBO FOTVSF UIBU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFDFJWFT %
PG UIF WPUF JO 
4JODF $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT SFNBJOFE DSVTIJOHMZ QPPS FWFO MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT IBE UP BDLOPXMFEHF
QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO :FU XJUI UIFJS QPMJUJDBM GVUVSFT ୮ୢSNMZ JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IBOET UIFZ EJE TP JO
XBZT UIBU BCTPMWFE IJN PG SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ "T POF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF (FPSHFT 5TJCB QVU JU
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 

/PX JT UIF UJNF UP DMJNC PVU PG UIF NVE QJU JO XIJDI DFSUBJO PG UIF DPVOUSZؠT DJUJ[FOT
DPSSVQUFE CZ QPXFS XBOU UP LFFQ VT #VU XF NVTU MFBWF UIF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 3FQVC
MJD BCPWF UIF NFM©F 8F NVTU OPU BTL IJN UP EFGFOE UIF JOEFGFOTJCMF UIPTF UP XIPN
IF HBWF UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP DPOTUSVDU UIF DPVOUSZ BOE XIP IBWF TRVBOEFSFE JU $POHP
NVTU CF HPWFSOFE XFMM
8JUI MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT FOHBHJOH JO BT NVDI HJG୴HJWJOH BT QPTTJCMF ؛ BOE UIFJS JOTJTUFOU QSBJTF
PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ DJUJ[FOT JO FWFO IPTUJMF FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT DPVME CF GPSHJWFO GPS PWFSTUBUJOH UIF
FYUFOU PG QPQVMBS TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF *OEFFE WJSUVBMMZ FWFSZPOF XIP BUUFOEFE DBNQBJHO SBMMJFT
PG MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT XPVME DIBOUNBKPSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF TMPHBOT BOE MFBWF XFBSJOH BNBKPSJU© QSযJ
EFOUJFMMF TIJSU PS IBU 5IF NPTU JOEVTUSJPVT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JOUFSMPDVUPST TVDDFFEFE JO UVSOJOH
UIFJS OFX QBSUJFT JOUP HFOVJOF QPMJUJDBM NBDIJOFT "MUIPVHI "OES© 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB XBT SFHBSEFE
BT BNPOH UIF NPTU SBQBDJPVT HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST GSPN IJT CBTF JO -FLBOB 1MBUFBVY ؛ XIJDI IF
XPO XJUI % PG UIF WPUF IF BMTP DPOUSPMMFE UIF BSFBؠT POMZ QSJWBUF SBEJP TUBUJPO ؛ IJT $"%%ୖ.+
TPPO FNFSHFE BT #PVFO[BؠT NPTU QPUFOU QPMJUJDBM GPSDF BQBSU GSPN 61"%4 )JT آKPCT QPMJDZأ ؛ IJT
DPNNJUNFOU UP ୮ୢOEJOH IJT ZPVOH QBSUJTBOT XPSL ؛ IBE TP FOEFBSFE IJN UP UIF DPNNVOJUZ UIBU IJT
QBSUJTBOT EPNJOBUFE UIF SFHJPOBM DPVODJM BOE JODSFBTJOHMZ /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ EFMFHBUJPO "T POF PG
IJT #PVFO[B EJTDJQMFT QVU JU
* IBUF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP * XJMM OFWFS WPUF GPS UIF 1$5 #VU "OES© 0LPNCJ
4BMJTTB MPWFT #PVFO[B BOE * BQQSFDJBUF IJT KPCT QPMJDZ
5IF NPTU QPQVMPVT TPVUIFSO BOE OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT SFTQFDUJWFMZ #PVFO[B BOE 1MBUFBVY XFSF BS
HVBCMZ UIF NPTU WBMVBCMF QSJ[FT JO UIF DPOUFTU GPS QPQVMBS TVQQPSU 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB F୭GFDUJWFMZ CF
DBNF UIF ୮ୢSTU OPSUIFSO QPMJUJDJBO UP BDRVJSF B TPVUIFSO DPOTUJUVFODZ "T MPOH BT 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "QSJM 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  .BZ 

VTFE IJT QFSTPOBM DPOTUJUVFODZ UP CVUUSFTT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO TUSFOHUIFOFE UIF
SFHJNF
8JUI FMFDUPSBM GSBVE WJSUVBMMZ DPTUMFTT DBOEJEBUFT LOFX UIBU UIF POMZ XBZ UP XJO B /BUJPOBM "T
TFNCMZ TFBU XBT UP KPJO B MPZBMJTU QBSUZ 4P NBOZ EJE FWFO IBWJOH GPVHIU BHBJOTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO
 5IFZ XFSF GPSDFE UP DBNQBJHO VOEFS IJT CBOOFS FWFO JG UIFZ QSJWBUFMZ MPBUIFE IJN " GSJFOE
PG POF TVDI DBOEJEBUF EFTDSJCFE IJT EFDJTJPO UIJT XBZ
0VS GSJFOE IBTOؠU GPSHPUUFO IJT DPOEJUJPOT *O IJT TPVM IF LOPXT UIBU IF JTOؠU XJUI
%FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP UIBU IFؠMM BMXBZT IBUF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP #VU XIJMF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP JT TUSPOH IF QSFUFOET UP TVQQPSU IJN )F IBT OFWFS GPSHPUUFO PVS TUSVHHMF
4P JG ZPV TFF IJN XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE <.JDIFM> /HBLBMB JUؠT VOF HSBOEF QJ¨DF EF
UI©¢USF ت)FؠT KVTU PO HPPE UFSNT XJUI UIF HPWFSONFOU GPS UIF NPNFOU
 7ঘঝ঒গঐ
5IF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE PG WPUJOH PDDVSSFE PO +VOF  BOE BT NPTU FWFSZPOF FYQFDUFE UIF PQQPTJUJPO XBT
TVCKFDU UP XJEFTQSFBE GSBVE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BMMJFT EPNJOBUFE UIF OFX /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ 0G 
TFBUT IJT MPZBMJTUT DPOUSPMMFE  5IF SFHJNF XBT TP PQQPTFE UP BO JOEFQFOEFOU FMFDUPSBM DPNNJT
TJPO UIBU JU RVJFUMZ EJTQBUDIFE (FSNBJO $©QIBT &XBOHVJ ؛ QSFTJEFOU PG UIF SFHJNFؠT QTFVEP IVNBO
SJHIUT /(0 ؛ UP DSFBUF UIF 'PSVN EF MB TPDJ©U© DJWJMF QPVS Mॶ ©MFDUJPOT MJCSॶ FU USBOTQBSFOUॶ "M
UIPVHI &XBOHVJ XBT TQPOTPSFE CZ UIF SFHJNF WFSZ GFX QFPQMF LOFX )FODF IJT MPVE PCKFDUJPOT UP
UIF PQQPTJUJPOؠT DBMMT GPS BO JOEFQFOEFOU FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPO DSFBUFE UIF BQQFBSBODF PG SFBTPOFE
EJTBHSFFNFOU BOE DPOGVTFE WPUFST
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF XBT TP SFWPMUFE CZ UIF FMFDUPSBM QSPDFTT UIBU JU BTLFE JO CJH CPME MFUUFST
آ)PX DBO XF CF QSPVE UP CF $POHPMFTF أ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  +VMZ 

5IF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE PG UIF MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT XBT NFSFMZ BO FYQSFTTJPO PG QPMJUJDBM BSNFE
SPCCFSZ XIJDI DIFBUFE UIF MBXT PG PVS DPVOUSZ BOE TDPSOFE UIF EFNPDSBUJD PQQP
TJUJPO /FWFS JO $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ IBWF XF PCTFSWFE BO FMFDUJPO XJUI TP NBOZ JSSFHV
MBSJUJFT ت0VS MFBEFST BSFOؠU FWFO FNCBSSBTTFE CZ XIBU IBQQFOFE ت5PNPSSPX UIF
HPWFSONFOU XJMM IPME JUT DPVODJM PG NJOJTUFST BOE XPOؠU FWFO FWPLF UIF FMFDUJPOT CVU
UP DPOHSBUVMBUF JUTFMG PO IBWJOH IFME UIFN BOE MJGF XJMM DPOUJOVF PO BT OPSNBM
&NNBOVFM /HPV©MPOE©M© B QSPNJOFOU PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFS BOE GBUIFSJOMBX UP B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
EBVHIUFS EFDMBSFE PO 3'*
<5IFTF FMFDUJPOT BSF> B TIBNF GPS $POHP B TIBNF GPS PVS EFNPDSBDZ JG UIFSF JT FWFO
EFNPDSBDZ JO PVS DPVOUSZ )PX BG୴FS  ZFBST PG JOEFQFOEFODF DBO XF UPMFSBUF UIJT
MFWFM PG BQQBSFOUMZ MFHBMJ[FE EJTPSEFS *T UIJT OPU TJNQMZ DIBPT *G <UIF HPWFSONFOU>
IBE BOZ IVNJMJUZ BOZ IPOPS UIFZ XPVME DBODFM UIF FMFDUJPOT BOE JOTUBMM B HFOVJOFMZ
JOEFQFOEFOU FMFDUPSBM DPNNJTTJPO 5IJT EFNBOET UIF SFTJHOBUJPO PG UIF FOUJSF HPW
FSONFOU XIJDI NVTU MBZ EPXO JUT XFBQPOT
*O SFTQPOTF UP UIF DSJUJDJTN UIF UXP *OUFSJPS .JOJTUSZ CVSFBVDSBUT PTUFOTJCMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS FMFD
UPSBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO XFSF ୮ୢSFE
"NPOH MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT IPXFWFS WPUJOH XBT SFNBSLBCMZ GBJS 7JSUVBMMZ BMM HPWFSONFOU NJO
JTUFST DPNQFUFE ؛ UIFZ UIF NPTU GBWPSFE PG SFHJNF MJFVUFOBOUT ؛ BOE TPNF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GB
WPSJUFT FWFO MPTU "MBJO "LPVBMB "UJQBVMU TP BQQSFDJBUFE GPS EFGFOEJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BHBJOTU UIF
.BOEFMB 'PVOEBUJPO BT EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  MPTU $IBSMFT ;BDIBSJF #PXBP UIFO 4FDSFUBSZ (FO
FSBM PG UIF (PWFSONFOU BOE MBUFS %FGFOTF .JOJTUFS MPTU 4ZMWBJO /HBNCPMP XIP IBE TP TUVEJPVTMZ
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VOF 

EJSFDUFE UIF HPPEXJMM IF SFDFJWFE GSPN IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP MPTU *OEFFE ׹WF BEEJ
UJPOBM HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST MPTU BT XFMM
4DIPMBST PG୴FO USFBU MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT JO BVUPDSBDJFT BT FJUIFS FYFSDJTFT JO XJEFTQSFBE GSBVE PS
DBSFGVM BUUFNQUT UP MPDBUF QPDLFUT PG EJTTFOU *O $POHP UIFZ BSF OFJUIFS 'PSDFE CZ UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM
DPNNVOJUZ UP PSHBOJ[F UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPSNVMBUFE IJT CFTU SFTQPOTF
XJEFTQSFBE DPNQFUJUJPO BNPOH MPZBMJTUT XIJDI FOBCMFE UIFN UP HFOFSBUF QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT UIBU
DPVME POF EBZ SJWBM IJT PXO )F FWFO ୮ୢOBODFE UIFN 8IZ EJE IF EP TP QBSUJDVMBSMZ XIFO UIF SJTLT
XFSF TP HSFBU 8IFO TIPVME XF FYQFDU BVUPDSBUT UP PSHBOJ[F FMFDUJPOT EJ୭GFSFOUMZ 
5P QSPCF UIF PSJHJOT BOE NFDIBOJDT PG MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO * BHBJO FNQMPZ HBNF UIFPSZ
 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ -ঘঌঊক &ক঎ঌঝঘছঊক $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ " 4঒গঐক঎ -ঘঢঊক঒জঝ $ঊগ঍঒঍ঊঝ঎
"T B CBTFMJOF GPS DPNQBSJTPO * ୮ୢSTU TUVEZ BO FMFDUJPO CFUXFFO B MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF K BOE BO PQQPTJ
UJPO DBOEJEBUFN XIP DPNQFUF GPS UIF WPUFT PG DJUJ[FOT CZ DSFEJCMZ QSPNJTJOH QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST
Z ≥  5IF XJOOFS SFDFJWFT TPNF BNPVOU ɖ PG TUBUF SFWFOVF TFU FYPHFOPVTMZ CZ UIF BVUPDSBU $BO
EJEBUFTؠ QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST UP WPUFST BSF QBSUJBMMZ GVOEFE CZ UIF MFBEFST PG UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF QBSUJFT
5IF BVUPDSBU GVOET TIBSF ɃK ∈ (, ] PG DBOEJEBUF KؠT QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST XIJMF PQQPTJUJPO DBO
EJEBUFNؠT QBSUZ GVOET TIBSF ɃN ∈ (, ] PG IJT *O MFUUJOH DBOEJEBUFT DPNQFUF PWFS USBOTGFST UIF
NPEFM BDLOPXMFEHFT UIF GBDU UIBU JO $POHP BOE FMTFXIFSF JO BVUPDSBUJD "GSJDB UIF TUBUF QSPWJEFT
GFX QVCMJD HPPET 7PUFST JO $POHP IBSEMZ FWFO FYQFDU UIFN UP
" SFQSFTFOUBUJWF DJUJ[FO J IBT VUJMJUZ GVODUJPO VJ (·) XIJDI EFQFOET PO QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST Z ≥
 GSPN UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO BOE B QBSBNFUFS ɂ UIBU SF୯୳FDUT TPNF TPDJFUBM CJBT BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBU ؛




 ZN + ɂ JG PQQPTJUJPO QPMJUJDJBON JT FMFDUFEZK JG MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF K JT FMFDUFE
"MUIPVHI DJUJ[FOT LOPX UIFJS VOEFSMZJOH QBSUJTBO QSFGFSFODF ɂ QPMJUJDJBOT EP OPU 3BUIFS UIFZ







XIFSF ɓ >  SF୯୳FDUT UIF DFSUBJOUZ PG UIFJS FYQFDUBUJPO "T ɓ JODSFBTFT QPMJUJDJBOT BSF NPSF DFSUBJO
BCPVU UIFJS FYQFDUBUJPO PG ɂ
4JODF UIF BVUPDSBU PSHBOJ[FT UIF FMFDUJPO IF DBO TFU UIF BNPVOU PG FMFDUPSBM GSBVE G ≥  "T
JO $IBQUFS  * BTTVNF FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JT DPTUMFTT VOUJM TPNF BNPVOU ɉ ≥  *G UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT
G > ɉ IF JT SFNPWFE GSPN QPXFS FJUIFS CZ UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ PS UIF QPQVMBUJPO -PZBMJTU
DBOEJEBUF KXJOT UIF FMFDUJPO JG
ZK + G ≥ ZN + ɂ 	

"G୴FS UIF FMFDUJPO UIF XJOOJOH QPMJUJDJBO SFDFJWFT TPNF BNPVOU PG QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM H JO QSPQPS
UJPO UP IJT QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST Z 4JODF DBOEJEBUFTؠ FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHOT BSF QBSUJBMMZ GVOEFE CZ
UIFJS QBSUZ MFBEFS ؛ UIF BVUPDSBU QBSUJBMMZ GVOET DBOEJEBUF K XIJMF DBOEJEBUFN JT QBSUJBMMZ GVOEFE
CZ BO PQQPTJUJPO QBSUZ MFBEFS ؛ * BTTVNF UIBU UIF XJOOJOH DBOEJEBUFؠT SFTFSWF PG QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM JT
EJTDPVOUFE CZ ɇ ∈ [, ]
H = ɇZ
"T ɇ→  UIF XJOOJOH DBOEJEBUF EFSJWFT NPSF QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM GSPN IJT QPTUFMFDUPSBM USBOTGFST

'JOBMMZ * BTTVNF UIFSF JT TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ UIBU GPMMPXJOH UIF FMFDUJPO UIF BVUPDSBU JT WVMOFSBCMF
UP B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH MFE CZ IJT FMJUF * MFU CFMJFGT BCPVU Ɏ EJ୭GFS BDSPTT DBOEJEBUFT BOE UIF BVUPDSBU *G
UIF BVUPDSBU JT WVMOFSBCMF UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO MFBET B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBU XIJDI
TVDDFFET XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ
1S (4VDDFTT|7VMOFSBCMF) = H
5IBU JT JG UIF BVUPDSBU JT XFBL UIF HPPEXJMM BDDVNVMBUFE CZ UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO EVSJOH UIF FMFD
UPSBM DBNQBJHO JT EBOHFSPVT GPS UIF BVUPDSBU 4JODF UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO JT QFSDFJWFE BT B DSFEJCMF
BMUFSOBUJWF UP UIF BVUPDSBU UIJT QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM QSPWJEFT B GPVOEBUJPO GPS DPMMFDUJWF BDUJPO *G UIF
SFWPMVUJPO TVDDFFET UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO SFDFJWFT QBZP୭G 3 > ɖ )PXFWFS JG UIF BVUPDSBU JT TUSPOH
BOZ VQSJTJOH MFE CZ UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO GBJMT XJUI DFSUBJOUZ BOE UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO SFDFJWFT VUJMJUZ




 JG OPU FMFDUFE
 JG FMFDUFE BOE MFBET B GBJMFE SFWPMVUJPO
ɖ− (− Ƀ) Z JG FMFDUFE BOE EPFT OPU BUUFNQU B SFWPMVUJPO
3 JG FMFDUFE BOE MFBET B TVDDFTTGVM SFWPMVUJPO
*G UIF BVUPDSBU JT WVMOFSBCMF UP B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH MFE CZ IJT FMJUF QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM BDDVNVMBUFE
CZ UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBO JT EBOHFSPVT *U JODSFBTFT UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJDJBOؠT DBQBDJUZ UP FOHJOFFS DPMMFD
UJWF BDUJPO BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBU #VU JG UIF BVUPDSBU JT TUSPOH SFMBUJWF UP IJT FMJUF UIF FMFDUFE QPMJUJ
DJBOؠT HPPEXJMM DBO QSPWF DSVDJBM 'PS JO HFOFSBUJOH QPQVMBS TVQQPSU GPS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT SFHJNF ؛ BOE
UIFO FOTVSJOH UIBU IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT LOPX PG IJT QFSTPOBM MPZBMUZ UP UIF BVUPDSBU IJNTFMG ؛ MPZBMJTU
DBOEJEBUF -ؠT FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO DSFBUFT B TFOTF BNPOH IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT UIBU UIF USVF MFWFM PG TVQQPSU
GPS UIF SFHJNF JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU $JUJ[FOT TFF UIFJS DPNQBUSJPUT BUUFOE UIF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFؠT DBNQBJHO

SBMMJFT BDDFQU MPDBM HPWFSONFOU KPCT BOE DIBOU QSPSFHJNF TMPHBOT $POTFRVFOUMZ DJUJ[FOT UFOE UP
CFIBWF آBT Jૄأ UIFZ TVQQPSU UIF SFHJNF CFDBVTF UIFZ GFBS BOUJSFHJNF BDUJWJUZ XJMM CF EFOVODJBUFE CZ
UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT 5IJT JO UVSO SFEVDFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBU
*G UIF BVUPDSBU JT TUSPOH SFMBUJWF UP IJT FMJUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH DPBMFTDFT BOE
SFNPWFT UIF BVUPDSBU OPOFUIFMFTT JT
1S (44 = ) = − ɈH
XIFSF Ɉ ∈ [, ]NFBTVSFT UIF F୭GFDUJWFOFTT PG HPPEXJMM HFOFSBUFE CZ UIF FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO JO
DSFBUJOH BU MFBTU B WFOFFS PG TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF




 JG PQQPTJUJPO DBOEJEBUFNXJOT UIF FMFDUJPO
 JG UIF BVUPDSBU JT SFNPWFE JO B SFWPMVUJPO
3− ɃKZK JG DBOEJEBUF KXJOT UIF FMFDUJPO BOE B SFWPMVUJPO GBJMT PS EPFT OPU PDDVS
5IF BVUPDSBU JO TIPSU XBOUT CPUI UP BWPJE B SFWPMVUJPO BOE FOTVSF UIBU IJT MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF XJOT
UIF FMFDUJPO 'PS JG B MFHJUJNBUF PQQPTJUJPO DBOEJEBUF XJOT UIF BVUPDSBU MPTFT IJT UIJO WFOFFS PG BV
UIPSJUZ BOE HPWFSOJOH XJMM QSPWF BMNPTU JNQPTTJCMF
5IF BVUPDSBUؠT FYQFDUBUJPOT PG IJT QPTUFMFDUJPO TUSFOHUI Ɏ DPOEJUJPO IJT JOUFSFTU JO FMFDUPSBM DPN
QFUJUJPO *O UVSO UIF BVUPDSBU EFUFSNJOFT UIF JOUFOTJUZ PG UIF FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO ؛ BOE IFODF UIF
RVBOUJUZ PG HPPEXJMM BDDVNVMBUFE CZ UIF DBOEJEBUFT ؛ CZ EFUFSNJOJOH UIF BNPVOU PG GSBVE JO MPZBM
JTU DBOEJEBUF KؠT GBWPS 'PS BT FRVBUJPO 	
 TVHHFTUT MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF K IBT B XFBLFS JODFOUJWF UP CVZ
WPUFT ؛ BOE IFODF HFOFSBUFT MFTT HPPEXJMM GPS IJNTFMG BOE UIF SFHJNF ؛ XIFO FMFDUPSBM GSBVE HVBSBO
UFFT IJT FMFDUPSBM WJDUPSZ JO BEWBODF

 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ .ঞকঝ঒ঙক঎ -ঘঢঊক঒জঝ $ঊগ঍঒঍ঊঝ঎জ
"MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ NPEJGZ UIF UFSNT PG UIF FMFDUJPO CZ GPSDJOH UXP MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT
K BOE K UP DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS GPS UIF TJOHMF MFHJTMBUJWF TFBU 5IJT FMFDUPSBM TUSBUFHZ GFBUVSFT
CPUI BEWBOUBHFT BOE ESBXCBDLT .PTU PCWJPVTMZ TJODF CPUI DBOEJEBUFT BSF MPZBMJTUT UIF BVUPDSBU
BWPJET UIF FNCBSSBTTNFOU PG BO PQQPTJUJPO WJDUPSZ B MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF XJOT XJUI DFSUBJOUZ #BTFE
PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT FYQFSJFODF JO $POHP IPXFWFS * BTTVNF UIF BVUPDSBU JT VOBCMF UP FOHBHF JO
FMFDUPSBM GSBVE 'PS GSBVE SFRVJSFT UIF BDRVJFTDFODF PG UIF MPDBM CVSFBVDSBDZ XIJDI FOKPZT QFSTPOBM
DPOOFDUJPOT XJUI CPUI MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT .PSFPWFS MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT BSF PG୴FO BCMF UP GPSDF UIF
BVUPDSBU UP SFGSBJO GSPN QJDLJOH XJOOFST BOE MPTFST BT B DPOEJUJPO GPS FOUSZ 5IF MBDL PG FMFDUPSBM
GSBVE SFOEFST UIFTF DBNQBJHOT QBSUJDVMBSMZ JOUFOTF $PNQFUJUJPO * TIPX CFMPX CJET VQ UIF QPTU
FMFDUPSBM USBOTGFST SFRVJSFE GPS WJDUPSZ "OE BT ɃK →  UIJT FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO CFDPNFT NPSF
୮ୢOBODJBMMZ DPTUMZ UP UIF BVUPDSBU
5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT G BOE
XIFUIFS UP GVOE UXP
MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT
$BOEJEBUFT TFU Z UIF FMFDUJPO
PDDVST BOE UIF XJOOFS BDDVNVMBUFT
QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM
5IF BVUPDSBU JT XFBL XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ
5IF XJOOJOH DBOEJEBUF DIPPTFT
XIFUIFS UP MFBE B SFWPMU XIJDI
TVDDFFET XJUI TPNF QSPCBCJMJUZ
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH OR\DOLVW FRPSHWLWLRQ JDPH

 3঎জঞকঝজ
-FNNBT  BOE  DIBSBDUFSJ[F FMFDUPSBM EZOBNJDT XJUI NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTUT DBOEJEBUF BOE B TJOHMF MPZBMJTU
DBOEJEBUF SFTQFDUJWFMZ
-FNNB  	.VMUJQMF -PZBMJTU $BOEJEBUFT
 #PUI DBOEJEBUॶ TFU









5IF BVUPDSBUԙT VUJMJUZ ॷ HJWFO CZ
V% (·) = [3− ɃZ∗∗] [Ɏ (− H∗∗) + (− Ɏ) ɈH∗∗]
-PZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT TFU QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST BDDPSEJOH UP TFWFSBM GBDUPST 'JSTU UIF DBOEJEBUFT
DPNQFUF GPS UIF SFTPVSDFT ɖ UP XIJDI UIFZ IBWF BDDFTT BT B MFHJTMBUPS "T UIFTF JODSFBTF TP UPP EPFT
UIFJS USBOTGFS Z∗∗ 5IPVHI B୭୮ୢMJBUFE XJUI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QBSUZ UIF DBOEJEBUFT BSF BMTP DPHOJ[BOU UIBU
UIFJS QFSTPOBM QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT ؛ UIF SFTFSWPJS PG HPPEXJMM UIFZ BDDSVF GSPN UIF FMFDUPSBM DBN
QBJHO ؛ NBZ FOBCMF UIFN UP POF EBZ DIBMMFOHF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT IPME PO QPXFS "T UIFZ FYQFDU UIF BV
UPDSBU UP HSPX XFBLFS ؛ PS BT ɎK →  ؛ MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT TFU Z∗∗ IJHIFS BT UIFZ EP XIFO UIF SFUVSOT
GSPN FYFDVUJWF QPXFS 3 HFU MBSHF
-FNNB  	" 4JOHMF -PZBMJTU $BOEJEBUF










0QQPTJUJPO DBOEJEBUF N TFUT
Z∗0 =
ɖ





-PZBMॷU DBOEJEBUF K XJOT XJUI DFSUBJOUZ BOE BDDVNVMBUॶ QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM
H∗- = ɇ
( ɖ
















ȃ(−ȉ%)−ȉ%Ȃ − 3Ǿ − Ȏ
)]
JG Ɏ% ≥ ȃȂ+ȃ− "

Ȏ PUIFSXॷF









] [Ɏ% (− H∗) + (− Ɏ%) ɈH∗]
-FNNB  VOEFSTDPSFT XIZ FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO XJUI B TJOHMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF JT TP EJ୭GFSFOU
UIBO XJUI NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT " TJOHMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF TUJMM TFUT Z∗K UP FOTVSF FMFDUPSBM WJD
UPSZ BOE UP DSFBUF QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT UIBU NJHIU FOBCMF IJN UP DIBMMFOHF UIF BVUPDSBU MBUFS #VU
CFDBVTF UIF BVUPDSBU FNQMPZT HVBSBOUFFT IJT WJDUPSZ XJUI FMFDUPSBM GSBVE DBOEJEBUF K SBUJPOBMMZ TFUT
QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFST Z∗K MPXFS UIBO JO -FNNB  $POTFRVFOUMZ UIF XJOOFS VOEFS B TJOHMF MPZBMJTU

DBOEJEBUF FMFDUJPO BDDSVFT MFTT HPPEXJMM UIBO XJUI UXP MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT




XIFSF UIF ୮ୢOBM JOFRVBMJUZ GPMMPXT GSPN UIF NJOJNVN MFWFM PG FMFDUPSBM GSBVE JO BO FMFDUJPO XJUI B
TJOHMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF Ȏ  )FODF BT UIF BVUPDSBU CFDPNFT MFTT DFSUBJO BCPVU QPQVMBS QSFGFSFODFT
؛ UIBU JT BT ɓ EFDMJOFT ؛ IF JODSFBTFT UIF BNPVOU PG FMFDUPSBM GSBVE UP FOTVSF UIF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF
XJOT *O UVSO UIF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF SFEVDFT IJT QPTUFMFDUJPO USBOTGFS UP DJUJ[FOT BOE IFODF BDDVNV
MBUFT NVDI MFTT QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM UIBO UIF DBTF XJUI NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTUT DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS
1SPQPTJUJPO  	-PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO
 5IF BVUPDSBU GPSDॶ NVMUJQMF MPZBMॷU DBOEJEBUॶ UP DPNQFUF













8IFO DSBG୴JOH UIFJS TUSBUFHJFT GPS QBSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ B DVU QPJOU TUSBUFHZ
8IFO BO BVUPDSBU JT DPO୮ୢEFOU PG IJT TUSFOHUI SFMBUJWF UP UIF FMJUF ؛ BT Ɏ% →  ؛ IF QSFGFST FMFDUJPOT
XJUI NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT 5P VOEFSTUBOE UIF DVU QPJOU EF୮ୢOFE JO FRVBUJPO 	
 DPOTJEFS







"T Ƀ →  UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSFGFSFODF GPS NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU FMFDUJPOT JT EFUFSNJOFE TPMFMZ CZ Ɉ PS UIF
FYUFOU UP XIJDI UIF FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO HFOFSBUFT QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM GPS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT SFHJNF 4JODF
UIJT HPPEXJMM SFEVDFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QPQVMBS VOSFTU FWFO XIFO UIF BVUPDSBU JT TUSPOH JU TUSFOHUI

FOT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT JOUFSFTU JO NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU FMFDUJPOT *OEFFE BT Ɉ →  UIF BVUPDSBU JT XJMMJOH UP
BDDFQU B HSFBUFS SJTL PG QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH ؛ B MBSHFS Ɏ% ؛ UP HFOFSBUF NPSF HPPEXJMM BT JOTVSBODF "T
Ƀ HFUT MBSHF MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO JT NPSF DPTUMZ GPS UIF BVUPDSBU TJODF UIF MBDL PG GSBVE JO
UFOTJ୮ୢFT DPNQFUJUJPO BOE ESJWFT VQ QPTUFMFDUPSBM USBOTGFST 'PS UIF Ɉ QBSBNFUFST UIBU SFOEFS MPZBMJTU
FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO BUUSBDUJWF UP UIF BVUPDSBU UIF Ɏ% WBMVFT GPS XIJDI UIF BVUPDSBU QSFGFST MPZBMJTU
FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO HFU TNBMM BT Ƀ+ ɇ 1VU PUIFSXJTF XIFO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DPOUSJCVUJPO UP MPZBMJTU
FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHOT PWFSXIFMNT UIF HPPEXJMM UIFZ QSPEVDF UIF BVUPDSBU JT MFTT MJLFMZ UP GPSDF MPZBMJTU
DPNQFUJUJPO
1SPQPTJUJPO  JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  5IF YBYJT NFBTVSFT Ɉ Ƀ BQQFBST PO UIF ZBYJT Ɏ% BQ
QFBST PO UIF [BYJT BOE UIF DVU QPJOU Ɏ∗% EF୮ୢOFE JO 	
 JT HJWFO CZ UIF TVSGBDF QMBOF 'PS BMM Ɏ% WBM
VFT UIBU MJF VOEFS UIF QMBOF UIF BVUPDSBU BMXBZT GPSDFT NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTUT UP DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI
PUIFS JO MPDBM FMFDUJPOT 5IF Ɏ∗% DVU QPJOU JT DMFBSMZ IJHIFTU BT Ɉ →  BOE Ƀ →  BT HPPEXJMM HFOFS
BUFE CZ UIF FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHO DSFBUFT B WFOFFS PG TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF BOE BT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DBN
QBJHO DPOUSJCVUJPOT EFDMJOF "T MPOH BT UIF BVUPDSBU CFMJFWFT UIBU IJT BQQSPWBM XJMM CF NPSF VTFGVM
UP FMJUF DBSFFS BTQJSBUJPOT UIBO GPNFOUJOH QPQVMBS VOSFTU XJUI BU MFBTU . QSPCBCJMJUZ IF PSHBOJ[FT
FMFDUJPOT JO XIJDI MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT DPNQFUF UP NPCJMJ[F UIF QPQVMBUJPO PO IJT CFIBMG
5IF QBSBNFUFST ɇ Ɉ BOE Ƀ QSPWJEF B GPVOEBUJPO GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH HFPHSBQIJD WBSJBUJPO JO MPZ
BMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO *O UIF BVUPDSBUؠT FMFDUPSBM TUSPOHIPMET QPQVMBS TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF
JT SFMBUJWFMZ IJHI $POTFRVFOUMZ UIF NBSHJOBM HPPEXJMM HFOFSBUFE CZ MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO
JT MJLFMZ TNBMM 5IJT JNQMJFT UIBU Ɉ →  JO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TUSPOHIPMET 5IFSFGPSF BT MPOH BT MPZBMJTU
DPNQFUJUJPO HFOFSBUFT QPQVMBS TVQQPSU ؛ PS ɇ >  ؛ 1SPQPTJUJPO  QSFEJDUT UIBU MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJ
UJPO XJMM CF NPTU DPNNPO JO IJTUPSJDBMMZ IPTUJMF SFHJPOT

)LJXUH  3URSRVLWLRQ  YLVXDOL]HG 7KH VXUIDFH DSSHDULQJ LQ (Y, Z, [) VSDFH UHSUHVHQWV WKH FXW SRLQW Ɏ∗% GHĆQHG LQ 
)RU DOO Ɏ% YDOXHV WKDW OLH XQGHU WKLV VXUIDFH WKH DXWRFUDW DOZD\V IRUFHV PXOWLSOH OR\DOLVWV WR FRPSHWH DJDLQVW HDFK RWKHU
LQ ORFDO HOHFWLRQV
 #঎ক঒঎এজ 3঎ঐ঒ঘগঊক )ঘজঝ঒ক঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ -ঘঢঊক঒জঝ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
1SPQPTJUJPO  DBMMT PVS BUUFOUJPO UP UIF SPMF PG CFMJFGT CPUI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT BOE IJT MPZBMJTUTؠ )JT QPTJ
UJPO TUSPOHFS UIBO FWFS 1SPQPTJUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFRVJSFE MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPN
QFUJUJPO JO  UP HFOFSBUF HPPEXJMM GPS UIF SFHJNF QBSUJDVMBSMZ JNQPSUBOU XJUI UIF  QSFTJEFO
UJBM FMFDUJPOT BQQSPBDIJOH 5IF TUSBUFHZ XBT TPNFXIBU TVDDFTTGVM BT 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT $POHPMFTF
DJUJ[FOT XIP MPBUIFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XFSF OPOFUIFMFTT QFSTVBEFE UIBU IJT MJFVUFOBOUT IBE UIFJS SF
HJPOTؠ CFTU JOUFSFTUT BU IFBSU 5IF MFTT JOEVTUSJPVT BNPOH UIFN EPOBUFE NFEJDJOF UP MPDBM IPTQJUBMT
BOE GVSOJUVSF UP MPDBM TDIPPMT 5IF NPTU JOEVTUSJPVT VTFE UIFJS QFSTPOBM SFTPVSDFT UP DSFBUF KPCT GPS
UIFJS OFX DPOTUJUVFOUT 8JUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO TP EPNJOBOU IJT MJFVUFOBOUT DSFEJUFE 4BTTPV

/HVFTTP GPS BMM NBOOFS PG TVDDFTTFT EVSJOH UIFJS DBNQBJHOT
1SPQPTJUJPO  DPNQFMT VT BMTP UP MPPL GPSXBSE UP UIF MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT PG  XIFO 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO XBT DPOTJEFSBCMZ XFBLFS 4FDUJPO  OBSSBUFT UIFTF OFX DIBMMFOHFT BT XFMM BT
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFTQPOTF GPS UIF  FMFDUJPOT 'BS GFXFS JOEFFE XFSF UIF OVNCFS PG MPZBMJTU
DBOEJEBUFT UIBU XFSF QFSNJUUFE UP QBSUJDJQBUF 4FDUJPOT  BOE  QSPCF UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG
MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO NPSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ VTJOH B EBUBTFU PG UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT TJODF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QPXFS
 5঑঎ -঎ঐ঒জকঊঝ঒ট঎ &ক঎ঌঝ঒ঘগজ ঘএ 
"MUIPVHI IF DPOUJOVFE IJT MJCFSBM GPSFJHO USBWFM TDIFEVMF CZ NJE  #SB[[BWJMMF XBT VOVTVBMMZ
UFOTF "G୴FS XJUOFTTJOH UIF "SBC 4QSJOH PG  DMJNBY XJUI IJT GSJFOE ؛ BOE PDDBTJPOBM XFBQPOT
TVQQMJFS ؛ .VBNNBS (IBEB୭୮ୢؠT EFBUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP آ<GFBSFE> NPSF BO VODPOUSPMMBCMF QPQVMBS
VQSJTJOH UIBO UIF UISFBU PG IJT QPMJUJDBM PQQPOFOUTأ )F IBE HPPE SFBTPO UP CF DPODFSOFE 8JUI
IJT TFDPOE QSFTJEFOUJBM UFSN TFU UP FYQJSF JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT DPOGSPOUFE XJUI UIF QSPTQFDU
PG IJT PXO TVDDFTTJPO XIJDI IF XPVME OFHPUJBUF XJUIPVU UIF TVQQPSU PG IJT GPSNFS 'SFODI BMMJFT *O
FBSMZ  DBOEJEBUF &WB +PMZ DBQUVSFE UIF NPPE PG UIF 'SFODI QPMJUJDBM DMBTT EVSJOH IFS QSFTJEFOUJBM
DBNQBJHO
8F BMM LOPX PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 1SFTJEFOU PG $POHP#SB[[BWJMMF XIP IBT PO IJT IBOET
UIF CMPPE PG IVOESFE PG UIPVTBOET PG QFPQMF 0O IJT UFSSJUPSZ IF QSFTJEFE PWFS UIF
XPSTU BCVTFT SBQFT BOE NBTT BTTBTTJOBUJPOT ت4BTTPV /HVFTTP IF BMTP PG UIF CJFOT
NBM BDRVॷ TDBOEBM XIP DPOUSPMT DPVOUMFTT CBOL BDDPVOUT BOE XJUIPVU B EPVCU %
PG $POHPؠT (%1 BMM XIJMF QSFTJEJOH PWFS POF PG UIF NPTU USBHJD DPVOUSJFT PO &BSUI
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ .B୮ୢNCB  .BSDI 
-B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  .BZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 

5IF CFTU SFTQPOTF UIF SFHJNF DPVME NVTUFS
1SFTJEFOU %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP XIP CFBST XJUI IPOPS BOE EJHOJUZ UIF DIBSHF PG IJT
QFPQMF JT OPU UIF DSJNJOBM <&WB +PMZ> CFMJFWFT %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT OFWFS LJMMFE
BOZPOF JO $POHP BOE DFSUBJOMZ OPU JO /PSXBZ <+PMZؠT DPVOUSZ PG PSJHJO>
(JWFO UIF TFWFSJUZ PG IJT DSJNFT BOE UIF BTDFOU PG UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $SJNJOBM $PVSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
DFOUSBM QSFPDDVQBUJPO XBT EJQMPNBUJD JNNVOJUZ )F IBE FJUIFS UP SFUBJO QPXFS IJNTFMG PS BOPJOU B
USVTUFE TVDDFTTPS XIJDI MJNJUFE UIF QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT UP IJT TPOT BOE OFQIFXT
/POF PG IJT TPOT BOE OFQIFXT XBT FBTJMZ BDDFQUBCMF UP UIF SFHJNFؠT QPXFS DFOUFST IPXFWFS
)FODF JO NJE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DIBSHFE IJT QBSUJTBOT XJUI آTPXJOH UIF TFFETأ GPS BO FWFOUVBM
DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFWJTJPO UIF UFSNT PG XIJDI XFSF JNQMJDJU BU UIF PVUTFU
*G <FYFDVUJWF BOE MFHJTMBUJWF> GVODUJPOT BSF TFQBSBUFE <UFSN MJNJUT> CFDPNF VOKVTUJ
୮ୢFE FWFO VOEFSNJOJOH UP UIF GSFF DIPJDF PG QSFTJEFOUJBM DBOEJEBUFT CZ UIF TPWFSFJHO
QPQVMBUJPO آ-PWF ZPVS OFJHICPS BT ZPVSTFMGأ
&MFDUFE UP UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JO  +FBO $MBVEF *CPWJ XBT BNPOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT NPTU
MPZBM BMMJFT )JT TBUFMMJUF QBSUZ UIF.PVWFNFOU QPVS MB E©NPDSBUJF FU MF QSPHS¨T CFHBO JUT MJGF BT UIF
$POWFOUJPO OBUJPOBMF QPVS MB E©GFOTF FU MB QSPNPUJPO Eॶ JE©ॶ EF %FOॷ 4ॵTPV /HVॶTP UIF /BUJPOBM
$POWFOUJPO GPS UIF %FGFOTF BOE 1SPNPUJPO PG UIF *EFBT PG %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *O 0DUPCFS 
*CPWJ HBWF UIF DMFBSFTU TJHOBM ZFU UIBU UIF SFHJNF XPVME BDDFQU B آTFNJQSFTJEFOUJBMأ TZTUFN JO FY
DIBOHF GPS BCPMJTIJOH CPUI UFSN BOE BHF MJNJUT
5IF DPOTUJUVUJPO UIBU XF BEPQUFE <JO > JT OP MPOHFS JO IBSNPOZ XJUI PVS DVSSFOU
QPMJUJDBM DPOUFYU 'PMMPXJOH UIF  XBS XF OFFEFE B QSFTJEFOU XIP XBT B VOJUFS ؛
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ 
4UVEZJOH IFSFEJUBSZ TVDDFTTJPO JO BVUPDSBDJFT #SPXOMFF <> ୮ୢOET UIBU DIPTFO TVDDFTTPST NVTU CF GPDBM
QPJOUT CSPBEMZ BDDFQUBCMF UP B SFHJNFؠT NVMUJQMF QPXFS DFOUFST
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "VHVTU 

UIF DSJUJDBM QJMMBS PG BMM PVS QPMJUJDBM JOTUJUVUJPOT ؛ BOE XIP DPVME SFTUPSF UIF BVUIPSJUZ
PG UIF TUBUF BOE GPTUFS OBUJPOBM SFDPODJMJBUJPO 5IJT DPOTUJUVUJPO XBT BQQSPQSJBUF GPS
JUT UJNF /PX XF NVTU NPWF UPXBSET SFBM TFQBSBUJPO PG QPXFST CFUXFFO UIF FYFDVUJWF
BOE UIF MFHJTMBUVSF TP UIBU NJOJTUFST BSF SFTQPOTJCMF CFGPSF QBSMJBNFOU BOE OPU CFGPSF
UIF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 3FQVCMJD
"T 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QSFQBSFE GPS B DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFWJTJPO UIBU XPVME FOBCMF IJN UP SFUBJO QPXFS
XJUI B WFOFFS PG MFHJUJNBDZ ؛ IPXFWFS UIJO ؛ #SB[[BWJMMFؠT VOEFSHSPVOE PQQPTJUJPO OFUXPSLT ୯୳JSUFE
NPSF PQFOMZ XJUI UIFJS SFTQPOTFT 'PSNFS SFCFM MFBEFST GSPN #PVFO[B TFBSDIFE GPS BSNT UISPVHIPVU
UIF TVCSFHJPO 5IF NPTU JOUSFQJE BOE QPMJUJDBMMZ FOHBHFE NFNCFST PG UIF EJBTQPSB TPME UIFJS IPNFT
JO 1BSJT BOE SFUVSOFE UP #SB[[BWJMMF XIFSF UIFZ TPVHIU UP NPCJMJ[F QPQVMBS VOSFTU 'PSNFS BTTJTUBOUT
UP %FOJT (PLBOB DPVSUFE UIF EJQMPNBUJD DPNNVOJUZ CZ SFWFBMJOH UIF NFDIBOJDT PG PJM UIFG୴ 5IF
GFX JOEFQFOEFOUMZ XFBMUIZ $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT SFEPVCMFE UIFJS DIBSJUBCMF BDUJWJUJFT UP DSFBUF QPQVMBS
DPOTUJUVFODJFT GPS FWFOUVBM QSFTJEFOUJBM DBNQBJHOT
8JUI #SB[[BWJMMF JODIJOH UPXBSET DSJTJT UIF 1$5 TUBHFE JUT TJYUI QBSUZ DPOHSFTT JO MBUF +VMZ 
B GPVS EBZ B୭GBJS EVSJOH XIJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFNBEF UIF QBSUZؠT IJFSBSDIZ *O UIF QSFTFODF PG EFM
FHBUJPOT GSPN /PSUI ,PSFB $IJOB BOE $VCB UIF DPOHSFTT SFGBTIJPOFE JUT CVSFBV QPMJUJRVF ؛ JUT
JOOFS DJSDMF ؛ JO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JNBHF (POF XFSF UIF DBDJRVॶ UIF QBSUZ FMEFST XIP NBOBHFE UP
SFUBJOFE JOEFQFOEFOU QBUSPOBHF OFUXPSLT *O UIFJS TUFBE XFSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFMBUJWFT TPO BOE
QPUFOUJBM TVDDFTTPS %FOJT $ISJTUFM EBVHIUFS $MBVEJB OFQIFX +FBO +BDRVFT #PVZB GBUIFS UP IJT NJT
USFTT 'JSNJO "ZFTTB BOE IPOPSBSZ OFQIFX 'SBO§PJT *CPWJ 5IFSF XFSF BMTP B OVNCFS PG IJT NPTU
USVTUFE HPWFSONFOU NJOJTUFST )FOSJ %KPNCP 1JFSSF .PVTTB 3PMPMQIF "EBEB *TJEPSF .WPVCB
)FOSJ 0TT¨CJ (JMCFSU /EPOHP $IBSMFT ;BDIBSJF #PXBP 'PS BMM UIF QSFDPOHSFTT KPDLFZJOH CZ MPOH
TFSWJOH SFHJNF MJFVUFOBOUT 1JFSSF /HPMP B SFMBUJWF OFPQIZUF GSPN (BNCPNB XJUI OP SFBM QPQVMBS
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  0DUPCFS 

DPOTUJUVFODZ XBT OBNFE UIF 1$5ؠT OFX TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM آBHBJOTU BMM FYQFDUBUJPOTأ 5IF POMZ
NFNCFS PG UIF TFDSFUBSJBU QFSNBOFOU UP SFUBJO IJT QPTJUJPO XBT .JDIFM /HBLBMB B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
OFQIFX BOE $PCSB DPNNBOEFS EVSJOH UIF XBS
5IF NPTU JNQPSUBOU DIBOHF UIBU JTTVFE GSPN UIF DPOHSFTT XBT RVJFUMZ BOOPVODFE JO 'FCSVBSZ BU
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT .QJMB SFTJEFODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM BMMJFT XPVME CF SFRVJSFE UP EJTTPMWF
UIFJS TBUFMMJUF QBSUJFT KPJO UIF 1$5 BOE TVCNJU UP JUT DBOEJEBUF TFMFDUJPO QSPDFTT *O TIPSU UIFSF
XPVME CF GBS MFTT MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO JO  UIBO JO  'PS UIF DIBSBDUFS PG UIF  /BUJPOBM
"TTFNCMZ XPVME CF DSJUJDBM *G UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO XBT UP CF DIBOHFE UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ XPVME
IBWF UP CF DPNQMJDJU *O QSFQBSBUJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP OFFEFE FMFDUFE EFQVUJFT UP CF MPZBM UP IJN OPU
UIFJS DPOTUJUVFOUT )F OFFEFE UIF QPQVMBUJPOؠT FMFDUFE MFBEFST UP CF VOXJMMJOH UP TJEF XJUI UIFN JO
DBTF PG QPQVMBS VOSFTU
.PTU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM BMMJFT IFFEFE IJT JOTUSVDUJPOT 5IFZ XFSF SFXBSEFE XJUI NFN
CFSTIJQ JO UIF 1$5 CVSFBV QPMJUJRVF PS DPNJU© DFOUSBM :FU TFWFSBM SFTJTUFE BOE UIFJS FOTVJOH CBU
UMF XJUI 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM 1JFSSF /HPMP DPOTVNFE #SB[[BWJMMF GPS UIF OFYU ZFBS 5IF SFTJTUFST XFSF
VOJUFE OPU CZ QIJMPTPQIJDBM EJ୭GFSFODFT XJUI UIF 1$5 *OEFFE P୭GFSFE POF آ8F BSF UIF 1$5ؠT NPTU
SFMJBCMF QBSUOFSTأ 3BUIFS UIF SFTJTUFST TIBSFE B DPNNPO QSP୮ୢMF ZPVOH BNCJUJPVT QPMJUJDJBOT
GSPN $POHPؠT OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT XIPTF BDDFTT UP UIF QVCMJD USFBTVSZ OVSUVSFE UIFJS BNCJUJPOT UP TVD
DFFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO  5IF SFTJTUFST JO TIPSU XFSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFQIFXT BOE POFUJNF
NFOUFFT XIP XFSF OP MPOHFS DBOEJEBUFT GPS TVDDFTTJPO 0VU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS UIFJS POMZ
QMBVTJCMF DMBJN UP TVDDFTTJPO XBT UIF QPQVMBS GBWPS UIFZ BDRVJSFE ؛ BOE UIBU UIFJS QBSMJBNFOUBSZ
DBOEJEBUFT BDRVJSFE GPS UIFN ؛ EVSJOH DBNQBJHO TFBTPO #Z EJTTPMWJOH UIFJS QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP VOEFSTUPPE UIFZ XPVME TBDSJ୮ୢDF UIJT
*OUFSWJFX XJUI /EFOHVJ  +VOF  -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +BOVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  'FCSVBSZ  4FF BMTP -B -FUUSF EV $POUJOFOU  'FCSVBSZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 
5IF OBUJPOBM MFBEFSTIJQ PG $MVC  1VS NFU PO  %FDFNCFS  JO #SB[[BWJMMF "TLFE XIFUIFS UIF
QBSUZ XPVME KPJO UIF 1$5 +VTU %©TJS© .POE©M© TBJE POMZ UIJT 4FF -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 

/POF PG UIF SFTJTUFST QSPUFTUFE BT WJHPSPVTMZ BT "OES© 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB XIP DPVME TDBSDFMZ DPODFBM
IJT QSFTJEFOUJBM BNCJUJPOT )JT QSPUFTUBUJPOT EVSJOH UIF 1$5 DPOHSFTT XFSF BO VODPNGPSUBCMF NJY
PG SFBTTVSBODF BOE UISFBU
* XJMM OFWFS ୮ୢHIU ZPV * XJMM BMXBZT SFNBJO GBJUIGVM #VU JG ZPV BSF OP MPOHFS QSFTJEFOU
* XJMM CF
"T B TVDDFTTPS 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB XBT BMTP FOUJSFMZ VOBDDFQUBCMF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP "T POF BTUVUF
#SB[[BWJMMF QPMJUJDBM PCTFSWFS QVU JU
)F SFQSFTFOUT B EJ୭GFSFOU QBSU PG $POHP ت*G 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB CFDBNF QSFTJEFOU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP DPVMEOؠU CF TVSF IF XPVMEOؠU QSPTFDVUF IJN PS UBSHFU IJT DIJMESFO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP آSFBMJ[FE IF IBE DSFBUFE B NPOTUFSأ 'PSDJOH 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB UP SFMJORVJTI IJT QP
MJUJDBM QBSUZ UP UIF 1$5 ؛ JUT IJFSBSDIZ OFXMZ EPNJOBUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ؛ XBT UIF NPTU F୭GFDUJWF
XBZ UP VOEFSNJOF IJT QFSTPOBM DPOTUJUVFODZ BOE IJT QPMJUJDBM BNCJUJPOT -PZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJ
UJPO JO TIPSU IBE UP CF MJNJUFE
'PS BMM UIF QVCMJD JO୮ୢHIUJOH IPXFWFS CZ +VOF  ؛ TPNF TJY XFFLT CFGPSF WPUJOH ؛ JU XBT DMFBS
UIBU OPU BMM MPZBMJTUT XFSF CPVOE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT OFX EJDUBUF -PZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO JO TPVUIFSO
SFHJPOT SBHFE KVTU BT ୮ୢFSDFMZ BT JO ZFBST QBTU BOE NBOZ MPZBMJTU QBSUJFT XFSF BT BDUJWF BT FWFS $MBV
EJOF .VOBSJؠT .645 3PMBOE #PVJUJ 7JBVEPؠT ."3 #FOKBNJO #PVOLPVMPVؠT 63 BOE $MBVEF
"MQIPOTF /TJMPVؠT 3$ NPTU OPUBCMZ *O NPTU TPVUIFSO EJTUSJDUT QPMJUJDBM DBNQBJHOT SFNBJOFE VO
DIBOHFE -PZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT XBHFE FMBCPSBUF HJG୴HJWJOH DPOUFTUT XJUI MPDBM QPQVMBUJPOT SFDFJWJOH
BNCVMBODFT TDIPPM TVQQMJFT BOE OFJHICPSIPPE UFMFWJTJPOT 5IF NBQ JO 'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT UIF
QSPQPSUJPO PG FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT JO XIJDI NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT DPNQFUFE BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS
*OUFSWJFX XJUI /HVOHVJ  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI /HVOHVJ  +VOF 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI /HVOHVJ  +VOF 

8IFSFBT JO  ؛ BT 'JHVSF  NBEF DMFBS ؛ TFWFO PG $POHPؠT  SFHJPOT XJUOFTTFE MPZBMJTU DPNQF























)LJXUH  7KH SURSRUWLRQ RI HOHFWRUDO GLVWULFWV E\ UHJLRQ LQ ZKLFKPXOWLSOH OR\DOLVW FDQGLGDWHV FRPSHWHG DJDLQVW HDFK
RWKHU LQ 
5IF MBDL PG MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO JO OPSUIFSO EJTUSJDUT IBE GBSSFBDIJOH JNQMJDBUJPOT 0G UIF 
FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT JO 1MBUFBVY $VWFUUF $VWFUUF0VFTU 4BOHIB BOE -JLPVBMB 1$5 DBOEJEBUFT
DMBJNFE  MPZBMJTU QBSUJFT UIBU IBE SFTJTUFE EJTTPMVUJPO XFSF TJNQMZ NBSHJOBMJ[FE 5IF 1$5 DBO

EJEBUFT UIFNTFMWFT XFSF BMTP EJTUJODUJWF 4JODF UIF DPNQPTJUJPO PG UIF OFX /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ XBT
DSVDJBM GPS B DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFWJTJPO GPS UIF ୮ୢSTU UJNF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP ୮ୢFMEFE IJT GBNJMZ BOE DMPTFTU
MJFVUFOBOUT TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM EBVHIUFS $MBVEJB OFQIFXT +FBO +BDRVFT #PVZB BOE 4FSHF #PVZB
BOE PJM BEWJTPS %FOJT (PLBOB "MUIPVHI UIFJS DBNQBJHOT XFSF MBWJTI ؛ #PVZB USBWFMFE IJT FMFDUPSBM
EJTUSJDU JO B IFMJDPQUFS UIF POMZ DBOEJEBUF JO UIF DPVOUSZ UP EP TP ؛ JU XBT DMFBS UIBU UIFZ XPVME
OPU BDDFQU EFGFBU %FOJT $ISJTUFM GBDFE FTTFOUJBMMZ OP PQQPTJUJPO JO 0ZP VMUJNBUFMZ XJOOJOH XJUI
.% PG UIF WPUF %BVHIUFS $MBVEJB JTTVFE UIJT UIJOMZ WFJMFE UISFBU EVSJOH POF DBNQBJHO FWFOU JO
#SB[[BWJMMF
8F XJMM BDDFQU WJDUPSZ POMZ JO UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE PG WPUJOH 8F SFGVTF UP DPNQFUF JO B
TFDPOE SPVOE *G UIFSF XBT B TFDPOE SPVOE * XPVME DPODMVEF UIBU ZPV EPOؠU MPWF NF
UIBU ZPV CFUSBZFE NF
*O EJTUSJDUT XJUIPVU MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO BT UIF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT DBOEJEBUFTؠ BQQFBMT
XFSF GBS MFTT CFOFWPMFOU
0G DPVSTF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TUJMM FYQFDUFE VTF UIFJS FMFDUPSBM DBNQBJHOT UP NPCJMJ[F TVQQPSU
GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *O FBSMZ .BZ #SVOP *UPVB TDIFEVMFE B USJQ UP IJT 0MMPNCP DPOTUJUVFODZ UP DP
JODJEF XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT UJNF JO 0ZP 8JUI UIF UXP WJMMBHFT CVU FJHIU NJMFT BQBSU *UPVB CVTTFE
IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT UP UIF BJSQPSU VQPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BSSJWBM HJWJOH JU B USJVNQIBOU GFFM
%FQVUZ #SVOP +FBO 3JDIBSE *UPVB NPCJMJ[FE IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT UP SFTFSWF B EFFQMZ XBSN
BOE FOUIVTJBTUJD XFMDPNF UP UIF QSFTJEFOUJBM DPVQMF BU UIF 0MMPNCP JOUFSOBUJPOBM
BJSQPSU ت5IF QPQVMBUJPO PODF BHBJO UIFJS XJMMJOHOFTT UP NPCJMJ[F BU UIF EFQVUZؠT DBMM
UP TVQQPSU UIF QSFTJEFOU 'PS UIF EFQVUZ JU XBT BO PDDBTJPO UP QSPWF IJT BUUBDINFOU ؛
BOE UIBU PG IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT ؛ UP UIF IFBE PG TUBUF %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +VMZ 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  .BZ 

*O UIF BCTFODF PG QSJNBSJFT 1$5 DBOEJEBUFT FWFO TPVHIU UIFJS QBSUZؠT OPNJOBUJPO CZ BEWFSUJTJOH
UIFJS BCJMJUZ UP NPCJMJ[F TVQQPSU GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP *O POF DPO୮ୢEFOUJBM DBNQBJHO NFNP 1JFSSF
.QBTTJ B 1$5 JODVNCFOU JO .BZFZF -©LPVNPV TPVHIU GVOEJOH GPS BO BNCVMBODF CZ NBSLFUJOH
IJNTFMG BT BO JOWFTUNFOU 5IF POMZ 1$5 EFQVUZ JO -©LPVNPV IF IBE NPCJMJ[FE NPSF UIBO % PG
.BZFZFؠT WPUFST PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT CFIBMG JO UIF  FMFDUJPOT
8IFO WPUJOH XBT ୮ୢOJTIFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT MPZBMJTUT DPOUSPMMFE  PG UIF "TTFNCMZؠT  TFBUT
UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ JODMVEFE B TPO EBVHIUFS VODMF TPOJOMBX GPVS OFQIFXT ୮ୢWF PG IJT
DMPTFTU BEWJTPST IJT IBOEQJDLFE 1$5 TFDSFUBSZ HFOFSBM BOE  DVSSFOU PS POFUJNF HPWFSONFOU
NJOJTUFST 0G UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZؠT  EFQVUJFT GVMMZ  PXFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FWFSZUIJOH +VTU
QSJPS UP WPUJOH UIF SFHJNF EJTQBUDIFE (FSNBJO $©QIBT &XBOHVJ UP DFMFCSBUF UIF آUSBOTQBSFODZأ PG
UIF QSPDFTT
0VS GFFMJOHT BSF SFBMMZ UIF CFTU UIFZ DPVME QPTTJCMZ CF BOE DJWJM TPDJFUZ DPVME OPU IBWF
EPOF BOZ CFUUFS 8F DBO FWFO TBZ BMM XIJMF DPOHSBUVMBUJOH UIF $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDBM DBTF
NBKPSJUZ BOE PQQPTJUJPO UIBU UIF DPVOUSZ IBT KVTU NBEF B HJBOU TUFQ JO JUT NBSDI OPU
UP DPOTUSVDUJOH EFNPDSBDZ CVU UP DPOTPMJEBUJOH JU
'FX BHSFFE
 #঎ক঒঎এজ ঊগ঍ -ঘঢঊক঒জঝ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPTJUJPO JO  NPSF DMPTFMZ SFTFNCMFE  UIBO  "T $IBQUFS  EFUBJMFE





+FBO $MBVEF *CPWJ +FBO +BDRVFT #PVZB 4FSHF #PVZB BOE +FBO EF %JFV ,PVSJTTB
-BVSFOU 5FOHP 4JNPO .GPVUPV (BCSJFM -POHPCF %FOJT (PLBOB BOE #SVOP *UPVB
1JFSSF /HPMP
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 

XJUI UFOTJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE ZFU UP ୮ୢSNMZ FTUBCMJTI IJT HFPHSBQIJD JOHSPVQ QBSBMMFM HPWFSO
NFOU BQQBSBUVT PS GSFFNBTPOSZ MPEHF )JT GPSFJHO USBWFM TDIFEVMF XBT TQBSTF GPSFJHO DSFEJUPST XFSF
DMBNCFSJOH GPS SFQBZNFOU BOE UIF OBTDFOU 4/1$ XBT KVTU PQFSBUJPOBM 5IF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO 
TVHHFTUT UIBU MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO TIPVME IBWF CFFO GBS MFTT FYUFOTJWF BT XFMM
5P QSPCF UIF F୭GFDU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EPNFTUJD QPTJUJPO PO MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO NPSF TZTUFN
BUJDBMMZ * FNQMPZ B EBUBTFU PG $POHPؠT MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT 'PS FBDI MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPO JO  
BOE  ؛ TPNF  EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT JO UPUBM ؛ UIF EBUBTFU SFDPSET DBOEJEBUFT JO UIF ୮ୢSTU BOE TFD
POE SPVOET UIFJS QBSUZ B୭୮ୢMJBUJPOT BOE GBNJMZ MJOLBHFT XJUI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FMFDUPSBM PVUDPNFT
WPUF TIBSFT BOE B WBSJFUZ PG PUIFS EJTUSJDU BOE SFHJPOBM MFWFM NFBTVSFT 5P DBQUVSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
CBTFMJOF MFWFM PG TVQQPSU XJUIJO EJTUSJDUT * SFDPSE XIFUIFS IF SFDFJWFE B QMVSBMJUZ PG WPUFT DBTU XJUIJO
UIF SFHJPO JO UIF  QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPO BT XFMM BT IPX NBOZ NJOJTUFST BOE HFOFSBMT IBJM GSPN UIF
SFHJPO BU UIF UJNF PG UIF FMFDUJPO
* FNQMPZ UXP TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFMT 'JSTU * FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU EJTUSJDU SXBT TVCKFDU UP MPZ
BMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO JO ZFBS UXJUI B MPHJU NPEFM DPOUSPMMJOH GPS B WBSJFUZ PG EJTUSJDU BOE SFHJPO MFWFM GBD
UPST JUT MPZBMUZ EVSJOH UIF DJWJM XBS QPQVMBUJPO BOE QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPQVMBS
JUZ JO  BOE BU UIF UJNF PG UIF FMFDUJPO BOE XIFUIFS B 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GBNJMZ NFNCFS DPNQFUFE
* BMTP JODMVEF B GVMM TFU PG EJTUSJDU ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT XIJDI BDDPNNPEBUF BOZ PCTFSWFE DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT QBS
UJDVMBSMZ TUSPOH DVMUVSFT PG QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO PS SFMBUJWFMZ NPSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TVQQPSUFST *O
UIF BCTFODF PG QPMMJOH EBUB UIFTF NFBTVSFT DPMMFDUJWFMZ DBQUVSF EJTUSJDU MFWFM TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF
XIFUIFS B SFTVMU PG FDPOPNJD JOWFTUNFOU PS QBUSPOBHF 5IJT JT DSVDJBM JG HSFBUFS MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO
NBZ TJNQMZ SF୯୳FDU NPSF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TVQQPSU JO UIF EJTUSJDU
#Z SFTUSJDUJOH BUUFOUJPO UP WBSJBUJPO XJUIJO UIF TBNF FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT PWFS UJNF UIJT ୮ୢYFE FG
GFDUT NPEFM DPOTJEFST POMZ EJTUSJDUT UIBU IBWF SFNBJOFE VODIBOHFE TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFUVSOFE
$POHPؠT MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT PDDVS JO UXP SPVOET *G OP DBOEJEBUF XJOT HSFBUFS UIBO % PG WPUFT DBTU
EVSJOH UIF ୮ୢSTU SPVOE UIF UPQ UXP WPUF HFUUFST DPNQFUF JO B TFDPOE SPVOE SVOP୭G

UP QPXFS JO  4JODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBT TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ TIJG୴FE MFHJTMBUJWF TFBUT GSPN TPVUI UP
OPSUI TJODF  ؛ BHBJO BT SF୯୳FDUJPO PG IJT DPSF DPOTUJUVFODZ ؛ UIF ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT NPEFM DPOTJEFST
POMZ UIPTF EJTUSJDUT UIBU SFNBJOFE VODIBOHFE GPS BU MFBTU UXP FMFDUPSBM DZDMFT )FODF * BMTP FNQMPZ
B NBUDIJOH FTUJNBUPS UIBU DSFBUFT آUSFBUNFOUأ BOE آDPOUSPMأ FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT UIBU BSF TJNJMBS JO BMM
SFTQFDUT TBWF USFBUNFOU TUBUVT *O QBSUJDVMBS * EF୮ୢOF EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT UIBU PDDVSSFE JO ZFBS  BT
UIF USFBUNFOU HSPVQ XIJMF EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT JO  PS  BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF DPOUSPM HSPVQ * UIFO
VTF B NBUDIJOH BMHPSJUIN UP SFTUSJDU BUUFOUJPO UP EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT JO UIF USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM VOJUT
UIBU BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ JEFOUJDBM *O UIJT NBUDIFE EBUBTFU FMFDUJPOT JO UIF USFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM HSPVQT
PDDVSSFE JO EJTUSJDUT PG SPVHIMZ FRVBM TJ[F BOE QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUZ 5SFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM EJTUSJDU
FMFDUJPOT BSF BQQPSUJPOFE FRVBMMZ CFUXFFO OPSUIFSO BOE TPVUIFSO $POHP XFSF FRVBMMZ TVQQPSUJWF
PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE UIF 1$5 JO UIF FBSMZ T BOE BSF FRVBMMZ SFQSFTFOUFE BNPOH UIF NJOJT
UFSJBM BOE HFOFSBM DPSQT XIFO UIFZ XFSF IFME 5SFBUNFOU BOE DPOUSPM EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT XFSF BMTP
FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP GFBUVSF B NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBNJMZ PS DPODVCJOF OFUXPSL 5IF GVMM MJTU PG
NBUDIJOH DPWBSJBUFT BQQFBST JO 5BCMF  8JUI UIJT NBUDIFE EBUBTFU * UIFO FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
UIBU B EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPO GFBUVSFE MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO BT B GVODUJPO PG XIFUIFS JU PDDVSSFE JO UIF 
FMFDUPSBM DZDMF
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF DPOTJTUFOU BDSPTT NPEFMT 5IFZ TVHHFTU UIBU FMFDUJPOT
JO EJTUSJDU S JO  ؛ XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FOKPZFE B VOJRVFMZ TUSPOH EPNFTUJD QPTJUJPO ؛ XFSF
TPNF %NPSF MJLFMZ UP GFBUVSF NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTUT UIBO FMFDUJPOT JO UIF TBNF EJTUSJDU JO  PS 
$IBOHFT JO SFHJPOBM SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO UIF NJOJTUFS BOE HFOFSBM DPSQT ؛ QSPYJFT GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
TVQQPSU JO UIF SFHJPO JO XIJDI EJTUSJDU S JT MPDBUFE ؛ IBWF WJSUVBMMZ OP F୭GFDU PO MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPN
QFUJUJPO 5IF RVBMJUBUJWF FWJEFODF GSPN 4FDUJPO  BOE UIF TUBUJTUJDBM FWJEFODF BCPWF QPJOU UP UIF
TBNF DPODMVTJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM TUSBUFHZ EVSJOH UIF  MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT XBT GVOEB
NFOUBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU UIBO JO FJUIFS  PS  *O  4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT KVTU CFHJOOJOH UP DPOTPM
JEBUF QFSTPOBM BVUIPSJUZ BOE CZ  UIF VODFSUBJOUJFT PG TVDDFTTJPO HBWF UIF NPTU BNCJUJPVT FMJUFT

7DEOH  %DODQFH ,PSURYHPHQW IRU0DWFKHG'DWD
.FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM .FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM
"MM %BUB "MM %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB
'BNJMZ$PODVCJOF    
1$5 7JDUPSZ JO     
1$5 1SPQPSUJPO PG 3FHJPOBM 4FBUT JO     
%4/ 3PVOE  1MVSBMJUZ JO     
(FOFSBMT GSPN 3FHJPO L JO :FBS U    
.JOJTUFST GSPN 3FHJPO L JO :FBS U    
4PVUIFSO %JTUSJDU    
:FBS     
:FBS     
:FBS     
1PJOUF/PJSF    
3FHJPOBM 1PQVMBUJPO %FOTJUZ    
%JTUSJDU 1PQVMBUJPO    
BO JODFOUJWF UP DVMUJWBUF QPQVMBS CBTFT PG TVQQPSU 6OJRVFMZ QPXFSGVM JO  4BTTPV /HVFTTP FN
QMPZFE UIF MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT UP NPCJMJ[F QPQVMBS TVQQPSU PO IJT CFIBMG
 (঎ঘঐছঊঙ঑ঢ )ঘজঝ঒ক঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ -ঘঢঊক঒জঝ $ঘখঙ঎ঝ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
"MUIPVHI UIF SFTVMUT JO 5BCMF  BSF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF UIFPSZ JO 4FDUJPO  $POHP IBT FYQFSJ
FODFE POMZ UISFF XBWFT PG MFHJTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFUVSO UP QPXFS 5IFSFGPSF
JU JT QPTTJCMF UIBU UIF  QPMJUJDBM FOWJSPONFOU HFOFSBUFE NPSF JOUFOTF MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO GPS
SFBTPOT VOSFMBUFE UP UIF UIFPSZ 5P TVCTUBOUJBUF UIJT DIBQUFSؠT DFOUSBM UIFPSFUJDBM DMBJNT * BMTP FWBMV
BUF UIF NPEFMؠT TFDPOE LFZ PCTFSWBCMF JNQMJDBUJPO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TIPVME CF NPSF MJLFMZ UP SFRVJSF
MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO JO IJTUPSJDBMMZ IPTUJMF FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT
5IF  DJWJM XBS SFNBJOT UIF DFOUSBM GBVMU MJOF JO DPOUFNQPSBSZ $POHPMFTF QPMJUJDT *U EJWJEFE
UIF DPVOUSZ OFBUMZ JOUP OPSUI BOE TPVUI BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVDDFTTJWF HPWFSONFOUT ؛ BMM EPNJ
OBUFE CZ OPSUIFSOFST ؛ IBWF BMMPDBUFE QVCMJD JOWFTUNFOU BDDPSEJOHMZ *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF NPEFM

7DEOH  7KH SUHYDOHQFH RI OR\DOLVW FRPSHWLWLRQ LQ WKH  OHJLVODWLYH HOHFWLRQV
-PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO -PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO -PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO
-PHJU -PHJU .BUDIJOH
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
4BTTPV /HVFTTP TIPVME CF NVDI NPSF MJLFMZ UP SFRVJSF MPZBMJTU FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO ؛ SFHBSEMFTT
PG UIF ZFBS JO XIJDI UIF FMFDUJPOT PDDVSSFE ؛ JO EJTUSJDUT UIBU PQQPTFE IJN EVSJOH UIF  XBS 5P
JEFOUJGZ UIF F୭GFDU PG UIFTF IJTUPSJDBM IPTUJMJUJFT PO 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TUSBUFHJFT JO TVCTFRVFOU FMFD
UPSBM TUSBUFHJFT * DSFBUF B EJDIPUPNPVT JOEJDBUPS UIBU BTTVNFT WBMVF  JG FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDU S JT MPDBUFE
JO B SFHJPO UIBU GPVHIU BHBJOTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JO UIF  DJWJM XBS 5IJT JODMVEFT BMM ୮ୢWF PG $POHPؠT
TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT ؛ ,PVJMPV 1PPM /JBSJ #PVFO[B BOE -©LPVNPV ؛ BOE BMM FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT JO UIF
#BDPOHP BOE .BL©M©L©M© OFJHICPSIPPET PG #SB[[BWJMMF 0G UIF  EJTUSJDU FMFDUJPOT JO UIF EBUBTFU
TPNF  XFSF IPTUJMF UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
4JODF IPTUJMF BOE OPOIPTUJMF FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT NBZ CF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOU JO XBZT UIBU BMTP
JO୯୳VFODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DIPJDF PG QPMJUJDBM TUSBUFHZ * FNQMPZ B NBUDIJOH BMHPSJUIN UP FOTVSF UIBU
FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT UIBU SFCFMMFE BHBJOTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BSF WJSUVBMMZ JEFOUJDBM UP UIPTF UIBU EJE OPU
5IF DIPJDF PG NBUDIJOH DPWBSJBUFT IPXFWFS JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG QPTUUSFBUNFOU CJBT
*G XF NBUDI PO QPTU DPWBSJBUFT ؛ BOE UIFTF DPWBSJBUFT JO UVSO BSF DBVTFE CZ UIF TJEFT DIPTFO CZ
FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT JO UIF  XBS ؛ XF SJTL VOEFSTUBUJOH UIF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF USFBUNFOU F୭GFDU *G
IPXFWFS XF GBJM UP NBUDI PO QPTU DPWBSJBUFT ؛ BOE UIFTF DPWBSJBUFT DBQUVSF TZTUFNBUJD EJ୭GFS
FODFT JO OPSUIFSO BOE TPVUIFSO FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDUT UIBU BSF OPU DPOTFRVFODFT PG UIF  XBS ؛ UIFO
XF SJTL BUUSJCVUJOH UPP NVDI SFMFWBODF UP UIF  XBS
5IFSFGPSF * DSFBUF UXP NBUDIFE EBUBTFUT *O UIF ୮ୢSTU * NBUDI POMZ PO QSF DPWBSJBUFT 1BSMJB
NFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT JO UIJT EBUBTFU PDDVSSFE JO EJTUSJDUT UIBU BSF PG SPVHIMZ FRVBM TJ[F BOE QPQVMBUJPO
EFOTJUZ XFSF FRVBMMZ TVQQPSUJWF PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BOE UIF 1$5 QSJPS UP UIF  XBS PDDVSSFE JO
B SPVHIMZ FRVBM QSPQPSUJPO PG VSCBO BOE SVSBM BSFBT BOE BSF ESBXO FRVBMMZ GSPN UIF UIFF XBWFT PG
QBSMJBNFOUBSZ FMFDUJPOT *O UIF TFDPOE * NBUDI PO QPUFOUJBMMZ SFMFWBOU QPTU DPWBSJBUFT BT XFMM
&MFDUJPOT JO UIJT EBUBTFU PDDVSSFE JO EJTUSJDUT UIBU BSF BMTP FRVBMMZ SFQSFTFOUFE JO UIF HFOFSBM BOE NJO
JTUFSJBM DPSQT BU UIF UJNF PG WPUJOH BOE XFSF FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP JODMVEF B NFNCFS PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT
GBNJMZ PS DPODVCJOF OFUXPSL 5IF GVMM MJTU PG NBUDIJOH DPWBSJBUFT GPS UIJT TFDPOE EBUBTFU BT XFMM

7DEOH  %DODQFH ,PSURYHPHQW IRU0DWFKHG'DWD
.FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM .FBOT 5SFBUFE .FBOT $POUSPM
"MM %BUB "MM %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB .BUDIFE %BUB
1$5 7JDUPSZ JO     
1$5 1SPQPSUJPO PG 3FHJPOBM 4FBUT JO     
:FBS     
:FBS     
:FBS     
1PJOUF/PJSF    
3FHJPOBM 1PQVMBUJPO %FOTJUZ    
%JTUSJDU 1PQVMBUJPO    
'BNJMZ$PODVCJOF    
(FOFSBMT GSPN 3FHJPO L JO :FBS U    
.JOJTUFST GSPN 3FHJPO L JO :FBS U    
BT CBMBODF TUBUJTUJDT BQQFBST JO 5BCMF  8JUI UIFTF NBUDIFE EBUBTFUT * FNQMPZ B MPHJU NPEFM UIBU
FTUJNBUFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU BO FMFDUJPO JO EJTUSJDU S JO ZFBS U GFBUVSFE NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF BHBJO DPOTJTUFOU BDSPTT NPEFMT &MFDUJPOT JO IJTUPSJDBMMZ
IPTUJMF TPVUIFSO EJTUSJDUT ؛ OPUXJUITUBOEJOH UIF ZFBS JO XIJDI UIF FMFDUJPOT PDDVSSFE ؛ XFSF CF
UXFFO % BOE %NPSF MJLFMZ UP GFBUVSF NVMUJQMF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUFT "T POF MPZBMJTU DBOEJEBUF
DPO୮ୢSNFE
5IJT JT <UIF SFHJNFؠT> XBZ PG DPVSUJOH UIF TPVUIFSO QPQVMBUJPO 5IFZ QVU DBOEJEBUFT
GSPN <UISFF PS GPVS MPZBMJTU QBSUJFT> JO UIF TBNF EJTUSJDU ت4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBOUT UIF
CFTU DBOEJEBUF UP XJO UIF DBOEJEBUF XIP DBO NPCJMJ[F UIF QPQVMBUJPO CFIJOE UIFNB
KPSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF ت5IF SFHJNF JT BCMF UP CSPBEDBTU JUT NFTTBHF ت*G UIFZ TFOU 1JFSSF
/HPMP <UIF 4FDSFUBSZ (FOFSBM PG UIF 1$5> UP B TPVUIFSO FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDU FWFO XJUI
TBDLT PG NPOFZ IF XPVME CF DIBTFE BXBZ #VU JG UIF SFHJNF VTFT JUT <MPZBMJTU JOUFSNF
EJBSJFT GSPN UIF BSFB> UIF QPQVMBUJPO XJMM DPNF *U HJWFT UIF SFHJNFؠT NFTTBHF NPSF
DSFEJCJMJUZ

7DEOH  7KH SUHYDOHQFH RI OR\DOLVW FRPSHWLWLRQ LQ VRXWKHUQ GLVWULFWV
-PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO -PZBMJTU $PNQFUJUJPO
-PHJU -PHJU
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*O UIF OPSUI PG UIF DPVOUSZ UIFSF BSF OP TUBLFT 5IF QPQVMBS JT BMSFBEZ XPO PWFS 'PS
UIFN UIFZ FNQMPZ FYUSFNFMZ EJWJTJWF SIFUPSJD آ:PV NVTU OPU WPUF GPS 61"%4 8F
NVTU OPU MFU UIFN UBLF QPXFSأ
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
5P HFOFSBUF BU MFBTU UIF BQQFBSBODF PG QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM UIJT DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPSDFT
؛ BOE PG୴FO ୮ୢOBODFT ؛ FMFDUPSBM DPNQFUJUJPO CFUXFFO MPZBMJTUT 4JODF UIFJS QMBUGPSNT BSF JEFOUJDBM
BOE UIF FMFDUJPOT BSF GBJS UIFJS DBNQBJHOT BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ DPOUFTUT JO HJG୴HJWJOH *O HJWJOH TP NVDI
UIFZ BDDSVF HFOVJOF HPPEXJMM "T MPOH BT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TVSSPHBUFT CFMJFWF IJT GBWPS JT WJUBM UP UIFJS
QPMJUJDBM DBSFFST UIF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUT UIF TVSSPHBUFT SFGSBDU QPQVMBS BDDMBJN UP IJN BOE
DSFBUF BU MFBTU B WFOFFS PG TVQQPSU GPS UIF SFHJNF #VU XIFO 4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT WVMOFSBCMF IJT TVSSP
HBUFT NBZ VTF UIFJS HPPEXJMM UP MFBE B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH 4BTTPV /HVFTTP LOPXT UIJT BOE IF EFTJHOT
FMFDUPSBM SVMFT BDDPSEJOHMZ *O  XIFO IF UIPSPVHIMZ EPNJOBUFE IJT FMJUF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FY
QBOEFE MPZBMJTU DPNQFUJUJPO TIBSQMZ "G୴FS UIF .BSDI   FYQMPTJPOT BOE XJUI B DPOTUJUVUJPOBM
SFWJTJPO MPPNJOH IF DVSUBJMFE JU )F EJE TP IPXFWFS NPSF TIBSQMZ JO UIF OPSUI UIBO JO UIF TPVUI
XIFSF EFDBEFT PG IPTUJMJUZ SFOEFSFE HPPEXJMM NPSF JNQPSUBOU BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NPSF UPMFSBOU PG
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  +VMZ 

SJTL
*G UIF QPQVMBS EFNPCJMJ[BUJPO B୭GPSEFE CZ PQQPTJUJPO BMMJBODFT JT OP TVCTUJUVUF GPS HPPEXJMM
HPPEXJMM JT OP TVCTUJUVUF GPS UIF DSFEJCMF UISFBU PG WJPMFODF "T #SB[[BWJMMF HSFX NPSF UFOTF UISPVHI
PVU  UIJT CFDBNF FWFS NPSF DMFBS "OE XJUI UIF SFHJNF TP SFMJBOU PO GPSFJHO BJE BOE JOWFTUNFOU
؛ JG OP MPOHFS EFCU SFMJFG ؛ PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST JODSFBTJOHMZ RVFTUJPOFE XIFUIFS UIF UISFBU PG WJPMFODF
XBT HFOVJOFMZ DSFEJCMF $IBQUFS  DPOTJEFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SFTQPOTF

9
0SHBOJ[JOH .PEFSO 3FQSFTTJPO 
آ5SZ UP QVU JO HSFBUFTU TFDVSJUZ UIPTF UIJOHT UIBU XF UIJOL BSF NPTU WBMVBCMF UP VTأ
آ)PX GBUIFS XPVME POF CF FTQFDJBMMZ BCMF UP HFU BO BEWBOUBHF PWFS IJT FOFNJFT أ
آ#Z ;FVT TPOأ IF TBJE آUIJT JT OP PSEJOBSZ PS TJNQMF UBTL ZPV BSF BTLJOH BCPVU #VU
CF BTTVSFE UIBU UIF POF XIP JT HPJOH UP EP UIJT NVTU CF B QMPUUFS B EJTTFNCMFS XJMZ

B DIFBU B UIJFG SBQBDJPVT BOE UIF TPSU XIP UBLFT BEWBOUBHF PG IJT FOFNJFT JO FWFSZ
UIJOHأ
"OE $ZSVT MBVHIJOH TBJE آ)FSBDMFT GBUIFS XIBU TPSU PG NBO ZPV TBZ * NVTU CF
DPNFأ
#FJOH TVDI B TPSU TPOأ IF TBJE آZPV XPVME CF B NBO CPUI NPTU KVTU BOE NPTU MBX
GVMأ
تآ:PV NVTU CF PO HVBSE FTQFDJBMMZ XIFSF ZPV LOPX ZPV BSF XFBLFTUأ
؛ 9FOPQIPO 5IF &EVDBUJPO PG $ZSॸ
0O .BSDI   #SB[[BWJMMF XPLF UP B TFSJFT PG FYQMPTJPOT BU UIF .QJMB NVOJUJPOT EFQPU 5IF
EFQPU XBT SFEVDFE UP BTIFT BOE MPDBUFE MFTT UIBO B NJMF GSPN 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QSJWBUF SFTJEFODF
TP UPP XBT UIF QSFTJEFOUؠT ୮ୢOBM MJOF PG EFGFOTF BHBJOTU IJT EPNFTUJD FOFNJFT 5IF FYQMPTJPOT EF
TUSPZFE MBSHF TXBUIFT PG UIF 0VFO[© BOE 5BMBOHB¯ OFJHICPSIPPET FSBTJOH ,  IPNFT GSPN UIF
DJUZTDBQF BOE LJMMJOH QFSIBQT ,  DJUJ[FOT 8JUI UIF HPWFSONFOU JOTJTUJOH PO B EFBUI UPMM PG MFTT
UIBO  ؛ UIF CFUUFS UP LFFQ VQ BQQFBSBODFT ؛ TPMEJFST EVNQFE DPSQTFT JOUP UIF $POHP 3JWFS BU
OJHIU 4VSWJWPST MJWFE JO BQQBMMJOH DPOEJUJPOT "U MFBTU ,  SFGVHFFT TPVHIU TIFMUFS JO B IBOEGVM
PG UFOU DJUJFT UISPVHIPVU #SB[[BWJMMF XIFSF QPPS TBOJUBUJPO BOE JOBEFRVBUF GPPETUV୭GT HFOFSBUFE
GBUBM DIPMFSB PVUCSFBLT "MUIPVHI UIF HPWFSONFOU QSPNJTFE UP JOEFNOJGZ UP B୭GFDUFE DJUJ[FOT UIF
BSFBؠT B୭୯୳VFOU SFTJEFOUT XFSF XFMM DPNQFOTBUFE BOE UIF JNQPWFSJTIFE NPTUMZ OFHMFDUFE <>
5IF FYQMPTJPOT XFSF BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ UIF PQFOJOH TBMWP JO BO BCPSUFE DPVQ Eԙ©UBU /PUXJUI
TUBOEJOH JUT P୭୮ୢDJBM EFOJBMT UIF SFHJNF BQQBSFOUMZ GFMU TJNJMBSMZ "U UIF WFSZ MFBTU UIF SFHJNF VTFE
*OUFSWJFXT XJUI TFWFSBM B୭GFDUFE SFTJEFOUT .BSDI BOE "QSJM 

UIF FYQMPTJPOT BT B QSFUFYU UP FMJNJOBUF JUT FOFNJFT 4VTQJDJPO RVJDLMZ TFUUMFE PO $PMPOFM .BSDFM
/UTPVSPV TFDPOE JO DPNNBOE PG UIF $POTFJM OBUJPOBM EF TFDVSJU© UIF EPNFTUJD TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSB
UVT /UTPVSPV DFMFCSBUFE IJT UI CJSUIEBZ UIF OJHIU CFGPSF XJUI GSJFOET BOE TVCPSEJOBUFT GSPN IJT
OBUJWF -FLBOB B RVJFU UPXO JO OPSUIFSO 1MBUFBVY )F XFMDPNFE UIFN XJUI UIFTF XPSET
*O UIF IJTUPSZ PG BOZ DPMMFDUJWF NZ EFBS CSPUIFST FBDI HFOFSBUJPO NVTU BTTVNF JUT
QMBDF JO IJTUPSZ XIBUFWFS UIF QSJDF GPS PUIFSXJTF UIF GBUF PG UIF DPMMFDUJWF JUTFMG XJMM
CF UISFBUFOFE * XJMM BDDPNQMJTI NZ EVUZ UP ZPV BMM ت * SFNJOE ZPV UIBU B QFPQMF
TVSWJWFT BDSPTT IJTUPSZ POMZ CZ JUT PXO XJMM BOE OFWFS CZ UIF XJMM PG PUIFST * SFNJOE
ZPV BMTP UIBU FWFSZUIJOH IBT JUT MJNJU FWFO GFBS JUTFMG NVTU IBWF JUT MJNJUT ت/BUVSF
SFRVJSFT PG NFO B DPOTUBOU P୭GFOTJWF UP WJOEJDBUF UIFJS JEFBMT FWFO DPOGSPOUFE XJUI
UIF JNQPTTJCMF BOE XJUI EBOHFS POF NVTU BEWBODF 7JDUPSZ CFMPOHT UP UIF BVEBDJPVT
UIPTF XIP SFGVTF UP SFUSFBU <>
/UTPVSPV XBT JODBSDFSBUFE JO MBUF .BSDI BOE UPSUVSFE PO DPNNBOE PG +FBO 'SBODPJT /EFOHVFU
5IF HPWFSONFOUؠT JOWFTUJHBUJPO TPPO FYQBOEFE UP .BUIJBT %[PO BOE "OES© 0LPNCJ 4BMJTTB XIPTF
JOJUJBM SFGVTBM UP EJTCBOE IJT $"%%ୖ.+ FMJDJUFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT JSF 5IF UISFF XFSF TVTQFDUFE PG
GPSNJOH BO FUIOJD آ5©L© BYJTأ BHBJOTU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT 0ZPCBTFE SFHJNF #Z NJE "QSJM PUIFS PQ
QPTJUJPO MFBEFST JODMVEJOH 1BVM .BSJF .QPV©M© IBE BMTP CFFO JODBSDFSBUFE GPS JODJUJOH QSPUFTUT
BHBJOTU UIF آIJHIFTU BVUIPSJUJFT PG UIF TUBUFأ<>
5IF HPWFSONFOUؠT OFHMJHFODF GPMMPXJOH UIF FYQMPTJPOT BOE TVCTFRVFOU JODBSDFSBUJPOT HFOFSBUFE
XJEFTQSFBE GSVTUSBUJPO JO #SB[[BWJMMF 4DJPO PG POF PG $POHPؠT GFX JOEFQFOEFOUMZ XFBMUIZ GBNJMJFT
+PF 8BTIJOHUPO &CJOB DSFBUFE BO /(0 UP MPCCZ PO CFIBMG PG UIF WJDUJNT *O TP EPJOH IF HBWF WPJDF
UP UIF NBTT PG EJTB୭GFDUFE #SB[[BWJMMPॷ ؛ PG OPSUIFSO BOE TPVUIFSO FYUSBDUJPO ؛ XIP XFSF QSFQBSFE
UP NPCJMJ[F GPS DIBOHF 5IF DPVOUSZؠT GFX JOEFQFOEFOU OFXTQBQFST BNQMJ୮ୢFE UIFJS DSJUJDJTN 0OF
'JOE DJUBUJPO GPS )FSWF "NCSPJTF .BMPOHBؠT BMMFHBUJPOT

FWFO BSHVFE UIBU آ4BTTPV /HVFTTP XBT BU UIF FQJDFOUFS PG BO FOUFSQSJTF BMNPTU DSJNJOBM JO JUT EFBM
JOHTأ <> 5IF HPWFSONFOU SFTQPOEFE 5IF )JHI $PVODJM GPS 'SFF &YQSFTTJPO TVTQFOEFE -B 7PJY
EV 1FVQMF GPS TJY NPOUIT JO .BZ "G୴FS JU QVCMJTIFE B OFX FEJUJPO JO 4FQUFNCFS UIF )JHI $PVO
DJM BEEFE OJOF NPOUIT UP UIF TVTQFOTJPO -F (MBJWF QVCMJTIFE JUT ୮ୢSTU UXP FEJUJPOT JO "VHVTU BOE
4FQUFNCFS BOE XFSF QSPNQUMZ MBCFMFE آTFEJUJPVTأ CZ UIF )JHI $PVODJM -F (MBJWF XBT TVTQFOEFE
GPS TJY NPOUIT 5IFTF TVTQFOTJPOT EJE OPUIJOH UP DBMN UIJOHT *OEFFE B ZFBS MBUFS &CJOB EFDMBSFE PO
3'* آOPU B TJOHMF IPVTF IBT CFFO SFDPOTUSVDUFEأ 5IF HPWFSONFOU NBSLFE UIF EJTBTUFSؠT BOOJWFSTBSZ
XJUI B DPODFSU JO #SB[[BWJMMF آ5IJT JT B TDBOEBMأ &CJOB DPOUJOVFE آQBSUJDVMBSMZ HJWFO BMM UIF GBNJMJFT
TUJMM JO OFFEأ
'SFTI BDDPVOUT PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DPSSVQUJPO FNFSHFE *O 'FCSVBSZ 'SFODI QPMJDF TFBSDIFE UIF
/FVJMMZTVS4FJOF NBOTJPO PG EBVHIUFS +VMJFOOF XIFSF UIFZ SFQPSUFEMZ TFJ[FE $ NJMMJPO 'SFODI
QPMJDF TPPO UBSHFUFE IPNFT PXOFE CZ OFQIFXT &EHBSE BOE 8JMMZ EBVHIUFST $MBVEJB BOE /JOFMMF
TPO %FOJT $ISJTUFM CSPUIFS .BVSJDF XJGF "OUPJOFUUF BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IJNTFMG *O .BZ "O
UPJOFUUF DFMFCSBUFE IFS UI CJSUIEBZ JO 4U 5SPQF[ B ୮ୢWF EBZ B୭GBJS UIBU SFQPSUFEMZ DPTU OFBSMZ $.
NJMMJPO *O %FDFNCFS UIF 'SFODI QSFTT SFQPSUFE UIBU CFUXFFO  BOE  4BTTPV /HVFTTP TQFOU
OFBSMZ $ NJMMJPO PO WBSJPVT MVYVSZ HPPET BOE QSPQFSUZ JODMVEJOH $. NJMMJPO PO TVJUT BU B TJO
HMF 1BSJT CPVUJRVF <> .FBOXIJMF UIF HPWFSONFOU DPOUJOVFE UP آTPX UIF TFFETأ GPS BO FWFO
UVBM DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFWJTJPO "QQFBSJOH PO 3'* JO "QSJM  #JFOWFOV 0LJ©NZ UIF HPWFSONFOUؠT
TQPLFTQFSTPO XBT SFNBSLBCMZ EJSFDU
5IF SFWJTJPO PG UIF $POTUJUVUJPO NVTU OPU CF B UBCPP 8IFO UIF TPWFSFJHO QFPQMF
UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMF DIPPTF UP SFWJTF JU BMM UIF XBZT BOE NFBOT XJMM CF QVU BU UIFJS
EJTQPTBM ت5IF HPWFSONFOU JT MJTUFOJOH UP UIF $POHPMFTF QFPQMF 8IFO UIF $POHPMFTF
QFPQMF XPVME MJLF UP BNFOE UIF $POTUJUVUJPO * UIJOL UIF HPWFSONFOU NVTU UBLF UIBU
JOUP BDDPVOU BOE TVHHFTU JU ت5IF CBUUMF GPS $POHPؠT EFNPDSBDZ XJMM QSPDFFE JO GVMM
USBOTQBSFODZ <>

$BQUVSJOH QVCMJD PQJOJPO .BUIJBT %[PO EFDMBSFE UIBU آ4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT EFQBSUVSF JO  JT OPO
OFHPUJBCMFأ #Z UIF FOE PG UIF ZFBS IF XBT GPSCJEEFO GSPN USBWFMJOH BCSPBE BOE UISFBUFOFE XJUI
IPVTF BSSFTU <>
4FOUFODFE UP ୮ୢWF ZFBSTؠ IBSE MBCPS JO 4FQUFNCFS  /UTPVSPV XBT SFMFBTFE VOFYQFDUFEMZ KVTU
XFFLT MBUFS &NCPMEFOFE IF SFOFXFE IJT BTTBVMU PO UIF SFHJNF XJUI B NFEJB DBNQBJHO *O B TFSJFT PG
JOUFSWJFXT XJUI 3'* BOE JOEFQFOEFOU OFXTQBQFST JO #SB[[BWJMMF /UTPVSPV BDDVTFE 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
PG HSPTT DPSSVQUJPO BOE NPSF OPUBCMZ PG PSEFSJOH UIF #FBDI .BTTBDSF PG  XIFO OFBSMZ 
ZPVOH NFO XFSF LJMMFE JO #SB[[BWJMMF BG୴FS SFQBUSJBUJPO CZ UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT 5IF BDDVTBUJPO HBWF
OFX MJGF UP UIF 'SFODI KVEJDJBM JOWFTUJHBUJPO /UTPVSPV XBT TPPO WJTJUFE CZ UXP QSPNJOFOU 4BTTPV
/HVFTTP FNJTTBSJFT ؛ CSPUIFS .BVSJDF B QSPNJOFOU CVTJOFTTNBO BOE "ENJSBM )JMBJSF .PLP B
OFQIFX BOE MFBEJOH ୮ୢHVSF JO UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT ؛ XIP BEWJTFE IJN UP SFGSBJO GSPN GVSUIFS DSJU
JDJTN <> /UTPVSPV SFGVTFE GPS IJT JOUSFQJEOFTT IBE XPO IJN B TJ[BCMF GPMMPXJOH BNPOH #SB[[BW
JMMFؠT QPPS *OEFFE IF IBE BTTFNCMFE B WJSUVBM NJMJUJB JO UIF BSFB TVSSPVOEJOH IJT P୭୮ୢDJBM SFTJEFODF
0O UIF NPSOJOH PG  %FDFNCFS IJT #SB[[BWJMMF IPNF XBT SBJEFE CZ UIF 3FQVCMJDBO (VBSE 'PVS
IPVST MBUFS OFBSMZ  PG /UTPVSPVؠT ZPVOH CPEZHVBSET IBE CFFO LJMMFE BOE  BSSFTUFE JODMVEJOH
/UTPVSPV IJNTFMG )F SFNBJOT JO QPMJDF DVTUPEZ #VU PUIFS GPSNFS NJMJUBSZ P୭୮ୢDFST XFSF FYQMPSJOH
UIF QPTTJCJMJUJFT PG BSNFE TUSVHHMF BT XFMM 0OF TPVUIFSO SFCFM MFBEFS UPME NF
&WFSZEBZ * SFHSFU IBWJOH MBJE EPXO NZ XFBQPOT &WFSZEBZ * SFHSFU NBLJOH QFBDF XJUI
<4BTTPV /HVFTTP> *G * IBE BDDFTT UP XFBQPOT ؛ JG NZ XFBQPOT XFSF BOZXIFSF OFBS
FRVBM UP UIFJST ؛ * XPVME HP CBDL UP UIF CVTI BOE ୮ୢHIU "OE UIF FOUJSF QPQVMBUJPO
XPVME TVQQPSU NF :PV NVTU IFMQ VT .S $BSUFS 
-FE CZ GPSNFS -JTTPVCB NJOJTUFST UIF EJBTQPSB JO 1BSJT BMTP JOUFOTJ୮ୢFE JUT F୭GPSUT آUP NPCJMJ[F PQ
QPTJUJPO XJUIJO UIF DPVOUSZأ VTJOH UFSNT MJLF آSFMBUJPOTIJQT PG GPSDFأ <> #SB[[BWJMMF BDUJWJTUT QSJ
*OUFSWJFX XJUI $PMPOFM 1JFSSF .CPVOHPV .CPVOHPV  +VOF 

WBUFMZ DPODFEFE UIBU B SFUVSO UP XBS ؛ PS BU MFBTU XJEFTDBMF WJPMFODF ؛ XBT MJLFMZ BT UIF HPWFSONFOU
QSFQBSFE GPS B DPOTUJUVUJPOBM SFGFSFOEVN 4JHOBMJOH JUT DBQBDJUZ GPS TVQQSFTTJPO BOE XJMMJOHOFTT UP
FNQMPZ JU CFUXFFO .BZ BOE +VMZ  UIF HPWFSONFOU EFQPSUFE BT NBOZ BT  JNNJHSBOUT
GSPN %3$ PS .% PG $POHPؠT UPUBM QPQVMBUJPO .BOZ PG UIF WJDUJNT BMMFHFE SBQF BOE UPSUVSF CZ
QPMJDF <> 4JODF %3$ JNNJHSBOUT JNQPSUFE BHSJDVMUVSBM DPNNPEJUJFT ؛ UIF SPBE CFUXFFO #SB[
[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF SFNBJOFE JO EJTSFQBJS TIVUUJOH #SB[[BWJMMF GSPN UIF TPVUIFSO BHSJDVMUVSBM
[POF ؛ BOE QSPWJEFE DIFBQ MBCPS QSJDFT TQJLFE CZ BT NVDI BT % 5P MJNJU QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO
UIF HPWFSONFOU MBVODIFE B SBEJP DBNQBJHO JOUFOEFE UP TUPLF YFOPQIPCJB 0OF FYQBUSJBUF EFTDSJCFE
UIF TPOHT UIBU QMBZFE PO HPWFSONFOU SBEJP BT آSFBMMZ IBUFGVMأ
$IBQUFST  BOE  NBEF DMFBS UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EPFT BMM IF DBO UP QSFWFOU QPQVMBS VOSFTU 'PS
TVQQSFTTJPO JUTFMG JT NPSF DPTUMZ GPS "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT UIBO FWFS CFGPSF 4JODF UIF FOE PG UIF $PME
8BS UIF XPSMEؠT QPPSFTU BVUPDSBDJFT IBWF HSPXO NPSF SFMJBOU PO 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST GPS GPSFJHO BJE
BOE EFCU SFMJFG "OE UIJT SFMJBODF NBLFT WJPMFODF BHBJOTU UIFJS QPQVMBUJPOT QPUFOUJBMMZ NPSF DPTUMZ
"GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT SJTL EFWFMPQNFOU BJE GPSFJHO JOWFTUNFOU BOE EFCU GPSHJWFOFTT <> $POHPؠT PQ
QPTJUJPO MFBEFST LOPX UIJT آ*G XF DPVME KVTU HFU B GFX IVOESFE QFPQMF JO UIF TUSFFUTأ UXP PQQPTJ
UJPO MFBEFST DPO୮ୢEFE UP NF BT UIFZ QMPUUFE BO "SBC 4QSJOH آ4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPVME OFWFS LJMM UIFN
BMMأ #SB[[BWJMMFؠT JODSFBTJOHMZ UFOTF DMJNBUF SFNJOEFE FWFSZPOF UIBU UIF UISFBU PG WJPMFODF SFNBJOFE
DFOUSBM UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT SVMF 'PS BMM IJT F୭GPSUT UP SPC DJUJ[FOT PG PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BOE DVSSZ
QVCMJD TVQQPSU XJUI MPDBM JOUFSMPDVUPST BT B MBTU SFTPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP IBE UP DSFEJCMZ UISFBUFO WJP
MFODF )JT DIBMMFOHF UIPVHI XBT UP EP TP FWFO XIFO JU NBZ OPU CF DSFEJCMF
*O GBDU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP CFHBO QSFQBSJOH GPS UIJT BT TPPO BT IF TFJ[FE QPXFS )F EJE TP CZ PSHBOJ[
JOH IJT JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ 4FDUJPO  EPDVNFOUT UIJT *U FNQMPZT B EBUBTFU PG
BMM BQQPJOUNFOUT UP BOE QSPNPUJPOT XJUIJO UIF $POHPMFTF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT ؛ 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE
*OUFSWJFX XJUI "OHJ /HVNCV  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV BOE 1BUSJDL &SJD .BNQPVZB  +VOF 

"SNZ /BWZ "JS 'PSDF 1PMJDF 5FSSJUPSJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF BOE (FOEBSNFSJF ؛ CFUXFFO 4FQUFNCFS
 BOE /PWFNCFS  BNPVOUJOH UP TPNF ,  QFSTPOOFM TIJG୴T *O EFTDSJCJOH UIF JOUFSOBM
TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT 4FDUJPO  VODPWFST B QBSBEPY 5IF TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP BSF NPTU MJLFMZ UP TVQ
QSFTT QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT ؛ UIPTF JNQPSUFE GSPN IJTUPSJDBMMZ BOUBHPOJTUJD SFHJPOT ؛ BSF BMTP UIF NPTU
MJLFMZ UP FMJDJU UIFN 'PS UIFJS EJTSFHBSE GPS UIF QPQVMBUJPO VOEFS UIFJS DIBSHF SFOEFST UIFN CPUI
NPSF XJMMJOH UP TVQQSFTT BOE NPSF FBHFS UP BCVTF
4FDUJPO  FNQMPZT B GPSNBM NPEFM UP QSPCF UIF EZOBNJDT PG JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQPJOUNFOUT JO
BVUPDSBDJFT *U TVHHFTUT UIBU JO IPTUJMF BSFBT BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ B آTVQQSFTTJPO TUSBUFHZأ 4JODF UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH JT IJHI BVUPDSBUT QSFGFS MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP BSF NPSF XJMMJOH
UP TVQQSFTT UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO *O GSJFOEMZ BSFBT CZ DPOUSBTU BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ B آEFWFMPQNFOU
TUSBUFHZأ JO XIJDI BQQPJOUFFT TZNQBUIFUJD UP UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO FOHBHF JO MFTT FYQSPQSJBUJPO 5IF
NPEFM BMTP TVHHFTUT BO BQQPJOUFFؠT FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ XJUI UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO BOE UFOVSF JO P୭୮ୢDF BSF
DPSSFMBUFE 8IFO BVUPDSBUT SFMZ PO MPDBM BQQPJOUFFT NPSF UP DVSSZ QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM UIBO TVQQSFTT
VQSJTJOHT BVUPDSBUT BSF BMTP MFTT DPODFSOFE XJUI DMJFOUFMJTUJD MJOLBHFT CFUXFFO MPDBM P୭୮ୢDFST BOE UIF
QPQVMBUJPO UIBU DPVME DIBMMFOHF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT PXO 4FDUJPO  QSFTFOUT B SBOHF PG RVBOUJUBUJWF
FWJEFODF JO TVQQPSU
 4ঞঙঙছ঎জজ঒ঘগ ঊগ঍ 3঎ঙছ঎জ঎গঝঊঝ঒ঘগ
 3঎খঊঔ঒গঐ -ঘঌঊক 1ঘক঒ঝ঒ঌজ
4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFNBEF MPDBM QPMJUJDT VQPO SFUVSOJOH UP QPXFS )F EJE TP JO B XBZ UIBU SFOEFSFE
MPDBM P୭୮ୢDJBMT BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ BDDPVOUBCMF UP IJN
)F SFUBJOFE UIF DPVOUSZؠT  BENJOJTUSBUJWF SFHJPOT BOE UIFJS DPOTUJUVFOU EJTUSJDUT *O QSJODJQMF
FBDI SFHJPO JT HPWFSOFE CZ B SFHJPOBM DPVODJM BMMPDBUFE BNPOH QBSUJFT PO UIF CBTJT PG QSPQPSUJPOBM
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO 3FHJPOBM DPVODJMT BSF UIF IJHIFTU FMFDUFE CPEZ JO MPDBM HPWFSONFOU "T POF DPVODJM

WJDFQSFTJEFOU QVU JU UIFZ BSF آBMNPTU DPNQMFUFMZ QPXFSMFTTأ 3FHBSEMFTT PG QPQVMBUJPO FBDI SF
HJPOBM DPVODJM JT HJWFO BO PQFSBUJOH CVEHFU PG TPNF $. NJMMJPO QFS ZFBS 5IJT $. NJMMJPO NVTU
GVOE FWFSZUIJOH TBMBSJFT CVJMEJOH NBJOUFOBODF USBOTQPSUBUJPO DPTUT BOE XIBUFWFS FDPOPNJD EFWFM
PQNFOU QSPKFDUT UIF DPVODJM VOEFSUBLFT *O QSBDUJDF $. NJMMJPO ؛ KVTU MFTT UIBO IBMG ؛ JT FBSNBSLFE
GPS UIF TBMBSJFT PG FBDI SFHJPOBM DPVODJMؠT SPVHIMZ  NFNCFST UIFJS TUB୭G BOE BMM BTTPDJBUFE NBJOUF
OBODF FYQFOTFT 8JUI KVTU $. NJMMJPO MFG୴ POF DPVODJM NFNCFS BDLOPXMFEHFE IJT SFHJPO CFOF୮ୢUT
GSPN B TJOHMF SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM TDBMF JOUFSWFOUJPO BU B UJNF VTVBMMZ B TDIPPM SFIBCJMJUBUJPO QSPKFDU PS
BHSJDVMUVSBM JOUFSWFOUJPO &WFO UIFO UIFJS QPMJDZ BVUPOPNZ JT MJNJUFE CZ #SB[[BWJMMF 4BJE BOPUIFS
DPVODJM WJDFQSFTJEFOU
8F USJFE UP QSPWJEF USBDUPST UP EJTUSJDUT UP JODSFBTF QSPEVDUJPO CVU UIF NJOJTUSZ TBJE
آ/P UIBUؠT UIF SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ PG UIF .JOJTUSZ PG "HSJDVMUVSFأ 5IFZ HJWF ୮ୢWF USBDUPST
UP -PVWBLPV BOE UIFZ DBOؠU CF <SFMPDBUFE> TP BMM UIF PUIFS EJTUSJDUT XBJU
4JODF UIF DPVOUSZؠT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF GBS NPSF QPQVMBUFE UIBO UIFJS OPSUIFSO DPVOUFSQBSUT UIJT
QPMJDZ ZJFMET B EFDJEFEMZ JOFRVJUBCMF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG SFTPVSDFT FWFO BU UIF MPDBM MFWFM 'JHVSF  SF
QPSUT BOOVBM SFHJPOBM CVEHFU BMMPDBUJPOT QFS DBQJUB VTJOH  DFOTVT ୮ୢHVSFT 4JODF UIF HPWFSONFOU
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ PWFSTUBUFE UIF OPSUIFSO QPQVMBUJPO UP KVTUJGZ TIJG୴JOH /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ TFBUT GPSN
TPVUI UP OPSUI UIF ୮ୢHVSF VOEFSTUBUFT QFS DBQJUB TQFOEJOH JO OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT BOE IFODF SFHJPOBM
TQFOEJOH JOFRVBMJUZ 4UJMM TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT SFDFJWF OFBSMZ % MFTT QFS DBQJUB UIBO OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT
&YFDVUJWF BVUIPSJUZ JO FBDI PG UIF  SFHJPOT JT WFTUFE JO B QSFGFDU BQQPJOUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
IJNTFMG آPO QSPQPTJUJPO PG UIF *OUFSJPS .JOJTUFSأ 3BZNPOE ;©QIZSJO .CPVMPV *OUFSJPS .JOJTUFS
TJODF  EFTDSJCFE UIF QSFGFDUؠT SPMF UIJT XBZ
5IF TUBUF NVTU CF TFFO BT UIF BHFOU PG QVCMJD QPXFS XJUI BMM JUT BUUFOEBOU DFSFNPOJBM
GVODUJPOT 5IF QSFGFDU JT UIF BHFOU PG UIF FYFDVUJWF CSBODI PG HPWFSONFOU JO UIF SF
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 'SBODZ *CPVBOHB#PVDLFEZ  +VMZ 
































































)LJXUH  7KH DQQXDO RSHUDWLQJ EXGJHWV RI UHJLRQDO FRXQFLOV SHU FDSLWD 6LQFH DOO UHJLRQDO FRXQFLOV UHFHLYH D ćDW VXP
WKH OHVV SRSXODWHG QRUWKHUQ UHJLRQV UHFHLYH ODUJHU EXGJHWV SHU FDSLWD
HJPO :PV .S 1SFGFDU BSF UIVT UIF HVBSBOUPS PG TUBUF TPWFSFJHOUZ PG JUT BVUIPSJUZ
BOE PG UIF QSFTFSWBUJPO PG QFBDF
"T UIF آHVBSBOUPS PG TUBUF TPWFSFJHOUZأ UIF QSFGFDU JT BDDPSEFE CSPBE QPXFST XJUIJO IJT SFHJPO *O
BEEJUJPO UP DPNNBOEJOH JUT NJMJUBSZ BOE QPMJDF GPSDFT IF BMTP IPMET WFUP QPXFS PWFS BOZ BDUJPO
QBTTFE CZ UIF SFHJPOBM DPVODJM 5IFTF WFUPFT BSF BQQBSFOUMZ RVJUF SBSF (JWFO UIF QSFGFDUؠT CSPBE
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  +BOVBSZ 

QPXFST BOE 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT GBWPS DPVODJM NFNCFST BSF SFUJDFOU UP P୭GFOE IJN "OE PG DPVSTF
FBDI PG UIF  SFHJPOBM DPVODJMT JT EPNJOBUFE CZ NFNCFST PG UIFNBKPSJU© QSযJEFOUJFMMF MJLF UIF QSF
GFDU
"QBSU GSPN SFWJFXJOH SFHJPOBM DPVODJM BDUJPOT B QSFGFDUؠT EBJMZ BDUJWJUJFT DPOTJTU PG SFTPMWJOH MPDBM
EJTQVUFT BOE NBOBHJOH UIF TVSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT 'PS IPXFWFS UIF SFHJNF NBZ ESFTT JU ؛ BOE BT
.CPVMPVؠT BMMVTJPOT UP UIF QSFTFSWBUJPO PG QFBDF NBLF DMFBS UIF SFHJNF NBLFT GFX BUUFNQUT UP EP TP
؛ UIF QSFGFDUؠT DFOUSBM SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ JT UP QSPUFDU UIF SFHJNF JUTFMG "MUIPVHI UIF QSFGFDU JT BDDPSEJOH
UP UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO BQPMJUJDBM QSFGFDUT UIFNTFMWFT EP MJUUMF UP DPODFBM UIFJS BMMFHJBODF UP UIF SVMJOH
1$5 *OEFFE KVTU UISFF NPOUIT CFGPSF CFJOH OBNFE QSFGFDU PG 1MBUFBVY SFHJPO &EHBSE 1IJMJQQF
%JBGPVLB #BNCFMBU TVCNJUUFE B MFUUFS UP -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF JO XIJDI IF BDLOPXMFEHFE UIBU
IJT آPCKFDUJWF JT UP NBLF UIF 1$5 B USVF FMFDUPSBM NBDIJOFأ 1FSIBQT NPSF JNQPSUBOUMZ TJODF UIF
SFHJNFؠT TVSWJWBM JT EFSJWFE NPSF GSPN UIF HVO UIBO UIF CBMMPU CPY QSFGFDUT NVTU BMTP CF XJMMJOH UP
VTF GPSDF BHBJOTU UIF DJUJ[FOT UIFZ PTUFOTJCMZ HPWFSO
6OTVSQSJTJOHMZ UIF SFHJNF BQQPJOUT QSFGFDUT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT XJEFMZ BDLOPXMFEHF
UIBU UIF SFHJNF BTTJHOT QSFGFDUT UP SFHJPOT BCPVU XIJDI UIFZ LOPX OPUIJOH XIFSF UIFZ IBWF OFWFS
MJWFE BOE XIFSF UIFZ IBWF GFX GSJFOET "MUIPVHI POF GPSNFS QSFGFDU DMBJNFE UIF QPMJDZ QSPNPUFT
آOBUJPOBM JOUFHSBUJPOأ BOE آJNQBSUJBM BSCJUSBUJPOأ PG JOUSBSFHJPOBM EJTQVUFT NPTU DJUJ[FOT EJT
BHSFF 0OF GPSNFS XBSMPSE BMTP CSPUIFSJOMBX UP B TVCQSFGFDU JO #PVFO[B EFTDSJCFE UIF USFOE آBT
QBSU PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT TUSBUFHJD GSBNFXPSLأ " QSPNJOFOU DBOEJEBUF JO UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ
FMFDUJPOT PG  QVU JU UIJT XBZ
*G <4BTTPV /HVFTTP> OBNFT B /JBSJ <SFHJPOBM> QSFGFDU XIP JT BMTP GSPN /JBSJ IF DBOؠU
JNQMFNFOU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDT IF DBOؠU TUFBM PS JOUJNJEBUF )JT GSJFOET LOPX
IJT QBSFOUT BOE IJT GBNJMZ BOE UIFZؠMM LJMM IJT GBNJMZ " EFMFHBUJPO XPVME DPNF UP TFF
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  "VHVTU 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 'VMHFODF .JMBOEPV  'FCSVBSZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO $MBVEF  "QSJM 

IJN BOE UIFZ XPVME TBZ آ5IFTF QPMJDJFT BSF OP HPPE BOE XF XPOؠU BDDFQU JU EP ZPV
XBOU UP EFTUSPZ ZPVS PXO EFQBSUNFOU GPS %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP أ
&WFO SFHJPOBM DPVODJMT SVF UIF QPMJDZ " GPSNFS BJEF UP UIF #PVFO[B SFHJPOBM DPVODJM QSFTJEFOU TBJE
5IF SFHJNF LOPXT IPX VOQPQVMBS UIFZ BSF *G UIFZ BQQPJOU B QSFGFDU GSPN #PVFO[B
IFؠMM CF MPBUIF UP DIFBU UP PQQSFTT IJT PXO QPQVMBUJPO #VU XJUI QSFGFDUT GSPN PUIFS
SFHJPOT UIFJS MPZBMUJFT BSF VOEJWJEFE
0OF IJHI SBOLJOH NFNCFS PG UIF /JBSJ SFHJPOBM DPVODJM TBJE
<5IF HPWFSONFOU BQQPJOUT OPOOBUJWF QSFGFDUT> UP DPOUSPM UIF QPQVMBUJPO &WFO JO
UIF BSNZ 5IF EJSFDUPS PG QPMJDF IFSF UIF DPNNBOEBOU PG UIF /JBSJ NJMJUBSZ [POF
UIFZ BSF BMXBZT GSPN UIF OPSUI PS BU MFBTU GSPN FMTFXIFSF 5IF SFHJNF GFBST IBWJOH UIF
SFHJPO HPWFSOFE CZ POF PG JUT PXO 5IF SFHJNF IBT UP DPOUSPM UIFN BOE JG UIFSF BSF
VQSJTJOHT UIF QSFGFDUT NVTU CF XJMMJOH UP TVQQSFTT UIFN ت" OBUJWF TPO XPVME LOPX
UIF FDPOPNJD SFBMJUJFT FWFO UIF TPDJBM SFBMJUJFT "OE IF XPVME CF MFTT MJLFMZ UP XBTUF
UIJOHT UP CF DPSSVQUFE BOE UP DPSSVQU )F XPVME IBWF UIF CFTU JOUFSFTU PG UIF SFHJPO
BU IFBSU
&BDI PG $POHPؠT  SFHJPOT DPOUBJOT CFUXFFO  BOE  EJTUSJDUT FBDI DPSSFTQPOEJOH SPVHIMZ UP
BO FMFDUPSBM EJTUSJDU *O UVSO FBDI EJTUSJDU JT HPWFSOFE CZ B TVCQSFGFDU -JLF QSFGFDUT TVCQSFGFDUT
BSF BMTP BQQPJOUFE CZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EJSFDUMZ #VU VOMJLF QSFGFDUT TVCQSFGFDUT IBWF MJUUMF BVUIPSJUZ
PWFS EJTUSJDU NJMJUBSZ BOE TVSWFJMMBODF EFUBDINFOUT 4VCQSFGFDUT BSF CVTJFTU CZ BMNPTU BMM BDDPVOUT
EVSJOH FMFDUJPO TFBTPO XIFO UIFZ FOKPZ QSJNBSZ SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS PSHBOJ[BUJPO BOE WPUF DPVOUJOH
*OEFFE BDDPSEJOH UP POF IJHI SBOLJOH TUB୭G NFNCFST PG UIF #PVFO[B SFHJPOBM DPVODJM
*OUFSWJFX XJUI .BSDFM .PVLPLP  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI *CPVBOHB  +VMZ 

5IFZؠSF JOTUSVDUFE ؛ PCMJHBUFE ؛ CZ UIF *OUFSJPS NJOJTUFS UP FOTVSF UIBU TVDI PS TVDI
DBOEJEBUF JT FMFDUFE 'PS JOTUBODF BMM UIF OJOF DBOEJEBUFT UIBU IBE MPTU JO UIF ୮ୢSTU
SPVOE TVQQPSUFE NF <1$5 MFBEFST> BOOPVODFE UP UIF QPQVMBUJPO آ*G UIF SFTVMUT
EPOؠU GBWPS <PVS DBOEJEBUF> JO UIF FOE XIBU B QJUZ JU TIBMM CF GPS UIF TVCQSFGFDUأ
*OEFFE TVCQSFGFDUT PG୴FO PWFSTFF UIF QPMJDFؠT WPUFS JOUJNJEBUJPO F୭GPSUT
5IF DPNNBOEBOU PG UIF <SFHJPOBM QPMJDF> JO /LBZJ DPO୮ୢTDBUFE B IVHF TUBDL PG DBSET
BOE HBWF BCPVU $ UP ZPVOH NFO UPME UIFN UP HP WPUF BOE XPVME UIFO DBMM IJT P୭୮ୢDFST
BU UIF WPUJOH CPPUI BOE UFMM UIFN UP QFSNJU JU 0OF PCTFSWFS XBT FWFO ESVHHFE UIFZ
P୭GFSFE IJN B TPEB BOE QVU B ESVH UIBU NBEF IJN TMFFQ JO JU "OE UIFO UIFZ TUV୭GFE UIF
CBMMPU CPY XJUI WPUFT GPS <NZ PQQPOFOU> * DPVME OBNF NPSF CVU UIJT XPVME KVTU CF
UJSFTPNF 5IFSF BSF WPUJOH CPPUIT XIFSF UIFSF BSF NPSF WPUFT BOE UIBO WPUFST
5IJT MFBET UP DPMMVTJPO CFUXFFO MPDBM QPMJUJDJBOT BOE TVCQSFGFDU DBOEJEBUFT *O POF #PVFO[B EJTUSJDU
UIF /BUJPOBM "TTFNCMZ EFQVUZ QFUJUJPOFE UIF *OUFSJPS .JOJTUSZ UP BQQPJOU IJT QSFGFSSFE TVCQSFGFDU
XIP JO UVSO HVBSBOUFFT FMFDUJPOT GPS UIF EFQVUZ 5IJT JT BQQBSFOUMZ DPNNPO
"T EJTUSJDU FYFDVUJWF FBDI TVCQSFGFDU PWFSTFFT FBDI PG UIF WJMMBHFT JO IJT UFSSJUPSZ *OEFFE 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT TJHOBM DPOUSJCVUJPO UP WJMMBHF MJGF IBT CFFO UP BCPMJTI UIF TZTUFN PG FMFDUJPOT JOTUBMMFE CZ
UIF /BUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PG  7JMMBHF QSFTJEFOUT BSF OPX FTTFOUJBMMZ HPWFSONFOU FNQMPZFFT BQ
QPJOUFE CZ UIF TVCQSFGFDU BOE JTTVFE B TBMBSZ PG TPNF $ QFS ZFBS *O B DPVOUSZ XIFSF NPTU BMM
WJMMBHFST MJWF PO $ PS $ QFS EBZ UIJT WJSUVBMMZ EPVCMFT UIFJS BOOVBM JODPNF MFBWJOH UIFN UIPSPVHIMZ
JOEFCUFE UP UIF TVCQSFGFDU 'FX WJMMBHFST BSF IBQQZ XJUI UIF DIBOHF
8JUI WJSUVBMMZ UIF FOUJSF MPDBM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT TFSWJOH BU 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QMFBTVSF UIFZ
IBWF GFX JODFOUJWFT UP SFTQPOE UP DJUJ[FO DPODFSOT .BOZ BSF RVJUF WPDBM BCPVU UIJT 5IF NBZPS PG
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  +VMZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO $MBVEF  .BZ 
*OUFSWJFX XJUI *CPVBOHB  +VMZ  JOUFSWJFX XJUI +FBO $MBVEF  .BZ 

.BL©M©L©M© #SB[[BWJMMFؠT TFDPOE MBSHFTU BSSPOEॷTFNFOU JT .BVSJDF .PSFM ,JIPV[PV "T UIF  XBS
DPODMVEFE ,JIPV[PV XFOU IPVTF CZ IPVTF XJUI $PCSB TPMEJFST UP FNQUZ .BL©M©L©M© PG JUT SFTJ
EFOUT BMM PG XIPN IBE TVQQPSUFE GPSNFS 1SFTJEFOU 1BTDBM -JTTPVCB PS IJT 1SJNF .JOJTUFS #FSOBSE
,PM©MBT EVSJOH UIF XBS ,JIPV[PV IBT TFSWFE BT NBZPS PG .BL©M©L©M© TJODF 'VODUJPOBMMZ JMMJUFSBUF
,JIPV[PV DBSFGVMMZ DVMUJWBUFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT USBEFNBSL XJEPXؠT QFBL IBJSDVU SFOEFSJOH UIF UXP
BMNPTU JEFOUJDBM UP UIF VOTUVEJFE PCTFSWFS "U POF QPJOU ,JIPV[PV EFTDSJCFE IJT SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT UP
UIF QPQVMBUJPO UIJT XBZ
* XFOU UP XBS GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP 5IJT JT NZ DPNQFOTBUJPO %POؠU FYQFDU BOZUIJOH
GSPN NF
,JIPV[PV JT DPNNFOTVSBUFMZ JOTPVDJBOU XIFO JU DPNFT UP UIF DPODFSOT PG IJT DPOTUJUVFOUT *O %F
DFNCFS  B IJQQPQPUBNVT LJMMFE TFWFSBM .BL©M©L©M© SFTJEFOUT 3BUIFS UIBO NBSTIBM #SB[[BWJMMFؠT
୮ୢSTU SFTQPOEFST ,JIPV[PV QSPQPTFE UIJT BDDPSEJOH UP -B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF JO BMM TFSJPVTOFTT
5IF TPMVUJPO XJMM DPNF GSPN JOWPMWJOH MPDBM FMEFST <,JIPV[PV> JOUFOET UP HBUIFS
UIFN BG୴FS /FX :FBST %BZ TP UIBU UIFZ NBZ TQFBL UP UIJT IJQQPQPUBNVT CZ JOWPLJOH
PVS BODFTUPST UISPVHI QSBZFS
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF MJLF WJSUVBMMZ BMM #SB[[BWJMMPॷXIFO UIFZ IFBSE PG JU TJNQMZ NPDLFE IJN JO
SFTQPOTF
 "ঙঙঘ঒গঝ঒গঐ ঊগ঍ 3঎খঘট঒গঐ 1ছ঎এ঎ঌঝজ
5IF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF B୭୮ୢSNT XIBU NPTU BMM TPVUIFSOFST CFMJFWF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUT SF
HJPOBM QSFGFDUT TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ EJ୭GFSFOUMZ JO UIF TPVUI UIBO UIF OPSUI
*OUFSWJFX XJUI 8JMGSJFE ,JWPVWPV  +VOF 
-B 4FNBJOF "GSJDBJOF  %FDFNCFS 

5P QSPCF UIF QPMJUJDT PG SFHJPOBM HPWFSOPSTIJQ NPSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ * FNQMPZ B EBUBTFU UIBU SFDPSET
BMM SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT TJODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT  SFUVSO BT XFMM BT B SBOHF PG SFHJPO BOE BQQPJOUFF
MFWFM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT * BTTVNF UIBU GPS FBDI PG UIF OFBSMZ  SFHJPOZFBST TJODF  SFHJPOBM QSFGFDU
QPTJUJPOT DPVME IBWF CFFO HJWFO UP WJSUVBMMZ BOZPOF UIF TVQQMZ PG QPUFOUJBM BQQPJOUFFT JT VODPO
TUSBJOFE 8JUI B MPHJU NPEFM * UIFO FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU DPOEJUJPOBM PO UIF TVCTUBODF PG
UIF BQQPJOUNFOU JUTFMG UIF BQQPJOUNFOU XBT HJWFO UP B OPOOBUJWF PG UIF SFHJPO *O BEEJUJPO *
DPOUSPM GPS XIFUIFS UIF QSFGFDU BQQPJOU JT MPDBUFE JO UIF ,PVJMPV SFHJPO CJSUIQMBDF PG 'JSTU -BEZ
"OUPJOFUUF XIPTF MPOHUJNF GSJFOET DPOTUJUVUF UIF QPPM PG QPUFOUJBM BQQPJOUFFT BOE XIFUIFS 4BT
TPV /HVFTTPؠT VMUJNBUF QSFGFDU DIPJDF XBT B WFUFSBO PG IJT  DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU 4JODF MBSHFS SFHJPOT
QSFTVNBCMZ IBWF NPSF BDDFQUBCMF DBOEJEBUFT GPS BQQPJOUNFOU BOE NBZ CF NPSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP HPWFSO
* BMTP DPOUSPM GPS SFHJPO QPQVMBUJPO "MUIPVHI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO BQQPJOU BOE UFSNJOBUF SFHJPOBM
QSFGFDUT BU XJMM ؛ PG IJT  QSFGFDU BQQPJOUNFOUT TJODF  % TFSWFE UISFF ZFBST PS MFTT JO P୭୮ୢDF ؛
* JODMVEF B MBHHFE PVUDPNF WBSJBCMF UP BDDPNNPEBUF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU PCTFSWBUJPOT JO TFRVFOUJBM
UJNF QFSJPET BSF DPSSFMBUFE
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  BOE BSF WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF  .PEFM  TVHHFTUT UIBU OPSUIFSO
SFHJPOT BSF HPWFSOFE CZ B OPOOBUJWF QSFGFDU XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ . 'PS TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT IPXFWFS
UIJT QSPCBCJMJUZ JODSFBTFT UP OFBSMZ . .PEFM  DPOUSPMT GPS UIF SFHJPOBM QSPWFOBODF PG UIF QSFGFDU
JO ZFBS U−  BOE UIF SFTVMUT BSF TJNJMBS "TTVNJOH UIBU UIF QSFGFDU JO ZFBS U−  XBT B OBUJWF OPSUIFSO
SFHJPOT BSF HPWFSOFE CZ B OPOOBUJWF QSFGFDU JO ZFBS UXJUI B QSPCBCJMJUZ PG KVTU . 'PS TPVUIFSO
SFHJPOT UIJT JODSFBTFT UP . 5IFSF JT TPNF FWJEFODF UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFHBSET DJWJM XBS MPZBMUZ
BOE OBUJWJUZ UP B SFHJPO BT TVCTUJUVUFT *O QBSUJDVMBS .PEFM  TVHHFTUT UIBU JG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP OBNFT
UP SFHJPO TؠT QSFGFDUVSF B WFUFSBO PG UIF DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU UIF VMUJNBUF BQQPJOUFF JT NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF
B SFHJPOBM OBUJWF 5IJT JT JOUVJUJWF 1BSUJDJQBUJPO JO UIF DJWJM XBS XBT B DPTUMZ NBSLFS PG MPZBMUZ BOE
4BTTPV /HVFTTP JT MFTT DPODFSOFE UIBU WFUFSBOT JG BQQPJOUFE UP HPWFSO UIFJS OBUJWF SFHJPOT XJMM SF
NBJO MPZBM UP IJN
























4JHOJ୮ୢDBODF MFWFMT ††  ॎ †  ॎ ∗  ॎ ∗∗  ॎ
*G 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TFMFDUT SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ UIF RVBOUJUBUJWF FWJEFODF TVHHFTUT IF FN
QMPZT UFOVSF TUSBUFHJDBMMZ BT XFMM "T JO $IBQUFS  * QSPCF UIF EFUFSNJOBOUT PG QSFGFDU UFOVSF XJUI
B $PY QSPQPSUJPOBM IB[BSE NPEFM XIJDI BWPJET BTTVNQUJPOT BCPVU آEVSBUJPO EFQFOEFODFأ IPX B
QSFGFDUؠT UJNF BMSFBEZ JO P୭୮ୢDF DPOEJUJPOT IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFNPWBM JO B HJWFO ZFBS "T BCPWF * FT
UJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU QSFGFDU K JT SFNPWFE JO ZFBS U BT B GVODUJPO PG UIF DJWJM XBS MPZBMUJFT PG UIF
SFHJPO UP XIJDI IF XBT BQQPJOUFE * DPOUSPM UPP GPS B WBSJFUZ PG PUIFS GBDUPST XIFUIFS QSFGFDU K JT B
WFUFSBO PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU XBT BQQPJOUFE UP UIF ,PVJMPV SFHJPO PS B OPOOBUJWF
SFHJPO BOE UIF SFHJPOؠT QPQVMBUJPO 5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  NPEFM  FYDMVEFT B GSBJMUZ UFSN
UP DPOUSPM GPS BOZ VOPCTFSWFE SFHJPOBM F୭GFDUT XIJMF NPEFM  JODMVEFT JU 5IF NPEFMT ZJFME WJSUVBMMZ
JEFOUJDBM SFTVMUT 1SFGFDUT BQQPJOUFE UP TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF ୮ୢWF UJNFT NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF UFSNJOBUFE
JO B HJWFO ZFBS U UIBO UIFJS OPSUIFSO DPVOUFSQBSUT &WFO UIPVHI QSFGFDUT BQQPJOUFE UP TPVUIFSO SF
HJPOT XFSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP IBWF TFSWFE JO UIF  XBS F୭GPSU ؛ UP IBWF EFNPOTUSBUFE UIFJS MPZBMUZ
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)LJXUH  3UHGLFWLQJ SUHIHFW DSSRLQWPHQWV 7KH SUHGLFWLRQV IRU0RGHO  DUH VLPXODWHG DVVXPLQJ WKDW LQ \HDU U − 
UHJLRQ TZDV JRYHUQHG E\ D QDWLYH SUHIHFW
5BCMF  TVHHFTUT QSFGFDU UFOVSF JT B GVODUJPO PG UXP PUIFS GBDUPST 'JSTU QSFGFDUT BQQPJOUFE UP
UIF ,PVJMPV SFHJPO ؛ JODMVEJOH UP UIF DJUZ PG 1PJOUF/PJSF ؛ BSF OFBSMZ % MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF SF
NPWFE JO B HJWFO ZFBS U UIBO UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT FMTFXIFSF 5IFZ BSF SFTJEFOUT PG 1PJOUF/PJSF BG
୮ୢSN BMXBZT DMPTF BTTPDJBUFT PG 'JSTU -BEZ "OUPJOFUUF "OE JG 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO HPWFSO B UFSSJUPSZ
XJUI B USVTUFE MPZBMJTU ؛ POF XIP JT BMTP NPSF BDDFQUBCMF UP UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO ؛ TP NVDI UIF CFU
UFS 4FDPOE WFUFSBOT PG UIF DJWJM XBS F୭GPSU ؛ IBWJOH EFNPOTUSBUFE UIFJS MPZBMUZ UP 4BTTPV /HVFTTP
FBSMJFS BOE EFTQJUF CFJOH BQQPJOUFE UP TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT ؛ BSF OFBSMZ % MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF SFNPWFE
5IF FNFSHFOU QJDUVSF JT DMFBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP HPWFSOT $POHPؠT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT XJUI QSFGFDUT ؛
UIF آHVBSBOUPST PG SFHJPOBM TFDVSJUZأ ؛ XIP IBJM GSPN FMTFXIFSF )F EPFT TP UP FOTVSF UIFJS MPZBMUJFT

7DEOH  7KH 3ROLWLFV RI 3UHIHFW 7HQXUH
3FNPWBM 1SPCBCJMJUZ 3FNPWBM 1SPCBCJMJUZ
$PY .PEFM $PY .PEFM




















'SBJMUZ UFSN /P :FT
/  
4JHOJ୮ୢDBODF MFWFMT ††  ॎ †  ॎ ∗  ॎ ∗∗  ॎ
BSF VOEJWJEFE BOE UIFO TIV୭୯୳FT UIFN UP FOTVSF UIFJS MPZBMUJFT SFNBJO TP
 4঎ঌঞছ঒গঐ #ছঊণণঊট঒কক঎
'PS BMM UIF DBSF XJUI XIJDI 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTUSVDUFE IJT MPDBM HPWFSONFOU BQQBSBUVT IF PWFS
XIFMNFE #SB[[BWJMMF XJUI GPSDF 5IF NBQ JO 'JHVSF  EJTQMBZT UIF OVNCFS PG UPUBM BQQPJOUNFOUT
UP UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UISPVHIPVU UIF DPVOUSZ CFUXFFO  BOE  0G UIF , 
BQQPJOUNFOUT GPS XIJDI * DPVME JEFOUJGZ MPDBUJPO OFBSMZ ,  XFSF CBTFE JO #SB[[BWJMMF
'JHVSF  SFTUSJDUT BUUFOUJPO UP UIF CSBODIFT UIBU BSF NPTU DSJUJDBM GPS SFHJNF TVSWJWBM UIF (SPVOE
"SNZ /BWZ "JS 'PSDF 5FSSJUPSJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF 	%(45
 1PMJDF BOE B IBOEGVM PG PUIFS VOJUT 5IF
MBSHFTU CSBODI JT UIF 1PMJDF XJUI NPSF UIBO ,  BQQPJOUNFOUT CFUXFFO  BOE  5IF TFD
POE MBSHFTU CSBODI JT UIF (SPVOE "SNZ BU KVTU PWFS ,  BQQPJOUFFT *O UIJT DPOUFYU UIF NBHOJ
UVEF PG UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE JT DMFBS 3FTQPOTJCMF FYDMVTJWFMZ GPS 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QFSTPOBM TF























)LJXUH 0LOLWDU\ DSSRLQWPHQWV E\ ORFDWLRQ 
UIBO IBMG UIF TJ[F PG UIF (SPVOE "SNZ #Z UIJT NFBTVSF UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE JT FRVBM JO TJ[F UP
UIF /BWZ BOE "JS 'PSDF DPNCJOFE
5IF UIJSE HSBQIJD JO 'JHVSF  NBLFT DMFBS UIBU UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE JT UIF NPTU UIPSPVHIMZ
OPSUIFSO VOJU PG UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT 0G JUT OFBSMZ  BQQPJOUFFT TPNF %XFSF SFDSVJUFE GSPN
$POHPؠT OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT 'PS BMM UIF NJMJUBSZؠT SFHJPOBM CBMBODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FOUSVTUT IJT TF
DVSJUZ BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ UP OPSUIFSOFST 5IF PUIFS CSBODIFT NPTU DSVDJBM UP UIF SFHJNFؠT TFDVSJUZ









































































)LJXUH  7KH ĆUVW JUDSKLF JLYHV WKH QXPEHU RI DSSRLQWHHV IRU WKH EUDQFKHV RI WKH VHFXULW\ DSSDUDWXVPRVW FULWLFDO WR
UHJLPH VXUYLYDO LW H[FOXGHV DSSRLQWPHQWV WR WKH FRUSV RI ĆUVW UHVSRQGHUV PLOLWDU\ VFKRROV DQG VXFK 7KH VHFRQG JUDSKLF
JLYHV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI DSSRLQWHHV WR HDFK EUDQFK VWDWLRQHG LQ %UD]]DYLOOH
BSF BMTP EPNJOBUFE CZ OPSUIFSOFST $0.64 UIF NPTU IFBWJMZ BSNFE VOJU PG UIF .JOJTUSZ PG 4FDV
SJUZ BOE 1VCMJD 0SEFS JT % OPSUIFSO XIJMF UIF 5FSSJUPSJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF P୭୮ୢDF XIJDI CFBST DIJFG
SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS EPNFTUJD JOUFMMJHFODF JT % OPSUIFSO *OEFFE UIF CSBODIFT PG UIF TFDVSJUZ BQ
QBSBUVT JO XIJDI TPVUIFSOFST DPOTUJUVUF B NBKPSJUZ BSF UIF MFBTU SFMFWBOU UP SFHJNF TFDVSJUZ UIF "JS

'PSDF 4DIPPMT BOE $JWJM 4FDVSJUZ EFQBSUNFOU XIJDI PWFSTFFT ୮ୢSTU SFTQPOEFST ؛ NPTUMZ BNCVMBODFT
BOE ୮ୢSF୮ୢHIUFST ؛ JO #SB[[BWJMMF BOE 1PJOUF/PJSF
5IF TFDPOE BOE UIJSE HSBQIJDT TVHHFTU UIBU UIF NPTU DSJUJDBM QPTJUJPOT JO #SB[[BWJMMF BSF SFTFSWFE
GPS OPSUIFSOFST .PTU TPVUIFSOFST BMTP CFMJFWF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QPQVMBUFT UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSB
UVT BT IF EPFT SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT CZ QPQVMBUJOH IPTUJMF BSFBT XJUI TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST GSPN FMTFXIFSF
4BJE POF
/PX UIBU UIFZؠSF JO UIF QSPDFTT PG NPEJGZJOH UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO UIF NJMJUBSZ FMFNFOUT
IFSF BSF BMNPTU FOUJSFMZ GSPN UIF OPSUI *G UIF NJMJUBSZ TPMEJFST BSF BMM GSPN IFSF
UIFZؠMM IBWF QJUZ PO UIF QPQVMBUJPO *G UIFZؠSF GSPN FMTFXIFSF UIFZ QSPCBCMZ XPOؠU
IFTJUBUF UP PQFO ୮ୢSF PO UIF QPQVMBUJPO JO DBTF PG USPVCMF
5IFSF JT DPOTJEFSBCMF FWJEFODF UIBU OPOOBUJWF TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST NBLF MJGF USBVNBUJD GPS MPDBM QPQV
MBUJPOT JO B WBSJFUZ PG PUIFS XBZT $POHPMFTF DJUJ[FOT ؛ FWFO UIPTF XIP IBWF OP JOWPMWFNFOU JO QPM
JUJDT TBWF UIF NJTGPSUVOF PG CFJOH CPSO JO PQQPTJUJPO TUSPOHIPMET ؛ SPVUJOFMZ SFQPSU SBQF UPSUVSF
BOE UIFG୴
* XBT  ZFBST PME XIFO * XBT SBQFE CZ B HSPVQ PG TPMEJFST PO NZ XBZ CBDL GSPN B
QBSUZ ت *U JT OPSNBM GPS TPMEJFST UP XBJU BU B QBSUZ GPS UIF ZPVOH XPNBO UP MFBWF BOE
UIFO TUPQ UIFN PO UIF XBZ CBDL IPNF ت5IFSF JT B IJTUPSZ JO $POHP#SB[[BWJMMF PG
USJCBMJTN ت5IF QPMJDF BOE NJMJUBSZ XPVME SFHVMBSMZ QJDL VQ XPNFO BSSFTU UIFN BOE
SBQF UIFN XIJMF UIFZ XFSF JO DVTUPEZ
5IF TBNF ZPVOH XPNBO MBUFS XJUOFTTFE B EJ୭GFSFOU HSPVQ PG TPMEJFST SBQF IFS TJTUFST BG୴FS LJMMJOH IFS
NPUIFS BOE GBUIFS :FBST MBUFS TIF XBT SBQFE BHBJO CZ TJY EJ୭GFSFOU QPMJDF P୭୮ୢDFST .FO BSF TJNQMZ
UPSUVSFE BOE LJMMFE 0OF SFDPVOUFE IPX IF XBT EFUBJOFE GPS DPBDIJOH B ZPVUI TPDDFS UFBN XIJDI
MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST ؛ BMM OPSUIFSOFST ؛ DMBJNFE XBT B SFCFM HSPVQ JO USBJOJOH
*OUFSWJFX XJUI (VZ 3JDIBSE 4JCJ  +VMZ 
"OPOZNPVT  .BSDI 

-BUF FWFSZ OJHIU UIF P୭୮ୢDFST DBNF UP NZ DFMM BOE CFBU NF 5IFZ XPVME CJOE NZ XSJTUT
XJUI FMFDUSJDBM XJSF IBWF NF TUBOE PO B TUPPM BOE UJF NZ CPVOE XSJTUT BCPWF NZ IFBE
5IFO UIF P୭୮ୢDFST XPVME IJU UIF CBDL PG NZ DBMWFT XJUI B CMBDL DMVC XJUI B DSPTT CBS
IBOEMF 8IJMF UIFZ CFBU NF UIFZ XPVME DBMM NF B آEJSUZ #FNC© EPHأ
#FNC© SFGFST UP UIF NBOؠT FUIOJDJUZ FUIOJD #FNC©T BSF PG୴FO BTTVNFE UP TVQQPSU GPSNFS 1SFTJEFOU
1BTDBM -JTTPVCB B TPVUIFSOFS BOE UIF POMZ GSFFMZ FMFDUFE QSFTJEFOU JO $POHPؠT IJTUPSZ 5IF JOEJWJE
VBM XBT UIFO CPVOE BOE UISPXO PO B SBJMSPBE USBDL XIFSF UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDJBMT FYQFDUFE IF
XPVME CF LJMMFE 5IFTF BCVTFT UIFZ TBZ JOUFOTJGZ UIFJS EFTJSF UP SFWPMU
"MUIPVHI $POHPؠT HFOFSBM DPSQT JT PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ OPSUIFSO JUT MPXFS SBOLT BSF SFMBUJWFMZ FWFOMZ
EJWJEFE CFUXFFO OPSUI BOE TPVUI UIF EBUB TVHHFTU "OE DPOUSBSZ UP UIF WJFXT PG NBOZ TPVUIFSOFST
UIF SFHJNF FNQMPZT B NVDI EJ୭GFSFOU BQQSPBDI UP BMMPDBUJOH JUT MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST UIBO JU EPFT JUT
QSFGFDUT 5IF ୮ୢSTU HSBQIJD JO 'JHVSF  SFDPSET UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG BQQPJOUFFT UP FBDI PG $POHPؠT 
SFHJPOT QMVT #SB[[BWJMMF UIF TFDPOE HSBQIJD SFDPSET UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG BQQPJOUFFT TUBUJPOFE JO FBDI
SFHJPO XIP BSF PG OPSUIFSO FYUSBDUJPO *U TVHHFTUT UIBU $POHPؠT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT MJLF UIFJS OPSUIFSO
DPVOUFSQBSUT BSF QPMJDFE CZ UIFJS PXO 'PS BMM PG 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT F୭GPSUT UP FOTVSF UIBU TPVUIFSO
SFHJPO QSFGFDUT IBJM GSPN FMTFXIFSF IF BQQBSFOUMZ NBLFT OP TJNJMBS F୭GPSU XJUI MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST
4DIPMBST IBWF MPOH TUVEJFE NJMJUBSZ EZOBNJDT JO BVUPDSBDJFT XIFO NJMJUBSZ EJDUBUPSTIJQT FNFSHF
<  > IPX NJMJUBSJFT BSF NPOJUPSFE < > EFUFSNJOBOUT PG NJMJUBSZ TQFOEJOH < > BOE
UIF NJMJUBSZؠT QJWPUBM SPMF JO EFNPDSBUJD USBOTJUJPOT <     > #VU TUVEFOUT PG BVUP
DSBUJD QPMJUJDT IBWF BMMPDBUFE MFTT BUUFOUJPO UP VOEFSTUBOEJOH WBSJBUJPO XJUIJO UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ
BQQBSBUVT JUTFMG :FU TDIPMBST IBWF TP GBS BMMPDBUFE MFTT BUUFOUJPO UP VOEFSTUBOEJOH WBSJBUJPO XJUIJO
UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JUTFMG
"VUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU SFHJPOT CPUI IPTUJMF BOE GSJFOEMZ BOE UIFZ NVTU DPOTPMJEBUF UIFJS DPOUSPM
PWFS CPUI 5IFZ NVTU EP TP JOEFFE XIJMF SFOEFSJOH UIF UISFBU PG WJPMFOU TVQQSFTTJPO BU MFBTU TPNF



































































)LJXUH  7KH ĆUVW JUDSKLF JLYHV WKH QXPEHU RI DSSRLQWHHV WR HDFK RI &RQJRèV  UHJLRQV SOXV %UD]]DYLOOH 7KH VHFRQG
JUDSKLF JLYHV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI DSSRLQWHHV LQ HDFK UHJLRQ WKDW DUH RI QRUWKHUQ H[WUDFWLRQ &RQJRèV VRXWKHUQ UHJLRQV DUH
VKDGHG
XIBU DSFEJCMF FWFO XIFO JU NBZ OPU CF 5P VOEFSTUBOE IPX 4BTTPV /HVFTTP EPFT TP ؛ IPX IF CBM
BODFT UIFTF DPNQFUJOH QSFTTVSFT ؛ * BHBJO SFMZ PO HBNF UIFPSZ

 " 5঑঎ঘছঢ ঘএ -ঘঌঊক 4঎ঌঞছ঒ঝঢ "ঙঙঘ঒গঝখ঎গঝজ
 &গট঒ছঘগখ঎গঝ
$POTJEFS B TPDJFUZ JO XIJDI BO BVUPDSBU% QSFTJEFT PWFS SFHJPO S CZ BQQPJOUJOH B SFQSFTFOUBUJWF MPDBM
TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS K 0୭୮ୢDFS K JT EJTUJOHVJTIFE CZ IFS FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ B ∈ [, ]XJUI UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO
"T B →  UIF P୭୮ୢDFS JT ESBXO GSPN UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO BOE UIVT NPSF TZNQBUIFUJD UP UIFJS MJW
JOH DPOEJUJPOT 4IF NFEJBUFT MPDBM EJTQVUFT QSPQPTFT F୭GFDUJWF EFWFMPQNFOU QSPHSBNT BOE SFGSBJOT
GSPN QSFEBUJPO BOE FYQSPQSJBUJPO "T B →  UIF P୭୮ୢDFS JT ESBXO GSPN BO BOUBHPOJTUJD FUIOJD PS
HFPHSBQIJD HSPVQ BOE UIVT IBT MJUUMF TZNQBUIZ GPS UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO 3BUIFS UIBO QSPUFDUJOH UIF
MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO TIF QSFZT VQPO UIFN
$JUJ[FO XFMGBSF JO TIPSU JT B GVODUJPO PG UIF PSJHJOT PG UIF BHFOUT XIP HPWFSO UIFN * BTTVNF B
SFQSFTFOUBUJWF DJUJ[FO PG SFHJPO S PCUBJOT VUJMJUZ
VS (ɑ, B) = ZS (− ɑ)− D (− B)− ε 	

XIFSF ZS ≥  HJWFT FYPHFOPVT JODPNF D ≥  HJWFT UIFJS MPTTFT GSPN FYQSPQSJBUJPO CZ MPDBM TFDVSJUZ
P୭୮ୢDFST BOE ɑ HJWFT UIF UBY SBUF MFWJFE CZ UIF BVUPDSBU "T JO QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST UIF SBOEPN WBSJBCMF
εNFBTVSFT UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPOؠT IPTUJMJUZ UPXBSET UIF BVUPDSBU *U NBZ CF DPOEJUJPOFE CZ B WBSJFUZ
PG GBDUPST UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSFWJPVT FDPOPNJD QPMJDJFT UPXBSET UIF SFHJPO PS TPNF FUIOJD PS SFHJPOBM
B୭୮ୢOJUZ CFUXFFO UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO BOE UIF BVUPDSBU "MUIPVHI UIF QPQVMBUJPO PCWJPVTMZ LOPXT









XIFSF ε !  HJWFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT CFMJFG PG UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPOؠT HPPEXJMM UPXBSET IJN BOE ɓ > 
UIF SFMBUJWF DFSUBJOUZ PG IJT FYQFDUBUJPO "T ε HFUT MBSHF UIF BVUPDSBU CFMJFWFT UIF QPQVMBUJPO JT NPSF
GBWPSBCMZ EJTQPTFE UPXBSET IJN MJLFXJTF BT ɓ HFUT MBSHF UIF BVUPDSBU JT NPSF DFSUBJO PG UIF USVF
WBMVF PG ε 5IJT DPSSFTQPOET UP PVS JOUVJUJPO BCPVU MJGF BT BO BVUPDSBU 5IF BVUPDSBU IBT SFBTPOBCMZ
JOGPSNFE CFMJFGT BCPVU IJT TUBOEJOH BNPOH IJT DJUJ[FOT CVU JT PG୴FO GBS GSPN DFSUBJO .PSF CSPBEMZ
FRVBUJPO 	
 NBLFT DMFBS UIBU DJUJ[FO XFMGBSF JT JODSFBTJOH JO UIF P୭୮ୢDFSؠT FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ B
5IF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO NBZ BMTP DIPPTF UP SFCFM BHBJOTU UIF BVUPDSBUؠT SVMF *G UIF SFCFMMJPO JT TVD
DFTTGVM UIFZ JNQMFNFOU EFNPDSBDZ XIJDI ZJFMET VUJMJUZ




XIFSF ɑ% HJWFT UIF QSFWBJMJOH UBY SBUF VOEFS EFNPDSBDZ XIJDI * BTTVNF JT  GPS TJNQMJDJUZ 6OEFS
EFNPDSBDZ NPSFPWFS * BTTVNF UIF QPQVMBUJPO IBT OP SFBTPO UP SFWPMU BOE MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST BSF
ESBXO GSPN UIF QPQVMBUJPO *G UIF SFCFMMJPO GBJMT UIF QPQVMBUJPO SFDFJWFT QBZP୭G 
5IF BVUPDSBU% IBT UXP MJOFT PG EFGFOTF BHBJOTU B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH )JT ୮ୢSTU MJOF JT UIF MPDBM TF
DVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS IFSTFMG *G UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS DIPPTFT UP TVQQSFTT B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH JU TVDDFFET
POMZ XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ-4 4VQQSFTTJPO IPXFWFS JT DPTUMZ GPS JU NBZ FOUBJM QTZDIPMPHJDBM USBVNB PS
PUIFS DPTUT *O QBSUJDVMBS JG UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS TVQQSFTTFT UIF VQSJTJOH IFS QTZDIPMPHJDBM DPTUT
BSF HJWFO CZ ɇB 5IF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFSؠT VUJMJUZ JT UIFO
VK (B) =
 ZK − ɇB JG P୭୮ୢDFS K TVQQSFTTFT B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHZK PUIFSXJTF
XIFSF ZK HJWFT UIF TBMBSZ PG P୭୮ୢDFS K 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ * BTTVNF IFS BMUFSOBUJWF MBCPS NBSLFU PQQPSUVOJ
*U NBZ CF NPSF VTFGVM UP UIJOL PG ɑ BT BO FYUSBDUJPO SBUF TJODF * BTTVNF BT JO NPTU QPPS "GSJDBO DPVO
USJFT UIBU QVCMJD HPPET BSF TFMEPN QSPWJEFE

UJFT BSF ɔ
"MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ DIPPTF UP GPSHP MPDBM TVQQSFTTJPO BOE SFMZ PO B NJY PG DBSSPUT
BOE TUJDLT UP QMBDBUF UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO 'PS JO BEEJUJPO UP SFEVDJOH UIF UBY SBUF ɑ BOE BQQPJOUJOH
MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST UIBU SFGSBJO GSPN FYQSPQSJBUJPO UIF BVUPDSBU NBZ DIPPTF UP SFMZ POMZ PO IJT
1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE UP TVQQSFTT QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT *G IF EPFT TP ؛ PS JOEFFE JG BO VQSJTJOH PDDVST
BOE MPDBM TVQQSFTTJPO GBJMT ؛ UIF VQSJTJOH TVDDFFET XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ Ɏ1( 5IF QBSBNFUFS Ɏ1( UIVT
NFBTVSFT UIF XFBLOFTT PG UIF BVUPDSBUؠT 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE "T Ɏ1( →  UIF BVUPDSBUؠT 1SFTJEFOUJBM
(VBSE JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP WJSUVBMMZ FOTVSF UIF BVUPDSBUؠT IPME PO QPXFS $POWFSTFMZ BT Ɏ1( →  UIF
BVUPDSBU XJMM CF MFTT JODMJOFE UP SFTU IJT GPSUVOFT PO IJT 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE
5IF BVUPDSBU BJNT UP NBYJNJ[F CPUI IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFUBJOJOH QPXFS BOE IJT SFUVSOT GSPN
P୭୮ୢDF *G UIF BVUPDSBU SFUBJOT QPXFS ؛ FJUIFS CFDBVTF UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO EPFT OPU SFCFM PS CFDBVTF
IJT TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT TVQQSFTTFT JU ؛ UIF BVUPDSBU SFDFJWFT VUJMJUZ
V% (ɑ) = 3+ ZSɑ− ZK 	

XIFSF 3 GSPN QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST NFBTVSFT TUBUF SFWFOVF GSPN OPOJODPNF UBYBUJPO TPVSDFT *G UIF
BVUPDSBU JT SFNPWFE GSPN P୭୮ୢDF CZ DPOUSBTU IF SFDFJWFT QBZP୭G  5IF BVUPDSBUؠT DFOUSBM USBEFP୭G JT
UIJT "QQPJOUJOH MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST XIP TIBSF BO FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ XJUI UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO JO
DSFBTFT UIF MBUUFSؠT XFMGBSF ؛ BOE UIVT SFEVDFT UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BO VQSJTJOH ؛ CVU SFOEFST UIF GPSNFS
NPSF SFUJDFOU UP TVQQSFTT
5IF UJNJOH PG UIF HBNF JT WJTVBMJ[FE JO 'JHVSF 
 3঎জঞকঝজ
5IF BVUPDSBU JNQMFNFOUT POF PG UXP TUSBUFHJFT

5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT UIF FUIOJD
BUUBDINFOU PG P୭୮ୢDFS K
BT XFMM BT ɑ BOE ZK
0୭୮ୢDFS K FYQSPQSJBUFT BNPVOU
DB GSPN UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO
5IF QPQVMBUJPO EFDJEFT
XIFUIFS UP SFWPMU
*G B SFWPMU K EFDJEFT XIFUIFS
UP TVQQSFTT XIJDI EFUFSNJOFT
UIF BVUPDSBUؠT TVSWJWBM QSPCBCJMJUZ
)LJXUH  7LPLQJ RI WKH LQWHUQDO VHFXULW\ JDPH
-FNNB  	آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ
 8JUI UIF ԛ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFॻԜ UIF BVUPDSBU USJॶ UP TFDVSF
TVSWJWBM CZ DVSSZJOH HPPEXJMM 5P EP TP IF NJOJNJ[ॶ UIF FYQSPQSJBUJPO UP XIJDI DJUJ[FOT BSF TVCKFDU
CZ TFUUJOH UIF FUIOJD B׻OJUZ PG UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P׻DFS BU B%&7∗K =  4JODF UIF BVUPDSBU EPॶ OPU SFMZ
PO P׻DFS K UP TVQQSॶT B QPQVMBS VQSॷJOH UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT Z∗K =  5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT UIF UBY SBUF




 8IFO ε > ZS
(
− Ɏ1()− 3− ˴1( UIF UBY SBUF ॷ ɑ%&7∗S = 




[ZS (− Ɏ1()− ε− 3− ˴1(]
 8IFO ε ≤ −ZS
(
+ Ɏ1()− 3− ˴1( UIF UBY SBUF ॷ ɑ%&7∗S = 

5IF BVUPDSBUԙT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVSWJWBM ॷ
1S (4VSWJWBM)%&7∗ = − Ɏ1(
[ 
 + ɓ
[ZS (Ɏ1( + ɑ%&7∗S − )+ ε]]
≥ − Ɏ1(
5IF آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ EFTDSJCFE JO -FNNB  DVSSJFT QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM CZ DSFBUJOH B MPDBM
TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UIBU USFBUT UIF QPQVMBUJPO IVNBOFMZ 4JODF UIFZ BSF OPU TVCKFDU UP FYQSPQSJBUJPO
DJUJ[FO XFMGBSF JT




$JUJ[FOT BSF TVCKFDUFE UP POMZ UIF BVUPDSBUؠT UBY SBUF TFU BDDPSEJOH UP XIBU IJT SFHJPOBM QPQVMBSJUZ
XJMM CFBS 8IFO IF JT NPSF QPQVMBS IF FYQMPJUT UIJT CZ TFUUJOH B NPSF BHHSFTTJWF UBY SBUF XIFO MFTT
QPQVMBS IF DPNQFOTBUFT CZ SFEVDJOH UIF UBY SBUF RVJDLMZ 4JODF DJUJ[FOT BSF OPU TVCKFDU UP FYQSPQSJ
BUJPO CZ TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG VQSJTJOH JT QPUFOUJBMMZ MPXFS )PXFWFS JO GPSHPJOH B MP
DBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT UP TVQQSFTT UIF QPQVMBUJPO UIF BVUPDSBU BMTP GPSHPFT B MJOF PG EFGFOTF *O DBTF
UIF TUSBUFHZ GBJMT ؛ JO DBTF UIBU JT PG B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH ؛ IF TVSWJWFT XJUI POMZ QSPCBCJMJUZ − Ɏ1(
-FNNB  TVNNBSJ[FT UIF BMUFSOBUJWF
-FNNB  	آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ
 8JUI UIF ԛ4VQQSॶTJPO 4USBUFॻԜ UIF BVUPDSBU USJॶ UP TFDVSF






 8IFO ε ≥ ZS
(








− Ɏ-4)− ˴-4 + DD+Ȃ (3− ɔ− ɇ)− ȂZSD+Ȃ , ZS (− Ɏ-4)− ˴1( + 3− ɔ]




− Ɏ-4)− ˴-4 − ε+ DD+ ɇ (3− ɔ− ɇ)
]
B461∗ = ɇ
[ZS (− Ɏ-4)− ˴-4 − ε+ 3− ɔ]
 8IFO ε ≤ ZS
(
− Ɏ-4)− ˴-4 + DD+Ȃ (3− ɔ− ɇ)− ȂZSD+Ȃ
ɑ461∗ = 
B461∗ = 
5IF BVUPDSBUԙT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVSWJWBM ॷ





(Ɏ-4 + ɑ461∗S − )+ D(− B461∗K )+ ε]]
≥ − Ɏ-4
5IF BVUPDSBU TFUT UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P׻DFSԙT TBMBSZ ॵ




5IF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ EFTDSJCFE JO -FNNB  IBT B NVDI EJ୭GFSFOU DPNQMFYJPO POF UIBU GBS
NPSF DMPTFMZ SFTFNCMFT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT QPMJDZ JO TPVUIFSO $POHP )FSF UIF BVUPDSBU QSFQBSFT GPS
B QPQVMBS VQSJTJOH CZ CVJMEJOH B SPCVTU MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT 5P EP TP IF TBUJT୮ୢFT UIF TFDVSJUZ
P୭୮ୢDFSؠT QBSUJDJQBUJPO DPOTUSBJOU CZ TFUUJOH Z461∗K ≥ Z%&7∗K  4JODF UIF TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFSؠT MPZBMUZ JT
NPSF DPTUMZ XIFO IF NVTU PQFO ୮ୢSF PO DPFUIOJDT UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT B461∗K ≤ B%&7∗K  4JODF UIJT
JODSFBTFT UIF FYQSPQSJBUJPO UP XIJDI DJUJ[FOT BSF TVCKFDU UIJT BMTP SFOEFST VQSJTJOHT NPSFT MJLFMZ

*O TUFFMJOH IJNTFMG BHBJOTU VOSFTU CPUI UIF OBSSBUJWF JO 4FDUJPO  BOE UIF BOBMZUJDT DPO୮ୢSN UIF
BVUPDSBU QSPWPLFT JU #VU IF IBT B TFDPOE MJOF PG EFGFOTF PO XIJDI UP SFMZ BOE IFODF IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG TVSWJWBM JT TUSJDUMZ IJHIFS UIBO VOEFS UIF %FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZ TJODF Ɏ-4 < Ɏ1(
"T JO -FNNB  UIF BVUPDSBU FYQMPJUT XIBUFWFS QPQVMBS HPPEXJMM IF IBT CZ TFUUJOH UIF UBY SBUF
BDDPSEJOHMZ XIFSF QPQVMBS FYQSPQSJBUJPO GSPN UBYFT JT HSFBUFS #VU FUIOJD BUUBDINFOU BOE UIF
UBY SBUF BSF DPNQMFNFOUT 8IFSF UIF BVUPDSBU JT NPSF QPQVMBS IF TFUT FUIOJD BUUBDINFOU IJHIFS ؛
QPUFOUJBMMZ FWFO BU  ؛ UP GBDJMJUBUF B IJHIFS UBY SBUF
1SPQPTJUJPO  DMBSJ୮ୢFT XIFO UIF BVUPDSBU QSFGFST UIF MPDBM TVQQSFTTJPO TUSBUFHZ UP UIF EFWFMPQ
NFOU TUSBUFHZ
1SPQPTJUJPO  	آ0SHBOJ[JOH 4FDVSJUZأ
 5IF BVUPDSBU QSFGFST UIF 4VQQSॶTJPO 4USBUFॻ XIFO Iॷ FY
QFDUFE VUJMJUZ FYDFFET UIBU XIJDI IF FYQFDUT GSPN UIF %FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFॻ
1S (4VSWJWBM461∗)× (3+ ZSɑ461∗S − Z461∗K ) ≥ 1S (4VSWJWBM%&7∗)× (3+ ZSɑ%&7∗S )
1SPQPTJUJPO  JT NPTU FBTJMZ VOEFSTUPPE CZ DPOTJEFSJOH UIF MJNJUT PG QPQVMBS IPTUJMJUZ GPS UIF
BVUPDSBU ε "U UIF MJNJU XIFSF UIF BVUPDSBU JT FYUSFNFMZ QPQVMBS TVDI UIBU ε → −∞ UIF BVUPDSBU
TFUT UIF TBNF UBY SBUF ɑ∗S =  BOE TJODF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BO VQSJTJOH JT  IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVSWJWBM
JT  5IFO IJT FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ JT
& [V% (ε→ −∞)] =
 3+ ZS XJUI UIF آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ3+ ZS − ɔ− ɇ XJUI UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ
8IFSF UIF BVUPDSBU JT SFMBUJWFMZ QPQVMBS IJT FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ GSPN UIF آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ JT
TUSJDUMZ IJHIFS UIBO GSPN UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ TJODF IF EPFT OPU IBWF UP DPNQFOTBUF UIF MPDBM
TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS #Z DPOUSBTU XIFSF UIF QPQVMBUJPO JT FYUSFNFMZ IPTUJMF UP UIF BVUPDSBU ؛ BT JO TPVUI
FSO $POHP ؛ UIF BVUPDSBU TFUT B NJOJNBM UBY SBUF BOE TJODF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG BO VQSJTJOH JT  IJT

QSPCBCJMJUZ PG TVSWJWBM JT POMZ XIBUFWFS DBO CF HVBSBOUFFE CZ IJT 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE )JT FYQFDUFE
VUJMJUZ JT
& [V% (ε→∞)] =
 3
(
− Ɏ1() XJUI UIF آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ
(3− ɔ+ D) (− Ɏ-4) XJUI UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ
8IFSF UIF QPQVMBUJPO JT TP IPTUJMF UIBU UIF BVUPDSBU JT VOBCMF UP TFU B QPTJUJWF UBY SBUF IJT JOUFSFTUT
BSF BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ CFUUFS TFSWFE CZ UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ 5IJT JT USVF XIFO
3 (Ɏ1( − Ɏ-4) ≥ (ɔ− D) (− Ɏ-4) 	

PS XIFO UIF NBSHJOBM HBJO JO TUBUF SFWFOVF B୭GPSEFE CZ UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ FYDFFE UIF FY
QFOTF PG DPNQFOTBUJOH UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS 5IJT JT BMXBZT UIF DBTF XIFO ɔ ≤ D PS XIFO UIF
TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFSؠT BMUFSOBUJWF MBCPS NBSLFU PQQPSUVOJUJFT EP OPU FYDFFE XIBUFWFS IF DBO FYQSPQSJBUF
GSPN UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO
'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT UIJT BT XFMM BT IPX UIF BVUPDSBUؠT QSFGFSSFE TUSBUFHZ TIJG୴T XJUI B SBOHF PG
QBSBNFUFST 5IF EBTIFE MJOF HJWFT UIF BVUPDSBUؠT FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ DVSWF ؛ HFOFSBUFE GSPN -FNNB  ؛
BT MPDBM IPTUJMJUZ UP UIF BVUPDSBU ε SJTFT 8IFSF UIF BVUPDSBU JT NPTU QPQVMBS UIF BVUPDSBU DBO GPSHP
UIF BEEJUJPOBM TFDVSJUZ B୭GPSEFE CZ B SPCVTU MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT BOE GPS XIJDI IF NVTU QBZ #VU
BT UIF BVUPDSBU CFDPNFT MFTT QPQVMBS IF SFEVDFT UIF UBY SBUF VOEFS UIF آ%FWFMPQNFOU 4USBUFHZأ ɑ1(S
FBSMJFS TJODF UIF SFMBUJWF MBDL PG TFDVSJUZ SFOEFST MPDBM VQSJTJOHT NPSF BUUSBDUJWF UIJT QPJOU JT HJWFO
CZ ε̂ = −ZS
(
+ Ɏ1() − 3 − ˴1( 0G DPVSTF UIF BVUPDSBU VMUJNBUF SFEVDFT UIF UBY SBUF VOEFS
UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ CVU IF EPFT TP DPOTJEFSBCMZ MBUFS BU ε̂ = ZS
(
− Ɏ-4 − ȂD+Ȃ
)
−
˴-4 + DD+Ȃ (3− ɔ− ɇ) *O UIJT SBOHF BMUIPVHI UIF BVUPDSBU XPVME CF BCMF UP TFU B IJHIFS UBY
SBUF CZ FNQMPZJOH UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ IF DIPPTFT UIF MPXFS UBY SBUF XJUI UIF آ%FWFMPQNFOU






















ε )PTUJMJUZ UP UIF "VUPDSBU
&YQFDUFE 6UJMJUZ
ε̂ ε̂ ε̂ ε̂
& [V% (1()]
& [V% (-4)]




 IPMET IPXFWFS UIF DVSWFT DSPTT JO UIJT BOBMZTJT BU UIF QPJOU CFUXFFO ε̂ BOE
ε̂ )FODFGPSUI UIF BVUPDSBU JT CFUUFS TFSWFE XJUI UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ 8IFSF UIF BVUPDSBU JT
MPBUIFE UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ FOBCMFT IJN UP LFFQ B QPTJUJWF UBY SBUF MPOHFS BOE TJODF UIF MPDBM
TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFS FYQSPQSJBUFT MPDBM DJUJ[FOT EFGSBZ IJT DPNQFOTBUJPO PCMJHBUJPOT ɔXJUI D )F EPFT
UIJT JOEFFE XJUI IJT NJOJNVN TVSWJWBM QSPCBCJMJUZ QPUFOUJBMMZ NVDI IJHIFS UIBO XIFO IF SFMJFT
FYDMVTJWFMZ PO IJT 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE
5IF QBSBNFUFST UIBU DPOEJUJPO UIF BVUPDSBUؠT DIPJDF PG TUSBUFHZ NPTU DMFBSMZ UIFO BSF UIPTF UIBU
TIJG୴ UIF UXP FYQFDUFE VUJMJUZ DVSWFT WFSUJDBMMZ 'PVS QBSBNFUFST QSPWF DSJUJDBM 'JSTU XIFO UIF BVUP
DSBU DBO OFHPUJBUF EPXO DPNQFOTBUJPO GPS IJT MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JU CFDPNFT B NPSF BUUSBDUJWF
SFTPVSDF UP TFDVSF QPXFS "HBJO XIFO BVUPDSBUT BSF TUSPOH UIFZ EFQMPZ TUSBUFHJFT UIBU TFDVSF UIFJS
QPXFS FWFO XIFO UIF QPQVMBUJPO MPBUIFT UIFN 4FDPOE UIF QBSBNFUFS D SJTFT BT MPDBM TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST
HFOFSBUF NPSF JODPNF UISPVHI FYQSPQSJBUJPO ؛ UIF DBTF JO TPDJFUJFT XIFSF QSPQFSUZ SJHIUT BSF XFBL
BOE FUIOJD EJWJEFT QBSUJDVMBSMZ TBMJFOU ؛ SFOEFSJOH MPDBM TVQQSFTTJPO BHBJO NPSF BUUSBDUJWF 5IJSE BT
ɇ HFUT MBSHF UIF BVUPDSBU NVTU DPNQFOTBUF FUIOJDBMMZ TJNJMBS TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST NPSF UP JNQMFNFOU MP
DBM TVQQSFTTJPO *O TP EPJOH IF QSFGFST UIF EFWFMPQNFOU TUSBUFHZ GPS B HSFBUFS QBSBNFUFS SBOHF UIBO
PUIFSXJTF 'JOBMMZ DIBOHFT JO TUBUF SFWFOVF 3 SFOEFS MPDBM TVQQSFTTJPO NPSF BUUSBDUJWF BT XFMM GPS
UIF BEEJUJPOBM TFDVSJUZ QSPWJEFE JT TJNQMZ NPSF WBMVBCMF
5IF NPEFM BMTP FYQMBJOT 4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT BQQBSFOU JOUFSFTU JO TIV୭୯୳JOH SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT JO
TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT ؛ XIFSF IF QVSTVFT UIF آ4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBUFHZأ ؛ BU GBS IJHIFS SBUFT UIBO JO OPSUI
FSO SFHJPOT 4PVUIFSOCBTFE QSFGFDUT NVTU CF QSFQBSFE UP TVQQSFTT UIF QPQVMBUJPOT UIFZ HPWFSO
4BTTPV /HVFTTP NVTU BMTP DPNQFOTBUF UIFN GPS UIJT &WFO UIPVHI UIFJS FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUJFT BSF MPX
UIFZ NVTU CF QSFWFOUFE GSPN EFWFMPQJOH UIFN GSPN NBSSZJOH TPVUIFSO XPNFO IBWJOH DIJMESFO
BOE BMM UIF PUIFS QFSTPOBM BUUBDINFOUT UIBU SFOEFS UIFJS MPZBMUJFT NPSF EJ୭୮ୢDVMU UP BDRVJSF BU CFTU
BOE VODFSUBJO BU XPSTU
5IFTF DPNQBSBUJWF TUBUJDT QSPWJEF B GPVOEBUJPO GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH WBSJBUJPO JO FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ BU

EJ୭GFSFOU MFWFMT PG UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT QBSUJDVMBSMZ XIFO BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ UIF TVQQSFTTJPO
TUSBUFHZ 5IF P୭୮ୢDFST NPTU DSJUJDBM GPS TVQQSFTTJPO ؛ TFOJPS DPNNBOEFST XIP HJWF PSEFST UP TVC
PSEJOBUFT ؛ TIPVME IBWF UIF MPXFTU FUIOJD B୭୮ୢOJUZ B∗ TJODF UIFJS MPZBMUZ JT DFOUSBM UP UIF BVUPDSBUؠT
TVSWJWBM #Z DPOUSBTU KVOJPS TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST UFOE UP JOUFSBDU NPTU XJUI UIF QPQVMBUJPO .PSFPWFS
TJODF KVOJPS P୭୮ୢDFST BSF BMTP GBS NPSF OVNFSPVT BOE MFTT DPTUMZ UP QVSDIBTF UIF MPZBMUZ PG POF JT GBS
MFTT WJUBM GPS UIF BVUPDSBUؠT IPME PO QPXFS $POTFRVFOUMZ BVUPDSBUT BSF MJLFMZ UP JODSFBTF FUIOJD B୭୮ୢO
JUZ BU MPXFS MFWFMT PG UIF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT TJODF EPJOH TP SFEVDFT FYQSPQSJBUJPO BOE BWPJET FYBDFS
CBUJOH QPQVMBS GSVTUSBUJPO
 &ঝ঑গ঒ঌ঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ ঝ঑঎ -ঘঌঊক 4঎ঌঞছ঒ঝঢ "ঙঙঊছঊঝঞজ
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT HPWFSOBODF PG $POHPؠT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT DMPTFMZ SFTFNCMFT UIF 4VQQSFTTJPO 4USBU
FHZ EFTDSJCFE JO -FNNB  IJT QPMJDJFT JO OPSUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF NPSF BLJO UP UIPTF JO -FNNB 
.PSFPWFS -FNNB  DPO୮ୢSNFE UIF QBSBEPY PG 4FDUJPO  *O EFWFMPQJOH B NPSF SPCVTU MPDBM TFDV
SJUZ BQQBSBUVT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SFOEFST QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT JO TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT NPSF MJLFMZ #VU JU BMTP
QSPQPTFT B TPMVUJPO *U TVHHFTUT UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DBO SFOEFS IJT SVMF NPSF QBMBUBCMF JO UIF TPVUI
CZ MJNJUJOH UIF EBJMZ FYBDUJPOT JNQPTFE CZ UIF OVNFSPVT KVOJPS P୭୮ୢDFST JG IF VTFT MPDBM SFDSVJUT NPSF
MJCFSBMMZ 4FOJPS P୭୮ୢDFST XIPTF MPZBMUZ JO DBTF PG VOSFTU JT DSJUJDBM CVU XIP FYQSPQSJBUF MFTT GSPN UIF
MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO BSF UIVT NPTU MJLFMZ UP CF ESBXO GSPN FMTFXIFSF
"T 4FDUJPO  NBEF DMFBS TPVUIFSOCBTFE SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT BSF PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ BQQPJOUFE UP
UIFJS OPOOBUJWF SFHJPOT 5P QSPCF UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT CFMPX UIF
QSFGFDU MFWFM * FNQMPZ UIF EBUBTFU EFUBJMFE JO 4FDUJPO  "HBJO * BTTVNF UIBU FBDI PG UIF , 
BQQPJOUNFOUT GPS XIJDI * IBWF EBUB DPVME IBWF CFFO HJWFO UP WJSUVBMMZ BOZPOF UIF TVQQMZ PG QPUFO
UJBM BQQPJOUFFT JT SFMBUJWFMZ VODPOTUSBJOFE * UIFO FNQMPZ B MPHJU NPEFM UP FTUJNBUF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
UIBU DPOEJUJPOBM PO UIF TVCTUBODF PG UIF BQQPJOUNFOU JUTFMG ؛ UIBU JUT SBOL MPDBUJPO BOE SFMFWBODF

UP SFHJNF TFDVSJUZ ؛ UIF BQQPJOUNFOU XBT HJWFO UP B OPSUIFSOFS 5P BDDPNNPEBUF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBZ BQQPJOU TPVUIFSOFST UP TPVUIFSOCBTFE MPDBUJPOT BU MPXFS SBOLT * JODMVEF
BO JOUFSBDUJPO UFSN GPS NJMJUBSZ SBOL BOE TPVUIFSO MPDBUJPO "T B SPCVTUOFTT DIFDL * BMTP FTUJNBUF
UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU B QBSUJDVMBS BQQPJOUNFOU XBT HJWFO UP B OBUJWF PG OPSUIFSO 1MBUFBVY PS $VWFUUF
4BTTPV /HVFTTPؠT IPNF SFHJPOT
*O BEEJUJPO * DPOUSPM GPS B SBOHF PG BQQPJOUNFOUMFWFM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT 4JODF 4BTTPV /HVFTTP NBZ
QSFGFS UP NPSF IFBWJMZ QPMJDF SFHJPOT DMPTFS UP #SB[[BWJMMF * DPOUSPM GPS UIF EJTUBODF JO NJMFT PG UIF
BQQPJOUNFOU MPDBUJPO UP #SB[[BWJMMF * BMTP DPOUSPM GPS SFHJPO TJ[F TJODF NPSF QPQVMPVT SFHJPOT NBZ
TJNQMZ SFRVJSF B TUSPOHFS NJMJUBSZ QSFTFODF GPS SFBTPOT UIBU PUIFSXJTF IBWF MJUUMF UP EP XJUI 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT QPMJUJDBM TUSBUFHZ * BMTP SFDPSE XIFUIFS UIF QSFGFDU JO XIJDI BO BQQPJOUNFOU JT MPDBUFE JT
OPOOBUJWF "T 4FDUJPO  NBEF DMFBS 4BTTPV /HVFTTP BQQPJOUT SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ BOE
IFODF NBZ GFFM MFTT PG B UISFBU GSPN SFHJPOT HPWFSOFE CZ B OPOOBUJWF 'JOBMMZ * SFDPSE XIFUIFS BO
BQQPJOUNFOU JT CBTFE JO #SB[[BWJMMF XIJDI NBZ SFOEFS JU NPSF TFOTJUJWF * BMTP JODMVEF B GVMM TFU PG
ZFBS ୮ୢYFE F୭GFDUT XIJDI DPOUSPM GPS BOZ VOPCTFSWFE BOOVBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
5IF SFTVMUT BQQFBS JO 5BCMF  $POTJTUFOU XJUI UIF OBSSBUJWF JO 4FDUJPO  BOE UIF NPEFM JO
4FDUJPO  BQQPJOUNFOUT UP UIF NPTU TFOTJUJWF TFDVSJUZ VOJUT ؛ UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE 5FSSJUP
SJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF BQQBSBUVT 1BSB$PNNBOEP 6OJU BOE $0.64 ؛ BSF PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ ୮ୢMMFE XJUI
OPSUIFSOFST /PSUIFSOFST BSF BMTP NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF TUBUJPOFE JO UIF ,PVJMPV SFHJPO SFTQPOTJCMF GPS
$POHPؠT MVDSBUJWF PJM SFTFSWFT 'JHVSF  WJTVBMJ[FT UIF QSFEJDUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU B HJWFO BQQPJOU
NFOU JT EJSFDUFE UP B OPSUIFSOFS PS UP B OBUJWF PG $VWFUUF PS 1MBUFBVY " UZQJDBM #SB[[BWJMMFCBTFE
BQQPJOUNFOU ؛ TVDI BT NJMJUBSZ IFBERVBSUFST PS MPHJTUJDT ؛ JT BT MJLFMZ UP CF HJWFO UP B OPSUIFSOFS BT
UP B TPVUIFSOFS 5IJT QSPCBCJMJUZ SJTFT UP SPVHIMZ % GPS UIF 1BSB$PNNBOEP 6OJU % GPS 5FS
SJUPSJBM 4VSWFJMMBODF % GPS $0.64 BOE OFBSMZ % GPS UIF 1SFTJEFOUJBM (VBSE "MUIPVHI UIF
$POHPMFTF TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT JT FWFOMZ CBMBODFE CFUXFFO OPSUI BOE TPVUI UIFTF SFTVMUT NBLF DMFBS
UIBU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FOUSVTUT IJT TFDVSJUZ FYDMVTJWFMZ UP OPSUIFSOFST

7DEOH  %XLOGLQJ WKH VHFXULW\ DSSDUDWXV
/PSUIFSO "QQPJOUFF $VWFUUF1MBUFBVY "QQPJOUFF
-PHJU -PHJU
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● Model 1: Northern Native
● Model 2: Cuvette Native
)LJXUH  )RU HDFK RI WKH DSSRLQWPHQW FDWHJRULHV RQ WKH YD[LV WKH ZD[LV UHFRUGV WKH SUREDELOLW\ WKDW LW ZDV JLYHQ
WR D QRUWKHUQHU RU WR D QDWLYH RI &XYHWWH RU 3ODWHDX[ 7KH SUHGLFWHG SUREDELOLWLHV ZHUH JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH UHVXOWV LQ
7DEOH 
8IFSF UIFO BSF UIF NJMJUBSZؠT TPVUIFSOFST TUBUJPOFE *G 4BTTPV /HVFTTP TPVHIU QSJNBSJMZ UP FO
TVSF UIBU TPMEJFST TUBUJPOFE JO UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT XPVME WJPMFOUMZ TVQQSFTT QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT XF
NJHIU FYQFDU UIF TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT UP CF QPMJDFE BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ CZ OPSUIFSOFST 5IBU IPXFWFS
JT OPU UIF DBTF BT UIF NPEFM JO 4FDUJPO  TVHHFTUFE 5IF FWJEFODF JO 5BCMF   BOE 'JHVSF  TVH
HFTU UIBU TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT BSF PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ QPMJDFE CZ TPVUIFSOFST 5IFSF JT JNQPSUBOU WBSJBUJPO

CZ SBOL IPXFWFS +VTU BT SFHJPOBM QSFGFDUT BSF JNQPSUFE TP UPP BSF UIF TFOJPS TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST UIF
DPMPOFMT FTQFDJBMMZ XIPTF PCFEJFODF UP UIF SFHJPOBM QSFGFDU JT DSJUJDBM " TPVUIFSO TFSHFBOU BQQPJOU
NFOU JT HJWFO UP B OPSUIFSOFS XJUI POMZ . QSPCBCJMJUZ " DPMPOFM QPTJUJPO JO UIF TBNF TPVUIFSO
SFHJPO JT HJWFO UP B OPSUIFSOFS XJUI SPVHIMZ . QSPCBCJMJUZ *O TIPSU 4BTTPV /HVFTTP FNQMPZT OB
UJWF TPOT UP QPMJDF UIFJS IPNF SFHJPOT PO UIF SFHJNFؠT CFIBMG FWFO JG VMUJNBUF DPNNBOE BVUIPSJUZ
SFNBJOT XJUI OPSUIFSOFST
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগ
0SHBOJ[JOH NPEFSO SFQSFTTJPO JT EJ୭୮ୢDVMU 'JSTU SFMJBOU PO GPSFJHO BJE BOE JOWFTUNFOU ؛ BOE IFODF
NPSF CPVOE CZ UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZؠT IVNBO SJHIUT OPSNT ؛ "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF MFTT
BCMF UP DSFEJCMF UISFBUFO WJPMFODF UIBO FWFS CFGPSF 5P SFOEFS IJT JNQMJDJU UISFBUT NPSF DSFEJCMF UIJT
DIBQUFS ୮ୢOET 4BTTPV /HVFTTP QPQVMBUFT TPVUIFSO SFHJPOT XJUI QSFGFDUT GSPN BGBS 5P FOTVSF UIFJS
VOEJWJEFE MPZBMUJFT IF TIV୭୯୳FT UIFN GSFRVFOUMZ #VU CZ QPQVMBUJOH UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT
XJUI GPSFJHOFST 4BTTPV /HVFTTP SJTLT QSPWPLJOH UIF QPQVMBS VOSFTU IF BJNT UP QSFWFOU 8IJMF OPO
OBUJWF TFDVSJUZ P୭୮ୢDFST FNQMPZ WJPMFODF NPSF GSFFMZ ؛ PS BU MFBTU DBO UISFBUFO WJPMFODF NPSF FBTJMZ ؛
UIFZ BMTP QSFZ VQPO UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO 5IFZ BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP FYQSPQSJBUF UIFJS QSPQFSUZ BOE PG
GFOE UIFJS EJHOJUZ "DDPSEJOHMZ 4BTTPV /HVFTTP DPOTUSVDUT UIF MPDBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVT TUSBUFHJDBMMZ
8IJMF LFFQJOH DPNNBOE BVUIPSJUZ JO UIF IBOET PG OPSUIFSOFST IF ESBXT KVOJPS P୭୮ୢDFST PWFSXIFMN
JOHMZ GSPN UIF MPDBM QPQVMBUJPO *O TP EPJOH IF DSFBUFT MPDBM DPMMBCPSBUPST XIP QPMJDF UIFJS IPTUJMF
OBUJWF SFHJPOT PO UIF SFHJNFؠT CFIBMG 'JOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT BSF DSJUJDBM UP TFDVSJOH DPMMBCPSBUJPO #VU
BT CFGPSF TP UPP BSF UIF CFMJFGT PG IJT QSPTQFDUJWF DPMMBCPSBUPST 8IFO UIFZ IBWF GFX PQUJPOT PVUTJEF








5IFSF BSF UXP "GSJDBT POF EFNPDSBUJD UIF PUIFS BVUPDSBUJD 5P PVUTJEFST UIFJS QPMJUJDT BSF JEFOUJDBM
7JSUVBMMZ BMM "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT OPX HPWFSO XJUI QBSMJBNFOUT BOE PSHBOJ[F SFHVMBS NVMUJQBSUZ FMFD
UJPOT 5IFZ IBWF MJUUMF DIPJDF 4JODF UIF FOE PG UIF $PME 8BS 8FTUFSO HPWFSONFOUT IBWF SFRVJSFE
OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT JO FYDIBOHF GPS FDPOPNJD BJE JOWFTUNFOU BOE EFCU SFMJFG *O BO

FSB PG :PV5VCF BOE TNBSUQIPOFT WJPMFOU SFQSFTTJPO JT JNQPTTJCMF UP DPODFBM GSPN UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM
DPNNVOJUZ -JGF BT BO BVUPDSBU IBT UIVT HSPXO NPSF QFSJMPVT 4JODF  BVUPDSBUT GPSDFE UP HPW
FSONFOU XJUI OPNJOBMMZ EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT IBWF CFFO OFBSMZ %NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS
FBDI ZFBS UIBO BVUPDSBUT XIP QSPTDSJCF QPMJUJDBM DPNQFUJUJPO "DDPSEJOHMZ CFUXFFO  BOE 
UIF OVNCFS PG BVUPDSBDJFT JO "GSJDB GFMM GSPN  UP 
"T "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT MFBSOFE UP TVSWJWF EFTQJUF EFNPDSBUJD JOTUJUVUJPOT UIF SBUF PG EFNPDSBUJ[B
UJPO TMPXFE UP B USJDLMF 5P VOEFSTUBOE IPX UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO GPDVTFT PO UIF 3FQVCMJD PG $POHP
SVMFE CZ %FOJT 4BTTPV /HVFTTP GPS BMM CVU ୮ୢWF ZFBST TJODF  6TJOH PSJHJOBM EBUB PO UIF $POHPMFTF
FMJUF UIFJS QPMJUJDBM QBSUJFT UIF FMFDUJPOT JO XIJDI UIFZ DPNQFUF BOE UIF DPVOUSZؠT JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ
BQQBSBUVT ؛ BOE NBLJOH TFOTF PG UIJT EBUB XJUI GPSNBM RVBMJUBUJWF BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF NFUIPET ؛ UIJT
EJTTFSUBUJPO ୮ୢOET UIBU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT DPOGSPOU DIBMMFOHFT PME BOE OFX XJUI EJ୭GFSFOU DPOTUSBJOUT
"DDPSEJOHMZ UIFZ ୮ୢOE EJ୭GFSFOU TPMVUJPOT
4JODF UIF FOE PG UIF $PME 8BS OFBSMZ % PG UIF XPSMEؠT BVUPDSBUT XIP IBWF MPTU QPXFS UISPVHI
OPOPSEFSMZ NFBOT IBWF GBMMFO UP SFHJNF JOTJEFST UIF QFPQMF UP XIPN UIFZ FOUSVTU UIFJS HPWFSO
NFOUؠT NPTU JNQPSUBOU QPSUGPMJPT <> 8IFSFBT BVUPDSBUT PODF SFMJFE PO TJOHMF QBSUJFT UP CSJEMF
FMJUF BNCJUJPOT JO "GSJDB UIFZ OPX TFDVSF FMJUF DPNQMJBODF XJUI TPDJBM UPPMT #Z SFEF୮ୢOJOH UIF
QPPM PG DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIF SFHJNFؠT NPTU MVDSBUJWF QPTJUJPOT "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT FNQMPZ B آQPMJUJDT
PG IPQFأ XIJDI JOEVDFT MPZBMUZ FWFO XIFO FMJUFT BSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF SFHJNF 5P NPOJUPS BQ
QPJOUFFT "GSJDBؠT DPOUFNQPSBSZ BVUPDSBUT DSFBUF TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT JO XIJDI OFX SFDSVJUT JOUFSBDU
XJUI UIF BVUPDSBUؠT NPTU USVTUFE BJEFT "VUPDSBUT TVQQMFNFOU UIFTF XJUI QBSBMMFM HPWFSONFOUT "LJO
UP UPVSOBNFOUT "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT GPSDF FMJUFT XIP BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ FUIOJD DMFBWBHFT PS GBNJMZ SJ
WBMSJFT UP DPNQFUF BHBJOTU FBDI PUIFS GPS GBWPS 8IFO "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT EFQMPZ UIFTF NPOJUPSJOH
EFWJDFT F୭GFDUJWFMZ UIFZ GPSHP BSCJUSBSZ QVSHFT JO GBWPS PG QSFEJDUBCMF UFOVSF QPMJDJFT XIJDI SFXBSE
DPNQFUFODF XJUI SFBQQPJOUNFOU
.PEFSO "GSJDBO BVUPDSBUT BSF GBS NPSF DPODFSOFE BCPVU QPQVMBS VQSJTJOHT 5IF JOUFSOBUJPOBM

DPNNVOJUZؠT JOTJTUFODF PO SFHVMBS FMFDUJPOT ؛ IPXFWFS GSBVEVMFOU ؛ DSFBUFT آGPDBM NPNFOUTأ XIFO
DJUJ[FOT BSF FOHBHFE JO UIF QPMJUJDBM QSPDFTT BOE BXBSF PG TIBSFE EJTDPOUFOU 4JODF UIFZ CFMJFWF UIBU
JOUFSOBUJPOBM BUUFOUJPO XJMM TIJFME UIFN GSPN SFQSFTTJPO PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST BSF FBHFS UP NPCJMJ[F
VOSFTU "T B SFTVMU "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF GBS NPSF MJLFMZ UP MPTF QPXFS EVSJOH FMFDUJPO ZFBST ؛ FY
FDVUJWF BOE MFHJTMBUJWF BMJLF ؛ UIBO FWFS CFGPSF "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT NVTU QSFWFOU UIFJS DJUJ[FOT GSPN
୯୳PPEJOH UIF TUSFFUT JO UIF ୮ୢSTU QMBDF FWFO UIPVHI UIFTF آGPDBM NPNFOUTأ BSF NPSF DPNNPO UIBO
FWFS 5IJT JOTUJUVUJPOBM MBOETDBQF DPNQFMT BVUPDSBUT UP GBTIJPO FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT XJUI PQQPTJUJPO
MFBEFST #Z KPJOJOH UIF SFHJNF UIFZ PODF JNQVHOFE PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST TBDSJ୮ୢDF QVCMJD DSFEJCJMJUZ GPS
NJOJTUFSJBM QFSRVJTJUFT 1PQVMBS HPPEXJMM DPOTUJUVUFT BO JOTVSBODF QPMJDZ BOE TP "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT
DPNNJTTJPO TVSSPHBUFT UP HFOFSBUF JU 8JUI WJPMFOU SFQSFTTJPO MFTT DSFEJCMF BVUPDSBUT NVTU BMTP DPO
TUSVDU UIFJS JOUFSOBM TFDVSJUZ BQQBSBUVTFT JO XBZT UIBU BSF UISFBUFOJOH XJUIPVU CFJOH UPP QSPWPDBUJWF
5IFTF UFDIOJRVFT CVJME VQPO ؛ BOE PG୴FO SFJOGPSDF ؛ FBDI PUIFS 5PHFUIFS UIFZ DPOTUJUVUF 4BTTPV
/HVFTTPؠT آFTUBCMJTIFEأ FRVJMJCSJVN PG BVUPDSBUJD QPMJUJDT
"T EPFT 4WPMJL <> UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO TVHHFTUT B TFDPOE آDPOUFTUFEأ FRVJMJCSJVN XIJDI JT GBS MFTT
TUBCMF *O JU BVUPDSBUT MBDL UIF SFTPVSDFT UP P୭GFS B XBHF QSFNJVN UP FMJUFT BOE ୮ୢOBODF QBSBMMFM HPW
FSONFOUT 8JUIPVU B آQPMJUJDT PG IPQFأ BOE BO F୭GFDUJWF NPOJUPSJOH BQQBSBUVT BVUPDSBUT BSF VOBCMF
UP DPOTUSVDU TPDJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT 5IFZ TIV୭୯୳F FMJUFT BSCJUSBSJMZ XIJDI JODFOUJWJ[FT UIF NBMGFBTBODF
JU JT EFTJHOFE UP QSFWFOU 7VMOFSBCMF UP FMJUF DPOTQJSBDJFT BVUPDSBUT MBDL BDDFTT UP FMFDUPSBM BMMJBODFT
XJUI PQQPTJUJPO QBSUJFT 4JODF PQQPTJUJPO MFBEFST LOPX UIF BVUPDSBU JT XFBL UIFJS TVQQPSU JT QSP
IJCJUJWFMZ FYQFOTJWF -JLFXJTF BVUPDSBUT DIPPTF OPU UP FNQMPZ TVSSPHBUFT UP HFOFSBUF HPPEXJMM GPS
UIFZ RVFTUJPO UIFJS MPZBMUJFT 4JODF UIF FEJ୮ୢDF PG SVMF JT XFBL BVUPDSBUT DBOOPU SFDSVJU OBUJWF TPOT UP
QPMJDF UIFJS IPTUJMF OBUJWF SFHJPOT SFOEFSJOH VQSJTJOHT NPSF MJLFMZ TUJMM

 'ঞঝঞছ঎ 1ছ঒ঘছ঒ঝ঒঎জ
5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO TVHHFTUT B SBOHF PG QPTTJCJMJUJFT GPS GVUVSF SFTFBSDI 8IFO EP FYFDVUJWF BOE MFH
JTMBUJWF FMFDUJPOT HFOFSBUF QPQVMBS QSPUFTUT BOE XIFO EP UIFZ CSJOH EPXO BVUPDSBUT 8IBU BSF UIF
F୭GFDUT PG TNBSUQIPOFT BOE :PV5VCF PO QPQVMBS QSPUFTUT BOE BVUPDSBUJD SFTQPOTF  )PX EPFT SF
MJBODF PO 8FTUFSO DSFEJUPST DPOEJUJPO BVUPDSBUJD CFIBWJPS 8IZ IBWF NJMJUBSZ DPVQT Eԙ©UBU CFDPNF
TP SBSF  8IFO EP BVUPDSBUT CVJME QTFVEP IVNBO SJHIUT /(0T BOE XIFO BSF UIFZ F୭GFDUJWF %PFT
QSFTT GSFFEPN SFOEFS HPWFSONFOU QSPQBHBOEB NPSF PS MFTT DPNNPO JO "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBDJFT )PX
EJE UIF UXP "GSJDBT FNFSHF JO UIF ୮ୢSTU QMBDF 4UVEFOUT PG DPOUFNQPSBSZ "GSJDB JODSFBTJOHMZ FNQMPZ
୮ୢFME FYQFSJNFOUT UP TUVEZ QVCMJD HPPE QSPWJTJPO MPDBM HPWFSOBODF FUIOJD WPUJOH BOE DJWJM XBST UIBU
FOEFE EFDBEFT BHP *O TP EPJOH UIFZ GPDVT BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ PO EFNPDSBUJD "GSJDB 5IJT EJTTFSUB
UJPO VOEFSTDPSFT KVTU IPX NVDI PG UIF DPOUJOFOU SFNBJOT VOEFSTUVEJFE
.Z ୮ୢSTU QSJPSJUZ GPS UIF DPNJOH NPOUIT JT UP QSFQBSF UIF NBOVTDSJQU GPS TVCNJTTJPO 8JUI QSFT
JEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT TDIFEVMFE GPS +VMZ  * IPQF UIF CPPL BQQFBST JO QSJOU CZ .BZ  * FOWJTJPO
BEEJOH B QBJS PG BEEJUJPOBM DIBQUFST UIBU EFNPOTUSBUF UIF CPPLؠT HFOFSBMJUZ 5IF ୮ୢSTU XJMM GPDVT PO
آDPOUFTUFEأ FRVJMJCSJB 'SBO§PJT #P[J[© PG UIF $FOUSBM "GSJDBO 3FQVCMJD .BNBEPV 5BOEKB PG /JHFS
-BVSFOU (CBHCP PG $PUF Eؠ*WPJSF BOE 4BMWB ,JJS .BZBSEJU PG 4PVUI 4VEBO 5IF TFDPOE XJMM GP
DVT PO آFTUBCMJTIFEأ FRVJMJCSJB 1BVM #JZB PG $BNFSPPO 1BVM ,BHBNF PG 3XBOEB 0NBS #POHP
PG (BCPO #MBJTF $BNQBPS© PG #VSLJOB 'BTP *ESJTT %©CZ PG $IBE 5FPEPSP 0CJBOH PG &RVBUPSJBM
(VJOFB BOE (OBTTJOHC© &ZBE©NB BOE 'BVSF (OBTTJOHC© PG 5PHP
8JUI UIFTF DIBQUFST * IPQF UP FNQIBTJ[F UIBU UIF QSPCMFNT EFTDSJCFE JO $IBQUFST  UISPVHI  BSF
DPNNPO BOE UIBU UIFJS TPMVUJPOT BSF DPSSFMBUFE * IPQF BMTP UP TIBSQFO UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT BSHVNFOUT
1JFSTLBMMB BOE )PMMFOCBDI <> ୮ୢOE UIBU DFMM QIPOF BDDFTT JO "GSJDB JT SFMBUFE UP DJWJM XBS POTFU
$MBSL <> TVHHFTUT UIBU MJCFSBMJ[JOH "GSJDBO HPWFSONFOUT JOPDVMBUF UIFNTFMWFT GSPN NJMJUBSZ UISFBUT
XJUI QPQVMBS MFHJUJNBDZ :FU FWFO "GSJDBؠT BVUPDSBUT BSF JODSFBTJOHMZ JNNVOF UP UIF NJMJUBSZ BOE TP UIF DBVTBM
GBDUPS NBZ MJF FMTFXIFSF

BCPVU UIF SPMF PG ୮ୢOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT BOE CFMJFGT JO TVTUBJOJOH NPEFSO "GSJDBO BVUPDSBDZ "T XSJUUFO
UIF EJTTFSUBUJPO FMVDJEBUFT UIJT JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI HBNF UIFPSZ BOE DMBSJ୮ୢFT JU XJUI OBSSBUJWF #VU CPUI
DPVME CF TUSPOHFS * CFMJFWF
* XPVME PCWJPVTMZ BQQSFDJBUF BOZ UIPVHIUT ZPV NJHIU IBWF PO UIJT BT XFMM BT BOZUIJOH FMTF *O
UIF NFBOUJNF UIBOL ZPV GPS SFBEJOH UIJT BOE GPS ZPVS TVQQPSU EVSJOH UIFTF ZFBST * MPPL GPSXBSE UP
BDLOPXMFEHJOH ZPV BMM JO UIF EJTTFSUBUJPOؠT "DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT TFDUJPO

3FGFSFODFT
<> "DFNPHMV %BSPO %BWJEF 5JDDIJ BOE "OESFB 7JOEJHOJ  آ" 5IFPSZ PG .JMJUBSZ %JDUB
UPSTIJQTأ"NFSJDBO &DPOPNJD +PVSOBM .BDSPFDPOPNJDT 	
؛
<> "DFNPHMV %BSPO BOE +BNFT " 3PCJOTPO  &DPOPNJD 0SJHJOT PG %JDUBUPSTIJQ BOE
%FNPDSBDZ /FX :PSL $BNCSJEHF 6OJWFSTJUZ
<> "DFNPHMV %BSPO +BNFT " 3PCJOTPO BOE 5IJFSSZ 7FSEJFS  آ,MFQUPDSBDZ BOE %JWJEF
BOE3VMF " .PEFM PG 1FSTPOBM 3VMFأ +PVSOBM PG UIF &VSPQFBO &DPOPNJD "TTPDJBUJPO 
<> "DFNPHMV %BSPO 4JNPO +PIOTPO BOE +BNFT " 3PCJOTPO  آ$PMPOJBM 0SJHJOT PG
$PNQBSBUJWF %FWFMPQNFOUأ"NFSJDBO &DPOPNJD 3FWJFX 	
؛
<> "GSJDBO %FWFMPQNFOU #BOL (SPVQ  آ3FQVCMJD PG $POHP )*1$ "QQSPWBM %PDVNFOU
%FDJTJPO 1PJOU 6OEFS UIF &OIBODFE 'SBNFXPSLأ 8BTIJOHUPO %$ 0OMJOF
<> "GSJRVF $FOUSBMF  آ4BTTPV GVTUJHF MFT آCPVSHFPJT EF /FVJMMZأأ 1BSJT 0OMJOF
<> "HFODF 'SBODF 1SFTTF  آ"୭GBJSF EFT EJTQBSVT BV $POHP MF HPVWFSOFNFOU DPOHPMBJT NFU
FO HBSEF 3'*أ 1BSJT 0OMJOF
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<> "MFTJOB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 "MCFSUP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
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